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Preface

The new generation of combat aircraft. currently at demonstrator or development stage, incorporate significant advances in
manoeuvre capability. especially in such areas as post-stall control and sustained supersonic manoeuvre. These technologies
expand the operational capabilities, and are essential for survival in a sophisticated threat scenario, and rlso to obtain favourable
exchange ratios against an opponent using the current generation of fighters. The aim of this Symposium was to review the
various technologies, which combine to give this increased operational capability. am the techniques which are availablc or
being developed, to overcome the design problems associated with the attainment of these goals.

The Symposium was divided into six sessions covering propulsion ane integrated flight control, aerodynamics% and control at
high angles of attack, post-stall flight and control, flying qualities-applied criteria. agility and simulation. Examples of results
from current demronstrator programmes were covered in appropriate sessions.

Two keynote papers presented an overview from an operational and acquisition viewpoint of the contibution of manoeuvrability
to combat success.

For the first time in a Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium, the programme included a paper by a Russian author.

A Technical Evaluation Report on the Symposi-m is also included in this Conference Proceedings document.

Prefface*

La nouivelle ginfration davions de combat. lui cut actuellement au stade des esztk de deucloppement. %oire asion dc
dWimonstration. intagre des progr63. importants en cc qui conceme Ia nianocuvrablit6. en particulier dan% des domaines conimec It
contrdle en post-c&crochage et Ia manoeuvre supersoniqtts2 continue. 11 %sagit dc Icchnologics qui permcttent d'augnienter kI
capacitEs opirationnelles ci qui soni indispensables A la survie dans un scinario sophistiqui de menace. Elks% permettent aussi
d'obtenir des rapports de potenitiels favorables contre un advcrsaire qui dispose d'avions dc combat sic Is g~n~ration r-xtuellc.

Le symposiums a eu pour objet de faire It point des diffirritcs technologies qui. combinars. concourent 1 Uohtcntton dic cct
accroissemcnt des capacit~cs opfrationnelles. ainsi que des techniques. disponsibles ou en ddseloppement. qui peMiettent ic:
rksoudre let prublames de conception associ~s A Ii rialisation de cc% objcctifs.

Le symposium a Wt structurE en siS sessions. couvrant Ia commande de vol intigr~c. la~rodynamiqsie ci It contr6lc aus grands
angles d'attaoue. It vol en post-d&crochageci etI contr6le. lea critares appliqu~s aux qualitds dic vol. Ia nianiabilMt ci Ia
simulation. Des excmples des risultats obtenus &-s programmes de dimonstration en cours oni Wt doinn5s Ions des vesions
xpprnpridc%. 4
Un aperu &i la contribution dic la manoeuvrabiliE dan. 1'efficacit6 des combat%. tant du point dic vue op~rationncl qdc dic
l'acquisition d'objectif,. a EtE donn6 par deux communications douvcnture de s4ance.

Pour Ia premiare fois fors d'un symposium du Panel de IA MWcanique de Vol. It programme comprenait une communication
pritie par un aute'sr rm.

La comptc-rendu coniftrence comprend un rapport d'dvaluation techniqtue.
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soutve of collaborative progralrs Referring to 1IIM1.T addtressed a set or requirements with a set of
reductions In defeni expmnditures, lie spoke of the programs run IyY individual, Indlepondent players,
necessity to maintain intact design teams, perhaps Common interest seems, r the moment, to have
through development ore affines or proiotypos, overcome the competitive Instinct Ckvernment

participation with substantial funding avilable may
tieneral Muellner spoke of the proper balance of various have beon the key to this cooperation, As government
alcrafl attributes including weapons capability and research fl1indlng declines in the USi, it will be a
radar signiature. While not strongly endorsing challenige to the multiple managers to maintain the
excepional manoeuvrability as A printary desigjn progress and cooperation of the irr initiiative.
requirement, Geoneral Muullner and General Brevot both
comaldere manoeuvrabllty and agilty valuable design The first paper "Aerodynamlic and Propulsion Ground
options General Muellne did suppo~rt the need to Test and Evaluation Techniques for Highly
restore manoeuvrabilty lost in the initial search r Manoeuvrable Aircraft -Capabilities and Chllenges, m

stealth Ile also referred to the high eoit of aircraft lost describes innovative methods to ground test engines
to problems at high angles of attack, Like General designed to meet manoeuvrabillity- related requirements,
Bcvot, General Muellnr l'.ghlhd the noed to 'The capabilities desocrbd include teat of
balance weapons capabilty and various aircraft thrust-vcctorng systems and testing under closely
capabilties to maximize system payoff~ controlled anid accurately emulated inlet distortion, This

asaurca system-level requirements are met on the
ILMION It PROPULSION AND INTFtORATRID propulsion subsystem level, Thi& paper also illustrates
rLIGIfT CONTROL using highly controlled tests under
The first three popers in the sesion concentrated on otherthan-operational conditions to validate analysis
integration of the engine in the clial sense of (for propulsion systems this means ground testing rather
malciwig engine airflow and aixfhinji propulsive thant flight testing), Analysis validates a model available
requirements T1he best way to consider this three ror system evaluation and operation. Pcrhaps the most
papers is in reverse order. The third papa., "Engine remarkable aspect of the teat capability documented in
C'haracteristics for Agile Aircraft," sthrted with airraft this paper is that It was in place in time to test the first
requiremnents 1t demonstrated the decomposition of prototype systems that needed it, Anticipating new
thos requirements into propulsion system requirements requirements and makdig the resources available to
and ientified specific engine technologies to address address those requirements in time is a rare
the reqtuirements, Specific requirements were shown to achievement.
haow primary connections w~ith specific technologies,
Tha liW ffom propulsion technology to aircraft The fourth through sixth papers of the first session
requirements will allw technology maniagers to makce concentrated on the potential benefits of integration of
decossono booed on operational nieeds as well as on control systems of the aircraft and the engine. The
technical opportunities fourth paper, "Design of Integrated Flight and Power

Plant Control Systems,' provides an excellent tutorial
in thio authors expenence, the link from operational on the progression from independent control systems
raquirements to propulsion system technology is not for aircraft and engine to a Muly integrated system. This
always "il understood by ether technology planr paper focuses on benefits of flight and propulsion
(n Ivy propulsion technologists lxmon lead times for control integration for VS1'OL. Perhaps most dramatic
propulsion system develpmntff compound the problem was the evolution from the Harrie system of three
because propulsion system often enter development control inceptors to using only ai single inceptor for all
before dedwtw of aircraft requirements, Propulsion the saw meuntons. (The outhoes perceptions may be
oyaser technoloosl will be btttur able to forecast influenced by prior experience us a Ilamnrer Pilot),
requisemait wv the approach outlined in this paper, Further progress along this path will address General

Brevofs vision of allowing pilots to concentrate on
The second pape of the sessmo "Progressi and Purpose strategy and tactics.
or the IIIWTFT Programt,* described a large-scale US
riwwry andl government program to advance turbine The next two papers report on similar implemcrntations
ene technology Tie paper describes a process of thrut vectoring for control, but again, are best
starlin with top-level engine performance requirements considered in reverse order. Paper six, "Results from
and prooding to identificaon of component the STOIL and Manieuver Technology Demonstrator"
technologies and dervelopment or strategie for reports on fuinctional integrati or oflgt and propulsion
sedvmncw those Wcetwologlas Technologies provide control, It documents manoeuvrabllty, performance
no only capabttes, but also altertutives. Individual an flying qualities benefits of such integration, It also
technologies cor. simultaneously, be both synergistic describes using engine thrust to provide pitchin
and competiiv, dependig on the specifi requiraeent. moment andkirslng Multimode controls .reused to
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optimize arcraft response for various tasks .cidudin explored. Particrpanits in the syirnposiurn had reported
ar-to-ar tracing anid accurate landns Lie Paper cit - tioresi performance and control capability.
four, it discuses innovative control inceptor design. Papers had dt~b4methods of breain down X
Flisht test results mostly validated design objetves, but objectives to speciicatws- end to functional
ow ne mepected result was documented - a pitch uinplenttations. Papers also discussed techn;tcal And
oscillation after touchdown wblle in reverse thnzt. Programmatic approaches to advancing tachnoloy and
Considered with Viggen vid Torado experiences in the testmi
same thrust-reversig environment, this ilumriniates the
difficulties of control in conditions of complex flow and SESSION 11: AERODYNAMICS AND CONTROL
powerful forces. Althug recent experienice in AT HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK 0
developing Level I flying qualitie in new aircraft has Paper seven, 'Numerical Study of High Incece Flow
been excellent, this oscillation seaves as a rerrimder of Ovar the Wiale A.' documents analysis of Mfle
the potential for problems resulting from complex aerodynatmics u-;-4 a three-dimensional Euler code to
mechanizations, wncxpecte dyramics, arid multiple determ the lift coefficient contnibution of the
control modes, (Readers, should be aware that this fuselage, winigs, A canard. T"he presentation focuses
author was proprm rranager of the F-15 STOL for on high angles of atac With controls fixed at 0
three years and executive ptogram anager for the lat filnose down, the wing cootrbution to lift decreases
year of the program). while the fuselage said caard contribution increaWe

w 'th increasing erigles of attack Similar analyses are
While the F-I5 STL and Maneuver Technology presented for pitch-moment coefficient contributions.
Demonstrator did not address increased angles of atack, Analysis predicts rcduced directial stability, at high
manoeuves at high anaje of snack were a primary Soa angles of attack. The approach combines numerical 4
ofdte YF-22 thrst-vectonng implamnttion discussed techniques with engieering judgment A models
in Paper five, "Thrust Vector Aided Manoeuvring of the vertical flow without ectremen sensitivity to calculated
YF-22 Advaniced Tactical Fighter Prototype." This vortex origins tad other diffcuh-to-predict phenomena.
pWpe docurmts subsanta mroeet in usab" The results of thes tests provide qualitativ anid
high-angle-of-atac capabilty while emphasizing the quantitative data for validation of numerical reslt as
rportanice of superb aerodynamics. Thrust vectorn well as valuable and accurate desig data for Rafri * *

can make high angles of attack avalable and speed development.
anigle-of-atac reductioni when te tacical situation
dictates To avoid absolute reliance on the ropulsion Paper eight 'Dynamc Tests to Demonstrated L ateral
system, the YF-22 tetaints a capability for aerodynamic Control Using Forebody Suction On LArg Scale
recovery. Models in the DRA 24 Foot Wind TWM:l,

demonstrates that variou means of forebody vortex 4
Paper five also addresses tactical reqirenent for high control can provide strong yaw moment% at high angles
manioeuvrability arid agilty. The author sthts that the of attack Other documented methods ncude blowing
design cbjective blended substantial reqiaementa for through tionles or slots and using small strikes.
manoeuvrabltyarnd agility with requirements for low Focusig on a wethod no firequntly reported. Umi
oW-evables. The paper justifies manoeuvrability and paper consitues a welcom addition to the literaiture.
o~lty to cope with future low-observable fighters,
highly mwmouvraW leighters planned or already in The paper describes two annd-ure xpenzmts usn
production and expected reliffnce on tihared-guided active control of suction through small holes near the
weapons in the air-to-air battls of the fixture. This peut apex of a model nose. In the first experi~ment the
of the presentation is best understood considering the model was free to yaw and the only active control
specification to which the UtS Air Foce procured t mechanism was nose sucton. In the second
YF-22 and YF-23. Program officials spectfied capability experiment, the model was free to pitchOI roiad yaw% 04
against a mission requiement, rather than a&rcaft with aerodynamc control surfaces and nose suction
performan imr. A la paper describes Workin active Tie expenmeents demonstrated that nose suction
Group 19 conclusios on speciflcatiort of opeational could effectivrely genecrate latera forces and could be
agility. In the broadest sens, the YF-22 program office effectively integrated inito a flight control systemi.
used the approach the Working Group would
recommend - the a*rcaft was designed to respond with One sigruficant element of the research presented is the 04
agility to A widt- re of threats, includinig a numrrically discussion of lag in response to sction. The peae
superior foet docurrmets the cxdsteace of such lap and tome

parameters affecting the lag. A full underatwAndn of
By the conclusion of Session I, the tone of the these effects at various flight conditions will be
confcerne was set One apect of technology for necessary to forecast whether suction devices will meet
highly manoeurvrable airrat had been thoroughly 4
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01111g quahtict renien and to property design tests pcrfonrred on the X.29 dipg IM9 povide
control systems implementing this techniqe impotan infrmation. As llhatzaei by the X-29
Ultimately, MIa-scale wirid-tinde and &liht testing must vortex flow exerimnt, it may not be necessary to
follow to vaidate am~ implermtation and to genrate colect and collate a complete body of data to begin
the pcartrs neesary for ontrol system titegration succesful fbht testing. However, %ithout the data, the

possibility remains that a slightly different approach
II response to qusmos, the presenter discussed maty have been mome sioessfiLl it would have been

various suction port positions. The most effectv beneficial to report on the F-IC and the X_-q
positioni for th: port was es dlose to the apex as investigations during this symposum.
posibite, Control was mosm effective usi-g a long. fine
nose rather than a short, blunt nose sectio. Paper rime -rechniquets for Aerodyyarmc

ch-arzcterzton and Performnc Evslurtion at High
For scheduhing consideration% Paper I11. CWM~ro of Angle of Attsck,' w~s pesented.CX nextTh pape pjUls
Leading-Edge SepraLon on a Cambered Delta Wineg togetber wind-tunnel testng fopinsticate modeling
was switched with Paper 9. Paper I I addresse the need and data reduiction advanced methods for measurig
for a versatile design responding to sevral design dynarmc response, and model tests in the vertical tunnel
requirements. In this case, the requircoents addressed and free fight.
are for efficient supersonic flight as well as
high-angle-of-attack rrnoeuvrabffty at subsonic The sequence proposed in thi paper is to first use
speeds. The approach selected was a highly swept wig expezimental testin to bound a problem and select
for supersorae performance and a specal mechanismn parameters for evaluation Th-a next step is to perform
for control of leadig-edge flow separation at subsouc, analysis at sufficient depth to obtain predictions
luian&t-of-attack flight conditioits The mechanism Froaly, the predictions should be vadatedL Larn-scait
discussed uses din wires positioned withi the attached wmd-tmnne tests, ffbglt testing. and sophisticated
tuirbhlent boundary layer. it will be interestng to track numercal analysis may be appropriate mehod of
the developent of this tectitology, cspectafly validaton, depending on the subject. the budget and
high-engl-of-sttack chraeistics at full scale with the objective
nctmial pro&iction deviations in dimenson This author
was reminded of asymmetri deployment of the Ini futur researen d= atho prop-Aes using the
aerodynamiucally actuated leading-edge flaps on the approach of Piper nine to address the broad tchnica
Douglas A-4 Skyhw during moderate argle-of atack Ire of forebody flow control. The curen Wae of
manoeuvits, reearch concerrung hihl leverged control techniques

at the forebody of a fighter aircraft is caucntrted in

Pape 10. -Yaw Control by Tangential Forebody aexpernal testing. Several approsches have been

contol edw n, ape te awws tg bowig Peditimhave been validated in sevc.al large-scale
through slots fuirther a&& A cr=Wa advanitage postdlated wind Uiumel tests Nd in the X-29 fligt test.
for ts approach is that the installation is inmsmtve to Conttrrnuston of the investigation along all these fronts
the loction of the -orte paper ten also addresses is liel to continue, but more disciplne as proposed by
modifiction of attached flow as well as modification of this paper will enhance productivity AGARD may
vortices as an important mechanism for control. provie the fbrumn for the difficult task of compromise

and cooperation leading to more prdcieinteraenyy
It is not clear to this &Amo WFIscher repegatble vortex intm~tient
positions exist for several eamtrples of a given dtesign. ifI
it is rot possible to determine vortex posiin SESSION Ill: POST-STALL FLIGHT AND
generically for a given desin, the robustness of an CONTROL
implementation to tiaccurately deterrruned von=e Attendees, eagerly &nbncpated Sessio Ill. Paper 12,

locationi Ls unportant. Futue research in vortex 'Aerodynamic Dedin of Suemnanoeuvrable Aircraf%,
rmnpulatmo for control shoul1d address whethe control was presentd by Professor !.. Petrov, TsAGI. Russia.
effectiveness changes with tiny vamuiain n forbody P~apers, 13.14. and 15 discuss the latest results of X-11IA

dirersios.fiht. Controversy about the utility of po.stafl fligt
was set aside for the moment The urique.ess and

A comparativ study of various mechanimatons and a audacity of the two subjects captivated the idrn
comparrison of test results would be hdpfuL.
Vind-tunne tests underway on an F-I8 at the NAS Paper 12 was 4 confguawin stdy o
Ames Research Center may provide such data. Flight supermanoeuvrable aircaft It quicly became apparent

that beyond the discussion of two versus three surface
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configurations, span-wise blowing, and the conlribution substantial US Air Force participation, but gave the
of a Leading Edge Extension (LEX) lay the theoretical program an audience mith Air Force leadership. My
basis of the Cobra manoeuvr- First, the audience reamons were personal judgments regarding tactics and
needed to adjust its perspectie of lift and drag. resource utlization. I will try not to let these judgments
Professor Petrov spoke of lift as being generated by color the discussion that follows.
thrust ,nd of drag along the aircraft's z-body ais when
the aircraft is momentarily at angles of attack nearing 90 Paper 15, "X-31A Tactical Military Utility Results," was
degrees. We know lift is perpendicular to the relative presented next. Th.! introduction discusses program
wind, but a lift vector so far from the z axis is just as goals, including minimizing program costs through
counter-intuitive for this auti,r as was flying an airplane innovative design and munufactung. A significant 0
with the velocity vector far displaced from the view out aspect of the X-31A program is the number of
the front window. participants. Keeping a large team committed for years

is a challenge for any program.
With this author and perhaps others in the audience
havi g overcome intuition, the discussion moved on to The itrcrat and programmatic descriptions in this paper
the center oflift and the center ofpressure. Up to about are valuable because few research (as opposed to 0
a 40-degree angle of attack, lift increases in a near-linear prototype or technology demonstration) aircraft have
fashiUCL Beyond a 40-degree angle of attack, normal been designed and flown in recent years. An X-31A
force stabilizes, but the center of pressure for an aircraft program history would be extremely valuable. X-29
of appropriate configuration moves aft. If the center of experience in wnting such a lustory has shown that data
gravity is between the original center of lift and the can very quickly be lost.
center of pressure at a high angle of attack, a restoring 0
pitch-down moment results. In manoeuving at high angles of attack, the X-31A uses

stability axis rolls. Discussion of the pilot acceptability
This insight into the Cobra manoeuvre led to several of this approach was useful. More research into
questions. Responses indicated that the Cobra is a high-angle-of-attack roll/yaw control and response
difficult manoeuvre requiring a skilled pilot and that would represent a welcome addition to the flying
in .'mmanded moments occur during the manoeuvre, qualities body of knowledge. 0 0
The desc!iption of the manoeuvre as dynamic indicates
that the pdors approach is to w quickly through Severai , were made to the aircraft to solve
unfiavorable regions. Answers to questions indicated problerm and improve test results. The progrm was
current efforts were to increase the speed at which the structured to allow such ;hanges quickly and without
manoeuvre could be perform-d and to move the unnecessary approvL Robustness of the original
manoeuvre into the horizontal pline. The current speed design, including strong aerodynamic control power, 0
range was 200 to 300 kilometers per hour. In answer to improved the opportunity to make such changes.
further questions, Professor Petrov said that roll and

yaw control at high ongles of attack was important, but One item ofinterest was the difference between the two
that itR s not the subjcct ofthe piesczitation. Piofessot sacnf. adly in me fiight program, pilots found one
Petrov expressed interest in using reaction coadrols for aircraft more susceptible !o side-force "lurches" than the
increased authority at low speed and Igh Engle of other. Program engineers vere unable to find a cause 0
attack. In a discussion hampered by language for the difference. I. the discussion tiat followed, one
difficulties, he seemed to indicate the angle-of-attack attendee mentioned the emample of a large-scale
rate tring the manoeuvre was about 25 degrees plr wind-tunel test on a forebody carefully polished to
secon. ehirnirate side force. In that test, tilmbprints were

sufficient to cause side forces one way or the other.
In any discussion .f the X-31A, it is important to Srps of git, were used to reduce the difference
acknowledge the contributions of the late Dr. Wolfgang between the two X-31A aircraft. For future production
Herbst. Dr. Herbst conceived, mathematically airciafl, similar solutions or closed-loop control may be
described, and convinced technologists and operators of required to reduce differences among aircraft Flight
the importance of high-angle-of-attack cop .. and tester and designeis must develop techiques to assure
manoeuvre. Without his contributions, it is unlikely this that the absence of undesired response in
symposium would have occurred or that much of the high-anjle-of-attack flight tests of one aircraft means an 4
research would have been pursued. Ile was certaiily absence ofundesired response throughout the fleet
present in spirit aid would have contributed much to
the presentations and discuwons. The X-31A relied heavily on simulation, validated by

flight test, to audress tactical utility. This was necessary
For the record, ti author must disclose involvement in because the experimentud aircraft were not equipped
the ealy days of the X-31A program. I urged against 4

* 0
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w viorics or weapons system. The value of thmst modeling, aerodynamic effects that modify
pos. atall manoeuvring as an ai-to-air tactic remained a thnust.vector anles, entrainment of air flow causing 10
mara of controversy. Resolution may require the latest unpredicted aerodynamic forces on the aft body, and
generation of combat aircraft to be tested in battle, using structural deflcticns from thrust and aerodynamic 0
post-stall manoeuvres. On the other hand, using forces.
aerodynamic and thrust-vectoring- control power to
protect against departure from c(ntrlled flight will The paper discusses difficulties introductd by
eliminate envelope and asymmetric store restrictions, instabilities of the basic X-31A airframe and by process

noise introduced by stochastically shed vortices. The
The next paper, "X-31A Control Law Desgn," discusses paper also notes that data analyzed so far were
control system design, including issues associated with developed from small, slow manoeuvres about the trim
thrust vectoring. Multiple control modes are used to point. The effects of e.rodynamic and propulsive
control various phases of flight. In the portions of the nonlinearities were largely avoided. Plans for future
flight envelope where high angle of attack is availab!e, extiaction of unsteady effects were presented.
longitudinal input commands anle of attack. At higher
speeds, longitudinal input commands g. Unless the The parer expresses a desire for single-effector •
aircraft is in the angle-of-attack command mode and excitation to allow separation of effects such as
other parameters are met, the post-stall mode is longitudinal vectoring, canard deflection, and stabilator
inhibited. deflection. Difficulties in parameter identification

without such provisions suggest program officials
The control law that blends out the rudder as angle of should decide early whether these techniques will be
attack increases is of interest As rudder effectiveness used. Often program authorities are motivated to bet on
diminishes, thnist vectoring takes over directional success - to assume that these techniques wil not be
control. This is one (and perbas the most simple) required. A definitive evahbon of the utility of
example using multiple control eut.,tors in a given axis parametes identification for modem aircraft with
and presages a possible next step of the X-31A expanded flight envelopes would be a valuable outcome
ptrgram, elimination of the vertical tal. for the X-3 IA program. *
In operation, the pilot must elect to use post-stal flight. SESSION IV: FLYING QUALITIES - APPLIED
le must overcome a stick detent and satisfy several CRITERIA

other , oditions. Thrust vectoring operates wthethe of At the time of the symposium, the BFA was nearing
not post-stall manoeuvring is engaged. The presenter first flight. The fEst paper of the session, Paper 16,
indicated that side slip is limited to prevent departure s 'EFA F'lyig Qualities Specificaion and Its Utilization,"
angles of attack increase. presented simulation Lnd analytical approaches for EFA

control.systern performance specification and
Given the radical expansion of the flight envelope verification before first flight Although the paper was
pioneered by the X-31A the achievement of Level I primarily based on results from the DASA simulator at
flying qalities on the first try is rimuarkable. The F-15 IABG, simulation was also conducted at other
STOL and Maneuver Dem onstrator and the F-22 had simulators ii Germany and the UK. It remains to be
the same success, indicating that current flying qualities seen whether these compli entary efforts speed 0
recificatis and simuations work three development and improve results. In today's

aircraft have expenenLed uanticipated r or, environment where multiple participants are the rule
indicating that general good flying qualits are not in rather than the exception, a good strategy for division of
themselves proof of a fully worked-out control responsibilities is critical.
implementation. The usual approach of pilot fr.milatization, classical

Paper 14, 'X-31A System Identification Applied to flying qualities manoeuvres, end tracldng manoeuvres
Post-Stall Flight - Aerodynamics and Thrust Vectonrg. was supplemented by tirgets programmed to "jump,*
presents progress in poaeter identification. Parameter driving pilot gain levels up to uncover flying qualities
identification has become more difficult as redundant problems, particularly pilot-induced oscillations. Pilots
control effectors have proliferated. In the post-stall had the opportunity to provide extensive comments as 0
flight regime, dynamic and non-linear effects cse well as numerical ratingb.

moredificuty.Besidpes 73W imulation, anaybW evahuttions helped

A primary objective of the work presented in ."is paper scan the flight envelope for regions in which time and
was identification of thrust-vectoring efftmveness. fr luticy-dmain crit.a for successful flyig qualities
Possible causes ofinaccurate predic ion include wers in were violated. In this prooe*, phase relationships were 0

, ?
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found to be highly inAfluenced by the fidelity of the data base for these nanoeuvres by flying them in the
mathematical models selected. Numerous models were multi-axis vectoring F-16, the X-31A. F-22, and the F-18
used and correlation with piloted simulation was plat of HARV. All the manoeuvres have evident tactical
the evaluation process. We all look forward to relationships and the correh.ion of the mnm es with
correlation of flying qualities projections with flight-test aircraft performance parameters is particularly
results. instructive. The similarity of these manoeuvres to

manoeuvres oftn proposed as sources of agility metrics
Paper 17, *Application of Current Departure Resistance clearly indicates to this author that
Criteria to the Post-Stall Manoeuvring Envelope,' is flight-mechanics-oriented aspects of agility are entering
based on X-31A derived data and recognizes the need the mainstream of specification and evaluation of 0
for new criteria for expanded flight envelopes. The aircraft
paper recognizes the aerodynamic and the
control-system capabilities and complexities in new In this author's research and development experience
fighter aircaft. An important conclusion is that while it with flying qualities, manoeuvrability, and agihty,
is necessary to determine the stability of the aircraft as a perhaps the most significant single event was his
nonlinear system, 'his is usually done by making the exposure to the rotary wing view of agility at the first
necessary asumptiins to develop a linear model, meeting of the AGARD FMP Working Group 19. The
Stability predictions are, therefore, related to selected idea of unifyig precision, manoeuvring performance,
points in the flight envelope and care must be taken not and flying qualities through objective data was elegant.
to make unwarranted extrapolations. Paper 19, "Study Findings on the Influence of

Manoeuvrability and Agility on Helicopter Handling
The paper documents several approaches to stability Qualities," illustrated the effectiveness and maturity of
determination and highlights the need to expand that approach.
existing criteria. It refers to the fact that the X-31A
becomes departure susceptible if coupling is considered The paper presents methodology and results for three
and as little as 5 degrees of sideslip is allowed, experiments. It is interesting to note that results suggest
Advancement in nonlinear and unsteady aerodynamics flying qualities criteria could be reiixed from ADS-33C,
and controls is clearly called for to address these the US Army Design Standard. It is also of interest that 0 0
limitations. Fundamental concepts, new formulations, using simulation enabled enough test runs and subject
and ambitious application of engineering design as pilots that statistical confidence could be computed for
addressed in this paper must become the standard. Cooper-Harper ratings. A similar approach could insert

a higher degree of integrity into flight test where
The expansion in the flight envelope exceeds the data conclusions of a small group of elite pilots can mask
base used in contemporary standards such as problems. 0
MIL-STD-1797A. Recognizing that flight envelopes are
expanding rapidly, Paper 18, "Flying Qualities in remarks after t presentation, ore conference
Evaluation Manoeuvres, addcsses one aspect of attendee remarked that the flying qualities specification
kaprng flying qualites specificatiois up to date. A for the RAH-66 haicopter had been changed because of
fiulamental difference between the manoeuvres the findings reported in this paper. He noted that the
examined in this paper and those used previously is the change was made based on simulation only, without 0
necessity to unite flying qualifies and closed-loop confirming flight test. While the Ames vertical motion
system performance, a theme that would occur again in simulator provides exceptional capability to duplicate
the following papeo . .otorcraf flight, this is still a significant step.

In viewing video animatione of some evaluated This paper concluded the session. The complexity and
manoeuvres and recalling some X-31A flight test high capability of modem aircraft and control systems 0
information, it was apparent that a manoeuvre looking offer remarkable capability, but also demand
precisely like a spin is within the capability of the new mathematical and physical undrstanding. The
generation of highly manoeuvrable aircraft Other opportunity to make startling advances in mission
unconventional manoeuvres remain to be developed performance is balanoed by the danger of incomplete or
and discovered. These maroeuvres should not be eroneou desigt execution leading to subtle hazards
discovered during operational use. Allowing this new that may not manifest themselves until certain unique 4
generation of fighters into the field without thoroughly circumstances occur.
developing the new manoeuvres could recall the bad old
days of pitch-ups and roll-coupled depatures. Pot preferences when flying such aircraft are not fully

documented and issues of high-angle-of-attack flying
The pap goes on to describe selection of manoeuvres, under operational conditions are poorly understood.
their tactical relevance, and hopes for expanding the 0
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Achieving full operational benefits of highly self.auss ent of the degree to wtinch ibe wofng
manoeuvrable t .rcraft will likey not occur until fDyim group accomplished eight assigned objectives. Of
quali&ie criteria are established. The necessary theso, seven %ere reasonably well accomplished. The
sructured resarch prognu.s will require a resarch objective 'To collate the rcsults of lessons learned from
aircraft similar to the NT-33, but vastly me capable in eperiments on agility" was only partially achieved
flight envelope or, alternatively, a large body of because many of the experiments are still underway and
operationMly derived fig qualities results. The data are only sporadically available. This objective is
problem with operationally denved flying qualities important enough that it should be continued in the
results is that such data tends to be inordinately appropriate AGARD forum.
expensive, costing money, aircf and even pilot lives. 0

Paper 21 is an "Op=onal Agility Assessment with the
Today the US has a successor to the NT-33, the F-16 AM.X AircrnfL" One of the co-authars was a member
based VISTA. In spite of strong commitments and best of Wosring Groip 19 so this paper was written with
intentions, the VISTA is not capable of the necessary knowledge of working group deliberations. The AM-X
research without -nhancement as might be achieved is a reatively matme aircraft and was designed with
with a more capable version of the thrust-vectoring attention to agility, but without the benefit of substantial
nozzle now installed on the aircraft. research over the past several years. Looking back at

the aircraft from todays perspective illustrates the exten
At this point, the wuthor must insert snother personal to which ".Wity" is an eternal truth in aircraft design.
note. As Director of Flight Dynamics at Wi3ht Todays point of riew also Ilustrtes the imp:',vement in
Laboratory, budget shortfalls prevented me from appreciation and understanding of jgility as a result of
bringing VISTA to a satisfactory state of complion, recent investigaons and considerations. Unfottomtely, 9
Although not en ed M aircraft programs, I am none of tht authors wee able to attend and the paper
employed by Lockheed CotPfion and, with the was prented by one of the session chairmen.
acquisition of the Lockheed Fort Wcrth Division
(formerly General Dynamics - Fort Wortl, Lockheed Significant aspects of the AM-X investivg_1n include
has an interest in fLther investment in VISTA. the extensive use of simulation and the application of

concepts merging from Working Group 19. The •
SESSION V; AGILIY approach of performance-rented evahratuons rether
Paper 20 was tiWed 'Operational Agility - An Overview than subjective flying qualities is notable
of AGARD Workn Group 19.' This author was a
member of this working group and f y supports the Results are presented for four minocuiwes "Te
conclusions of the paper. The paper was presented by nthodology for collecting. correlatig, and presenting

the chairman, wh-. first sppro ch me about wrting agility data in terms of time to accomplish a specifiedthis technical evluatio. imanure is in keeping with sevrM of the

presentations preceding this one Consistent with othr
The working group met for the first time in 1991, with results already prebented at this sympositm.6ins paper
moet memb-s pepared to spend two y=ar inuneuid validates the applicability of agility metncs, the use of
in flight mechanics. Flight mechanics was a primary simulation, and the concept of evalustig a complete
subject, but the focus of the working group was plot-in-the-loop system.
significantly broadt, including avionics, weapos
interface, and the pilot/vehicle interface. In considering TECHNICAL TOUR - NAVAL AIR WARFARE
these subjects, the working group came to the same CENTER, PATUXEN*F RIVER, MARYLAND
conclusion expressed by the sYMPOsum's keynote At this point, the symposium wis interrupted for a tour
speakers - balance must be the pnm consideration in of the Naval Air Warfae Center, NAS Patuxent River,
application of teftndogy for agility. Maryad. This author was assigned there a a test pilot 0

from 1980 to 1983. The technkwl tour indudeja an
The paper and the planned Working Group report opportunity to witness a lutd-based steai catapult
provide a set of definitions that should ease future work launch of an F/A-18 and inspection of the land-based
in the area. The paper outlined the structure of the watng gm. Both the catapult and the areting gem
report and a methodology for specifying and assessing are si to those instaled on VLS airaft cners.
asility of weapons system. Otlbr tour stops included Oh Chesapeake Test RanS 0

anl the adj&ct dat acquisition system. These two
Twelve conclusions are presented, the last of which is systems have long set the standard for generic,
'The study of Operational Agility is still immature.* ffight.test ground terminas.
Eight recommendations include a lis of edditional
studies, concluding with a recorunendation in support
of concurrent engineering. The paper includes a

0 0 4
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The power of the US Navy's plan to consolidate
aeronauti" research. procuremenwt, and testing at one The objective in using the ail factor is to achieve a
location was evident in the simulation fcility. This value of one, meaning the pilot achieves the raxuimum
operation ic wea beyond that nonmally found at a performance available from the system. His inputs
research or a test estabiment. The adjacent, might consist of a step input to full control deflection
connected anechoic chamber for test of full-scale and an abrupt full opposite deflection to complete the
aircat provides n important capability and a strong manoeuvre, all occuning without overshoot,
argument for concentration of resources. The tour also undershoot, bobble, or oscillation. This author suggests
visited the US Navy Test Pilot School and static display that the approach is meaningful only in the context of
ofschoolarcraft As interesting as the display wes, the high-perfontnan,: manoeuvres by high.performance
USAF NT-33 and the CALSPAN Learjet, both aircraft. A 30-degree roll by an airtliner, performed at an
equipped for variable stability flight, soon became a electronucally limited rate, would achieve a high rating
center of attention. The presence of these two aircrnft but would not, in this authors opinion, be evidence of
and the impromptu explanations of their role in the Test agility.
Pilot School srved the objectives of the tour well.

To link flying qualities and safety, the papa's author
SESION V: AGILITY (cendowd) consides Cooper-Harper pilot ratings as Gaussian
Assuring that technology discussed during the distributions. For a given aircraft and a given task, there
symposium can be made avaiiable to the pilot is is a finite poiity that the pilot rating for a specific
addressed in Paper 22, 'Expanding the Pilot's ocurra will be worse than 6, meaning the mission is
Envelope.' Tbis author is a strong supporter of the compromised and another possibility that the pilot
point ofvww presented, a point ofview I developed as a rating wll be 10, meaning loss ofcontrol occurs. There
combat plot and presentei as one author of the are numerous caveats on this approach, including the
PiItOVelIcC Interface Chapter of the Working Group assumption that pilot ratings are Gaussa and that the
19 report rating scale is linear. Fully developed, the approach

would make it possible to determine cosvbenefit ratro,

The most signifiant contribution of the paper may be for flying qualities improvement.
its presentation of human capability as an envelope to * *
be expanded by careftl, insightful design. The human Parl.- 24, 'An Agility Me, Classification Scheme for
envelope is iultidimensional, with the interplay of Operational Agility,' reflects the proceedings of
s ral stresses operaltng over time to affect capability. Working Group 19 and the Workng Group repot. The
In ascuhr, the discussion of fague as not a condition contribution ofthis paper and the corresponding part of
in itueK but as a result of conditions was insightful. the report is a structure for &7tty specifications for
Understandig fatigue is diffcult because it cannot be program officials. The rtreg system specific bon
directly meaured mtil a sudden drop-off in pilot can be constructed entireay at the mission level ot it can
performance is noted. The Ppa also discusses the extend to the flight mechanics level. Once the top-kvel
contribution of training as a mean. to expend pilot specification is in place, the structure presented in this
capsbiity, the ixnpotaric: of a prperly designed paper provides a means to decompose towa.L. tkight
informationsl interface and the structure of a successful mernlimcs =d eventually to det design. One thread
control strategy. that runs through all metrics considered is time. both as

an independent variable and as a measure of ment.
The discusion of display mnus is patcualy Considering this pape with the previous two, the reader
isightfuL fti author would add the obseavation that can integrate the human performance dirension and the
display menu sequences are often set up in probability of mission success with other
consideration of adesign misson flat the plot almost coisiderations. This integration, ifsuccessful, can guide
never flies. While leading the pilot to the no 'right system design from earliest concept to evaluation of
decisio designers must avoid confining the pilot to a alternate technological approaches.
predetermined sequence of events

A farther conclusion from Paper 24 is that the available
Paper 23, 'rte Influence of Flying Qualities on data are incomplete. .n todays marketplace, where the
Operational Agiity,' illuminates two important value of sdrewing issues 'up-front and early' is
concepts. In a variation on the idea that good flying understood, but is opensive, availabuty of the 4
qualities lead to good pilot/icraft system performance, indvidual metrics and the overall structure peerented in
this Ppa proposes measuig the agility factor as the the paper will pay off.
ratio of perfonnance achieved by the pilt to the
mamum theetical performance. The second concept Paper 25, *Application of Centrifuge Based Dynamic
inm flying qualities, as meamr d on the Cooper-Harper flight Simuation to Enhanced Manocuvrability
rating scaslc to safty and mission accomplishment. RDT&E," builds on the demonstrated value of •
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simulation and shows one more approach to increasing mnomuv),ng can be a quick kill Therein lies the
simulation fidelity. Use of centrifug-bed simulation controversy.
is well accepted for some applications, particularly those K
assocated with measuring and improving g tolerance. The paper presents resuits of an innovative low-cost 0
The question addressed by this paper, however, is flying simulation running on a work station to compare
qualities research using motion-based simulation. technologies for effective,ss in selected scenarios. Ar
Six-degree-of-freedom motion is used in many Differential gaining guided the experiment and
simulators but, because of limited ranges of motion, can evaluated results. Onc twhnolo.y set evaluated was
only provide onset cues. A centrifuge can provide supermanoeuvrc to point the nose pfvs a missile capable
continuous, substantial accelerations, but only witin of launch at high angle of attack To quote the paper, 0
tightly linked relationships limited by the fact that the '..the pilots thought it would be unbeatable. However,
gondola must remain affixed to the end of the centnfuge the technology in this test offered little advmtage...'
an. Human perception plays an important role in The author includes the note, 'Perhaps there L% mote
development of rules for selecting which accelerations advantage to this technology in real (within visual range)
to duplicate and which to compromise. ar-combat...", but to no avail. Individual members of

the audience vociferously rejected or defended the 0
The core issue, not addressed in the pape, is selecting results. Protests by the author that the study and he
the niche for centrifuge-based simulation. This author paper offered a methodology rather than a conclusion
would suggest that the centrifuge-based simulato's role did little to defuse the tension.
in flying qualities research will remain limited by
unintended artifacts. One example of such an artifact In this episode, the controversy obscured the issue. The
was cited in the paper. This was the need to operate cost of research is so high that every available means
around an elevated g level to simulate one g, to be able must be used to understand potential benefits One
to simulate less than one g. To be competitive in flying serious ddficulty continues to be the lack of
qualities research, centrifuge-based simulation must understanding between the technical and operational
offer an advantage over other forms of motion-based communities. Fly-by-wire, totally accepted today,
simulation. presents an excellent ilustration. The developers of the

technology knew very well that the benefits would be 0 0
Paper 26 was not presented. As a historical note and a design freedom and improved frying qualities. The
lesson learned, the Russian presenter could not attend operational communuty did not perceive thit design
because of lack of a passport Within the month freedom would lead to stealth aicraft or that improved
preceding the symposium, an attempted coupe d'tat in flying qualities could eliminate many fatal accidents
Russia may have disrupted the functioning of while improving system performance. So, how to sell
govemmental agencies. AGARD was not able to solve fly by wiMre? It was sold based on the concerns of the 0
the problem. operational community at the time - weight reduction

and the ability to survive battle damage. Expenence
Paper 27, "Optimal Manoeuvring in Air-to-Air Combat - tells us that our customer works in the present Our
A Diffe tial Cam Methodology. could have been a choice are to present our LecLtolo- in terrr of
dry, mathemafical presentation. Instead, this paper present issues or to provide our customer with the
became the focus of controversy. The author's stated means to see the future. Developing a view ofthe future
intention is to provide a means to link simulation and is the intent of the technology of Paper 27. It is moat
analysis for quick development and evaluation of important that the controversy not obscure the real issue
air-to-tir tactics nd technology. The purpose is to - can diferential game methodology effectively screen
evaluate tactics with ne- technology before the aircraft tactics and technology sets? Can it help the customer
is designed rather than after. Iftuccesful, this will avoid select among alternative futures?
expenditure on technology that has little tcta value
and idnti, altemnative technology with high payoff. At the and of the conference, this author was given an

oppommity to make rarrks With a perspective
One critical element of the papes approach is a developed in just over a year spent mostly in pursuits
recognition that in the air-:o-air environment pilots fight other tha aeronautcs ad military aircraft, it is clear
weapons envdopes, not just aaft. Flying ones own that rapid progress has continued. Information
aircraft in a manner that enlarges the opponent's technologies from the civil swor are a significant 4
envelope confers an advantage on the opponent I the contributor to this progrss. In the period of reduced
context of "fighting the envekipe," post-stall military spending to come, adapting other technology
manotuvnng usually increases the opponents envekpe developed outside the military sector will be in
and increases susceptibility to the opponent's missile. important key to effectiveness and cost control.
On the other hand, the advantage of post-stall
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS this technology and to position the fght mechanics
Selected conclusions and recommendation follow. community to achieve full benefi. from these advances. 0
Others may be found in the text of this report

SUMMARY
Conclusion: Simulation and analysis can provide the The symposiwa was highly successful in presemting a
basis for accurate predictions of high-angle-of-attack wide.renging review of recent advances in fighter
characteristics and flying quaities. Used in conjunction ircraft manoeuvrability. The Rafale, YF-22, and EF.
with on-En simulations, an accurate preflight data base represewted the current generation with significant
can spee, ght test and envelope expansion. advances over earlier technology. The F-15 M1OL and
Recommendativor. Programs study examples like X-31A progrAms represented recent and current
YF-22 envelope expansion to devtop techniques to research activities. The various sessions covered
minimize time and expense in flight test. aerodynamdic and propulsive aspects of enlargirg the

fliht envelope.
Conclusion: A comparitve study of fotebody flow
control and forebody vott.'x control would benefit the Flying qualities and agility sessions addressed
aeronautics commrmity. Such a study should include implementation and apphcation of manoeuvrabiitv
vaious mechanisms, port/slot locatiots, nose shapes, technology. The mimulation session and analytical
and correlation of analytical, simulation, and flight-test discussions embedded m other sesaons docuimeted
results. using these techniques for charting new directions,
Recommendation: AGARD consider establishing such evaluating technology options, and a&.,ancuig selected
a study, perhaps starting with a forebody control technclogy.
worlkshop.

Missing from the symposium were X-29 vortex flow
Conclesion: High-angle-of-attack flying qualities control flight test results, F-I8 High Angle of Attack
research lags aeronautial developmenL Research Vehicle (HARV) tests and results from NASA
Recommendation: AGARD schedule a workshop or Ames full-scale F- 18wmd-tunnel tests. Other advanced
symposium to address the subject programs outside the US ard beyond the author's

familiarity mignt have made similar contiibutions. The * 4
Conclusiom Parameter identification may provide an absence of these programs highlighted the necessity for
ipotart apptorh to addressmg exparion of the a comp!ehenaive review of forebody flow mid vortex

flight envelope into non-linear regimes. Fat-moving control research, simulation, and testing.
flight-test prorarns do not encourage use of the
technique. Controversy about the application of
Recomrnmndation: Adwicates of the technique consider high-an_e-of-t*ck capability illuminated the d •ulty
how to better fit into accelerated flight test of communication between technologists and operators.

The keynote speakers, both operatonel oriented and
Conclusion: Poor communication betw.en technologist techically literate, highlighted the need to balance
and user of the value of exceptional mriaoeuvrablbty technology with cost and mission needs Nonetheless,
inhibits both conrnuiities. during she course of the conference, controversy about
Recommendation: AGARD establish a forum with the value of high-ngle-of.tck manoeuvrbility 4
carefully selected membership from both communities surfaced. Tbh broad approach taken by AGARD
to farther txplore applications of manoeuvrablity. Working Group 19, as repotted during the symposium,

illuminated several technology needs and recommended
Conclusion: The X-31A program advanced apptoaches to satisfying those needs. The report of
high-angle-of-attack flight test instrumentation and Working Group 19 may provi& a framework for
testing techniques, addressing issues associated with post-stll manoeuvre.
Recommendation. With the EFA and the F-22 p op.mm,
pedi it may be benefal to all prtidp s to The author thmks AGARD and all symposium
develop a forum, pehapS within AGARD, for sh'ing attendees for a stimulating opportunity. As NATO's
problems and solutions. Rale lessom may also be role changes, the personal contacts afforded by
valuable. AGARD participation may provide glue to help keep the

alliance succeiiflul. 4
Conclusion Advancements in information technology

are sigrificantly affctng aircraft development, desi
md tactical utilization
Recommendation: AGARD should consider
sponsoring a forum to better understand the impct of

*
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Laissez mci tout d'abord vous dire Ie plasir qul ost Io rmion do prononcer I'intervention
d'ouverture do ce symposium consacr6 aux technologies pour los a6ronefs A haute
manoouvrabilIR6.

Je suis on effet en quelque sorte un ancien du Flight Mechanics Panel de I'AGARD
pulsque, pluslfours fols au cours do ma carrire a~ronautique, fai eu l'occaslon d'apporter mon
oxp6rienco lors do symposiums pr~c6dents ou pour des travaux d'Aerospace Application
Studies. *

Jo suls d'ailiours particulibrement heureux do retrouver aujourd'hui des personnalit~s qui
ont longlemps oeuvr4 pour la quait des travaux du Panel, et Jo tiens tout sp~cialoment A saluor
Mr J-M DUO, co-chairman dle Ia 1 or session do ce symposium, dent los comp~tences
a~ronautiquos sont remarquablos ot qul me fit connaltre I'AGARD 11 y a maintenant bien des
ann~es.

Comm. A l'accoutum~e, io pens. quo lo travaux do ce symposium soront do grande
quait ot quo los progr&.. et los perspoctives do [a technique dans Is domnains do la haute
manoeuvrabitR6 seront brillamment 6voqu6s.

HI conviont donc, avant do tlssor place .iux expos~s ot aux d~bats sur los possibilit~s
offortes par cello technique do points, do vous faire part des r~floxions do l'op~ationnel quo
j'6tais et du responsable de 1'6quipomont do VArm~o do l'alr ftarlgalso quo Jo suis maintenant.

Et pour commencer Ie vous parloral des commandos do vol 6lectiques; dont I'arriv6o dans
'.urant des ann6os; 70 a vOrtablomoent rhvolutionn6 I0 mondo do l'avilton do combat.

Vous on apprkcioz certalnement los qualit6s remarquables on matibre do stabift, doe
rapidit6 do r6ponso, do manoouvrabli ou do shcurit6.

Jo voudrals; ajouter tin point qui ost trop souvont oubiA face A ces remarquables apports
techniques. En offet l'apport pout-6tre Io plus 6tormant do ces dispositif do commandos do vol
6loctriquos; est quo, pour fit prernibre fois, on a cess6 do constammont charger l'osprit du pilole
par des tihos do second ordro. Pour I& premlibro fols on a cherch6 A utiliser son Intgiljene
pour dos tkches productivas.

PrexmcdatanAGARD~eedngun 'dTchs for 4M&*aowu4~m!AIrtrft: October 1993.
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Jo moexpllue.

L'avlon 6tant dovenu rodoutablemnent facil A manoeuvror, l'.sprit du pilots est clevonu
beaucoup plus disponible pour so consacror au siyst~me d'zrmos, A la malirise do la situation,
A la tactiquo, brof pour asUre( los fonctions do haut n*eou qul assurent la victolI'O cans Is
combat Worln modemso. 11 s'agit lk probablemont do I'apport Ie plus e'marquable, blon quo
souvont mal porqu pares qu'indirect. dos commandos do vel 6loctriquos sur I'efficacit6 global.
de avlons do combat.

Cot exomplo Illustro d'allours fort bien I1-rif cntat qui oxists ontro los quaits
manoouvri~ras d'un avlon et les fonctions do son systim. d'afns, quo catte Iteraction soit
tachniquornont directo on tactiquemont indiracto.

Jo pens. quo coest une consideration quo vous no dovroz jamais oublior au cours des
d6bats do co symposium.

Un eutro sujot dint~r~t pour I'op~rationnel st do savoir bien corner los domainos clans
losquols nous; dovons appliquer los progris fugurants do Ia tochnologlo. Accessoiroment Is
financier c~uiro savoir quols sont los axes tochnologlques clans losquols If dolt Inveslir les francs.
los 6cus ou los dollars... devonus do plus en plus rares.

Le sujet ost d'importance car l'exp~rionce des conlft riconts au premier ran d~squels
la guore du Golfs, montre qu'R ost totalerr..sn vain desp~ror tine victolro 36rienne compl~blo cans
un thhltre d'op~rations modern. si on nG dispose pas do I* tohooi Is plus bvolu~e.

Mais dans quolles technologies taut-iI investir ?

Dons Is domain. do la haute manmoeuvrabilit qul ost celul de co symposium, io vous pose
on piirtcuklr la question 3uivanto: pour 6tre effcaceoen corrbat aiicn. vaut-1 mleu dkvoWoWe
[a manorzeabmi6 do laevion on au contralre coll do r'armement ot on particuuo des misskls?

N somble en effet 6conorniquement plus ranta"l do rendre extmAMe manoeuvrant Its
missiles, au d6triment 6vontuol des capacit~s manorlree do lavilon porteur ; surtout $1 co
dornier dispose d'un syst~me d'armes 6volui awe des dispoithf do tir rapid. et fortement
d~point6 comm. les visaurs do casques ou Wos sonseurs Infr-rouge.

Souient, quo s passe*t-H alor si n'y a plus do missle A bord do l'avlon et si taut
tiror au canon ?... canon quo les opbrationnols, consclents des co~ts trbs 6lev~s des missiles
modernes, appellant Tarme du troisibme )our*. Et puis [a haute nmanouvabill6 pe~sente
d'autros avantages :aptitude A so poelonner tris rapldemertt donc A porcevoir et A domkwe I&
situation, maflrlse permanet do l'apprel, retomb6es amx In capocitka STOL..4



LA r6 eal WuA ewioppe budgtaire conslane I Wa toiwer un Xo.c. 0
*sp~er quo cedmkns 6Mme permetAnt dappr6cderce jusie v e sorioct de.e symooium.

Vous awez bon seid A Mg. propos quo jo suis pwiiikemewt Ata&A Al qu eston des
codCts. Et cost blcn. normal Wuend on *at I* responsaltlo deIs progantmnon at do F6qu~.mot
d'une Armo do rakl.

Au dbpei do mon bavW A y a d'aeumrs xpre.sion du bosom,. Weu Ws
Pmbcure&Mr dffic" dent It domwle do Ie haute manoeuwabitl. Surtout si on vs hw au
proirmb kvoqu6 pr6ckdommwn dejla tontibre or** reavion at le missile. ComwM en soft
sPdcitle Is mnoouvrwa* ? do fagon rigid. par des chilfrs. ou de fagon ouverte par des
rksuttats danm des sckiados donn6s ?

Ooiz ;Irnp~ anc psllcs~rm* grand. quo nous atchons amx skntisllon cto ot
dG ~~X*Jesp quo ce domaine sera 6voqu6 au cows do co symposium.

Mais w-.1sions-en am cocts.

Nous no faisons pas do I& techiqu pout I& tehnique, nous faisons do ta tecniqte dams
un bt d efficacMl rndU'ie ons contvairie budgktave.

Jo rw pourrai donc quo Vous indWe au cows do nloe pr~senftbons et d~bat * geide
contanmen pr6sent A r..sprt le scud do la justlaln opkaslonneft lacm au budgr. at du

racortco*~eIcaig. En eoft I no sart A den d'iexd~w dot clapoual'l fabulou dhypgr-
nmenoeuabllg6 ai on We dens 11 ic aps cil kto do w e0 payer. I fwA sevoir *uir&We, car
V'avion set un tou qL a deautrs bosoins dmv~estissvrmen

Vg e n IA le pkis dfce

El puhitu nous 6ivoquons 10 pFcti6mo dos cot. petions alors des riti kxkustris.

Le domin* do I hvAe manceuwabMll . perticillleMen fowni en disposit coCuaux
doetins A maftrw I* vol am uki grandse incidences, I* post dcrodiege. Is pouse6e vociorlef
et Woen d'aute sujt encore... Do nxowu at U"~ curtalneien brila oxpo*6s sx ces
dispoiuf wct pr~vus an cows do o symposumn.

Puisque ces rballsatlon sont coOteso, I va cwrtkwmnt faloir #*lle pt so rtgMMo
ontr kiciubisku 4K entre Nations. Et c"a uin des grands b&nlos do ce type do manfestation
do rbunl Wo nwIemr sp~ddste. des q~pkcdwon con6e. do prsente mutusiemn ins
cornpkles at dfte pettre 10 gkn~atWx do coop4catlons et d'Sihlnco irdustrieas fuwes.



Ceat en W~ cas ce quo io souhaft. dhekreux quo jo suis do voir flndustrie a"t A oftirr

dans Fay&s* aim forc's w.he Ie" r"a ons W*fmlqe do quail dont ales ont bosom.

JO no pow lerT r sans vous fare pact do mes socds pour l'amel.

Chaque nouveau programme davion do combat reprksnte environ 10anm de chage do
traval pour les buroax~ 6tudo cocernds. Or los co~t. particuiremont &Wevs do cas nouveaux
programmes atrairwt Wse responsables do programmionw * vouloi rentablisr les
kiestiesemofts du diveloppmewnt *t donc A conserver los avions pendant 25 A 30 an, quitto
A plarile un Id lie update* pour I* systime d'armes.

Comm par allows Mos avlons sont devenus potyvalnt. I ny a plus r'alternance de*
prograwm air-air at air-so. La cons6quence, Ws claire : a chage do travail doirlet knsuflsant
pour Wos bursau ditudes et ceuxil ont tendance A so dimantoler. oerd ainsi d~finitivornt

Par allows on assists Aun mouvement g6nhraLis do regroupomerts irnuiels pour dess
sasons #videntes do coCt. do production oQ doffots do skrle

Face A cos regtot4ernonts. le clien militaire que lo suis skiqulie do voir disparaltie petit
Apetit la concurrence at par consiquent flniciation A is quait6 do cory thon.

U* tableau Ws donc plut6t noif peft.. do cornpkence. baisse do quantA de conception. 0 0

Oseai-je avancw rn solution A cette situation critiqu e nukmitlen d'un nombre suffisant
do ,oclts O WurI dhtu4 accmpenh d'une progrwaUMmtn budg~talr. propre A
mairwwr un trae porwbent do conception, pouvant sler jusqu'au prototyp, avec Incitation
finsnclkeoen cas do choix dui product pour Ia production dens les grarnds fUjrs regroup~as
et *ventuelemnt uniquo.

Jo termineri en vous romerciant encore do m'avoir invit6i Amexprmr devant vouv. 0

LAGAW, et plus pwticuliremert I* Fght Mochanic Pwnel cnntituertt ivn forum
romarquabe iii progris technooglqu.

Jo no peux quo vous Wilcitor par aace pour la qualit des travaux quo J'",trevls pour
co symposiujm.

Jon suis heuraux car ceUto qualth st le gage do Is vOtait dui mond. do. Iaronautlque
at donc do loficecdth futue do nos Armies do Velr.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS - 2

MANEUYERA31L1IY - ONE KEY TO COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS

by

Wigpdler Genera GeorteKL Mucllner
Direvor of Requirements

Headquarters Air Combat Command
HQ ACC/DR

204 Dodd Blvd, Ste 226
Langie 7 AFB, Virginia 23665-2777

United States

Good Morning. Ladies and Gentlemen. It is an that we bave attempted to define and optimize our 0
honor and a pleasure to be able to make some weapon system requirements.
opening remarks to help initiate this symposium.
The agenda over the next several days promises to The Air Force's next generation Air Superiority
provide us a great review of the state of the aircraft is the F-22 which is the outgrowth of the
technology to support highly maneuverable aicraft. Advanced Tactical Fighter program. (CHART F-3)
As expected from a symposium sponsored by the S
Flight Mechanics Panel. the agenda will focus on This design emphasizes a balance (CHART F-4)
the Aerodynamic and Flying Qualities aspects of the toward achieving 'First Look. First Shot and First
subject. (CHARTF-I) Kill". This balnced approach was chosen to

provide air superiority in a very hostile air-to-air and
I believe we will see that significant advances have ground-to-air environment. The F.22 will noA to
been made in both better understanding and better operate within an Integrated Air Defense System
being able to c? ploit aircraft maneuverability as a (lADS) w'ich will include very capable fighters
design variable contributing to the effectiveness of a equipped with long range RF missiles and with
weapon system. it is this broader issue of weapon short range IR wear iLs capable of being employed
system effectiveness that I wish to focus my in a very dynamic close-in battle. Additionally, the
comments on this morning. IADS will include both RF and IR surface-to-air

missiles which must be dealt with to preserve
As the Director of Fighter. C2 and Weapoti freedom of maneuver.
Programs for the Secretary of the Air Force my
responsibility is to overre the fielding of weapon The F-22 design emphasizes stcalth and integration
system for the U.S. Air Force's Combat Air Forces. of on and otlboard mensor informanton to gain the
I am happy to report to you today that despite the first look". To gain "first shot* an integrated
austere budget environment and force structure avionics architecture is combined with The AIM-
drawdowns. the U.S. Air Force will continue to 120. Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile.
modernize our forme. In fact. as our force smtcturc Balanced ignatu-e .eductlon and th AIM-9X
reduccs it is increasingly important that each weapon provide the shorter range capability with a 20MM
system contribute the maximum combat effectiveness gun ard an all aspect gunsight completing the
to the overall force, armament suite.for the close battle. Affordability

from both the acquisition and cost of ownership
Over the past several years the Air Force has aspects has been a key design consideration.
performed hundreds of trade studies and thousands
of hours of modelling and simulation to deermine The extensive analysis performed by the Air Force
the proper balawe of design variables to optimize and numerous contractors identified the leveraging
te effectiveness of both our next generation Air characteristics (CHART P-5) for the F-22. For each
Supetiority fighter (CHtART P-2). Ail of this of these key performance parameters, thresholds, or C
analysis has reaffirmed that the effectiveness of the minimum accepiable, values were established which
weapon system is strongly dependent on not only the were necessary to achieve the desired level of combat
performance characteristics of the aircraft but also efectiencss and to insure" First look, first shot and
on the characteristics of the weapons and supporting first kill". These threshold values have been the
avionics employed by the aircraft and the comnwid focus of several years worth of deliberation and
agd contiol environment in which the aircraft will tradeoff analysis. They of courms represent the live •
operate. It is from this broadersystems perspective or die* performance of the system in operational test.

P'rrunird at an AGARD Mrrtrrn on 'TeAnokli for 1tg4ly Manoeu %=bk Aircraft October 1993.
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Maneuverability was identified as one of the key charactenstics of the replacement for the F-16. This
performance ch.-acicristics. (CHART F-6) The aircraft has a primary air-to-ground role with a
minimum ac-xptable maneuver capability allowed secondary air-to-air capability. As with the F-22.
effective exploitation of the tactielJ surprise provided maneuverability proved to be a key characterist
by stealth aW minimized the time spent within an (CHART F-9) but only within a balanced design
enemies effective sensor or weapons envelope. In emphasizing some s:ealth. excellent reliability and
the close battle our simulation analysis showed mat supportability and reduced cost. Once again the
maneuver advantage alone would not guarantee iequired maneuverability for our next generation
superiority against an 2,dversary equipped with an multi-role fighter was only slightly better than the
all.-aspect IR weapon that exploited wide field-of- F-16 exhibits today, but it must be achieved in a 0
view cueing (CHART P-7) platform that is more heavily iflucnced by air-to-

groand weapons delivery requirements and
Superiority against this threat required not only affordability. Given these two fighter programs
agility, but also good accele-ation, reduced signature drive our operatiotal requirements, let me
and a similar weapons capabiliIics. The key to summarize the maneuverability requirements we see
favorable exchange ratios was to minimize time for these 21st generation aircraft (CHARi F- 10). 0
spent within th:s very hostile arena - especially if the
scenario inv-1ved multiple adver....y aircraft. First. we r, ost maintain or slightly improve
System ccnfigurations. lacking a balanced design, maneuverability while decreasing observables and
grnerally achieved only euivalercy in exchange increasing range. Sc.ond. we must tefrne convol
ratio in the close-in battle - clearly ucceptable! technologies and flying qualities to permit high

agility and safe transition of the high angle of atack 4
As a result of this analysis the F-22s maneuver arena. While we do not see long sustained
requirements are only slightly greater than those of engagements at high angle of attack, we will
the F-15 or F-16. The key is that these maneuver certainly need to exploit this arena in the close-in
characteristics must bt- achieved by a deaign that also battle. Third. we must reduce the development and
emp"asiz=s signature reduction. superior life cycle costs of the advanced control systems
acceleration. supcrcruise and significant range This required for our balanced design to keep these 0 0
banced design introduced many rew clailenges aircraft affordable. Given austere budgets and the
since our previous stealth design had not stressed need to replace a large number of F-16s in the early
man mverability. The challenges of achieving this 21st century. our replacement aircraft must be
balazced design requires technologies mtured in the affordable to develop and ha- low lifr-cycle
programs you will her about over the next several operating costs.
days. 0

The three challenges i have described are significant
The F-22 (CHART F-8) program will exploit an but as you will hear so is the progress we are making
integrated flight and powerplant control, a blended through our technology programs. (CHART F-Il)
wing/b-'y de..'q xploiting effcctive vortex control Clearly. the inatucfion of stealth and the advances
and superior high angle of attack flying qualities in weapons technology have no: obviated the need
which allow effective and safe operation at angles of for maneuverability. Rather. it places more burden 4
attack up to 60 degtees. The applicatio; of digital on you as technologists to harmonize your
simulation has allowed us to work the optimization developments int: a balanced design.
and trade-of within the design variable with mission
effectiveness as th governing criteria. Thus. for Lhe As a warfighter 1 remain optimistic that our
F-22 maneuverability remains an important design expectattions will be met ant that the F-22 will
requirement. However. this ;:s maneuverability provide air superiority and that the combat 0
achieved within a balanced design. effectiveness of our force will continue to increase.

Recently, the Air Force completed a Multi-Role Thank you for your attention. I will be glad to
Force analysis to identify the lcvemaging entertain your questions.

* 4
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MANEUVERABILITY 0
ONE KEY TO COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS

0!

II

B!GEN GEORGE MUELLNER 0

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE (ACQUISITION) I

DiRECTOP OF FIGHTER, C2, AND WEAPONS PROGRAMS

FIGURE i

QRQREQUIREMENTS
BACKGROUND

TRADE STUDIES AND SIMULATIONS INDICATE THAT A
BALANCE OF PERFORMANCE, SURVIVABILITY, AND RM&S
CHARACTERISTICS OFFERS THE HIGHEST PAYOFF FOR AIR
SUPERIORITY FIGHTERS

TRADE STUDIES REFINED DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
" APPROXIMATELY 18,150 MAN-IN-THE-LOOP •

ENGAGEMENT SIMULATIONS (1V1, 2V6, 4V12)
" OVER 32,140 TAC BRAWLER I ESAMS SIMULATIONS

BALANCED BY TECHNOLOGY, AFFORDABILITY AND DESIGN
MATURATION

" OVER 26,000 HOURS OF WIND TUNNEL TESTING
" OVER 2,436 HOURS OF FULL SCALE RCS TESTING

fiGURE 2
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VI/
A BALANCED DESIGN

K PERFORMANCE
• SUPERCRUISEMANEUVER ADVANTAGE

ACCELERATIONSUBSTANTIAL COMBAT•

HIGH MEADINEU T SSURVIVABILITYSELF-UFFICENCYLOW OBSERVABLES

REDCE SUPR•IS-OOFRTKL INTEGRATED AVIONICS•

FPAYLOADK, MEANL •OPTIMUM PAYLOAD

AFFORDABILITY

•LOW LIFE-CYCLE COST
•REDUCED OEPLOYABILITY

C S

FIGURE 3

KEY PERFORMANCE 4 4
PARAMETERS

KEY PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS IN ACQUISITION PROGRAM BASELINE

• RADAR CROSS SECTION • COMBAT RADIUS

" SUPERCRUISE • RADAR DETECTION RANGE

" ACCELERATION - INDEPENDENT AIRLIFT

• MANEUVERABILITY - SORTIE GENERATION RATE

- PAYLOAD •MEANTlIME BETWEEN MX

FIGUPIE 4
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MANEUVERABILITY

ONE OF A NUMBER OF KEY FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO
COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS
SORD REQUIREMEi4T: F-22 AERODYNAMIC MANEUVERING
PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES MUST EXCEED BOTH
CURRENT AND PROJECTED THREAT AIRCRAFT
SUPERIOR ACCELERATION AND AGILITY ENHANCE BOTH
OFFENSIVE POTENTIAL AND SURVIVABILITY

* LEVERAGES LOW OBSERVABILITY CHARACTERISTICS
" COMPLEMENTS HIGH ANGLE OFF-BORESIGI IT SRM •

CAPABILITY
" PRESERVES THE OPTION OF RAPIDLY SEPARATING

FROM A MERGE
" DENIES WEAPONS PARAMETERS TO ATTACKING

AIRCRAFT AND DEFEATS ORDNANCE IN TERMINAL 0
FLIGHT

" ENABLES PILOTS TO SAFELY TRANSIT THE HIGH AOA
REGIME

FIGURE 5

WEAPONS ENVELOPES

MANEUVERABILITY ALONE IS INSUFFICIENT TO ENSURE SURVIVA3ILITY

RF MISSILE
ENVELOPE

IR MISSILE L

ENVELOPE

L{ FIGURE 6

*
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F-22 DESIGN FEATURES I

BUBBLE CANOPY WEDGE SHAPED INLET DESIGN

EXCELLENT FIELD OF VIEW * FIXED RAMP
* 100% LINE-OF-SIGHT BLOCKAGE TO

ENGINE FACE
* LOW DISTORTIONMIHGH RECOVERY

BLENDED WINGIBODY

* STRUCTURALLY EFFICIENT
EXTERNAL SHAPING DESIGN

HIGH INTERNAL FUEL FEATURES FOR LOW RCS 0

HORIZONTALJVERTICAL TAIL DESIGN
INTEGRATED AERO PROPULSION _ UNRESTRCTED MANEUVERING

" SUPERCRUISE BATTLE DAMAGE REDUHDANCY
" TRUST VECTORING FOR AGIUTY

FIGURE 7

MRF LEVERAGING *

CHARACTERISTICS __

1. DEPLOYABILITY - CUT DEPLOYMENT PACKAGE IN
HALF (8 OR FEWER C-141 B LOADS) 0

2. RM&S - IMPROVE SORTIE GENERATION BY
INCREASING MTBCF BY A FACTOR
OF 3 TO 4

3. RANGE - INCREASE UNREFUELED RANGE BY
50%, PREFERABLY WITH INTERNAL 0
FUEL ONLY

4. PAYLOAD - DOUBLE THE WEAPONS PAYLOAD
- EXPAr4D PRECISION WEAPON

CAPABILITY
5. AVIONICS AND SENSORS - BETTER CAPABILITY FOR NIGHT, 4

ADVERSE WEATHER, AND MEDIUM
ALTITUDE

- MULTIPLE WEAPONS LAUNCH PER
PASS

6. EQUIVALENT SIGNATURE - REDUCE (DATA CLASSIFIED) • 4
7. MANEUVERABILITY - EQUIVALENT TO F-16 FIGURE 8

0 1
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SUMMARY REQUIREMENTS -

MANEUVERABILITY WITHIN A BALANCED DESIGN

SAFE AND EFFZCTIVE OPERATIONS AT HIGH AOA

REDUCED DEVELOPMENT AND LIFE-CYCLE COSTS

FIGURE 9

CONCLUSION 0

MANEUVERABILITY REMAINS A MAJOR CONTRIBUTOR TO
OVERALL COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS

A BLEND OF CRITICAL SYSTEM (HARACTERISTICS IS
REQUIRED TO OPTIMIZE COMBAT PERFORMANCE

THE BALANCED DESIGN OF THE F-22 ENABLES IT TO ACHIEVE 4

THE NUMBER ONE PRIORITY OF EVERY MILITARY CAMPAIGN:
CONTROL OF THE AIR

G EO4

FIGURE 10



USAF/AEDC AERODYNAMIC AND PROPULSION GROUND TEST AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
FOR HIGHLY MANEUVERABLE AIRCRAFT - CAPABILITIES AND CHALLENGES

by 0

Euiward M. Krat, th.D Glen R. Lazaller M.L. Laster, Ph.D
Calspar Corporaton/ Sverdrup Technology Inc. USAF/AEDC

AEDC Operations AEDC Group
Arnold Engineering Development Center

877 Avenue E
Arnold Air Force Base, Tennessee 37389-5051

United States

SUMMARY high amplitude motion of maneuvering vehicles
are being developed, but are not fully realized.

The simulation of highly agile aircraft during the Even with such short-comings, the aerodynamic
developmentphasepresentsasignificantchallenge input into the design of highly agile aircraft will •
to aerodynamic and propulsion ground test and continue to come from ground test facilities.
evaluation methodologies. The primary simula-
tion challenges are caused by the inherent un- On the other hand, the computational modeling of
steady, separated nature of the flow phenomena flight vehicles is progressing rapidly. Unfortuna-
associated with maneuvering aircraft that cause tely, the dynamic flows around agile aircraft can-
dynamic effects on the airframe and engine. In not be numerically predicted from first principles
general, ground test techniques are qwesi-steady in an adequate fashion using present day capa-
and transient effects are represented by linearized bilities in computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
superposition of steady-state data and unsteady However, integrated test and evaluation metho.
small disturbances. Current trends in the design dologies are emerging which combine ground test.
of tactical fighter aircraft require close coupling ing, flight motion modeling, ar.d CFD. As the
between the airframe, avionics, and propulsion iewer integrated methodologies evolve, moreof the
systems. In addition, the extreme attitudes and 3imulation issues of maneuvering aircraft will be
high angular rate motions of this new breed of resolved. In this paper, we will present several test
vehicle causes a strong nonlinear couplingbetween and evaluation techniques developed over recent
components. In the current paper, several aere- years that can provide a new foundation for the
dynamic and propulsion ground test and evalua- development of highly agile flight vehicles.
tion methodologies applicable to maneuvering air-
craft are summarized, challenges associated with 2. AERODYNAMIC GROUND TEST AND
current techniques are identified, and an emerg- EVALUATION TECHNIQUE
ing integrated test and evaluation concept that
can significantly impact the quality, time, and cost Wind tunnel tests for dynamic stsbility, including
ofdevelopinga new flightvehicle is introduced, dynamic and rotary balance methodologies, are

well understood and documented (e.g., Ref. I). 4
1. INTRODUCTION Traditional aerodynamic ground test methods have

proven to be accurate in low angle-of-attack flight
Ground test facilities such as wind tunnels and where the aircraft aerodynamics are linear and
engine altitude test chambers have traditionally cross-coupling and acceleration derivatives are
been used to develop flight vehicles. New trends in small. As angle of attack increases and associated
tattical military aircraft design are pushing the nonlinear flow resulting from separationand asym- •limits of the flight envelope and are consequently metric vortex shedding occurs, secondary cross-

placing greater demands on the capabilities of coupling and acceleration derivatives become
ground test facilities. The traditional approach to large. Studies have been made 2 of the relative
aimulating the dynamic motion of maneuvering importance of various dynamic derivatives in
vehicles has relied on the linearized superposition modeling aircraft motion and the need to include
of steady-state data and unsteady small distur- good approximations to these derivatives in the •
bances. Newer test techniques to simulate the simulation of maneuvering aircraft. In this see-

•Tho research reported heretin was peffonned by V' Arnold Enrgrenng Dvlopment Conter (AEDC). Air Force Mator
Command. Wok and a-alynis fa hs esearch were done by personrnl of Caofs Coration.. tectiua services contractor fki
t AEDC fqh dpamics faooties; by prsonnel of Sverdrp Tecnology. Inc.. AEDC Group. tm icai services contractor for "h
AEDC pronso test fwAt s;ei and by perswonel of te Air Force. Fu.ihr reproduction ts authonzed to satsfy needs of t U S.
Goverrnient .

Aproyed for p,lic relmt.o

lrrsntcd at an ,.GAHD Meetfng on "Technologin for Highly ManoeutUble Airriaft October 1993.
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ticn we will introduce some nontraditional ground 0
test and evaluation approaches to the aerodyna-
mic simulation of maneuvering vehicles, including
the separation of weapons from the aircraft.

2.1 Simulated Aircraft Motion

The traditional approach to the aerodynamic
development of a flight vehicle generally consists
of the acquisition of a comprehensive static aero- -
dynamic coefficient database over the flight enve-
lope of the vehicle. Using such a static aerodyna-
mic coefficient database in a flight simulator topredict the performance of a maneuvering aircraft
in the approach-to-stal'/stall/post-stall region will
usually not model important nonlinear and hyste- 0resis effects on the aircraft aerodynaimics. Fig. 2. Aileron drive mechanism developed for

A technique for simulating aircraft maneuvers in captive model.
a wind tunnel without the need of a conventiond The wind tunnel model was installed on a six-wm-
complex and costly static database has been deve- he intunn elwain stalle whicir-duigaponent internal strain-gage balance which pro-
loped.3 Captive testing of a flight vehicle during a vided the static forces and moments. The wind 0maneuver is accomplished using a clused-loop sys- tunnel acts as an analog forcing function to thetem consistingofthe model with remotely acteated model. The model is positioned in the wind tunnel atcontrol surfaces, a wind tunnel, and digital com- some trimmed angle ofattack and sideslip for a spe-
puters as illustrated in Fig. 1. A key element of cific condition. Upon initiation of the maneuver,
the process is the remotely controlled actuators. A appronitio pon ton fae aevercuniqe alern divesystm dvelpedat EDCappropriate model control surfaces are deflected
unique aileron drive system developed at AEDC and static forces and moments are measured. The 0
for obtaining remote aileron control on small static aerodynamic measurements are input to anmodels with thin wings is iilustrat-d in Fig. 2. The online digital computer where corrections for thesystem is designed arjund a rhombus with a screw aircraft flexibility, tunnel flowangularity,etc.,arejack actuation, applied. The static aerodynamics are than

The captive aircraft test'ng methodology has been combined with additional external forces (dynamicdemonstrated for a 1/q-scale F-15 aircraft model, and thrust characteristics) and a simulated control
system and used in solving -he EulerWIND TUNNEL MODEL Six-Degree-of-Freedom (6-DOF) equa-

FORMESAUIEMENTS tions of motion. The computed solutionsTUNNEL (ONOITIONS to the 6-DOF equations are used to con-

trol the orientation of the model through 4a point predietion technique which uses
the last two successive measured values
of each static aerodynamic coefficient to
predict the magnitude of the coefficient
over the next prediction interval. The(ONTIOL FUNCTION EDUATIONS predicted coeflcients are then u.sed to

rIow ~ OF calculate the new model angle of attack• tt , [ MOTION I• O 4IO( and sideslip by integrating the equa-
~*itEC€ifMS~vl tions of motion over very small time

steps over the prediction interval. The
mode' positioning system is then com-
manded to move the model to the new
angles, where the static aerodynamic 0MAIN MODELS forcesand momentsare remeasured. The

* DYNAMIC MODE'
* ENGINE MODEL above process is repeated until a com-
S(ONTIROL SYSTEM plete maneuver is generated.
F FLEXIBILITY

Fig. 1. Captive closed loop data acquisition system. 0
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The aircraft Mach number is also calculated at flight data from Ref. 4. As an example, an abrupt 0
each prediction interval,and the wind tunnel Mach 1-g wing level stall was simulated for an F-15
numberisadjustedtothenewvalue.Thus, theaero- aircraft and is illustrated in Fig. 3. As observed in
dynamic coefficients are measured at the correct Fig. 3, an uncommanded lateral/directional motion
Mach number throughout the maneuver. Also, the (wing rock) commences at about 20 deg angle of
aircraft thrust iscalculatedand modified with each attack while both the lateral stick and rudder
prediction interval by mathematically modeling pedal are fixed. The oscillatory motion is caused
the simulated aircraft engine/inlet installed thrust from separated and asymmetric flow over the air-
as a function of Mach number, altitude, angle of craft resulting in nonlinear and hysteresis effects
attack, andangle of sideslip. For a dual-engine air- in the aircraft aerodynamics. Comparison with
craft, each engine is modeled separately to account flight data is excellent. Although this maneuver is
fordifferences in the inlet attitude during the man- considered simple in the flight test program, it is
euver. difficult to simulate using a static aerodynamic

database in a simulator.
Specific maneuvers are programmed through the
aircraft flight control system. Normally, longitu- Similar excellent comparisons with flight data are
uinal and lateral stick position and rudder pedal presented in Ref. 3 for simple full lateral stick roll,
position asafunction of time are the inputs used in full rudder pedal roll, and a wind-up turn to stall
simulating maneuvers. As an option, the control maneuver for the F-15. A hidden attribute in
surface deflections may be programmed directly. captive testing of maneuvering aircraft which

often plays a significant part in accurate motion
Complex longitudinal and lateralldirecti'inal simulation is the inherent modeling of control
high-angle-of-attack maneuvers have been simu- surface interactions (rudder, horizontal stabilizer,
lated with this technique and compared with etc.). Forcontrol surfaces in close proximity which
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Fig. 3. 1-g wing level slail simu~ation for F.15.3 4
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enperience large deflections, interactions often be-
come significant and thereby affect vehicle aero-
dynamics. Conventional motion simulation cannot 0
sufficiently account for such interactions because
of the requirements for unrealistically large data
matrices to include all the potential surface deflec-
tions.
2.2 Weapon Separation •

The new breed of agile fighter aircraft is also
expected to perform as a weapon separation plat-
form at extreme attitudes such as a high-angle-of-
attack rolling maneuver. Such a condition pre-
sents a new challenge to weapon separation simu- Fig. 4. CFO prediction of Mach number contours
lation because both the aircraft and separated wea. on a complex fighter aircraft. 0
pen are in accelerated motion. All current wind motion and predict the store trajectory. The key to
tunnel test techniques for store separation use a the successful use of CFD in such a complex pro-
fixed parent aircraft and simulate the weapon blem is to rely on the CFD model for increments
motion by either a quasi-steady captive trajectory from a well-established baseline. A comparison of
or a dynamically scaled free drop in the wind an experimentally determined trajectory with one
tunnel. Consequently, the relative motions of a predicted from the CFD model is illustrated in
maneuvering vehicle and separated weapon are Fig. 5 for the F-15E. For flight conditions where
not simulated by current wind tunnel test techni- the accelerations of the parent aircraft are not
ques. significant, these combined CFD and experimen-

tal methods have become very robust and are
In principle, an aircraft model could be placed on tl ae.

one support system and "flown" in the wind tunnel routinely applied. *
as discussed in the section above while a 1 - 0 (is DATA
weapon of interest is "flown" indepen- l FLOW TGP TUJUTOIY SEID
dently on a separate support mechanism. . ON CFO
The trajectory equations for the weapon ,e-1 --- LOW rf.P ItEUOKY IIASEDcould be solved simultaneously with the -2 iJ ON EflIINENTAt DATA

Euler equations for the parent aircraft to 3 30- .- ---- 0
locate the weapon and aircraft in relative 2 20 f
position at each time increment during the 1
maneuver using their independent support -0 -

systems. No dual, independently controlled z to-
support systems exist, and such a testing .0 .
technique would be time consuming and 5 0[ 0
expensive. In addition, the blockage of such ~I'
a dual-support mechanism may prohibit -4 -20
smooth operation of a transonic wind 4 L.-30. -

tunnel and impact the flow quality. Also, 0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2
the relative motion of two vehicles would TIME, SEC IME, SEC
be constrained by the cross-sectional area Fig. 5. Corelation of CFD and wind tunnel separation 0
of the wind tunnel. trajectory.S

An emerging capability for simulating weapon More recently, the steady-state CFD methods used
separation during a maneuver with high angular for store separation have been extended to model
rates combines computational and experimental the true unsteady motion of the weapon.S-lo A key
methods. Significant advances in computational element of the advances in modeling the unsteady 0
modeling of complex aircraft with stores have motion is the use of overset grids (the Chimera
been made in the past few years.S-7 A representa- scheme,t t ) to model components of the aircraft
tive flow-field solution for the F-15E with stores is and weapons. In the overset grid scheme, gee.
Alustrated in Fig. 4. Combining the CFD solution metrically complex domains are decomposed into
with selected wind tunnel data can enable one to a number of much simpler overlappin, grids. Any
use engineering methods to solve the equations of or all of the grid components can move indepen- 0

0 0
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dently with six degrees of freedom. Hence for a 6.158r
moving body, relative motion between body com- .,

pomnts can be accommodated without stretching s.n [ - -

or regridding the components during the calcu. -lation. .,, .-"-

The Armament Directory of the Air Force Wright ..-

Laboratory and AEDC have sponsored a set of -_ ---------
CFD code validation experiments for store carri- .
age and separation. The test configuration is a
clipped delta wing with a pylon and finned store.
A representation of the time variation of the sur- -0.1"0
face pressure on the store during the trajectory 2 4 6 $ I0 i 14

motion is shown in Fig. 6. The time-accurate CFD a Trajectory of th store
solutions were coupled with a 6-DOF trajectory .T ery omensore C.G., dirotsionless x.
prediction capability to locate the store during the y. z vrsus dnsonless tire (t = t Cs). •
simulated motion. Currently, similar CFD work is 5 = 0.0132 eector piston stoke-length
underway at AEDC and is being extended to in-
dude the relative motion of a maneuvering air- 1:
craft and the store. By combining these two capa-
bilities, it is possible to model s'tre separation . /
during a transient maneuver to determine the " X",
nonlinear effects of the time-dependent behavior
of the flow o,.er the store and the inertial effects on ., •
the moti,,n of the weapon. Results from such a <I /
computation could also be used to validate or0,
refine approximations used to account 'for inertial - ,•

and flow-field effects in current quasi-steady wind _S
tunnel trajectory simulation techniques. 0 2 4 1 1 I0 12 14

3. PROPULSION GROUND TEST AND b. Euler angles (degrees) versus dimnsionless
EVALUATION TECHNIQUES time (s = yaw, = pitch, and = rol)

1.2
Three major propulsion areas are directly in- 0 0
fluenced by the high maneuverability characteri- 6.1
stics of aircraft. These are discussed in the follow- : /
ing with the understanding that a great deal of e . y /
other testing is needed for other aspects of dev- g ,. -

elopment. -0 / 4
3.1 Compression System 0.4 - •

Probably the single most important effect of high _

maneuverability is evidenced on compression s)s- -1.0 , ' , 6 1 ,5I 2 4 4 S 10 1I? 14
tem stability. Many requirements are placed on the
inlet system of a highly maneuverable aircraft. c. A&rodyntamic force coeficients versus dimen-
These requirements often result in conflicting de- sionless time.
sign characteristics such as blunt leading edges F'g. 6. Time accurate CFD simulation of a store
for angle-of-attack capability versus sharp leading
edges for efficient supersonic operation. Also,
assessing the impact of aircraft maneuverability and SAE ARD 50015 for total temperature1 3 to
oncompresslon system stability begins early in the provide the framework for i comprehensive data-
component development phase. Preliminary esti- base.
mates of inlet flow delivery characteristics are
used to provide parametric levels of distortion for While current methodologies are, in general,
surge margin evaluation. In the United States, addressed toward the absolute attitude ef!ects, as
engine developers generally follow the recommen- aircraftmaneuverability rates incre.e, tht effects
dations of the SAE ARP 1420 for total pressure,12 of the rates of change of attitude may require

investigation. For oxample,consider the ".pability 0

0
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1 assumed to be that required for the corn-
preelon component to complete a half or full
revolution, although it may be better ph7.

s ically related to axial throughput rates and
reten~tion times of airflow around airfoils. j

T"ta pressure inlet spatial distortion is most
often produced in ground test facilities using

I I the well-known and time-honored mechanism0
W~tof screens (Fig. 8) wvith variable porosities 0

down to zero (flat plates) Alternatively,
WOW, Ntcontrolled distribution couxiterfiowing airiets

a. Typicat repnent have also been used to provide total pcessure
AK U~ 6)(&Md total temperature) distortion. A typicalI: 1 VAA jo mmS1 system is shown in Fig. 9. Reerences 15 and

128- A UTMO t6 describe two such devices.

=is -W W mLW Engine sensitivities to inlet buzz ard other
~ discrete frequency pressure phenomena can be

------ 1 9 I evaluated using a siren-type pressure fluctua-
tw -t - TWtion generator. A typical example of such a

AMW Uaft~ MLE U tWIMl ML DAlI tIWHI system is described in Ref. 17. S
b. Effects of aircraft rate

Fig. 7. Typ1ilet SysteM CWOflpnl"l resPons. Current practices for total timperature diator-
tneffectsaredescribed in Ref. 13. Both spatial

distortion and temporal distortion ane
treated. The overall effect of spatial
distortion is shown to be equivalent to 0 0
a lowering of the compressor surge
line while a temporal distortion moves
the oerting point. Simple linear
superpositioning is recommended fo7
combined spatial and temporal temn.
perature distortions.0
A ecn

A eodsignificant maneuverability
efeto compression systems in-
volves structural aspects. Inlet distor-
tion can produce catastrophic reuc-

Fig. S. Convontionl disiOtion screen used in enintsts. tkis of compressor blading due to 04

of the aircraft to alter Inlet geometry during an periodic excitationa. An early example of
attitude transient. Typical inlet gemer rtsstruceturl effects is described in Ref, 18.
ara shown in Fig.?7. As the aircraft attitude rate ~ ~ o ne itrino
increses, the ability of the control system to opti-. Asesmn ofteipc fine itrino

ma!ly position the inlet geometr is exceeded, as compressor structural integrity requires very fast
shown in Fig.?7. While niany current aircraftesimply ar~ysi capabilities. Typically, the streame deve-
preposition the Inlet gomewry prior to an attitude loped in w mpressor structures are described by
change, the capability to more nearly match inlet use of a Campbell's diagram as shewn in Fig. 10.
geometry to actual attitude requirements will be Ral-time assessment an evaluation capability is
more neceesary for future highly maneuverable provided by dedicated online computers spscil-

aircaft.cally configured to generate stress daia displays
wihn aagape. The AEDC has been in the fore-

A basic assumption for total pressure effects, sup- !ront of this effort and has develo*s a Computer
ported by a number ef experimental studies e~. Assisted Dynamic Date Monitoring and Analysis
hi. 14), is that a pattern which persists for a Syi'tei (CADDMAS), which is shown sche-
specified length of time may be treatedac a steady- matically in Fig. 11. A detailed description of the
state pattern. Typically, the time of persistence is systema may be found In Mes. 19421.
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rest of the propulsion
system operability must

WA be demonstrated over
A M O N Cthe full fl ight envelope.

..,.NJ T ItKIINI l lINS Most durability assess-
WAIUASL ment is accomplished in
-Ot KtLS sea-level stands. How.

- AA$ UL ever, a hybrid form of
test facility is used to

AN" KOD RAW WES TIME NTiE TNI augment Accelerated
Mission Testing in sea-

_rfii level stands. In this
form of testing, condi-

LP L " L tioned inlet air at elev.

Fig. 11. Computed assisted dynamic data monitoring and analysis system. ated pressures and temperatures is provided to

order to successfully employ the exhaust gas the propulsion system with exhaust region
energy, some means of directing the resultant pressures near sea-level values. Nozzle durability
vector is required. Several vectored thrust con- assessments are made as a part of this testing.
cepta are being developed, ranging from two- Limited durability data on technical matters such
dimensional pitch or yaw only nozzles to adap. as cooling, etc., are obtained during the normal 0

tations of existing axisymmetric nozzles which can altitude testing.
vector in both pitch and yaw to all-new yaw and
pitch axisymmetric nozzles to externally inserted Testing oVr generic vectoring nozzle in a sea-level

paddles which deflect the engine exhaust. or an altitude test facility requires provis.ons for
measuring forces in six degrees of freed3m. Many

Testing of nozzles capable of p-oviding non-axial configurations can be used to make the required * 0
vectored forces is required in three major areais: measurements. The configuration used at the

AEDC is shown in Fig. 12. As currently used, the
1. Performance (force vector definition) AEDC multicomponent force stand yields only
2. Operability (controllability, stability, rate five degrees of freedom, but can be easily modified

limits) to produce the sixth degree of freedom (yaw
3. Durability (effects of internal flow fields) moment) by ading two load cells in the flexured 0

lines of action parallel to and on eiter side c,.'the
Some of the required performance testing can be engine centerline. Care must be tiken in bringing
accomplished in cold flow, scale model facilities. engine service lines on!)oard the metric prt ofthe
Further, much of the vector definition task can be stand. In particular, "stiff" lines which must tra-
accomplished in a sea-level test stand. Perfor- verse the metric break should be introduced ortho-
mance can then be compared to suitable models to gonally to all desired lines of forc mesurement 0
verify the models! fidelity. The models can then be
used to predict effects at other flight conditions.
However, detailed performance assessments of the
full-scale, hot-flow nozzle are also required at alti-
tude conditions. Further. demonstration ofthecap- 0XT TAND

ability of the integrated propulsion system to react 4
the axial and non-axial forces without adverse
effectson theothersystem components (e.g., rotors,
blade tip clearances, etc.) must be provided on the
fuli-scale hardware.

Operability assessments are made using a coin-
bination of sea-level and altitude test facility
capabilities. In particular, the capability o f the pro-

pulsion system to control the nozzle components at 0 t
altitude conditions requires the use of an altitude TXt JSr STAND
testfaality.The interactions of the nozzle with the a. Concept

Fig. 12. Multi-componont thrust stand. 4
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b. Schematic
Fig. 12. Concluded.

In order to =cimplish this. theve are two
.ground planes."The firs'. ground plane is rein-
tive to absolute ground and applies to axial
thrust only. All other forcc measurements are
then grounded to the meric purt of the axial
for-ce measurement system. The use of this
'floating ground" then provides a path for
othogonal crossing of all metric breaks.

Collection of exhaust gases from a vectorirng
nozzle poses a challenge for both sea-level and
altitude stands. Most sea-level stands have
existing nois;e limitations rsqtiring the use of
scoustic silercors. In general, the sileancers
must be somewhat larger than axial flow
collectors and have adequato protection from
exhaust Ma imnpingement. Similarly, altitude4
test facilities must a!:so collect the exhaust
gases, usually with more stringent space re-
quirements. AEDC uses a nmr-pressure re-
covery, very large collector concept with posi.
tionable doors to eflminate undesirable recir-a.Pogrs
culation of gasec Into the test cell as shown in rPoor0
Fig. 13. The particular system shown is lso Exasgsm ntsse orVtrd
capable of accor-tiwdating reverse flow from a t/Ol5

two-imeniona .iole.empis-ical techniques. However, the dempnding
requirements of highly mzntuverabl, aircraft are

Integrated Propulsion System resultiia more Integrated form of testing. Two
specific areas whiUch are currently within the

The above testing is focused on evaluation of testing stats of the art are engine mechanical
critical compnentz within the propulsion systemn loasjag resulting from maneuvers and full-scale
and. Wneed, within the engine. Integrati" ofsuc inlet-engine comrmtibility assessments.
component work has bein achievod in p.x deva)-
lopments by a combination of analytical and4
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MwaflceIa(Nt TRlIuM Inlet-engine compati. 0
-€Et t SLS •LA T1M ({SITWS bility of the near-final

configuration aircraft is 0
required. Ground test
capabilities for these

r€o-'a 41 types of tests fall into two
areas: propulsion wind
turels and freejet faci-
lities. A comparison of •
the relative characte-

TST M-11(m j ristics of the two techni-
UI" I Its! ques is shown in Fig. 14,

are shown in Figs. 15 and
16. The two techniques
are compiementary. as

M -WIIITJACEtE shown in Fig. 14. The
b. Schematic flow qunlity of the pro-

Fig. 13. Concluded. pulsion wind tunnel is
generally superior to that

Mechanica. loads are imposed on engines by both of the freejeL However. for instances when the •
the sustained g-loads encountered during mane- flow reld at the engine face for an aircraft is
uvers and by gyroscopic moments resulting from dorainated by internal viscous effects such as
maneuvers. A pivoting test bed capable of shock.boundary layer interactions, the use of a
inducing gyroscopic load exists at the Center d freej~t may be more effective for evaluation of
Essais des Prcpulseurs in France. A centriruge- extreme attitude operation. This is the result of
mounted engine test facility exists at the U. S. the inherent limitations of attitude for full-scale * *
Navy's Lakehurst Facility. Although both of these test vehicles in existing wind tunnels. For opera-
facilities are ivailable for test, systematic use of tion at lower altitudes, the superior flow quality of
these facilities for highly -naneuverable aircraft the propulsion wind tunnel may male the use of
propulsion testing is not currently made. the wind tunnel more effective.
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4. AN EMFERGiNG INTEGRATEI)0
TEST AND) EVALUATION

METHODOLOGY

'Ii ad i 1011.liv. Ol hL (Il' Iopiment ol the
air frairiv anI propiiision ;y~temi are

~ ~q E ~~done iiidepend~eflt X ifld suqriertially
as,,ugge-ted in Fig 1 7 Wind tun nel
tests are performaed to determigne aero
dnanjic I'orces- and momients and :n

let nt)/zle performance chara,-ter;
-,tic., The inlet di~tortion informal jor'
is pa-tvi onl to the engine test faci lit>'
and tile engine ib, operated with a pre

~crhe dstrtonpa trnSomiect ine
later, thle engine perf. riance o' er a
range of operating parameter' : in-

Fig 15 Full-scale inlet/engine contiguraton in the AEOC l6ft cluded in the -o called "enigine (leek."
transonic wind tunnel which i- a -emi emplirical modlel of

the engine Still later, the engine
mvn m~nodel i, incorporated w ith the avro.

dynmic , I aioncsin a gi mu lator toestabhl
the perforir.ance of the a ircraft ILiterall> xear,- are
required to deterinnu the integrated! aircriten.

--~-~-~ gine~avionics performance and 'hen it i, difficult
t ~ -' to modifv thle v4 hicle' to tr% !o gain iore pe ,rfor

'2~ -. $- ~- nance With the trend tow ard rno~ e e!oely* *
A Ing proce.,.; is lenwh%, eqpeni'.e and ,-uld pro

.-4i I..f duce a suhoptimumn -'.teni

7 Recognizing recent .id'.arice, in dynamic data
reduction andl anai%.'s technique., and the util~tv

rig. 16 Freeject of CII) as a diagno~tic tool, an integrated en-
ginciairfrane'a~oruics ,simulatio'n hla, been pro

AIR AM

FFTRBtY PRFOMAE

AI RQA0
(Ott1)YER

Fig 17 Arlrami/lro sion integraton
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WIND TUNNEL STARLITY MODIL gine face. By analyzing the streamlines 0
TOWN ON FEVOM(E ILIGNT in reverse, one could determine the

F "UVEI origin of the distortion. Subsequently,
the aircraft model could be modified and

WINO TUNNCL the process repeated until the desired
INLET MODEL AERODYNAMK DATA performance is obtained. Hence, opti-Al mum integrated performance could be

obtained in months with this systems
A approach as compared to years with the
MOF PRlFommaMA traditional sequential method.

ANER[[N([ Although the proposed scheme appears
PLANE PIOP LSION (EL NNE MODEL very complex, each of the individualOR technologies required exists and has

(Fo o ISICN IATA been used independently. New high.
- ~ ~ speed data acquisition and reduction

systems make it possible to obtain the

dynamic date. at the engine faice in a
Fig. 18.A concept for "Real Time" airframe/propulsion simulated inlet and define the distortion

system optimization, within a minute. Air jet distortion
generators, as shown in Fig. 9, or mech-

pose-. 2 2 A schematic of the proposed concept is anical distortion devices as developed at the
shown in Fig. 13. Suppose that a model with Central Institute of Aviation Motors in Russia are
remotely actuated control surfacee suitable fo: :apable of reproducing a desired distortion pattern
captive motion simulation is in ore wind tunrel within minutes ofter the pattern is identified in
and an instrumentel inlet model of the vehicle is the wind tunnel. The ability to include the
in another wind tunnel (not necessarily in the installed engine performance with the aerodyna- • •
same te st complex) white the engine is in an mics to simulate a maneuver in the wind tunnel
altitude 1t4 cell. Inlet distortion data mea&iured in was demonstrated earlier in this paper.
the wi 1. tunnel can be reduced and analyzed in
n:inutes and transmittel to the engine facility, In addition, major advances in CFD have been
where an Pl iet distortion generator can simulhte -nade for simulating complete aircraft at high
thedesireddistortiq:i pattern. Within minutes, the angles of attack. An example from Ref. 23,
integrated tngine performance can be determined showing the flow solutions for the F-18 at high
and includcd in a 6-DOF light performance model angles of attack is shown in Fig. 19. The flow was
including the control system.
The combined aerodynam',c/avio- iNSTANTANEOUS SURFACE STREAMIN ES

nice/ropulsiop model can then
be used with the othe" wind
tunnel modtl to "fly" maneuver.
in the wind tunnel using the ..

captive motion technique eos- 30
c:';ed in Section 2,

With such art integra'ed test and
analysis approach, one can ob
tain in near-real time (real time
here may be u-asured in dmys)
feedback on the integrated pr-
formance. if, fo r exmplae, the
inlet distortion degraded thz en- ,4
gine -esponse such tnat the de-
sired aircrAt performance was
not met, nne could then use CFD
as a diagnostic tool by eirnu-
lating the flo, over the forebc dy
and through the inlet to the e- Fg. 19. Iristantanaous surface how paterns on the F-18 at 30 and

45 dog angle of attack.. •
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rig. 20. Forebody pressure distribution on the F-18 at 45 dog ongla of atac.l.

modeled with the thin-layer Naver-Stokes equa- assist in improving the integrated performance of
Lions. Comparisons of the calculated forebody a sehlcle durir.g evelopment.
surface pressure distributions with those measured
in flight are presented in Fig. 20. Flow separation Currently, AEDC is un,rgolng P developmental
and LEX vortex brekdown phenomenare c simulation of this integiated corvopt by using
Lined in the solutions, existing data measured in traditional sequential

teats. Although such an integrmted approach using
Similarly, a Naver-Stokeu &ut hstn of supersonic multiple test facilities "-muAnta-ouvly could be
flow over the forebody of an P-18') aircrit, is dis- difficult to chodule and expa nsive to perform, •
cussed in Ref. 24. The solution suczessfully modeled such an approach could literally reduce the overall
the mars flow rates through the bleed zone of the development time for the aircraft by years while
inlet, the operating mass flow ratio, the total providing a more optimum integr.ted vehicle.
pressur recovery at the aerodynamics Interfae
plane (AlP), and the inlet distortion parameters at 5. CONCLUDING kREK:ARKS
the AIP. A comparison of the predicted total
pressure recovery at the ALP with wind tunnel lvolopment testing of higbly maneuverable air-
measurements is presented in Fig. 21. Included in caftinground testfiecilities windwtu nela, andpro-
Fig. 21 is a table of recovery and distortion indi- pulslon test cells presents tidded ;cr,;plexlties and
cators at the AIp. Clearly, such a CFD computg. challerj.'u over and above more eonventicnal ai r
ion would provide an excellent diagnostic tool to
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Fig. 21. Comparison of predicted and measured total pressure distnbutions at the aorodynamic interface •
place. 2'

There ae many available tools to bring to bear tion of an accelerating weapon is currently simu-
upon th( problerm. The baseline for must of these lated. A suggested approach is to combine a CFD
tools *. embodied from their use in development solution with appropriate wind tunnel data to
testing of the more conventional fighter-type air- solve the equations of motion and predict the wea-
craft such as the F-15 and F-16. Until now, pons separation trajectory.
airframe and propulsion systems development
generally has been done independently on parallel Aeropropulsion
paths but accounting for the influence of external
aerodynamics on the propulsion system and jet The effects of attitude of the incoming flow upon
effects on the external aerodynamics. High the compression system stability is currently in-
maneuverability iequires aircraft to be subjected vestigated routinely. Real-time rate of change of 4
to large acceleration loads and dynamic flow attitude generally is not simulated, and these
phenomena which may not be adequately effects require investigation along with techni-
captured in conventional steady.state testing ques for accomplishment. The capability for
techniques. There are, however, some promising testing of engines with vectoring nozzles currently
axanues of testing which can be undertaken to exists in the AEDC ASTF. Also, a new capability
accelerate the aircraft development process while exists to a test full-scale combined inlet and
at the same time dealing with a more cowplhx engine etsubsonicflightMach nmbers.
development testing process.

Integrated Test and Evaluation
Simulated Airera',: Motion

Currently. the development of the a;rframe and
By using a technique of small time increments, propulsion system are done independently and
experimental evidence suggests that aircraft sequentially. This process literally takes years to
motion can be well simulated in the wind tunnel develop a new aircraft system. It is entirely con-
as long as model scale and tunnel effects are ceivable to think in terms of simultaneously and
secondary and the cross coupling and acceleration interactively performing airframe and inlet
derivatives are swall, testing in the wind tunnel along vith the engine

test in the propulsion test cell. A per cted prcce3s
Weapons Separation along these lines is envisioned to cut months to

yaars off the aircraft system development time
Current wind tunnel test techniques do not . .- and, consequently, the development cost, and
late both the accelerations of the parent aircraft reduce retrofit problems post development.
and the weapon n separation. Only the separa-

* 04
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Progross and Purpose of 1HPTEET Program

Richad J1. Huff
Chief of Technology, Turbine Engine Division

Aero Propulion and Power Directorate, Wright Laboratory )
1950 Fifth Street, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433-7251, USA

companies participating In IPTET are Allied Signa
lHPTET Is the kitegruted High Perormiance Trrbfno Propulsion Engines (Garrett); Nison Gas Turbine;
Eigyrk Technology Initiative. This paper discujese General Electric; Pratt and Whitney; Teledyne, CAE;
the purpose (background, goals and appllcar-oe) Textron Lycomlng; and Williams International.
and the progress of IHPTET. IHPTET Is 30% These companies form an lIndust Panel that
complete, and achieving significant success In advi4se$ the Steering Commniftte on specific Issues.
advancing turbine ernn technology levels. The In addition, there are ceven Component Panels
future of 1-IPTET Is brighL NIPTET developed (Comprssors. comnbustors, turbines, nozzles,
technologies are being appled to both military and control*, Mechanical systm and technology
commercial turbine engines - both new engines and demonstralors) and three Pervasive Technology
Roeet modernlzations. NIPTET Is the technology panels (materials, Computational Fluid Dynamics
bae for alt fute military vsystems and the (CFD) anid engine structures) that oversee the
springboard for many now commercial engines, technology r~annlng and development In each area.

Every panel has membership from each of the
2. *ruiPIW MS services and Is haired by one service Ind-ilduul.

2. @km dEach IPTET technology Is developed individually or
NIPTET Is a coordinated, three-phase, Government joIntly to the agreed upon plan by one or more of the
and Industry visionary Initiative. Formally Initiated In five IPTET government organizations. in~nual
1987, Il-PTET Includes virtually all government reviews are held by the Steering Committee where
kIndustry sponvored propulsion Research and the progress and problems of each technology area
Doveloixnent (R&D) activities devoted to vang are revieweal. Through is process. NIPTET is
technology for military turbine engies. The goat of successfully meeting the technological challenges of
IPTET Is to dovsiop and demonstrate technologies Phase l and woring on the critical path technologies

by the turn-of-the-century that, when applied, will of phase 1I.
doule a 1985 level of turboproption capability.
The technologies of IPTET offer significant payoff
when applied lo any propulsion system. L~~

Payoffs from IHPTET come from Increasin
Under IPTET there exists one IHPITET gomvnment propulaion system performance andl affordabiity wMt
plan and seven Indivdual Industry plans, coo rdinted no compromiose I system ife, reliability and
among tie Depadtment of Defenee (DoD) MWiftary maitalnably To focus the Initiative on thes&
Services - Army. Navy. Air Force; the Advriced payoffs, lIPTET management establlshed specific
Research Prcqects Agency (ARPA); and the National goals as a function of time for each of the three
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The aircraft turbine engine classes - turbofarntusot,
structure of the IlIPTET program Is shown In ts~boehaft/turboprop, anid expandable. Shown In
Figure 1. Figure 2 are the tie phases of IH-PTET. Those04

goals were choeen as having the higtiet effect in
Figure 1 maximizing payoff to mltry system. The three

OWWOMAMT"IHPTET phase shown In Figure 2 were created to
IRWIN I -=provide mllestones against which to assess
Hwy MF~ftwprogress, and, most Importantly, to pr(, Ado

., IJ . opportunity for trans~toni to current, upgrade,
t- E derivative and new, engines.

ftft The IHPTET goals for each of the three phases are
r- shown In Table l and are based on a 1985

9 '-E71technology level. They are 'Typical' todinoogy goals
~ for 3ach class of engine (do not Interpret fheer, as a

sp~c gh'j~. cyd#*descdlpf itn). Through the1~I L~ ~ ]achloement of these goals, lI-PTET will provide 4
technology for propulsion systemta are lower
cost, lighter weight and easler to maIntaln than1--1-7.P~ F-A1 :- today's systems, yet can fly faster, highe, and wi
Increased ... 4rAvverabl'ty.

A Do chire Storig CmmiteeproThrough the development and validation of IHPTET
A DD caird Seerng ommtte prvide. overall technc~oglos, major payoffs to mlitary systems will

NIPTET guidance. The seven US turbine orngins occur. These modernized high performance mrilitary

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on lechnologies for ffighly Afanocutwable Atrrrajl October 1993.
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aircraft will supply the affordable battle field Aerothermal Research Rig (ATARR), Is dedicated
advantage.- low fuel bumn alowing longe Ic turbine reearch and also belongs to the Air
missions; high thrust-to-weight slowing larer psy Force. The best and most promisin technolos
loads: low maintance, and support In the field that successfully complete tesIng in rigs Ike CRF
yielding hhr sortlo rates; and excess specific and ATARA w irthe( assembled Into Tech
power durng critical flight maneuvers - thw air Dmoe Pnd evaluated for synergistic problems. AN
superiority admvanae Tech Demo testin Is done with significant

&:nounts of Instrumentation. Typically over 1000
it soul~d be noted that the IHPTET goals at* not pieces of insftrmentation are used on a sinle
considered to be achieved unil the enabling Tech Demo tesl. with the majority of the testing
technxolois have been assembled and tested doie at "ae level conditions. The maj~or workhorse
under actual enn conditions In an wqg1n, demonstrators for turbotanet engines are the
demonstrator (core or full engne conflWatlon) - Advanced Turbine Engine Gas Generator
commonly called a 'Tech Deo.W The progression (ATEGG) cor' and Joint Techn*4oy
of test vaildalon of IHPTET technoloie Is shown Demoritato, Enoine (JTDE). For turboshsltfprop
In Figure 3. Undeor IHPTET sponsorship, engnes, the &. ts'rtors are the Joint Turhne
technologies mature at a component level unft Advanced Gas t *rotor (JTAGG) cores. Pss0o
ready for evaluation In dedicated rig teting. The engne technolo,,, .s demronstated In the Join!
primary IHPTET compressor test faclity Is the Air Expendable Turbine Engine Concept (JETEC)
Force's Compressor Research Facility (CRF). The enns. Upon successful completion of Tech
newest IHPTET test facility. the Advanced Turbine Demo evaluation, technologWe are typicaly

0
IHPTE Tim* Phose.

Figure 2
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iHPTET Progression of Test Validation
Figure 3

V79'1V:%'=-LO;-3t avafmA

Schematic of Turbine Engine Technology Development Focus
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IHPTET Goals by Phase
Tbei PHASE I PHASE N PHASE IN

TURBOFAN ITURBOJET_ _ _ __ _ _ _

THRUST/ WEIGHT +30% +60%/ +100%/
COMBUSTOR INLET TEMP +1000F +2000F +4000F
MAX TEMP (TYPICAL) +3000F. +600"F +9000F

TURDOSHAPT/ITURSOPROP_ _ _ __ _ _ _

SFC -20%. -33% -40%/
POWER / WEIGHT +40%Y +00% +120%
MAX TEMP (TYPICAL) +3000F +60OOF +10000F

EXPENDABLE I__ _ __ _ _

SFC (STRATEGIC) -20% -30Y. -40Y. 0
ThRUST/AIRFLOW +35% +70% +100%
COST (TAC-11CAL) -300% -45% .0
COMBUSTOR MNET TEMP 0 YPICAL) 1 100OF 1200OF 1400OF
MAX TEMP (TPICAL) +5000F +9000F, +1400OFI

maturNed 10 Vie leve necefsery for sstMO Whet Is seen now by top commend officials Isea 0
iranosltlo. Many tn. .Iedinologles that are tested &e*Ae*"g need to develop new high peormce
in the Tech Deo we ound to be lacking the aircraft to overome now aggeeaor advancements
quelities neceesary to continue further w$ an Increasing need to modernize the fleet of
development antd ame returned to a componeont rN current systems. The focus o' S&T Is now
for further evaluation and correction. Thus Mhe chaonging to be more evenly split between creatin
p ogresulon of testing can be cyclic I nature new systoe and upgroftn existing syrlm3. The *
between rig evsalaton and Tech Deo teeting. new systoes when needed. wi be developed In

mkirimr numbers and be replacements for near-
UARRM~h oolet alroraft. They *0 be based on the best.

The IPTET pograrn was stablished during toe affordab l chnolog avalebl at key points Init,,e
rnid~e 19Ws to be ihe -technology apdnqbord' developmentl procoos. The second foams, that of
for the next contijs high performance ftary modernizing fte crrent fleets. will also *co the
turbine engines. The main thrust of NIPTE was beet, affordab l chnooy but will be directed at e
focused during tiltim period on a wide spectumn specfic engine comnponent comibined to form
of new systems. .nd sucees In IPTET would -Wgrade MWta The new US miltary force tucture
assure continued US air superlorty Owe any new wit rel on a combination of these high quality.
aggressor system. A second thrust of IIPIt:EI was techrololly advanced systoe lo cope with
the systematic spin-off of todirvology regional threate. The major obleve of Mia new
s~mnrfts for moderniig the currail Oee of trend Is to ocr.,ue a high quaIty. high reedkn

aircraft engines. -,hIs opporunifty Occrs prImatly force to porlnrm regiontal operations 11* Desert
at One end of each Tech Demo test. Storm at a minimium cost The Gutf War proved

that air superiority lea result of supurlor training
7t-e major areas of focs for techniolog an %dncogosy advanced weapons5. Both of
applc-atIon under NIPTET storted as and continuee wich aea ssenial for ninrizlng casualties and
lo be fth achievemenItA o-' jado~ thrust-to- leogo of ond. For the new S&T plans. IHPTET
weight and power-to-welght growth. lower fuel remains the anewer for all trbine vnglne. This Is
coneurot i. doeesed (low obeervuldo) engine duo VP~ lh original t-,ed applicalloc. (non system 0
signature, Increased repoastety. operablifty and sped~) focus cO *WMTE technology plannt" w~th
makitainabIllty and decreased acqiition. many *pi-oft Opportunities tosa wide spectrumn of
operation and support coats. In heo men-raltd aircraft. rokvcaeft and misslle uses.
huWWfeVhxbo~et aren for example. the payff
gained by We schlevement of the IHTM goals Is The technolole being developed under It4PTL-T
proviing fie dnrhnoiOgte for upgrade and grwt it naturally thi redefloed SOT role In meetin the 4
F-i15 and F-16 ak craft onglnee (FI OD and FI 1 wie Dot) obede. The IHPTET progran Is
engine famules), as well as proide th ehnlg providing the foundation for retaining toe affordable

be" or te no F-2 Adance Tocal P~ors uperort advantage sought In ifie new Air
base) for the new .AdaedTcclFitr Force strategy of GkoAl Reach - Global Power.

(ATF)engie (Fle).The 0HPTET plan Is to continue to Provide enabing

The dismantling of the Waraw Pact or**We Owe lonolog for affordabl upgades of the oxis"ni
need to rethi" many of 1w US military Scienc
and Technology (PAT) plans. Including 1IPTET.



eng n ~t technology base for al new engines beet combinallon (different for eech company) of
of the future. The result of tis longt-tem view Is that the" three eldments focused on the goals of Table I
lHPTET wil produce the technology t) squip the rex)d Is the IHPTET nittve. The maior problem now
century peace kee"n force with affordable. stuerlor bAin faced Is keeling industry centered on early
systes. As Jefw one aw-down continues and acceptance and application ofthee newer IHPTET
weapon system acquisition starts to be based on advanoemnts In an affordablity driven market
selectve upadas and new engine low-rate economy. The difficulty stemns from the
production with a cwnual Insertion of advanced Government$ need to keep an Industrial defense
technology. the applcatlon fo EIPTET technology bus ave over a long period of decfhllng budgets
will lncssee proportionately and low levels of producton and yet capebl of short

3,ffMTM~ffiWnotice. ful-scale production on lHPTEr materials
and Innovative designs. The benefits of several new

3.1 9ahn O Uw PTET Innovations can be sen in Pqgues So. b. c
IPTET I% over 30% owplets and hachee and dl. As shov~i In Figure Sat the applcattots of

maj)or Vjccsal FIguire 4 shows the extent of Phs Innovative designs and advanced high stre"3th, low
goal aconrpehmnt for each en daos. density material Is key to I1HPTET long-term

success. These advancment Offer, for example.
the potential to reduc a compreeemo rotos weight

1HPTET Ph&** I Status 70%. Ths Isacoonpllshed through the appliatlon of

~'~"' 'Integral BtaderDIak Rotors (IBR or BLISKq, hollow
1100 alulolls and composite spacers (Figure so) and ring

rotors (Figure 5d). The final Phase III compresso is
envisioned to be made entirely of advanced Metal

75Matrix Composite (MMC) materials and be only0
composed of ring ty structure. The primary need14A1for these, new materials and Innovative designs is

L~1 centered on the compressors need for high
rotational speeds to fake full advantage of tho

25 advancement I IHPTET aerodynamics In the blade
rows. If toe rotor had to be construct-ad of
webs and bores on each rotor stags. This wo I-,

0 ~result hIa heavy and lengthy rotor, For comparison,
_________________________a conventional rotor was designed to mee the

U-Fewt UProp/l~a OEx-r -- I rotational speed requirements of an H-PTET
cor,11guration. but constructed from conventional

As seen In FIgure 4. the goals are achieved for nIckel-baWe alloys. The result of this design efr
expendable engine and turboproplurboshaft engine Is shown In Figure 5b as the Baseone 198M
esse; but for the turbofanflurbojet, more work is Technology Compressor. Using this base design,

needed, The technology that slowed the the Major IHPTET compressor technologies were
achlevement of the tuirbofartibolet g9a centes on added to the design with ths reeults as shown In
material matui" for the high temperature rotatirp Figtre Se
structure at the discharge end of the cornresso.
What Is lacking Is 3.Wa development of a full life, low Figuir 56
density material system capable of enduring the high Benefits of Innovative Design and Advanced
Ombtort0 Wnet temrature (T3) goal conditions. M elkt o~m oo

SWignIcant progrees Is being mae on the clas ofMmlastaCo reo' oo
materials that will mee t need and once fth
m-atetal.1 " ul characterized, the turbotenurbojet
goals witl be achlevod. The goas of Phase I for H

ofnub~twill be net In the next en;inest 4*
Wlsel. IHPTET managemn did not wait until all of
Ph&"e I to be ompoleed prior to Initialing the long-
led critcal path technologies of Phase II. As a
result. the Phas 11 technologlee or* beomring weall
established ard! on schedule for emonatration by
1997.

2.2 Hemnn Sanlersl to AcceetaMc 21 *NqT 0 30
The tree main elermwnt of IlIPTE' xira (1)
development and applIcatton of adeanced
aerodynamic and thenroyraaic models and
Wiorlee, (2) creation of Innovative structural __ U
designs, and (3) development &.Wd application of A" *POV
advanced high strength, low density ma-Aerals he 0 4
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Th* led kie sh own In Figur Se can be used Each of tie lediriologlee I FPgu" Sc Ias been teWed
Indeparrdently or btae togete to Icrease the suocotakilly hI a Tech Demo. In adifton. FlgUte 6
perlormanos athibutee of a chose design shows an *IPTET fti roor #aW was teetou 0
applcation - new or upgade oroonent or engine. suoow.Aj:y hI recent core engine Tech Derr.

F"cur 5b 3.2 MMDrft - A RaimWd oa A oah
heelln 1963 - AN Nikel1 Cowntso A pircel~ problem *W Several 1HPTET teologies"

centers on 'ffordality. Metal matri composite
MCsofmateri el* Is. re ex hatle. am proe i i
sensitive and currently *xpornvv Pa manufactue. 0i111W" IsG d L ofmria xle. s e l rblms t the es
Irwpoct ard re"ak. At best, only a em proaucxon of
t~sa clsees of mat*rie wi be avalarle for a da
base W lI" reh only 2ppfcable to advanced

IMmfuy sfysto. A soltylon to **l problem is the
broader"n of fte prtxxon base for MUG and

F"gue so Cerarric Mat onipoels (CMC)c d ossmtertals by
Aedltlon of Comp~oeh Specer and ied.. broadening fte non miitary msriet application. The0

Organic Matrix Gornpoelle (0MG) kwcuay k a prime
example of how to lower toe ost andl lnreoe the
lIceedge base on a new matIel. This frijisy
crealv, a naed for the material fsstm by aplyN th.
ledu'alogy to sports .qtipment. atomotve *aqrpmeri
andl nome products. ft th i broeane bae for

AdJNon of MMC Ring, to the Rotore lOw MMG mid CMG mraterial "sm. Thus far, some*
limited succes Is being acbleved with vppketion to

comrdel appl~osllon anldcpatod In the neaw tutxe.0

FPTET ranagement Is also trying to Increass
affordabht of ledmnologlee more gloal) twoogh lie
encouragement of I~Tein and fte formation of
inde6 ustry cwtsora. The Intent of then action Is to

FdwKd guPadredRn oo nimidze fte cost and ma~ximze lie productionAdvanced UC Rslnfoosd Flin of technokWq Ifirough date shoring- The
acton takon hue for has been fte formation of jok*l
sponsor ed reseach corisorge andl wkxg teamed
coxtactor Tech Demo 'sth efforts.

FIgur I
MniolonlUT1ETConsotinm0

41
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The cur'od NIPTET consore are focusd on syt Mo. "ctwi tecinology has always been, end
(1) forced response predlcon ireo* and remains the enemy of *good ewugh" techndogy
(2) fiber development for advanced MMC and CMC when budgets are V^ht This Is due to the
mate ral. The onortiu Ide Is shown in mnragoes rd nme of always having to trade pert
Figure 7 usng the Forced Reoponee Consortium of the dsoesd cape.lfy to meet schedule a:d
as an example. budget constraints. Hisoically, the nrewr and

better technology hes always hed a lower
-IPTET con u ae Jre wth an roiness value aid hgher l . The same Is true.

organization (in this cue. Carnele Melon and or current HTET technologies.
Purdue Universities) as the Integrating
sobcontractor. Esch minter of the consortium Technoio reednes Is difficult to quantify and
contributes resources at varying l.eusi (furds. understand. However., In IHPTET, a joit
faodes or data) and tech4cal expertise to help inusylgovwner teask Is underway to boll
mee the gos. In addition. the define aftra for assessing reediness of
Governnt contributes funds. experte d In technology and put In piace effort to inhai the
sorne cses. rig testing to the consortm. reednees when a low vake Is determned. Thq
Contracts are hn let o choen orgoolzations to considerations being used to dotww ng ft
actuaJy conduct the resewch and report the reediness of N-PTET techorogy centers on the
findings. The Forced Responre Consortium shown extent of design and test experence with the new
In Figure 7 fos fcused on the establishment of tecnology; the anmount of xtevnson beyond known
standerd Industry asessmenr rn*e4tx of values for mnueacturing and produc:on; and tihe
stuural damping end understandIng stuctural degree of skdiy to nwn den methode.
responss to engineWet induced aerodynamnic materis procssn and menvufeduring.
fofcing fIunco. The Materla!s Consortium, Rice RedI'ss aessmeont Is udgmena and varies
the Forced Response Corzortlum. Is a jointly from comopeny to company for the same das of •
funded etfo.l by d the seven engine companies, materlel or application of simiar technology
DoD. ARPA. and NASA. The objeltve is to advancements. Effort to Ireae reediness has
develop affordsble high temperature fibers for use taken dI erwnt forms In IHPTET. One such form in
as reinforcement In both CMC and MMC rnatrlal. the Air Force is the fonrrm of edd'a, l Tech
These wl be developed as rtry Ibers" - woo Demo tests ior specific technology items. This
understood, documented and ready for producion few effort Is termed Advanced Technology
use y each of th pawidnlt . As s In Fqgue Tranltion Demontadons (AT ids). These
7. the -"ondum Is unique end acts as en kpets IHPTET programs are short durallon, low cot and
for Industry to work togothr on other common dkeed at rm tho lt remaining risk
iHPTET technology problemu resulting in cost barrers on a technology - te ones prevaning
benefits and market opportunlty to oef. Immedisoe Iansmon of #a technology to a product

OKpcfto. Curreny. HPTET Is sporaorN
In the area of contractor-teamed Tech Demo ATTDs for the Air FxCe's F100, Fl 10 and F1 19
testing. sgicant progress has been actievsd. fighter engines. The c. let ofthe ATrI s
Currently. General Elecf;c end Alied Signal #1 ree't In slgnlcont perkrmance improv*ment
Propulsion Enginesre T d In JTAGG to wtile produing major e cycle ost salng.
develop and shre In the technology payoff of the
smac1l to medum class of t'boprshaft engor . 4. M OF ,
TWs takes the form of twing each compan s 4.1 [Wh MugA
todinologloe In sewsrsJ hls of a commo3n Today. i American Aerospace Industry is facing
JTAGG Tech Demo. monfewy sues of maio proPoton. Slgtwat

prollt losses. txdelveed products and decdhag
Considerabi synergistic beneit and techology smles horie forced a maor restructur of ft
innoation haveo reufted from th unin. A aeoseco Industy. The total USe e
second team of General 5EcU$lc Pratt & Witey prougon vluo Is down by nealy 14o sn= 1991.
and Alio Is working on a )oInt structural Tech Since the HPTET hilladtey repreeert * major
Demno focamed on advanced Intermetali ft ardum investment by indlusty Cnarly 53% of ani money4
ahirn cornresor blade developmont, from IW through 2003 wi come from Ind Try).
Inrovatie tkwt ne cooling designs and reduced M Problem becomes a significant concern to
engine weight concepts. Thi program Iscled HPW maET nagement The National leve
the Component and Engine Structural Assesement approach to il stus ton Is the expeneion of
Research (CAESAR). It Is beconing a successfu Dual-U.? V*ldng ahon techrmlogy Is being
program as wal as busines concept. The first developed. Under this lee technolog Is
test of CAESAR MR be In 1996 and wi hlp developed :nsuch a way that ommercia and
reduce the risk of thee technologies. rtley application becomes of rlatf. .Wuel

Irrvortance. Thus, every dolr spent on
14 Ttpchnolay d - o technolog nt wi energze the
DE. W cmdck) economy - hopey inreasing
Hlstorcey, risK .ewed In twrrm of level of produclIt and avaltbiy c new jobs. Such an
resdiness. Is the reason gNen for the non use of Ide s, pr" te In Ila Aeronautical Tchnology

advanced technology. In choooing technologifs for Consortim Act of 199 (Aeroteda). IlPET 4



mneg4.in wI do anyt*.g It con do - wIthout tedvnoog bass. Through the NASA efforts the
straying from he basic ptxos of pursuin high. Arwcan dvg aviallon Industy will coinue haspayoff n~IAky goa1b In aeronatical lectmoloy dorninance of lit, global aviation market. Through
- to tupport Infilmvls ice Aerotedi. WPTEr the rifitary witi contnue to &cdiev.

affordable nalonl delens - 0"ob readh Wix
HPTET mainagement recognized early that global pow.
todinoologyrmodernlzaton ard-FI Orpiceo skey
to Increased produciit I On avrospae Idustry.
In WMTET Dual-Use has becomne a sgriflat
ouilet of the many techknolge develope.d
Numirnous WrFET deveinped techmnolg have
transitioned Into convrdal engine so far, and
over 100 tedinologlss now bein developed uinder
IPTET have potentelfutreDua-se applcakmn
I Voal, nearly 80% of P4PTET has corrnwdrcel

4.2 M WTE and MM. MMw MAa tidve
The concept of OsUse Is but one aspect of fth
neww natonal pokyi relatin to delense
reiweorert, diversillcation. and conversion.
Thin new Conr~essional pollcy has Itispired now
Mtme I the wome of advanced subseonic

WroAteon and tfth Speed Research (HSR) tor
dvi ak vamporttlon by NASA. H4PT I t . be a0
mnajor spuicgoswd for the ne* NASA kitvee:"
arid togthe NSA anid DoO viE work advanced
te hoof es fo ffoth nKr afo and
onmercd cvflcel applications as depicted In

Figure S. Even though Figure 8SIs only a
sdmatic of the developimen dreciou of US
lurbie engin edmog. X give a perspectiv on* 0how toe mihay and conmrdal kiteraclion *Ut
occu through the riole. RIPTET wil continue
with teWcnogy developnint throug the ninnees

ngc~qonft hmayo eltw s. Wwill
do so I concert *thall now tmneln technolcgy
davelopmnt and appicetion Infliatfys. For
oxarriji. *I'TET viE work on the ndftery uniqu
lSdmosie of steellh, modable enines and
one"i of ttirus vectrin for STCVL
appllcallons. NASA i'il. on the cote hand. work
on conimerdiel uniqu technologies - Idea xx
"*o coftl noise suppression. untwroel fusls

and nove regenrative cycles. Together N$PTE
and NASA wil work te mcug onvon ODuaIUse
tecnolgie aucn as advanced material, CFD- wgnods~advance eninecontrl and logi
advad turbine C0011 concpks bearings anid
*%oas. Technolog muoes in this cnic
west wEl be appled ID mulAry atiW neds and
conmd@1 aicel needs as necessary. For
,exanipi.. vuocee In advanced IIN*, blade,
cooling Idvology may be Wpid I rnltary
engines to Incrse Ine alowale 9aw lernersture
at constant trbine bMade Ns and thereby Incrs"as
"i engin spe~ffc thrust. In a convrwclal

lceton, te technmoog may be pld 10 lower
the turbinel, butx. fwtenaxo at constant got
Iseipaturo (consan fthrt and Increase fth W*
of the coniftt - sein tectviuog but spent

As Arica approedwe the ned osntury and
beyond, the prograns of **I'M aid NASA,
wortldg ogether. wiprovid, a sirn neonsif
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Certain zcanarios can be envisaged where

either a long range penetrator with good
A number of different factors drive and available agility, or an agile combat
conatzain the devalopeent of future aircraft with greater combat endurance
technology. This paper looks 6t the than previously seen, will bi, kXy
current perspective on the development o opecational requirements.
agile aircraft xystem and more
specifically, thn engine characteristics Historically, we have seen an increase In
these demand. thr-L to weight ratio of coebat ,arcraft

(Fig I). In fact, over the past 40 years
Having Identified the desirable engine it has doubled.
characteristics, tjhe key technologies
required to enable them are diecussed. Msicl trnsinthmtlwei;t ato

it Is proposed that the opt:mum aile
aircraft systen will be achieved gLven
these technologies by considering the S 4
boat way in which the engine should be
"rAted" to fulfill the operational
raquLreent envisaged.

This paper briefy examines the -actors • .'
driving and constraining the developme *t
of agile aircraft systers, to put the_ _ .
requiremencs for engine development In .-----------------------

the correct petspective, ccnidering ail a,
entry into service of around 2010.

Taking a Look at the powerplant fraction
As a ccnse.uence to thr above, the of three engines that co7er the above
dsirable enginx characteristics and the range (Fig.2), It can be seen that te
key t*echnologlas approprlite to achieve dee-op e nt of systaws as a whole _d led 4
these are considered, to a reduction in the powerplajpt rel toi

wecight fraction from slightly ',ire than
Assumlng availability of the reqirod half to below half of the aircitft
tech.ologies the "cific applications ta.ke-off weight.
.ire than discussed in te*r of cycle and
ratiri structuro to optlasas th& engine
desi.. for an agile aircraft syr;a. .. We rRoOamd14,rI

T.he Gulf War proved that in cert&ai
the*Ltras of war (Wlere the terrain is
compatible), air power Is pxra ount to
illitary success and the achievement of - -

air supclority, air supremecy, needs a
highly agile aircraft with high . . .
performance rader and missiles. --

However, with defence budgets shriaking,
the icportance of dual o even multirle--
capeblitty in the deign of future
fighters is becoming Increasingly Future developments will be required to
,w:.esary, with at least greater rang maintain current levels of aircraft
-otentLal than traditloally attributsd take-off weight for significant Increases

to agile cobbbpt eircraft. in aircraft aglity and range by
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optimisatLon and integration of both CHARACMRITIC8S
aircraft and engine technology
advancement (Fig.3). To achieve the requirements outlined

above, there are eight 'desirable' engine
AgileAircraft characteristics:-t l"" Of oftie tehftOla

1) Thru~t:Welgh.

E,:] As the historical trend has implied
,',. /(Fig.l), increased thrust:weight ratio

M - has played a majnr part in development of
/ 

-  
agile combat aircraft. Developments oi
engine thrust:weight increases of up to
the order of 100% are envisaged for next
generation systems.

2) Reduced fuel burn

Improved specific fuel consumption and
DRIVING FATOS hence reduced fuel burn for a 'mLsslon

profile' will be the major contributor to
increased range and should also benefitThe four considerations driving any life cycle costs. However, any

future agile combat aircraft system will improvements in fuel burn will have to be
be effectiveness and survivability, balanced over mission type to give a nett
flexibility and affordability (Fig.4). benefit.

The first two of these considerations, 3) Integrated Controle
the traditional need for effectiveness
and survivability, are still a major In order that the engine and aircraft
requirement. These depend upon the performance cat, be optimised throughout
systems overall ability to out manoeuvre operations, advanced integrated controls
the opposition, it potential for will be required not only to maintain
extended range of operation ind time 'in best engine matching by control of
combat' capability and its abf'ity te Jet variables, thrust vectoring and
home without refuel Lack-up. Stealth is adjustments for deterioration. etc, but
a~ither factor affecting surviv. "ility also to provide an active aircraft:engine 0
and offectiveness - this will ,t5rct how interface. These performance seeking
close to a 'target' the aircraft can get controls will require development of
before detection and also how difficult closed loop systema. DespLtv the
it is for enemy fire %o stay locked on' potential increase in complexity of tho
to it. control system, to enable enhanced pilot

Systbi flexibility can be interpreted in interaction, the system must be simple to
two ways - the application o a sye to orrate and .nderstand, robust and abovetwo ays- te apliatio ota sste to a. retlable.
ma-, than one role Ie. mulcirole
ca. alilty, and also tae potential usa of 4) Vectored thrust
thrust vectoring for STOL/STOVL and/or
increased ag-iity. A feature first operationally

demonstrated by the Rolls-Royce PegasusThe mvitirole element of a systems engine, voctored thrust can be used to
flexibility will also contribute to its increase agility as weli as provide
"affordability" given that if it will STOIrSTOVI capability.
perfo~rm aore than a 3inglo role the
reductlitu in first cost may not be as 5) Signature co.z"rc''
overriding when balanced against the cost
of purchasing two different systems. Measures to control engine signatures in
Whether the sys' 2 is to be single or the visual and electromagnetic spectra
multirolo is unlikely to affect the life are nscea-s y as a part of the overall
cycle cost requLrment however, stealth considerations for future

aircraft systems. Developments in this
field will lead to improvements in a

EnO Develogment for Futur Agile Aircraft systems effectiveness and survivability.

~6) Simplil..Y

..... ... Simplicity of design and operation can be
facilitated by matrLals and manufacture
developments. Combined with designed in
reliability this will contribute to
enhanced reliability and ma,ntaLnability,
as wall as giving potential savings in
weight and cost.

7) Rugged design

Robust or rugged designs are a necessary
characteristic for better survival in the

S
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battle field, not only in terms of damage
tolorance but '*- '- terms of 'in the Compression System Technology
f1 Id' operati. * - the engine will Effilo Tvload" egtmt
b. xposed to a t.. e environment, such
as , ttle damage, snd' ust ingestion,
extremes of te-?erature, non-clean
maintenance sites, non-standard fuels,
electromagnetic fields.

8) Availability I
Time at readiness and conversely 'down
time' are heavily infl-enced by the
systekd simplicity and ruggedness.
Reduction of both scheduled and
unscheduled inspections and remnoals will
increase availability and hence A further development in compression
operability, technology is that of hybrid compressors

where the first etage of the high

EY TE OGIES press,|re 'ompreasor is a T-stage actingin a similar ,way to the last staqe of the 0
fan, feeding both the HPC (core) and theIn order that tho desirable engine d bypass duct. This style of coapressor is

varaus key technologies need to be p particularly applicable to the variable
inu ey t cycle engine concept, presenting a

In place. challenge not only in terms of
These technologies can be naturally aerodynamic design of the rotor3 but also
divided into a number of categories, as in terms of variahle vane technology.
shown In Fig.4. Each of these is A fan plus hybrid compressor
examined hero configuration also offers the bene:it of

a reduce2 demand on the LP Turbine
1o Comlpression s etemSl technology rysem.

The drive in compression system 2. High temperature technology
development has been increased stage
pressure ratio combined with increased As overall compression ratio is driven •
efficiency ac a loading level. Figure 5 higher so too are the gas temperatures
shows the historical progression of fan seen by the other components of the
and compressor pressure ratios and a engine. Of particular concern are theprojection into the next century. This combustion chamber, turbines and nozzles,
trend has influenced the length of as combustion temperatures approach
con'oression systema keeping them stoichiometric levels and higher HPCrelatively lower for the increases in delivery temperatures are seen. Given
overall preesure ratio, the traditional HP turbine cooling air

soucce has been from the HPC, thsae make
COMP14111on System Technology the cooling task ever Pore demanding.

Developments in turbine blade materiala

and cooling design efficiencies increase
/ the cooling effectiveness achievable,S.which can be 'cashed' in terms of

increased life o. peak operating
temperature.

IHigh T*mperatv, echnologyDevelopment

The development to these higher precsure
ratios while at least maintaining or
improving efficiency, increasingly
requires the use of variable vanes.
Inovitably, as the levels of oficiency
tend towards the maximum realisabe, the
effect required to actieve each stop
becomes greatev. Ono arwa of deveopment r 7
offering efficiency returns is that of
active control of running lines, thus Figure 7 shows the path of advancing
allowing reduced surge margin operation. technology with boundaries on HP
With reference to Fig.6, although compressor delivery set by disk and rear
efficiency is seen to reduce with stage blade material capabilities, and
increased loading, it has been shown that turbine entry temperature boundaries set
come efficiency can be regained by by combustion and LP turbine cooling •
reducing the operating surge margin, considerations. Turbine technology

development moves forward with improved
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cooling designs and materials and could hollw blade technology, b iska and

also exploit the use of cooled cooling blings and fire resistant titanium and
ir. The benefits of the lattir ore intermetallic statice. These
easily identified, potential operation at developments have enabled a 40% increase
higher compressor delivery and/or turitine in pressure ratio to be achieved with a
entry temperatures, reduced cooling flows 30% decrease in aorufoll count and a 65%
or ircreased life. Conversely, the decrease in weight.
disadvantages of added mass ind
complexity, etc, need to be minimised for In addition, tne move to hollow blades
any true benefit to bu realised, and blings offers the further advantage

in terms of reduced Inertia components -
3. Variable cycles of particular value In an agile aircraft

system waere the systems agility Is to *

The potential offered by variable cycle some extent a function of its own
engines, to operate in both the medium inertia.
and high specifi thrust modes has
obvious advantpge when lookinq towards 5. Engine signature control
any tuture combat aircraft where the
agility requirement is likely to be Fioure 9 shown the technologies for
combined with that for range/durability. engine signature control, roughly split

Into front and rear of engine.
The technologies required for these
engines will be common in many cases with Low cbservable lechnologles
ronventional engink. - increased use 01 ,.
compression system variables, variable .,.,......
mixers, variable 2 parameters con-di rear *,,--_

nozzles, Ldvanced Integrated control --.
systems. . _ --

However, the degree of compression system
variability, for eAample, will be much •
more demandin5 than that of a
conventional engine. Furthermore the
potential complexity of a control system
is also likely to be greater. More
specifically, ase uf valve arrangements
will require development of lDght, 'lo. 9
reliable, responsive valve and actuator The front of the ongine wcild benefit
systems, combined with understanding and from the use of radar absorbent matertals
'control* of the aerodynaric problems for the intake duct and/or possibly
these can present. engine face and guide vanes.

These technologies will need to be Careful inlet design can enable the
optimised for the advantages offered by engine face to be obscured and .eed not
varLabI, cycle engines to be reallse-. caure undue Inlet disturbance, and

conversely may offer flow settling for an
f. Materials and manufacturing technology Integral inlet: com,ressor design.

However, it can be envisaged tnatT'he development of materials and non-optimal solutions could undulymanufacturing technology will be the key disturb inlet flow hence reqilring a more
to the development of many other distortion tolerant compression system.
technologies - as mentioned earlier, it
is the availability of adequate materials The choice of engine cycle will invotve 4
that to some extent ccnatrain3 the some trade-off between lfra-red and
advances in hign temperature technology, radar signatures. The smallest hottest

engine poseible offers a better solutionMtPreal " xnd ManufacturingOvelopm.,t iith respect to radar cross-section of
the aircraft but would ie bad for

infra-red. On the other hand, d high
bypass-ratio, low specifit thrtst engine,
although better for IR cotild be worse for •
aircraft radea cross secton.

Nozzle geometry Is not on.y an engine
design challenge, but alto one for the

... engine:aircraft Interface. 2D nozzles
blended to the vehiclc: shape have the

- _ potantial to not only reduce radar
signature, but also may be easier to •
vector - although paying tha penalty of
greater weight relative to a

Let us consider the compressor, by way of 'conventional' nozzle. Careful design of
an example. With reference to figure 9, a conventional nozzLe could enable a
materials and manufacturing technology reduced forward radar signature to be
has enabled the progression from bladed achieved such that coupled with its lower
discs, where steel ano nickel haie been weight penalty it is an attractive option
the dominant materlale in the staic for an agile combat aircraft where
members, to advanced designs utllxilng forward signature is most important.

0 04
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Temperature control of the external When considering the use of vactored
surface of the nozzle petals offers the thrust for enhanced agility, the 0
potential to reduce IR signature, trade-off rnlp 've to other aircraftSimilarly 'perfect' control of mixing of deployed cont-1is has to be examined.
core exhaust where a cooling effect from
the cold stream persists to the nozzle With reference to Figu:e 10, some of the
exit plane from which point it is totally considerations associated with both
mixed with the core flow. thrust vector and aerodynnmtc control, toobtain enhanced aglity, are given.
iurther measures to reduce back of engine
signaturo would be use of radtr absorbing
materials where practicable and nozzle EnamAg
design such as to obsure and stop/or 7 "'". . A_0, -
reduce reflections from the turbine.

Exhaust gas composition particularly
afiectr the engLne's visual signature -
advsnced combustors will reduce the C-,.
emissions of smoke and NOx and .. etC,,s,,.. v ,.
investigations have also been made into t""""",
the chemical suppression of vapour oo,
trails.

Finally, the use of entrainmert o!fers
the potentiel for signature reduction in
terms of exhaust plume cooling and
Improved exhaust mining. Generally thrust vectoring will give good

low speed power and aerodynamic control
C. Advonced controls good hiqh speed efficiency. Major

concerns with thrust vectoring are the
The control systems requirement for reliability of the system - being
current and projected agile aircraft is dependent on engine reliability, which is
primarily infiuinced by the increased Inferior to that of aerodynamic controls
demand for engine and aircraft - and the speed of response co demand,
irtgration and the use of variable which is dependent on engine system
geometry. A con3equnce of this is the inertia. With aerodynamic controls, the
employ of a greater number oC closed-loop architecture of the flight control system
controls crA inevitably the requirement vii1 be of critical Impoitance. nather
for a system in which t~o or more loops than considering the potential for
operate simultaneously. In soce caes enhanced agility as an either/or
there will exist interactions between the situation, there could be a strong case
several input and output pairs - this for the use of J-oth thrust vectoring and
will require mulcivariable control system aerodynamic control to effact enhanced

sign. manoeuvrability, with a possible
consequent control redundancy and reduced

The primary advantage of multivariable size of conventional controls.
controls is realtsed In the form of s
engine performanci and/or handling This p-esents an area of work where close
improvements, attainable through the collaboration between airframe and
bility to control fan and compressor propulsion systes technologists will
wor3ing points more accurately - for enable the development of the optimum
example, the freedom to set any desired overall solution.
fan working point at any time means thatsurge margin, normaly fixed by the Assuming the case for vectored thrust isvariable geometry schedules, can be positive enough, or indeed to assess its

reduced to take advantage of low Intake feasibility, various technologies and
distortion estimate to reduce sfc, or considerations need to be developed. Of
can be Increased to a'low rapid handling primary Importance are the cost end
during extreme aircraft manoeurvres. weight oZ the system.

A further advantage is the potential for
enhanced engine signature management -
other applications can be envisaged. Vectorn out.Tochnotogio.

The field of integrated controls
technology is of considerable importance -
in the dovelopment of future agile combat
aircraft and in a subject In itself. -. /. /

7. Gas diroctor syste,

The use of tectored thrust, by means of
gas director systems, to increase -,A

aircraft agIlity ib an accepted 'A
principle. A further role of gas . /
director systems is the provision of
STOL/STOVL capability cf. Pegasus In
Harrier.
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Signature management of the system will As most engine rating structures are
be more demanding than conventional given defined as a function of T1, point
the increased number of moving parts or performance requirements can be plotted
at least increased angles through which in terms of installed corrected thrust
they will move. Reduction of signature per engine against TI and the aircraft's 0
from these will require careful design as 'characteristics' for a given rating
will the need to mtimise external drag system plotted against these - this plct
they potentially could impose, is more traditionally seen against Mach

Number and known as a Husk plot.
The aerodynamic loads that 

would be

experienced by a vectoring nozzle will be Figure 13 shows the sea level and
of considerable concern and designs need tropopause characteristics for the study
to account for these ine conjunction with aircraft, with conventional engines as *

development of the actuation system, the dot-dashed lines.
which is likely to be more complex and
would also be required to be more
powerful than requi:ed with conventional FW AJC Coobi TNus e,

nozzle actuators whern some degree of
aerodynamic *balancing' can be employed.

The fabrication of the structure wIl
need to enable the weight and cost
reductions required to allow such a -
system to be an affordable solution and
also to facilitato the difficult task of ,!
cooling such an articulated structure. *.. .

The requirement for STOL/STOVL potential
as well as enhanced agility will
significantly Influence the desijn of the 4- - -

system and the demand on thq various
technoloqlieP - for most of these, Different 'g' level requirements at the
inclusion of 87OL/ISTOVL capability will tropopause are spotted on the plot and
increase the demAnd on the systems lines of constant *g' given.
capability.

It can be seen Zrom these point
APPLICATION performance indicators that a greats:

th~ust delta is required for an Increase
It is in the application of the key in 'g' capability at low Mach number (low
technologies required for the specifled TI) than at high Mach number (high TI).
engine =haracteril3tics that the
optimisation of a system can be achieved. The rating of the study aircraft's

engLes acco-odates a sizing ioLnt of a
In turn, the mission types affect the 1000ft take-off ground run and gives
optimum balance of the various engine around 3'g, performance at both sea level
characteristic5 available as defined by asnd the tropop.ause.
the chosen engine rating and matching. ri gi. Aicraft Er~in* Rating Structure

Given that the mission: reting/matching
'miyes' possible are numerous,
ronsidering one typical aircraft study as
an example can illustrate the above point
most simply.

ConsAder a posrible f~ghter aircraft
desIgn (Fig.12) - a twin enginsd fighter A Zo: 17 tonney clean take-off weight, with I
a clean wing loading of 274 kg/n and a
404 fuel fraction (sizing missions
require some range/endurance capability). -. ...

RA AC SfTVPCA'O A/c€O,.The enginen have been rated In a similarmanner to current agile aircraft, as

shown In figure 14. At lower TIe the
engine runs up a constant aerodynamic fan

C- 3$,, speed line, which Is effectively a
o- -1, 2 $, constant corrected air flow. The air

flow is eventually pulled back an TI 0
increases once the engine has reached the
HP turbine inlet temperature limit. Ab
TI increases further the engine will be
pulled back o HP turbine inlet
temperature as the HP compressor delivery
temperature limit is Invoked. The point
at which peak HP turbine inlet

With engines o: 65 kg/a flow each, the temperature and peak HP compressor 0
aircraft has a stacic thrust to take-off delivery temperature coincide is
weight ratio of 1.1 to 1.O. generally the mechanical design point of

, 0
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the *ngin-. The aerodynamic design point
is genera.y at lower Ti's where the
corrected an flow is at a maximum.
The rating .hosen for the study
aircraft's engines gives reasonable low * ' ..- ,0
and high mach number performance, having - *- ,.

a rating schedule with a range of TI on
the HP turbine Inlet temperature limit.

Improved high Mach number performance
would have been possible If the fan . ..
aerodynamic speed line, HP turbine inlet "
temperature limit intersect had tended to - -
the right, Ie. towards the HP compressor I
delivery temperature limit line, such
that maximum corrected airflow and Is
temperatures are all achieved at high Ti
(high Mach numbers). An alternative solution to th:

compromised rating of a conventional
However, this type of rating would have engine could be the employ of variable
compromised any low TI, low mach number cycle engines. Their use offers the 0
cases where the turbine would have been potential for operation in both high and
operatinq far below maximum capability medium specific thrust, thus enabling
and the only way to achieve the thrust rating and matching to better satisfy a
levels required would be to Increase range of TI and thrust requirements.
engine flow i.e. engine size, which in Figure 16 shows typical thrust:sfc loops
turn will have detrimental effects an of a high and medium specific thrust
aircraft weight and drag. Bias to the engine. As the drive for higher specific
high TI cases will also compromise any thrust engines continues, to achieve
cruise/loLter performance that may be combat performance, the loLter/cruise
required for extended range o2 operation, case will be moving further back along
as high TI designs tend towards a low the sfc loops, thus increasing the
bypass ratio solution which has poorer difficulty of the task to obtain S-od all
fuel efficiency at lower thrust settings round performance.
thar a higher bypass engine of equivalent
technology. Typi al ThnsI:Sfc Loops •

Had the engines been rated to give better
low TI performance, i.e, trending towards
the left hand side of the rating diagram,
they would have also had better loiter/ I /
cruise performance. However, high TI V
thrust,#ould have been compromised as the
aiLfAov, would have been pulled back from
waximum, making the engine reliant on 0
high temperatures to attaLn the thrust
lever, with consequent compromise of
engine life...

I wa examine te possible pertormance
categories expected for an agile co.rbat
aircraft and thi rAting and atching
requiremAents ler each, we can identify A varLble cycle engine can offer the 4
the arvets which are compatible and those potential to combine the good high thrust
which will require compromtse. With performance levels of an high specific
refvrence to figure 15, the combat and thrust engine and the better low thrust
supercruise requirements all require high performance of a medium specific thrust
specific thrust and operation in reheat engine, as shown by the dashed line in
or maximum dry power. These cordLtitns figure 16. This is achieved by enabling
cover the full range of TI and ideally maximum corrected fan flow to be
should have maximum corrected fan flow maintained at maximum HP turbine entry •
and HP turbine inlet temperature, ratine temperatures over a range of TI. This
at high aerodynamic fan speed. Already characteristic allows variable cycle
we can tee a diversion of requirements, engines to be smaller than conventional
for a conventional engine maximum for the same thrust levels.
corrected fan flow can not be held at
maximum HP turbine Inlet temperature An additional benefit of the fixed
over a range of Ti. corrected fan flow is the reduced spill

and base drag this engine induces
Furthermore, any requirement for cruise/ relative to conventional engines.
loiter performance requires low specific
thrust to give best sfc, this being a With reference bAck to figure 13, the
throttled dry case that would be 'etter dashed line shows the characteri3tics of
rated at low corrected fan fiows the study aircraft with variable cycle
exhibiting good low speed turbomachLnery engines of the same mass flow as the
efficiencies, conventional engines. Th/s shows

approximately the same level of lower TI •performance as the conventional ongined
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aircraft but improved high TI, high mach
number performance, with an improvement
of 1.8 Tropopause performance from
approximately 3,g' to 411g'.

As mentioned previously, a variable cycle
engine may curreltly compromise the
overall operability of an agile aircraft
system given its level of maturity of
required technologies. This needs to be
compared against the easily Identified,
but just as technically challenging
component requirements of advanced 0
conventional engines. This and other
factors need to be judged against the
advantages such engines can offer with
respect to rating and matching for a
range of requirements.

cocWSiO~W

Future agile aircraft zystems will not 0
only have to have greater agility and
range than current systems, but are also
likely to exhibit some degree of
multirole capability.

The desirable engine characteristics
required to fulfill the needs of these 4systems will require the development of a
number of key technologies. The emphasis
of technology development is dependant on
the operational requirements and as such
the engine matching and rating will need
to be considered with close cooperation
between the engine, airframe and
operational requirements organisations, • 0
to ensure the optimum agile aircraft
systems are realised for the perceived
roles.

The view expressed are those of the
authors and do not reflect any
commitment by the Company. The
authors would like to thank their
colleagues for their support in 0
preparation of this paper.
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DESIGN OF INTEGRATED FUGKT AND POWERPLANT CONTROL SYSTEMS

C.Fieldtng
Group Leader - FCS Design
Aerodynamics Department

British Aerospace Defence Umted
Military Aircraft Division

Warton. Lancashire PR4 tAX. UK •

SUMMARY 2. FLY-IY-WIRE AIRCRAFT EXPERIENCE
During the past decade. British Aerospace has beefl an
active participant in two major UK research programmes 2.1 Tornado
involving flight control of vectored thrust combat aircraft:

Tornado is a multi-rote combat aircraft incorporating varn-

VAAC - Vectored thrust Aircraft Advanced flight able wing sweep and which is capable of carrying a di- 0
Control', which is a UK Ministry of Defence verse range of stores. It .as been in operational service
programn in which a Harrier aircraft has with the UK. German and Italian Air Fo'ces since the late
been fitted with an experimental digital 70s and has mere recentf been acquired by the Royal
flight control system. Saudi Air Force. The aircraft has an aerodynamically sta-

ble airframe and is available as air defence and ground
IFPCS - 'Integrated Flight and Powerplant Control atack variants (Figure 1).

Systems'. which Is complementary to the
VAAC programme and is sponsored jointly by 0
the UK Ministry of Defence. British
Aerospace and Rolls-Royce.

Th!s paper describes the-work being undertaken by British
Aerospace on both of these projects, as a continuation of
the flight control and technology demonstration research 7.

successfully completed on earlier projects such as theJaguar Fly-By-Wire and the Experimental Aircraft. Pro- 4 ..

gramme (EAP).

1. INTRODUCTION

The requirement for enhanced combat aircraft perform-
ance has led to the design of aerodynamically unstable . r
airframes, the stabtlsatlon and control of which is me
possible by the availability of full authority fly-by-wi'e fligh
control systems. These systems hare revolutionised
combat aircraft by providing significant operational bene-
rits such as reduced pilot workload, carefree manoeuvring, Figure I. Tornado Aircraft
increa'.l flight envelope and excellent handling qusliltes
At British Aerospace the evolution of the technology for The FCS comprises a triolex analogue Fly-By-Wire system
advanced flight control systems Is at a mature state and witn a mechanical back-up. The baseline Command and
has been successfuly applied to a range of combat aircraft Stability Augmentation System (CSAS) is inlerfaced with
such as Tornado. Jaguar Fly-By-Wiro and the EAP aircraft, the duplex analogue Spin Prevention and Incidence L.mit- 0
The experience gained is being fully utillsed in the design ing System (SPILS. Reference 2) and the duplex digital
and development of the Eurofighter 2OO. Aulopilot and Flight Director System (AFOS).

The aircr.ft is powered by two Rolls-Royce Re99 engines.
The technology development procesa is continuing In or- each of which is controlled by a duo-duplex Digital Engine
der to provide advanced flight control systems for future Control Unit (DECU). An autothrottle which drives thn pi-
project aircraft and advanced developments to existing lot's throttle levers is availablo via pilot-selectable
aircraft iuch as the Harrier, An important aspect under autopilot modes.
consideration is the integration of the traditionally .ieparate
flight and powerplant control systemu: indvrd~ul design 2.2 Jaguar Fly-by-wIre
and optimlsatton Of each system may include making
'worst case" assumptions for the other system, thereby Over the period 1977 - 1964 British Aerospace undertook
compromising the achievable design. Studies In the US 4 Ministry of Defence funded development programme
(Reference 1) have already emonstrated some of the op- leading to technology demonstration of a full tlim digital
erational benefits of having a f, ly integrated system: ir fly-by-wire flioht control system. The Jaguar Fly-By-Wire
creased engine performance, reduced fuel consumption, Programme ,erence 3). although utilisIng the analogue
improved manoeuvrability. and improved safety and FCS design experience gained from the Tornado aircraft, •
rellabilly. T'li latter is the result of having shared informs- involved rovolutionary system design and clearanee pro-
tion between systems and the self-repairing' possibilities cedures :o cover the digital aspects of the FCS. Many
associated %ith control rodundancy; e.g. "propj:sion only' features of the system design wore based on experience
control, to cover for total failure of aerodynamic controls, from Concorde's elr intake system, which was the world's

irsl safety-cril.ral airborne digital control system The
This paper makes a shor, review of British Aerospace's prime objectrve of the programme was to identify and
Previous fly-by-wire combat aircraft project experience, demonstrate the design methodology and airworthiness
before describing some of the current and futuie project criteria necessary for flight certification, and hence •
work being undertaken at BAe. In elation to the design of throughout the programme the cei'rol system was treated
Integrated flight and powerpl|tt control systems, as though intended for production.

Presented at on AGAAf MAeedng ori 'chnooq afor HiSAy Monavuobke Afirmft October 199.1



Using a Jaguar aircraft (Figure 2). a quadruptex digital Specific features dem,nstrated by the EAP aircraft were-.olrol system was designed, no ollictricat or mechanical hihageoatckamdeteses.aearuer-
back-up F /$ was provided, making the system the wortds.- vention system at high angles of attack and in automatic
most advanced digital fly-by-wiro system at that time. The g-timiting vit Sim. The aircraft was powered by two Rotis-
Programme successfully flight demonstrated a stall depar- Royce R9199 engines, each of which was controlted by a
lure and spin prevention system and the abitity to controt duo-duptex OECU. The aircraft did not incorporate an
an airframe which was significantly unstable in pitch and autothrottte since this was not required as pail of the
yaw. The aircraft wai powered by two Rolls-Royce/ technology defionstraton.
Turbomneca Adour engines, each controlled by a Mechan, The technolo,.es demonstrated on the EAP aircraft were
ical Engine control unit. The aircraft did not inctude any modern cockpit displays, av onics systems integration, ad.
autothrotle modes as this was not a demonstration re- vanced aerodynamics. advanced material construction and
quirernent. active control (References 4.51. The success of the Pro-

gramme provided a solid foundation for the design of the
Eurcifighter MOO0.

2.4 Euralflghter 2000

The Eurofigliter 2000 aircraft design and development
dII~ L~iIUIV.1IEIII~I~ (Reference 6) is taking full advantage of the technologies

developed arAd lessons learned from the EAP and will Pro-
vide an advancaid hign performance agile combat a'rcraft0
for the A.ir Forces of the. UKC. Germany. Italy and Spai-

The canard-delta configuration (Figure 4) is similar to that
of the EAP aircraft bust has been optimised to rn,-st the re-
quirements of the four partner natrmns. Thtr airframe is
aerodynamically unstable in pitch aid yaw nd therefore
relies on a full-lime fly-by-wire fligi.: cnl- ,l sistem for

Figure 2. Jaguar Fly-By-Wire Aircraft stabilization. The instability levels exceed those of the EAP04
and hence further advarces in FCS hardware tech-otogy

H-a, rig successflly demonstrated the safe and practical have had to be made in order to stabilise and control the
engineering of a lull lime digltal fly-by-wire system. British aircraft.
Aerospace approached their neat combat aircraft design
with confidence.

Z-3 Experiental Ati-craft Pregramme (EAP)* * 4
The purpose of the Experimental Aircraft Programme (EAP)
was the flight demonstration of technologies for a future
European Combat Aircraft (now called Eurofighter 2000). ___________________

The programme, which was funded oeintly by MoO and in-
dustry began in 1993 and spanned the following 7 years. __________________________

The first flight ws Achieved in August 1986 some1 = years
after initial drawing issue.
The performance requirements for the EAP aircraft re-
sulted in a closely coupled canard-delta configuration A1
(Figure 3) with high levrels of longitudinal instability and
aircraft performance. The Practicality of this type of con- Figure 4. Eurofighter 200 Aircraft
figuration is made possible by the availability Of tlr-by-wire
system technology, the controllability of the vehicle is dot- The digital flight control system is quadruples w.ih no me-
pendent upon the FCS. The FCS comprised a full-time full chanicai or analogue jack-up The control laws have been
authority fly-by-wire quadruplex digital system based on designed to provide excellent handling qualities, carefree
the Jaguar fly-by-wre system but with higher performance manoeuvring . automatic lfuefstore -state g-litniting and 4
FCS hardware in order to control the increased levels of autopitloI autottirottle integrated nodes
basic airframe instabiity: e, faster digital computing, The First two prototyps for Eurofighter 1000 are to b-g
higher bandwidth actuation systems and reduced levels of powered by twc Rolls-Royce RB199 engines each with
feedback signal noise filtering (for structural vibration and duo-duplex OECUs, these engines are to be replaceo
digital Missiing effects), within two years by Eurotet EJ200 engines. The other five

prototlpes and the production aircraft are to be powered
by Eurotet E.1200 engines The aircraft has p'lot-seteCtable
autopilot modes whech issue autothrottte commands from 4
the FCS to the OECU via the FCS databus: the pilt'ts
throttle levers 'follow-up' the throttle commands (it ,s
noted that alt throttle commands are transmifled to the
PCS via the FCS databus)

2.5 Integration of Flight and Powerplant Controls

The above sections outline M~es significant experience in04
the design cf fly-by-wire flight control Systems for military

_ aircraft, both analogue and digital For each aircraft do-
- scribed. any command integration between the FCS and

- . OcZ7; PCS. Such SS M .,it tre required during filght re-fueling o-
'~f',-~ ~ landing approac is generally performed by the pilot the

- .. ~ . autothrotl modes available on Tornado and Euroifighter
'-i 2000 p-ovide- a form of integration and an associated re-

ducltin in pi. 01 workload The term 'integration' can be0
-rit.*rpretod , many Ways 3ed covero different typs of

Figure 3. EAP Aircraft system,. a'i dentaified in Figure 5-
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Figure S. Integration of Flight and Powerplant Controls

powerplant performance. Por an IFPCS. the
i) INDCPENDENT FCS AND PCS - llltegration is powerpant operation 1s safety-critical, Since

performed manually. with the 0,101 using his itlls essential for flight control Someinceptars for flight and powerplant controls in configuirations require an IFPCS for
a c-ordinated mariner: the pilot uses skill and controllability.
anticipation to acheve the required response. Thsporsin&tcnlg0eusi nraigss

it) UTOTHPT, E - he a cmmads te 1 rotle tem complexity but Provides improved aircraft Perform-opening with associated driving or follow-up of ance and reduced pilot workload in terms of aircraftthe Inrottle lever in the cockpit. tt is an handling, enabling the p:lot to concentra'e on his otheroptional mode, usually of tower integrity than operational tasko.
the baseline syztem anid it is not
safety-criticil. since the system can be The remainder of this paper concentrates on Some ofdisengage and the aircraft flown manually. SAWS current and future research and development activ-

ities in the field of integrated flight and powirplant contro:mi) INTEGRATED COMMAND SYSTEM - the commandt systems design The aim of th~a work is to extend thefrom the Pitot's inceptOrs are distribi.ted well-established FCS technotogy to cover extensive inte-between the flight and pcwerptant controls, It gration with the powerplant to provide reduced pilot work-FCS 'toes not utlis'i any feedback from the PCS. toad and improved aircraft performance, relative to anThe POwe'plair operation becomes aircraft with independent systems.
safety-critical if I is essential for flight
control. toe. t is configuration dependent. Figure 6 Shows the naturri progressive development of

FCS technokgjy from Totnadc through to Euroifaghter 2000:v) IFPCS - Similar to mi) except the information and in parallel, "'me other fly-by-wire FCS design sctiv-exchange is two-way and the systems are llies. notably the VAAC Harier and tFPCS research pro-
interdependen.- the FCS utitises feedback grammes wlhich arec e.zcribed belcw.
iformatiori from tme PCa to modify its internal

state (for example. to prevent integra-or
winid-up when powerplant saturation occurs) to .VECTORED THRUST ACRAFT ADVANCED FLIGHT
achieve a co-ordinated response. Similarty. CONTROL (VAAC) RESEARCH
the PCS might modify its internal state based
on the FCS comnman~s; for example, to reduce the 3.1 Rmckgognd

engie s~llmarin n Oderto ncrasatheVAAC Is a UK Ministry of Defence programme with the

objectives of flight demonstration of advanced VSTOL flight
c:ontrol and handling qualities essessment techniques

COW="

Tow"M1A* A711*

Figure? 7 AAC Har-rr0

Figure 6. Relilonship Bteeon Programmes (Photo Courtesy of Defence Research Arency)
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(Reference 7). Studies are taken throu~gh piloted ground- Two Inceptor control strategy

based simulation, to W~gilt demonstration in the Defenca

aircraft Is a Harriel: T4 two-seat trainer which has been fit- controllers )
ted with an experimental digital flight control system. de-
signed to permit a wide range cf experimental control laws -Pitch rate demand In wing-boe flight
to be Ituwn safely.

As part of the VAAC pregrammo. Bila have designed a Height rate demand in let-borne flight

'two inceptor' pitelh Wlfht control litw for the experimental -ContunuouS bWending of modes via airspeed
FCS. This c',itrol law provides commands. as output$ schedules
from the sircraft's flight control computer, to tailplane. flap.
nozzle ;nd throttle, and therefore prcvides a form of int '- 'Control-hierarchy' to determine thrust vector
grat-on with the powerplant controf system. This arrange- priortieas
ment in terms of Figure 5 :s described as an 'Integrated 'Decoupled control' in inertli axes for
Command System. but is .O regarded AS a fully in'te- jet-borne flight
grated 'light and powerplant control system since the
commands fortlhrust ire made througn tl'.e hydro- 'CWWS for t21lpiane. throttle, nozzles and
mechanical engin~e control system. flaps

3,2 IA. 2-Inospler Plk9i Cuittl La 3.3 Simulation Resiis

The pitch control law is based on a two inceptor control Figure 8 shows the Simulated response 0f the aircraft with
stratugy ('Hands On Throttle Aid Slick') which comoines the control law for a verlical lake-off, followed by a maxi-
the benefits of a mode~n pltzt rate demand response type mum accelerating transition to wing-borne flight. The
in wing-borne flight, with a highly automated STOVI. sys- 1-ionlirear nature of the system is evident from the re-
tem capability, enabling flight down to the hover. TI,.s sponse5., which show well-controlled behaviour throughout
philosophy 's aimed at pilots of conventional comblat air- the rapid transiton to w~ng-borne flight (hover to 200 knots
craft, who should adapt quickly to flying the Harrier aircraft tak~es approximately 20 seconds) The aircraft begins to4
with this control strategy whwv,h p'ovides major pilot work' 'limbat 140 knots, as the height rate con'rolter is phased
lead reduction A visible 2nd logically arranged control ouanthaica'stficrsewthpedTeplt
law structure and simple well-proven control taw functions would from this point onwaords, fly the ar craft like a con'
have been ased to e'ipedite the pactical issues of imple- ventional aircraft via the control law-1 pitch rate denand.
mentation and verification Known physical effects are
separated out within the control law to simplify the subse- Similar well-controlled nonlinear time histories a e 01,-
quent esign of gain sche&dules. talmed for simulation of the aircraft with the control !3w 'of

rapid decelerating tran-illions from wing-borrne flight
The key features of the coaitrol law are: through to jet-borne flight 1200 kncors to the hover is*

achieved in approximately 28 seco-ods).

__ __ _ _ W 4W1

U 11 W i A 3 3 9 11 is. 1 3 3 0

is X 3a Oi 9 is I 3 Is 3

Figure 8 VAAC Hrrt wih and 2-iriceplo Pitch Contrlaed
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3.4 Manned Simulption and Flighit Test Resuts divided into Systems Activities' wiisch are n~ainly
haridwalre-oriented (e.g. equipmen; specification and pro-

A substantial amount of piloteed simula-bon work has befn curement) ard Control Activities which are mainly
performed at both BAO and OIrA. during the development software-oriented (e g. control Jaws oesign and specif.ca- )
of the contrct law. During the simulation trials, the pilots lion).
were provided with real ,tic olweationat tasks and asked
to give Coeper-Harper Ratings for the tasks The Piloted The IFPCS programme Consists Of three Phases.
simulation resut:s were considered to be very satisfactory
with the ,-sem exhibiting average Cooper-Harper R ltings -Phase 1. compr.sed high-level configuration
bettea than 3 5 fe most cases The simulation trials studies icovering feasibility and dcsigri concents
showed that although the sy'.tem wis found to be easy to for an IFPCS and the system requirements tor
fly by non-VSTOI. pilots. Harrier pilots found it necessary several airraft/engine comnbinaticrns. Ads-anced
to ro-adjust their technique, relative to their current1 Harrier Vectored Thrust. Remotely Augmented Lift Systemn
piloting experience. (RAL S) and Tilting Nacell'ts ('PtOS*. Figure 10 and

Reference 9) configurations were studied
To dale, the VAAC Harrier aircraft has n-.adr several suc-
cessful flights with the BAe control law, covering deceler- - Phase 2. UtiliSed thio resUlt! from the LUSIUK
ating transitions from wing-bcrne flight at 250 knots down ASTOVL four concept studios to focus and extend
to jet-bon4 night in the hover. Figure 9 shows an excel- tine WOrA previously conmpleted, This ps~e
lent rr.atch between the nlight test and simulated results for encompassed dlsign of the IFPCS controt avws and
a 30 second extract from the flight recording at 220 knots, established the overall system design, including

prelimtinarY specifications for the IFPCS0
The two inceptor control strategy and rezponse type are equipment andc the demristrzlion rig.
considered to be appropriate to future STOVL configura-
lions as wet; as updates of the production Harrier. Similar -Phase .3. is the system de-velopment phase ard will
strategies have already been applied :,) other BA. STOWI include -pitot..n-jh-lOop' simulation
project aircraft (simulation phase only) and 4 similar strat- assessments of the IFPCC* controi lawrs and
egy is being applied to a RULS (Remote Unaugmented Lift demonstration of IFPCS techniologies on a greund
System) aircraft as pAlt of the Integrated Flight and rig.
Powerptant Control Systems programme, as des~cribed
below. The reason for choos;ng I,. demnonstree the :FPCS on a

ground rig is cost-effectiveness: most of the risk reduction
can be zcntevt-d. at a fraction of the cost of a flying dern-

4. INTEGRATED FLIGHT AND POWERPLANT CONTROL onstralor and without needing commitment to any pertc-
SYSTEMS DEMONSTRATION4 PROGRAMME ular aircraft configuration. Once the next combat aircraft

is defined. IFPCS technoelog'es wilt be available for -nicor-
4.1 Background porat.on into A flying technology demonstrator

IFPCS is complementary to the VAAC programme arid is The approach to integrated contrcQi considered .r, the
Sponsored jointly by the UK Ministry of Defence. British IFPCS programme has been to consider functionaliy inte-
Aerospace and Rolls-Royce tRefererwe 8) The main ob- grated, but PhySicalij, separate control systerrns. Func-
pictinve of IFPCS is cost-effective rig dernonstratio. of the tional integration is achieved by sharing data betwegri
key control sys:ern techrologies; required for the next flight ana powerplant computers in order to modify the FCS,
generation of combat aircraft, irrespective of the aircraft commands and the resulting PCS responses The engine.-
configuration. The programme currently involves British mounted POwerplarit Control Computers and airframe
Aerospace Defence Limited and Rolls-Royce PLC and is mounted Fligrit Control Computers are to be linked by the

Figure 10, P103 Project Aircraft 1IFPCS Phase 1)
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safety-critical FCS databus enabling two-way data flow be- 4.2 Akrcraft Ce~luatlens Studied
tween, thqu separate computers. This offers all tIN benefits
of integration whilst permitting develo'tment of airframe Phase I of the IFPCS Programme Pro, ed-S the US!IJK
afiC engit tW be largell independent. ASTOVI. aircraft studies and considered a vprmty of con-

riguration3 mn terms of high-level concepts. Athough the
The Control Actiities worki has concentrated on the IFPCS programme is aimed to be generic in terms of its
airframe aspe'ts of an fFPCS such as configuration deft- application to future~ configurations. it was necessary to
nition and modelling, control laws design and specification. pro'ide a realistic focus for the Control Activities in Phase
and simulation. The ernhassis in this paWe is on the Con- 2 of the programme. Two potential tuture awtcnaft config-
trot Activities work, however the Systems Activities are urations based on trw PI 12 airframe (Figure 11) were se-
summarized In Sect~on 4.6. tected for more Costied studies, including the design of

integrated flight control laws:

Figure I1. P112 Project Aircraft (IFPCS Phases 1.3)
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Ii CONFIGUkAION 1isaSOLml-i fighterf design fesuLzing in iterna flatilvei Ynthin the engine Werorming
(Figre 1). wichprovdes paricuarlydemadingap- trazzC-3irton0 from one Mode to the olhpr, noi flight control

plica:tion of an IFPCS The configit.ation incorporates an moditrg changes simultaneously in an integrated manner.
engine which can generate either direct ift througn a three to maintain aircraft control in the lift mode. forward and
poster arrangement with a remotely iinaugmented lift y0- rear nozzie Vectoring9 Can be perfofrred independently. and
tem., or axial thrust through a single non-vectcring rear .t vr~t be possible to vary the differential Itirust between
cruise nozzte. for conventional wtig-borne flight At low forward and rear nozzles This wilt enable tIe aircraft to
airspeed a reaction control system suppfemw the pitch, trim at different attitudes and cover 3 range of centre u(
tell and yaw control oower available from .,rventional gravity states.
control :surfaces. The arcnaft's reaction control valves are
located a: the rear fuselage and win~g tips. CONFIGUR~ATION 2 is .3 CTOL agile conibat aircraft 4171gure

14) nus a single vectoring rear cruise rnozzle Which ca.' be
The Dilsifline engine for Configuration I is a Roll5-ulyce vecored in pitch and yaw, The nozzle can be used to
concept, the general configuration of which is shown .is compensate to. diminishing aerodynamic contro. with in
Figure 13. The en;:.ne operates in two modes, creasing aircraft incidence, enabling post-stall manoeuvr-

ing The powerptant fix this configuration is based on a
FLRIGHT mode with core and bypass flow Passing conventional turlbofan /,, low airspeeds of high incidence
Wu of the rear nozzle, with reheat avalable a reaction control system is available to supplemeint the

lott and yaw control poever from the aerodyitamic controls.
LIFT Mode with Core flow passing Out of the rear Tre atrzraft's reaction control valves are iocated ,t the rear
vectoring lIft nozzles and bypass flow leaving fuselage ane wng tips.
tIe forward vectoring nozzle.

4.3 Noe"ta Act Iltis
The engine mnode change is to be made by P-lot selection.

To allow IFPCS design and assessmfent at. aerodynamic
~ ~. ~description ii the two configurations has been crested.Righ 11,k (Ned Few)coveting funda4mental aerodynamics. *,Uarframe inter.

action, nozzle vectoring. ground effects. n-Joke momentum
aind ho gas reingestion.

Teaerodynamic data was compiled from theoretical Pre-
ion methods and existing, represen-ttie wind tunnel

tiest data. cxtraxotated by use of available high incidence
-nal-. The set-,nduceo aerodynamic data was compiled by
blending the most releva-it Ciperimentat "aa from a vari-
elty of sourcits. augmeited itth piredictions and extrapo-
lations.

UPI Mode (Umfterd Flow, Two oiowerptant models for the IFPC.S activities wtre pro- 0
vided by Rols-Royce:.-

A Simple Powerplant Model which includes major
dynarnic character*iic and is suitable (fo
cntro! strategy and intial control law

Detied Powerplant Model xyhclh includes

thermo~dynamic relaionsips 4rd gas dynamics and
is aimed a:troedtie netgtoso

Figure 13 Scflematic Arrangem~ent of IFPCS control system oetlormanc
Power plAnt (Configuration t)

*ya
C sice

~OL

Figure 14 IFPCS Study Vehicle - Conl'iguraticrn 2 Showing Primary Controts
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lee FCS hardware models assumed in thle design studies 4.4 Control Laws Deiqlgn
are based on state-of-the-art technology and covt' nonlin-
ear actuation Systems (includling authority. rete and aci'el- 4.4.1 Cunfiguratlon 1
eiation linuls). air data and moertal sensors. digital
computing delays and an allowance for structural mode IFPCS Configiwation 1 is a represent~tive vehicle for study
and ant..aliasing filtering of the control problems likely to be encowj~tered on ad-

vanced STOVL designs. Tne control laws design tack for
The components of the model are ccmbined to ,reduce lt.,s aircraft is very complex and involves the control of the
unaugmented 'total aircraft models' (Figure 15). for Con- aircraft by a combination of thrust mag-itude. front/rear
figurations 1 drid 2. vhich form the basis for IFPCS conuo'l thrust split (and he,.ce. p*'me'plant pitching moment). front
laws design arid ion-linear simulation. The models a.*e and rea, nozzle angles, reaction controls and aerodynznic
modular, portable and coded in FORTRAN to alluw case of surfaces. the vehicle cannot be practically controlled di-
transfer to the manned simutalor and other facilities, such rectly by the pilot and an IFPCS is therefore ccnsieered to
as the itat-time dlemonstrator rig proposed f,r Phase 3 of be necessaty in cuiler to Mdnage.the motivators in an offi-

the IFPCS acti-ilies. rient and co-ordindted manner. The system meat cater for

Commands

Figure 15 IFPrS Total Aircraft, Model Arrangen-ent* *
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the range of possible saturation states which will naturally post-stsdl regime by 'blending in' cruise noz e vector ng
arise as control boundaries are encountered: this entails in pitch and yaw, and maintaining control as the aero-
the feedback of powerplant sensor datu into the FCS. in dynamic control power effectiveness decreases, i.e. the
order to take appropriate action, flight envelope is extended to beyond that available with

aerodynamic controls alone. The PCS is required to pro-
A 'Hands on Throttle and Sick' (HOTAS) philosopty has vide an estimate of current thrust in order for the FCS to
again been adopted so that flying is a two-handed task. The establish the vectored thrust control power and thereforq
resulting two riceptor system contains many of the design determine the vectored thrust command gains within the
concepts of the BAe VAAC control law described above control laws.
and provides a reduction in pilot workload compared with
a three inceptor arrangement. The functionality of the Configuration 2 in' Jptors is essen-

The high-level arrangement of the control laws for Config- tially the same as for conventional aircrart with the pitch

uration 1 I, shown in Figure 16, the key features being:

- Two inceptor control strategy

* Proportional and integral (Pt) controllers

- Pitching moment distribution functions Max Reet-
'Emegev-y Acceriatten

-Vectored thrust equations Reheat Control ra& id

- 'Control-hierarchy' to determine thrust vector
priorities Max Dry

- Nonlinear 'Decoupled control'

- Outputs for foreplane. flaps, rudder. reaction
controls, nozzles total thiust and differential Dry Power Control Acceleration Control
thrust.

The inceptor funct:ons are scheduled with speed (Figure
17) to provide continuous control of the aircraft in a natural 1 L lnept L. ,
and transient-free manner, thoreby maintaining consistent
aircraft handling qualities throughout the trnsilion region.
At low speed, the left hand ,nceptor is si to a throttle
lever (rigure 18) and controls axial accelh % The right
hand inceptor is a conventional centre stii id controls * *
height ratf. aid bank angle. At high speed the inceptors Flight Idle - Zro Acekeratlon-
control thrust, pitch rate and roll rate. as on a convenional Oent Dewand

aircraft. The rudder pedals are used to control yaw rate
at low speed and sideiip &t high speed. Deceleration Control Deceleration Control

Via Inegrated Oleratic
4.4.2 Configuration 2 of A rbrk /T

The -onlrol laws for Cerfiguration 2 are based on the EAP R U
34crOf's laws in the region of the flight envelope where
adequate pitch control power is available from the laps Flight Mode Lift Mode
and foreplanes. The EAP laws have been extended into the

Figure 18 IFPCS Left Hand Inceptor
(Configuration 11

-~WKI AuidAcciiireei

Flight , Uft Lift Uft

Figure 17, IFPCS Control Law Mciding (Configuration 1)
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stick commanding pilci fate at low incidence, blending via the system's .ttitude trim facility (optioinal .econdary
int incidence demand at moderate to high licidimnce. The inceptor). The attitude response is again well-coaitrolled
lateral stick commands wind-axis fail rate and the rudder and deadbeat. and interaction wrh height rate control is

Fpedals control sideslip via a sideslip si.")pression System. negligible.
The high-level arrangem'ent of the control laws for Config-
uration 2 is similar to that shown in Figure 16 but withou It is noted that in 311 th- a-ove examples the r3-trlmrnlng
the vertical speed controller and vectored thrust equations, of the vehicle is achieved by re-balanc-ig the thrust vector

and the reaction control valve is closed in the steady-slate.
4.5 Simu~lation Results as required for ( ency.

The results presen:ed in Figure 19 show the responses for 4.6 Systems Activities
Ccnifiguration 1. to a I Metre/Second height rate demand
from the rijht hand inceptor at the hover condition. The In parallel with the Control Activities, the Systems Ac- v-
height rate response is cl.narty well-controlled and itie part of IFPCS has addressed the implementation as.
deadbeat and is essentially achieied by simutaneously pects of an !FPCS and has covered system requirements.
increasing front and rear thrust iagniludes. The char'ge in architecture, preliminary equipment specifications and
pitching moment is corrrcted by transient use of the re- qualification requirements This work has d~efined a triples
action control system to provide attitude' hold. IFPCS architecture f"r the system (Fig-ire 22) with the fol-

The re sults presented in Figure 20 show VI i sponscas for lowing features:

Configuration 1. to a 0.1 g longitudinal accetcration de- -Functional integration of flight control and
mand from the left hind inceptor. at the hover condition powerplant control
The acceleration response 's also well-controlled and
deadbeat and is essentially Ine result of rear nozzle de- Common integrated inertial sensors for flight
flectioni. Pitch interaction is minimised by the control laws, control and navigation

The results presented in F qare Ot ahow 'he responses for -Safety-critical direct links to fuel and stores

Configuration 1 .0oa commanded chatige in pitch attitude, management systems

IC C S U CA CA CA IA is 4A CAI

C4a IA to Us Lq 0I:~ . L.e Sit A I

Figure 19. IFPCS Configuration 1 Height Rate Demand in the Hover

Ln~ NOWe
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ftT d _________ Tb beIN

1.C 19 IA aCs . LI I0 as SC 0 ILD

Figure 20. IFPCS Configuration 1 -Acceleration Demand in the Hover
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Figure 21. IFPCS Configuration I -Pitch Attitude Change in the Hover

*Modutar avionics packaging, where applic; It 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

-Safety-cmiicat displays Building on the Fty-By-Wise FCS design experience gaiiled
- Fire oticda'aus (oO.TO.173)on the successful Tornado. Jaguar Fiy-by-wire and Exper-Fibr opic dlabs (oD-SO-173)imental Aircraft Prog'amme. and their application to

Eurofighter 2000. further design stucl~es have been und~r-
-Direct drive primary and aecondrfy actuators taken by 6Ae as part of a co-ordinated FCS design strat-* *

Advaced eadig ede sytemegy. with particular ernpnasis on the benefits of itegrating
Advaced eadig ede sytemthe traditionally separaie Ilight and powerplant ccntrot

-Reaction control valves directly cortrotled systems.

The studies performed en the VAAC Harrier project have*High performance vectoring nozzles covered the design, piloted simulation and flight demnon-
stration of two inceptor pitch control laws for an eastingThe System -Activities have not been corfiguration Specific VSTOL aircraft and have shown a relucicn in pilot work-

and the technologies considered are applicable to a wide toad, relative to a three inceptor arrangement. It is hoped
ran~ge of com~bat aircraft. to further develop the control laws as part of the c i-going

VAAC programme, to consider 'cuter-loop' mnodes sich azs
4.7 IFPCS Future Work auto-approach,

Phase 2 of the programme was completed in August The IFPCS activities have ted to tl'e de31g.1 of control laws
1992. having developed control law designs and estab- for future GTOVL and agile CTOI. aircraft; these aro to bb
lished an overall system design. Phase 3. which will further devetoped by oiloted simulation ouring the next
commence during 1993. is essentially a systems develop- phasa of the IFPCS programme which wit contribute to-
ment phase and will inctude. wards the demonstration of an IFPCS using reZt equipment

'polo* o a ground rig, in preparation for the UK's n.ixt combat* ao-in-the-loop* simulation assessmtrnt of the aircraft. For safety critical systems the demositration of
control laws real equipment provides the only mechanism for rigsreuitiy

testing, and hence proving. new techinologies. The IFPCS
-Finalisatlon of rig equipment specifications programme will enable UK induzstry to maintain its position

as a world leader in the field of aircraft control system de-*Tendering and supplier selection sign.

-Equipment design and manufacture It is considered that mooch of the wiork desribed In this
paper is applicable to the design of advnnced flight control

-Equipment acceptanc's testing systenis for future project -'irraft and to, advenred devel-

-integration testing opments of existing arcraft such as Harrie,

-Full system rip testing and demonstratioll ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

In other words. all the activities necessary, prior to the in- This work has been carried out with the suppor. of the
staiiation of a system in a flight d xmnonstrator aircraft. Ministry of Defence (Procurement Executive). the Deleert,

Research Agency and Rolls-Royce PLC.
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Thrust Vector Aided Maneuvering
of the

YF--22 Advanced Tactical Fighter Prototype
Robert W. Baran

Stiff Engineer. Flight Test Branch
Lockheed Advanced Development Company 0

1011 Lockheed Way
Palmdle, California 93599 USA

,

1. SUMMARY was incorporated and flown in the YF-22 Advanced
Tactical Fighter prototype to investigate and validate

In the mid 1980s design work began on the U. S. Air the conccpt for the production F-22. The airframe.
Force's next generation air superiority fighter. The flight control system. and propulsion sy.stcm were fully
F-22 team. consisting of Lockheed. Bocihg. znd Gener- integrated. Thrust vectoring command, were gencratd
al Dynamics. embraced a design philosophy in which by the aircraft's flight control computers and .nt to
low observable technology. maneuverability and super- each engine centroller. Each engine controller indepen-
sonic performance were given equal consideration. dently performed the computations and issued the coin-
Even with low observable feazuns and long range weap- mands necessary to position the nozile actuators to the
on employment capabilities, the team believed that the correct vector angle while in:ntaning commanded
probabilities of brief, short range air combat engage- thrust levels and engine stall margin. Flight teL
ments, based on historical precedents and postulated fu- showed that thrust vectoring provided major improve-
ture scenarios, demanded a highly agile design. Thrust mcnts in low speed maneuverability, enhanted handling
vectoring emerged as a key feature for obtaining the de- qualities during tracking. and incn:ased ,uperson1..'us- •
sired agility widout adversely impacting the aircraft's tained turn performancc as compared to current front
low observable signature. Thrust vectoring technology line fighters.

Preaented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Technologwes for Highly Manoeutnable Aircraft: October 1993.

4 1
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2. LIST OF SYMBOLS AND This paper will discuss the thrust vectoring technology.
ABBREVIATIONS incorporated into the YF-22 Advanced Tactical Fighter

prototype, that was used to demonstrate "superman- 0
Al airborne intercept euverability" well away from the traditional "comer
AOA angle of attack speeds." A brief description of the YF-22 design evolu-
CG center of gravity don with respect to agility, a description of the YF-22.
Ct. maximum coefficient of lift and a description of its thrust vectoring system implc-
Deg degrees mentaion will be presented. A comparison of the dem-
ft feet onsjated YF-22 maneuvering performance with re- ,
g gravitational acceleration spect to current fr.,nt line fighters will be made to show
hr hour how thrust vectoring dramatically improved agility.
IFPC httegrated FlightlPropulsion Control 4. TEXT
INS inertial navigation system
IR infrared 4.1 The Historical Case for Agility
IRST infrared search and track Despite the preictions made for the last three decades. 
KCAS knots calibrated airspeed the eta when the air superiority mission would consist
kg kilogram of launching long range missiles at an adversary beyond
KIAS knots indicated airspeed visual ma.ge (BVR) has repea:ly failed to materialize.
kn kilometer In every conflict from World War I to. ) present, the
LO low observable overwhelming majority of air-to-air engagements have
in meter occurred within visual range and have involved maneu- 0
MAX maximum afterbuming power setting vering to a position suitable for employment short range
MIL maximum dry power setting weapons. The team's simulation studies had shown and
RCS radar cross section continue to show that close-in combat engagements re-
sec second quiring short-range, weapons were highly probable giv.
VHF very high frequency en restrictive rules of engagement. long range air-to-air

missile kill probabilities and electronic warfare effects.I

In the visual arena. aircraft agility and pilot skills have
3. INTRODUCTION consistently determined the winners anst losers.

Postulated futum air coribet scenarios .::volving low
Contracts for the Demonstration/Validation phase of the obr.e ble ighter 4versaries also appeared to support
Advanced Tactical Fighter Program were awarded to the decisior to balance low observables with agility.
Lockheed and Northrop on October 31. 1986. Both
Northrop and Lockheed teamed with other contractors 4.2 Low Observable Technology Influence on Fu- 0
to build and flight test two prototype aircraft that incor- ture Air Combat
porated advanced systems and design concepts for the Employment ;ow observabl technology in fighter
purpose of technology risk reduction. The Lockheed aircraft design has shown that it can deny long range
lead team incldded Boeing and the Fort Worth division detection by radar or infrared means. The F-17.a first
of General Dynamics. generation LO design has already proven the inherent

As the design concept for the F-22 began to evolve, it advantages of low observable technology in actual com-
bat. Current technology is capable of much better per-

was concluded by the team that a highly agile fighter de- formancc.
sign was required to counter the anticipated threats of
the 21n' century. The design objective was to achieve Generally speaking. the air-to-air combat problem

a balanced blend of low observable technology. maneu- against an aircraft incorporating LO technology boiled
vembility and supersonic performance in a reliable and down to two fundamental problems. The first problem

affordahleair superiority fightcraircraft. Since low ob- was initial detecti-an. Radar cross section (RCS) reduc- 4
servables dictated that the aircraft carry all weapons and don techniques have been proven effective against the
fuel internally. the airframe was driven to an F-15 size ,irstiome intercept (AI) radars used in fighter aircraft.

aircraft. The challenge was to get F- 16 rcsposisiveness Detection ranges are generally near or within the visual

and maneuverability into an F-15 size aircraft. It was a Ground bused radars operating in he VHF band
quickly recognized that thrust vectoring, along with in- may Wo able to detect LO aircraft at much longer ranges
tegrated flight/propulsion controls. was an innovative but so far they have demonstrated no capability to guioe •

technology that could provide the desired agility while weapons to within a lethal radius.
maintaining the low observable char-cteristics of the Once initial detec'ton has occurred, either by radar or
aircraft. visually, the se.-cnd fundamental problem appears:

I*
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achieving a weapons firing solution. Radar is generally that let us sweep our adversaries from the sky - are still
used to measure range, range rate, azimuth and eleva- the sine qua non of air superiority."2

tion to the target to provide data for the fire control com- The Lockheed. Boeing, General Dynamics team
puter. Against a low RCS aircraft the data provided by adopted a plilosophy consistent with other successful
the radar is likely to he noisy even at short range. An a riry fighters in that it advoczted achieving the
acceptable "lockon" ray not be achievable outside the hies possible rfirsho firt kill probability. he ris

inimum ra.ge of tt weapon. ~shot. f kill problem was addressed in terms of both

Weapons which require stable, accurate radar informa- the looig range air-to-ai engagement and the shor 0
lion in order to launch anud/or guide could be significant- range maneuvering engagement.
ly degraded against a low observable aircraft, even if the At long ranges achieving the highest possible frust shot.
target is well within v:suaI range. Fmploym&zr- fan in- first kill probability was accomplished by utilizing low
frared search and tra:k system (IRST) in conjunction observable technology and long range weapons in the
with infrared guided air-to-air missiles may provide design. Low observable technology coupled with weap-
only marginally better results from the front aspect. In- ons system design was used to prevent detection by an •
frared signature reduction techniques have been able to adversary until the adve.-sary was well within lethal
dramatically lower tlh" detection and tracking ranges. range of the F-22s weapons. The low observable re-

Against low observa,le adversaries, it will be icre- quirements were derived from known weapons employ-

ingly important to maneuver to th- 3&vrsars rear ment envelopes and the best estimates of projected fu-

quarter where the exhtaust plume and engine hot pars ture air and ground threa. However, the team

dominate the IR signature and where it is the most diffi- recognized that stealti. "'i and of itself was not the corn-
cult to shield or al er the IR signature. In the rear quar. plete answer,
ter. the importance of accurate ranging information The team. firmly convinced that the era of short range
from either a radar (r laser range/racking device is air engagements was far from over. believed that the su-
minimiied since range rates and anglc rates are typical- perior agility was the key for achieving the first shot.
ly le.,; dynamic than it: front or bean aspects. first kill in the visual arena. Therefore the team em-

braced the design concept that "balanced- low observ- 0 0
As fighter aircraft incorporating low observable able technology with inherent airframe maneuverability
technology begin to cr ter the inventory of adversaries, to insure that the F-22 would always have the first shot
the more likuly that an LO fighter versus LO fighter en- opportunity whether beyond visual range or within visu-
gagement will occur ard the more likely that the cn- al range.
gagemen, will of nces ity be a close range engagement
using IR missiles or ye'.e short range gun attacks. To be For the F-22 to be an effective fighter aircraft well past
sure there will he advances in missile and Al nalar the turn of the century, maneuvering performance deci- 0
technology that may improve the longer range engage- sively superior to modem air superiority fighters such ,s
ment capabilities. But lo the foreseeable future it a. the Su-27. Mig-29. F-15 and F-16 aircraft was re-
pears that short range encriagements requiting maneuver quired. Incorporation of the required low observable
totlhcadvirs.y'sraqurter willbetherule rahcrthan technology into a design the equal of these fighters
the exception for LO fighter versus LO fighter air com- would have been a worthy achievement by itself. How-
hat. ever, the team set design goals for instantaneous and 0

sustained turn performance, acccleration. and dcelera-
The team concluded that tte probabilities of brief, short don that surpassed current fighter capabilities and any
range air combat engagements. based on historical prc- postulated future threats. Superior supersonic tum per-
cedents and postulated future scenarios, demanded a formance was also emphasized since the YF-22 was de-
highly agile design baluced with low observable signed to "supc-cruisc" - i.e. cruise at supersonic speeds
technology, without use ofafterbuming. With a supercruis capahil- 0

ity. it was expected that many air-to-air engagements
4.3 YF-22A Prototype Design Evolution would be entered from supersonic sp .Hence super-

General John M. Loh succi.tly summed up the tt",'s sonic turn performance became an area of emphasis.

concept of baLnced design when speaking of the Gulf In addition to the obvious performnmcc impfications of
War and the tense hours F-IS pilots spent flying harrer a highly agile design, the handling qualities of the air-
combat air patrols in enemy territory far from triendly craft were especially important with respect to agility
forces. Hc said "Stealth would have reduced that since the aircraft was designed to routinely operate and
vulnerability. But stealth aione doesn't negate all maneuver in both the post-stall and supersonic flight re-
threats. The things that m.ke a fighter a fighter - agility. gimcs. Orc of the best descripions wab stated by ion
speed. the combination of weapons, and capabilities Beesley. Lockheed Fort Worth Company test pilot. -It

0
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is simply the ability to put the arplane any place that I'd stabilize the aircraft since the basic airframe was stati-
like to. whenever I'd like lo, and have the aircraft never cally unstable at most subsonic flight conditions. The
do anything I didn't ask it to."3  flight control system was quad redundant for inputs and

computation and triple redundant for electrical com-Compornkes and tradeoffs were made to an acheve ac- mands that controlled actuation of the hydralic serros. ,

cptble low observable signature based on postulated The flight controls were scheduled hs g- sys-
threats and weapoas envelopes while retaining th de- tern above 275 KCAS and blended to a pitch rate corn-
sired the agility. supersonic perforance and handling mand system below 225 KCAS.4

qualifies. The challenge was formidable s;ece low ob-
servabli- designs and techniques did not generally lend Pitch control was provided by symmetric movement of

themselves to the aerodynamic and excess thrust design the horizontal tails and engine nozzles when the thrust

demands of a highly agile fighter aircraft. The design vectoring mode was active. The horizontal tails were

evolved into a blending of old and new technology in sized to insure adequate nose-down pitching moment to

unique implementation schemes that were flown in the push out of a deep stall at high angles of attack in the

YF-22 Advanced Tactical Fighter prototype aircraft case of a thrust vectoring system failure or dual engine

Thrust vectoring emerged as the design feature critical flameout and were capable of producing pitching mo- •

to achieving unequaled agility throughout the normal ments sufficient to permit trimmed flight at extreme

flight envelope and into the flight realm well above the angles of attnck.
angle of attack for maximum lift. The full span leading edge flaps were used to optimize

the wing camber for better cruise and mawuvering per-
4.4 YF-22A Prototype DscIon fc'rmance and to improve handling qualities. The lead-

ing edge flaps moved symmetrically in a range from 3
degrees deflection up to 30 degrees deflection down.

Roll control was provided by ailerons. flaperons and.
differential horizontal stabilator. The vertical tails and
rudder were were sizd to provide yaw control for coor-
dinated rolls at 25 degrees AOA 4. The rudder provided
directional control and was used to coordinate rolls at 0
low angles of attack. Howe% tr. rudder effectiveness as
a roll coordinating device decreased rapidly as angle of
attack increased above 25 degrees. With thrust vector-
ing available to provide much of the trim pitching mo-
ment rmquirement, the aircraft's unique aerodynamics
allowed differential horizontal tail to be used fo; both 0
rolling and roll coordination at mid and high angles of
attack. Aileron and flaperon effectiveness also de-

43 ff - creased with increasing AOA Wnd contributed little to
(13m) , _ _the rolling moment at high angles of attack.

7 1 17 ft. 9t. Control surface roll authority was limited to prevent
(5.4 ini pitch divergence dte to kinematic coupling betweent angle of attack and sideslip. At all conditions pitch com-

mards to the horizontal tail were given priority.

64 ft. 2 w. The two test aimraft were capable of using either the

(196m) Pratt & Whitney YFI 19-PW-I(X) or the General Elec-

tric YFI20-011-10O prototype advanced tactical ighter
engines. The engines were advanced designs that pro-
duced extraordinaily high thrist at MILITARY power
settings thus enabling supercruisc.
The YF-22 incorporated an Integrated Flight/Propul.

Figure 1. YF-22 Extcmal Ihree View sion Control (IFPC) system. Coupled with the air data
system. ,he propulsion system and flight controls func-

The YF-22 that rolled out in August of 1990 was a twin doped and were trated s a single system. The aircraft
engine. F-15 size -ircraft that incorporated low observ- fligh conditions, engine thrust requests. and thrust vec-

able technology into a highly maneuverable airframe. toring commands ,=e passed to the engine controllers
The aircraft used a fly-by-wire flight control system to via the IFPC digital busscs. The engine r-sponded to

*
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0
signed to provide pitch only vectoring. The exhaust gas vectorng to ON. vectoring was enabled as a funcuon of
st.ean was mechanically deflected by independently angle of attack. airspeed and/or flight condition.
positioning the upper and lower divergcnt nozzle flaps. 0
The nozzle flap actuators were also used by the engine
to control the exhaust exit arra. The nozzle flaps were AN MLE O. ATTACK S 12 DEGREE
capable of providing continuous vectoring angles of +OR
20 degrees at a designed maximum rate of 40 degrees LLY
per second. Pitch commands were supplied to the en-
gine electronic controllers by the flight control compot- iECTON
crs. However. the engine's control computers physical. BENDED
ly controlled the nozzle flap actuator position to obtain 50
the desired thrust vectoring angle and exhaust exit area
simultaneously. This gave the engines direct responsi-
bility for a p nay flight control function. While both 2oC V
of the engine controllers received the same pitch com-
mands firom the Ilight control computers, each engine to
pro tzed th pitch commands and positioned the
nozzle flaps to the proper angle independentof the other
engine. 1.0

MACH NO.
F;gure 4. Thrust Vectoring System Operation

Below 12 Degrees Angle of Attack

When the angle of attack was 12 degrees or lss ,he
thrust vectoring nozzles were fully enabled below 200

Thrm KCA (Fiure4). As airsped increased.trs vector-Reqwma Fighht Control 'Th e ing commads to die nozzle were linearly blended out
Lis V radon / until vectoring was completely disabled above 225 0 0I p..A,,thu KCAS.

[MA" (°ANGLE 
OF ATTACK z 20 DEGREESp+ A+ •4

d- LEI)k

Figure 3. Simplified Pitch Command Schematic 40 vEcrct; - ,
with Thrust Vectoring On FULLY 1.

A blending between the horizontal stabilizer and the 30

thrust vectoring nozzles was accomplished on the actua-
tor comm.nd signals when thrust vectoring was active. 20 VFCTORI:!(;
Since the pitching moment provided by the engine
nozzles was a function of engine power setting, the
thrust vectoring commands were also scheduled as a to
functio of average throttle angle. This gave the pilot
the appearance of pitch contr-I that was independent of 1o
the engine power setting. MACH NO.

The pilot ws, provided tie ability to activate or deacti. Figure S. Thrust Vectoring System Operation
vate thrust vectoring. With thrust vectoring selected Above 20 Degraes Angle of Attack
OFF by the pilot, the flight control computer still was
capable of commanding vectonng under certain predc- Above 20 degrees angle of atack. vectonng was sched-
temned cojditioas tn order to prevent inadv ctt de- uled as a functton of Mach number and altitude trigurt
panur.ts or deep sta.lls. When the pilot selected twir.t 5). This schedule provided vectorng pitch authonty for

* 4
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thrus! requests. positioned the rozles to the appropriate NAM
v, tcr angle and reported actions back the the flight
control computers. The flight control computers then ---

tcvaluated the engine reports. Ajusted the engine inlet
air controls and made subscqueni commands to the pro-
pulsion system. The th1ust vectoring nozzles, though 0

controlled by the engine. were considered a flight con-
trul -surface tn every rnspect,

The pilot made pitch and roll :ornmands viaa side stick
and yaw command via rudder pedals. The throttles were
not mechanically connected to the engine. Electrical
signals were generated by throttle position which t
flight control computers then translated into a thrust re-
quest signal that was sent to the engire electronic con- P
,rol units via the IFPC bus. The flight control computers
scheduled the throttle position input and thrust request
output such that the engine thrust was essentially linear Figure 2. Air Data Scn-or Locations
with throttle position for any given flight condition.
Thrnttle position gradients were adjusted to accommo- Below 30 de.grces angle of attack. pneumatical!y
date the power settings typical of air refueiing and land- kerivd angle of attack data and total pressure where
ing such that the thrust response to small throttle move- used. Between 30aid 33 degrees angle of aitack. pneu. 0
ments was optimized for these tasks. matically derived angle of attack data anrd total p.ressure
In order to take advantage of the mancivenng capahili- were blended with INS derived data. Above 33 degrees

ties made possibic by thrust vectoring.an -i; data sys- angle ol attack. INS derived angle of attack and totalWresr were uJse.d for the flight controi .omputations.
tern was required that could provide accrate mputs to The eg us d frhl h t st c otrts :omi dtinsu-

the flight control system at extremely low speed. high Te dogleg probes and flush static ports provided pneu-
, of attack flig, conditions ep through te su.- matic static pressure up to 60 degrees angle of attack. 0ofc attack lige. The YSuieri- d through Itrrespective of angle of attack. when airspeed dropped

seic speed regime. The YF-22 air data system design below 75 KCAS (139 kmjlr). air data caculations re-
pn,vet, to he quite robust -ud fully up to the task. The vcred to INS based ta.
system featured a fully integrated design that provided
pnumatic and menial navigation system (INS) derived 4.5 Thrust Vectoring Implementation in the
air data inputs to the flight control computers where data YF-22A Prototype 4
validity was checked and inputs blended in a manner
such that accurate air data was availrble at all flight The key element in providing the YF-22 with unrece-

conditions andangles of.ittack, dented maneuvering capability was the inaorporation of
pitch axis thrust vectoring. Tradcoff studics showed that

Two dogleg probes on either side of the nose provider thnist vectoring was the most efficient .nd effetilve
static and total pressure to air data transducers whe.re method of achieving the desired pitching moments
angle of attack. airspeed, altitude, and Mach number in- without the drag and weight penalties associated with
formation were calculated. Four flush mounted static acrdynamic control. Additionally. elimi&ation of the
ports, upper and lower on either side of the nos., were acrodynamic surfives that would have been required tit,
used to caculate sideslip angle. Each probe and flush achieve the desired pitching momenLs capabiliues .uded
tatic port had its own air data ira-lucer for redundancy ma meeting the low observable design cnteria. With

and data con parison purposes. , ne six tansducrs co- thrust vectoring, the horizontal tails were sured for more

reted the measured pressure- for local flow effects and normal flight conditions while the aircraft retaned pitch 4
converted tlec input into elrctrical signals to the flight authority that was essentially independent of airspeed.
control computers. Eginceing e.slimated tha each horizontal tail would

have required an additional 21) ft2 (1.86 mi2 of area at
a weight penalty of approximately 400 pounds ( 81 kg)

Wi,ld infonatior was derived from INS and pneumatic in order to meet the -same mancuvcrability goaids)

air data when the probe and flush static port data were Both the Pratt & Whitney YF 119 and General Electric
judged valid by the fl:gh, control romputzrs. When the YFI20 were equipped with functionally equivalent two
pneumatic data was judged to he invalid, air data in- dimensional, thrust vectoring nozzcs capable of rector-
formation was derived from INS m--sured velocities ing the engine exhaust stream at al! powersettings from
corrected with the stored wind information, idle to maximum augmentation. The nozzles were .k-
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low speed. high anl f wack conditions and icesed Y - AThstVcog

personic conditions where decreased acrynanie, ef-4AY-A kutVxxo
fectivecs of the horizontal tails was limiting. FitTs eat

Bten1an20dgesageeatak h" e Agility was considered to be a critical design goal arid )
tonig was a linearly blended function of both schedules dmntaino tmnueigprbnrc A
(beow 12 AOA schedule arnd above 20 AOA schedule). hadbig qualities tte possible by thrust vectoring re-

ceived emphasis during the Demonstration/Vaidation
flight tesing.5 In order to validate ihe engineerig de-
sign and demonstrate the contributions of thrust vector-
ing to agility, both prcttypes conducted ntemerous sta-
bility. control ar;d flying qualitiew tests with thriust
vectoing on and off atangles ofauack up to Wdces
at sr=e- as low as 135 KIAS (250 kmfnr). Additional-

PITCH CO~i4MASD ly. a high angle of attwk den'rr-x=Ation program was
The a~s rovde te pich-flown. For the purposes of this demonstration program

Ttin s roien thepitc high angle of atta-k was defined as angles of attack
ing mmentauthrityabove 20 degrees.

The high angle of attack prograrn-was conducted with
A0A.1 iSDEGREES ANt) aircraft number I which was equipped with the Genral
AIRSPEED > 230 WCAS Electric YR20cengines. As with all high angle of attack

programs. a build up approach veas used.5 Testing oc-
curred at 2 degrac irKncmnzs in angle of attack up to 40
degrees angleof attack. Above 40 degrees angle of at-
tack the increments were expa-,nded to 4 degrees Sirce
there was very litt& change in the aircraft's flight char-
acteristic: as angic of attwck wvas increased. *

Commanids are equaly divided PITCH COMM %D Throttle transients were performed at anglet. of attack up
between the 7 horizontal ai and to 40 deges with no indlication of stldl or combustc

lems were observed up to the maximum angle of attack
______________demonstrated. Trimmed flight and flight control dou-

A WSEED 200KCASblcts were performed to evaluate basic control authority
AIICPEE ~ 20 ~and aircraft response. Military power pushovt.; with

thrust vectoring on and idle power pushovers with thrust
vectoring off were accomplished to detemire the pitch-
ing morne nt authority of the horizontal tail and thrust
vectoring contribution to total pitch authority at high
angle of attack. Following the pwshovers, the angie of

The pitch com mandis to the vec- attack was reduced about four degrees and a seric, or
toringnozzles amc ratioed as a iPrrCH(()OtMD full stick. feer on the- floor rolls were performed toecvalo-
function of angle of attack. alti- o -ate the aircraft's rnaneuvezing capabilities. These data

tude~ ~ anIahnme ewe were later used to verify and validate the simulatur pre-
the horizzntal tail and engine diction.

nozzle
A0A > 12 DEGREES AND On December 17, 1990 after only nine flights and 14.9

AtRSPEED > IXe ECAS flight hours the aircraft attained it's benchmark angle of
OR attack. The aircraft dcmonstrated trimmed flight at 60

AIRPEDBETWEL% degrce3 angle of attack at 82 KCAS 1,152 knfbr) and
showed that it was controllahle when performing full4

Figue 6 Notottl Dagra ofThrst Vctoing stick roiling maneuvers. Although the aircraft had no
Figue 6 Notona Diaramof Trus Vecorig fight control angle of attack limitation. 50 degrees

Schedule Effects on Pitch Command Division anple of atack was chosen an appropriate slopping
point for the DemonstrationVlidation plhase of the pro-



grees angle of attack the adreraft exhibitcd a stabaltlinf:
pitching moment slp.

Thnit vectorng ptr)vided a powerful nose diown pitch.
in-, itlorent if required. The aircraft wx% shown tot he
capable of high angle of attack rteovery with aerod!%-
namaic controls o~nly. This ind.cAz that Urisicnt 1m.1-

n 1u1r w al:bove the maxuimum trimt angle (it attack
Were pwshihle. Flight %irulatior %hinted that the :urr
craft was quite capable of performitng the *cohra i maneu-

60 Deg irst itroduced by the Russjiuis at tire Pans Air

j **g Showan tic onisidetion %%:v, gise.n it) deminn'flig tire
rmaneuver during the M)emonsiration/Vtlidaiuon pro.-
grain. However, with only three %%eeks remining in Ilk-
]light test programn other testing ito sulpr. tire Lonlrae-
tot down-elecl decision rceied priority.

At N) degrees angle of :1rttik the aircraft va.' ..apble t
generating pe.a nose ilon pitch atics of about lfl de.
grees per second with the engines ait MIL lx~r. -setl

Figure 7 Trimmed Flight at MA) Degrees at idle thrum., the aircraft could produce nowe down pitLh
Angle of Attack rtet,-ifa.tbout Ii k-grees perscond. At highrtengine

power setting% the thru.st cffc,:t% quickly begain ito doit-
grim sinkc it proved the capability of the YF-22 t) nate the pitching mioment capahihitzes tit the aircraitt.
achieve trimmed flight and controlktd maaeuvcenne at
angles of attack substaniklly above the angle of atta..k
for maimun lit. Idle-power MllL po.Cr

Time from

V'ISOrI21)le~ tIKec _ 4_C____

Time frorn
1 11-ay )degrees 7 sec )s
~q~i*q1 ?tt S 1t~fltito Il degrees

Pitch r-ie

16 Figure 1) Recovct) Times% I1m,

#1 ~ nowsHigh Argle of Attxk

The aircrift d,.pI;;yed rather docile handling qualits
0 10 0t 40 at0 a0l o addspae oiie oi-1il high anglcs of at-

AZXLE OF AITACK (DEG) tack conditiNnswtetd. Pitch attimtuand angle of attack
ci-aii nc held ito v,&thtn 1/2 degree with thrust sectoring0

Figure t8. Pitching Moment vs. Angle (if Attick inupti6AdegrcLesanglefaLick. When thrust ecior-
ing wa; turned off conttrol wm% less preetie due toI .ontr..l

Figure 8 shows the pitching moment characnsucs of law Lhanges and the lois in pitchbauhroriy fromn thrust
the YF-22 with thrust vctoring.' It %%as evident that -cctonn .. Bank angle Lcninil was also smoo'th %. .th nio
thrust vcetorin; provtded a major inr.reai n the pitch. evi&entc of wtng rock and the pilots %ere able to hold
mng mornecat authoi. Thrust vectoringa.pproximately wings levecl for long periods, of t:me with noi pertcpuible
doubted the effective pitching mnomn-pt available when roll offitendcy.. Roll Is. ntrol was repore niLdu have he-
compared to aerodynamric controls only. The figure also Come %lightly tnore senntc at -U) to 44 degrees angle
4-ows that the aircraft w.an capaihle of trimmed flight at mfatick and a rol! oscillition of. ± S degrees% Loold he
angles ofattack up to) about 70) degree,. Above 701 de- induced %ith smnall lateral sttck inputsThs its-illa-

0
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tions quickly damped Gut if the sr.ck was frozen and the angle, roU rate and heading changed as 6ce angle of at-
pilots quicly learned tha more ca-efrJ inputs pre- tack at which the roll m3neuve i was perforned in-
vented its reocunenct. Airtran buffet was light, in- creased. The pilo(s perception of rolling mneuvers
coming as 24 degrees angle of attack was approached between about 20 to 40 degrees angle of attack wV of
and remained constant thereafter. Overall, the pilots de- a brrel roll. Abovc 40 degrees angle of attack, the pi-
scribed the aircraft's high angle of attack handling qual- lots* cepions were 4ominated by healing change
ides as" just o wa nuding."7  wW yaw rate. Because of the extreme angle of the velov-

ity vector, a bank angle change of approximately 31) de-
Since the aircraft rolled essentially about the velocity gnoes resulted in heading changes of about 90 degrees
vector (stability axis), the pilots* perceions of roll and rolls becami csscntially .laing changes.

0 FIr T ST- VECrTOR OFV

3_ - 0- ItlGHT ROLL IT TEST - vE(L-WR ON
)0 LEMT ROLL - PREDICTro% -VECTO OiF

--- PREDICION - vCrolt 0%

mt I I l I I I I 3 I I0

0
9 0 2 4 6 S 11 12 14 16 18 20 22

TRIM ANGLE OF ATTACK- DEG

2 I
t I I I I I ! I I I .J_ _.

O 2 4 6 V 10 12 14 16 1t 2S 72
TRIM ANGLE OFAIrACK - DIG

Figure 10. Roll Performance Improverent Due to Thrust Vectoring

In addition to the high angle of atzick demronstrations. ure 10. peak roll rate was newrly doble d and cof-
flying qualities rnancuvers wetre flown to validxe the spondingly. the ime to roll 360 degrees was reduced by 0
bncfits of thrust vcctoring at lower angles of atmck. half at 20 degrees angle of attack with thrust vectontig
Onc-g rolls up to 20 dcgrees angle of attack were per- on.
forie with vecoring both on and off. Assho%ninFig-

0
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Figure. 1I. Effects of Thrust Vectoring on Cotrol Sufce Positions During Rolls

.ture I I shows n ,:xanp!e of the effect of thrist vec- correspendingjy reduce the ln,:matic coupling. At 14
oag on rl1 rate limiting due to kinematic pitch cou- degrees angle of attack, the horizontal tail had essent,.d-

1)ling /,., angle of ait ck increased above five degrees. ly reached iu limit capability to control pitch coupling
the air-r"ft, ro!l -ate began to .'ecrease in a near hrcar and maintain the m angle ofauack. Therefore roll in
manner. With thnst 'ectc-ing o .. the flight control sys- was rapidly reduced by the flight conbol computersa,
tern began to limit aileron author,:, at apmximatey 9 angle of ttack increase; further so that the capabilities
degrces angle of attack iiu orde" to reduce roll rate and

:.c*
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of the horizontal tails to control pitch divergence ',ere Supersonic turn perforniance was also found to be ,m- Qk
not exceeded. proved with thrust vectoring. Pilots commented that at

1.5 Mach number the YF-22 turns were as crisp and re-
The dashed lines and squares .,how the -control positions sponsive asan F-16 at 0.8 Mach numbe,' At 1.2 Mach
%k ih thrust vectoring on. With thrus. vectoring active number. 38.00 feet (I . 8 m) pressure altitu&. and
the aircraft's pitch control power was subsundtialy in- MAX power, thrust vectoring increased the sustained
crease and the tails were freed for roll control and for turn performance, in terms of specific excess po'ver by
control of kinematic pitch coupling. The increased abil- about 100 feet per second.8 The improved supersonic
ity to control pitch divergence permitted the maximum sustained turn and roll performance was again due to the
roll suiffr deflections resulting in significantly in- increased pitch authority mnade possible by thrust vec-
creased roll rates when compared with the thrust vector toring. Thrust vectoring reduced the horizontal tail
off case. pitch deflection required to trim and thereby reduced the

supers,)nic trim drag and/or made more differential tail
qt deflectioi available for rolling.

\ WITH THRUST A com,,wris:,n of roll rates between the YF-22. the F-i 5

t . VE(71TORING and F-16 ar. included in Figure 13.9 Below 5 degrees
angle of a.tt %'. all three aircraft were equivalent at

10- c-360DEG ROLL about 200 degrees per ,econd. However, above 5 de-
ci- 180 DEG ROLL grees an3le of attack, the effects of thrust vectoring be-

0 A -90)EGROMI came evident and the YF-22 displayed an increasing
8,s x0 N- 10DEG ROLL roll rate advantage over the F-15. At 20 degres angle

0 of attack the YF-22"s roll rate was more than double that
60 of the F-15. Above approximately 25 degrees angle of

attack, the YF-22 surpassed the F-16 (a design go,14).
40 WITHOUT Both th-. F-15 and F-16 lost roll rate -apability rapidly

HRUST VE'rORING s 30 egrees angle of attack was approached but tie
20 YF-22 was still capable of producing roll rates of 0 0

pproximately 90) degrees per second.

/ I I I I I , I

10 20 30 40 50 60
ANLiZ OF ATTACK (DEG) FLIGHT TE DATA

a THRUST YVAOR ON

NII

Figure 12. YF-22 Roll Rate vs. Angle of Attack 200 -16 THRUST VEA.rOR OFF

Figure 12 shows the roll rate advantage afforded by 15
thrust vectoring over a range of an" es of attack.7 As 4 YF-22 PREDICTIONS
stated previously, thrust vectnring provided much of the 0TRUST VECTOR (F

pitching moment authority. This freed the horizontal W

tails 'or roll and yaw rate control thus more than doub- o 100 PT YF-22
ling the allowable roll rate at moderate angles of attack 'THUS

and allowing roll rates of 20 to 30 degrees per second ad THUS
above 40 degrees angle of attack. .. VECTOR 0N

Handling Quali;ies During Tracking (HQDT) tests F-IS 0

were also conducted to evaluate thrust vectoring ef-
fects on the closed loop tracking task. At elevated 01 1 1
load factor. where thrust victoring became active 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
(above 12 degrees angle of attack) the pilot, preferred ANGLE OF ATTACK - DE;
the tracking performance over lower angle of attack
conditions where thrust vectoring was not active. As Figure 13. Roll Rae Comparison
in the high angle of attack tests, the pitch response
wa.', faster and pitch attitude capture notably more
precise widh thrust vctorint; j,;. The pilots character- Figure 14. shows a comparison of pitch rae between the
ited the handling qurditk iai thrust vectoring on ax YF-22 and the F-16 at a low speed high angle of attack
superb., flight condition." The pitch authority provided by thrust

*I
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vectoring enabled the YF-22 to generate pitch rates al- did not necessarily occur at "corner speed." As pre-
most ive times higher than the F-16. viously stated small bank angle changes at high angle of

attack produced a large change in heading. Therefore,

120KCS high angle of attack maneuvering produced large
30 24 DEG AOA changes in attitude, heading, and turn radius at speeds

well below the traditionally defined "comer speed" and
YF2..2 well below the aircraft's maximum structutal load fac.

WITH THRUST tor. The X-31 recently performed a heading change ma-
20 VECTORING neuver at approximately 70 degrees angle of attack that

resulted in a 180 degree heading change and a turn ra-
WITHOUTTHRUST dius of about 475 feet. The effective turn rate was 80.6W VELTORING degrees per second.' 0

to-6 |
00

WITHOT
1% THRUS

-10 F-16 I. pullhtohgh
AOA & decelerate

VE0 ORING YF422

4 Fitl ro woud
vdocity vector & mulitig

Figure 14. YF-22 Pitch Rate Comparison with ta lare heading dange

the F-16 at Low Speed *4t

3. Reduce AOA4,7 Thrust Vectoring Influence 1uet accckrte
Corner Speed

The capability to perform ra[,.d and precise nose point-
ing at angles of attack above Clm, made the concept of 0
"comer speed" for the YF-22 somewhat nebulas. Cor-
ner speed has been generally defined as the lowest air-
speed at which maximum load factor can be attained. Figure 15. High Angle of Attack Heading
For aircraft restricted to maneuver at or below Ctn the Reversal Maneuver
maximum turn rate and minimum turn radius were
achieved at this speed and the aircraft "got around the
comer the fastest." Below this speed, the aircraft stalled
(whatever the definition of stall is for that aircraft) and/
or exceeded CL, thus reducing lift and therefore load
factor which in turn decreased turn rate and increased The YF-22's ability to maneuverand precisely pont the
turn radius. Conceptually. one wanted to enter an air to nose at angles of attack well above C "t enhanced its
air engagement near the comer spee and if possible re- weapons employment opportunities. The high pitch
main near that sped during the engagement since the rate capability of the aircraft made possible by thrust
t,, performance was near its maximum at this speed. vectoring enabled the the aircraft to be rapidly pulled to
Hopefully. your comer speed was lower than your ad- a high angle of attack (position nose to aquire t,'gct),
versary's thereby giving you -.s advantage ;;, turn rate precisely halted at the desired angle of attack and main-
and turn radius and ,blowing you to turn inside your ad- tained at that angle ofrattack foras long as desired (pzint
versary and bring the axcraft's velocity vector into a nose. lock-on, and shoot), and quickly pushed down to
position suitabi- for a gun or missile attack, a lower angle of attack (recover and reposition).

In :he case of the YF-22 and other aircaft capable of
post-stall mareuvering. minimum turn rate and radius

• 0



and achieve desired nose positions at angles of attack
well above the angle of attack for CLm,. The aircraft
demons.r-ated trimmed flight at 60 degrees angle of at-
tack at 82 KCAS (152 kr/h') and showed that it was
controlLable when performing full stick rolling maneu-
vets. The pitch authority provided by thrust vectoring

Veoity, enabled the YF-22 to generate pitch rates almost five
Even tbowo the attacking air. times higher than the F-16 at th- sme low speed condi-

raflt ca t bring Its vetodty tion. S
vedor- to beer, by Wat ankt of
attack capabtilde, well above Thrust vectoring allowed substanual improvements in
CLmax, tie attaddag ak'aft roll performance at high angles of attack over currentc¢an st briag Its ime to bear
ta, enabuing a Postie weapoe. fighters. The YF-22 displayed ar increasing roll rate

Itrialta advantage over the F-IS as angle of attack increased
/ and at 20 degrees angle of attack the YF-22s roll rare

was more than double !hat of te F-I 5. Above approxi-
mately 25 degrees angle of attack, the YF-22 surpassed
the F-16. Both the F-15 and F-16 lost roll rate capabili.
ty rapidly as 30 degrees angle of attack was approached

' Additional PitchAa ale while the YF-22 was still capalie of producing roll rates,Aa•Mabte for n~ole Polattagt due to ;
* Aa~tle At~tac(apabhes of approximately 90 degrees per second.

Thrust vectoring also contributed to enhanced handling
qualities. The pilots characterized the handling quali-
tics with thrust vectoring on as superb. Pitch attitude

Angle of Attack and angle of attack cotld he held to winin 1/2 degree
for with thrust vectoring on up to 60degrees angle of attack.

CLmax During tracking tests. th. pitch response was, faster and *
pitch attitude capture notably more precise with thrust

Figure 16. Nose Pointing Ability for vectoriag on.
Weapons Employment Supersonic turn perfornai,cc was also found to be im-

provtd with thrust /ectoring. At 1.2 Math number.
5. CONCLUSIONS 38.000 feet pessure altitude, and MAX power, thrust

vectoring increased the sustained turn perfoinace. in
The YF-22 demonstrated that a highly reliable thru terms of specific excess pow.r by axtt 100 feet per se-
vec'orittg system, could provide unprecedented m.tcu- cond.
ver capability while maintaining the vehicle's low ob-
,ervable signature ind could be successfully imple- Thrust vectoring showed tmpressive inprov,:ments in
mented in the F-22 production fighter design. Tradeoff maneuverability and handling qualities. However. eval-
studies showed that thrust vectoring was the most effi- ation ant' development of tactically useful maneuvers
cient and eficclive method of achieving the desired that take advantage of the Ltapabilities of a thrust vcc-
pitching moments without the drag and weight penalties tored fighter hav.. to date. been relatively limited. The
associated with aerodynamic control. X-31 research aircraft has demonstrated maneuvering
Both the Pratt & Whitney YFI119 and General Electric flight at 70 degrees angle of attack and has recently e-
YF 120 were proven capable of two dimensional trust gun exploration of tactic-dily uiceful high angle of attack.
vectoring at all power setting; from idle to maximum post-stall maneuvers. The F-16 VISTA aircraft is oo •

scheduled to begin work in this areaas well. Future de-augmentation. No engine or nozie vectoring operation veduhmcnt egor n t b a well. Futr -problems wvere obser'ved up to the maximum angle of at- velopment effor'.s; to enab'e a-ircraft weapr, fire ,.ontre{
tack demonstrated. sys'-ms to effectively operate during high angie of at-tack maneuvering and to provide useful maneuvering
Thrust vectoring approximately doubled the effective displays must al.so be undertaken if fuil advantage is to
pitching moment available when compared to aerody- be taken of the post-stall .apablities made possible by
natinc controls only. The aircraft was able to manxuvcr thrust vectoring anJ demonstrated by the YF-22. 0

* 4
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0
INTRODUCTION designed to vector 20 degrees rp or down

(i.e. pitch vectoring) with thu design
The STOL and Maneuver Technology requirement of a "primary fligbt zont-:.L
Demonstration (S/KTD) program was element". Thrust reversing capimlity was
ini ated in the early 1980's with the activated by closing the convergentt flaps
last flight in late 1991. An F-15B and directing the exhaust flow through
airc aft was modified to incorporate four rotating vanes on the upper and lower 0
advanced technologies intended to provide surfaces of the nozzles. Operation of the
current and future fighter aircraft with a nozzles is depicted in Figure I (see also
Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL) Reference 3).
capability and to increase performance
over the baseline aircraft in up-and-away The original F-15 hydromecham.:al flight
flight. The four technologies were: control system and analog electronic

Control Augmentation System (CAS) were
Two-dimensional thrust replaced with a four channel digital fly- • 0
vectoring/thrust reversing exhaust by-wire Integrated Flight/Propulsicn
nozzles Control (IFPc) system. The IFPC system

integrates aerodynamic surfaces, the
Integrated Flight/PropulsLon control engine nozzles, brakes and steering as
(IFPC) control effectors to provide stability and

controllability throughout the flight
Rough field STOL landing gear envelope. The production F-15 mechanical

throttle linkage was replaced by a "power- 0
Advanced Pilot Vehicle Interface by-wire" electronic throttle control
(FvI) system that utilizes electro-nechanical

throttle servos to control enginn power.
The first two seat P-15B airctaft was The IFPC system redundancy managusent
extensively Kodified to the S/MTD ensured overall two-fail-operate
configuration. External appearance was capability with no backup system, although
changed by the addition of two all-moving the nozzles were fail-operate, fail-safe.
canards on the intakes and by modification •
of the aft fuselage to accommodate the All pilot commands were integrated into
rectangular shape of the 2D TV/TR nozzles, natural stick, pedal and throttle actions.
The aircraft was also equipped with a The S/MTD crew station displays were
flight test noseboom for a majority of the extensively modified by incorporating
test missions. Figure I illustrates the F-15E cockpit hardware. With the change
principle modifications to the baseline to a digital control system without
F-15B. A brief description of the S/MTD backup, status of the IFPC system was a
configuration follows, more detail is primary function of the PVI. Caution
available in References 1 & 2. lights were added with a Master Caution

for critical failures. A Multi-Purpose
Thn baseline Pratt and Whitney FlOO-PW-220 Display was programmed to provide a
engine turbo-machinery was unchanged, complete channel-by-channel status of the
supported by appropriate requiraments on -ystea. The cozbination of caution lights
the nozzle design. The compressor case and status display allowed the pilot to
was modified by incorporating a transition diagnoce all significant failures.
duct which provided for transition from
the circular (axinyxmetric) shape to the Also designed into the system was the
rectangular 2D shape of the nozzles and to capability for Autonomous Landing Guidance
accommodate the increased vertical loads to achieve the required landing
introduced by nozzle vectoring. The 2D performance at night or in weather without
nozzles incorporated hydraulically any ground-based landing aids. The APG-70
controlled convergent and divergent flaps radar provided navigation capability
to control nozzle throst and exit areas, through a radar map on a head-down
The nozzle divergent flaps were also display. This enabled the pilot to S

I'esenteda an AGARD ,fetng on "ivhnologte for lhghlyAyanocuwabie ,tirmft: October 1993
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designate and line up with the touchdown final content of the CRUISE and COMBAT
point on the available runway. On-board modes is also presented.
softwaroA provided the elevation and
azimuth steering on the Head-Up-Display. Canard Tmolementation
The symbology included an outline of the
operating strip. Additional situational Figu:e 5 summarizes how the canards wera
awareness was provided by projecting an used in the control laws, i.e. scheduled
InfraRed image on the HUD, supplied by a with angle of attack and also used for
LANTIRN Navigation pod (Reference 4). control in various axes. The pitch

control power of the canards afforded a
The S/MTD nose and main gear struts ware convenient way to restore subsonic static
internally modified to obtain optimum stability. Canard deflection was
load/stroke characteristics for high sink. scheduled as a linear function of angle of
rate landings and operation on repaired attack, with a difference between modes.
runways. The braking system incorporated The slope was the same, yielding the same
a digital anti-skid controller for level of static stability in both modes,
individual tire hydroplaning protection. but xne intercepts were chosen to give
The pilot could also pre-select an minimum drag at lg in the CRUISE mode and
Autobrake feature, so that maximum braking at higher load factors in the COMBAT mode.
with anti-skid protection was available At supersonic speeds the canard schedule
immediately after touchdown, satisfied more than one design

requirement. Of course, the configuration
This paper summarizes the configuration suffered excess stability so the canards
development, emphasizing the integration were scheduled to reduce stability over a
of propulsive control. Relevant flight range corresponding to approximately 1-5g
test results are presented, with in all control modes. In addition, hinge
particular emphasis on the measured moments were kept within limits and
effectiveness of pitch vectoring and sufficient differential capability was
reversing. Lastly, the potential retained to provide yaw control. The
capability of future con:igurations is schedule at higher angles of attack was
discussed. stabilizing to support an overall design

philosophy of always having a stable
pitching moment break. Tailoring static

CONTROL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT stability in this fashion also had an
indirect benefit. Multivariable control

Although some aspects of the S/MTD theory (i.e. Honeywell's Linear Quadratic
development were constrained by modifying Gaussian with Loop Transfer Recovery) was • *
an existing aircraft, the Integrated used in thA design process, Reference 5.
Flight/Propulsion Control (IFPC) system An unstable configuration requires special
was an all-new implementation between the treatment in this design process, but it
existing cockpit controls and the control was vary convenient and straight forward
surfaces. The existing mechanical control to design to the stable configuration with
system with analogue Command Augmentation canards on their angle-of-attack schedule.
System was replaced with a quadruplex
digital fly-by-wire system. Electrical In the 'enhanced' control modes (i.e.
signals from Linear Variable Differential other than CONVENTIONAL) the canards were
Tranducers (LVDT's) representing stick and also used as short-term pitch control
pedal deflections were summed with effectors. They deflected as a function
appropriate sensor inputs in the Flight of pilot-stick input, but then "washed
Controller. Control commands were sent out" and returned to the AeA schedule
either to new direct-drive-valve actuators leaving the stabilator as the lo:g term
for the aerodynamic surfaces or to the trim control. Differential canard
Nozzle Controller for vectoring and deflection was used as a control effector
reversing commands. The Nozzle Controller in different ways. In the flaps-up modes,
integrated the commands with nozzle exit differential canards were used to augment
area requests from the Digital Electronic the yaw control power of the rudders
Engine Control (which was given priority including dynamic stability augmentation.
in case of conflict) to position either In the flaps-down modes, differential
the convergent and divergent flap canard deflection was coordinated with
positions or the reverser vane angle, rudder detlection to provide direct side

force for crosswind landing. This was 4
Figure 3 presents the complement of commanded by the rudder pedals on approach
control effectors that were available on and by lateral stick into the wind after
this configuration. All of these effects, touchdown.
including direct lift and sideforce, ware
fully integrated i-,I conventional pilot Vectoring I ementation
cockpit controls. The design was
accomplished using a combination of In simple terms, pitch vectoring was
classical and multivariable techniques integrated into the enhanced modes not •
(see Refe:ence 5). These control just added as an incremental control
capabilities provided the ability to miset effector. Thus, Figure 6 represents the
a stringent set of design requirements. difference between two modes designed to
The IFPC system wao designed in specific meet requirements on flying qualities,
discrete modes for demonstration purposes. gain and phase margin, etc. - it is the
The final complement of control modes it realistic increment in pitching moment
listed in Figure 4. Note that a required capability. It shows the ability to pitch
"SVOL" mode was implemented as three up for a 'snap shot' with maybe a half 4
separate modes in the final design. The second advantage even at power for level

I o . . .. ..
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flight, not full capability. Equally were commanded foxward so that thrust
important in combat is the reduction in reversing was available with virtually no
time required to pitch bck down again in time delay. Also contributing to the

orer to regain energy. Another benefit landing capability wes minimum touchdown
of vectoring comae in maximum performance dispersion achievable with this mode (see
takeoffs. Fighters at heavy weights are also Reference 7). The characteristics of
frequently limited by the pitching momcnt the reverser vanes gave high-bandwid:h
required to rotate to takeoff attitude, control of the speed axis, and the cintrol
With pitch vectoring at maximum thrust, laws were designed to decouple the speed
aircraft rotation is available at the axis from the pitch axis. To achieve this
optimum speed for takeoff, the control effectors were ganged into a

"moment" effector and a "thrust"
The nozzle vector angle was also cn an offotor. The thrust offector was
angle-of-attack schedule to minimize d -ccpced of the top and bottom rotating
in both CRUISE and COMBAT modes at vanes coordinated to produce zero pitching
supersonic speeds. This schedule relieved moment. Body angle was added to the
the stabilator required for trim at the thrust command to compensate for rotation
high levels of static stability. Examples of the gravity vector as the aircraft
of the drag polar. which result from the pitched. The result to the pilot was that
combined canard end vector schedules are throttle position commanded airspeed which
given in Figure 7. Subsonically there is was held constant by the airspeed
x zero-lift drag penalty but the benefits feedback, and stick commanded pitch rate
at higher lift coefficients are apparent. which was effectively flight path angle
An optimum blend of the two modes would rate command because of the speed hold.obviously be used in a production This control strategy, including the
application. Drag benefits at all lift differential cana-d implementation
coefficients ware realized at supersonic discussed previously, -'as validated by
conditions. piloued simulation as facilitating

izndings within a "t-iNdown box" 60 ft
The basic increments due to differential long by 20 f% wide under &ll required
vectoring were small. For coaparison, 20" ccuditions of wind, wir shear and
of differential vectoring gave a rolling turbulenc.
moment coefficient equivalent to
approximately 3 of differential aileron
deflection. More signific3nt, however, FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
the differential vectoring effect was
independent of angle of attack (Figure 8). The flight testing was initiated with • O
There were also sideforce and yaing standard nozzles to verify functionality
moments consistent with the up-vector of the new control system (conventional
generating a positive pressure on the modes) and the subsystems.
inside of the vertical tail.

Envelope expansion teating proceeded
Reverser Tmnlenentation routinely to the low altitude high speed

flight regime. At 10K/O.BH flight
Ir Ue CRUISE and COMBAT modes, vane conditions, the first disagreement between
control to provide in-flight thrust predicted aircraft pitch response and
reversing was integrated into nozmal flight test data we& noted. At lOK/0.9M,
throttle action, Figure 9. Pulling the the pilot reported very low damping in
throttles slowly back from maximum both the longitudinal and directional
afterburner to tntermediate (Zull dry axes. Software changes were made to
power) to Idle produced absolutely account for differences in stabilator
conventional response with the engine control power and pitch stability
spooling down to the flight idle speed. coefficients discovered during psrameter
Movement aft of the idle uetent deployed identification analysis. Figure 10 shows
the vanes to 45' and then to 135" with that the transonic shift in neutral point
continued movement. When the vanes are at occured at a lower Mach number than was
135, further aft movement of the predicted. Even though the S/MTD data
throttles spooled the engine up to 100% base was increaented from the flight-
RPM at the maximum reverse thrust point. validated F-15 rodel, this illu&trates a
For rapid moveoent of the throttle, the typical problem of transonic wind tunnel
engine would not spool dovn. The pilot testing. An additional problem manifested
could therefore snatch the throttle back during the low altitude high speed
to command maximum reieree thrust as envelope expansion phase was a reduction
desired, up to the software limits. A in longitudinal stick-free damping. The
maximum reverser command of 2g "eyeballs problem was caused by the mass of the
outO was implemented where this capability stick coupling with aircraft motion and
was available, and at high speeds forward solved by instulling a longitudinal stick
deflection of the vanes was limited to eddy current darer. The damper increased
avoid exceeding vertical tail bending the stick-free damping ratio from 0.03 to
moments. a value of approximately 0.6.

Thrust reversing as implemented in the Reduced directional damping at low
SLLND control mode was the key to the altitude high speed was traced to the
short landing capability, predicated on presence of an additional 25 msec time
making the approach with the engine at lag in the yaw rate feedback loop of the
1004 RPM and exhausting through the flight controller, caused by an
reverser vanes at a trim angle of inadvertent data hold !n the 40 hz control 4
approximately 60'. At touchdown the vanes law computation. Gain changes to the
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lateral acceleration feedback loop wwi. engine at 1on RPm, the nozzle exhaust
incorporated into the control laws to closed and the offlux controlled by the
produce adequate directional daiping to reverser vane deflection. Nozzle design
permit continued low altitude envelope requirements specified that the vanes be
expansion. Once these changes to the able to go from the nominal approach 0
flight control system were incorporated, position to full o3verse in less than 1
envelope expanar-i continued to the end second. At touCnhown, the pilot could
condition, 5Y1/.95M, with satisfactory select reverse thrust which commanded the
handling qualities in all axe3. top vanes to their full forward deflection

and the lover vanes to an angle determined
During this initial phase of testing, an by two schedules. An angle-of-attack
AL backup mode using stored INS runway schedule ensured rotation to a three-point
position inforxation was successfully attitude (Reference 1) and an airspeed .

demonstrated to evaluate landing schedule prevented hot gas reingastion.
configuration flying qualities. By In addition, the pilot could select an
storing the runway position at a safe Autobrake function which ghve maxious
altitude, such as 10K feet, simulated anti-skid braking after touchdown.
landing approaches to a "runway in the Measured landing distance of approx 1500
sky" could be performed which afforded the ft is half the dry runway capability of an
pilot an opportunity to assess handling F-15, and the wet runway landing distance
qualities prior to making an actual is less than 1/3 of the F-15 value.
landing approach. This test was used with
success on first flight of the aircraft. The flight testing also produced one
The technique does have to be combined particularly unpleasant surprise.
with other testing that is designed to Reference 1 documents the ground-effects
increase pilot gain oven higher to provide testing and the design of control laws to
a complete assessment, mitigate an uncontrollable nose-up

pitching moment with maximum forward
First flight with the 2D engines was reverser vane deflections at thi touchdown 0
successfully flown on 10 May 1989. speed and pitch attitude. A delay was
Initial testing focused on expanding the incorporated to inhibit forward deflection
subsonic enhanced mode envelope for up and of the lower vanes until one second after
away flight (CRUISE and COMBAT modes), the weLght-on-wheels indication was set in
Handling Qualities During Tracking (HQDT) the control laws. Lower vane deflection
tests were accomplished using a 3g was also scheduled with angle of attack so
cooperative target with excellent results, that it did not reach full forward "ntil
CONVENTIONAL and COMBAT mode pilot ratings the aircraft was essentially in a three- 0 O
are all Level I for tracking, while the point attitude. Lastly, a command was
CRUISE mode (designed for flight patl also introduced to give a 6 deg/sec. nose-
control) is actually better than the down rotation rate with no pilot injut and
expected Level 2 ratings; sea Reference 2 the predicted aerodynamics. The actual
for further discussion of pilot comments landings in the SLAND mode produced nose-
and preferences. More important from a down rotations of approximately 18
designers viewpoint, pilot consents Jn dog/sac. Those high rates came close to
support of the small differences shown bottoming the nose landing gear and were 0
were exactly the same as in the ground- obviously unacceptable to the pilots.
based piloted simulations. Analysis indicated that ground effects

were the cause, not any control inputs.

Thrust reversing was functionally verified The obvious, and simplest, control law
first in taxi tests building up in speed change was to remove the one second delay
and the amount of reverse commanded. In- on the vane movement after touchdown. It
flight reverser operability was verified was reasoned (i.e. hoped) that the
by reversing on one engine initially &t predicted nose-up moment from the vane 
Mach 0.8 at 30,000 and 40,000 ft. After movement would balance the unpredicted
that initial verification, reversing was n.e-do n nosents that were experienced.
commanded on both engines. The reversing Thi. change was completely successful and
envelope was expended to Ml.6, with alluved completion of the flight test
parameter identification maneuvers and program ;see Reference S for more
data analysis at MO.9 and 1.2. Figure 11 details).
shows the deceleration capability of the
S/NTD configuration compared with a The capability of thrust vectoring to S
production F-15 chase plane with speed enhance takeoff rotation was demonstrated.
brake deployed and flight idle thrust It was possible to maintain a precise two-
setting. It is also worth noting that point attitude at steady taxi speeds as
thin does not represent the max!mum low as 40kte. Figure 12 shove the takeoff
reverse thrust of the S/MTD nozzles. The distances that could be achieved using
forward vane angle (reverse thrust) had to different rctation saends - rotating too
he software limited at supersonic speeds soon incured a loss of acceleration due to
to maintain vertical tail bending moment* the additional drag and yielded longer
within strength limits. More reverse distances. Also indicated in the data is
thrust could be available by strengthening the effect of rotating too quickly. The
the vertical tails, or by avoiding the aircraft would lift off but then settle
interference in the design of a new back down o to the runway. The optimum
configuration. takeoff distance was approximately 25%

less than a production F-15 at similar
Thrust reversing was also the major factor conditions. The benefits of vectoring
in achieving the short landing distance. have also been quantifiet up and away at 0
The final approach was made with the low speeds. Envelope ax',ansion vaa done

0 0
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to 30" angle of attack. Pitch captures two programs will validate full-envelope
and nose-down recovery maneuvers from 30" benefits for thrust vectoring nowzles as a
AoA ware flown back-to-back in primary flight control effector. A

COVENTIONAL and COMBAT modes to evaluate designer can then have confidence in the (I
the effectivenese of thrust vectoring, capability to trade-off the benefits of
Fxgure 6 shows good agreement of pitching reduced tail or control size vs propulsive
moment coefficients extracted from flight control in any specific design
data with the predicted values. Figure 13 application.
illustrates the additional pitch rate
capability available in a recovery from
high angle of attack, and also the quicker CONCLUSIOis
onset. The figure also shows that the
control laws were not optimized for The S/XrD program has generated flight
maxi um effectiveness - the responses test data to validate four specific
converged to the same steady state pitch technologies:
rate. The S/ITD program was initiated as
a full-envelope demonstration without any 2-D thrust vectoring & reversing
high-angle-of-attack emphasis. A simple nozzle
linear gradient of pitch rate command vs
deflection was used, and would obviously Integrated Flight/Propulsion
be changed in application. Control

A demonstration of the Autonomous Larding Advanced Pilot/Vehicle Interface
Guidance capability was accomplished in a including Autonomous Landinq

night landing made at Edwards AD without Guidance
using ground-based guidance, runway lights
or aircraft landing lights. Starting 3onum Rough field/high sink rate
out the pilot designated a chosen lending gear.
touchdown point and rollout heading using l
the APG-70 radar map. The on-board These technologies have been integrated
software then provided steering commands into an F-15B to provide mission benefits
via the Head-Up Display (HUD) and the across the complete flight envelope from
Horizontal Situation Indicator. At the on-board guidance to a bad weather short
appropriate distance out, the pilot landing, through significantly enhanced
lowered flaps and the HUD reconfigured to maneuvering benefits to supersonic
the landing symbology. Both glideslope perfornance. These technologies are
and localizer guidance were provided on either transitioning on to other aircraft,
the HUD, together with -in outline of the or can be considered viable design options
Minimum Operating Strip for perspective, for future aircraft. Lessons learned from
Nominal operating procedures would have the program are available in References
the InfraRed (IR) image from a LANTIRN 5-10.
Navigation Pod also displayed on the HUD
for situational awareness. For the
demonstration, the IR sensor was left in PEFERENCES
the stand-by mode until a height of 200 ft
to simulate breaking out of weather at I. Moorhouse, D.J., J.h. Laughrey and
that height above the runway. At an R.W. Thomas, "Aerodynamic and
indicated 200 ft, the IR sensor was Propulsive Control Development of the
switched on and a successful short landing STOL and Maneuver Technology
completed using this synthet!c visual Demonstrator", AGARD CP 465, October
scene. Pilot comments were all favorable 1989.
aS far as routine use being viable.

2. Moorhouse, D.J., at.al., "Handlt.ng 4
Qualities of the STOL & Maneuver

THE FUTURE Technology Demonstrator from
Specification to Flight Test", AGAnD

Any prediction of the future is obviously CP 508, October 1990.
uncertain in today's political and
budgetary climates. We can, however, 3. Bursey, R., and R. Dickinson, "Flight
discuss technological advances which could Test Results of the F-15 S/MTD Thru .t
continue the Wright Labora--'ry heritage. Vectoring/thrust Reversing Exhaunt 4

Nozzle*, AIAA Paper 90-1906, July
Two-dimensional thrust vactorizg nozzles !990.
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attack control. The Advanced Control of a Multivariable Control System',
Technology for Integrated Vehicles Proceedings of NAECON 89, Dayton,
(ACTIVZ) program will fly the Pratt & OH., May 1989.
Whitney vectoring nozzle design on the
S/MTD aircraft in 1994 to measure full-
envelope benefits, such as optimum cruise
performance. It is expected that these
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Figure 2. Nozzle Operating Modes Figure 3. Available Control Effectors 4

S/MTD PROGRAM _ S/MTD PROGRAM
M oda of Control Ca;.--d Usage

CONVENTIONAL r I ogle-of-Attack Schedule (All Modes) •
- All effectors except vectcring/reverslng - .'ugr.zrt longitisdinal atatic stability

CRUISEi i ttinun drag- o p tim u m iht p a th c o n ro l 
pt m d a

COMBAT - lateral/directional stability (high AoA)

- Optimum IhIch trackIng
STOL-TOAi C'-,Vrol Power
- Max pwtlormnce takeofflrormal approach - pitch control (enhanced modes)

SLAND - directional control (all mode,)
- Max performa,ce aproach/ouhdown
SSTOL-G il Direct Sidoforce (Flaps Down)

sP4 RECOVERY - crosswind approach (rudder pedals)

-Full cor'rol authority/co foedbacks - landing rollout (latoral stick)

Figure 4. Flight Control Modes Figure S. Canard Unage
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S/MT PRORAM /MTDPROGRAM
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Figure 6. Pitch Vectoring Control Power Figure 7. Maneuver;ng Drag Polars

SS/MTD PROGRAM
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ANALYSE THXORIQUE DE L'ECOULFME' T AUTOUR D'U1v
RAFALEA

A GRANDE INCIDENCE

HIGH INCID3ENCE FLOW ANALYSIS OVER THE
RAFALEA

Jess-Deids MARION
DASSAULT AVIATION

DGT IDEA
'18. Quai NC Dassault
92214 Saint-Cloud

SljtorWS une di symiistoo de r~couleient et a cr66
ABSTRACT des efforts en accord zitc crux cnus par vole
A pood b;h angle of attack (AoA) bebavivur is a expaiimentale
requisite for aM new combat aircaf In ot Jer to gon a
better knwledge of the flow at high AoA computation LIMT DES SYMEOLES.
ovr the WALEA' has been conducted. CL anglecdincidence:
The aircraft is in a fuM nose dirwn controls czn= angle crbinidece de poitance mnaxirnale.
configuration : low speed, low altitude, 'high AoA and angle do dftapWe
lapg control swfce deflctioe- ?-oreoa.tr, slideslip is C coefficiet de pression-
consrdered so as to assess the lateral behaiomw of Lhe t wi cfiint deffort ltsral darn le reptrt aviLc
aircraft in this high AoA regime. C1  ceficient de moment d: maulis dans le rtp~re
The coNiptatioval doain around the comptlete aircraft ArinL
is discr'-tized into an unstructured mesh and !he flow is CI1 wxfficient de momnent de lacet clans IC McpAr
computed with a 3D) inviscid (EULER) :pproarh in avioc.
finite elemecnts. C, ooffcicnt de poiance damsle repbe
Aerod~ama CoD~fflQ haw been analyzed gridnaiclar
togetber with t topology of the flow in these high Cm coefficient de moment de tanpgc darn le rep~re
MoA configurations. Rs'sults have been found to yield n &odvamique.
promising agreement concerning the Mlw features (loss
o(weatercock stability at high AoA) althoug absolute
values of coeffcients arm still beyond reach of this 1. !NT!,DUCTION
basic methodology. Lznal-e du cotnpotement dimn aion A hvAct
In a %iew to get insight into non wmimetkc flow as it incidec est coinplexe car entrent en jeu des
can be found experimentally at high AA a ph~nom~nes afrodynamniques i !a fois encorc real
modification of the boundary conditions which create a kkdetfljs et mil moaias par les codes de calcul. En
tource of vorticity has been implemented. This leads w' paniculier, lorxpm lincidence croit. un rvbtne
the existence of Urige aniplitude side forces agreeing tillonnaire se dlqppe aliment6 par lea
vpith cxperiments. docotlemeras prenant naissance kc long de la poiato

avwan et des bords dattaque en Mlche [RM. 1i. A pattir
RESUME. Jun certain nivau dincidence (Z5O). ces tourbillons
L'dtude ponte ur lceKA FALE A i grar~e tncidence en de pIYnte avnt subissent des ddstablisations pouvant
configurtion do defense A piquer. Des calculs non conduir. I des kltements et I des direynaitres pais
visqucux do typie EULER 3D) sur un domainc discrttlsk de Wmpe~m~g instationnaires, 0
en il~ments finis non structurds ont permis dfanalyser La comprdbension des phinam~nes a~rodynarniques
Ie comportement 1 13 fois &A codicicnzts apparal. amns cnaiale car 12 fftsrym~tzi des
a~roynaniques et do r~mlemcnt tiddimenslnnel A 6wlmet toillonnaies &C traduit
haute incidne Dana ur. deuxim e mps. en cc qwi fy~aiquement sur lea courbes do siabiliti
con1Cere le Eoucnents dissymltritues de pointe longitudinales et tramvu'crsls do l'a'ion et ainsi sur sa
ava2nt renconlrds A tr~s hsaute incidencc. ure coatl6tariiti hautr incidence,
modification des conditions sax linutes de calcul a

Przsenxd at an AGARD Meerinson cknolg orfc 1fhty Manorsombl A irrrift: October 1993
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L'objectif de cette ftude est de montrer quavec Ies repr6metablc i Paide des phdnomenes relvant
codes industriels diveloplis cl DASSAULT essetiellement dui fluide parfait. Naninoins, le
AVIATION, il est ddsormais possible Pcxp!orcr It procassus physique de criation du towbillon per
domaine des hautes incidences qui devient tin domaine 6mission &c rocaionnel repose stir l'accumulation locale
de plus en plus fr~quenti! par lts avions de omat des couches limitts en des lignes de glisseinent puis
actiels et futurs. V.analyse, lorsque 1'angle datiaque stir leur *iction. La viscositt du fluide aisi quc la
augxncnte, portera principalement stir lts de= aspects twiiblencc ont done tin r6le fondamental dans Ie
swivanL;: prooessus: de crtation du towrbillon. La Viscosit6 at la

* dune part Ia reprisezntativz des ph6nom~nes turbuence interviennent 6galement lors de la
adrodynamiques stir It d~monstrateur 94 FALE A i dissipation ct Ices; de lMelatement evenituel du
grande incidence, towtbillon. En nigligeant las effets visquetix et

* et d'autre part la capaciti! i reproduire Ies tuibulents, on =o pourra donc esprer nioddliser
asymd~tries notables concernant Ies efforts, observ~es pr6cisnemnt ni Ia formation des tourbillons, ni kmu
exp~rimcntalement stir tinc pointe avant, dissipation, ni letir 6clatement.

Le calcul EULER, de plus, ne sait reproduire la
2. CONFIGURATIONS ETUJ3IEES. formation de towtbillons secondaires issus de lignes de
L'a'ion 4tudit dans ce domaine des hatites incidences stparations secondaires ddclenchieas par It d~collenient
ast It RAFALE A (cf. phoo 1), ddmonstrateur du des couches limnites tansverses induites par It
programme dravion Je combat multimission RAFALE tourbillon primaire.
(1cr vol It 04 juillet 1986). L.as gouvemnes Pour tine pointe avant cai incidence o tin bord
adrodynamiques (canard, bees, eti levons) sont d'attaque 6mouss6, la moddlisation EULER
braqti~es de Capon A assurer It contr6le longitudinal de (subsoniquc) ne saurait reproduire lts towubillons qul
livi )n A haute incidence. sont issu Mine ligne de glissemcn dont 12 position
Le code utilis6 pour I'avion complat (cf. piaragraphes 4 d&Pend, outre de Ia g~omdttie pr~cise et 6rentuellement
el 5) ast tin code EULER tridimensionnel, A schima. des irrigularit~s d& la peati. dti nomnbre dc Reynolds.
ddcentrE implicite, appliqu6 stir tin aspace diser~tisd par Cette ddpendance dti positionnament de Ia ligne: de
El6ments finis t~tra~driqiues non stn...tur&s [W~. 21. glissement et de l'intensitE de r'Emission towbillonnaire
La complexitd de lageomitrie (cf. planches 2et 3) vi avis dea viscositt tet ntuellemntnte- a *
juste pleinement l'tiisation de Ia dtscrdtisation en turbuence rend peti r~aliste tine approehe fluide parfait
El6ments non structurds. La g*m~tric de l'avion (A part pour oes g~om~tries. Par cositre, il apparait qt%-e stir
Ilarrilre-corps car6nE) est idtlement reprisant~e :les bords d'attaque aigus, lts bradients de pression
braquage des gouvernes, entr~es d'air etc. Par contra, crEds par Its Petits rayons die cowrbure sont tels
lts jets issus des deux rtacteurs ne sont pas moddlis~s, qeils; positionnent correctement 1l6ehappemnent
lamrrire-corps Etant sirnplcment cardnd. Le maillage touzbillonnaire en ealeul EULER Ccci est valable pour
spatial est particuiirement adapti pour des calculs A Its bordsdtqagusdvoilt et de canaid.
haute incidence I a dens it6 de maille restant Pour ]a deuxilme partie de ldftud qtii concemnera la
cons~quente A Iextrados de IPavion. Le maillage non dissyrrisation des tourbillons die Pointe avant
structurE comporte ainsi urn nombre total de nocuds -phdnom~ne non encore totalement dlucidd
supirietir A 150 000. experimentalement-, tine approche EUJLER chassique
Pour la saconde panide Etude (cf. paragraphe 6), tin est insuffisante. Nous utiliserons alors tin code EULER
code EULER 3D A schdma cenitrE! explicite, stir des darts lequal on imposera des d~collcments en modiflant
volumes finis structurts, ast utilisd stir tine g~omiftri de lts conditions atix limites et en sollicitant la dissyniei
Pointe avant. En effet, la topologie &tat selon des lignes de maillage splilles.
essenitiellement axisymitrique, tin maillage structurE Ajoutons dgalement quc It code psetido-instationnaire
petit &re aisdment r~alisE. employd -utilisant de plus tin pas de temsps loca

faussant ia cohdrence temporelle entre deux points du
3. JUSTIFCATION DES OUTILS UTILISES inaillage-, force la convergence vers tin Et4at pernment
LORS DE CETTE ETUDE. qui no satirait reprdsenter correctement Its Emisions
Le code die caleul cholsi pour rialiser cetta etud est It altem~es pouvant Etre expdrimentalemcnt observ~es A
code EULER tridimensionncl, ddveloppd chcz ti~s grande incidence (cf. simulations de [RW. 3D.
DASSAULT AVIATION (RW. 2]. Le crit~re de choix MaIt ls limitations inhdrentes aui code EULF.R, cc
itait l'titilisation dutn code industricl, validE et typie de moddlisation fut tout de m~me retenti pour sa 0
quotidiennement titilisd et de plus reistivament pati souplesse dtitilisation et son co~t reistivement modwse.
ooteux par rapport A des modilisations plus fines

comnc tin code NAVIER-STOKES avec mo&del de 4 ANAL ItSE DES COEFFCIENITS
ttirbulence [Rdf. I1. AEROI)YNAMIQUES.
La justification th~orique de l'utilisation de I'ULER Les conventions utiiisdes darts I,: cadre de cette wiude
repose stir le fait que ia dynamniquc dii tou.'billon est sont reprdsent~ssirksch~ma dola planchc 4. 0
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raile ani vent subit tin accident I.3rctdnstiqtie des
4.1 Conropratloo uam dfrapage. avions delta :1 l be diminiiant pour 'aile au vent,
Un balayWg en incidence flit tout d'abord Atudi sanw Ml'uernent touzbillonnaire cot destbbilis6 et It vortex
d&"apsg (0-) deo %hpr i nC s-iiiidsser oquau d(N)CX &lante,
probibse do stabilitt longitudinale. Le domaine de
variation r ouvr It point de portanc maximale: 4.2.2 .tnalyse de lafcrce lat!traleIe

Lc coefficient deffort la*PrI eqprimd dama It reptre
4.1.1,4nalysde laporfance C. avion C,~1 cst dMcompos6 2elon ses contributions du
Pour I- coefficient de portace airodynarniquc Cz, La fuselagt et de la derive (cf. planche 9). LC, 1 du
contnlation des difdrnts s,,us-enscmbles do Pavion fuselage eat reatvemet corstant Par cositre, itdenve,
(vothure fuslage, canard) a pu etre idtaihI~e en initfaleinent soumise A Pllet girouette rdduit son effort
intigrant le coefficient do psessinn Cp s&dlctivenent sir do rapoel et lrnverse maine C3,1<O.
chaque &mMn (of. planche 5). Oh appellera an=
lincidence de pixtance ma.'cimale de I'avion atier, 4.2.3 Analyze dii laet C,,1.
dacenue parlIvcalcul. La coefficient de lacet danm It rept avion CnI, est
On contstatt aiom tin plalbonneient de la ptirtancc do Is cixizn6 powr chaque iltmint consfihti (voilurt,
voilure va czW5Q puis ur ikrosanc r~gulitre. fuselage et diive) sir Is plancho 10. 11 fait apparaltre
Par conlre. ie fuseL-ge augxnein,. sa contribution jusquA lcffet drimusion de stabilit6 de I& ddnivc Codi se

o,+5.En cc qui concerne It canard, sa tradait par ui coefficient Col adgatif rienstcu d'un
contribution augmente continfiinent. Dui fait do son couiple instable.
braquage initial fortement nigatil, l'incidence do
portance nulic West attcinte qufautour do cc 6 .2 .4 Analyze &i roulls C11.
qui met en Mcdence Iinfluerxe dui champ Le .coefficient do focus C11 expritoe dans It repairO
adrodynamiquc de raile sur It canard. Ncoos que dans joou intkgr deux plifnombnes prdcddermxnt mis en
tine lar plage crincideacc, It canrd a uno tvidence:
contribution quasi lindare cn Cz ffais qu'une saturation * chute du rappel girouette do ia &erive
se d~oc& en artiii dui doinaine confid&6C 0 chute dui difaentiel dui Ca voilur.
La confrontation avrec ea -&gtats do souffirie indique Ces dcux cilfe' (dariv et vo-hure) se cumulcat et
um accord qualitatif(cf. ptanhe 6) satisfaisant. USa oofdtiisen I utiwtsfr dmiuto~n de l t1cur duiS
phiinotknc sent reproduits bien quo ai It niveati, ni rappel enroulis (cf. lanche 11).

ra&- crinie ne soet pr~ts aeexciu. 5- ANALY3Z DU CHAMP AERODYNAMIQUL

4.1.2 Analyse 4+j moment C,,,,
Le moment do tangago Cmtotal croitculminevers 5. Analys parftale.
cga puls decrolt (cf. planche 7). Le fUselage a un Lt chamop des vitese cit repr~witti stir la peati do
contribution destabilisante maxirnale vers cette maine Wion soius la forme do poils. Une vue lalkale (cf.
incidence. La canard destabilise progrcssivement A plariche 12) prftente Iecffct (rincidence: A derapago mit
miesre do sa prise drincidencc. Par wontre, it voilure sur In vitessc pnndtae On rcmnarque la ddfexioo

voit son moment de tangige dettenir do plus en plus pmrssv de vectei vitese avoa l'iicidoiice. A
otabilisant (Cn<O). ~ ~ aWIOO It canard cot d4porlcur etAi anm45*, il ex

dams It lit dti vent local.
4.2Configuratlov avec d~rapag. A a.+5,on pead noter quo la ddrive cit dMntd
Stir Vavion er dMense A pique?, tin dftapage do P Wt (masque dui Wueage et do la voilurc).
appliquA& 1a planche B3 po~sente l'extrados A csw.W1O* et A

,a+5 d=n It cia dii d~rapagc. On petit y niowe en
4.2.1 Analyse de la parlance Cr. particulier A l'incidence la plus llevdc, I& dissym~trie
La derapage fait subir A l'avion entier une M&e des deini-voiltires : ailo gauche (ati vent) eat d~vent~e
diminution dui coefficient de portance (cf. p1anche 8). (6clatemetnt dui vortex) alors quo I'aile droite (scus le
Lorsque la contribution propre do chaqu domi-avion &.im) potiO encore la marque dui vortex
est anabyade, on constate quo It derni-avion gauiche
(c&d 2ui %vnt) porte s~vvinatiqueinetr plits que It derni 5.2 Analyst dims le champ.
avion droit (sous It vent), tandis quo It derii avion do Des coupes dii champ dans tin plan situi A X constant
rif~rence en d~mapagc nitl sbneraleentre Its dewx an iveau do pied deodrive permcttent CanalymI&ri
niveaux pstcv~dents. Ce phlnomne oat coh~rent nyec raison do l'inversion do I'effet ZirouetC A aa411*
l'effet do fleche clasiqile d'une analyse lhiide parfait comino on avait Pu It ditector A partir do lanatlyse des
qui a pour cons~quence &atignnntcr It grAint do coefficients C , Cn let C11I. Stir ces coupes, Its polls do
portance do l'ailo au vent par dimninution do on fl~che vitesso sot siimpoada au champ des pFusionh (cf.
appernte. Par contmt, on renisque quo passE ns.,,. planche 14). A crn-lO4 , on constae tine nurpression 0

0



sur la iltce au vent de la dirive (conduisant k llefftt ligue de glisscnicnt comnme on peut Iobserver ca
Siroucte). Les vitesses pernwmtent de noter umc rdalitt.
prdomina=c dui towrbillon aui vent (stir la. drite de la On est done amend A introduire uzic modification des 4
vue) par rapport A M'ile SOWs le vent. conditions aix limites le long de I& ligne de glisscment
Par coatre, A cz,.45*, le champ des vitesses indique de manibe A inposer un ddcrilkmut Ie long de cellici
que la derive serait alimentde de fagon symdtrique. De i chaqile itdrrtion. L'intdr& de I'utilis3±ion dui maillage
plus. la zone d iressionnaire ismu de lddatement dui structurt (1, J, K) dans cette configuration de points
tourbillon dcxtrado de Pailc aui vent so rapp-locb: di: la avant coaique est de pouvor andtment designe I& ligns
derive et vient induure alors des pressions ndptives de glis~ermnt per identification I une ligne topologique
conduisant ialors i inversion de 'effet dcgiroutte. (1-11A 4, J0.K,)-

L~a mnodification des conditions aux limites stir deux
5.3 Eielgmemientil. lignes symftz 1ue donne efetuveinec, viissance A dcux
On a pu ainsi montrer, A Pai1de &- codes industriels tourbillons; swendtrques. On a poi remarquer que ceuc
relativement dconorniques quune pr~diction en accord modification &it sans effet notable A faible incidenc
qualitatif wrvc I'expdience pouvait etre cbtenuc en ce mais iquelle se traduisait A g-r-ide incidece par umn
qui conce les oefficients adrod~nwaiques et Icur torte 1mission tourbillonnaire. Cette modff-tion des
dvolution en foniction de alpha pour le domains des conditions aux lunites s'apwete- donc cdictivecmt
hautes incidences. En particulier. la pale de stabilitd au phdnomdns physique de creation de touiion.
grouette de Ia derive avec l'incidence (classique de la

configuration nmonoddrive dorsale) a Pu dire retrouv&~ 6.2 Dissyvinktristdion des tourbillons.
par le calcul. Mais dec plus, 1'attrait des calculs Dans tine deuxidme Italic, on a cherch A reproduire la
adrodynamiqucs riside en I'analyss spatiale qui petit dissyngtrie obscrvde sxpdrimnentalenient stir des poinies
&=r mnn& en vuc d'aider A Ia comprilbension des avanit A trds forte incidsnce et A ddrapge nut.
pbdnowknes adrodynainiques responsables de Notre calcul eat ainsi rcndu dissymftxiue par Ie biaLs
probidmes dvcntusls de stabilitd. des conditions aux lizoites "-ntrairnnent A dautres

ftudcs (cf. (Wd 3)) qut ont joud so tins ddfhrmat~on
6- ETUDE DE LA DISSYMETrR1SATION DE LA gdonidtiqus pour rompre la s-nidtie. Ainsi, pour
SOLUTION. obtenir par le calcul line dissymeuje A f=00. dj ;t eh
11 a souvent t obwezv expdrinientalsinent fRif. 41 necessare de soliiir Ua disr)1ndrid dui systdme
l'existence d'sfforts Iatiraux A la fois intenses et non tourbilloiinaire au nivsau des euax ligne; do
prddictibles sur des pointes avant coniques plaodes en ddcollwn~t pr&ddemment spicies i Paide dui calcul
incidence. Ccwc-ci sont crdds par lie mdtastabilitd dui de couche limits. On a ensuite choi. doe tdema
systame towrbillonnaire pouvant &mr induits par uine longitudinaleinent line ligne par rapport A rautre Dans
perturbation memc ilnime de Idccuement. Ie cas prdsent, la ligne droite die la points avant cst
Une didme 6uide fut alors engagd en vue dtudicr decalds tie 10 cmr en aval. On a p-u notcr tine granj
Ia capacit6 des codc. A reproduire les mdcanismcs Mawe sensibilith des efforts Iatdraux via A vis dui &Wair
part d'drission tourbillonnaire sur tin corps ind et longitudinal, cc qui est coherent m=~ les ..kIhs de
dnautre part la dissymdtisaton die cc systdme rdptitivitd obsezvis en sotifflerde.
towrbillonnaire ayec; I'incidence. LA planche 16 prdsents, dans Ie cas d'un caku A W0.

Ics isovaears tie r'entropis selon des cr'pes A X 0
6.1 Ddclcnchemetnt torci dies tourbiihoes constant, vies de I'nvant. Un premier t, urb~loa eS1 ro
Or, Ie code EULER. utliWuis ncn points -vant rne par la prernidre ligne situds A gauche (n*1 A dti e ila
domne pas tie touxifflons car les rocompressions sont coupe). C. towrbillon est ensuite ijwee Un dntieuine
insuffmsantes pour induire des ddcollcmclits sponzands touirbillon est &Wns par 1i Iigrce droite (n*2 I gauche de
qui se produiraient sur les lignes dc glissement. [a coupe). Cehui-ci eat beaucoup plus untens .: leIs
Une procddure particulitre eat alo; titilisde de faron A gradients de pression sont p~tr. fins qt~ o u de Ia
rocrder arzificiellenmt tin dicollement le long des lignes crdation dui tourbillon n0l. En mvl, tin troisidme
do glissernent. La technique utilisde est 2lors la tcorbillon (nO 3) cat -Mdmis par la premifre ligme £e-te
suivante. Stir la points avant fincmsent maillde, tin dissyindti de M'coulcrnsnt (cf. planchc 16) s tre-it
calcul EULER eat rdalisd. Un calcul de ouche limits par des efforts Iatiranx corisiddrables dont Prm:tude
est ensuite conduit. Cchul-ci met en dvidence que lea eat conattd Wie dii ine ortirs de VrAcdir qu'e cells
lignes de couran transitionncnt par effet transversal rpi a pu &mr cbservde expdrmentasmntw A tzds haute
puis ddcollent Ie long (rune ligie de glisseum (cf. inzidence ( -t50-).
figure 15. oii MIdotition dui paraindtre do formne H eat
rcprdientde pour quclqucs lignes de courant). Le caicul 7- CONCLUSION.
EULER ne rcpt5.sntant pas les effets visqueux. Ins Miun point tic vine g~5ndra. I'cnsembls des phinomdne
lip=c d& ccurant ne saccwmalent pas Ic: long de la et tics tendancts rclevis er. so~zllrie ont t-n &tI

rctrourv&a Sans dun=e des rtduuats quzntitatifa
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suffasaznment flables, le calcul, pennet une analyse REFERENCES.
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DYNAMIC TESTS TO DEWSTRATE LATERAL COMTROL USING FOREBOY
SUCTIO Oi LARGE SCALE MODELS IN TlE DRA 24FT WIND TUNNEL

Geraldine F. Edwards
A. Jean Ross

Edward S. Jefferies
Charles 0. O'Leary 0

Aerodyn&aics/Propulsion Department
Defence Research Agency

Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 6TD. UK.

so= GP,GPD,GPXF Lateral gains in DPS 0
GPH2,GP%3,

The concept of applying suction at the GRZ,GR, GRD,
nose of forebodies at high angles of G8Z
attack to control the vortex flow was g?, g1, 9) Gains in ideal
tested in two dynamic wind-tunnel proportioaal/inteqral/
experiments on largo scale versions of differential controller 0
the Deferce Research Agency (DRA) High G7, G1, Gj Gains in analogue
Incidence Research Model (HIRI) in the controller
DRA 24ft wind tunnel.

KpS, KIS Gains in digital
The first experiment with a HIMNI wind- controller in suction
tunnel model mounted on a free-to-yaw loop 0 *
rig used an analogue control system. n Lag in analogue
The model was controlled at angles of controller
attack of 28" and 32.5- by applying p Gain in analogue
differential suction through small controller
holes near the nose apex to ainiaise p, q. r Roll, pitch and yaw ratec.
the error between demanded and measured dtg/sec 0
angle of sideslip. 0 Flow rate, cc/in or m3/2

s Operator in transfer
The second experiment used a functions
free-flight version of HIR1l with a t Time, seconds
digital Departure Prevention System V Wind speed, /s
(DPS) which was flown successfully in x?, zP Distances of cg from pivot 0
previous experiments. A nose suction along body axes, a
control law, designed to maintain roll a Angle of attack, degrees
about the wind axis, was added to the at  Limiting angle of attack
DPS. The model was mounted on a rig (it am), degrees
which allowed freedom in yaw, roll and a =t Correcffed angle of attack
pitch, the tailplanes could move from calibration of vanes, 0
symetrically and differentially, and degrees
the rudder was used to augment An;le of sideslip, deres
directional stability. The model could V - Tailplane angle (Port.
be flown at angles of attack up to Starboard), degrees
about 30, with the suction control law * Yaw angle, degrees
active, bat would diverge in yaw and Pi Gain in analogue
roll if the suction was turned off. controller

V, P Lags in aalog"u
MIrM W1 controll~r

aGain in ana.ogue
F Factor in suction controller

control law 0
GW,GO,GQD. Longitudinal gains in
GA,GAL DPS

P AAr Oa 1993



for this experimt. The lateral

It hs ben stalised hatthestability was enhanced anid a control
votihas beealshed tha thherboyofa law added which used nose ruction to

vortcesshedby he frebdy o an maintain roll about the velocity azis.
aircraft become asymetric at high this being highly desirable for
angles of attack, even at zero sideslip manoeuvres at high angles of attack, to A
angle, causiny large sideforce and keep sideslip to low levels and
yawing moment . From their symtric requires significant Yawin moments
positions, orne of the vortices moaes from the aerodynamic controls.
away from the surface, and t". other
moves closer, but which moves in a Vw7- in j
Sivmi direction ts arbitrary. The sign
of the sideforce is also arbitrary and 2.1 Deelptlem, of mo amd
may change as angle of attack fre.-to-yew rig
increases, however for a given
cenfiguration at a particular angle of A large model of K~I was comvrted
attack, th ? magnitude of the sideforce for testing in the CPA s wind tcnnel
is bounded .In support of reseacch into the

prevention of departare at high "Itls
These asymetries in the sideforce. of attack. For the free-to-yaw
yawing momient and rollirng moment cause experiment the nose probe was removed
aircraft to depart from symetric and replaced by an ogival forebody with
flight conditions, anid car. lead to a a sharp conical rnse which had two
dep~arture from confpjolled fliqbt. small holes of approximately O.75aw
The investigations on the active dtmter. 7mm back from the tip.
control of the forebody vortices have situated 30' down from the top plmne of
culminated in dynamic wind tuznel tests symmetry. as near to the apex as It was
on larger versions of the Nigh .possible to make the. The GA of the
Incidence Research Model (KlIL4)'. model is srAm in Fig 1. The model at
Originally it was planned to test the the --hosen angle of attack, canard and
control system in fme-flight, but tatIplant surfaces fixed, was mountnd
changes at the range and lack of effort on the rig, on a sirgle-alts giwl
prevented this. The concept was (Fig 2). so that it was free to rotate
therefore tested in various stages aid In yet about the axis normal to the
two expertments in the DRA 24ft wind fusalage. The aximum deflection tn yaw
tunnel are reported hare. could be restricted by stop%. The fin

did not incorporate a rudder. so the
The first exportient used the wind only arodynamic cuntrol w*s from ns
tunnel version of the large model or. a suction as a sideslip-603WAd system
free-to-yaw rig. a fd repeattd an (Fig 3) to maintain dinmidsd position. 01
earliler experiment with the saw The pump geterating suction was outside
analo~ne control system. The model with tbe tunnel. and a suction level of
a longer forebody gavre greater control I psi (6195 ll 1 ) was sufficient to
power in ya7v at a givcn an-,le of attack generate the flow rato required. To
and control of the sodel was possible provide a stabilising ment from the
at a = 2e and 32.5' for turznel speeds weight component, the model was
betvasa 10 ansi 25 a/s. The second ballasted aft, anid a spare cait&M
expariment used the modiflted surface vat fixed to the udrside ot
free-Eliqht model on a new rig in the the fuselage as a ventral fin to give
DRI 24ft i~nd tunnel. The rig has a cre positive directional stability.
gimbal systea~ allowing freedom of
rotation in yaw, roll and pitch, but it Transitiot. strips, along the 80 6
war also possible tc prevent rotation generator. gave a turbulent saparat'cn
zbout t4e roll and pitch axes by behialthe nose cone and previous
applying brakes. The diglial Departure tetj'had shown that the
Prevanyiff System developed b; RAe longitudinal station of the change from
Drough' .was extensively tipteZ ia lasinar to turblent separation (which
free-flight and was modified" by W~ depends on Reynolds Vueber) affected
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the meaitwde of the muli control the resultant agle of ya was achieved
pcmas in the sidefotce and yawing with decreased port flow rate sad
Rom'. increased starboard flow rate due to

the negative demand f rom the
2.2 71ibt otiol ueM nd aslop controller. For the constrained motion

mlote in yaw, the angle of sideslip is
proportional to t-be yaw &nqle but of

The flight Control 5aLaM Was Identical the opposl*' sig".. ~ r es
serwo actuatert. drives differatial ly The suA ion was tOe turned of f and the
tL-' P1eIsw f ros the Aalogae sodel stabilised att a yaw angle of
coatrcller, ware comected to aeedle aboiat -4.5' corresponding to a balanca
valvs (aticb changed the flow rates of the yawing moents due to the
tLrosmb the mose holes (Fi1 4). A a.wmtric forebody flows and sidelip,
potantiometer vas used to mneare angle and the yawing umsat due to the weigtt
of yw. propert~cmal to anle of cctposet. The controller sfpmalwa
sideslip for constrained notice on a large mad ative ceasing the port
free-to-yaw rsq. ,wA the signal was servo to close and tUe starboard srvo
used as feefeck to the controller, to open fully (t'at wAth n flow
Mhe controller (Fig 3) wsa deo through).
Sstem Isplanrntod cm an a4alo9=
ccmtr. to the differance betee Te flow rates for zero deadto the
medeered and d , 1 4-4 le of yaw Izw servos cotroll la; the pit ions of the
ainixsed UXLo4 4 neDW valves wars et to 130 cW/in.
propartio"alliotegrali diffegeatial to sale chazges In both pout and
(PI) control 14m. tuxboard flow rates for sepadwe

de s to the marvos.- The maima flow
The O1fiszetal flow rate, to. is rate for they tests VS Chon to be
ideally gi"M b2y aborst 400 CR1s. and wtad-off chck

Indicated tbe. 3% Wcait 11m achieved.
IQ . F. (* , g1a)$J.* . as tedicated an tfe scaes.

ldrl tM squar bradet4 4Mote The sact 1cm pup Was tow Q& agal at
tracsfer tvations. F te i tho aont 63 secombe. ad the model
sCalipq factor requirwd to? t. remmed to. a xro an eof sidealip.
pItyslcal Milts Used ftr 10 "d A. of tgr banh seras Ovursat the stetdy
SOM.~r tt. asloga :UIrct one foud Position. it c8e b'e so"s tha*t a smal
to Istrodee awtitiosal laop, and the amplitudo Cecllatiowt Was PCOOOZ on
actrAl form af tUw irasier fsact io tbe reepce*ss. the amrc of %*Ach tds
was wslyoed to he sat b" iftstifla le ht this tet 0

4mcmuted thot effectiveess of the
10 a .IG? * (isS~.C[IsJ ton Ccto3 to salatsla zaro angle

1 - [I * ps:(s* .Awls5 ) ;of swIelp I* rim pAsewice of
asymmtzic forabody flows.

Tim diftrsnialof the uuasrod
"lle of sideasit WOs I&Clued- to give 2.3.2 btpess to set~ doe

additinal daping.With the nofl at a t 32.S' and a
2.3 Rapelamtal I~ teama) speed of 10 n/s, tht resposes

to a series of stop changes in 6inakded
2.3.1 Utiet et setion cetel sldeslip ca beso= In Fig 6. "am two

b"st traces Rhow tze "m l4el1 of0
Thes reponse of tno model at a - 32.5* flow rates nede to saintAls the var
4ad tumel s;4*d of 10 x/s. with angle between 6.5* ai -4'. There W a
suctias an maa off is shm In Fig 5. la% bitw the deand (second trace)
The section controller wsactivo far and the Yaw angle (top trauce). but the
tIe first 21 *ecoeds o! the record, the wariosa lefel are hold. except
domw-ed agle of sidaslip was zero and possibly for the highest demad at0
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t 8>) Bsc. were fixed at zero degrees to the
Further tests showed that with Horizontal Fuselage Datum (HFD), but
increased tunnel speed (V = 25 alp the tailplanes and rudder were driven
Reynolds Number = 1.5 x 10i) the by the flight control system, via
oscillations in the PID output and electro- mechanical actuators. The
servo positions were of higher model mounted on the new rig is shown
frequency and much larger amplitude, in Fig 8, with the close-up view (Fig
but a reason for this was not found. 8a), showing the rudder hinge line, the
More discussion on this can be found in deflected tailplane, and the a-vane on
Reference 9. the port side near the trailing end of

the transition strip on the forebody.
2.3.3 lmespomae to We dmands The bomb slip on te top of the

fuselage was used for carrying the
Computaions done before the model under a helicopter for
wind-tunnel tests indicated that free-flight tests.
airspeed had an effect on the lag of •
the response. This effect can be seen Needle valves, driven by electro-
in the experimental responses in Fig 7 mechanical actuators responding to the
for a = 32.5. A pulse denand was FCS, controlled the flow rates through
applied to the PID controller and at the port and starboard holes. A
V = 10 a/s, the response was sluggish ronstant level of suction was applied
end there was appreciable overshoot 3t to the other side of the needles, using
t = 9 sac, due to the port needle valve a small electric pump installed in the
being fully open and the starboard one fuselage.
closed. As the speed was increased to
15, 20 and 25 a/s, there was a decrease The transducers used for flight trials
in the lag between the demanded and were installed in the model and
resultant yaw angle and an increase in included rate gyros to measure roll, 0 0
frequency and amplitude of the PID pitch and yaw rates, and an horizon
output. The decrease in lag was similar gyro to measure pitch and roll angles.
to that in computations, but it was not Angles of attack and sideslip together
possible to see any significant change with all these signalE, apart from
in the amplitude of yaw angle due to pitch angle, were inputs to the onboard
tur.nel speed. flight control system. The vanes 0

measuring the angle of attack and
3 FNS-10-YJ/ptL/P!TM am sideslip were on the fuselpqe, and were

calibrated i. static tests . Responses
3.1 Pacriptim of model md of about 30 variables could be

frem-to-rm/roll/pitch r" monitored in the control room, with a
maximsu of 8 synchronous channels of 0

The original plan to test the n 'e chart records being possible.
suction concept on a freely flyLi
model dropped from a helicopter becane The model was mounted on the same
virtually imp3assible due to changes at cranked support as the free-to-yaw rig,
the range and low priority access to a at mean angles of attack of betwoen 2G'
helicopter. It was therefore decided to and 37'. It was held above the cranked •
design a new rig for the DRA 24ft wind support on the 3-axis gimbal, with
tunnel which would allov a model to freedoms of t7" in pitch and t20* in
respond in yaw, roll and pitch angle, both roll and yaw. Brakes could be
and modify a free-flight model to be applied on the pitch and roll axes to
fixed to a 3-axis gimbal on the rig. hold the model at coi-tant angle of

attack and zero bank angle
The original forebody and nose probe respectively. The Yodel is shown at a
were replaced by the forebody and nose large angle of yaw in Fig 8b, the
cons used in the free-to-yaw test*, resulting bank angle being associated
making the external geometry of the two with yawing moent about the geometric
models identical (except that the body axis.
ventral fin was not used). The canards •



The model was ballasted to make the to add a control law to maintain roll
centre of gravity as near as possible about the wind axis using nose suction
to the centre of rotation for the to generate the required yawing 0
gimbal system. Longitudinally the cg moments. The block diagrams for the
needed to be less than 0.02s from the departure prevention system and the
pivot point for the available nose suction control system are shown
aerodynamic pitching moment from the in Fig 9.
tailplanas (at the low speeds) to
balance the moment due to the weight. The longitudinal ccntrol law could be •
It was also found that the roll control either a pitch-rate demand system or an
available was not sufficient to angle-of-attack limiter, switching
counteract the unstable moment from the automatically between the two. It could
weight if the cg was more than about also be used as an a-demand system by
0.003m above the pivot. The applying a constant high level of pitch
longitudinal cg position could be rate demand and setting the a limit to 0
changed fairly easily, with ballast the required angle, and was used in
being required at the rear, but it was this way for these experiments. The
difficult to reduce the height of the required angle-of-attack could be
cg above the HFD. The wing is above the changed within ±7* about the chosen
RFD and is relatively heavy, so 50lbs mean angle of the model on the rig.
of lead shot was put on the floor of •
the model, about 101 of unballasted The roll control was a roll-rate demand
model weight of 5501b (250kg). This did system with roll damper, using
not reduce the cg height sufficiently differential tailplane for roll
to give roll control, but the available control, and a cross-feed to rudder to
volume restricted addition of more enhance roll performance. The roll
ballast, control law was switched out and the •

hutomatic Bank Angle Recovery System
Some experiments were conducted with a (ABRS) became effective for 5 seconds
lOb weijht held on a rod fitxed to the if the bank angle exceeded a set limit.
rear of the model, about 0.7m below the (The directional control law was also
RFD, and control was found to be switched out). This Recovery System was
marginal, needed for flight experiments, and was

used as a back-up to the roll brake on
To improve recovery from extreme angles the rig, to prevent large bank angles.
of yaw and roll the edge of the cut-out The directional contro; system was a
in the floor of the model was packed rudder demand system, with augmentation
with foam rubber reducing the effects of lateral/directional stability using
of hitting the stops. The final rdder proportional to angle of
experiments were conducted with a 201b sideslip, and a yaw damper.
weight fixed 0.7m below the fuselage
just ahead of the pivot. The control laws required angles of

attack and sideslip, so the corrected
3.2 Flight control system and digital values had to be calculated from thu

cotroller vane jfignals, using the calibkat', a
data 1 . The mean of the port and 0

The control syste for these starboard vane signals was
experiments was much more complicated substantially independent of angle of
than the analogue controller described sideslip and flow rate. The difference
in Section 2.2, and a full description between the readings was related to
of the control laws designed by BAe is sideslip, but was affected by the
given in Reference 13. forebody vortices. This meant that 0

applying flow rate affected the
The Departure Prevention System I for indicated angle of sideslip, which
HIRMI was successfully tested in free could be corrected in the calibration,
flight, to a = 30* approximately and but the random asymmetry at zero angle
it was decided to modify the system to of sideslip and zero flow rates could
extend control up to a = 32", and also not be included in the correction.

6 0
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The additional control law using nose 3.3 Compted raMponae
suction, minimised the yaw rate about
the wind axis (p.sin a - r.cos a) in Initially it was thought prudent to
order to maintain rolling about the allow the model to respond in yaw only 0
wind axis and prevent large angles of but controlled by the lateral laws of
sideslip. The required changes in flow the digital Flight Control System. This
rate were applied differentially to was achieved by keeping the roll and
port and starboard needle valves, so pitch brakes on. Before 'flying' the
the initial flow rates were set at nodel on the rig, responses were
equal non-zero values to allow coaputrd using the equations of
decreases as well as increases in the notion , yawing moments from the
flow rate. The differential flo rate mathematical model and a complete FCS,
was given by for various longitudinal positions xf

of the cg relative to the pivot, over
A0 = F. (1% + KSjl/s]) an a range from 20 to 32.5". The model

.{p.sin a-r.cos a) cc/min was found to be stable. A set of 6
responses with a = 30, V = 20 mls and

with Yn = 50 and KS = 150 for F = 1.0 the cg and pivot point coincident is
and the roll rate p and yaw rate r in shown in Fig 10a.
deg/sec.

With the roll brake off the response
The Flight Control computer was was very similar but more oscillatory 0
extensively bench-tested using a free for the same flight conditions (Fig
flight model and a mathematical modell4  lob, set(i)). The effect of the cg
of the aerodynamic forces and moments, position 0.02a behind the pivot was
to simulate the notion in free flight, also checked but had very lit'le effect
The responses of the mathematical model (set(ii)). The response shown in
were used as inputs to the Flight set(iii) was for a = 32.5' and was more 0 0
Control laws, and the resulting outputs oscillatory but reached a stable
were used to drive the actuators of the trimmed state.
tailplanes, rudder and the needle
valves. The loop was closed by feeding When the pitch brake was released, the
the control positions to the longitudinal control law became
mathematical model. effective and the mean tailplane 6

deflection defined a realistic trim
A problem was encountered where the state. Computations for a = 27.5',
signal to the differential tailplanes I? = z? = 0 are shown in Fig lla,b the
increased, at arbitrary rates and mean vane reading of 47.6" from the.
random sign, with a drift in angle of calibration used in the mathematical
sideslip, tending to result in a model. 9
divergent response. Thy source of the
drift was investigated but could not Computations were also made with the
be eliminated. integrators excluded from the control

laws (Fig llc), as the FCS could be
However it was found that:- used in this state. The response was
a) there was no drift if the more damped than the corresponding 0

integrators were switched out of the 'integrators in' response, with a final
control loops and a = 16.8' ( vana reading 32.3") where

b) it was possible to maintain control the nose suction control is
of the model by introducing pilot ineffective. The trim state could not
demands to roll rate via pulses be reached since the error between the
through a joy-stick-type controller, demanded and measured angle of attack •
the sign and duration of the cannot be minimised without an
pulses being judged by the 'pilot'. integrator in the loop.

On this basi2 it was decided to use the Checks were also made to see if control
Flight Control System in the could be maintained with the cg above
wind-tunnel tests. the pivot and a few conditions were
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found where the departure in roll could control laws so the rudder moved to S
theoretically be held, at higher wind augment directional stability. When the
speeds, for Zp = 5mm, but it was felt integrators were switched in, the model
that control was unlikely to be slowly diverged in angles of bank and
possible in practice. yaw with constant differential tail and

slowly decreasing rudder deflection.
The behaviour of the model during However control was maintained by small
tunnel run-up with the FCS active was continuous inputs to rudder and roll
also investigated, finding that the demands via the joystick, as can be
model reached a near steady state by seen starting at t = 56 seconds.
tbi time the wind speed was constant.

The gains in the control law for
3.4 Experimental respons s maintaining roll about the wind axis

were determined using a mean flow rate
As stated in 3.1, the model vertical cg of 180 cc/min and maximum flow rates of
location was lowered by the addition of 1600 cc/min at speeds of about 40 m/s. 0
a 20 lb mass Uxed on a bar 0.7 m below The actuators of the needle valves
the fuselage. The interffrence effects controlling flow rate were adjusted to
of the bar and mass on the aerodynamic give these limits and a mean flow rate
forces and moments were judged to be at zero demand. It was possible to
small. increase the gains by increasing the

level of suction, and this gave much 0
With the model at mean a = 25*,(EX= tighter control.
26.6"), and V = 15 m/s, control could
be maintained at small constant yaw The responses in Fig 14 were for
angles with the roll brake on, and the changes in EK with oscillations
integrators switched in. This is similar to those on the free-to-yaw
illustrated in the first 12 seconds of rig, the frequency was lower but the 0
record in Fig 12a, although roll limit cycle character was the same. A
dpmands via the joy-stick were used detailed descrip.ion of further tests
prior to this to prevent divergence of can be found in Reference 9 and
the differential tailplanes. :,e although it was not possible to
corrected a x about 24" and the manoeuvre the model on the rig at very
tailplane deflection about -13, high rates, the response generated did 0
indicate that the longitudinal positios. show that the suction control was
of the cg is ahead of the pivot.The effective, and could be implemented
roll brake was released at t = 12.5 successfully.
seconds and the model moved to trim
angles of bank and yaw. The model was MKLUDING
then centralized by small roll demands
and a rudder pulse was demanded (Fig The two experiments described here are
12b), causing tne yaw angle to change the culmination of a research programme
sign and the bank. angle to become into controlling forebody flows at high
positive. The roll demands at 33 angieE of attack to generate ya#ing
seconds gave differential tail moment for the enhancement of
movements and changes in yaw and bank manoeuvring capability. S
angles as expected.

The yawing moment due to differential
The final configuration with the model flow rate has been used successfully to
at a = 25.5* and cg slightly aft of the control a free-flight scale HIMI1 model
pivot, was achieved by putting 2.1kg of on a free-to-yaw rig. An analogue
ballast insidt the rear of the model, controller tinimised the error between •
The first 25 seconds of responses in demanded and measured yaw angle,
Fig 13 (with the integrators switched maintaining zero yaw when asymmetric
out and the roll brake off) show a forebody flows were present, and moving
lightly damped oscillation in yaw witn the model to demanded positions. The
the two c vanes at different levels directional stability was marginal at
indicating an angle of sideslip ia the these angles of attack, so was •
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augmented by a ventral fin. 7 Ross A J, Jefferies E B,
Edwards G F; 'Dynamic wind tunnel

The nose suction control law has been tests on control of forebody
added to an existing Flight Control vortices with suction'. •
System and the free-flight nodel of AGARD CP 496, Paper 17, 1991.
HIRMI was successfully controlled on a RAE TM Aero 2206, 1991.
free-to-yaw/roll/pitch rig. The FCS
requires further development, but the 8 Ross A J, Jefferies E B,
responses indicate that the principles Edwards G F; 'Wind tunnel tests on
of using forebody vortex control via control of forebody vortices by
nose suction have been demonstrated. suction for several foretodies on
Rolling about the wind axis can be the DRA High Incidence Research
maintained by the nose suction control Model'. RAE TM Aero 2230, 1991.
for the restricted manoeuvres possible
on the free-to yaw/roll/pitch rig. The 9 Ross A J, Jefferies E 8,
main conclusions of the whole research Edwards G F; 'Dynamic tests cn large 0
programme are listed in Reference 9. scale High Incidence Research Models

(HIRMl) in the DRA 24ft wind tunrel
MU M with control of forebody vortices by

nose suction' DRA TR 92067, 1992.
1 Fiddes S P;'Separated flow about

cones at incidence -Theory and 10 Naseem M A; 'High Incidence Rep ch •
experiment'. RAE TM Aero 2055, 1985. Model (HIRM): Flight Control

System'. BAe Note YAC 386, 1987.
2 Mundell A R G;'Low-speed wind tunnel

' its on the use of air jets to I, Naseew H A, Ross A J; 'Development
control asymmetric forces and and implementation of flight control
moments occurring on aircraft at system for a research drop model'. * •
high incidences'. RAE TM Aero 1984, Seventh Bristol Internaticnal
1984. Conference on Remotely Piloted

Vehicles, 1988. (BAe Note YAD 386).
3 Heydari F;'Active yaw control of a

generalised missile body at high 12 Naseem M A; 'High Incidence Research
angles of attack by means of nose Model (HIRM): Flight Control System 0
suction'. RAE TM Aero 2140, 1988. Design (Nose Suction)'.

BAe Note YED 8064, 1992.
4 Ross A 3, Jefferies E B,

Edwards G F; 'Control of forebody 13 Ross A J; 'Calibration of air data
vortices by suction at the nose of instruments on the High Incidence
the DRA High Incidence Research Research Models in the DRA 5m wind 0
Model: Wind Tunnel tests'. RAE TM tunnel'.
Aero 2172,1990. RAE TM Aero 2109. 1987.

5 Ross A j, Jefferies E P, 14 Smaller K; 'Deilintion of lRMI
Edward G F; 'Control of forebcdy aerodynamic models: Nose suction
vortices by suction at the nose of effects'. (TSIM and LUCOL 0
the DRA High Incidence Research representations).
Model'. RAE TM Aero 2194, 1990. BAe Note YAO 5332, 1992

6 Ross A J, Jefferies E B,
Edwards G F; 'Aerodynamic data for
the effects of no'e suction on a
High Incidence Research Model with a
large forebody'.
(App. by D G Mabey).
RAE TM Amro 2204, 1990.
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Fig 1 General irranqeamant of model (HIRM 1)

Fig 2 Model on free-to-yaw rig
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Fig 3 Block diagram of sideslip demand system
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Fig 4 Sketch of suction system
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Fig 5 Effects of turning suction off and on.
a =32.5, V - 10 m/s (froic-to-yaw rig)
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Fig 6 Responpa to various levels of demanded
angle-og-sidal1ip a a32..5, V 10 rn/s*
Cf ree-to-yaw rig)
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(free-to-yaw rig)

external ballast below aid-fuselage

Fig 8b Mod el at large yaw angle on
tre-to-yaw/roll/pitch rLg
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,,,,+- Fig 11 Computed responxses for
frtee-to-yaw/rollt/pi tCh rig,
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Fig 10 Computed respo)nses for 2.
frtee-to-yaw/rol 1/pitch rig,
constrained by brakes, V = 20 rn/s
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Fig 12 Responses with roll brake on and off,
ballast weight below id fuselage
( free-to-yaw/roll/pltch rig)
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Fig 14 Effponts of integator andeane
demandf-ttck inpgter flo * 2.5 V15
(frero-too-yaw/roll/pitch rig)
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Outils pour la caractrbation afrodynamique
et 1'Evaluation des performances I haute incidence

0. Reeler
ONEftA.2UFL

5. Boulevard Paml Pauliv
590MC LWe

F.k--

RESIJME di/at,
x~ Angle, crke les veckuIm roaftome it vi

L-ONERtA.IMFL diou" d-oubla coaat I dbdr~ des adrodyaafhiwe V
contpwbmme des aviowe d'auiw wmenvr I Vowl

Dsida es mo.utelp dieinbo Jymmmieme so I . INTRODVCTION - CONTEXT! =ENERAL
woffied. erm i di am ck~ivar lody"Ok"u
uSmbowmW at .e & i'm. vike.. Ion at Dopvis di aowbuWAa i --A un f ctoma t porsf
mUictaibou o roedhskdnymmele ot on *dymmime de Is wmoewralt dos amy dt Io I pramele jcidiac.
sangag.. LamWw A I Awak d o~t ksmliio Daom ci coeluite an &Von&& ako.4mmqs wamciulhl
w~rodyridemit faciatp lmh iI~il de lidawte due hiffi lieaki , 5'.de Bar l
updcifqnus. Laqmloi doi Sechelyqe d'aui-Ae d- ii - Fni~e wdoiat dm61. Lee eavm meab. Ice jeer oat
dymiyas we unalsm -, I it I. ds , hale do. pervos de umm a 9e le satge dt c; v a it t ev e
crs die&,suiSdi d thonf damW low In -emi- de Vol Fee bco"I laEi" ais m de ki poie &VAA. Ita
mie qmi*& l4vawaie, di perixmaice di mmoevre. toaeh~om ug rI - per It cosdumut deIsi poism. per
L& valjdism di. pedvione di componiite iii -I " por 16unkrnit Fremont e" eft dijr pawo dieynduiqe
d", eamson isVol at .uqam go sessffiae verwale ow to pow r w li. yak.,. dr- hi Iue eaed 3aemegait
tabormlolee use Force hakule. dow as mo di hw globl imortant

gitud lidm pFo dii gowvwa. C4 posae asuit L& De "eIs di type -w ow ca lolt I'd dtmu
robuitww As coomat de urn.. ravet-co"p vie-Ivie di piramodmqeu - coampliets Il11. Diepooade d ce~ ce4
sollidwmea dyamigie a dad -minP s rc.4Wede. Des At mez di l'avi^m cc*ri. m fac a s hi lip de
aimss to Vol de myrma oat V"id Us ce~om itmww dicoliimit vor I& poit. et gymdaiant r&colma. MYA%
pr&-wi is joustatoherposisce moe. del -pomlkdiprwo

lewa m deIn i ndeyusie (fig. 2). Won. smoye ChE&.aaboi
ABSTRACT de Va'b". In . w urn diumu poeeiuet sa

mou di cotr I. must di lacit W & ad. kcae
ONERA4lMFL deusk" Otnqe. for hig% AOA (fit. 3).
tomeuvug ascrul beior Weedhi. Sped&k wind~momels
Uft -comng and oacihiouy comin mo600. P"~ Dow. cc cw wh awe di rONERA-MFL amt pond

low gpeed aiody~oa. Spedc hom 16ae AVOlWe W aub.n dsam. di omn. Aeicati sIw ajms
a-ly- SWd aeredymic modg. Applcefh. o cu*diiqmd .a.immt itd - mee i

sudf. calculeions and parfomicve voloidi.. For sow 0o)bm dyivmu eSMINO seee o m amis Vol.
nenever. behaviou predisiom. con be validoed wP&
model &SM t m a.vercal wid4emal or ia ldorsawy. La dimorlme giakle d!&mdi deIi pbIo u frueaks
Tb... ioclhm have baen mood for fotuhody yaw cool iscidenus I I'ONMRAIMFL it MAl A igerv 4. Mli set
toode". S , '- Vy of iont efiuscty to agecos,* dymomc m WMAch claaaiqie dauayst 00 plilooms Phymupue:
mowng wan meavorod in uvmdsoatd faiheesf. Model fogle ca..itmida eaPMOWIunle. salyu e itomoddlasboo i
kars confirm expected behaviour,. NmXWI, dmlaaloo des comoqbaero. VAPldio

expirnmeule. Lesaegis wit ici I - , ow doman. de Vol
NOTATIONS bee. u'-ami, -ode leim., dyimmnqu avde.

a. B- -* ncd ace.diy Cot &vvarm dij sont foleist' -eve et des
0 . ~ angls d'Enie reboucliges act alcemmiras. Dr hooolacs "

C1. C.. C. c.aflc - d-rcskdymadqa doime"Not comybesa A l*AMaYae yONt akeome' des ccdmpifnem
di roulle, wdwe. hove d'maui. VOWr bs Cris" di maya. d'esais armafx. De

C1 ,. 4.4 coellciews adreyaanm~ 4 AFor"e mlme, dat cce~ndm wee mAphinftao is warns di
Aik. litak. aomal validsao. cc Ii simeidu nuadriqa coidAxsest I

.A. , B uta de immelmo Jidiuc dad& et recosmddru I& teprueaiiEd du modilei afrdymouaiqa eta
di dirapVg eMat tenr la vshi de cerbimes hypodmh expnuaeae.

0*. G. voisa it scclaom Angulaare. )W44

Prarmeodorn AGARD MerdV on 'Tftc~ao o Ii4* obwmobA W~sf: Odbr 199i.
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pul*wAcu. Le caku. I piiw dusa moc nrris
4e raiim. di "vaime mcwohw di~ & i cvwck de LA Sfidwc 9b~ A~tw defo af&A die " mmjAg II age
rdawow" At Cata mmawvre pismit Is CONVWNWM Iiacvg~ di Is vxuana drs=&wC iir Ui duy r Cm
-em An' kiuws Eioda"uv Mfte. 6 A had g I druc. CeIc dVCesom met Ca&Xw Eikes i

wb "mn di rewad I ras~aca dei Is "Imbir.
Dami cc docueis now n piin ww ri Awrsyacs d Damak bfrc dc r.~mbts de vwwm de pc s. avo do'
m"~ dcs'serpaisi in~Asm dirONM-tL.Lk Dcim VAt cc ca ~ Ismci. us tel Omlpo*e d~mIv
rimkab Mobif h rtdc e us aEerie doi el&s 6dft piu Ci Cgsqft.
d~sast-c" scrva de bmr d&Awoe.
LainnewCAVared&isioien vof Ae.. V tes 2-2. La b~e cohstv
CNborake cc kew explememuuoa erva pr6wat~ia. Cc's ouS a ES& &ivteoaE ION'.*ERA.LMFL ca 1976 cc

2*6. coioqucn Ini oath ranlo. pow 1*6di di's &iuyoa mflurac vcnpesk SVA. SA CUMi~mpe CORIPWe
.dbh & FWAC d.4W sidaet 1&46001. di pAMatCz Ult digf& di Iaai (fig, 10) aima& s uz puiiairti de

Cot Immunr. drcryace uoamit ti Ca rid. Lexp~ncnce aequnw to
pies dc qnaas~c* dc'pwui~o 4a ammi rM.~i 4c

2. LVS OUTIS EXKIIMCEiTAVX P04-R LA ce rfre dime AW1 I~w Cc go*t agM4awm Alas
CA*ACTEXISA710N CArs-nsa aradyumqw, ititOMWV cis c A

Lc rlk de c" oo oun Ast di eahbl~w rskoinmwwuc
'rm mapq.k m vamami te vageea.0es risdgtmani Fa dkt ms iitj deww r iadcw 'fnmraem ci

dew Iecmwe di& vandiko et Ani cosmun 121. Ca pow carangrow rbaefjuuaswc ms cowidi nepo
mnib"C 10 MAalv dyaiu dc mmnwmo wa ftmors Les wuuhks u icdm r. dty e. Ltx de

p .~paa - t rA.IM ~Al dO V*k 0i. tb sw ww . Lii uieme cffft*sk, pemems

O*AftkC~kd C kleW'envasi i*~~ ulwMbtb i(*4i) dC Taxddis' mz ws J'awxxestce i ca mti
-. 4si doi amb'eint I Euvie 4aemuqu 41 ufti amidyimqr~ (Ckr a% Cm,.). Le's cus effs p dkise' 4kt

(ci's dmv WIS mm q~xw EOr -UKrAW). d&*W~V ic~ki it almov rs*&duvww~u ia vammi di-
L'ONEXA4MFL Jwpow e cdivs oush pow soumene Unagarc Saw cename kypudt'e li yrusow

bue sms Le pnw Coa-ma. affk swue rmcis-&*o i SemAswiwt c .
4 lwwlmi ." . CS: .4etizcw i vdmdi se is dyfstmqwc Czny _
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aide irn rd480i 44 eOSih sireedym w et C,4ribic dCCOuai En a u s dipd &i lbcmi opdziqsi X cc waiwg I
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ai #) wo iflua oms auma m coon Ceau. dmi ws iraau seambdhiacs als) cc j3(5.
1 .huisui looisbdailea amesk A wa aciomew At
pasrnre at Pew i -Ow"e neneaw 40 Cern' dam..- Gdc Cet cowi a edCownw (ii WMW pow IVeluic lmWdue. ac
I ms rstm d'asrnnwme add. des lois pako~mk to e . Vic aeiECcV Am. swihf mS. mmi de CCc
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des cooods on obties I&surnface de bdiarcauis. Ces idel. le sappuie our des Modaiqis do simlations
mxalfw quo a le ryiato travaui come mafine. le- nombre nuuAniques dw mouvemost en booclo tenno.
T~abu (Equilivxe posaibco cc kmar aMbiiis diasnga

3.3.. Tdckqm de ddmaspleg dor Sstalm" me
Cete toduique. appliqudo I Muode do vol I grande 61561icc
inidence permet do d&. o" Its zones critiqes do Cesc approdc do l'htudo des systbrocs non liasires conote
doinsine do vl commco pa casyt des 6quilkres trs I tumforner We sysesme compmetn: des couplages cc urn
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fmutilation des Equaton do syra~ine-
La fli= 17 illusar ive qilcation rdsado~ I
I'ONERA-IMFL air un macale d'avioa d'anns 141. Suir [a X. - a(s) + bXs) U.
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mouvement do tonmu 3 un mcuveysent do vrile. Co syvtasnosuppose l*6w 1.01aire Vit-&k-vis do Is Comande.

Cettc technique conaew I detorinor f(x) et g(%) stes quo:
La dicrio des bihuccsdons fournit donc: urn pbotogrsaLso dez u - f + SW

atbltsdo lsvico I grande incidence. Elle cownonie I cc do (ja~o Icc quo te rsse puisso s*dcrirc:
titre uc outil uto pour l'dvalustion do lois do comnandes. d"I y, / de -w,
Les performances do ces lois sc tradnacant e pmnticuuier pat w nouveau vectar do camade.0
IA dipoi des zooma umusbies cuicul~es damn to, cas, do,

I'svioe voame do cog; comemades haseuvils". Si ceft dEaermination CAs possible, on Obiuat Us sathne
dont use panic observable cot totalomout d6cmVI&~ et do

La techniqueo des bileuvadiouno urat quo dles 6tots dossm i pkc hgl Is dtwenonio do veoteur do contrmdo.
d~quilibres asynapotiques qui scsi daiclucen s aais aui
bout d'un tea"s Wiine. Doms Is pratique Its rimaltat des Cow echodnique pout 6ftr appliqu&e aux 6quations do Is
calculs do stabilite soot comp;&& par des imtalatioas m~cautiquc du vol. On canct~ejc umna manoeuvre: typ par I&
saimfeiquzs do mouvemnt &in do (carat des indications our pouraut d'cbjectifs donms et dffina en oction do to"p.
Ios mouvemients trausestoires ct air torde do grandeur do La d~rivatic do cos objectifs fournil le nouveau vacteur do
temp. n&cosian pour passer d'un &ta d6+qU=br I un sutre. oomanasdc w octle sy Q -n oMaplt peat 6trc inligri.

3.3. Evalustioe des performass Ainsi tina manoeuvr do poitat lon uagina poursa dre
La comparxison emti deus aviors d'ames ou caure plusicurs csractdrisde par M~oluotin 0(t) d&sirdeot :e MAL-iAm du ol
fornails g~ms~triques soeffectc au travers do quaseiths symitriquc (assalo a k t rlle. cap costant) ot 6tre
aleles cviks reprmesntiv6weso scapacid'un adonef obteuo a priornI aide des trola commandos
I realescr tine t."noeuvro doam~e. converndoonells do I'avwn.

Auxs gandes ineadences Its crit~re statiques hAbitaacllement LA capecit do lsavion I r~alho tine te mnanoeuvee cat
uthlsh smont gdoftalemnot peu adopt&s I qualifii us te lo 6tablie si [oan pout trouver let Evolutions toannrollos do IA

transioios do c~ws nto d'sttitde pour lea manoesives do ujl et en vitesse (dufdiO..
pointago. d'accZ1raion ou do d&c:l6raton.

Cec ochniqu r-out Lao utilis&o pour &eakuo Playpact do
Des notions nouvelles soot wjurd'hui introdokesa pour psram~ares wcnbiiisut (advdynsnxqo, tetiols....) our
qualifier co. nunocuvres, totes manoouvrsbi, Vagilitil, Is faisahult do Is amnoeumr. I.& senabWlt au parsauie
Ui taniaailatE La cosulbilit4... Ce. cow"pt vipent I anodifid est dii'cemn tide I IA mod'Matioa &iS histoequos0
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UMs 06cesalime pout pouwsavr lea objecufa fix"a (fig. I S). des comopoeees d'u&a maquene eni mouvemeI hdlicoidal.
Coe teclti~o eot rapsdi& INic en ccanwe et donnte des Le.rpc des coatiior de tinallade de Preside (mase gt
cr&tul iseirzosals dauo I& ames ob l'os compare des inerties maquaete) permee dans Is partu des cii use

cottfivait?400 gS&inmpqzetladvemnt pwoclent quo los extrapolation des elauhts~ I lavmo 6cho~c I.
trajectoircs x(:) pour chacumo d'elle soot pess diilfrewse 191

(91. LON4ERAMMFL so~ 6. de rnoys supilmenetsires pourT
lecxploitatioa quantitative des esss ea vol ect sounkid. Un

3.3.2- Techn~ques d'optimbestka do traeefasi dispositf m~campqe appeth laacewr pounct de donner I Ia
Danm le c&3 deoI comparsuson do fonnile g~owA'riques plus maueac des conditions initisles de vol to aumido et rn
diffrencides, rapprocae pr&donte no pew s'applur. LA rotation rig~absblot parfiatemezit rhpdtsbls. La maqnftd est
technique dopumsatioa do tiajectoar cornate I diflir une &luq)1& de capteurs accaromftiques doow ls mesurcs Ut0
manoeuvr I pa=t deosea &&s initial cc fial. us ensemble ncquses cc ,Iockdes nit des mdnaoirs easbaquier putn
do containtes courantes ou finales I respecter cc I relues ea fin deswi.
dheminer par lea aoed Messprpriks is -tjectoire
rdponda& eqs condidoqa. La crsa pewthreod6ficomme Dens sytmes, aejdpsbc fixes soot untailds darn is
ks ten"pmnimwa pour rialiser I&. maovre. Coe soqaffierie. L'un d'eux ene corntinsd do deux basrs
-&bdode a'adaple I, $-as types dXe.isins, puiq-. I& mciLkew pbesogrphigtis syvcfbroaisles Pors ata tramene
trajewiore owt calcu6o pour chan dasux. lka aitudes deI aus . Le second ot constitu6d- quite

cansas-1 Plac~es damn le collecteur do Ia s=%ffere L'snly-e
La figure 19 jlhate use application rialis& I I'ONERA des images vid~o peens do rqx~rerectd'identifer des

I I11. La manoeuvre cornid&rd ca urn manoeuvre do marqsaeuns simaa sut Is macluene. Un tatemont sp~dcicruz
poineqte longituinal 1 60'. Diam le premier cia, Iam~ncie fount les attitudes cc Ia positon di C.G. deI& tnaqutte A
do lsxvion art lizni~e A 45% dama le secondi 5 0'. Un gain tout instant.
do temps do 30% Sow ainsi obwwn ea rcluacha Ia contrainae
sut r'incidence. L'cxptotion do 1enseable des mome(its poitibes conduie

It Is. rowltioc du s'ecue d'tAt et des cotfcnts
Cese vechiqu eaow optimale au sewn oi le u oie adros&&oynan*#qme gobax sot couts du temps. La figure 20
pkbemnen e pokteaiel do l'avion pour rdshwe un objecttI illuste sane application, do Vesxploitio d'eaaais es vol do
dowsE dams us tmpa udaram. Mlea oe revanche plus vrdkl sut us avion dinnes. Les coefficients Zlobaux restiaks
:ourde I ,emo en ourre et d'aunt plus cooktuse on temps sowt conparis I ceix calcl& I pui Tun ,rodEk
machine qie le systhm --At dirzmo impotunie. ElIc so s&ros~sausqu idembh dama ceme m~mo *.,flieri dePuis0
co.bin assi ava; I% %dtIod pr~iete puisqu'e~c fournst des esass -ur balance roatative. Cose confarma montre Ic
use trajectotre optinsal do rfftcce wAmur do laquoelle use boa recoupemowt din Is zone coetespondant A La velie~
Etude do sensiilAtd Pat ftromen stabiliado et pess pertutbde. lle movio wisi les limitations

dua mo& poor repedeo It mouvenIo transitoir enmtre
4. LES O~LMLS DE VALIDATION lea gooditions inisAls (wciti c90-) eeI& vetlie btaude

L'icudc do comporeeno dun atonef & grand incidence %niec 0)

conduit aus tavers des dilftdentes itapes prdcites La sou~lerie verticale as prse igalement I I& reprisentation
(caractdrisation en soufflerie, moddlian adrodysasuqe, do moienas plus usarginoux come Is manoeuvre
E&jd des sealdids, simulations nmmtxque) I &%al~ir des dabewe ou tumbling. L*udo otasate I analyser Is
previsions do comporwamna. dynatnique do tasgge I laqhule ow sournise l'avion suite I

use ,o- 6e en attitde venkisk e t I IPannsiation deli2 vitease
En raison de I dynamique ocdrisan los Evolutions I sdrodynaaiquae. En souflerie Is maquefte owt inkatnram
grade incidence. 'es aspecs traositore pxensm use place placie en inciden.c nEgative puis ow lachd darn le ves.
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peuveat 6tro ,oprodwits at cirs oa en smoo% par dot do charge affectat I&s tructure do lavion I1101.
essais ca souffiit cn raison dos litdoms cioarcqpie do
ceux-cj. La privision cow doo au travers use siontation 4.2. ILe laboosecire do vol Wwer
nunadique c krdsulai lid I une adrodyosnuqut ezirapoMe La ndcessit d'Approolset par des essais en vol de 1c4
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los eagais ca vol *oat en mewce de valider ces phases celle .dlisablen an souffierie verdeosl owt conduit
tansitoires. lONlERA.IMRI, I nsodeffiscr use ststion d'etsis en vol ca

labotaissre.
MONERA.IIFL di-pose do moyens 'saaas em vol do
suaquces d'avion adapeda pour lde do certai, Cede installtion a pour vocation k lorigssc MId do Is

rvemes-ts transtares. Co sow In souflsrie verticojo et ci pet do contr~le et Ientr& em vWt~ d'une. mxquo I patir
Isboretoire do vol libre. du vol normal I faie inctdocc. A cede fin une ifaquet

d'avion cot misc en vtesoe portie par un charioe mobile
4.1. La soufflerie muiele monf~e sur us catapult. Pas coe em Isii6 libre do %vlr
L& sossifietic vorticale eow trsdiwonuellernuew Is atoyen d'esai dama un volume sutorisazat une dvoltatiou do type bdlicokda Ic
spdostsla I ML&~ del I& 3J w it u meluene. L~luaibrc long d'u- trajecsoire paraboliquem (fig, 2 1).
cirem lca faices do gravie et les forces adaodyrnacmques e*e
su vent ssouadern peomesen ffet sine observation aisd les Andirtions ow poisE nir ki dumodt de anion en
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Yaw Control by Tangential Forebody Blowing

N J Wood and W J Crowther
School of Mechanical Engineering

University of Bath
Bath, Avon BA2 7AY, UK

SUMMARY INTRODUCTION
Aircraft yaw control at high angles of attack by Aircraft able to manoeuvre freely at high angles of
tangential forebody blowing has becn investigated attack exhibit a number of potential advantages over
experimentally. Tests were performed in the aircraft with moie limited flight envelopes. Enhanced
University of Bath 2.lmxl.m low speed wind tunnel turn performance and the abilityto perform prolonged
using an approximately 6% scale generic combat manoeuvres at high pitch and sideslip angles are
aircraft model fitted with blowing slots in the nose examples of possible improvements. Rapid heading
-one. Six component strain gauge balance force and reversal is such a manoeuvre and significant

-' data was measured for angles of attack up to reductions in the execution time have been
91, rious slot geometries and locations. The demonstrated as a function of the angle of attack
effect. .ot azimuthal location is demonstrated and a limit[l].
slot stati phenomencn described. A geometry 0
dependent forebody/wing flow-field coupling has been Flight at high angles of attack does introduce
identified which can lead to unexpected yawing and additional complexity into the flowfield around the
rolling moments. The primary source of yawing aircraft and the flow is often separated and unsteady.
moment is shown to be the enhanced area of attached This results in a reduction of the effectiveness of
flow on the blown side of the forcbody rather than conventional moving surface controls and a
direct vortex influence. susceptibility to lateral oscillations and divergence[2]. 0 0

In particular, instabilities associated with the steady
'Me optimum slot extent and location depend on the vortex pair emanating from the forebody of the
angle of attack range over %ihich control is required. aircraft may result in a destabilising yawing moment
For regions where steady vortex asymmetry is present, of significant magnitude (nose-slice). In many
slots near the apex of the forebody produce severe instances, the resulting moments from forebodyvortcx
control reversals at low blowing rates which can be asymmetryarelarger than the restoringcontrol power 0
minimised by placing the slots away from the apex. available from the rudder. Thus to maintain lateral
For control in regions where the flow is dominated by control authority at high angles of attack it is
periodic vortex shedding long slots offer efficient necessary to develop alternative methods for the
control to 90" angle of attack. The most suitable generation of yawing moment.
compromise for wide range control would appear to be
a short slot placed away from the apex of the forebody. Since it is the forebody vortex asymmetry which is the

cause of this characterstic, it is logical to attempt to
SYMBOLS correct the instability by direct control of the forebody
b Wing Span (0.66m) flow. This has been the focus of a number of related
CL Rolling Moment Coefficient (IJ(qSs)) research programmes. It is also important to
CN Yawing Moment Coefficient (N/(qs)) understand the nature of the flow to be controlled and
Cy Side Force Coefficient (Y/(qS) it's dependence on angle of attack, figure 1. At low to 4
is Jet Momentum Coefficient (mV/(qS)) moderate angles, the flow is stable and symmetric. As
I length of slot the angle of attack increases, a steady asymmetry may
L Rolling Moment (+ve port wing up) appear both in the vortex positions and the location of
m Jet mass flow the crossflowseparationsand astrongyawingmcment
N Yawing Moment (+ve nose to starboard) maybe produced. Further increases in angle of attack
q Free stream dynamic pressure produce a fow which is unsteady but generally 6
S Wing reference area (0.15m 2) periodicas evidenced by the alternate sheddingof the
s Wing semi-span forebody vorticos. Under these conditions, the time-
Vj Jet Exit Velocity averaged yawing moment will return to zero and the
x location of upwind end of jet nose-slice instability disappears. It is this higher angle
Y Side Force (+ve to starboard) of attack range which offers many potential
a Angle of attack improvements in manoeuvre envelope and therefore •
0 Slot azimuthal location any control device must be capable of gererating

Prsemniedatan AGARD Meeting on TecAnologtafor llifdy Maroe',vzble Aimn;ft OctGbe, 1993.
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Amak of Ro ToPOWy Cro Flow T.9e^ W TIFB it essentially different from other forms of
ANOW Se C m forebody flow management in that direct control is

exerted on the forebody crost flow separation lines
1 0.2.and the presence of a vortex is not strictly necessazy

I. o2°' for the production of control forces. Since the
majority of the control moment results from the
attached flow around the forebody it is expected that
TFB wil be effective in not only controlling the
asymmetry but also in subsequently controlling the

2. moment. The tangential mass in;ection is also able to
(o7" U v suppres the unsteady shedding since the separation

points become dependent primarily on the wall jet
attachment and are relatively insensitive to cross flow
instabilities. Thus it is likely that "rFB will be able to
exert control through the angle of attack range

3. 6induding that where periodic shedding is present, 0
60. beyond 60'.

The concept of TFB is based on the phenomenon of
Coanda jet attachment to convex surfaces. Curvature

Figure 1: Flow Field Regimes for a Slender Body at of the surface enhances the entrainment of the
Incidence. external fluid and accelerates the transfer of 9

momentum from the jet to the surrounding flow and
yawing moments in regions of either steady vortex as a result, separation of the outer flow is suppressed.
asymmetry and/or periodic vortex shedding. Previous examples of the application of curved wall

jets to flow control indude circulation control
The control of forebody vortices by mechanical or aerofoils[61, blown :railing edge flaps[7T and more
pneumatic devices has been the subject of a number of recently the control of vortical flows over delta * 0
recent research programmes[31. Many of the wings[8].
mechanisms offer high potential control gain over
certain regions of the flight envelope but reduce in
effectiveness in the region dominated by periodic U@14000 Vofle
shedding. It is the intent of this programme to
investigate the generation of yawing moment over a Bo Vwle 0
wide range of angles of attack by the application of
tangential forebody blowing. It is important to
differentiate between vortex control and flow control
techniques since vortex control in itself is generally Blw*s,&
insufficient to produce yawing moments over the entire f lWdS Unblvw Sale

Moves Iovo 

W&W 

dd

range of angles of attack. i N, SoWU- 0
Co-.tl Mow-s Wmdwird

Tangential Forebody Blowing (TFB)
Exi-rnination of typical pressure distributions around a y ..
for--o- y in the range of angle of attack where
asy.nmetricvortices are present shows that the majority SIDE FORCE
of the out of plane moment arises from the differential 0
attached flow around the forebody. Since the vortices
themselves act more directly on the upper surface of Csso

the forebody, they are only important in maintaining Pknum Chwoho SUouW Pcom
the asymmetric equilibrium which produces the Moes tards
differential locations of the seraralion lines. UueIOWO s5
Mechanical strakes provide a very effective mechanism 4
for correcting forebody vortex asymmetry[4] but then
consequently are only able to provide limited Figure 2: Fluid Mechanism for Tangential Forebody
controlled zsymmetry. Discrete air jets[5] have the Blowing.
diadvantage of requiring kliowledge of the vortex
location for optimum operation and are therefore The present application to the control of forebody
relatively ineffective in generating control power. flows is presented as figure 2. For a simple circular •
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forebodysection, the addition of jet amentum delays tangent rigie nose oooe wmk from vacuum formed
the flow separation on that side. teduces the adjxcent plastlc. The model is modular in design permitting a
vo~rtex strength and relocates it closer to the leeward variety of wieg planforms to be evaluated. A cross
surface. its moio of the adjacent vortex causes the secis through the nowe cone is showun in f~ire 4.
opposite vortex to move away from the sturface aad to The length o(tbe "lo cun be varied by partitisgurff
strengthcn. Subsequently, the opposite separatbon selimos with adhesive tape ad the sla height can be
points must move to windward enhancin the induced varied by eduivtag screws set a Small distance an from
side force. in addition, the stagnation point moves the slot lip. SotA angular posit ion is varied by rotating
toards the wiblown side representig a form of fte whoke some woec assembly relative to the fuselage.
circulation in the crossflow plane. 'llus the production
of side force/yawing momnt on a forebody is not
dissimnilar to the control of circulation on conventional VarumFe s d " Sef o
elliptic aerofoils. The primary source of yawing Off wide Sabai
moment has been shown to be the modified area of -.-w
attAched flow rather than modified vortex influence.

The present research intends to investigate the
medianistrs by rehich yaw control may be developed
ovr a wide range of anglei of attack (up to On) using 3. Cba~ff
TFII and to identify factors affecting the efficiency of
such a device.

155x aw wag Lin*.g E~g,'

Walt Tedaoa I am

MOO 11 lzeem O igure 4: Cr Section through Vacuum Formed *

Three different nose coes were manufactured. For
slot azimuthal location tests. a nose cone uwish a single
slot on the port side and another with a slot on the

flpna s.iwie r-k rM= starboard side were fabricated When the optimum.
r"" Rw4 2 65.Se sb slot-at azimuthal locat ion had been determined. a fu~rther

7wie" op"t N&a Cme nose cone was made with slots on either side, at the
Optimium location.

______________The wind tunnel model was mounted on a pantograph
high angceof attack mecmanism capable of 0to 9(rin
pitch. Forces and noments; were measured on a 6-

070 EkWvde AhinVm F.Mb component sting balance (kindly loaned by DRA
Farnborough) omnted within the model near the

- centre of gravity. The moment reference point is
shown on figure 3. The data acquisition system was

Figure 3: Wind Tunnel Model, fully automated and acquired balancc data at l410W1. 0
A sample period of I second was a%%-raged to provide
mean force and moment results Repeatability on

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS force and moment coefficients; was shown to be well
Ile wind tunnel mtodel is shown in figure 3. The within 5%.
configuration was determnined through a parametric
study of cu.Tent combat aircrft Shapes, with an Thrtoughout this work a non-dimensional mnomentum 4
emphasisonesablishinga sinmplified but representative coefficient C has been used to present the effect of
forebody and wing geometry. blowing on t~e model force and moments. Unlike

cquivslert nm flow parameters, mokmentumn has ben
The basic components of the model are a 70mm shown to provide the b--4 collapse of rslts which
diameter extruded aluminium fuselage, 2.6Smm thick include variations of both slot geoetry and free
alumninium sheet flying surfaces and a fineness ratio 4 stream conditions. For fixed slot geometry and

0 0
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inacompresle Bow either peraoeter may be used with
equal effectivenes. Prtssure Coefficient ( C

Jet flow pa-rameters were derived from measurements -3 Per, rboord

of supply volume f1 rate and plenum static pressure. -2

This rwoves slot area from the parameter -Idetermination calciastious Ad thus allows for O o-o--o o-Oooooooo-oo ooo.

vriations in slot dihdarge coefficient and ninimises IL_ "_"_-_ ,
the effect of any slot disortion at different plenum -3
pressures. Unles otherwise stated, a slot 240mm long 0
s.arting 30mm from the forebody apex was usee 2 1
The off.body velocity contours were obtained fi.-a an - r o-0-0.0-0 1

Aerometrks* two component laser anemometer. A o " ,a 0. . O0 "

Im focal length transmitter provided a fringe spacing 1 4
of 8 microns Pad water droplets produced frum a
commercially available siutomobkl paint spray gun -3

p ovded copious amounts of 4 micron seed. A 2
Doppler Signal Aralyzer (DSAO) was used to analyze -t I- .o-° 0°' 0'0' 0'o 0 "0
the output signals and averages of 1000 validations o o" "o.o J

were used to produce mean and rms velos*.,' 40

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION -3
All results presented were obtained at a Reynolds -7 0,o.0o0o o0
number of 13xlO 6 per metre. -t - 1%

0- 0 0.0

side rorce C ) I_
.°'°"

_ = = so,

0.3 3

0.2- -2- .o\ "t

0.0 -1 .o.oooO.O ,'_,o,0-0.000-0 0" O\

01

-0.2 
No BIowin.

-. .- 2s -,

y').lng omet ( C"

r£.l,........................................-oo0,0- o~.oo0- Oo0O'OO'OO"OO O -.

. 0
.10.C "3 Rudder 0. -

0. %.

0 0o ,1o 270 560
0.00- Agul A r;utr Postlto* Degrees ) •

-0.05. Figure 6: Unblown Pressure Distribulions around
-01 C S*Rudder Forctoody.

Rolting Moment ( CD

0.2 Dasettae Unabteve Data
6CAS -30" Aileron Unbkown sidefurce. rolling moment and )awing S

01 - moment data is shown in fig-ure 5. Ibe rcsult, canbe
60% - correlated wkh three typ of vortex conliguratior.

0.0 o.-0o-oo-o 0--,000 For anglcs of att3a, up to 25" the vortices are -eady
and symmetric resulting in zero lateral forc and

0oi * moments. Between Z5* and 60 a steady asymmetric
a
ct 

! 3 00 Allel= . . .vortex patterns appcar. 'Tle yawing mnomenl data
0 tO 20 30 40 o0 0 70 80 90 exhbits the dsic nose-.sl.. response to sicady

Aneie of Atlacx ( Degrees ) asym nctric vortices at around 35' angle of attack and

a reversal at 48* as tbc .-(rlcx pair switches to a
Figure S U!'Wown rl)ILV and Moment D3ata. mirror ima:; conffigeration. Presurc distri utions

aroune the forebody dearly show this reversal of the
vortex asymmetry. figure 6. Note that above 35' angle 0
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of attack the destabilising moments generated by the Side rarce ( C,)
forebody flow as)mmetry are larger than the restoring 0._
moments available from the rudder. Beyond 60' the 0.3
flow is dominated by periodic vortex shedding and the 0.2 **e

time.averaged lateral forces and moments return to 0.0 -- *- " '--
zero. o.o0

The rolling moment is zero apart from regions between _0.
20 and 35" and around 45. Flow visualisation studies 0.2

have shown that these regions mark the extent of a
region in which the forebody and LEX flowfields are Yawing Moment ( C)
coupled and that asymmetric forebody vortices result 0.15 -1 i I -I I I
in asymmetric bursting of the LEX vortices, figure 7. 0.10 - e*"
The resulting asymmetric pressure distributions, 0

primarily on the LEX, produce the observed rolling *...-e. - .
moments. The magnitude of this coupling has been .0 )o ..

shown to be somewhat dependent on the wing -0.05 - " oo 1
planform and in particular the presence of the LEX. -0.10 L 0%

I I I I 10 c

Rolling Moment ( CL
h"r Foft 05 1 1 1

oon.4i .1o0 N o Blowing
LEX0.05 - IP

"S, ,. ro tody 0.00Ci 0.. -
VC X -0.05i 0 C 0.008 Port

- 0.10 C. = 0.008 Slarbo ard-0.10 . 0

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 10 g0
% LEX vonm Bog POWIN , ma Angle of Attack ( Degrees

Figure 8: Blown Force and Moment Data.

Figure 9 shows the response to varying blowing 0

momentum at Ped angles of attack. Generally. port
side blowing produces a nose-to-port (negative)
yawing nome.t and starboard side blowing a nose-to-

Figure 7: Diagram of LEXlForebody Vortex Coupling starboard (positive) yawing moment. However, at low
taken from Flow Visualisation. blowing rates, a control reversal appears in the angle

of attack regk-n where steady vortex asymmetry has

been observed. This phenomenon Es associated with
Blown Force and Moment Data a reversal of the intended fluid response to increasinig
The effects of blowing are shown in figure 8 for fixed blowing momentum. At very low blowing levels, the
blowing momentum. Unless otherwise stated, all blown side separation po;nt moves towards the
results are for the longest slot conaguration starting at windward generator resulting in reduced areas of
the opex and at the 90 azimuth location. A key attached flow and a strengthened blown siWe vortex 0

feature of the data is the presence of a non-linear The mechanisms which cuse this reversal are undear
yawing moment response at 20' angle of attack at the but it is possible to note some observations.
initiation of the forebody/LEX coupling. Note that in
this region, port side blowing produces a negative (i) The sign of the unblown vortex asymmetry does
rolling monMent and vice versa. This is consistent with not affect tL resulting control reversal.
a forward motion of the blown side LEX vortex burst
location and an opposite, aft motion on the unblown (ii) Since the wall jet separation is dominant
side. Asunilarphenomenon hasbeen reported by Gee compared to the external boundary bycr it is
et.al.[9] from numerical studies of fo:ebody slot possible for the jet to precipitate premature
blowing on an F-18 configur2tion. separation. Thus the slot azimuthal location

could be important in producing the reversaL

0 *
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(iii) The presence of vortices generated at the ends of 0

the blowing slots may contribute to a change in
the crossflow equilibrium which requires the Prossu'e Coefficlent ( C@
forebody vortices, and hence the separation -2.° , I = 2
points, to relocate. oss Can 1 = 12.5' C' Starboard

Ali Station 0 0.000
(iv) The control reversal is only apparent in the angle -1.5 V 0.000

of attack range at which the vortices are steady T': , 0.0015
and asymmetric. 0.0% a .02-1.0 00.0025-o /a, /a.. ,a 40*

(v) The longitudinal slot location wil be shown to !/"0°'~ o 40* '

minimise the control reversaL w'00.0.

Yawing Momnt C1/ x 
..

30 MM
1 240mrm 9=90*

0.2 0.0
0.1"
0.0 -

-0.1 0.5 r th

- 0 .2 E A ±-- ---o rb 2 0 o P o r t S t a r b o a r d
-0.2 1 '..L _ ___ ,.= _.-

L i ) )0 30 60 90 1201501602102402-,0300330360
0.1 I..,-*-' -" 7Angular Position ( Degrees)

-0.0 -" .. .h'
] z;r 0 r.ueDsrbutions around the

-0.2 1 Alh = 300 .,Aporebody for low Blowinp cL = 4(r.

0.2 1  T T T T, fl Figure 10 shows przsstre distrbutions around the
0.1..-"'' forebody at conditions which exhibit control reversal
0.0 * - and show the increased suction on the ubnbown side.

-0. -.1 It is difficult to identify the motions of the scp.ration
-0.2-°" L . Alpha = 40 locationsfrom thesedistlbutionsbutthesensitivityof

tht yawing moroent to those locations may be
02 , ............ i,.ferred. Note that the blowing momentunm ;hown
0.1 a.-'-" . re restricted within the region of control reversaL

0.c0 q" - Recognising that the primary soiurce of yawing
-0.1 [- .toh= 50 moment from slot blovinr L due to increased regions
-0.2 of attached flow on the blown side, it is possible to

0.2 represent the yawing moment response to increasing
. - blowing momentum as the sum of two separate

U.' " g contributions, figure 11. The frst order response is to
0.0 r'°. . delay separation on the blown side. The degree to

-0.1 o which this can produce -a21y.g moment is l;un -cd by
-0.2 r i . .. Aiho : A0J the ontraction of the attarhed flow region due to jct-

end effects and the rcdudn' effectieness of the
0.2 - - -. attached flow when retsolv,4 L t the side force plane.
0.1 4 Hence the gradual reduction in moment production
0.0 1 with increasiag bloing. The rate of increase in

-0.1 . yawing nmment wittt blowin, is detcrmined also by

-0.2 L- . Apha = 70' theangleofattac. At hig cr nles, the jet is issuing
-0 o,5 -0.010 -o.o05 0.000 0.005 0.00 0o.115 into a crwstflow mor nearly alirncd with the jet et

C Fnrt C Starboard direction (normal to the slot) and the interaction is
enhanced.

Fig-are 9:Uor t1rol/l Rcpn.s at acrTesirg Atgleof Attack. Superimposed on this 7espos is the interaction with

the steady asymmetric forebody vortices and tc
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by 3d -

+ 04

b) Yaw* hO due 10 meiSra Pu of Fctdy -L1121i11 YVa E"Mew"*,

iS 7 7"R c~ Ot 0 M.0 kcir.

part Sloaulg SWowd Bb1mg

Figure 11: Contributions to Yaw Control.-

resulting control reversal. The superimposition oi
thcse two effects produces the olxe-rvtd control i-

response The magnitude of the second order response* *
is reated to the increasing strength of the forebody I ~
vortices with increasing angle of attadt&
Veklocty Contouirs
Figure 12 shows the results of a brief LDA survey at
the point of the forcbodyll.13X junction for both
unblown and blown condition at W0 ange of attack.
The velocities recorded were aligned with the free Figurz 12-- Off Body Velocity Contours. Blown and
stream direction but can still provide useful Unblown, (x = W0.
information regarding the lotion of the forebody
vortices and the effects; of blowing, Slo Loctio

lFigure 13 shows the effects of changing the, slot Ingth
Unblown, the vortex asymmetry can be seen and the for each of the thrce vortex regimes. At low ang Hs of
iasyr.znmtric acceleration of the fluid ar~nd the attack *he response is essentially indepe-ndent oi the
forebody cant be relaed to. aned is consistent wit, the slot length and control can be established with very
)mwing momcnt measured from the sting balanc. The short slots. Jn regions dominated by steady %uitx
vortex indicnu4d is referred to as the 'high* vortex, the asymmetry, leagtheniag the slot extenda the regio,.3 of
other being located outsid the measurement region coetrol reversal. However this may also be in
and closer to the forebodiy surface. indicationl that the extent of tle reversal is dependent

mole on the local veceeity ratio rather th=n
Blowing w.,s introduced at a rate w~ch alowed onily momentum. Reducing !he slot heiajt at cowsant
the frst order response to be present (C,,- 0.01). At momtutu may well reduco the extent Gf'bec reversal.
this momentum level, the wall jet can be seen to delay At high angls cf attack. where the fortbody flow hs
separation pzst the loewad Senzwoo. and then to dommated byperiodic vortex shedding, inerexring the
leave the surfacc en thr untiown side. The trajectory length of tha s"o produces signirkan pins in
of the jet away from the surfice can be Identified as efficiency. This may be related to the iticretsccl area
can the fluid acceleration on the blown side. The of attached Cow which results from th. raduafl'
m-revrl of the yzwing moment should be obvion& increasing radius of thre forebody away from the 3pe=
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Yawing Moment ( C) Yawing Moment ( C)

0.10 0.10 ' = 30 mm

0.05 . Xo.O . | x = 90 mm
0.05 0-0 V x = 150 m 1

Alpha 3 Alpha 30

/ -0.051,

0.15 ' 0.20000025 --=-12

1.2 0- 00 ./0
0 0 

- .. 0.20

0.05 /r -0 0 0/ 1-0Alpha = 50•0 0. ___- LL

Alpha 500 00

0.00 0.10 ,,

0.20 , I ,______________________0__

i e 1 = 20 m m 0 0 . 0 0
0.15 t.0 I = 240Amph 0.

0 .0 0 1A 
ph 

A7 
0n5 

0 0 0
0.101919; A d ___0.10

x 30 mm 0.00
0.IO 090 0o 0 0 -. 5 Alpha = 70"1

0.000 0.005 0.010 0.015
0.05C /is C Starboard

Alpha = 70 Fig' re 1: Effect of Slot Position on Blown Control 0

-0.0% 
Alpha______ =Response.

00 0.005 0.0OO 0.015
Co St rboard at these angles is suggested to be due to a cancellation

of the effect, of reduced area of attached flob" and

Figure 13: Effect of Slot Length on Blown Control increaseJ disunce from the cntre of gravity. •

Response. The effect of slot azimuthal location for the single
slotted nose cone models is shown in figure 15. The
dominant trend N that, for a fixed blowing rate, larger

The effect of slot longitudinal location is shown in yawing moments are produced in response to
figure 14. For efficiency at low angle of attack, it is movement of the slot towards the leeward generator.
essential to place the slots as far forward as possible; The slot efficiency keeps increasing until a position at 0
a conclusion reached by many other researchers. At which a phenomenon referred to as slot stall appears
mid-range angles of attack -iovingt-e slot aft reduces at high angles of attack. 72e slot stall is characterised
the control reversal wit " e effect on the eventual by a sudden detachment of the wall jet from the
gain of the system. Of more interest are the results for surface resulting in a losm of control of the cross flow
high angles of attack where slot longitudinal location separation. This phenomenon has P3so betn observed
has little effect on the response to increasing blowing, on delta wings with tangential leading edge blowing 0
Thus it may be possible to configure a relatively short As the azimuthal location of the slot moves tow,-rds
slot (to minimise mass flow) away from the apex (to the leeward generator the angle of attack at which slot
minimise interference with the radome and the stall occurs decreaes. This phenomenon is also
occurrence of control reversal at low blowing) as an characteristd by %. hystetesh loop which may spread
optimum configuration for extreme angle of attack over 20 ar6 v of attP'k. The optimum location of thl
control. The lack of sensitivity to longitudinal position slot wov'd tpp'a 'o be azar the 90' azimuthal 0
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Yawing Moment ( CM Yawing Moment (-CM

0.0 Constant 814wing: C, 0.01 x 0 i 0.40 1--T--r-t I I I

0.5-Starboard Slot 1=240 mm 0.35 - . Reio of Sotl
LEX-rorebody So tl

0.301- Coupling 4, -
0.20 - 00 4

90O 0.25 -0 0I30

0.15 70 0.- 000 24=0

0.10 50 0.15 /7 . C O I
30 / Port Slot~

0.05 0.0 0
L1 1' 10 01

0.00 - 0.05 -0 '0 i9 Hysteresis Lao!op 000

-0.001 0.00 I -

Ang0l20 o0 Attack (degrees)AnlOfftk(Ders)01

Figure 15: Effect of Slat Azimuthal Location on Fir'ure 16: Summary of Control Rosponse Identifyinig
Control Response at Fixed Angle of Attack. Vortex Coupling 'legion and Slot Stall.

location. Thi~. variation of control effectiveness with that 2% of enine mas flow would be sufficient to* *
azimuthal location may be used !u identify possible provide yaw control up to 90' angle of attack.
response in the presence of sideslip. It shtould be
noted however, that a circular cross section is perhaps CONCLUSIONS
tbc most sensitive to azimuthal location due to the Tangential Forebody Blowing has been shown to be
relatively weak pressure gradients in the crosslow. an effective device for the development of yawing

moment to very high angle:: of attack. The primary
It ha5 been determined that the cross-flow separation mechanism is the control of tMe area of attacied flow 0
in the vicinity of the slot was generally iaminar for all on tile side of the forebody rather than influence
these tests. At larger scale and higher speeds it is resulting from vortex control. This enablea control of
expe-Aed that the ctoss-flow separation wculd be both steady asymmetric forebody vortices and. at
turbulent. This should not affect the performance of higher angles of attack, periodic shedding.
TFB providing the azimuthal location of the slot exit is
modified to account for the delayed separation. For low angle of attack contiol, short slots near the

apex of the forebody are most suitable although these
Figure 16 summarises the overall yawing moment may be superfluouv !i the prestcce of even the
response to tangential forebody blowing. Each of the wmillesi rmn/rudder combination.
non-linear regions associated with LEXforcbody
coupling and slot stall may be minimised by For contrcA in regions with steady asymmetric vortices,
configuratiinal optimisation. If control is sought slots positioned near the apex produce significant
primarily for higt ?2igle of attack (>60*) then a systt-n control reversals for low blowing rates. For a modest
capable of conatrolling the periodic shedding process is loss in efficiency, slots positioned some way remloved
ncessay. Since it has been shown that an efficient from the apex have been shown t-) miniimise this
mechanism for yawing monment developm-.nt is the reversal.
production of increased attacl.ted flow around the
forebody, tangential foreboul blowing appears to be a For high an&i of attack control, TF B is capable of
good candidate for further investigation. A short slot controlling the periodic sheddilng of the forebody
away from the apex offers sinmplified installation with vortices and producing significant laicial .ontrol.
acceptable response at very high aagles of attack. Long slots extending from the apex appear to offer
Prelitinary estimates for full scale applicatior show the highest gain but adequate control can be achieved
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with the upwind end of the slot some distance from the
apex This combination of a medium length slot dear
of the ape-, would appear to offer the b.rt
compromise.

A further coupling betveen TFB anJ the wing
planform has be-n identified which may result in
undesirable roll/yaw interactions depending on the
proximity of a LEX to the blowing slot. A slot stall
with a large hystereis has also been identified and is
a function of the azimuthal location of the jet exit.
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ON A CAMBERED DELTA WING
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SUMMARY

Wind runnel studies of flows over a cdambered delta wing of 600 leading-edge swee, at low speed have shown that the flow
separates on a forward past of the concd upper surfseo. Although not apparent in surface pressure distributions, this
separation strongly influences the position of the onset of leading-edge separation. The present paper descrehes wind-uimnel
study into the use of suir boundary-layer vortex generators, in the form of thin wires, to contro! the flow alng ard toward
the uppe rsurface separation line The control is effective because it shifts the position of the onset of leading-edge separa:ion
downstream, ensuring increased leading-edge thrust, mainly through a rcorganisadon of the separated flow further do-nsL-ea'n.
The flow mechanisms are described, as well as the effects ef wire number. Multiple wires can provide a teduction of about
16% in the lift-dep-ndent drag factor. The implications of the stvdy for the -ubsonic flight choraceristics. of super-.nic
combat aircraft are described and suggest that the vortex generators offer genuine improvroemes in subsonic mononuvrm
performance.

NOTAT7.3N x.yz cartesian coordinate s)stem. made nondimensional
by ceptre-line chord and with origin at virtual apcx

A Wing rsp, t ratio of wing (Fig 3b)
Co ovemll drag, coefficiem~ aa poition of point P
Cm crescnce-drag coefficient, based or fron.l area x.. % axial stations defining pasitiors of wires (Fi3 4)

of exccsc.nce and loctl dynamic pressure c angle of incidence
CD, overilI paesitic-drag coeffircrnt d.. axial distance b:wcen wires (Fig 4)
Cf local skin-fhiction coefficient A incre,nent due to wire(s)
Ct. overall lift coefficient q non-dimensional spanwisc poshion. - yls
C. pitching-moment coefficient, about reference point t. wall shear strss

shown in Fig 3b
C.' reduced pitching moment coefficient, Fig 14 NB. Unkcss otherwise stated. all coefficients arc based on
C, static pressum coefficient free-stream dynamic pirssure -td ovcrall-force cocf'-cient
C,, C, overall axial and normal force coefficients, .xial are basd on %ing planfo,m area S.

force positive downstream, normal force positive in
lift direction I INTRODUCTION

c,. e, local axial and normal force coefficients based on
local wing seri. oan Modern :omhat -ircraf are expected to fufii multiple roles,

co wing centre-line chord (Fig 3b) 41hich mean. that they halt, to be able to operate r cra wide
d wire diameter range of combinstins of lift coefficients and Mach numbers
K lift-dependent drag factor (Fig 1) These requirements mcan that the wing ,as to be
M free-stream Maith number abie to provide lift efficiently in a 'sidc vari-ty of flovi
P number of v11res conditions. At least thrce different arproaches to attain hesc
P point on wing leading edge where flow changes objctives might be wnsir red:

from attcitrd to siparted
g Reynolds number bm.d- on free-stream conditions a1 produce a compromice design, ic one -vhich i not

and geometric mncar chord opi.um at any given conditinn.
R1  reat, chment line C.'jg 2)

ii) ratake use of variable geometry; and

S. separtion lii'.s tFig) iii) deoign for a primf" condition in the lift
S, rocirenim-Mao number plane, acteptng that the
-a, wall friction v loci.y - (.,P) arodynamic performance of the wing may be much poorer
s l0a wing .eml-S.., mad, non-dimensional by than that of shapes that are optimum at other conditions,

s, ge ncitic mean scmi-sju% of wing made
non-dirnensionsl by cenue-liz: chord

S wing planfMrm ara (Fig 3b)
WVG wire vortex generator

Presemn,d,;an AGARD Aedgnon Tchnokgusjor HighyManoetuwvbleAi,aft; October 1993.
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As v~ell as studying the supersonic aerodynamics of these
to s- ' &9W",*Ow" wings, DRAt has also investigated their behaviour at subsonic

t S44 * m .-:n rvouvr conditions, Investigations in the Mach-number 0
O - (L car range 0.5 to 0.8 tcvcaed the flows to be complex and to vary~significanty with Reynolds numb.hr. In order to gain an
0.0 - ,W  proved understanding of the factors affecting the scale (or

• Reynolds-number) sensitivity of these flows at low cost, a
04 detailed study has since been performed in the l3ft x 9ft Low

Speed Wind Tunnel at Bedford of flows over one of the
0.2 -wings previously studied at higher Mach number. An

illustration of the character of the flows over this wing is
provided by a sketch of a surface oil flow on the upper

0 02 04 0.6 0 to t2 L4 . LS surface (Fig 2a). The sketch shows that the flow may be
divided into two regions, one upstream of the point P (on the

Fig I Typicai opentinr condtons for hypothetical leading edge), where the leading-edge flow is attached, and
combat aircraft the other downstream of it where leading-edge separation •

occurs, revealing a flow with a part-spAt separation S,.
The present paper is mainly concerned with wines designed reattaching at R,. and a secondary separation of the flow
using the third approach. The principal design point of the outboard at S. In the upstream region, separation occurs on
type of wing considered is a sustained manoeuvre condition the curved part of the upper surface at S,. Although this
at supersonic speeds (Case A in Fig 1). Wing shapes three-dimensional separation is a, weak feature, in that it is
designed to achieve efficient manoeuvre at supeonic speeds no, apparent in surface pressure distributions, it has a
have been the subject of extensive study in the USA, mainly profound influence on the flow through its effect on the
at Grunman Aerospace and at NASA Langley Research boundary-layer flow towards the point P. At this point the
Center. Mason and Miller' and othersu considered a separation line S, effectively joins or intersects the leading
particular class of supersonic wing featuring significant edge. This suggests the possibility of controlling the
cambe: and havirg relative:,-blunt leading edges. Spanw.eL leading-edge separation by influencing the behaviour of the
camber was shown to weaken the cross-flow shock wave boundary layer in the region of the separation line S,. Fig 2b
cbove the win, thus redocing wave drag. while a blunt shows that a sub boundary-layer vortex generator, in the form • 0
leading edge ensur'd t the flow a, the leading edge was of a thin wire placed upstream of S, induces a vortex which
atlached. Wings o. tV.is type have also been studied at the controls the flow towards and along the separation line in
Defence Resear.h Agency (DRA, formerly RAE) Bcdfoti. such a way as to move the point P downstream The
Experimental studies, performed at supersonic speeds in the movement of this point has the obvious consequence of
Efl x 811 Wind Turnel at Bidford in collaboration with increasing the extent of the leading edge over which the flow
NASA, Langley Research Center, confirmed the soundness is attached, resulting, it might be thought, in an increase in
of'the potential-flow design methods used by NASA' and of !eading-edge thrust. However, the discussion later in this
Euler methods for complex configurations used in UK'. paper will show that there arc less obvious consequences

which lead to larger reductions in drag.

Section 2 describes the details of the experiment. Section 3
discuss= detailed aerodynamic aspects of these
boundary-layer control devices end of how their effectiveness,
in terms of increased leading-edge thrust or reduced drag. is
influenced by the number of wires. The implications ofthese
results for te flight characteristics of combat aircraft are
considered in Section 4. Conclusions are presented in

1a yO Sectici, 5.

2 EXPERIMEN~TAL DETAILS

2,1 Wind tunnel, model, equipment and techniques

The tests were performed in the 13R1 x 9ft Wind Tunnel,
which has an atmospheric-pressure working section, so that
changes in wind speed result in changes in both Reynolds

33 number and Mach number. The uind tunnel has a maximum
at wa,, ,ma w,~* operating .pecd of about 90m/s and low turbulence levels.

For example, at a wind speed of 61m/s, turbulence levels in
Fig 2 Sketches of upper surface oil-flow visualknxions a working section reference plane have b,.c measured to be

showing types of flow studied D.0 14% in tlae longitudincl direction and 0.063% in the la:eral
dircetion.
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The model used for this study is illustrated in Fig 3. which of the flow, these measurements were used to investigate
shows a photograph (Fig 3a) and a sketch (Fig 3b). As local and overall pressure forces on the wing. In addition,
indicated in the ligre, the model comprises die port half of pressure measurements were used to infer the 0
a wing.body configuration mounted on an under-floor, non-dimensional axial position of the pchit P, x,; this was
mec'2anical balaree measuring four components of force or achieved by plotting the pressure coefficient at an orifice
moment. The wing has a leading-edge of 60* scep. with close to that for minii'um pressure against eagle of incidence
a Kachcmann.type tip, and with streamwise sections of 4% at each axial measurement station. The angle of incidence at
local thickness to chord ratio The leading-edge radius is which this pressure increases rapidly with ar le of incidence
virtually constant at 0.13% centre-line chord, c0. over the was noted and taken ,o indicate the angle of incidence at
whole span. Fig 3b illustrates the camber distribution, which "P' coincided with the measurement station or the
showing the pronounced curvature of the wing in the onset of leading-edge separation. The downstream shift of
spanwise direction and the characteristic inverse camber of P due to a wire or wires was then found by comparison
the wing section near *be body side. between plots cf x, against angle of incidence.

a) Model in Working Section S I

1 2 0.368 00843

2 3.72 0284 00643

3I., 1 IJ • I'w(V2A ,

29.56 .1Fig:. 2&.wtr
_______________________-.0t4) 0.2094 $14361S~ - 0 Mb 0j

:'F .g...ig 4 Definition of wire geometries

Fig 4 illustrates the geometry, position and orientation of
"' each ofLhe wire .orex generators (WVG's. patent pending).

lIn the tests to be described the wires wcr of diameter
-"" , d- O.31mm (0.00028c0) and of length 22.9mm (0012gc.).

..... Th wires were stuck with a contact adhesive and were
pressed downi so that the height of the wire crest above the

b) Sketch of Model, illustrating geometry wing surface was equal to wire diameter. The position is
and notAtion defined by a particular axial station. x., which the nose of the

wire is downstream of by a rtxd distance 0.0142c,. and the
Pig 3 Dettils of the model angle between the axis of the wire and the wing leading edge 0

in the wing chord plane was set at 16.3 in the tests to be
Static pressures were mcasured on the wing surface at 7 described. As well as single wires, configurations with
spanwise stations along the moel axis (Fig 3b) at a total of multiple wires were tested. Three sets were studied, as
300 onfices. each of 0.mm diameter and drilled normal to defined in the table in Fig 4. by the value x. of the most
the surface The orifices wrc: concentrated tn the region of upstream wire. x.,. the non-dimcnsional axial distance
the leading cdgc so that local axial 1orce or Leeding-cdgc between them. Sx. and the number of wires n. In the case
thrust coild t, determined ,ccuramely The axial position of of Set 3. the largest number of %ircs tested was 56. the
each of hesc stations is defined by x. the rxial distance corresponding value of x., being shown in Fig 4; the other
from th apex of the wing. madr non dimensional by meniber of the set were obtained by successively removing
ccntr-!,nc chord. The pressure. %wcre ineasured using every other wire, beginning with the most upstream wire.
elect-o-mechanical scanning oepressue transO-iccs of range The values of x., and Sx. for the other members of the
.34.5 kN/m. As well as being used to i..s ihe character

*
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fuaily are determined by the simple meurece relationship 3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
given t1 table.a-wig flows

In all the tes boundwy-ayes transition was allowed to
occur naturally'. Thl:. or fcr thi: is that transition cannot As noted earlier, the main aim of the present study was to
readily be fixed near the aleaing edge of wings at high investigate the influcnce of wire vortex generators on the
angles of incidence and low speed owing to the combined aerodynamic characteristics of the wing. However, it was
probla. of a) the red to fix transition upstream of the appreciated that, even at low speeds, the performance of the
suctimn peak which is close to die leading edge. and b) tie dle:ics might depend on the type of flow over te wing and
difficulty of fixing transition in the region of rapid that the flow in the wind tunnel might differ from that at
acceleration upstream of thie peak. As is shown in Section higher Reynolds numbers, typical of those in flighL For this
3., a consequence of not being able to fix transition is that reason. the flow over the basic wing. ic the wing without
the effect of Reynolds number on the wing flow is la, at control des ices, was studied over a range of wind speed up
low Reynolds numbers. However. die tests we.: perfnnmed to a value close to the maximum available in the wind tunnel.
at a higher Reynolds number where the effects of Reyt. The change in the aerodynamic behaviour of the wing with
number on the flows is small, wind speed is illustrated in Fig 5. in which axinl-fore 0

coefficient is plotted Aigainst Reynolds number based on
Oil-flow visualisations were performed for a selection of geometric mean chord. R. (and Mach number, M) for threnr
conditions using a mixture of diesel oil and a pi mcnt that angles of incidence. Between the Reynolds numbers 2 x 10'
was sensitive to ultra-violet lighL and 3 x It . them is a rapid change in axial force coeflicient

with Reynolds number, but at higher wind speeds the
No corrections were applied to the data for wind-tunnel wall variation is more gcntle. There are good reasons for
interference because the investigation was primarily believing that the rapid change is due to the variation in
concerned with changes in aerodynamic charwcristics due Reynolds number rather than to changes in free-stream Mach
to the vortex gcnerators. number (between 0.10 and 0.14m). Calculations of the local

Mach number of the flow component normal to tde leading
2.2 Test conditions edge. using measured prmsumr distribution. indicate that this

Mach number is less than 0.5 in the corresponding %peed
Unless otherwise stated, the tests were performed at a range, suggesting that compressibility effccts anc likely to be •
frc-stream speed of6lm/s. The corresponding nominal test of secondari importance to those due to Reynolds number.
Reynolds number based on lte geometric mean chord of the Rapid changcs of flow over a range of Reynolds number
wing. R. and the Mach nmber. M. are. respectively, bawed on leading-edge radius similar to that of the present
3.9 x 10' and 0.18. The free-stmam spccd was chosen on wing have been found in the wind-tunncl ._,y of a
the basis of observations of Reynolds-number effects on the swept-panel wing' of sweep 60* and also on wings with
flow to be discussed in Section 3.1. The range of angles of high-lift devices'.
incidence. a. tested was between 8' and IS', the maglc of Etedt of W- ,e¢ ss hwed ofpr

incidence being the angle between the frce-stmr dLection A.te .uu
and the body axis (Fig 3b). Force and pressure [

measurements were made at intervals of IV for angles ofincideme. between 81 and 10*. reducing Wo intervals 0f0.25* 0.049; - ,,.
at higher angles of incidence. A number of surface oil.flow . ".
visualisations were made at angles of incidence: bet*ee 13'
and 1W. o.o44 .

2.3 Presemtation of data o o/ 4,

Data for overall forces are presented in the form ofaxial and _3 ,.

normal force coefficients. Here axial and normal force 0.0 l
coefficients arce, respectively. t2aken positivq in the x an z .4 ~
directions (Fig 3b). Unless otherwise stated. overall forces
arc obtained from the mechanical balance. The effects of 0 -
the WVG's on overall forces, kcal forces and the axial shift
of the point P are prescld as iticrements and are indicated
by the symbol ft.

rhe wIres were always downstream of any laminma" hor bubbles •
lonce thc only way that te wires could h influenced I I J to

bouindary-la)er transition wis by an upst==am effect on %ing 2 3 4 5 "
pressurc distribWon Ilowever. the Indications from pressure - o.2 t G.3
measurements were th this effecs is ngligble Fig 5 Effect of Reynolds number (and Mach number) on

axial-force coefficient
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Examination of surface oil flows (Fig 5) provides an is readily evident is the "scarf" vortex wrapped around th:
explanation for this change. At Reynolds numbers above nose of tnc wire. This vortex results from the conversion of
about 3 x 10, the mechanism for leading-edge separation at boundary.layer vorticity into vorticity which is parallel to the •
the point P is turbulent separation, possibly just downstream local streamwise direction, as implied above. The
of (turbulent) reattachment of a 'short' bubble. This is the mechanism for effectng this change is separation of the
type of flow described in the Introduction. At lower boundary layer just upstream of the nose of thc wire.
Reynolds numbers, on the other hand. the mechanism for
flow breakdown at 'P is the bursting of the laminar
separation bubble at the leading edge. indicated in the
surface oil flows by a concentration of oil near the leading
edge. This type of flow would be expected to be much less
sensitive to the control of the flow upstream of the turbulent
separation line itha the flows at higher Reynolds numrber.
and limited studies of the effect ofa WVG over the range of
wind speeds considered confirmed this. Thus. in what
follows, results are p"sented for flows with turbulent S
leading-edge separation at the wind speed 61Mnts,
corresponding to a mean chord Reynolds number of
3.9 x 10' and a Mach number of 0.1s.

3.2 Effect of single devices

3.2.1 Flow Pear the wire 
OiFlow

The use of conventional. vane-type vortex generators to .

oontrul boundary layers on wing3 is well documcnrtcd. Lee-aft W st

These geneauors are designed to protrude outside the
boundary layer with the aim of transferring high energy air
in the inviscid flow into the lower-energy flow within the S 0
boundary layer. The trailing or streamwise vortkity that L,

promotes this mixing is generated in the same way that a o0
wing creates trailing vorticity. te by generating circulation
around streamwise sections. Since a large part of this type w

of device lies in the high dynamic-pressure flow outside the /%

boundary layer", a significant drag penalty is caused. In
contrast, sub boundary-layer vortex generators are. typically.
buried withiin about 20% of the boundary-layer thickne. retaton of Row
where the velocity deficit is gratei. Consequently. they
have . much lower parasitic drag than that of vane vortex Fig 6 Surface flow close to wire showing its effect on flow
generators, but they are still effective in transferring energy approaching separation line
from the outer regions of the boundary layer to the low
energy regions near the wing surface". Sub boundary-layer As shown in Fig 6. the win; is at incidence to the local flow S
vortex generators are placed too deep within the boundary so that the par of the 'scarf vortex on the lee side of the
layer to create circulation effectively; Lnstead, they provide wire is mucvh stronger than that on the windward side. and it
trailing vortkity by conversion ofboundary-layer vorticity". is the lee-side vo-tex tha: has the dominant effect on the flow

further downstream. Therefore it is reasonable to suppose
The application of vortex generators has. up to present, that the strength of this vortex depends on de angle between
mainly been to the control of separnton on wings of low the wire axis and the local flow direction within the boundary
sweep. As far as the authors are aware, no research has layer. Ths vortex alters the flow beneath it both in the
been published on the use of vortex generators to control direction normal to and along the separation line further
separations on highly-swept wings. For flows of this type, inboard, as illustrated schematically in Fig 7. The sense of
additional, and arguably more important, flow mechanisms the vorcx is such that it increases the velocity of the flow
have to be taken into consideration. An illustration of such toward and just upstream of the separation line, whle
a mechanism is provided by Fig 6, which shows a view of reducing the vcl'city of the flow along the separation line.
a surface oil flow and a sketched interpretation in the near The effect of this is to displace the separation downstream at
region of a WVG. Ien., the wire is of diameter 0.51mm, a given spartwise position by a significant amount, typically
which is sligtly larger than the (calcultd) displacement up to about 1% of centre-linc chord. This shift reults. in
thickness of the boundary layer just upstream of the wire. turn. in a downsuram diplacement of the point P. with the
Thus the device is well within the boundary layer. The flow consequces referred to cbove and to be discussed in detail
around the wire is complex., with a topology that is difficult below.
to interpret. ilowevcr, one important feature of the flow that
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a. .a~ ~~taaxial-forrm cofficients are determined both from balance7 cM~rdmastremerts, with the precision shown, andI from
N. appropriate integrzition of pressures measured on dirt wing.

W" : .1 "He fiurtindicates that the agreement between the two
methods is good, particularly for axitl force, which is 3
consequence of concentrating the orifices near the leading

A j edge, as noted before. The effect of the WVG is to reduce
~, ~.both normal-fore and axial-force coefficients significantlyC, over the range of' angles of incidence l2* to 16.5*. Fig 8

Sedih A-A reveals a generally satisfactory correlation between the
d'wristreamn shift of point P and the reductions in

41 Vtux "god by wHa in pweOS ronnatforce coefficient and axiall-force coeff'icient (or
increase in leading-edge thrust). In particular, there is a good

Ii correlation between the respective ranges of angle of
Iincidence. Thus the reductions in force coefficients areW" ~ n

etirely consistent with the tendency for the WYG to increase
L L the region of the wing over which the k-sading-edge flow is

attiachied. This change has the effect of reducing the
' ~ ~ ~ " "' non-lincarf normal force aromciated with leading-edge vortex

flows and of increasing leading-edge thrust However, there
6) WO ared M6W1174Wreot subtle differences wih need to be undeistood. as
VCSISO" of SiCsdwn@Wf follows

Pig 7 Sketches illustrating explanation for effect on wire
on flow appraching separation line i) Both the normal and axial-force curves have twoc minima.

one at o - 14* and the other atac - IS.5*, whereas the curve
Sub boundary-layer devices use various ways to convecrt of ax, against angle of incidence "o only ore maximum. at
boundary-layer votticity into stiearnwise vorticity. The a - 1.
mechanism described above for the WVG's is some what
different from that of sub boundary-layer devices of the ii) The maximum reduction in axial force: occurs at the* *
Kuethe type", in which a wave ele-ment diverts the tumirg point with the higher angle of incidence.
boundary-layer vorticity. or of the Wheeler type'?, in which
separation of the tlow overt an aft face appears to alter the
direction of t vorticity. Usually, devices of this type are A * , -oV. VI
arranged so that they generate a vortex pair of more or less ,J w"
equal sutziur in contrast to the dominant lee-side %ortex of ~-
the present device.F

act
In some repects, the =cton of a WVG is sinilar to that of o 10~-
a fence in that the device redaces the boundary-layer drift
towards the outec wing. However. firnces alter nearby[ ___

presure distributins by means of the *reflection cffct".. >. O 5w
off-loading the wing and starting a new bmu.azy L%)er 0.003 SL *M4OI-

outboard of the fence, while diverting the I ounidry lzyerr
just upstream of the fence in the downstream irection" d C0 L"
Such an efflect must surely be negligible for sub o 7 0t

boundary-layer devices such as WVG's. habe-y et al" noled

on unsteady-flow charaetenstics However, the wire devices T ~
discussed in this paper are much smaller, as a proportion of 0a tAS w. 041W~~

wing mean chord, than those studied by Mabey .. nces 4,,

have been tested on an rnambered delta wing with round
leading edges of 60r sweep by Johnson and Rao" and Rao 0.os.
anid Johuson", bat their devices are r-ich largr than those
considered! here and presumably have sigi~ificantly higher
carasitic drag than WVGs3.

0 -

311 Effect on overafl flow PC~ of *Pia

Fig 9 shows that t effect of a single wire at x., - 0.452 on Fig 8 Elke: of single wire (x,- 0.452) on overall force
normal-force coefficient, axial-force: coefficient and the axial coefficients and axial position of point P
position of the point P. The increments in normall and
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Explanations for these differnces arc suggested in the while to the tioht or below it is separated. Fig 9a shows that. 0
following two figures. Fig 9a shows the variation wit in the former region. ther anm rductions in axial force or
angle of incidence of incrcmcnls in local nPoral force. Icading-edge tust, as cxpectcd. Similily. there are 0
Achs/s. and local axial fxce, icss. These incr.mcents am redxtions innome) force. Depc"ding onanglc of incidence,
deduced from pressure distributions at the pressure contributions of similar or even greater magnit.ide compared
measurement statiois Here c. and c, are local normal and to thoe in the *z=tcbed.flow region a=e apparent in the
axial-force coefficients based on local wing semi-span: I is separatcd.flow region. Thus. by shifting the point P
local wing sem-pan and s,, is gcometric mean Semrr-span of dowvstream, the WVG changes te chaacier of the separated
th. %ing (in both casesmade non dimensional by cen tr.lin flow downstream of point P in such a way as to increase
chord c.). Alo shown are the lo: of the point P for the sctiors on forward-facing surfaces of the wing and Ience to
wirc on and -hire off cases. !n the region to O left o increase ihthnst.
above the nire-on locus, the leading-edge flow with control
is attached

-0.040
herJ.SaM ACA.S/Sm

a 10 C12 4 16 a W 10 1 34 6e*/I
0 .

0 0.5 0i 0 f 0.45

0 t0.54 0.54
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Fig 9 Locol normal and axial forc:s and analysis of overet forces. single win: x. - 0.452
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Fit % dli shoes that &se two loci of the Point 11'ome a (Fig 104) the WYG Cl1aoCes the 10Wa Leadfrng edge flow
x- 0.45, itc k'ae Io %her ist *'rn is situate. In Other fM lw csiaW to attached (as may be seen in Fit 9a. Fo-

Wocd&. the %ire CcSeSC to be CfFe.'1re once it is CSOWInUMIMn a . I 5,Y fig I Ott Icadirg-edge tw mains Separatd.
of fte poit P. or,. more preciaidy r.ahapss. downStzm- of Itere the beneficiedc Of te WVG in feorAsuir die
Ltc squeatoa lune S. as might be expected fromi the separat flow to gii'e inctae Iading-edge t=s (with j
discUjLion ;r Sctio 3.2. The lo4 also mersge atx - 0.87: tldse change in local ttomws foceC) is seen dilPy.
,his point is upstream of ith uujag edgi.. %tcre it it~h: be
expeciald to be. because the Plow at the hkjsly-sweplleading
te M ii m ~o is dMid by local cnd tnga e Mo- C

dtatasfwu wcrusam. 33

By integrating the local Prcssnc forces over the pans of the L10 -A 'Wft -00 a

%ing whsere fthlading-cedge flow is assa..be. Rt ES Possible i aec
to analyse the sutive contribution af the azznccdls'hw Fg9.Teaschdfo ein r- e mi /7 0

seaae~twreg~ions with the win: or. The- result a; ___a_ 'of the normsc coefliiau but only a smal part of tire .1- f
asial"Oce coefficiet. This impiks ema the ms'ajosr pan or -4 . 3 0. CS 12..
t-c mo'.rlt incras: Li tesi!:g edte thrugs cotes fima a

gsl~nisaaon of the sepatd flow so ta it ircasesS
suion on te forwa-d facing surfaces on the &d.

coltoa ntewing havims siliicAnt kWid-frming 'a * .~
rgcnonts pper =sface neat the tcading edge. Thu; an1 U -4,007

uncsnbcemi vWing of :he same pLanform an thick-ss

distributon would not provide 64e scope for such large
amrv t unduation in fth elatS of the: attacwe-f I ~ i J -. - z [;e
cotriburiora ie much less obxious than thoue in the - . -. -
eoeesponds OverallfovC CWVes. pazsicul&-ty rot axial 4.'04 a o 004- *as -Ql0. a 04 a CP Vl..

force. this suggests that the m=i reason for the unduisitims; S . W1 i S M
is changes in t Mnir of t*- effect of the WVGis on the
sepaaed-flow region wifth .angle of incidence. Thus Fig 10 premre r)is sbi--ions at x - 0.705 Single wire at
s-sggestiors is reinforced by the tact there are no undulaticas x. - 0.452
(or even inflexions) sppsrcot a, the curve of the axial-hill
in the point P against angle- of anscidessee (Fig U) This leads 3.3 Multdple wires
to a possible exptasustien a5 to whY the 'Cdleisn in aWa
force coefrfict t$ targer a. a - 15.51 than at a - 14- A thte It is icasocabkc to suppos: that, as the -unb-e Of WWI, on
higher angle of incidence a large;. ram of ste !t-Adig edge te %ing is incsd, t downrm sha of T' and the
has sepAsnied flow than :a the lower angL of ineashnee resukati inceas in lendusa-ed.ge thtus )aoie lariter
hence Lhe scope for inceeaausg the thmst eter at IlaaveVe. 1she MUtWal stefeceC bcMVAe the 'WVG - has to4
a - 15.3' than1 atr cL A~* be taen ati aceossL Fig 11 alluq;=cea a Antarce of

fittourabie interfrence. which bW. Ed 4IMPOszse blatin on
Further inforimton on the change no die effecct of the WvG the cflcctijeres of msshtc devices. The. figure sisows plots
between the armac'ed-flow and sePassued-flowv regions is Of the redutiton so overall axial-lreec cocffickent WXar the *Aift
illustrated by pressu.-r diuinbstions Vt the station x - 0L705 in the axial posigio of V'. resprcuvett. firn sigl MVSb
forts - 14' and a - 13.5* in Figs 10az&b. Resulti are. Y 037 assd 045 tnsfor two 40=43e.onemseat sft hrve
shsyxr for ptots of ssatKc resaue cf!3esenL C,. apaingt Moiticr For a" , o3 ;: t-. seen Othi sh- voqnbted elfees
rvnn-dianKAsioas spaenrise moition tisi,. - yt,_ and nf or two devi'ces n greater than tE sumn e the Widivtdustl
C.qvidr~~ aginu st ~. where, z is wo-inssinaa orlin=~ oritiftiorn boils ii terms of t MovisAtuc of t
of th~e wing&. Insegration of the first plot oxie ;-v a axglurc itereosen and the dsnteas shft of *1' A
,4=m1 ferme- while integrtiont of the seond grasph MaVsdei it~gle deviace al X.- 0.45. C4*yt A. hAs no :ffect on thle flow.
a major cutintntoelcalfW oc. Fr a -14' andtbhtabtothe tca 0?vM ffOft SNowth"thisl

________ bcaue the ees--e is dyssssuar of te seunistior line S,
r ot a *m~icel Wig &Cat ir"t prv ft~e Csa vatue of 4-~Al fMs sungi &-vf~c ;it x, - 0 37 (Cas Ill. on thc other hand.

vs-force wckaLt For ta, sis i:tywcnka "=Fg 11e cree is upstream of the seP=Caion line and Consequently moves
outimi by 'Lunag olY OtIL trot to Meesuae Car defc in "-cr iii tif go im povr P dowingreain This movemnt as

va.Jfoee eeffoeo a~i soOarWV~ aslesslatn 1% ~~ ul.eciaody large to ensure that a Second dCVK 'te lceIC at
twoCWS 3,4AILX.- 0)41 U;hc WM bc ciefetive (CASeC) Q zd continues :o

be elTedvc 0%ce *11 isfaad rge Of angle Of intrdlene.
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sum of the shifts of the two individual wires at the same
anle of incidence. On the other ha, the maximum
reducton in axial-force coefficient for the woa-wir case is
greater than the sum of tde corresponding conwbutionz of the

.S single wre at the same angle of incidence. This crmphascssesd * 04L overall there are benefits from iWeessing the number of
C 0 I WVOS.

o , 2 -- ,-..i- is, , ----
0

0.0 AC, 0 2. "It I

A. 0.3 0 . I 2O

0"- •OGW

0 0
a0 1 o61 is e 20 0.25

a, .. 037 C4 12 5 573 A, i ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Ps . a 0.40

.iwFig 12 Ratio of a /eC, veses angle of incidence

It is interesting mo snt e ratio which provides a*
measoure atde efficiency ot h devices in coverth e the [os
m normal force to a ain in leading-edge vwit. According
to Polbaius leaing-edge suction ana y". this ratio has
the value 0.5 tor an uncunbered, intwiUted wing t zem

Fg II The influence ot one wire en another tickness and t lefding-edge sweep w. The variation of
this ratio with anle o incidence to various wire
c'b n n etihe is shown , Fig I2. which indicates that, tor
each win: coafiritio-. the ratio increases with angle t
incidence in a roughly Hinea way. beirg les than 0.5 at low

A fura fhe avourabe consequence at incrasing the number values of angle of incidence. Possible reasons for this trend
t wires is that dhe maxi3.n redoctfion in axial-arce are as toils. Since the wing has round leading edges and
cofcinrg is increased. The curve with tw peaks tr the is ca bed, regions t dte eading edge where the flow i s
singl-war at . - 0.45 is replaced by a curve in which the separaled will provide some dinst. This is ptkulatdy true
peak at rLe higher ane a incidence has vrua at the low end Vt the anglk of incidence range where the
ovcrheff ed the peak at the lower angle of icwdence, the *cenvr ot aea' afthde separated vae sheet is r Peively
lar beiag replaced by an inflexion in t e curve. For the close to the leading edge. thu. withou t controL there o e
two-wire ease. the peak value in eadig-edge ditt occurs suctio s an tforward-facirg parts at the wing in the
at a higher angle at incidence than that tar the peak value i sermTed-flow reg. implying a ?ipifrcant thrt frn this
the axial shift at point P. A study ot local tomes imilar to regionl Hence. in this range atagle of incidence. changing
that described in Section 3.22 shows that these observations die ending-edge flaw from separcd to attached by WVG's
can be explained by t e increased contrbution of two wires does not yield the benefit predicted by Puthamus' al
ma ladingedge us t in the 9cparaud-Dow, region compared which is based on the idea that there is zer ladig-edgc
with that ot the *igle wire As with thec single wire, the thrms in the separated-flaw condition, It has already been
main contribution io leading edge tbrust comes front the shown that, at higher angles at incidence. VGs mranise
effect ot the wires; on die separased-flow region. However, the sepwmaed-flow region downtreamn ot the point P.
tar angles at incidence weow 16'. the contiuti:on tract the changing it from one with the *centre at area' at the
attached-flaw region is sigedicady highe tar two wires separatd ionte sheet well inboard to another where this
than tot :he single wire centre is close to the torward-tacin part at the wirg surtace.

Thi seems go explain why the tactor exceeds the value given
TNhceis asugtesion in Fig Il ot an adverse interfere=c by Polhmnu'analogy -thighan~es ofincidnce.
betwee the two wires, Lar as the maximum ralu at the
down~streami shift at point P too twu wires is less than the

* *4

'CI
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te ptent f rfor omrnret yfl' t e datum s (in thef bufoeting ciange wi pr oba l b unwner rlikl.o

higy-swep ings Fig 3b aain~s t ith o ff et fofr iednntr n ocags ntecesfo eoiis
incesamen die nse of wFfig 2 and. 23e rris oreaseti th boundATIy layR. The RAF fon I'eeMFOsdi ree ta

dceurge of lift coefficients by about 0.6 oer .allci Ate wihdeW Oi ibsredwti onaylyr
Wcnigrtit are efete n ein mductg. ofaithuwfe Te &in fe dec dmifctivcsg of d e paxtin* ofe0

widi23 irm Thi isa sgniican inucton nd uggsu deview tof the diection of enolmmi bou r fle ow.
the inflence fof thr-ert by~ ontchn mome WG'. n th is Cuae cnguesa e wthinswt Reynolds numbr r hc obe

ilstra t in ig 14, w aere pit hing momen coeffc t Cof wire dbificlta to preict s oing to a theo velrieties in
is ta numc ed f ie tem and2 is lieal depnent th boundArylayr Th ere leaing cedge. 6owve d ieto

ohngo lift coefic tiento byi au 0.cale which hide indica thn ofG lise submergseu oihn tiec ofay wue
Wsm cetv clear.en rduced whek omn ilme theer n a ieo (not eeted aeo thae canes fth

coefficient,~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~deic Ct' ftednrn-iecs sse ob oyla th icnes ofo ah gnoiengwr oudaryeter wilo
The ifluenc of he WVG's n pithinghaven is O esinifica efec oncs ite pRormneofi nwVb
illstrtedin ' I 14 wb pk icgmomrd ocfikirtpC_ amviedul the wirei t w ng sto-ugd the vio i

on lft ocikim in vdc toobtin scle hic shws sub-ldayers of fn-iel se. Srimla y. theerrurntsoonwthe
smal iareme~tsckar-.j Th red od k-hig rwncrt efferc o I iven (alow not prsentd) suges that chnges

in bovtdary-layer cross flow are unlikecly to influen~ce the



ebaracteristies of WV's noticeably. Thue as (a- as scale :n all eaSes dt io d/c. (- 0.000283) and the wire angie amc
effects arc concerned. witd-Dinnel tests may reasonably be taken to be the same: as t the wWn-tunnel tests.
used to optimise the s=z and orientation of WVG's provided Furtmerme the a&%oa position or the wire wraz taken a3 x.
that low Recynolds efeess associated with bubWl burt=ng 0.452. In the ealculstion; 'be fbillowing ass-riptions have
arc avoided as in the presen study. beer) Mailer

Since: the preset tests were: peraomd ut low speed, it ao i) Wife vore generators may be tn'atcd as Lndividual
worth%%hile to speculate as to how the: effects of VGs at clemcnts for the calcuitio of parAsitie drag,
Mach number. representatie of subsoni;c manoeuvr (eg;
Case B. Fig 1) might differ fronm those described here. One ii) The changes in force 'sesg on 01-4 wee rca mq divided0
change is that the flow close to the leading edge will into components normal apd parallel to fhe w~e axis. EAch
become supereriticAl at high subsonic speeds, with the of these comwrnents is taken to be the vic as that on a Kimt
further. stong possibility of a shock waie dotaistrarn =r a uniform two-dB-nwensxona flow with a velcity equal t&.
This shock wvave may estr~e turbulent separation dipending the ampopre component of thz eXternl-low velIocity of
on its stregth, and trefore may detervaine the positio of t eppochi floss. The drzS off the wire is then obtained
the turba~lenz sepiaration fine S, Further sraiies am- therfor by resottirig the components in the iree-stream direction.
desirable: to investigat the arangernnt of VGs to Sive
best performance: at high subsonic speeds. It is possible that sli) For the calculation of the normal-kirce cwvompcoed
the turbulen sepanstion on the upper surface mxi no longer effets of the Wire are ignored
have a role in cottioling the leading-edespaain
However, tests made at high subsonic Macis number on the llorre ' and. s=mer eetly. Csawies and Wirrte 9  hsve
darm wing suggest thet th4is u nsily to be the ease. provided a great deal of data (er ;t,: drag incremenits due to
These tests showed that flows with a part-span leading-edge arious types of eserescences In pazticulr. Gaudet and
separation are also sensitive to small ecrescences at hog Winte corre'aed their data for ecrescenee drag co-Arciert.
Reynolds numubes (w' this eas canse by small cover plates C11& of a nuinmc of types of excscence in the fore
near the leading edge).

Thec benefits of WVG~s described in this paper have to be CDC d fso agai-I possibparastic dragpenaltes inhighspeed w V )
daish or manoeuv.-e conditions. Here, parasitic drag is C
do.firie! as the drag of the W"I0 or WVGs it. the prsenc
of the wing, Sucxh penaltie. it might be argued, could be Iteme C, is P=,Al ski-frictio codflckn and thu drag
especially severe: for multiple-wre cofigurations. In Or'te cofficier. i aS A on the frontal &re -f the escr%:scc. All
to obtain an indicatin of the parasitic drag penalties ot he the ;nartss5 5c= based on flu" cooditisii Jt upitimari of
wires czalculations have been inade for the following cases, the twire. and fricion veloc-ty

1) Sapersaek wiapoesivre at the Tropepnatse (lfght scale) I.

M - " CL - 0-1R- 6 x I'(CmcA , ig 1)

21 Selsaitle dashs at sa Inde (Soht sel) an icoiya based or wall conisss .

M OS.C -0 . 10 V Cae .Fi 11 The required b--ay-Syer p-PA-seu ar determine Sy
NI - .8. C -0 , R -00 a10' (ase ). using an Uwe-,. A! C-...i 16, clculesing bssrday layers NJ

needed bee, se the *VVGa are close to the tve&4i, ed*.

tM- 0.18- a - 'r. (CL -04) R -3.9a x0 IV utn the r * is sirw othttor armrviesweps Witg.
Trssio- j(:b th vosd layer on% the wing t, taken to be

4) Lewr-cpewa =*a~euvre tRaya.Mj camber as for Cane *t dw ,i 4bhcz o;- r ft trio Isias-spoed vr~cs (I 'Atid 2),
2)) ard it t h h Reynolds ouml~c-, lowv-seed use (Xj; for

hI- 0.18. a- I. (CL a' O.4 R. - 100x 1IV oftesotW~,ifrd'o i-lwiwi~iu In
all eame ;he presum 6tsibutr, used Ls the eainglat~os

The fist two conditions are representative of ts of av obtained fir utid tuvrset tests.
high-speed flight for a typical delt*-wing comrbat arcrakt *b omlfre fec cL derived from A:; ata -c by0
while the third care is one ... jdied in the present (idt rdW tefcaiqs rguinthaporae
intesfigaton. T-his case is inecied in order to provide a zuOadWnefoaurcigustthaporae

link between the wad-erne incasutcnsents andi calculatted component of selociry sand "ki fiction. infornmation oM the
valiss of parasti drag in hsg~h-spcd CtILgs Comparison of £rng of lon cxcrescncs with blurit noses anti tils; is crte
vahue for %be thir =~d fourth came )iceld an ir~ais o but, front informtion given by Gmaue &MJ inte; on
Reyralds number effects beawien the wavd tunnel an Mothi fairings. a vahie of unity for axia force coefficient bas.%I on
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frontal area and local dynamic pressure appears reasonable Finally, the present paper has been concemed with the contro!
for rough estimates. The results obtained for thc parasitic of separations on the upper surface of a wing designed
drag coefficient of individual wires, CD , (based on pnmarily for efficient supersonic iranoeuvrc. However,
free-stream dynamic pressure and wing planform area) are WVG's may also preve useful for wings with variable-iroop
shown in the table below, and are negligible. leading edges designed primarily for efficient subsonic

manoeuvre. Flows over wings of this type feature adverseI -pressure gradients in the region of the junction of the droop
Cas M R 10 Cie X01 and the main win, which possibly will cause upptr-surface

=111--,separations similar to those decribed in this paper. These
1 1.5 56 226 separations may also determine the position of the origin of

the Icading-edge separation on the outer wing. Thus WVG's
2 0.8 100 3.$9 may be useful for controlling flows over wings of this type.
3 0.18 3.9 JIM5

4 :18 100 18.82 5 CONCLUSIONS

A wind-tunnel inves,igation into the effect of sub
If the parasitic drag penalty of multiple wires can be inferred boundary-laycr vortex generato.s en the flow over a
from thes: resuits by addition, it will remain insignifican, cambered delta wing with leading edges that ac both hi3hly
even with 28 wires (eg, for Case 4 the penalty ACD ' swept and rowed suggests the following conclusions.
0 00005). Therefore wing high-speed performance should not
be compromised by WVG's considered in this paper. I) A small, w;rc vortex-gcnerator placed on the wing in the

attat.hed turbulnt bo..idary layer close to thc wing leading
It is also worth noting that the valbes of parasitic drag edge, at an angle of 6 to the leading edge in plan %iew,
coefficient for the two high-speed flight cases (I and 2) are produces a vortical disturbance. This disturbance is caused
much lower than that low-speed. high Reynolds-number case by the conversion of boundary-layer vorticity into trailing
(4). This may be explained by the observation that, at vorticity. The vortical disturbance controls the
.ugh-specd conditions, the velocity of th" flow in the boundary-layer flow toward and along a separation liqc on
vicinity of each wire is n-ich lower, as a proportion of the curved upper surfacc of the wing, movmp that separation • 0
fre:-stream sp,.J, and is more closely aligned with the wire line downstream.
axis than 'or the 13w speed, high incidence case. The
parasitic drag c.iMcient of the wind-tunnel case (3) is 2) This separation line effeclt,ely intersects or joins .he
somewhat lower than that of the corrcsponuing high leading edge, !.so that a further consequence of the control is
Rc:.olds-num cr case (4). showing the adverse effect of that the po.kon of th: onset of leading-edge separation is
Reynolds mn,' in reducing the thickness of the boundary shifted downstream, causing, in turn, reduced normal force
layer compae ' vith wire diameter and hence exposing the and increased leading-edge thrust. 0
wire to fion or higher dynamic .prcssure. However. the
value for Ihc wind-tunnel case (3) is als( mnul' larger than 3) This increased leading-edge thrust arises mainly from a
those of the two high-speed cases. The value for Case 3 reorganisation c" the separated leading-cdge flow fu'qher
may be .:ompared with measurements in the wind tunnel. downstream. The 'centre of area' of the suctions on the wing
For angles of incidenrte of 12' and below, the W'G's are surface underneath the separated vortex is moved towards the
not effective in controlling the flo% (see Fig 8), h:nce forward facing part, of the wing surface.
measircd increments in drag coefficient a' lo ai',les of
incidence pro.'ide sn indication of -he parasitic drag penalty 4) An increase ir. the number of wires enlarges the range vf

of the wires. Ilowever, the measured values of the angles of incidence over which the wires arv effective in
increments in drag coefficient fcr a single wire at low angles in,-."sing Iading-cdge thrust.
of incid.t..c arc within the range of repeatability of the
experiment which is small (±0W"2). The same comment 5) A reduction in lift-dependent drag factor of up to about
apfties to the calculated value in Case 3 above an' also to 16% is shown to be achievable by using multiple (28) wire S
the measured and calculated values fo: 28 wi,.s. This vortex generators. The wire configue.tion giving this
provides further evidence that lhe parasitic-drag penalties of reduction should have an insignificant parasitic drag penalty
WVG's in high-speed flight are likely to be small in subsonic dash and supersonic manoeuvre crciditions.

The present stu.,'y h," other impl-cadions f o ght 6) Wire vortex generators delay the wing pitch-up to a higher
performance of combat ?ircraft which are related to lift cocficient, the value of this lift coefficient incresing a! .
manufacturing tolcranccs in the lcading-edge rgin, of the wire number is increased.
wing It teas been shown that small excrcscencc can have
significanl R.ffects on the force and pitching-moment Thus this paper shows that sub bx indary-lycr vo)rtcx
characteri.tics of highly-sihept wings at manoeuvre generators prv.ide effeclivi coutrol ot* st,,"rations on Lhc
conditions, suggesting the need fo careful motatoring of the upper surface of highly-twept cambercd wings for supersonic
wing shape in the Icading-edge rgion.
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combat aircraft, thereby giving significant impmvements in I I Kuethe A.M, "Effect of streamwise vortices on wake
-- 'formance at subsonic manocuvre conditions. properties associated with sound generation." Journal of

Aircraft, Vol 9, No 10. Oct 1972, pp 75-78. 0
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AERODYNAMIC D)ESIGN OF SUPLA MANEUVERABLE.AIRCRAFF
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Russia

SUMMARY (PiS) for Improving the parameters o ciases st'euvcrablllty:

The main peculiarities of aerodynamic design of highly litnlodfv zatunrlmtadrteP2
maneuverable aircraft are examined. The possibiities of improvIng 2) use of poet-sit UAngles of attack In maneaverlig, thatia, reschtn g
the aerodynamic characteristica of aircraft atI high Angles of attack angles of attack on thteovdcr of 90deg. wi thnubastta ily decreasi
by use of higSh-lift devicea and powered-fift system (boundary flight speeda (flg.2); this ettales the aircraft fore-and-aft axis
layer control, blowing over winS, engine thrust vectoring) are (weapon politi direction) to be musaed up to Plldeg. relative to
shon.Thecondiionsof controlable sunetrerthgh posit-suid the flight path end the flight direction so be changed thmu~h
angles of attack ((E5gdeg.) are establisahed. Results of rotatinsthe alrcraf".about Its ingttudiitlaxisarear-sero for-*rd
experimental ivestigations en the Influence of wing planforar and speed, that In, the avpennanieuveraility to be realized.
locationsa of aircraft components (wing, empennage) on the
longliaia tabitity and controllablitryat N'Jh Angles of attack are Trarstion to angles o1 attack t~pto 9Ddeg. can be either dynamic.
presented. A comparative analysts of aerodynamic and maneuver that Is. without trimmng atlin tpoinu,ocateady-state, that it.with
perforance of aircraft of varlous configurations (coiv.-ntional, the irim being provided at a = 9Odeg. In the latter case, the ITLS
three-surface, cantard) Is performed. can be employed In t form of jet controls developed for VTOL

aircraft.

LIST OF SYMBOLS Investigations conducted at the TsAGI havc shown thal the
indicated potestialities of atgniflcartly improv~ intier'vl

CL lift coefficient Increment; performance can be reriind elhero't Vie canard ahersit uti a tll
cn normal force coefficient; elevator or on ft'aircraft of conventiona! two-surface c -Afliatlon

Cl jet momentum coeffictent; with an additional horizontal canard 01tC. three-surface
CrrCb. CnC* pitch moment coefficient derivatives; configuration) 11,~21. Thus, tie contra,irtory requircotnta boing

S re-,Imposed on advisced fightes can ko met in fth framcenrk af ;hz

T grom engine thrust; same ctAard corfigration or its vartants.
R turn radius;

atttue;2.AERODYNAMICS 07 MANEUVERA'J E AIZCRAF1 AT
V speed;
W weigjkt; HIGH SUts-STALL ANGLE?' OP ATTACr,

an control si-rface trueange 1 ack; FIit maneuvering cha,ucteristicsa r, R. 1ji re the boat at
SO cntrl sufac deectin agk;angles ofattarAk O.. Xxdcg and at maximum r'.rndynamic li1ft. Tt6

coto d-vwsuraedeto ange; Waig no, meynimic seams should be used for Improving
dco-wast anle;the lifting cheraclerislics and reducing the fequIred

ttime!; hull-egtrtooaaicf.
nRa longiadinai load facto -owlgtrtoo a lca'
nsa lifting load factor; the lpobem )f improving fth lifting diraracteristics of miodern

1tunrate; flghera of conventional two-surfaces conflguration a'; high angica
XCMf CM. Position; ofattack isned byeng Adapive high-IL~idevces on wingpanes
Xpa aerodynamic cenoer position: and their leadinS edge exitenstons (LEX). with the Istcrfenterating

Xr center of pressure p~n* stable vorles flow over ihe wing up to i0 ...3SdeS. asoi(*of attack.

X$ iing fcenitr 906i& T-e Invati~aons conducted! atthe TsAC- In the 1970sizhave shown
that mud', the same ('feet can be obtained both with thv.

1. NTODI--ONco-rventicnal (p**nounced-fuseisge) conlfigrflon festering a
I. INTODUSTON shrp-edged Lt2X on the wittg and with the so -aled tntera,d

Principal requirements currently being Imposed on adamod configuration. The baaiforths coettvsration iforssd bya lifting
fighters are: Increrned radius of action supersonically and vugface: a. a compler plaanform Which combines three volumi.trlc

enhanced maneuvering c-apabiittes sarbaoutcaliy. .h first ar th ueaerf ihteookiadeuMns w.Tefrt eng-'e taeflies wttit t"idi-4ng Inlets. Oteigne according jo the
requirement defines the choice of 'todnanric corniuraton a ls~-..eclrteilrFi,-3Y-Zndn~e
canard configuration with a thin, moratse-apect ratio vmtrgthee dtlg ~ r econdocr rv',the fghters aniG29, Sn-fl
having a leading edge sweep Angl of 4S...50deg. Thi AVPr~i 2 o3 . eodo- tth iheiMG2,S-7

confinguratinenab'es te supersonic odynamle elnicncy to tie
increased as compared to the conventional two-surface Similar -iottactertslics ran I-n obtatned with a cioie-couptcd
confdguratin dire to leir erodynamic center di~placemert with canard-orIng configuration. Fayrrsbs canard-wing interference

Moucht eAr' eradaodiyiailsrthn drag naltyirzon allows %ibtilnitif high tIOSin charicteristics and aerodynamic
coodti aiirorsbatntiliyldetlngheagle01-klt*krsge, efficle~scy at high acgli of stuck and provi-ling stabilty mid0

that Is, ,erst well beyond a maximum of 20 .2Sde4. Inherent conric,1iebihy at stall and posi-stall angles of stuck.
In pireceding-generation fighiern since th.o conventional mens fot
enhancing 2ircraft lfing chanicteristice within the limlis oc4x: Expertalinetgioshesow thtwtte tr
linear variatons arc practically exhausted. Al thi point, two srea-t in eratio h v shot thceae t Wro illib the Lsome

avenues of investkion can be set off: oretethang tareodf e lf nf rdced by the intaXe tiroydoo Ishe

I) enhancement of maneuvering capabtilities within the 3uhcrligeal strength Of vortice generate-I by the highly swept UIZ, (Fg.3i.
ranr of tngles oif attack, Increase In the waxlnis'm 11i 1 1n Untrimased valuest of Cimax for 0,e conventiortil two-surface

Chu -rd til soleof ttak Fig 1)t~S pw d-l~ft Ilts configura:,on with the L.X Are somewhat greaterthan those for the
Ciss~a m stll a~leof atac (Fii) singpowcanard configuration. with their pitnfom areas Wengequal Butat

the satc overall dIatensions. taken -with accounting for

Present, d ofan AGARD MeurL'g on Technologfesfor lligkf* Matjteuwobk Afrcmoft Qiober 1993.
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aerodynamic arrangement And centw.z-of'msis (CM) position Control surface, defleton displaces the center of pressure aod.

configuration can be sreater than that for the conventional direction (Itaccordancewi htft deflection sign and the positin~nof

twvo-surfsae configuration. due to the lnsailatlort of lifting surface the control surface retative to the aircraft CM) by the vatue s
on t rear fuaelage. Under thewe conditions, at sulion' peeds &elned by conrA effeciveess.
untimmed lift valuea will be the same for buth the confi. itions,
whileIn the trimmedcaftehe cnard confluraton willp. juce the The cenler-of-pesure position of Isolated wtngs with low and
Mtaler lift. moderate aspect ratios at a-90deg. shifts from a potnt that

depend~son the wing planforas at tow angles of attack (cerodynamic
lting characteristcs of hoth the configurations cin be enhanced center), to the wing's center of area, which It, by definition, at the

wilb the Aid of wing teadin% ard trailing edge high-fift devices both 50 percent mean aerodynamic chord (ailing centcr'. ' 0.5.
it, moderate and at high sorWe of attack (Fig4). An additional Fli.61 11.,41. The smaller are the wins's sweep angle andsaspect
isogrvemetntof the fiftingcharacteslstIca car. beltailned by Useuse ratio, the greater I, this shift. The shift Is maximum for a
of PL.Ss 15-71: wing teadinib and trailing edge boundary layer forward-swpt wings.
control, spariwise aslkyimetric jet blowing, thrust vectoring (TV)
through nozzle rotations (we Figa.i.4). The aerodynamic center of the wispi with complex ptanforn's at

a- 5. .seg. I; near the sailing center and can coincide with It
The vee of the powered-lift systems on the conventionali F )

confluration fighter allows the available lifting load factor li
sbsoudc sustuined ibanctivertng regimes to be enhanced by The mountingofa horizontal tailiora canard shits the aerodyaic
0.6 ... 0.8 and the deceleration/acceleration charActeristics at center and t:,e center of pressure of cosnfiguraton tespectirely0
16t-0.4..0.6 to be Improved considerably (113.5). The use of the backward or forward. In thecase ofthe canard the forwardashift of
internally bltown flap system (BLC) or the pawise blown sysntem the aerodynasiz center At a =0 Is greater than the
'M :he wing with d'-fiected flaps is moI effective. center-of-prcsure shift at a 2290deg. The horizontal tail shifts

the center of pressure backward greater than the aerodynamic
3. AERODYNAM4IC!; OF MANEUVERABLE AIRCRAFT AT center due i') a difference In the values of dc-jmwash at thewe
HIGH POSt -STAI.1 ANGLES OF A'TTACK %urfaces. As a result of the mounting of these surfaces the distance

between the points indicated Increases for configurations with
In increasing angle of ettack beyond reaching the Citnax, samft simpie wing planforms (Figl 8).
'If'Jngi characteristics decrease and 't'e dragt contime to Increase
(swn Flig.21. As angio of attack increases alfildecreases. theushare The Indicated backward shift of the center of prcssure and the
of the thruat T ticreases, which enters as a component of resultijig normal force stabilization at high angles of attack rreslt In a
force Into expressions for ~or.gitudinal and lifting load factors: substantial qualitative change In the behavior of the relationship

Cm(t2) In the range of a = 0. .90deg. at different CM positions of

... Tcoa-D. _ =Tina+L aircraft.

W n the cuseof aforward C~fposition (t) with the C.4beinga&hesd 0
At very high angles of attack (a -709Wieg.) In the wing-axis of the center of pressure (Xp) at zero controi surface deflection

coordinate syu'em the greatnr part of the aerodynarnic force is the I( )(i...tefnto mM tkstefr hti
ircraft dragt (nomaal force In the body-axitsysem) and the ti, characteristic of static stable aircraft (FIg.9.b). If for all angles of

substitutes for the lift. If the effetve power-plant thrust eceed attack the aircraft's CM% remains behind of the center of pressure at
the weight of a fighter It can fly without lcao of brgh (nu Z' I) (0 0) (3). the exprcssion Is characteristic of unstable aircraft,
down toseedt Approaching zero (V~ -*) w~dt zi,.reasing;angle but the curve flattensout After the crtical angle of attack due to
of attack up to' 90deg. In doing so, the radius of horizontal steady stabilization of the normal force (see FIg.9.b).
turn diminishes drastically (R -" 0) Thu. the potentfialities Of Whe- the CM position is between the aerodynamic center at
using htigh post-stall angle of attack In steady f'light are definecd by a = deg and thecenterof pressure at a = 0Odeg. (2), theture
thrvr't-to-uretht ratio T/W > 1. aerodynamic configuration ,and mC taethcartriicfmwthwotlpin-usbe
'measures slated at providing bhe control of aircraft and operating amtl akgeso teattac eisi forr m with atw tri p 0 nsaiantal'g
slahitity of Its power p~ant over the whole augle-of-attuck rante a oat o tak(rm= t( n tbea t
(a :5 90deg.). IllIs advisable to conduct the analysis of ones (see S..bl. Such form of the fLnPctton Cm(a) eables
high-angle-of-attack aerodynamict with the bod) Axis ncoordinate aircraft to be trimmed at post-stall angles of attack (Fig 10). For
SYstM, I-e. using the normal force as A function Of Angle of attack teaching angles of atuack on the order of 90deg. a oversh~oot In
(see FIig2). Tho runction Cn (MO has three characteriatic portion&. angilesof attack isuad beyond the anglecorrespondingt to thesibie
I- fliear Increase It, thse normal force with angle of attack, which trim at the maximum control surface d-flection, 9~nax, white the

cp-re~pondecetoatuched or steady vcrlex nosround theinS; subsequent return to the required (lins Independently of the
2 - decrease In the Increment rate of thL nscsssi force with angie of effectivenca' of control surfaces is realized be~cauzz of avail t'y1
Mutick due to the separation onset On the wing and to breakdown of of high W.tch-down momentsowing to theconfiguration And the CM
steady vortex fleer over the wir.g; 3 - normzl force sablixatkto as position.
result of esLobliahzeent of a development unsteady separated flow
ovrrthe wing. Toenablne achnghgh post-stalangle of attack (on Thus, the possibility of safely reaching extremely high angles of
the order 90deg.i at low subsonic apt ds, the aircraft mnust be able attack In flight depends to a isrge extent on the relative piosition of
to be trimmed In the static ronditions and have a nufIncient the two characteristic points, namely, the aerodynanic center at
plici-down mom.ent margin over th operational angle-of-attack a-0 0.SdeX. and the center of pressure sa1-9odeg.. I e. on the
rargse. aircraff'saebodynamic layout. If the two points peacdaliy coincide

(wing witha leading edge kink, see FIgS.7 And 8). the choice of CM
This mtean: that the functior Cm(WC of a nutrsonk fighter must position cannot provide the nonlinear behavior of the function
beessentually nonlirsar: Cmt(a) required for safely reaching a =59ode: To reach

extremey highanglesof attack.an Automation of the ' h-control
CntZ7 > 0 under tilm conditions at sub -stall Angles ofaiutck. channel Is needed with the necensiry provision of efre~dve control
Cm(X < 0 under trias conditions at post-stall angles o atutack at angles of attack near 90deg.

the uncton C (( at is e'ecttsd bythe Control surface effectivenes Is determined by the value of lift
The At.=our e fucinC 6 tP= Isd eeltlb h (normal force), depending on the true angle of attack
normal foace assa function of angle of attack and the CM postilon
reluttya to the nOrmal-force Ppplication point (centerf Oprtssure. XP) an= a +r- e



According toexperimental daa,the normalrce on h hoewolU maneuvertble ircraft models at angles of atc
tall or the %anard varies approxiately prepofllorAl to ugl o a= O...rg. In theT&GI T-iO5 wind tnl" Aito

atak _pt C iq 0deg. At Cra > 40deg the norss0 force Is scieiroc and technology, 2. 1993 (in Russian).
stabilized and. oiequently, the con=4rl i ace practically loges
10 cffecllveneaa, bill fth pitch mtoment varies proportdonlly, to the 4. l.G.Baul'klrrs. R.D.trodov
cosine of control surface deflection angl WIS.1): Inawce of wingf planfoem and aircraft configuration over

pitch moment rot angles tA Incidence from 0-9Odeg."
cm(ajo) = -A05 'bcvs'p, lfllerrtiaOtl conference on Aircraft fllglrtsafely. Zhutcovaky.

where k [As dynamic pomsurc ratio 31control surfact location, ItIs the
arm of the control-surface normal force. 5. N.M .lltroltln. A.V.Pelrov

Mfle uste of powered-lift sy;3em for Improving aerodynamic
At noallive deflecion the canard low aeffectivensour Oct law charactertotia of maneuverable aircraft.'
asgitof attick than the horizm~ail talltof thieconventional wtl-tal P'roceedings of TsAGI. 1989 (In Rualn).
conflgur;Ilon (wee FIg11) de to graer downash near fte
canrsrd. E Me iucso Pt 0 Ipractically linear and It retains 6. U.N.161'sajov. A.V.Petrov
Cie linearity up to sufficiently high angles of ustlack at jrngative 'An Investgaton of thrust vectoring e'ectveneaa at high
dtflectioni angles of the control surfaces. Effetdveness-optiolied subtonic speeds."
control Is realized by ineatat of an all-roving sufaa3 (o fail Proceedinspof T&AGl. 1999 (in Russian).
elevator) for a stable aircraft and with the help if t all-movIng
cantard for sit unstable one. Thus, to be trimmed, a 7. AV.t'etruv
htghly-=touverable fighe rat canard wnnhguratbon uthave tilt 'Aerodynamic* of aircraft with pywered-lIft syseas."

cnrlsurfaces, which are: effective at high angle. of attack. The Proceedings of the second sino-russtan symposium on
pomialtiy of longitudinal tim ant: safely reacaSg high pcst-stall aerodyritmics. CAE. Beijing. 1992.
angles of attack In the case of convinlional configturaton alr.~cft
can be enlarged ay mwunti an -dditional canard (ihrer-sudAcr
configuration) (IFlg.12).

Exatremely high anles of attack (on the order of WWSde.) In a
dynamtc regl~c can be reached by an aircraft of canard
configuration with an elevator as well Ps by an aircraft of
conventional two-surface cmnlguratton anti lhre-surface
conflnatn with prooerly chosen planform and CM poaition
(Fig. 13).

CONCLUSION *
1. For atj-esoOi fighters to Mprate at high pxoalall 3ngle of
atack forsubsonicunrieuvering. It Isadvantag..ou to se a catrd
configuration with it tall elevator &ad nozle vectoriSg at the tall or
a three-surface contfiguration (with cantari anc heri-tnital tail).
The caxvird ccriflgurvtlon with a tl elevalor Is psofrnmble because
tt provides highr Cimax valucs compared b t cornntfo-at
two-surface configurations due to thiust vec i and a NO"~e
trimmed lfl-to-dratSratioastnsperaniolcz peeds owiSgto the aheenc
of urim drag penaty due to small shift of the se.-ody tAmIc cMiner.

2. For (Iiguters not Intended for p.-otonged suporsocnic cruise and
having no 1hruti vectoring sysem, it tihrec-surface rorflaoration
zan be chosens witose subsoni te fin earabliftes can be
substantaly increasel by hIgh-lIft devices nd piwz.-ed-lift
systems.

3. For afely reachingcextremely high a,getiof atwar (on the urder
of P0deg.) thcC~oelrRatAithaiyc onfIurat nmcsus~eocaied
bela.:en the acro~ynr.lc center at a =3 and the cernter of
presureata = g0deg. ((p 0) )The re,.rlredrelatlivzpoeIvnit
of thre points must Le provided by i proper chokce ef the winj
planform tnd control surfact! parameters; Iisnecersary toprovdi
a itlch-down moment margin ane effective M'; end yaw contrel at
all anglesociatck.
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X-31A CONTROL LAW DFSIGN 0
by 0

H.IaB and C. HWLV"
Deutsch: Aerospace AG

Military Aircraft LME212
Postfach 801160

D-81663 Munich
Germany

!.SUMMARY n y sideforc,
This paper presents an overview on the X-31A flight control oz  load factor
law design philosophy and the technical realization of the de- p roll rate body axis
sign. After an introduction in th FCS hardware configuration q pitch rate body axis 0
the basic control law stiucture and the met.hod used for feed. r yaw rate body axis
back gain calculatina ae presented. Several elements as the Ip pilot command roll axis
feed forward path, gravity effect compensation. initial & gy. xq pilot command pitch axis
roscopic coupling compensation and the pilot command sy- xr pilot command yaw axis
stem are discussed in more detail. Simplified block diagrams
of the basic flight control mode in the longitudinal and late. Indices
ralfdtrectional axis follow. Finally the implementation of the
thrnst vectoting system incltudng engag'taent and disengage. e expenimental axis
ment procedure is shown. k nodal line axis (flight path axis)

w wind axis
2. LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS C command
AoA Angle of Attack
AX Aircraft Vectors and matrices
CPU Central Processing Unit
DASA Deutsche Aerospace (former 9 pilot command vector

Messerschmitt.BOlkow-Blohm MBB) surface command vector
EFMI Enhanced Fighter Maneuverahilihty PC steady state actuator command vevor
FCC Flight ConLol Computer star. variable vector

L Flight Control Laws y.1. outP . .eCtor
FCS Flight Control System transpose of vecto,
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit s k  vector 1 0 time k
10 Inputloutput
LVDT Linear Variable Data Trtisducer A system matrix
PST Pos.al input latrix
RI Rockwell International outputmatrix
"TV "bnt Vectoring feedback matix 0

E Riccati gain matrix
0 bank angle Q weighting matrix of performance indexo pitch attitude ST weighting matrix of prrfonnancr index
a angle of attack transpose of matrx X
c angle of attak command

€  
sideslip 3. INTRODUCTION
uC sideslip command Te X-JIA p.t stall cxpcr.ner.tal aircrcft was d.veloped u

6SF sym:wical trailing edge command demonstrate enhanced fighter manocuvrwabilty by using
6DF differential trailing edge command thrust vectoring to 'ly beyond stall lunits. The goal of the
C canard command EFM program is to demonstrate the tactical advzntage of a

6R  nder command fighier aircraft being capable to manoeare ".rnd maintainK thrust vectoring command yaw axis controlled flight including the postsall regime up to 70 de.
a thrust vectoring commaed pitch axis greet AoA.
cosp cosy darectio, cosine
sI .V cosy dgrtion cosine Two fighter type X-31A aimraft were built by Rockwall In-

teanoanal and Deutsde Acrosnace undo contract with the
portzianoe index Advancd Rcech Projects Agency (ARPA) and tbe Ger.V aircrtf speed mas Ministry of Defense (GMoD).

g gravity constant f.

Prse.sed at an AGARD Meeting on T.ohro*e for if sly Manoeuvrable Airimft: Orsot, 1993.

*
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Since the first flights of aircraft 1 on October I ths 19% 1 and the exaust nozzle and can In deflected up to 35 degrees into
aicat6 nJanuary 19V1992 the two aircraft have wecu- the plume. leading to a thrutt deflection in the pitch and yaw

mutated atotal of 263 flights (145 on aircraft #1 and 123on aisof more then lG degrees ThisaT11systemis used toaug.
aircraft 02) until August d0 b 199. The conventional envelo. ment 0:e acrodynamnic control power during low speed and
pe was cleared to 0.9 Mach. 40 kit I esaure aitidc. 485 kcas PST flight.
and 30 degrees AoA. Symimetrical .oads were ceared bet-
ween 7gs and .2gs. Shortly after PST flight test was suared The X-31A flight control system is a full authority digital fly,
both aircraft were transferred froms the It! flight test facilty at sy wire syriern. It coesists of three idenwial FCC's (two
Palmsdale CaL to the NASA L yden Flight Rese-arch Facils- CPU's each) supported by a So called tic-breaker FCC. This
ties (DFRF) at ridwa rds Airforce Base by late Januauy 1992 tc-breaker is like the: other l:CCs but with just one CPU. It
to continue the PST envelope expansion flight test. Slnee selects tile healily FCC lane in case of a second FCC failure.
then more than 100 ; ST clearawc flights have been accon- which gives a quad'ruplex system reliability. The safety cisti
phished and the Ps r envelope is now cleared up to 70 degrees caa flight control eomnonens, awe electrically quadruplex and
AoA. between 10 lift and 30 kft pressure altitude, a inaxi. conunected to all four FCa' ThF:S, are the pilot ineeptois
mumn )f 4g's durni4 P.SI' entry and a maximurm of 225 kess (stick aind pedal), the rateC gyro, the .aCeler0Meters and the
entry speed. In the meantime ta'tical flig'ht te-st has started to actuators of traaisng edge flap. canard and rudder. The safety
&emonstrate the ENNI capability of the X-31 A airetaft. critical sisuatorx (rimry control surfaces) ame hydraulically

duplex. The othec..v wapurcests are not considcred safety enti.
J. X-31A FL.IGHT CONTROL SYSTEM cal. but are ncc a;ry to fullfi. the 2M rauirernenti: PrA to
The X-3SIA aircraft ISa3 lonigitudinal unstable (time to double be able lo fly -A dsin the PST rt~iine. These are AMA and si-

ai.'iu~eas low as 200 ise) delta wing A-IV with canard deslip sensors located at the neseioovon. =tr data computer. in-
configuration The-F primary aerod~ynamic control surfaces are ertial measuremenrt unit and the actuai of the thrust vecto.
5Yr~niniCa trailing edge flaps a-nd canard for the longitudi- ring pade.laigedge flap. sapfedorake and engine sir in.
nal axis and diffcrental irailti edge flap and rudder for the take These oorinents are electrically duplex, except the
lateral/directional axes Mn addition a thmiast vectoring systzm IMIJ whidiha as .5 slest rron~tonn; ,eature The nionsafety
is added to the engine exhaust nortie utilizing three pa-ddicee. criliial acrujatrs (seonarf cvrrjro surfacsl are hy~lrul
Ea2ch paddle covers an angular section of 120 degrees aneund cally x:m~wlex. A failure of .s nonsafety critical compotsent

A CC 0,MCross Charnel

* T

]PRI.M. CONTR. SEC. CONTR.
SURACES SURFACE

Fig 1: X-41 A flight conrol hardware configuration
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mu.-t be monitored by the redundancy n-Aagesnwat and me- S. BASIC SERUCTURE 0F THlE CONTROL LAWS
ported to the flight control laws. Fig. I Aves J.' overview The X-31IA flight control laws have three main external wr- 0
over the flight control system architecture, faces ie.:

In rtse basic flight control system mode all feedback ignals the pilot command vector P (Xp. 'q Id-).
aie used to calcula the actuator commands There wre two %1
basic modes, because the TV can be enabled and disabled by the sensed feedback vector y (p. q. r. ar. PI) and
the pilot. But PST flight is prevented by the FCL as long as
TV is disabled. For takeoff arid landing TV is atornatically thse actuation command vectorQ U SF6P5C*$.O -0)
disable-i for safety reasons. Depending on the actual sensor
falure situation. reversionary modes provide a step by step Within the PSI' flight envelope the pilot command vecter
systems degradation. Le. consists of wind axis roll rate command (x ). angte of attack

commad (xq) and sideslip command (xd At high dynamsic
" RI - inertial measurenment unit d:sengage mode presure flight conditions load factor command replaces an-

gle of attack comimand.
" R2 - fl ow angle disengage mode

* R3 - ixed gain mode in caueofan airdatafalure

The. most degraded mode. R3. still has save flying home ca---------------I
pasily. In fig. 2 the step by itep, degradation is shown; note
that the more degraded modea includes the disengagemenit. of 0 aL
the less degraded modes. L~e in P3 mode the aWU and flow6
angles are also disVngaged. The 2mos illustrzte the possible
degrdationin case ofahardware fase. The degraded mo- U U,
des ane also pilt selectable in a noofailure situation for flight -U I
test purposes.

Basic Mod-,

IV. it

LosLssofdirction cosines. A
uEand 0inertial

IMU Disen gage
Mode (R1) 

Y
s fa n noselsoom

Flow Angle a

Lotsjo[ ardata Fg. 3: Bic strwcumof tLtX IA FCL

Fied Gaia Fig. 3 shows the.X-31A flight control laws in a close-i loop
Emergency Mode (~)together with the aircraft Lynamics Thrire are three subunU.

within the fljht concrI4 laws. 'he liear feedback1 unit K and0
rise nonlinear fcedforward iis f0 Lad f The feedforward

ft 2. Right Control Sys temn Modes uit fu caiculatos the nicesawy steady atL command vciar

ti.i e. the uirued surface deflec:ions. for the Olot coms-
mnand vector E depending on the actual flight condition and

For afcy mson a sin ecoerymod w~iintodut nto airraft eoriraton data (e g. c~g.. weight). In pa-Allel f y
teafegty reons laws spa revr mst e slecitoed to91 c,culates the correspo~ndinga.c&idy tat, command vector c0

contol aws Th mae mst b seectd b th P~ That means for all feedback signals an associated cummand
let. There are classical direct J1kb from stiCk 2nd pedal to ca- signal must be CIJcu1ate from the pilot input.

nard. trailing edge flap. rssddts- and thrnmst YcLtonng. giving
the pilot fNll stsrface deflectioni authority. A proportional uA The actuator cornn'acdi we calculated kviis the following
integral pitch rate feedback is the only closed stabiiation
loop io the spin recover/ mode.
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vecto equaion:This equation is often referred to as the algebraic Riccati

eation. The stability and handling analysis is carried out

+ C (q.1 wih the full high order system. If this check &hows unsads-
6!=+ , Enl factorets teweigting rcshave to dud and

the optimization procedure is repeated.

Thus the actuator command vector us is e sum of the steady S.2 Calciulain of the Ftedforward Pathis
state command vector (trimmed stirface deflections) and th The fe~fosward pathss are calculated independently from the
feedback difference vector multiplied by the feedback gair feedback path using the steady state equations of motion of

niatrixthe aircraft. Steady state is interpreted in this context as the
resulting stable flight conditioc with constant pilot inputs

5.1 Determination of the I'etdbaek Galn Matrix K (e.g. steatay state wind axis roll). When taking into account
The feedbrack gain matrix K is determSSined uing~ the htieari. all influences in calculating the steady state vectors y,, and
sod aircraft model split into longitudial respectively late- ye the funrctions and fudescribe the inverse steady state
raldirectional motion. All additional dynamics je.g nctation model of the aircraft. They include all direct link and all
and sensor models) are not coasidered. This leads to fort compensation poths (e.g; tnty effects, inertial coupling.
order models. Using the z-tranisform the vector difference speesstrsiin moment compensation ).. and are dependent on
equations are configuration and flight condition. Consilaints as complexity.

model fidelity or computer power do not allow the full imple-
mentation of all paths, therefore some of them must be sim-

i - - -- -- -- -- --- -- -- I pliied or omitted at all. 'he steady stat feedback difference
VC ~ ml L IX error is a measurement of this simplification.

1 5.3 inertial and Gyro"acl Coupling Comnpensation
The gyaoscol.ic moments wre square dependent on the angu-

l /: At rates adtherefore not considered in the lihncd trxddl.
- - - -- - - - - - Athigh angular rates these mmenta cansot he nellected.

Unocompensated these moments woild lead to unacceptably

K ~large devi'iuens and the aircraft reaction would he lagged by* *

-k k +-k (Eqn. 2) 21

The feedback matix is mathetmaticaly " alculted usim'g the
optimal li:-ear digital regulator design. Thereby the masin task 2 i
for the designer is the definition of the weightig matrices Q r. fi
and R of the quadratic 1-cronmsance index J (Eqn. 3). The mi- yr &"

cc ya + ) 'IP i.:nrat a yocpeculigcmesto c

anKh mti fBPB-.)'I which is the. souto ofcua th SMatrixi coupiingit compensation piigintntycutlhgdbysn

Equition (Eqn. 5r. and actuation dynamics) aaainis the diturtiacca. The small
re~nirg dviaion du tomodel Lnicertaintics are control-

7 [E a (& _Iled by the feedbackt loops. i. 4 and fig. 5 show the block
I & 8)diagram of the longituidinal respectively lateraVdirectional in.

P- e+ till and gyroc"i coupling compenianon. The constant.s c
are rident on the insrtias of the aircraft and the engine.

Thiese are used to ca~culate a normalized conarensation m-
(Eqn. 5) ment outof the rues infront of the gainski. Tes4gainsawe

funicutis nf fliht c Witbons. The outputs are the necessary

0
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surface deflections to compensate the uierual and gyroscopic steady &te term (in case of ti hardware failure). a steady sta-
momtent. 55 error (difference between commanded and &ensed signai)

will remain. Washout filters ias the feedback loop are used to
&rH .ive, this error to zero. Here just :he high frequency pan of

pitch rte Lthe feedbacat signal wil be used.

k UV~e- Lmitations due to loads. control poetr tensors and pilot ac-
celerations are kept with scaling and ate limiting of the pilot
command loop.

k0C4 6. LONGITUDINAL FLIGHT CONTROL LAWS
The pitch stick position is scaled tn the flight control laws

Mm LM kfrom .l.0(max push) to +13 (max iull. This position conre-
diff. flap sponds directlyto an AoA or load factor co'nmand.At ow

pitchratedynamic pressure flight conditions the FCL is in the AoA co-
mand Mwmode Here acomand of .0Ocorresponds to -10 des

Fig. 5: Inertia& gyroscopic coupling compensation lateraif MoA. +1.0) corresponds to +30. deg MoA sraid +1.3 coffe-
directonsal axis. sponds to +70. deg AoA. If PST is disabled the MoA comn-

mand is, limited to +30. deg. A force detend in the stick feel
system at +1.0 gives the pilot information whether he has

S.A Gravity Efect Compeuisatlo. pulled into PST or *sot At high dynamic pressure .1.0 coin-
The simplest desciption of the force equation is in the flight manila approx. -2.4 S's and +1.0 commands 7.2 g's. Pulling
path axes system. Here the forces in y- and s-direction (ny over the detenid does not chmoge the nmaximum commend of
and tn)consist just of the censtrpedal force and the gravity. 7.2 S's (this is the aircraft's load limit). The switch over bet-

ween thesne two command system is at Elhe flight consditions
where 30 deg AA results in the maximum load factor of 7.2

_Vk q Eq.6) S This is around 380 psf. Depending on the stick command
nk T k~ + cosp COSY q.6 the associated commanid is calculared. Lt. in t angle of al.

tack command flight regime the associated load factor cost.

+ k (En. 7) maod is caclae an vic versa. PST flight is only possible* *
nk - k+snucs if the aircraft is in the angle of anack command mode.

Fig. 6 resents a simplified bMock diagram o! the longitudinal
They *ill be used to calclate the flight path rate command fi%.bt control laws for the MoA conunanid moode. On the left
signals out of the commanded g's and gravity components. hanside tre p~lot input (in this; case AoA commnand) ad toe

main feedback senior signals AoA and pitch rate are sbowa.
k =8(nk- cosp cosy) (Eqn. 8) The calculated otput canard cormmand symmetric trailing

rk edge fMp command and the thrst vectoring command for the
pitch axis ate on the right hazd side. Within the block dia.

r~,= ' (-n~c+ siny cosy ) (Eqn. 9) granthree areas are srrounded by adashed line. They re.
Vk flect the mair units as described before.

For this the body axes acceler-ation commands ate tratfoir- 6.1 Direct Link Loniejtrdk~al Axle (1w,)
mod into fsight path axis. 7he direct link path totthe c right coiae of ig. 6 calcula-

With the dependency of the rats fro grvt adddosl mo of the commanded angle of anack and the actual flight ccndi.
menudueto eroynamc dmpig c e ito te cv--equ. tin. Derived from trimmed conditions with wings level and

inMt de toDaerodnMi damin ths OCM int Dqtet ua max. dry power the according canard and tre.riug edge flap'
tioss. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ dfecin thwopnaen fteemmna sngetd storedi in a set of two tomn-tables. The aditan-

nal degree of freedom with two control effectors is used to
IUtime differential of the gravity component leads to angu. optimize for minimum drag at low angle of attack and lteral

lracccerations. These monsecats are compensated by a fco- sblity (aerodynamic stabilitf detivatives are depery~ant on
forwaud command. canard position) at high angle ofattack. This set is calld the

'--nutse trim schedule. lint this seedile results in high land-5.5 Additional Control Stmactire Elmet ing a peeds. therefnre a second set, of trim tables w&as caleuls-
The simplified model. used 'or the sdermination of the feed- tt wit the goal of max.=u lift at landi.ng angle of attack.
back matrix. may lead to a high order system with reaiced Ths *high lift' schedule is also stored in the flight control
itability sad/o degraded handling qualsties. With fthters in computer. Thbe pilot can switch from one schedule to the
the feedback and feed forward loops; this cm be Improved other, but the 'high lift' toim schedule in restricted for takeoff
again. Failed or mnissing feedback signal have so be tibstitii ant landing. Fr simplifeeson only one set of trim tables is
ted by observers. shown in fig. 6.
If the calculatmo of the feedforwand Signals is missing kv A lag fiter with a time constant corresponding to the angle of 0

* 0
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sakresponse of the Lirraft i ued so fronct of t trm- te wvith factori to canard. ~ixerlflaP and Ptch ai

tables to compensate the polo commnd lead -r to the thoast vretoeog command. These facto-s depend on the flight

IMAsraTrUPoO5C~ condition and the actual eagin. thruat level. They ame calcula-
ted in the flight caorol lawn siing stored tables. There ame

The- canard and vatting edg~t defleetrons to coisrpensate the two diffesvent dittrtions stord in the flight control laws.

tnertial and g) ,opuc momenti; as defined sonfigA are added with and without thnu. vectoring. Withou thrist vecoooring

to the output of the to-tables; and this suim f'orms the socady this fant s We 6o, zero a t6e othersi we raied accordwInly.

State trim cor~oD, It is ths designer's choice to selees an appropriate disribution

of the differ"n pitching Mnoment prodiars duis the opts.

The vocrodynainic control po-wer is sut tucien (fo rimig. miatiot of the feedback gains. The xkand Sirector of equs.

therefore thrus vectorin t5 D5 ot used. tio 2 for the lougud" ax iis reads:

6.2 Calculation of pitch role comndoe (r.)
TepobrwcoiiitiUid calculttsa is shoWro 0n the left side X v.a ~9 En 0

Thf fi.6is the 3wited no jciind a dvknacd fro the~] (qa 0

AoA comninand. using a vodtrtimed -it tableI. dynamic

jiesawe 3Ad an eostimaited aircraft weight. FIo that the ds- tn thus equsatso 6 it a 'osr comb-nat~sa of caawd. synome.0

teamic cosine of the grivity so the aircraft z-axis is subtms- trical trailing edge deflection and pitch thows veowring For

ted and inultrplicatton with the parity constant divided by the elemeis of the iuafourniooce index weighting marnees

:simraft speed results in the pitch rate cotmn (Eqo. 8). only their relatve value to each other is impoetnt. therefore
the control we-ghting matri. can be adt to one. For the state

6.3 Feedback Loops Loeitiudial Axs weightig mam a dioal moaesu was chosen with zero' ia

The feedback loops are shown n the lrwer tight coine 01 the spced arid pitch atttude rows. Tha results in ounai feu-

rig. 6. Inputs are the difee cbtween coeasnazaded anod ac- back gain for speed and pith antiudse which we neglected0

tual! AoA and pitch rate. Thecse deltas are multipled by the because of their amall influence on angle of atoack monotr.

gaiws stored so tedircdneisionai tables az functions of attitu- The ['tugpoide =mnot be cootNlled with these feedbacks. but

de. mach trumber arid AoA and fth renhs are v=c uip. the esusltng thutoide is mothun the handling quality require.

This suin is a norimalised potching mnomenrt the feedback mints. The frequem-y and d=Mtua o& 1b: angle of atmck vio.

loops ask for. Dowornustrea this pitching snomoto is distnbu-

In.& yro

COMI0

Ag 6 Sziilfiiiblc dagniofheX.1alngttisalflgh cs Tro aw.im-Tbe d.e.oua

L _ 40* 0L
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tdon is chosen with the values of quand qq. tie .. 11i commanid PC During rapid :olling the sideslip
command is blended to zero, to use ;he whole control power

Q = da [ 1] (Eqn.l11) for roling (roll priority).
Fig. 7 shows a simplified block dia~crm of the! late.

ralldirectionol flighst control laws. The large box in the center
masked 'Gains" represent% a matrix multiplication of a conm-

In addition an angle of attack resp. load factor error integral bined feedback and feedforwad matrix (S columiu 3 rows)
is implemented w~iich has anot much influence on the angle of by the input vector (pc* Ap A. AP, Pc) resulting; a aurfoce
attacic motion. The Phugoide remains unchanged with angle ommurands for rudder. differential trailing edge flap and yaw
of attack integral and is more damped wizh lo.~d factor inte- thrust vectoring.

7. LTERA DIRCTIOAL FIGH CONROL 7.1 Direct Link Lateral/Directional Axes (.)m
7. LTERA/DIRCTINAL liGH CONROL In the lateraldirectional axis direct links exist from the wind

LAWS axis roll rate command as well at from the sideslip command
Roll stick position is scaled n the flight control laws from -1. to the trailing edge flaps (difterential). rudder and thrust vec-
(max. left) to +I. (max. right). Depending on the flight condi- torn:. They %re calculated by multiplying the commands
tion a maxin,um wind axis roll Command Pc max. is calcula- with gains. The gains are stored in Libles and interpolated de-
ted (up to 240 deg/sec @ low .AoA and high dynainic pressu- pending on flight condition. The direct link commands corre-
re). The maximum roll rate it scaled with flight con'

t
tion sr.oad to the deflections calculated in a stesdy state flight

such. thpt the available control power will he used as much as Condition.
possible for the steady state roll, with sufficient control jx'.
wer left for stabilization and departitre prevention. ' ,sis maxi- The direct link yawing moment is fed to tne acrodynaiic0
mum command multiplied by the scaled roll -,tick input rvcea rudder at angles of attack up to 300. At post stall conditions,
the wind axis roll rate command pe the rudder becomes ineffective. Thus direct 1t'k is blended to

thrust vectoring which takes over the full autbonty in yaw at
The rudder pedal conmmand is calculated in a similar wa.. 450 Aot%.
Pere P3C Ma is calculated as a function of AMA and aircraft
speed (up to 12 d - low AoA and low speed). This :iaxi- As with the longitudinal flight control law the surface de-
mum command muitiplied by the scaled rudder pedal gives flections tn. compensate the inertial and gyroacop:c moments 0

In. & Gyro
Comp I

Fo _1 tlck I IRudder

rT
jTV Yll

p-Sensr rans

Pi. Smliie brckdigmo v ex -3altrPictoa j'i rllw lai oe
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a. defiaicd in fig. 5 are added to the surfacie commands. 8. THRUST VECTORING COMMAND DISTRIBU-

7.2 alclatin u yawrat comandTION
7.2Caultl~n . awrae e~sinnd(Y3 The longitudinal and laterah/directional fligh, control systems

The yaw rate command is not directly a pilot input. thus it command effective thrust deflection% in pitch and yaw direc.
has to be calculated ins the flight control laws. First tl'e asso- tions. These have to be transformsed into the assocate vane
ciated a command is derived from the sideslip command. actua'or commands, For this the pitch and yaw commandsJo
using a ltored sidcforce table, dynamic pressure and an esti- ame transformed into polar coordinates wher4 the asaxisnum
mated aircraft weight. From that the direction cosine of the efciedfeto a aiyb iie ihegn aae
gravity in the aircraft y-ais is subtracted and msultiplicatiori efte deflct chan eily bieliited of ith eonn pored
by the gravity constant dividJed by aircraft speed results in the thr hut changig tabe drecigon ofr theus mad.Sotoe
wind axis yaw rate com~mand (Ein. 4). as well as engine parameters are used to calculate the vane

7.3 Feedbaek Loops LateralDiretlona? Axes defiections in two sters First the pltume boundary vane posi.
Similar Eio the longitudinal control laws tse differences of the tion is calculated, thien the thrust deflection vane commands
commanded and actual sideslip. wind axis roll and yaw sate are sperimposed At vane deflecions larger thtan 26' geome-
are multiplied by gains delenditig on AoA. altitude and mach tric clearance is not guaranteed, therefore a software limita-
number. The thrust vectoring gains depend also on estimated tior, is introduced which allows only onc paddle to deflect
thrust, If thrust vectoring it. switcl-ed off this command is re- more than 260. When thrust vec~toring is switched off the two
distributed to rudder and differential flap. Thlrust vectoring lower vanes (#2 .~ #3) can bec used as airbra.kes.
nearly gives a pure yawitng moment. in the stored redistrsbt-
lion tables a combination of rudder and differential flap is TV P'tch Vane I
precomputed depending on flight condition giving also a pure __PolrCo iti. Vn

yaw moment. TVY'iw or I'LFth4J oVne-2
TV Yaw Trm:.nafori riJ toA Vane 3

The feedback gu matrix is deticsmined by the optimal con. Z AtaosVn3

trol theory. The Ikand ukvectors of equation 2 for the late- Nozle Area
ralldirectional ans read: Pressure Ratio~

Fig. 8 Thrust vectoring rommarA dhinbuion

.yT tEqn. 12)

~. D' R'TVJ9. ENGAG ENIENT/I)!SENGAG EM ENT OF THRUJST
VECT ORING

The thrust vectoring system can be switched or. and off by
the pilot In czse of a failure thrust vectoring is autonmatically

The weightiing matrices are defined as shown below. The cb blended out. This blending is implemented in the- flight con.0
column and -row elements are set to zero and the 0- trol software iii such a way that the aerodynamic surfaces get
feedbacks which have onily margisal influence on Dutch Rell additional commands which produce the same overall inn.
and Roll mode are neglected, Thse diagonal elemeis of the mcnt as with thrust vectoring. As long as suffnaeint aerodyna-
matrix Q mainly define thr eigetivalses of the late. mic control power is available there i no difference in the
'alldirectional aircraft motion The other elements are used to moments with and without thrust vectoring. With small pilot
decouple the yawing and rolling motiont. The control power conmmands this is valid in the whole conventional flight enve.
is weighted with the diagonsal mtrixe R A Spiral mode stabi- lope arid for thme pitch axis evcn in the post stall regime Its all
lizatton needs a its-feedback or the feedtma~k of am equivalent these eases the linear handling qualities are nearly unchiarged
signjl. but The iesultinb Spiral mode fulfills the htandling qua with thrust vectoring in and out. In case of a thrust vector lai.
tity requirements. lure in post stall no sufficient yawing mnonment is available.

To keep the sideslip as low as possible. thme rudder as w-:ll as

r0 di te differential flap command is o.lenihed out during recovery
,op q/f W to low angle of attack. Due to the reduced control power. the

= I qp, ~ r 0 roll performance is also reduced with thrust vectoring off.
0 0 0 01 10. WEIGHT AND THRUST ESTIMATION

I F-or calculation c.( the load factor command out of the angle

of attack command and vice versa as well as for thrust esti.
mation informationi about the arcraft woghlt is necessary. For

%F3 0 0 the calculation of the effective thrust deflection information

OF jn oment is pnmportional to the thrust. No sensed signals for

I 0 0 r6d% e.ighit or thrust are available. therefore thes values are usti.
I J ri .4ted with the lift and drag equations which are trnsfornied

(FEqn 13) into body axes. To nminimize the dynamic erior of these ses.

dy state models the following limitations are included.
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" lag filters; reduce high frequency effects
" the eztimations are rate limited
" the estimated values are bounded
" during e,.treme maneuvres the citimatiun holds the last

value. (~
The overall accuracy of the estimations depend on th~e accu-
racy of the aerodynamic modlel.

With a new softwareload an engine model was intivoduced to
improve thrust estimation.

11. POST STALL (PSI) MODE
The control law structure dvcs not change with the introduc-
tion of the PSTsnxte. Only the breakpoints in the gin 'ables
and angle of r - c dependctt scalins ame esxended to the
larger angle of attack range. Flying into the PST is onty pos-
sible if all of the given prerequisite% Are fulfilled. If this is o
case the pilot can pull to angles of zttack larger then 30*. To
prevent the pilot from unintentionzsl PST entries a detent is
intro,4.ced in 1he ati.±k force spring at 30" angle of attack
cier-mod. If one or m--- of the prerequi~ts arc not lungerT
fulfilied, or in v'ase ofa adurc the angle of ati..k command
is automatically reduced .o 30.

12. CONCL.UDING REMARKS
Flight test confrmed the design approach and the control law
structure concep. incl~uding the thrust vectoring system to be
suci.essful. The aircraft dynamics were rated by the pilots* *
close to existing la.-el I handling quality requirements
throughout the whole envelope. Withir the post stall ernvelo.
po no settled requiremen~ts exist, however the pilots rated the
handling and performance of the airplane -as excellent. imn-
pressive and well satisfactory.

During the last two years of flight test no significant control0
laW stfucturt: chinges were necessary. The only majr mnodi-
fication was ths: introduction of limited integral feedbacks of
sideslip and roll rate tro.-. This was necessary due to unpte-
dicted large 2syrrmnesnes in the lateral'directional axis en.
countered during flight test at AuA's greater than 40*.

Two updates of thu asrodynamic i.odel shortly before first
flight and during flight test showed the flexibility of the opti-
mal control approach. This was demonstrated by a redesign
of the feedback gains performed in less than one month.
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X-31A SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION APPLIED TO POST-STALL FLIGHT
- AERODYNAMICS & THRUST VECTORING -

D. Rohif
E. Plaetschke

,5. Welss
DLR Institut for Flugmechan:k

Lilleithalplatz7, 38108 Braunschweig, Germany

SUMMARY T time delay error
A zero offset error

Flight testing of the X-31A post-stall crperimeral dxr, dy., &_ alignment error angles around x, y, z
aircraft started in October 1990. By tht end of 1992, axes •
the X-31A flif.' regime had been expanded to 70
deg angle of a-. -k and a significant number of flight
tests with c r~a Aic post-stall maneuvers had been Abbrevlutons
performed.

AC aerodnamic center
Within the international 'Combined X-31A Flight ADC airdata computer * *
Test Team', DLR (German Aerospace Research ADS aerodynamic data set
Establishment) contributes its system identification AoA angle of attack
experience and capabilities to the determination of ASA acceleration sensor assembly
aerodynamic parameters and thrust vector control DoF degrees-of-freedom
effectiveness from flight teat data. FCL flight control laws

HQ hartdling qualities 0
After a brief description of the applied hard and INU inertial navigation unit
software, this paper presents recent results from ML maximum likelihood
flight test data compatibility checking. The identifica- NB noseboom
tion models used for separated evaluation of longi- PID parameter identification
tudinal and lateral-directional motion are introduced, PST post-stall
emphasizing the model reductions necessary for RSA rate sensor assembly •
X-31A high angle of attack applications. Identifica- SI system identification
tion results of selected aerodynamic parameters are TV thrust vector(.ing)
shown in Amparison to wind-tunnel predictions. The
identification of the X-31A thrust vector control
effectiveness is addressed and preliminary results are Control Deflection Angles
presented as well. An outlook of future identifica. 
tion activities with respect to nonlinear/instationary CAN canard
effects in the high angle of attack regime is given. IL4PPA thrust vector in yaw

RUD rudder
SIGMA thrust vector in pitch

NOMENCLATURE TEA asymmetric trailing edge flap (aileron)
TES symmetric trailing edge flap (elevator) 0

Symbols

CD, CL, CY coefficients of drag, lift, and side 1. BACKGROUND
force

C Cm, Cn coefficients of roll, pitch, and yaw Within the scope of the MoA (Memorandum of
moment Agreement) 'A Joint Enhanced Maneuverable

K calibration factor error Fighter Aircraft Research, Development, and Flight

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on "Technologies for Highly Manoeuvrable Aircrft October 199..

*
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Test Programn'betw-en ARPA (Advanced Rmsarch ML systelnparameter identification using o t-
Program Agenicy) and OMOD (German Ministry of put error method
Dcfasrcs), th: X-31A researrh aircraft (Figure 1) w4S NILICL systcmlptiramcter identification using filter
designed to demon~tratc maneuvering capabilities crror mecthod
beyond stail limits (post-stzll ma'sctvcring). To mneet
this design key, ne-Y technologies were ap;)lird GetData is a DL -modiflcd version of the NASA f
including e.g. high angle of attack aerodynamics and software pickagc described in 131. ft is used to read
flight control system integrated pitchtyaw thrust the fligbs, test data (provided on CD-ROM) and to
vectoring. convert it to the DLII data format used by the fel-

lowing analysis programs.
Two baskally identical demonstrator aircraft have

bern built by the main contra-tots RI (Rockwell DA is used for further dama conversion and signal
International Corporation's North American Air- calculations such as scaling. filtering and ntumerical
c'aft) and DAO2A (Deumhe Aerospace formerly differentiation. This program :,ppled only to those
MBB, Germany). Flipht tesiing started vith the first time ,lices which have been selected for further
flight 01' aij~raft noisi on October 11, 1990. Before evaluation.
the end of 1992 bith aircraft had accom'plished a
sigiicant number offlightscovering the ontirc AoA O)IVA is used for analysis of titne and frequency
regime from about -5 deg o0 70 deg. These flight d-rxndcnt data [41. For system identification pus.
tests includ%:d dynamic P.ST maneuvering as well as pses it s-rves mainly as a plot routine.
the required mileston~e maneuvers of 360 deg rolis at
70 deg AoA in both directions. ADSA gives access to the win.d-tunnel based aerody-

narric data set of the X-31A. Various data set func-
Within the international 'Combined X-31A Flight tions and derivatives can be calculated and plotted.
Test Team', the task of DLR is to extract aerody-
namic paramete±rs Prnd thrust vector control effective- AIL is an implementation of the maxtosam likeihood
ness from flight test data by usirg STIPID methods. output error method for estimation of parameters in
Both sets of recults are essential to validation and nonlinear systerns [5). The latest version of this *
update of the X-31A data base used foi control law a!gorithm is documented in [61. This program is used
design and simulation. fo r

trim valtue estin~a'ion (sec i2j),
As publkshed in [I) and 121, DLR was abl:- toarih;ive '-validation of data zompattbility and signal
reliable SI results covering the conventional angle of calibration,
attack regime in spite of some deficiencies (frotm the estimation of aerodynamic model parameters
view of ail SI engineer) ul the provided flight test at~d thtust vectfr riotrel parameters,
data. The application of Si to high AoAIPST ffignt verificmiton of estimated paranietess (see 121),
uata, however. pmss some major challenges to he estimation ot equivalent niodel parameters
discussed in the following and subscquent calctulation of handling qual-

ities paranettrs (see 171 and 181).

7- IIARD/SOFBVARE EQUIPMENT NLKAL is an implementation of the maximum likeli-
hood filter error method for estimatiun of parame-

To be near to the flight test facility and to run the tcrs in nonlinc... _,ystcms 191. Up to now, this pro-
DLR software for interactive data analysis and sys- gram has been uced only for the estimation of [at-
tem identification on a familar computer environ- cral-direetional derivatives. Compared to ML,
ment, a mobile computer systemu was first set up by NLKAL ha, two significant advantages I
DLR at thc RI facilities in Downey (Los Angeles) it is well suited for unstable systemsi,
and then moved to NASA-Dryden at Edwards AFS. it accounts fot process noise indliced e S. by
To cope with large amounts of flight test data and forchodywvrtices.
increasing computational demands, the computer Disadvantages arc that NLKAL requires more CPU-
sstem -wms gradually supplemented.Figure 2gives an tine than Nil, anJ that possible modeling errors are
ove,*-w of the mates: configuration. concealed because they arc considered as process

nolisc by the algorithm.
The following software packages arc currently used
for on-site data analysis:
GelDala reading flight test data 3. DATA COMJ'ATIBiILIT'Y CHECKING
DA data conversion and signal calculation
DIVA interactive data analysis ?'nor to the estination of aerodynamic parametes.
APSA 31nalyjLS Of 2C(od-yAamiC data Set a Mob;lu path reconstruction kFPR) is carried out
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-outinely to secure flight test data compatibility. This set of purameters was chosen from all possible
Within the FPR a set of instrumcntatiou errors is parameters by ncgiecting minor effects and by select-
identified for each aircrft which should remain ing only parameters which are uncorrelated. Further- 40

constant as long as the measurement system is not mcre, only error parameters whose values remained C
changed. The latest FPR model includes constant during the evaluation of the ffligits of sev.

alignment errors for ezch sensor package, eral days (precondition: no changes in the instru- ,..
. zero offset, scale factor error and time del;'. mentation system) were retained in the model. As

for each sensor, expected, the identifid set of instrumentation errors
geodetic wind components, assumed to vary is slightly different for each of the two X-31A air-
linearly with altitude (wind shear). craft.

The inertial navigation unit (INU) serves as refer-
ence for the estimation of the alignment errors of 4. IDEN TIFICATION OF TIIRUST VECTOR
the other three sensor packages: acceleration sensor EFFECTIVENESS (Coriventional AoA regime)
assembly (ASA), rate sensor assembly (RSA), and
noseboomsensors (NB). The estimated wind compo- The TV effectivenes.s was identified indirectly in the
nents are compared to the onboard calculated wind, conventional AoA regime (below 30 deg AoA),
but differences are, in general, not weighted in the based on flight tests with and without operative
ML cost function to be minimized, thrust vector system. Because of the high correlation

between the aerodynamic control and TV deflec-
The FPR is based on 6-DoF kinematic equations of tions, the aerodynamic parameters were estimated
aircraft motion. Inputs are the first from flight tests without operative TV system. In
b load factors NX, IVY, NZ (ASA signals) and a second step, these estimates were kept constant for

angular rates P, Q, R (RSA signals). the estimaton of the TV effectiveness from flight
Outputs are the test data at the ame flight condition, but with TV
'. true airspeed and airflow angles VTAS, system engaged. Any effects not described by the

ALPHA, BETA (NB signals), model from the first step ate then attributed to the
geodetic velocity components VKXG, VKYG, TV system. 0 *
VKZG (INU signals),

s- Euler angles Pll, THETA, PSI (INU signals) Above .30 deg AoA, this procedure is not practicable
and (flight safety does not allow to disengage the TV

, altitude H (ADC signal). system). Therefore, the effectiveness either from the
aerodynamic control surfaces or from !he TV system

Before the inclusion of alignment error and wind could be estimated in the high AoA/PST regime, 0
shear estimation, the data compatibility check had to assuming in each case correct predictions of the
be carried out separately for each maneuver 121. At Fixed parameters.
present, all SIIPID relevant maneuvers from the
flights of one day are collected and evaluated in a The X-31A identification makes use of an engine
single Identification run. The example in Figure 3 model which has originally been derived for simula-
shows that the FPR model output reproduces the lion purposes from data of the engine manufacturer 0
measured flight test data very well within the entire and from cold Jet static model tests conducted to
flight regime. Major difrerences are only to be seen determine thrust vector characteristics. Gross thrust
in the fit of the BETA-signal. F, thrust deflection angles in pitch and yaw, SIGMA

and KAPPA, inlet force, and angular momentum of
The following parameters are currently included in the engme are calculated as functions of power lever
the FPR modcl angle, mach number, pressure alfitude, nozzle pres. 0
* zero offset errors sure ratio, and exhaust nozzle throat area. Thrust

A_NX, ANY, JNZ AP, J, A R; vector forces and moments arc tied together by the
* calibration factor errors distance between thrust impact point and aerody-

KIP, K.Q K, KI *AS, K ALFA; namic center, xthac. Linearization with respect to the
time delay errors TV deflection angles - they generally do not exceed
TVTAS, T ALFA, TBETA, TPHI, 10 deg -leads to two nondimensionalTV derivatives 0
TTHETA, TPSI; which are Inear functions of the normalized thrust
alignment errors (Detailed information nay be found in (101):
kYRSA, & RSA.L .Ni, 6y NA & NB;

• wind shear paramete.s CiSIGMA - xthaclE , FI(S)
VOXG, VWYG, MVZG, 14VXG !1, PIVYGH,
VWZGH. CnKAPPA - xthaclb , FI(S)

0 9
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Figure 4a shows fligh t measured data and identified zation affects the identification results, its degree was
model output of two pilot generated pitch doublet reduced step by step and the final results were
maneuvers of a flight with operative TV system. The obtained without stabilization (see chap. 5.1). These ()
modcl output is simulated with aerodynamic parame. problems do not occur when the ML filte, eror 0
ters as dcrived from a corresponding maneuver with method is used (see chap. 5.2) because here the
TV disengaged. Initial states and trim values are solutions are stabilized by the filter update. Another
estimated but TV is neglected (i.e. TV effectiveness method which is capable of handling unstable sys-
is set to zero). A significant mismatch between meas- tems is the ML output error method in the frequency
urement and modeloutpttt is visible. After additional domain because here numerical integration is
estimation of the TV derivatives, a nearly perfect avoided. This method has been successfully applied 9
curve fit is obtained (Figure 4b). A ,milar behaviour to X-31A flight test data from conventional
has been observed in the case of yaw maneuver flights [131.
evaluation.

The high correlations in aircraft states and control
The identified TV derivatives i. pitch and yaw are inputs, however, could not be avoided during flight
presented in Figure 5. Here, CmSIGMA and test because it is mandatory that the control laws 0
CnKAPPA are plotted versus normalized thrust. The command all control effectors simultaneously for
error bars indicate the uncertainty levels of the para- aircraft stabilization and maneuvering. 'These prob-
meter estimates. They correspond to the standard lems would be overcome only by PID flight tests
deviations as obtained from the Cramtr-Rao lower with single effector excitation.
bound multiplied by a factor of 20. This large factor
was chosen to account for the uncertainties in the In X-31A high AoA flight, small vortices are separa- 0
previously estimated aerodynamic parameters. The ting stochastically from the aircraft nose. This causes
broken lines represent the thrust mode predictions process noise in the flight data of the lateral.direc-
for the X-31A. tional motion. Therefore, the ML filter error method

is applied (see chap. 5.2).
The TV effectiveness in pitch CmSIGMA follows tht
predictions in general, while the estimated TV effec- In the maneuvers evaluated so far, the longitudinal 0
treness in yaw CnKAPPA is obviously lower than and lateral motion were excited separately and no
predicted The relatively large scatter in the results cross coupling effects were visible. Both motions are
may be caused by possible errors in the engine and therefore id,.ntificd separately using measured sig-
ti;rust deflection models used, and by the above nals for laterdi-dircctional terms in the longitu';inal
mentioned errors in the estimates of the aerodnam motion and vice versa. Due to thts procedure, the
i parameters. Furthermore, only flight test data with identification is applicable to flight test data derived 0
pilot generated doublet inputs were available wntcn in wings level flight as well as in steady turns. The
arc non.optimal for Pi purposes. These deficiencies, structure of the aerodynamic mo,"l was defined
h( wever, do not affect the general trends of the according to the ADS to facilitate comparison with
rcsults. the data set predictions and eventual updates of the

data base values. The longitudinal motion is there-
fore formulated in the experimental reference frame 0

5. AERODYNAMIC MODEL IDENTIFICATION whereas the lateral-directional motion is written in
(High AoA/PST regime) body axes.

The application of SI/PID to X-31A high AoA/PST For the estimat.on of aerodynamic parameters and
fight data poses three major challenges due to thrust vector control parameters, all sensor poitions

instabilities of the basic/uncontrolled aircraft are taken into account as we!l as aircraft weight, 0
(acrodyamics/flight mechanics design), c.g. location, and moments of inertia which are
high correlations in aircraft states and control derived as functions of measured fuel quantity from
deflections (FCL design for aircraft stabili- the X-31A weight and balance data. Measured sig-
zation), and nals, used either as inputs or as outputs, arc cor-
process noise induced e.g. by forebodyvortices. rected according to the results of the preceding data

compatit tlity check 9
The instabilities of the basic/uncontrolled X-31A
aircraft lead to numerical problems in the ML out- So far, the flight tent were mainly directed to
put error algorithm (possible divergence of the nte- HQIFCL mivestigat: )ns (e.g. pilot commanded doub-
grated solution or overrgow, see 11 and [121) duri,ig let inputs in pitch/yaw/roll axis arJ bank-to-bank
the identificationofacrodynamicparameters. Th,.rc- ntancuvers) and are therefore not well suited for
fore, a numerical stabilization procedure vas PID purposes. Due to the htgh correlations in the 0
included in the algorithm. As the artificial stabi.i- various control deflections and atrcaft response, it

S 0 '
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was necessary to reduce the SI models described The use of ADS predictions for CmCAN vas j'is.
in [1. Some parameters (e.g. canard effectiveness) tified by earlier cvaluations of flight tests with single
were set constant at their ADS-predicted values surface excitation in the conventional AoA regime
realizing that errors in these values affect the esti- using the X-31A flutter test box 12]. 0
mates of the other derivatives. In other cases, influ-
ences of two correlated parameters were combined The flight conditions in which the longitudinal
into one derivative (e.g. aleronlrudder effectiveness motion was evaluated, are presented in Figure 7 as
and yaw/roll damping). Mach versus AoA. After adding strakes at the aft.

body of the X-31A, the longitudinal handling qual.
ities were rated well and only a few pitch doublet

5.1 Longitudinal Motion maneuvers were flown in the high AoA/PST regime.
Representative identification results are shown in

Drag, lift and pit,,:ig moment coefficients, CDRAG, Figure 8 in comparison to the respective predictions.
CLIFT and Cm,,C define the aerodynamic model Drag and lift due to angle of attack, CDALPHA and
for the longitudinal motion. It contains the following CLALPHA, arc well identifiable and close to the
parameters: predictions. The longitudinal stability CmALPHA

shows relatively large scatter and greater discrep-
CDO, CDALPHA, CDTES, ancies to the predictions which by themselves have
CLO, CLALPHA, CLTES, no clear dependence on AoA.
CmO, CmALPHA, CmTES, CmnQ, CmCAN,
and CMSIGMA. The identified thrust vector effectiveness is presented

in Figure 8d for the X-31A with aft-strakes. Here, 0

To avoid high correlations between the parameter CnmSIGUA is related to the normalized thnist and
estimates, e.g. betweer, CD and CDALPHA, the therefore, the X-31A thrust model predictions are
model is written in terms of deviations of the state constant for all flight conditions. The estimated TV
and control variables from their trim values. In this effectiveness shows large scator, and the values at
way, the coefficients CDO, CLO and CmO represent low AoA differ significantly from the predictions.
the values of CDRAG, CLIFT ar.u CmAC at the This may be caused by possible errors in the * •
respective trim poinL Their estimates depend direct- cngincfTV model, as mentioned above, and by the
ly on the thrust as calculated from the thrust model fixing of the trailing edge flap effectiveness Cm7ES
which, however, seems to provide incorrect values at its ADS predictions.
for high power settings. The trim values of the indi-
vidual variables are estimated in a preceding step.

5.2 Laterul-dlrertlonal Motion

Two typical longitudinal HQFCL test maneuvers are

presented in Figure 6. Due to dynamic pitch stick Figure 9 illustrates the problems facing the parame.
inputs, the FCL command simulianeous deflections ter identification from pilot generated mancuvers at
of canard CAN, symmetric trailing edge flaps TES, higher AoA. It shows a bank-to-bank roll around the
and thrust vector in pitch SIGMA. The control com- vWlocity vector at 54 deg AoA, 0.26 Mach and 27 kit
mands are additionally correlated to the aircraft (8200 m) altitude. The FCL commands not only lead 0
states (in particular pitch rate Q) due to the feed to highly correlated control deflections of aileron and
back in the FCL. Consequently, not all pitching TV, TEA and KAPPA, but also to highly correL-ted
moment derivatives CmALPHA, CtnC CmTES, roll and yaw rates, P and R. Furthermore, little
CmCAN, and CntSIGMA can be estimated indepen- excitation in lateral acceleration and sideslip make
dently from those maneuvers. In the course of high the identification of lateral force derivatives rather
AoA'PST maneuver evaluation, the following pro- inaccurate. To gain higher accuracy, single surface •
cedum was found to be adequate: excitation is a prerequisite.
* CmCAN and CmTES were kept ficd on their

ADS predictions, For the identification of the lateral-directional
.. CmSIGMA was estimated (TV influence motion, some modification compared to the earlier

increases with AoA in contrast to CmTES), SI/PID [2] werc made to account for the deficiencies
, some other parameters (e.g. CmQ and in the evaluated high AoA/PST flight test data: 0

CDTES) were occasionally kept fixed on their iThe parameter estimation was executed by
ADS predictions (otherwise these parameters using NLKAL to account for process noise
would diverge to unreasonablevalues because and to overcome stability problcms, as men-
of their small influence in the respective man- tioned above.
euver), * Due to the high correlations between roll rate
if necessary, quadratic terms (e.g. CDTES2) and yaw rate, the dcrivatives CYP, CIP and 0
were included. CnP resp. CYP, CI, and CnR could not be
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estimated scparatel). Therefore, combined calls for the inclusion of Conlinear and instatonary
derivatives CYPO, CIP* and CnRO were intro- effects in the identificatlon modcls.
duced.

P. The above mentioned correlations betweei Typical maneuvers that generate instationary effects S
the thrust deflection angle in ynw, KAPPA, in the longitudinal aeodynamiS are pitch steps and
and the aerodynamic control deflections make abrupt pullup maneuvers as repeatedly flown by the
it impossible to estimate the TV cffectiveness X-31A. These maneuvers are characterized by AoA
in yaw, CnKAPPA, together with the aerody- variations around the aerodynamic lift maximum in
namic control parameters. For this reason, combination with high pitch rates. The timu histories
CnKAPPA was fixed on 65% of the predicted of an abrupt pullup and a quasistatic deceleration •
value - identified previous l. maneuver are shown in Figure 12a. The correspon-
The rudder effectiveness was see to zero for ding aerodynamic lift CLae is plotted versus AoA
AoA above 40 deg because the rudder com- in Figure 12b. In the case of the abrupt pullup
mand is faded out by the FCL for high AoA. maneuver, the hysteresis in CLace due to dynamic

lift effects can be seen ctearly.
Thus, beside the initial values of the states, the fol- •
lowing aerodynamic parameters were generally esti- On the basis of lately achieved PID results, DLR will
mated from maneuvers in high AoA/PST flight: develop a longitudinal PID model which includes

both, nonlinear and hysteresis effecs for the X-31A
CYO, CYBETA, CYP*, CYTEA, CYRUD, highAoAregime.Thus, theidentificationofinstatio.
CI, CIBETA, CIP*, CI7TEA, CIRUD, nary effects as describcd above will become appli.
CnO, CnBETA, CnRO, CnTEA, CnRUD. cable. •

The high AoA/PST flight conditions evaluated so far
in the lateral-directional motion, are shown in 7. CONCLUSIONS
Figure 10 as Mach versus AoA. In Figure 11, three of
thz derivatives listed above, namely CYBETA. X-31A system identification was carried out for
C/TEA, and CnRs are presented in comparison to angles of attack up to 70" and Mach numbers up to 0 0
their ADS predictions. The sideforce due to siJeslip, 0.9. The identification was mainly based on pilot
CYBETA, shows large scatter. This could be generated doublet Inputs and bank-to-bank maneu.
expected as there is nearly no excitation in the [at- vec. whkn are non-optimal with respect to SI/PID.
eral acceleration. The derivative CITEA is the para- The FCL-caused high correlation in the control
meter which was best identifiable. The results indi- effector deflections and in the state variables enables
cate that the decline in aileron effectiveness starts only reduced/combined parameter identification.
efrlier than predicted, at about 30 deg AoA. The Due to the non-optimal excitation of the aircraft
combined yaw damping motion, the SI/PID results show partly large

uncertainty leveLs and scatter, especially in the lat-
CnR* = CnR + OiP * P / R eral-directional aerodynamics. Nevertheless, the

X-31A aerodynamicdata set could be verified on the
also shows large scatter due to insufficient excitation whole with the exception of some obvious discrep-
of the aircraft eigen motion. The predictions for ancies in the lateral-directional motion.
CnR* were calculated from the ADS values of CnP
and CnR by setting The thrust Nector effectiveness could be identified

separately in the AoA regime below 30 deg. The TV
P / R z; cot (ALPHA). effectiveness in pitch is close to the predictions

whereas the TV effectiveness in yaw is lower than 0
ihich corresponds to the ratio for ideal rolling predicted.
around the velocity vector.

Within a X-31A follow-on program under discusion,
future SI/PID is scheduled to fe directed to:

6. NONLINEAR/iNSTATIONARY EFFECTS , supersoaic PID with single surface excitation
(aerodynamic control surfaces only), 9

To support the X-31A flight testing with respect to high AoA PID with single effector excitation
flight envelope expansion and aerodynamic data set (aerodynamic control surfaces and thrust
validation, SJ/PID has been applied so far to pilot vector),
maneuvers which were flown with relatively smal! , nonlinear/instationaryactodynamics as occur-
and slow changes of flight conditions around the ring in case of large amplitude/high dynamic
respective trim point The future evaluation of largc maneuvers. 0
amplitude and high dynamic maneuvers however,
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X-31 TACTICAL LrLFfY - INITIAL RESULTS 0

by

David E. Canter and CDR Allen W. Grwes, USN
Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division

Flight Test and Engineering Group
Strike Aircraft Test Directorate (SA60) 0
NAS Patuxent River MD 20670-5304

United States

1. SUMMARY Aircraft Technology (HiMAT) program in the early
1980's, while DASA's Dr. Wolfgang Herbst had long 0
been a proponent of the use r post-stoll maneuvering

The X-31 is a research aircraft built to explore the to gain the edge during close-in-air combat. Numerous
tactical benefits of enhanced fighter maneuverability simulations had validated Dr. H ,bst's theoretical
which ;s possible through the use of thrust vectoring, concepts. In 1986, ARPA let a contract to design.
This paper gives background informat-oL, n the build, ad flight test two aircraft to prove the concepts
program and on the aircraft. The high angle of attack of enhanced fighter maneuveralility (EFM). Principal
envelope expansion phase is covered; det-Iing aircraft to EPM is the use of thrust vectoring to achieve aircraft
modifications that were required. The tactical utility con(rol at low airspeeds where canventional
phase of testing, including simulation and flight aerodynamic control is no longer possible.
testing, is discussed. Helmet mounted display and
supersonic thrust vectoring tests planned for the ncar
future are biefly discussed. The four original program goals were: I) rapid

demons:ration of EFM maneuvering concepts, 2) *
validation of a low cost. internationel prototyping

2. INTRODUCTIO1N concept. 3) development of design requirements and a
data base for future aircraft designers, and A)

2.1 Background investigation of the tactical benefits of EFM
technology. As such, primary design drivers were cost
and time. This led to the substantial use of off-the-shelf

The X-31 is i research aircraft uttder evaluation by an components which were already flight qualified. •
Inte-national Test Organization (ITO) at Edwards AFB, Another critical design reqt.rement for EFM
CA. The program is sponsored by the U.S. Advanced performraice w, -a higi thrust-te-weight ratio. This led
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and the German to exten.ive effois to keep the aircralt's weight as low
Federa Ministry of Defense (FMOD). The U.S. Navy as possible. Th.. requirements of a rapidly built, low
was selected to act as ARPA's agent for the cost, low weight aircraft drove most of the decisions
managem nt of the program. The ITO is made up of nude in the design process. To keep weight dovn, no
c-itractor and government organizations from the U.S. weapons system or radar were included; nor wa5 a.e

and the Fedetral Republic of Germany. The U.S. aircraft given the capability for in-flight refueling.
government participants include the Navy, the National However, certain safety requirements, such as a
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and the hydrazine powered emergency power unit and emergeticy
U.S. Air Force. The principal U.S. contractor is air-start system were included despite their weight.
Rockwell Intemational (RI). The Gcrman government DASA had responsibility for the flight control laws,
participation includes the FMOD, the German Air wings, and thrust vector paddles. RI had overall design
Force, the German Aerospace Research Establishment integration responsibility. Design of the aircraft began
(DLR). and WTD-61 (the government flight test center). in 1987, construction began in 1989, and the first flight
The principal German contractor is Deutsche Aerospace of aircraft number one was in October 1990.
(DASA).

The first 110 flights were conducted from RI's
The program utilizes six project piots, one each from Palmdale, CA facility. During these flights, flutter 0
the U.S. Navy, NASA, U.S. Air Force, Genan Air testing was completed as w,,,ll r., the majority of the
Force, WTD-61, and Rockwell International. The X-31 conventional ang-e-of-attack (AOA) !nvelope flying
stems from effo,i s in bo',h countries to develop highly qualities and loads testing. The initial high AOA or
,taneuverable aircraft. Rockwell had experience post-stall (defined as AOA's greater than 300) flight
.. oddng or, the remotely piloted Highly Maneuverable testing was performed with testing tip to 520 AOA. In

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Technologiesfor ifighly Manoeumable Aircraft; nctober 19'3.
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January 1992, the aircraft wen; flown to Edwards, AFB. 2.2 Aircraft Description
The decision was made to move the fight test
operations to NASA's Dryden Flight Research Facility e
to taku advantage of their etcArtise in high AOA fliGh Tbc X-31 is chac ,zl by a low ax-unted double-deta
research, and to add valuable resources (in terms of wing, foiward mounted canards, t1ree carlbm-corbon
persoanel and suppon f-cilitles) to t program. At paddles for vectodn, engine erba.ust, a single vertical
approximately the saine time, the Air Force became tail with a ccnvnti i-J. -,d. aid an F-18 rmbble.type
involved with the program, supplying engineering and canopy enclosing a single pilot coc:pilt. The aircraft is
pilot support. Since the first ITO flight in April 1992, equiped with an exten4ed nose muntiied air daia boom,
over 200 test missions have ben flown at NASA has conventional speedbraks mounted or. both ,ides of
Dryden, with over 300 total flights tsing both X.31s. the aft fuselage, and has an air inlet lip which ,cldules
All envelope expansion required to stppo"t the tactical down with AOA to provide adequaic air flow to the
utility testing has been completed and the tactical utility engine at high AOA. The abcraft's ext'mal dimensions
phase of flight testing has begun. are given in figure 1.

Wing Canard Vortlcul
Ar.. - ft 2 (. 2 ) 226.3 (21.0) 23.6 (2.2) 37.6(3.5)

Aspect Ratio 2.3 3.2 1.2

Empty 12,000(5,450) 0 0
Max .6,200 (1,350)

-IT-

~~14.6f 4t

(2.3 m) (3.5 mn)
OI 23.8f -i " 43.3 ft

(7.3 m) (13.2 m)

Figure 1. X-31 Dimensions

The aircraft is approximately the size of an A-4 statically unstable both longitudinally and lateral-
Skyhawk. The X-31 weighs 12,000 lb (5,450 kg) directionally. Thc aircraft also has unstable (proielling)
empty and can carry up to 4.200 lb (1,900 kg) of fuel. roll dampL.g above 250 AOA.
The aircraft is equipped with a single General Electric
F404-GE-400 engine rated at 16,000 lb (71,200 N)
maximum thrust for uninstalld., sea-level, standard day 2.3 Flight Control System
conditions. To date, the engines have performed
flav, lssly during .gh AOA operations. Once selected The flight control system of the X-31 is a full
by t! pilot, the operation of the thrust vectoring vanes authority, multi-feedback digital fly.by-wirc system. S
MT -,i is transparent, with the flight control system Tie aircraft has three primary flight control computers

dividing the required surface deflections between the and a fourth computer which is used as a tie.breaker for
rVv's and the conventional control surfaces. flight control sensor redundancy ranagement.
Depending upon the flight condition (AOA. center of Lougitudinally. the pilot control stick commands Nz
gravity, etc.), tte X-31 unaugmented aiframe is (througih an Nz predictian based on AOA) at high

•
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airsp-eds and commands AOA at low airspeeds. deceleration performance is gained when ising the
Laterally, pilot stick commands stability axis roll rate. TVV's in addition to the conventional speedbrakes. If
Directionally, pilot rudder pedal commands sideslip. extended as speedbrakes, the flight control logic will 0
The maximum sideslip command decreases from retract theTVV's while decelerating above 300 AOA.
approximately six degrees at 30' AOA to zero degrees at
450 AOA. The aircraft is equipped with leading edge flaps (LEFs)

to provide optimal camber at low AOA's and tu
There are two trailing edge flaps CrEFs) per wing improve stability and control characteristics at higher
which are deflected in unison. The TEPFs are the AOA's. The LEF's move symmetrically and are 0
primary control surfaces for pitch and roll. The TEFs scheduled as a function of AOA.
are prioritized for pitch then roll control; however, no
priority is assigned to the TVV's between pitch and
yaw. The TEl's are used to compensate for the nose up 2.4 FNFM
pitching moments created by engine gyroscopic and
inertial coupliug effects. To the X-31 program, EFM means the ability to pitch •

and roll the aircraft at high AOA/low airspeed flight

The canards were included on the aircraft to ensure conditions where conventional aircraft are unable to
sufficient aerodynamic nose down moments to recover maneuver. Simulations and analyses have determined
from high AOA in the case of a TVV malfunction. The that this capability greatly increases an aircraft's
canards only move symmetrically and remain unloaded, lethality during close-in combat. The ability to
staying at the same angle (trailing edge up) as the maneuver at higher AOA's can only be achieved with
aircraft's AOA, up to about 450. Upon a nose down thrust vectoring, since standard flight control surfaces
command, the canards can then move to their maximum are ineffective at low dynamic pressure. The X-31
deflection of 70r (trailing edge up) to create a nose down performs coordinated (zero sideslip) stability axis n.,s.
pitching moment. Stability axis tolls are a combination of body axL .11

and yaw rate. The relationship is given by b.ie
following equation (for the zero sideslip case):

When not used for thrust vectoring, the TVV's can be
used as speedbrakes, extending into the freesut-.un when Pstab = Pbody * cos(AOA) + Rbody " sin(AOA)
commanded by the pilot. They can be used
independently or with the conventional speedbrakes. The effect that increasing AOA has on the components
However. flight testing has shown that little that make up Pstab is illustrated in figure 2.

1.01 ... -

0.91-- -

0.81

0.7

" 0.6-

.2S

0.5- --- R- -R-e
0.4 /1"'' , Yaw R.ee

0.3- /"

0.1'
0.0---0  10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Angle of Acack (deg)

Figure 2. Effect of AOA on Body Axis Rata Contribulio;' to Coordinated Stability Axis Roll Rate

This elationship is very important to undestanding combat. As can be seen from figure 3, the X-31's
one of the X-31'% main advantages during close-in- stability axis roll rate at 150 KCAS (278 km/h) 1 700

*I
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AOA is approximately 45 0/s. This means that the sole determining factor in a close.in combat
aircraft has a body axis yaw rate of 42 *Is. Typically, engagement, but this example clearly indltcs the
the flight path is rotated downward 70 to 90* during enormous potential benefit of thrust vectoring. It
sustained 70* AOA maneuveritg. For these values of should be noted, however, that the X-31 was designed to
flight path and AOA, a 42 */s body axis yaw rate causes have high specific excess power (Ps) and high agility at
heading to change at approximately the same rate; low AOA's rlong with the additional capabilities offered
giving the aircraft a maximum turn rate of almost 42 0/s by thrust vectoring. Thrust vectoring was viewed as an
at 150 KCAS (278 kndh). By comparison, current addition to. not as a substitute for, h good basic fighter
fighters have a maximum turn rate of only about 10 */s aircraft design.
at this flight condition. Maximum turn rate is not the

50

45

40

35

30

20

15

10-

.1 5

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 •

Airspood (KCAS)
Figure 3. Maximum i-oul Fate Cormmand at 700 ACA (Fiight Control Software OFP Vi 17)

3. HIGHLIGHTS OF ENVELOPE wrn limited the amount of differential TEF deflection
EXPANSION available far roll control. Further analysis determined 4

thai there was a significant change in aircraft pitching

moment due to a change in the aft fuselage made during
The progress made by the X-31i team during envelope the latter phase of design. The original design. whichexpansion has been remarkable. In slighdly over o er was used for tie majority of the wind tunnel tests. had

the aircraft progressed from not being permittAxt to fly externally mounted pods which contained the lower
above 500 AOA to being able to perform vhituily any TVV actuators. The pods were then enclosed in a
desired high AOA maneuver up to the designed limit of simpler. constant-area aft fuselage design for eas of

700 AOA. This progress was the result of hard work construction. it turned out that the original design's
and dedication by the ITO personnel. Sonic of the external TVV actuator housings gave the aircraft
highlights of the steps toward the current highly capable considerably wore nose down pitching moment and

X-3 I are discussed below, served a stake-like role. After considering a number of

ai.ernatives to solve the pitching moment problem
3.1 Aft Strakes (control law re-design, nose ballasting). it was decided

that aft mounteJ strakes would be the best solution.
Several designs were proposed and in,estigated it! the

During one of the early PST e xpansion flights, while wind tunnel at NASA Langley. The location finally

verforming a slow deceleration tu 520 AOA in aircraft decided upon was a compromise of perfomia and ease
o. the pilot was forced to apply full lateral stick to of installation. The strakes were installed on the lower

,,,aintain wmngs level flight. This proved to be a very aft fuselage, under the speedbrakes. They are 65 in

interesting and important test point. The pilot did not (165.1 cm) long and 6 in (15.2 cm) wide and are
realize it at the time. but he had !vil roll control inclined 13" leading edge down (the same angle as the
authority. That was dime to the fact that the pitch fuselage at that po~nt). Provisions were made to
priority control system was usitig considerably more bolt/unbolt various sized and shaped straks if required.
symmetric TEF deflection (trailuig edge down) than was Once the first set of strakes were installed on the
prelicted to maintain 'lic comr.ianded AOA This in aircraft, the pitching moment was much closer to the

* 0



value that was used in the control law design. This this change in place, I g envelope expansion to 700
change is shovin in figure 4. With AOA was _pted.

(TED) 10-
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-
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ETU 1 '

-0240-0 5 6 0 8
AnUe 1Atc ( g

addition ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ An of af stIks wtthlitof50A A tck sdenstvt o cmadn O i otsal

place, inadvertent overshoots as high as 600 were seen. As seen in figure 5, 0.2 in (0.5 cm) of aft stick
movement equates to a 50 AOA command.
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Figures5. X-31 L-cngitudinal Stick Force vs. Deflction
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It wab thought that the control stick characteristics necessary improvements. For this reason, te departure
would be acceptable for tactical utility flight test; was. in the long run, it very good thing for the X-31
however, more precise AOA control was desired for the program.
clinical envelope expansion maneuers. For this
reason, a pilot selectable AOA limiter was ii.troduced
into the flight control software. It selccts, in 50 Asymmetric forebody vortex shedding was seen as the
inciements, the maximum AOA command for full aft cause of the problem and it needed to be controlled more
stick. It contributed greatly to being able to precisely effectively than it was with the grit strips alor-. It was
reproduce flight conditions to gather data for analysis critical to force the vortices to burst at the same point
and was of major benefit during envelope expansion. on the left and right sides of the nose. In order to force

symmetric transition of the vortices, it was decided to
try using strakes mounted on the nose. Strakes of

3.3 Nose Modlfi'ations va-ious sizes and locations wer investigated in the wind
tunnel at NASA Langley. In addition, a :udy of
previous research indicated that aircraft with blint nose

The next aerodynamic challenge for the X-31 at high tips had less severe asymmetries than aircaft with very
AOA was yaw asymmetry. Once we began flying sharp nose tips. The nose tip of the X-31 was ve'y
above 500 AOA, pilots reported numerous side force sharp, having essentially a zero ri"lius of curvature.
kicks which they referred to as "lurches". It was also While carefully measuring tiie nose of the 13% scale
noted that aircraft two was more susceptible to these wind tunnel model, it was deterined that the model had
lurches than was aircraft one. Thus began an intense always had a "blunt" nose, with approximately the same
period of measuring and weighing the two aircraft to se radius of curvature (0.6 in or 1.5 cm) as planned for the
if any external differences could be detected. No glaring X-31. So, in order to investigate the effects of nose tip
external differences could be determined. NASA radius on asymmetric behavior, the model's nose
aerodynamicists suggested the addition of "grit" to the actually had to be made sharper.
nose area as a way of reducing the aerodynamic
asymmetries by forcing symmetric flow separation.
Grit (a substance with individual grains the size of very The wind tunnel and design studies resulted in the nose
small pebbles) was then added i- thin (approximately tip being blunted to a radius of 0.6 in (0.5 cm). Nose
1/4 inch (1/8 cm)) strips to the radome and noseboom. strakes measunng 0.6 in (1.5 cm) wide by 20 in (50.8 O
The grit strips seemed to reduce the asymmetries to an in) long were placed horizontally down the fuselage,
acceptable level and the envelope expan.ion continued. starting from the tip of the nose. The effect on the
The next major hurdle was entries to PST at elevated Nz yawing moment characteristics as a function of sideslip
values. During the first flight investigating this area, angle are shown in figure 6. The wind tunnel data
using aircraft two. a departure from controlled flight given is for 600 AOA. As can be seen, the combined
occurred. The test maneuver was a split-s from 0.4 changes to the aircraft's nose greatly lessened its static
Mach at 30,000 ft (9.100 m) to 600 AOA. On the directional instability at 600 AOA. The significant
previous two maneuvers to 450 AOA no indications of difference in data between the model s original blunt.
an impending departure had been seen. On the departure unstraked nose and the aircraft representative sharp nose
maneuver, a large yaw asymmetry was encountered may help to explan why the depaitire was not predicted
above 500 AOA which caused a rapid build-up in before it occurred.
sideslip and a departure at 58* AOA. The aircraft
quickly self-recovered after 3200 of heading change with 4
maximum AOA and yaw rates of 760 and 700/s, The modifications were made to the aircraft's nose
respectively. This flight, in late November 1992, was a within two weeks of the completion of wind tunnel
major setback for an aircraft which had been designed to testing. With the modifications completed, envelope
be "departure proor with "carefree" handling, expansion testing continued, based upon the positive
Considerable work began on both coptrol law and wind tunnel predictions.
aerodynamic fixes to the aircraft to prevent such a
departure from reoccurring Had this flight test point While flight testing pressed on, engineering work
been performed with aircraft one instead of ahcraft two, continued on improving the aircraft's control laws and
the departure may not have occurred; thus delaying the control power. These are discussed in -.ection 3.5.

JO 4
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3.4 Noseboom Modifications iO engineers came up with the idea of using a Kiel
type pitot-static probe on the tip of the nosebocin.
Wind tunnel data frorn reference 1 (dating from the

The next major improvement to the aircraft involved 1950s) indicad that iposim error remained very small * *
improving sideslip control. This was a fairly up to appro imately 65* for the Kidl probe. Since the
complicated iss.c. The aircraft uses inertial navigation X-3i was designed to fly and maneuver at 701 AOA. the
unit (NUL) data as truth data. TheINUdataiscompared probe was canted down 100 from the noseboom,
with flight control sensor data for redundancy increasing its range of effectiveness to approximately
management purposes. 75" AOA. To our knowledge, the X-31 is the first

aircraft to use a Kied probe. We suspect that this is due
With respect to air data information, the INU is updated to the fact that reference 1 stated that there are problems 0
with pitot-static, AOA. and angle of siteslip (AOSS) with shielded probes (such as the Kiel) supersoniclly.
from the noseboom. The initial control laws only
updated the INU with noseboom d=~o up to 350 AOA. When the aircraft was flown above 600 AOA for the
Above 350 AOA, the INU continued to use its last first time, a bounded oscillation was seen on the
pdate. During flight testing at high AOA, descending noseboom AOSS vane. It occurred at approximately

altitude conditions, changes in wind direction and/or 620 AOA and was at 4 Ilz with a magnitude of ± 15.
magnitude could cause a significant diff.rence between The drift between INU and noseboom AOA and AOSS
the INU calculated and nosebcom values of AOA and wa3 still present above 500 AOA and it was desired to
AOSS. The flight control laws were using the INU extend tht r,.nge of updating the INU to 700 AOA. This
supplied values as the truth data and were attempting to would not be possible with the AOSS vane oscillation.
match the commanded AOA and AOSS to the feedback lere, a similar approach was taken as for the Kiel
values from the INU. This caused the contiol system to probe: the AOSS vane would be canted down 200 from
chase spurious values of AOA and AOSS. The more the noseboom. This idea was designed, wind tunnel
critical of the two was control of AOSS. As seen in tested, and installed on the aircraft. After a sufficient
figure 6, the eircraft was not able to tolerate a large number of flights to verify the operation of the new air
magnitude of sideslip at high AOA. As test experience data boom configuration, the flight control software was
increased, the range of AOA for updating the INU with modified to u.;e all of the noseboom information up to
noseboom AOA and AOSS was increased to 50. The 720 AOA for updating the INU. The new noseboom
pitot-static updating of the hNIJ for velocity calculation and associated control law changes have virtually
was maintained at 350 due to the large velocity position eliminated erroneous AOA and AOSS signals at high
error of the probe above 400 AOA For this problem, AOA.

* •



3.S Flight Control Law Changes 3.6 Lateral Stick Command Scaling

During the course of envelope, expansion, many During high AOA rolling maneuvers, it wa, discovered
improvements were made to the flight control laws. that some, of the pilots had a difficult time achieving a
The TVV deflection tables were revisd to improve their full roll command. The reason for this was
effectiveness. The trailing edge flap rate limit was anthropomeic- the pilots were hitting their legs with
increased from 60 to 80 Is wen the engine core RPM the control stick before they reached the lateral stops.
is at 84 % or higher (one of the entry conditions for Figure 7 helps to illustrate this problem. To command
pwst-sial! flight). Post-stall AOA r' ,, yaw command high AOA, the stick is almost all the way aft, nearly
gains were adjusted. A new, mote accurate thrust hitting the piiots ejection seaL. At full aft st.-k. the
estimation algorithm was added. This made the lateral stick interference problem is the most severe.
estimation of TVV control power more accurate and in This interference is aggravated by the stick height.
turn lead to larger TVV restoring moments. A very With the seat up to the desired hWight for out of cockpit
important addition was architecture for a limited field-of-view, the stick grip is not much above the
authority integral path to control uncommanded roll rate pilot's thigh. This means that his hand is between his
and sideslip in the post-stall regime. These are only the thighs holding the stick grip. so that the width of his
highlights of many adjustments and additions that were hand (and obstruction from his kneeboard) also restricts
made to the control laws which combined to greatly lateral stick deflection. Investigation into a solution
improve the aircraft's handling qualities and stability, revealed that a hardware fix would be difficult, so a

software solution was devised. The solution was to
3.5.1 Increased Thrust Vector Vane Travel scale the lateral stick command in the software, linearly

varying it with longitudinal stick such that only half
lateral stick deflection would be required at full aft stick

The departure pointed out the need to obtain as much for a full roll command. Handling qualities engineers
control power from the thrust vectoring system as were concerned that this change would increase lateral
possible. The engine thrust and paddle size were fixed, stick sensitivity and would remove tactile cueing such
so the only possibility was to increase the TVV range that pilots would not hit the sock stop and would not
of travel. This was a major effort that required a know if they hta a full roll command. After manned * *
substantial control law modification. The original simulations showed no adverse sensitivity effects, the
travel was limited. via software and hardware slugs in software change was incorporated. Subsequent flying
the TVV actuators, to 260. This value prevented vane- has verified that the lateral s6t-:k sensitivity was not
to-vane impact. Analysis determined that the maximum adversely effected; however, some pilots do not like the
usable travel for the paddles was 350 into the engine lack of tactile cueing of a full roll command. Over all,
exhaust plume. Extensive analysis by DASA was the change has had little effect on handling qualities.
required to tevise the control law TVV tables to allow This is likely due to the fact that full lateral stick 0
for this Increased travel. Additionally, major changes commands (for high stability axis roll rates) are short
byRlinredundancymanagementwererequired, because duration events during tactical engagements.
only software would now prevent vane-to-vane Furthermore, any lateral stick problems are largely
collisions. Once the required changes were made. and masked by the high longitudinal stick forces and AOA
the aircraft began flying with increased TVV ravel in sensitivity.
June 1993, aircraft control was greatly improved, S

S
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Netral Stick .t..
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Lateral Stick .

Required
1.5 in.8 cm) by Flight Control *
1.5 n (3.8cm) Software for Full

Roll Command
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(33 cmr)

Note: Outer border indicates mechanical stops of stck.

Figure 7. X-31 Control Stick Range of Motion

3.7 Aircraft Diffirences testng to determine it- characteristcs. The geal it, for0
both aircraft to have the same. flight envelope, if at all

mroutiot te pogra. evelpe xpanion~ ~th~ possible. Regression testing is not desirable from aMwoghot te pogrrn.envlop exanson ben cst nd imeperspecti rc. but the aircraft diffemoces
carried onby whicver aircraft was airwortby at te have made it mandatory.
time. At almost all times, one of the airc-Aft was downt
for an inspection or modification. Tbt- initial post -stall
720 r-4ls were flown with aircraft two. Its asymmetric
characteristics led to excessive trailing edge fl, 3.8 Oclared Post-Still Envelope0
deflection being required to control left tolls at 40*
AOA. Shortly thereafter, the al craft went into an The cleared post-stall cavelope ww in part dctcrinezl
extensive 100 hou inspection anld modification period. by vkhat would be required for tcAl utility flight
Wben tbe 7200 rolls were. repealed with Aircraft one m testing. As shown in figure 8. several factors
problems were idrlied and the aircraft was fully deterine th eur tts of tis envelope It should4
cleared for multip e rolls in post-stall. It was with be riotedi that all portimn of te nvekype were verified
aircraft ove, which .as a significantly lower asymmetry through flight test. Mec maxlrniwm post-stall entry
level than sircraft two, that the post-stall envelope speed for tactical testing was selected as 225 KCAS
expansion was completed. As of early October 1993. (417 km/h). 7be maximum altitude expected to be
aircraft two has returned to flight status and post-stall redoed during the trigagiernts was less than 30,000 ft



MSL (9,100 mn), since the engagements would start at minimum airspeed boundary of 70 KTAS %130 knin)
23,000 ft MSL (7,000 in). TIhe minimum altitude in was required sfince that is die lowest airspeed that the air
the specially designated X-31 test area was 11,000 ft data computer can calculate. The aircraft was tested to

MSL (3.300 in). To ensure a recovery to less than 300 airspeeds as low as 48 KCAS (89 kxnlh) at 25.000 ft
AOA by the minimum altitude, recoveries from post- (7.600 in). The cleared RST envelope ha-s been
stall would have to begin at 13.000 ft MSL (4.000 in). sufficient for tactical utility testing to date.
This deterninad the lower alitude boundary. The

40000 -
CAS 42 kts 100 kts .185 kts _225 kls

35000 -0k

30000 ---

25000

20000

'5000 ----....

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 07 0.8 0.

Mach

Figure 8. X-31 Envelope Cleared for PosZ-Stall Flying

4. SIMULATION EFFORTS inspection in~tervals roquired of these experimental
aircraft. it was assumed that it would bevery difficult to
have both X-31Vs flying simultaneously. This

As with any modem flight test effort, simulation ha sumto has proven to be accurate. Also. the
played a very important role in the X-31 program. It ~ mto* orginal program plan wuss for the tactical utility phasewas early simulation studies that demonstrated a of testir'g to tate- place at the NAWC AD facility at
dramatic increase in exchange ratios during close-in- Patuxent River. MD where manny F/A-18s -mould be
combat for aircraft equipped with multi-axis thrust available for adversary support. Fortunately, the choice
vectoring. Simulation was used ext-nsilecly during th of adversary did not have to change when the decision
envreic.- expansion phase for fliglit test maneuver was made to complete flight testing at NASA. since
Lerlo-A.nent and rehearsal, mid for predictirms of aircraft NASA also maintains a fleet of F A-l8 support aircraft.
respv'ze. Additionally, tactical dome versus dome
simulations have played a key role in the pmV=~. The
two main uses of dome-to-dorne simulation were 4.2 Pinball I
intensive two week periods known as 'Piniball I and

Pinbal If.Pinball I was conducted in September 1990 at the IAI3G
research facility in Outobrunn. Germany (narw Munich).
JABG %-as choten as the location tor Pinball I for

4.1 Adversary Selection several reasons. The IABG facility is nek to the main
DASA enigineeritig cocaplex. has two dome simulators.

Prior to the start of Dinball 1. it had been oe,.ided that and they have extensive experience with the evaluation4
the prijpcipal adversary aitcraft would he fth IFA-18. of air combat engagements. The purpore of Pinball I
Ideally, the engagements would be. between a PST was to suppoii flight test efforts by.~ a) selecting the
capable and a non. PST capable X-31. This way, the best starting onDition for the air combat engagements
only variable (other than pilot skill) wrould be whether and b) developing a Rule of Thumb (ROT) weapon
ot not PST was used. However, due to the frequent system for both pitats to use during these engagerrents.



Out of this testing, four principal setup conditions were (398 kzi/b). These four initial conditions allow PST to
identified. They are shown in figure 9. Three of the be utilized and evaluated in a range of options.
setups have both aircr, ft initially at 325 KCAS (602
kninh), separated by 3,000 ft (914 in). The difference
between the three lies in the orientation of the aircraft; Since the X-31 has no weapons system, a ROT

cithr defensive (DEF), offensive (OFF). or ncuua in a weapons system was created. It specified generic, yet

high speed line abreast (HSLA). The fourth setup realistic requirements for a gun and a beat.s.kit,g
selected is slow speed line abreast (S3LA). It varies missile. The ROT specified minimum tracking time
from HSLA in that the two aircraft are only 1.500 ft required for a kill. maximum allowable off boresight
(457 m) apart and start at a lower airspeed of215 KCAS angle. maximum allowable AOA for the missile, and

minimum and maximum ranges for both weapoms.

Defensive (DEF) Offensive (OFF)

--- 3000 ft - - -4- 3000 ft -1
S(914 m) i  (914m)

F 325 KCAS X-31 325 KCAS
F/A-18 (602 km/h) (602 km/h)

Slow Speed Line-Abreast High Speed Line-Abreast
(SSLA) (HSLA)

~ f 1500 ft -- a- 3000 ft --
(457 m) (914 m)

215 KCAS 325 KCAS
(398 kmn/h) (602 km/h)

Figure 9. Starting Conditions for X-31 Tactical Engagements

4.3 Pinball II engagements than would be possible in the limited
flight test program in order to create a statistical data
base of the results. Many runs were able to be flown 0

The Pinball II exercise was conducted at IABG in April since the engagements were limited to 90 seconds and
1993. Its purpose was to act as a training buildup for the simula:or could very quickly be reset to the initial
the pilots and engineers who would conduct the starting conditions.
engagements and also to perform a large: number of

*
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The Pinball II exercise was a great success in terms of (5,500 in) r"rnimum altitude post-stall envelope
the pilots and engincers learning what to expect during available at that time. A minimum separation of 1.003
flight tesL ft (300 m) was maintained at all times dering these 0

Maneuvers.
4.4 Cross-Country Link

it was realized that it -would be benelicial to the program 5.1.1 Pitch Rate Reserve
to have a dome-to-dome simulation facility available
locally to support the tactic-a! ,lily test phase. It Pitch rate reserve means that, for whatever flight 0
would be useful for pilot proficiency and to evaluate condition the aircraft is flying, it still has a reserve
new setups, few maneuvers, and the impact of aircraft pointing capacity with PST. For instance, the X-31
changes on combat performance. NASA Dry.n does could be turning at 300 AOA unable to bring its nose to
not have a dome simulator however, two of the other bear on the FIA-18. lowever. since the X-31 can
lT' participants each have a dome simulator. RI has a achieve 7fr AOA. it can pull its note to the target and

domcattheirDowney. CA facility. Ithasbeenusedfor achieve a frng solution. Two types of pitch rate 0
X-31 support since the beginning of the piram. The reserve maneuvers were flown: a guns and a missile
Navy, at their NAWC AD Pax River, MD test facility reseve. The guns reserve called for the X-31 to achieve
has a dome simulator which is regularly used to support a guns tracking soiution. The missile pitch rserve
various programs including the X-31 and FIA-18. RI required the X-31 to pull lead on the target so that the
had been working in the area of linking simulations via aircraft could be unleade to a lower AOA (300) that was
computer networks. After considerable efforts by both called for by the ROT for a missile shot. The main
parties, the concept was proven in August 1993. result of these maneuvers was a tendency for pitch 0
Unfortunately. tl-ere have been equipment problems and oversloos due to the longitudinal stick sensitivity in
the dome-to-dome capability has yet to perform as post-stall. This tendency was not as Large as bad been
envisioned. Data rate transfer and time delays have not previously feared, and it could be managed with a
presented a tchnical difficulty and it is hoped that this ndcrat amount of ipilot compensaioa.
capability will be fully demonstrated in the near future

* 0
5.1.2 J-turn / Hein Gun Attack5. TACTICAL UTILITY FLUGHT TEST

The J-turn. also known as the Hecrbst maneuver.
The tactical utility flight test (TUFT) phase of the consi of a rapid pitch up to high AOA followed by a
program was planned in several portions. Tactical full stick stability axis roll rat command to perform a
maneuvers against a cooperative FIA-I8 were flown 1800 heading change. This was one of the prime 0
first, followed by basic fighter maneuvering. The maneuvrs utilized during the envelope expansion phase
planned final phase is unlimited close-i.- ..ha. of the program. During the tactical maneuver phase.

however. there was an FIA-IS hiying a pre-defined tun
to act as a target. The initial setup was created such

S.1 Tactical Maneuvers that. as the X-31 completed the ]-turn, it would be able
to attempt acquiring the FJA-18 for a gun or missile
shot. After several of these were performed, it becameThe purpose of the ta'ical mane. ;. was to look at 4 ipet that tis %eup would work very well to set up

some basic post.-stall air combat maneuvers in a a helo gun attack. In the helo gun attack, the X-31 uses
structura, low risk way. This was in following with a high AOA roll to rotate at a high rate (looking like a
flight test buildup xocedures. The maneuvers selected helicopter doing a pedal turn) to acqui'e and tract the
were pitch rate resce. -turn, helicopter (helo) gun target. The lessons learned from these maneuvers were
atack, and flat scissors. Flying these maneuvers wrved that the Lai.ral acquisition and tracking tsk required less 0
as a bridge between the clinical flight test inputs and the pilot compenstion than for the pitch 4serve and that
free-for-all maneuvering of air co-mbat. This helped th there was a control harmony problem. lhe problem
pilots and engineers get used to seeing the aircraft fly ir was that up to 3 in (7.6 cm) of lateral stick was required
a more unrestrained fashion. For instance, the AOA for a full roll command wheieias only very small
limiter, which had been used for the majority of the thanges in the longitudinal stick created large changes
envewpe expansion, was not used during these ii AOA. Again, this tendency cold be compenated
maneuvers. Since the tacdca! .. ncuvcrs were shor for by tht project pilots, all of whom are very
scripted looks at post-stall mane, icring, they were experienced test pilots and/or very experienced fighter
actually started before the 225 KCAS (417 kninh) pIlot. The suk mechanization of the X-31 would not.
envelope was cleared. These maneuvers were initially bowever, be Omsirable for a production wrrraft.
flown using the 185 KCAS (343 kin/h) and 18.000 ft

*
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5.1.3 Fiat Scissors 5.3 Bask Fighter Marsuvering

A flat :cissors maneuver i,-voives two aircrafL usually The primary purpose of the basic fight manuverina
close to cue aA oher and at low airspeed. turning toward (BFM) phase was training for the final. cs-in-combat
cne another and reversing after overshooting flight (CIC) phase. There were 17 8PM so-ties flown
paths. This process is repeated until one aircraft can between Augias and September 1993 with 15 flights
mancuver behind the other to achieve a ruing solution. conducted d-ing orc iwo week period, All of the BFM
Key aircraft characeristics to success in flat scissors are flights were viny successful 2nd were conducted in a safe
the ability to fly slower than the target so that it flies fashion. with the aircraft performing flawlessly. S
out in front of you, and high roll ratcs in order to
rapidly change flight path. These characteristics are
supposed to he strengths of the X-3I esign. Also, the Many important lessons weroe l e during BFM. Toe
flat scissors is a common maneuve du.ing slow speed four setups defined during Pinball I were used.
air combat-. thus it Aws a logical practice maneuver to However, the irs BPM sorties used 185 KCAS (343
perform. The X-31 could easily decelerate behind the ban/h) as z sarztinj speed, since the envelope expansion
FIA-18 by pulfiung to high AOA. However, if the X.31 was no;. t,.omp1ed. On those flights, only the OFF S
was pulled to too high of an AOA. it bc,,n to sink in saup was t td. tl'O th F8M. rules of eitaan'hent
altitude in relation to the FIA- 1S. Th X-3I's high roll 'ROE) 'ery smilar to those used by the U.S Navy and
rates at low airspeed were advantages during this Air Force were cdopted for safety. The ROE establish
maneuvcr. It was noted however, that due to the high radio protocol, set the minimum separation ditanc,
nose attitAe of the a2Lcrat at low airspeed. it was of and specify many other safety rtelad items. Initially, a
difficult to maintain sight of the target. This is an are 1.000 ft (300 in) minimun distance between aircraft
which needs to be solved by future designers, that of was used, but after sufficient training, this was reduced
mahitaning sight and situaional awareness of the target to 500 ft (150 m). The prircipal differncce between
during a high AOA fighL BFM and the CIC phase is that the pilcts pet-briefed

their initial move prior to each engagemen.L Either the
FIA-18 of X-3l always went high or low as the first

5.2" AgIle Vv iose. After th frsut move. however. the aircraft were
free to maneuver at will. Since training %as the main 9
BFM objective, certain riles that will apply during CIC

It is very difficult to visualize an aerial engagement if were not used. For instance. fights were allowed to Lst
you are not one of the participants. Even then. its IVnger than90 sec(withaimaximum ofabout 12Dsec).
difficult for a pilot to remember the precise details of as and a wapoo solution dd o require the engagement to
many as six engagements which take place over the end. Engagnents continued from the initial fight's
span of 20 minutes. It is also important to dcmonstrate on' cad: until the X-31 pilot felt that he had ,chieved
the results of your testing For all of d treaoy it his training objectves or until the minimum aitude
was highly desirable to obtain a visualization tool with 'had deck of 13.000 ft (4,000 m) was reached.
which to view the engagements. Fortunately. such a
program was already in existet=. Its name is "Agile An important clement in flight is thai it is considerably
Vu". It is a software program which is run on a Silicon more difficult and time consuning to achieve starting
Graphics work station. It was. developed by McDonnell setups than in the simulatr. In the simulator, the OFF
Aircraft Company under contract to NAWC AD. and DEF set up was with both aicraft at a wing 0leve
Wamimnstcr. It was orginally developed for researching I g flight condition. In flight, the oxly way to whievc
agility. The program requires aircraft position and those setups is to have one acrlaft turning across the
attitude information as a function of lime. More an other aircraft's flight path, attempting t: be on a
one aircraft can be displayed simultaneously. TMer perpendicular flight path at the correct range and
then ha: Mhe option of many different view points, scale airspeed. The aircraft .ypically used a 2 g turn sch that
factors, time history plot,. etc. It was originally they were already in a 600 bank with a turn rafe at 1ze
planned to use Agile Vu only for post-flight analyst. star of the eng2gemenL
Sinc that time, however. Agile Vu has been adapted tn
run real-time during flights in the NASA mission
control room. It is also possible .3 display the range Another important difference between the flight les and
between the two aircraft on Agile Vu. This feature has the siaulation Is the arcraft's envelope. In the
been helpful in setting up the tactical engagements. simu!adon, post-stall could be used ay time the aircraft
Agile Vu shows great pomisc as an ,nalysis tool for was below 325 KCAS (602 km/h) and 0.7 Mach. 4
the TUFT. Dturng the 325 KCAS (602 Imb) DFM sum the
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pilot must rapidly decay his speed to 225 KCAS (417 left hand was a nuisance during the engagements.
km/h), the current software PST entry limit, to
maneuver above 30" AOA. It has not yet been 5
detennined if this diYeience will have a significant 5.4 Close-In-Combat
adverse effect on the comparison of The flight and
simulation dat. The close-in-combat phase of the TUFT is scheduled to

begin in mid October 1993. It is planned that a

Old rules of air combat still apply, such as: small minimum of 24 CIC flights will be flown, allowing

aircraft like the X-31 are hard to see; aircraft flying out each of the six project pilots to fly four sorties. It will

of the sun are hard to see; and if you lose sight, you be conducted in a fashion very similar to the BFM

will lose the fight. flights. The main difference will be that there is no pre-
briefed initial move for either pilot. Engagements will
continue until one of the following occurs: a valid kill

The new rule says that PST used at t'e wrong time is achieved (as determined by the control room), the 90
results in the F/A-18 getting the first shot opportunity. sec time limit is reached, the minimum altitude is
The main X-31 advantages are in high yaw rate reached, ora "knock it off" call is transmitted by either
capability and In pitch pointing the nose. The X-31's pilot or the control room for an unsafe condition. Data
capabilities lead, when used properly, to positional will be collected from both the X-31 and F/A-IS along
advantage and decrased time to a weapons solution. with time space position indication (TSPI) data from

ground-based tracking radars for both aircraft. Included
in the downlinked aircraft data is weapons select and

The X-31 demonstrated amazing flying qualities and firing switches and AOA. The aircraft and TSPI data
performance during these maneuvers and made a strong will alloy' fwr real-time calculations of ROT parameters
case for the benefits of thrust vectoring during close-in- for kill determination. The data will also be stored for
air combat. The aircraft hIandling was characterized as post-fligh, data analyses using the same measures of
"care-free" by the pilots. It was also noted that this is effectiveness that were used to analyze the Pinball I1
both good and bad. It is very desirable from a safety and simulation data.
mission effectiveness standpoint. However, most
aircraft have some traits or characteristics (such as 0 *
noise, buffet, wing rock) which "tell" the pilot what his
AOA is. In the X-31, the buffet level is approximately 6. ADDITIONAL NEAR-TERM TESTING

the sante at 700 as it is at 120 AOA. This led most
pilut, to ask for a tone to provide them with AOA There are additional tests planned for the X-31 to .Ake
cueing. place between October 1993 and March 1994. The

additional tests planned involve Helmet Mounted

It was very common for the pilots to inadvertently Displays (HMD), audio cueing, and quasi-tailless •

input ndder pedal commands. This usually happened as supersonic thrust vectoring.

the pilot was twisting his body around to look for the
F/A-18, ie. "checking iix". The pilots tended to push
on the rudder ptdal on the opposite side of the direction 6.1 HMD
they were twisting. It was simply a matter of trying to
get leverage to help pivot their torso. Some pilots, The IIMD research is designed to see if the pilot's
depending on the type of aimcraft they had air combat situational awareness I spatial orientation suffers or
experience in, instinctively input rudder pedal needs augmenting during PST air combat maneuvering.
commands while trying to roll the ,iircraft at high AOA. Hees wit d h ave o bat mnesernThs iosdid this as a reflex, since they knew that Helmets with tIMD have only been used in western
These pilots as r ex, s eteew t0 fighters for night-vision applications; thus there is a
the rudder pedal command fades to zero between 30 and stogipuso mehwaHNDblccnspor450 strong impetus to see bow an IIMD helmet can support
450 AOA. a pilot during a day, air combat engagement. Aircraft 0

two has ben modified to include hardware and software
The high stick forces required for flying at high AOA to support HMD research. Flying should begin in late
caused niny of the pilots to fly with iwo hands on the October 1993.
control stick. The throttle position was al'uas at
maximumt afterburner, so they did not need a hand for
power modulation. They did nced to remove their left 6.2 Audio Cueing •
hand fron the stick to transmit on the radio, since the
mic button is on the throttle. Frequent UHF calls were
required during BFM to give ifformation required by the Audio cueing will Ix researched, initially, through the
ROE, such as "I'm going high" or "blind". The use of an AOA aural cue (as a variable frequency tone)
equiremcnt to frequentty let go of the stick with their to the pilot to improve situational awareness of aircraft



state during PST air combat. An AOA tone was used 8. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
dting Pinball II and proved to be useful. If other
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Aside from enhance slow speed maneuverability, thrust 9. REFERENCES
vectoring offers other options for future aircraft
designers. It may be possible to build airciaft with the Gracey. W., "Measurement of Aircraft
same levels of maneuverability that today's airci-aft S1. d W Altitude", New York, NY.
enjoy, with the addition of thrust vectoring to allow the Jol Wiloy & Sons, Inc., 1981
reduction of the size (or the elimination of) the vertical (ISBN 0-471-08511-l), p 39
tail, gaining the required levels of stability and control
from the thrust vectoring. Reduciig or eliminating the
vertical tail could yield benefits in performance (lower
drag) and possibly reduce radar signature (increase
stealthiness). The program plans to fly (in early 1994)
the X-31 at 1.2 Mach, use the rudder to create a yaw
comr..nd (to simulate an external aircraft disturbance)
and then use the thrust vectring to create the restoring
yaw moment. If this phase is successful, the aircraft
may eventually fly with a reduced vertical tail and,
much later, without a vertical tail - using only thrust
vectoring for yaw control.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Th X-31 hba been an excellent proof-of-concept vehicle
for high AOA flight ard air combat maneuvering. It
has proven to have excellent handling qualities and
performance with only minor deficienciez, noed. Major
differences in controllability have been seen between the
two X-31s. This points out that minor, difficult-to-
measure differences between aircraft can greatly affect
high AOA flying characteristics. Much has been •
learned about the aerodynamic, flight control system,
and air data system requitenits to support aggressive
high AOA maeuvering for an unstable aircraft.

The tacdcal utility Iessons learned to date indicate that
post.stall maneuverability is not a revolution to air 0
combat, it is an evolutionary step which supplements
existing tactics. The technology of thrust vectoring is
not exotic, it is available now to designers of the next

eneration of aircraft.

Toe X-31 continues to have excellent potential for 0
future research efforts in many areas, such as: helmet
mounted displays, audio cueing, and the use of thrust
vectoring for spewonic flight stabilization.
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1. RNTRODUCTION 3.1 Mansed Slwilations/Ftlght Tests

The European Fighter Aircraft (EFA) was designed as a 3.1.1 Methods Used In Preparation of Simulations and
highly augmented, basically unstable aircraft. Its Stsbility Flight Tests
and Control System (FCS) is of a much higher complexity Inodrt rvd geea supo to ot sinmulator andi
than that used in ealier aircraft, tg the Tornto To ensure flight tests for IIQ asstessments, the requirements to be ap-
that safe operation arc! "'iwun perfimmnanec are not de- plied together with manoeuivies to be performed and the as-
graded due to possible handling qualities deficien~cies, new utdqetin o ieplo ereighaebe eie

' ment ha ob sdfrbt h ceeomrtadI in accordance with the H-andling Quality Definition Docu-
ag smn fthe aircraft. This paper describes the speesir- meri fo EFA (IIQDD. Ref 2). A lisg of the manoeuvres iscr.tions and the methods used in customrer assessment prior prvddiTal1.Msoftemicue anbuedo

tohirt olig.A pa rap thwhsii i roiedi obai ' th pilot comiments and test data for several re-
the olloing aragaphsquiremenits simultaneouly. This is shtowit by the examrples

2. FLY[NG QUALITIES SPECIFICATION USED lisied in Table 2. Masnoeuvres in respect of any given re-* *
qruite en can be selected from this Table. and it can also be

In order to crstue a good flying aircraft, useful design gui. seen wich rqirements these manoeuvres can provide data
delines are necessary, ats well as a clear concept of how to for. For instance, the manoeuvre 'PULLUP contributes to
certify, mnd qualify the aircraft for service use. The effort the assessment with respect to seven different criteria.
invested in generating an adequate Flying Qualities Speci-
fication for EFA (HQDD - Handling Qualities 11ciinitiori Finally. pilot actionst and the questions to be answered by the
Document, Ref 2) is described in Ref 1. In addition, sceom- pilot were defined for each manoeuivre to be performed (see
panying contractor documents are required, wfich define Table 3)
special requiremenits; to be applied during the design an 3.1.2 Simulation Tests Performed
clearance pro=es

Official assessmenrts have been Weforined using differenit
Analysis of the requirements laid downs in there doctuments grun siuato facilities available within the European
demonstrated that the requirements could be Vroped in th Fighter Aircraft (EFA) partner ruitions to support qualifies.
following war tion and certification wk foir th: customner amid the National!

Reqirrmnts to be derncsaera ted by manned simularfor or Airworthincess Autriorities prior to fims flight. These were:
flight telss. The Advanced Flight Simulator (AFS) at DRA Ercdford

* Requirements which explicitly ask for pilot ct..ments (Rcf 4). The AFS was heavily used because of its ability
aMndtheefore need tests wvith a pilot at the controls to simulate aircraft motion, wiinch %us fell cspui:ally
(around based simulation or flight 1-t) important for simulation of take off, approach and

* Requirements wich need pilot-in-the-loop tests (MO. lnig

tracking) * Th dual domei air combat simulator at [AlSO (Ref 6)
Requremntsto e dniostraed y nmerealawlThis was mainly used for the simulation of the up and

Reqireens t bedaonsratd y nmeuca a .lyis: away Cat A flight phases witere motion simulation for

* Requiremsents wich basically deal with trimed' flight fighter aircraft is not possible wizh existing systemrs and]
conditions and average gra!csts a omp:onyin deria- not as crucial as for the Cat C flight phases
lion- frw. t: * The DA.M EFA deve-lopinent simulator (Ref 7) In

* Requirncits based on linear svsrem =urder4& to aivoid any failures or misinterpretations which
could arise due to differences in softw.are and hardware

* Requirements whiich allow fur nonlinecar %.ysl,-m standards, the sam simulator as used by the contractor
behaviour had to be used for the final official cecxk.

3. ASSESSMENT METHODS APPLIED The activities described below ar-e manlry thone simulations

Due to the diversity of requiremenrts, a number c' dil , pefre in Germany at IABO.

todd have been applied in customer assessment. An
overview of those method~s follows.

Presented at an A GA R A feeing on Techrnologies for Hlighly Alanoo, t va bt e A ircmfkt Octobe r1993.



Slonlxmow pfferud h Ofe IARG Osaa Fltlh Sia. the guidance of t lead anlieers, 'li method proved to be
kt" (V PV I ad-ll very effective In familifaising tie pilots with e, aircrall

simulated in a sM time, Each pilot was allo d aliproti.
e govrnmct.o d imulation facility at IAIO, Ref 6, tmately 1.3 hrs to famliwria himself with the aircraft before

was selectal for th evaluation of Cal A nlight p11555 oly, productive data recording. During ths famiifistlion period,

luc to the inherent limitations of the simulator visual both pilots and engineers could reque, data recording of
tent. it was agrn that all governmental handling quality sctiviies opatlcular interest, All other test blocks utilised
tests for the take-oil and landing flight phases would be con. only one simulator dome at a time.
ducled at DRA Beord's Advanced LIrg Motion Amplitude
Flight Simulation (AFS) Facility, %hich provides good visual The last block of manoeuvres, Trocking with Target Off-
ground epresentation and includes the motion system, sets', should perhaps be explained in detail, The test team

17w faciyhas optimsel fhad gined som experiefce in evaluating air to ground
The lAIRO facility hfore m use a Weapo~n tracking performance ilalislng lamps laid out in a pattern on
System Simulator, in particular for air to air combat in I the ground a tu'g , Thnee lamps were switched on ran-
realistic environment. The EFA contractor supplied the con- domly within the pttem, and the pilot's task consisted of
figuration-controlted data to be Installed for the simulation, tracking tM lit trget, The results of this test are provided at
bascd on the DFS hardware/software environment. In order Ref 3. This principle wu transferred to the air to air target
to provile the pilot with the proper visual reference cues traking Ws. During the m vre, the target was
nAessary for the evaluation of the handling qualites, a tar. chanod randomly every I seconds to a position eitheir 30 or
get with manoeuvring and non-manocuvrinl capability, 60 mils removed from the pilot's current manoeuvre path,
which had been pieprogrammed. pregencrated and stored, see Fig I. During these changes, the overall pilot-in-the-
was provided in the dome. loop-system is excited with a higher bandwidth and the pilot

Since EFA is a co-operative Euopean programme, Offcial is forced to act with a higher workload and pain than in
Flight Test Centres from all participating Nations were in- classical tracking tests. Under such conditions, any PIO ten.
volved. The handling qualities evaluations were carried out dencies present can be more casily detected. Various test
in the course of to one-week simulation exerciscs per- conditions and manoeuvres were flown, eg flight level and
formed in April and May 1992: Mach number, turbulence ON and OFF (Dryden Model, Mil

97SC), constant g turns, wind-up turns, barref rolls, etc.
The first test period was designed to scan the entire flight The target poeitions were selected in such a manner that the
envelope to be cleared, including the te-it manoeuvres de- pitch axis could be evaluated separately from the combined
veloped. in order to determine which parts of the envelope pitch and roll manoeuvrs. Coase acquisition rating and fine
and which type of manoeuvres wer to be evaluated in depth tracking rating were enabled by large offsets of the target
by test pilots of the four nations involved. The evaluation and the time available to the pilot before each successive
methods used and the hardwic and software involved were target change.
also tested, together with the assignments of the evaluation
teem. This tenm consisted of one German test pilot and some The Cooper Harper and PlO rating scales u published at Ref
20 engineers and scientists from various institutions of the 4 were used for the evaluation of handling qualities. After
four nations. Data was recorded in respect of 125 parmeters completion of each pilot's test session (duration 45 min to I
at intervals of 12.5 ms or multiples, depcnding on the sen- hr), a questionnaire based on the manoeuvres flown during
sitivity of ihe parameter, and processed off-line using the te session was completed, automatically printed and used at
software dceri.bcd below, Standard time history plots of the the debriefing. Answers were stored electronically for proc-
most nportan flight mechanical parameters were available easing together with the answers provided after other pilot
for the debriefing shortly after the pilot fell the cockpit. Due test sessions. In this way, all pilot replies and ratings re-

t the. constraints imposed on the project by lack of time and corded could be quickly sorted and summarised in tables.
finmcial pressure, the fast generation of evaluation material The tables containing the ratings and the comments were
in hard copy and immediate report writing were considered then compared with the IIQDD requirements evaluated in

to be of particular importance. It thus proved possible for the individual tes, see Table 5 and Fig 2. All pilot comments
team to release a preliminary report of the findings within provided in the questionnaire were thus directly linked to the
three days of completion of the tests. corresponding requirements.

This "dry run" provided valuable information as to which All five pilots from the four nations involved provided corn-
pan. of the flight envelope initially to be cleared required paratively similar ratings, which enabled excellent assess-
thorough investigation and which type of test manoeuvres ment of the aircraft handling qualities. Examples of the re-
should be included in the final test plan for the four nation suits are presented at Figs 2, 3 and 4.
test period to be held in May 1992. In this test period, five Comparison of Figs 3 and 4 shows that the influence of tur-
test pilots from all nations were involved, together with sev- bulence injected into the simulation was clearly experienced
eral scientists for analysis of the results. The total clock time by the pilots as task intensification. The Dryden model was
recorded for :e first weck of testing amounted to 30.75 used for turbulence simulation.
hours pioductive data generation, with each participating
nation allowed similar periods of pilot time in the cockpit. 3.1.3 Analysis of Simulation Data

The final simulation test plan can be divided into four major In addition to the evaluation of pilot comments and ratings,
tc-t blocks, see Table 4. the recorded time histories of the simulation runs were

During familiarisation, both cockpits were manned and the evaluated to provide additional information and as confir-mation of the simulation results,. Evaluations were perfo-
pilots selected the manocuvres and flight conditions under mein ofte to redlt and were eo

med using software tools provided by DLR and IA]3G, all:
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* quick look plt of tim histories and coe plots . airsped response to attitude changes

* slatistict! evaluations and plots of tracking errors . flight path stability

. det=Uneitio ofmaxIMwn Values and gradients . control forces in noceuvring flight

from 3-2-I--I i-res . pitch manoeuvrig capability
" application or HQ criter'ia in the time and frequerc%7 .i terysieip

In the timec domain, a large number of criteria were applied . hlterlrectonal control in crosswids.
successfuly said in general, the results correlate ill 'with 3.2.2 Novilinear Ivaluatloas
pilot assessment: In contrast, some probksn occurredin r afrequency domain. evaluations, which werc Caused by the -im domkin evauations form an inipollant part of the num-
limited frequiency content of the manoeuvns. As showi at merical asssment. A large number of characteristics can be
Fig 5, the cimfdinoe level of the freqluency response data derived from Step response simulations aNd Conclusions Cad
(CeX=Wssd in tam of cohermice function) is poor at fir. be drawn (nan the type & an nitude of the airft re-
quencies above 0 6- 0.2 it (or 4 -5 rad/see). 5POOiSC5 Simfulations were therefore performed for each

flight condition with step inputs in pitch, roll wad yaw do-
in addition. rcsults arm oftent poorly define due to the scat mend. Ile evaluation vf the time histories can be performed
of the frequency response data. In futture simulation and visually (eg to look for critical sideslip or pitch excursions
flight tests, pilot inputs should be of higher frequency con- during roll manceuwes), or autoritically (eg to evaluate roll
tents and mere accurat system identification, methods will and flight path time constants).

be aplie wih reard o ealuaionThe main advantage of time response evaluations is that the
3.2. Numericl Arallysls froma Mathematical Models effects of nonlinearities caa be easily shoun. The -ndidity of

Numerical evalhriions rr an impotat part of the overall linear charaecteristics in large amplitude manoeuivres can be
HQ av=nct 4Wi awe often (g duin th dsg phs) investigated by -,arying the input amplitude. For instance, Lj
te only way to dernmate the handling qualities of an air order to confirm the validity of the PIO asessment in the
crf. 11 r#&dy rvi t cu al vesin of daaet case of full stick amplitudes, it was possible to demonstrate
needed for the custotm assessmrent. of EFA (ardyai tha an increase in pitch stick amplitiga was accompanied by
data. mesa and inertial dataflight control laws, et) Based an increase in phasie lag at froquencics; close to the critical
on this data, computing programs were developed fcc differ- ~lienc ). %,era gain was decreased significantly,
ent lunds of evaluation and app~ied at Dttj The programs Fig 7 provides an example of nonlinearities in the pitch 0
in~clude, the following; control Path.

* calculations of reference states and gradients 3.23 Unear Model Evaluation

* nonlineair evaluations Sytshesis of Lkw Migdelr:

* syathesis and analysi of linear moel Linear aircraft models are required for investigations in the
LOES(Low0 EuivaentSystm) aproiinaion frequency doinsin and the epplication of criteria using ci-0
LOES(Lo Ordr EuivaentSystm) pproimaion genvalues. Nichols plots, transfer functions or Low Order

XMVUT aplacnOf critinia in both time domain andl fre- Equivalent Models. With regard to conventional aircraft, the
qeic domaim. evaluation of linear models from the nonlinear model fairc-

tion i =f(ut) can be performed b./lineazisation of
3.2.1 Trim Calculatk..s and Steady State Criteria the fuinction f in respect of the aircraft slate variables and

Some requirements "~.a with parameters of a refrmice state sysem inputs. This approach is often inapplicable to nonlin-
and with gradients of steady state coniditios. Tme calcula. ear models of highly augmented aircraft, consisting as it dozs
tions were performed in accordance with the following steps of a large number of first or second order filter elements

descibnl by digital filter macrois, so that the function i(x~ut)
" determination ofa trim condition is not directly available for the complete flight control

" determination of a reference state which may differ Systm
Zvn the trim. condition The synthesis of the high order linear models was therefore

* determination of steady state conditions with small pa- performed separately in respect of the subsystems basic air-.
rameter deviations 5rom the refernce state (for seas. craft, flight control system, sensom, actuators, etc. mec
tivity and gradient calculattions) model of the basic aircraft was evaluated using the conven-.

tional linearusation method, whereas the models of flight
* compaison of results calculated for several refece= control system, sensors and actuators we expressed in

stts. eg to check the lineaity of steady state response-s trmns of several trrmnser ftunctions. me complete closed loop
%%ith regard to the correspondling control inp"t. high order model was then genecrate with the help of the

An example is given at Fig 6, computer software package MATIAI3 (see Fig 8).0

mhe above method was Applied to the followintg handling Vrf"inoteIihO~rUerUd
quality evaluis Due to the high cogmplexity of the system, the linear model

genrmted contains several potential error sources, and ve-
rification of the linear model is a wxy important favtor.
Verification can. be performed via comparison of line-r and
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nonlinur time responses, whereby problems arise ftm the full hardware mcdels can be implemented into the complete
high system order of the liear model in time domain. When closed loop model. Comparson showed that in high fre-
the full h- !ware models wer implemented, the complete quency range (> I IIk) linear models with full hnrdware as,-
closed ,.4 model was ap'roximately of 70th order with sumptions obviously psessed other characteristics than the
regar; to both longitudinal and lateral motion. This fact ren- models with reduced order hardware assumptions. For cx-
4de' pelonnan of im domain analysis difficult due to the ampte. wthen evaluating the PIO phase rate criterion, the
nuierical problems which arise %ten operating with 70x70 phmse rate evaluated was very sensitive with regard to the
t'ansitio nmatrices with an e-treme spread of eigonvalues. selected hardware assumptions. This fact meant that diffe-
fherefore, *heni time &.nain analysis has to be performed, rent linear models had to be applied to the analysis of time

reduced order hardware models representing characteristics and frequency domains.
up to approximately 4 lz, were implemented into the
comnplete closed loop model Tis produced linear models of The following frequency domain criteria were applied:
approximately 40th order with a much lower spread of . open-loop stability margins (longitudinal and lateral)
eigenvalues, so that no -iumerical problems arose when
using the MATLAB tools to generate linear time respos *. • a set of pittch response criteria (Nichols plot boundaries
The differenices in tie complete closed loop models with as shown in Fig I1. bandwidt., PIO phase rate and
reduced and full hardware assumptions are negligible in amplitudc imits)
respect of investigations in low frequency range or in time * P&Ophaseratelimitsforrollaxis
domain

•Neal-Smith criterion
The results of the compariso of linear and nonlinear time

responses recorded it respct of a large number of flight * a modification of the PIO analyss rules included at Ref
condstions and input signals can be summarized as follows: 5, see Tables 6 and 7

Curve matchir4 in nearly all the steady state flight cases Most of these criteria form palt of the relevant EFA Reqw-
with small input amplitudes (5%) investigated was so good, rements, 'bereas the Neal-Smith criterion and the
that hardly anj difference s ware discovered between linear R 11 Smith PIO analysis ides are taken as additional tools to
and nonlinear time resposes The curv. matching be=e provide the evaluating engineer with a different view of
poorer in extreme flight conditions (high angle of attack, handlin'g characteristics in possible problem areas.
high load factors) and with higher input amphtudes, see Fig A
9. For example. at 301/ input amplitude. due to a nonlinear
filter block in the longitudinal flight control laws, the dif- During the discussion of assessment results presented by
ferences between the linear and nonlinear tine responses Industry, it became clear that the prediction of PIO tendon- - *
were muc, dgher than those at 5% input amplitud., see Fig cies could not be based on the application of only one single
9a. No such nonlinear filter block exists in the lateral control criteon. In particular, the limits for the crossover gain (at -
laws, so that here curve nla-tching was good, even at ampli- 180 degree phase angle) of the pitch attitude response Awe
tades of40%. At very high amplitudes of 100% the nonlin- discussed and additional investigations performed. The in-
curics, emanating mainl, from the ratc limiters, became dusty also applied the bardwfdth criterion (taken from MIL-
higher, so that the differences bet%en the curves were in- STD-1797). The influence of the non-linear pitch response to
creased, see Fig 9b pilot inputs was investigated at DRA Bedford using the
3.2.4 Crteria Applied Nichols plot, phase-rate and bandwidth criteria. An effort

was made at DLk to apply the PIO thecry presented by
rum Doa in y: Ralph R South ar4 included at Ref 5. wh.;ch is described

Time domain c;tcria can be used either with linear or non- briefly in the following pasrapli-

linear system responses. Due to the very good curve match Table 6 prokide.: a defiition of 'Iie two PIO categories.
between linem and nonlinear time responses with regard to From the cigenvalues evaluated, it follows that Type II PlO
moderate flight conditions and input amplitudes (see para is unlikely. Therforc, effort %s; com trated on the ai-
3.2.3), the linear model as used for the evaluat;n of the sesment with regard toType I P1O. The rules finallyapplied
following criteriac are outlined in Table 7. The. original rules included at Ref 5

were amended, in that evaluation step 4 was modified and
effecive roll time ostaitt evaluation step 8 added. A simplified definition of the

flight path angle time delay relative bandwidth was introduced at evaluation step 4.
Evaluation step 8 introduces a cheek as to at ether stick

The time constant was calculated in both criteria by Using forces are high enough to prevent the pilot from providing
tangent at the time respo-s. curve, wleby different time giving large amplitude periodic inpts. Si-.c& there are a
constants were calculated in accordance with tangent place- many uncertainties in the definition of the boundaries used
menat, se Fig 10. Therefore, in a given time window, time ini the evaluation, the niules should be applied as a tool for
comtants were calculated in respect of several tangent detoAing possible problem areas rather than as a strong yes-
placements and the maximum time constant recorded as cri- or-no decikion criterion. Possible tolerances of sstem dy-
terion result. As showin below (see Fig 1), the results are nemric as wall as the ui cerWaitie of the boundaries applied
quite consistent with frequency domain derived time con- should also be taken into account.
V..nts

LwOrd, Egvdiaeknt System (LOF) Analis~l:
High Order System (ii05) Anal)Yis in Frequeng D- L

am." The POLYKO Method develored at DLR was used to de-
termine Lhe characteristics of sio-called 'Low Order Equiva.

In frequency domain analysis, no numerical problems anse lent Systems' (LOES) (a shAt descrirkon of this method is
from the high system order of the linear model, so that the provided at Annex A of Ref I) In contrast to earlier

6



asaessnoalts made: (eg in tespect of fornado). LOES evalu. comparison or time domain and LOES derive results is
ations for the IFA provided doubtful results containing only provided at Fig I5.

or simulate time rcqespose had to be applied instead of lateral 4th order model with all parameters im, it was not 0
WOES ai'enia. Some of the experierwes are dicse her in possible to rid a uique solution to tkie approximation
-t few wods problem. Pti meters iuch wre highly correlated were the A

equivalent delay ljp and the high frequency zero of the
.9mm-puad mx.k eviebad.2: In a number of flight ci- side'slprdder transfer function In order to avoid correl..
ditions it was observed that the 1106 (high order s"sem) tin.A 41 ~iWadt hulb ie Tp,. h
respnet- imore Limit one pawr ofcgenvaiues in th atlathnorthud efxe ''Sia a h
period kreuenicy range. the influence of wh~ich aws not 110 value and tp cg at 0 or 0.1 secorresponding to the
totally, cacele by corresponding zeros. One of these modes Leve I limits) As a consequence, only the frequcncy anid
influenced mainly the pitch rate, the other more the load damping of thec Dutch roll mode can be taken frm the full
factor respomme. Reaslts of the LOES approximation thai lateral LOES models.
depended on the choice of signal mainly used in the
evalution, as deatonstraei in Fig 12. In other cases, the Amteiiadii'ly. the Dutch toll chaactistics can be taken di-
identified LoEs model does riot match the given dat gum rartly fimm the 11MS model (see evalinstion step 4b) if the
ciently. This is; mat obvious in the low-g or hih- Caesi classical modes (roll. Dutch roll, spiral) are clearly) definedi
vestigated An example of a 0-g Ili&h condition is provided by the pole-zero constellation of the trans.er functions and
at Fig 13, In soch eases, the alternative high ore critri well separated from FCS moe
moust be used and the LOES characteriitcs treated only as 4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
additional informiation. t# as indication of %fiether low
damped modes exist or not. Generally. it can b: concluded We are confident that usins the specifictions, methds and
that an aircraft cannot resroond :n the 'clssacallsns if tools developed during our efforts and described in this pa-
pitc!% rate and vonnall aiceleration responses cannot be ap. per will assure the safety required for first flight clearance0
proximated simultaneously, and beyond

App arimuaia, .1 taereI LOF.S s..de&: It Aws generally It was inportant to us Mo to rely on onec single approach, but,
observed that the application of a global lateral model con. to employ different method, and tools. Piloit-sn-theloop tests
tamning Dutch roll, roll san spiMa mides did no produce any as well as purely theoretical approaches
satisfactory results This %us because the results of th pi igptt-ntelo iultow ok ra aet
ratnetmr to be determined wer very strongly correlated. so Duin ofon-h-lo *iut weto*ra aet
that no untique solutio could be found. The experience deintss rmihc pilt could put a clear view o
Pined frm the application of different model structures is handling qualities of the proosd firsit flight configuration
sunmnarized in Tabl 8 as rules for a 9,7epsie approach The pilot is the only universal test tool All other tools enm-
Explanatios are provided in the following par~ah in ployesl suffer from constraints in one or seicral areas and
respect or the itans contained in this sable. woond enginieering judgtcennit nstd in their application

Eiyiuala. of &t spird ol JUG li ~t CEUA- !L RIEFEPENCES:
With regard to the spinal mode, a value can be taken from0
the 1106 -esponse. This is because the high frequency FCS IlI E Buehacker. If OALoavthe. R Koehler. MI Mardand
mo&s have little influence in the fiequency range of the sp. Development of MIL 8785C into a Ilanrling Quailitics
ral rwxde. The 1105 value can be used in the approttimattion, Spcfation for a New Europma Fighter Aircraft AGARI)
eg in evaluation step 4a, t ot tixhe spiral time constante CP* - S. 1990

Ewlamia #f faM Aw ematam As shtowi un Table S. 121 Handling Qualitics Definition Document for 1FA. Iric
there are two different definitionis of roll time constant and D. 19904
therefore two different situations for the evaluation (swe 131 R Kohlr E Bulikr D J Biad GRATh - A New%
evaluation steps 2 aid 3 in this table). Determination of th Flight Test Tool for F1)ing Qualities Fvalusizon AGsARD).
roll time castat as an elggaviaue of the LOES would CP .452, 199
require the spira mode to be included in the model flow-
ever, the expaiase gained showed that in most cases the 141 A. D, Vflute. J R Hiall. B N Tomnlinson Initiall Vali-
roll tine constanit identified was highly correlated with dation of an RAI) Simulator with Large Amplitude SMotien
equivalen *ime delay an other parameters. on the other AGxARD-CP- 313. 1992 04
hand, Owin determining the effective roll tImet constant (JRI mt hoyfrLniuia hr-eidIs
(TR~ff)asachractenst of tse roll stePvc rsose, inlud. tot Induced Oscillatio AFFDL-Th-77-57. I97M
ing the effrts of other modes and delays, the LOES model
rous niot contain the spira mode explicitly, if an eqivalent 161 W. Schatenmann. If ScuBA Brief Deacsp(icm or the
time &elay is idurtified. it must be added to the roll time "~n Air Combat Simulator (DFS) IADG.WTS-fli.70-
consta.t to prvwide the total value of TRcIT (see evaluation 199
step 3). Furthe investigations and comparisons with tune
domai resuits showed, that the evaluation shouW " a on I. [7 IL Etb. If -G Oflenbeck, HI W Pooniti. Development
side the frequency range below the roll mode, ime if the and Evaluation of an *Attack and Maneuvering S) iesn* -wh
curve fit in titn, region is poor. as shown att Fig 14, It wit Combat Developmnt Simulators as Main Develormamit
shown that the lowe.- evalute frequency should be no Tool AGARD.CP-5 13. 1992
vreter than 0.1 rad/te for the low speed came and not
Vgra than 0 3 rod/sec for medium and high speed cases A
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A) Termnal Operations

TAXIING taxiing
TO RUN NOR nnn a~tkol rw,
TO RUN DRY takeoffnzmu on a dr) numawi n ha. o(a uct fmoua-
TO RUN WET takooffnrun on a ws naumm
TAKEOFF tk~
TO XWINDS takeoff tn csmindi
F LOSS CO tlvus0 lukvta coawtauod
F LOSS AB tuiai kpss Iawff abctrd
FLiOSS TO drW~ DmA &n~rag Lcouff
LANDING ban 0
L X%7?DS LAr acosm
WAVE OFF ib2%?ff OLP-21n
ROU(JTr %OR WNWa jOLloig
ROLLOUT DRY niom on a d.Y sum, 3in Iscs of a '.cs nmman
ROLLOUT WET foLkun on a "l s 2
r LOSS RO thnkui wAa dmna rdWoa 0
FLOSAP atrs m napx

[j) Tests Of Lonobtuina aow
LsaOieciona Handing Quakies

ACC DE( 3=olatKa 2Wd Wmcki~tmo
KUSHOVER pusho~vu 0
WUTn SPO, mind to t=t xs caars spons
STEEP TLRN amp twa
PULLI? pdkip
FL, CO rONST LkV flight~ aib cndiv cccrAf~ fud
FL FCO ZERO Inl II& wuh condpt cAdauoh fn=
TUN -YAWC t wi.tha sas cuvxcs tror
TUR14 #YAAC MR tu )20~a coambul uzd kv ccinu'r.3=x
SIDESUP udmb~p
RO STFP LALX roItsii ull nlm conedo
RO.%!AX BMT rxhoUb in3~u coatmis awd for Cauxarnu

C) Test Of Miscelneu Nanva" oualhies

AIR TRACK mr t w t radaag
PATH TR.AC) fi~ KbfA9
CO'NaIG CIN coengutace champ
FCS MODE CHI FCS Mokc dhmW
NSYI WOADS asr*Anc kb
F LOSSFl. tW=kPA fl*
iFAILURES falmIac
2 E.NGfl4 OFF I cam faIc
GMS tgt ta saa~pbhcn diwt**0mn

PlO flO su

Table i Lmi o( gcaubeo, sAas smmd SfI 11 Q~ c
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FAMILIARIZATION: CS)
• doublets in pitch-, roll- and yaw-axis 0

*sideslips
* other manoeuvrres on pilot experience and desire

CLASSICAL HQ-MANOEUVRES:
• acler tion/dceration
* symmetrical pushoverlpuilup
* *indup turns at constant speed
* steep turn vith rcvrsal
Soxtinuous roll (4x)60 degre)

continuous roll rmrsal

TRACKING (ACQUISITION AND FINE TRACKING):
" level flights
" constant g-turns and %indup turns
" roll reversals (oth unloaded and loaded)
" barrel rolls

TRACKING WITH TARGET OFFSETS:
.* lciflights
* constant g turns and windup turns
* barrl rolls

Table 4. Tesplan for the 4-N-tions Simulations
performed at IABG Daal Simulation Facility

Requirement 0. Test Pilot Pilot Cos ,,ents
Question 12345

IIQDD 3.2.2.1.3
TIODD 3.3.1.1

Do an sustained residual oscillations in (Collection of comments of the
nc~ml or lcral ,xclerations or in 1 345 test pilots 1.3,4.5)

.ich. roll. or yw a(titude (in calm air)
interfere rith the piloes ability to
perf xm the ..uks req.ard in serncc use
of the aircMAl .....

T6b1e S Ar rngcnent of comments from diffecrnt pilots according to requirement number
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P1O CATEGORIES

PIO Type induced by...
... )

dynanic rsponse of the dosed loop pilot coatrol of pitch attitude

t oa-tracklag control or disurbances

Table 6. PIO Categories (fr.:m Ref 5)

PITCH PIO ANALYSIS
MODIFIFIED ASSESSMENT RULES FOR TYPE I PIO

Evaluation Steps Questions AnswersEvaluationSteps _ _ (Example) 0
1. Define a model for pticted pitch control (eal-

Smith-Crilerion)

2- Close pitch attitude loop Is the closed loop resonant? yes

3. Compute transfer function and specuum of
normal acceleration (azp for pitch loop closed)

4. If ap shoi&s a resonant peak, determine Is the spectrum resonant (e.g.. no
relath-v idth v of the peak and resonant if v < 0.5) o; lightly damped 7
fr~eqncyOR

5. Calculate the amplitude ratio Is q >0.012 g/deglsc ? )CS
normal aocleration/pitch rate
at frcqtvncy cR

6. Close the a,-L,)op with
pilot delay 0.25 sem 4
pilot gain adjusted to gmt crussover fcquency
at O

7. Calculate phase of opmen-p azp-reponse Is the phase angle < .180 deg ? yes
(in.iuding pilot delay) at wR

S. Ct Ilate critical p;!ot gain Is the critical gain less than the yes 4
(i.e. in i'or unstable closed ioop) and comparc upper L-el-l-limit ?
%ith limits from stickforcg rmquirements I

Coechisio. Is PlO Type I a strong no
possibility?
(Are all the ansswers ") es" ?)

Table 7. Pitch PIO Analysis based on the assessment nIcs from Ref 5

* 4

* ,It
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00

STEPWISE APPROACH FOR LATERAL LOES APFROXIMATION

Transfer
LOES-Mode to be evaluated Recommen&d Approach function to be

used in
approximation •

I. Spiral mode TakcT ral from HOS-Resxr ise, if Denominator of
Tspir d  powsblk Lateril HOS

2. Roll mode Difficult to ealtuate (strongly (po.)
TR (eir-vue) corrlated with equivet time delay)

3. Effedive rol mode time Use 1st order modd with time dday. p
-"cT ex(- s). TReff T+ z
l+Ts0 0

4a. Dutch roll mode Use th orer model pro, ard P/r
frequency and damping %fth fixed TSirj and fixed rp
frota LOES (otherwise results are strongly

coeated)

4b. Dutch roil mode Take eigenalues directly from HOS, p% and PVor
frc'-cTK) and damping if roll vd dutch roll modes are
from HOS clearly identifrae and %ell separated

from FCS-mod s

TABLE S. Stepiise apprcach of LOES-Derrnination for the lateral modcs

0

0

• *
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90 0

[Offset Postion Offset Position 0  #3
Switch Function mrad

#030 o#1

3 0 40 #6 lO30 60 50

404

* 20 44 so SO 1"0 40 05

-SO

Fiv. I Offset of jumping :arget in air-o-air tracking simulation

Ilot Ratings in Constant g Turns
*0

Not GE UK IT tSP 0
Rating [HQR] ,,1o HQ I P10 HQR I  t .o0HQ l

Without turbulence

Reacquisition 5 3 [ 3 3 1 1 4 2 4 2.5

Fine Tracking 2 1 -2 2 1.5

With turuience

Reacquisit-on 7 3 7 4 7 4 7 4 •

Fine Tracking 6 1-4 - 6 41S

Fig. 2. HQR (Coper-Harpc-HQ-Ratings) and P1O-Ratings during tracking in coisant g-turns
(Ratings as given by pilots from four nations and average ating)
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1eacquiiti- - - 1
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Fig. . Pilot rairgs during trckin exrcises 'constant g'withu tuiulncc
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Frquency Response Eialuation from Simulation Data

0

W --- uc 10

0 2 1 .0 2

L.01------------ ioo

0O.:uncr~sIykt, IVC of frtquti.c) responset oo high f~
IEC'

-10-

-270It-I 1Wn Frequency. rdsc W

Fig. 5. rxainplc of frequenicy response evalation from groun simulation data
(timne histories, coherence function, magnitude and phase of frequency response)

0

0
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Diagram of flight path stability Evaluation of steady state parameters

V0s v ,v [pt: (AV ) I _

slope2: )(y) Yd ____

differc ctofilpes:

4AV) (AV),. (AV .

calculations of rteretnce state conditions

Refr. Input paramnier Output perameters

State for calculation

a zocikit cotrol rW~ cockpit ometrol trim-I Vii Vo mn pitions Criteria parameters:

b 1c2-klvt rxntrol trim poiin rb-- = ti v slope 1 and differencc of slope:

___ b -V + AV (___ A
c cockpitcontrol tmposoios. Te , (VujSkts)A(_l y -L l V ,% -' 5 / v

d coikp
it 

trol 
im T= (vc+AV) yd_._y_____+_

vdv,+ AN

0) AV smIll ctiange of speed

Fig. 6. Example of steady ec HQ evaluations (Flight path stability criterion)

Gain and Phase Increments for Large 0
Amplitude Inputs

*I 3 4 * 5

*
dA Xd A

3L0d"X X0

Fig. 7. Influence of large input az.plitudie on pitch rato T.F.
(measured in the croov frequency re ou of the ,zp-loop

frn sweep stick inputs up to 60 %)
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Si,- ~C~coI yv.fl~ Modd MOM

MOM q li a s 414

a) Uw.er Models of Subsystems b) linear Model of complete Cloed Loop System 0

Small Amplitudes High Amplitudes
T', - o . 4 5.as - o , , Siva

high order models " "(Longitudinal motion) W 2 1
Fi.. ytessolna 1.11F

3' 2 4 $ "' 1 2 3 4 5

T- T-+ (Kil•

0__ O _, U

0 1 2 3 4 5 2 S
T.im I-)oe o * 1 4"

a) Latinra Motion

H, 2 3 ~~ 1 2 3 $

Tow. tscl m~r(-

a)- Longirudin'l Motion

-- NScpaI P.10 
5
z'¢R~fqm"3 o. 0 "l

Fig. 9. Comparison (A
nonlinear responses v ith

timc histories fron

linrzcd modls c r I 0 b)- 7Rt

small and LvG-c Pilot_______________

com~mand inputs o 2 3 i S 34

b)tLteral Motion

- colinear I me Response4
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ddrceM M INUeal

M •

Fir- 10. Uucwainty ofeffecti'e roll :ime onstard few Irn mduW.1aain ius

Pitch Frequenc Resos Umits
25"

020

PointA :-25.18dB
15- Point B :-7.821 dB
10 I Point C : -2.178dB

PIO - Criterion:

P180 :-146.6 dog/Hz
P190 :-117.2 deg/Hz
P200 : -91.43 degiHz
W180 : 0.6849 Hz
A180 :-33.83 dB

-20

-180 -160 -140 -120 -100 -80 -60 -40
Open Loop Phase [deg)

Fig. 11. Example of HQ assessment using frequency domain criteria
'Pitch attitude traIsfer function and PlO phase rate and amplitude boundaries)

* 0
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Simultaneous T.F. Approximation (q and n)

Fit of transfer functions

S -1
* 4

C ,d3 lt,,,e ,,g

27t
21

24

&0 - •

'41 \.r -354 17-g 12.Cr its and reulin

4W 1

a2 LOScgnausfo

IVSo 1 124"ll 19 11-, imultanteous.. 4nm sjs .ingleTF 4 rm nssf ,

oto .4 ,Arimio/ fution approximation

Single T.F. Approximation (q)

Fit of transfer function

-10

22

.25

If' I too lot to2 Ift log lot 1.2

Simultaneous T.F. Im (S) '6 Single T.F. In J(3)
Approximation .4 Approximation4

2 real eigenvalucs 2 2cOtiplei '

.0 4 4 .4 -2 11 -10 4 4 -2 14

-2 -2
Re(s) .4 Re(s) .4

- .- 4
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4 Simultaneous Approimation
(Ezample Oamg-chiacal rss)

Fig. 13. Example of LOES

De rater tic f-2ffo Rl atTF

Ist order model with time delsy

G~dB 004

3 LOES

2 -2$Fig. 14. LOES-approximation for
2 determnination of drective roll time

-jW constant according to step 3 of Table 8.

-350

Evaluation of RON Tim Cointt
Comparison Time Dontals vs.

TWO"m) kftqueency Domain

I, 5Fe

Fig. IS. Compauisont of time domnain
and frequency dornain reults 10 cm 44

*.0
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APPLICATION OF CURRENT DEPARTURE RESISTANCE
ctr ERIA TO THE POSTSMAU. MANOEUVERING ENVELOPE 0

Robert M. Setaur
Jeffrey F. Culvert

Air Vehie And Crew System Ttchclogy Departenet
Naval Air Warfaie Center. Aircraft Disvhil, Wrmintnater

Warmtiner, PA 139744591. USA

SUMMARY Co Open-koop Latcrsl.Dkcctionul Departure
This paper presents an analysis of current departurc euscvpability Parameter
resistance and high angle of atack (HAOA) flying qualities LCDP Closedloop Lateral Control Departre Paramctcr
parameters with respect so applicability and utility in design T*,. T#2  First ord-r as constants of an over damped
and assessment of todays cnh.anrl maneuverability aircraft roll attitude numerator
Modem fightrlattack aircraft posesms extremely no-lincar T. First order time ¢Oslt of t ph atttd

aerodynamic databae and highly complex flight control TO) Fis O-tm M2 from 

systems. In addition. these aircraft require both depature ume ctr hcal llht

resistance and missin effective IlAOA maneuvering C. Aircraft P'W*Mt
capability. The limitations of using traditional departure b Wing span
susceptibility parameters such as Cry and LCDP to r M chord
address departure resistance and agility design and analysis Is. I

tssucs we analyzed and presented IKrmin. Iixssion 1 Momt ol 'nali about &=rf; X. Y. I

icludes the design philosophy and tradceffs of inproving body axes

statc versus dynaric departure resistnce .In adto e .,L)' l. 
t
sz Cros ment of inertia

utility ; opt" ccv ioc-eiop departure paramers Scrivo m Mse of, jirr.Jt

from linew andAo decoupled equatiow oi motin n S Wing reference arc&

representing highly nonolincar aircraft is addressed. Finally. D. Mbcelasecom Deflelom

a general methodology outlining the application and validty A.B.C. D. E Coefficients of fourth order pol)rornsal.

of current departure susceptibility pramtes to the m As4 
+ Bsl + 1 H

sircraft HAOA flight regime is provided with DR lateral-directi nal Dutch roll mode

T Dynamic prTSSUre
LST F OSYMBOLS P Piugoyd longtudmal mvde
A. Ahirmft in m posllon, and R Lau ral.directaoriA roll mode. Rudder
h Pressure altitude RIIP Rigt.half pane
M Mach number KS Roll-spiral lateral duccsonl nx
Ny Aircraft lateral accelration. g's S Laplace sspter. (=0 I ja)
P. Q. R RoU. pitch, and yew angular rases atxiut S Lltral.d~rctiOcul spiral mole

aircraft 1. y. z body axes Shc perod l.onitudinal mode

U. V. W Components of velocity akng mcraft x. y. z "Vhst vectoing
body axes . bicnvaluc

VT True Velocity. -v I . v0 . u s .0% Naural frequency aW damping ratio with

a. 1 Angie of attack and sideslip aogk subscipt

at Control surface deflection. (in AnMadam. Ai'pwxuat

Dads!ferential trailit:-edge flap. Rrudder. u Defined
C-emiad) lJSquare matrix

It Wind anis tol angle C (l-arrter.suc equation
.1. 0 Yaw. pitch. and roll Edr anglesbetween E.1MY'.pI

inecija axis and aircraft body axis APP Apparent
3. AeUy3*n APMOX Approximate
(4 Cn. Ca Aerodynamic non-dncmioat. rolling. AR Adern ruddcr.itertcnnect

piuing. and yawing wonst io efrwiat. B Body axes
I/Vb. M/qSb. N/qS C Canard

L M. N Rolling. yawing, and pitching moment abort COP Coupled stabity axis system (Rcf (5))

aircraft body axis DR L.trssl.-distsral Dutch roll mode 4
SNj Total incremental change in wiufing ad D. DIEP Differential trading edge flap deflectim

DYN Dynamic
yawing Acceleration due to ircrmcnul o Tm. reference or nominal value
change in state variable quantity R Latral-ducexs l oll mok. Rudder
(stuhacsptl. S1CSecant
" 1 .<-(I" / 11 NI -N l -(I. / /[I lI S laeratd.aect M.a spial mode

N(N1 ,u (I. N 111 -(12 11,1 Stability rcs
N Thrust vccAu i

hernted at an AGARD MAaing on 7ech ,nfoila y Msnc uwtabie Airraft: (kober 199J.
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Table I Chronology c Major 12 adure Stability Parameters and Criteria4

DEPARW~RE PARAMETERSY RESEARCIHER(S)
D31C&JEIEJ 1JExE1M CEKM

<1950 bxl-di,=ctanal Aerodynamic Static Stability Un~known
Cap > 0: cp < 0

Opeo-lcop. Symmetric. ateral-directional Static Stability Moul & PaulsorstNASA. Langley
Cf ,> 0 (Rd: (9))

Cloacd-k-op. Symmetric. Lateral-directional Static Stability
LCDP>O0

1971 Open-locp. Symin tuic. Lawcat-directiooal Static Stabi-y JennyMcDonnell Douglas

Closcdf'kac,. Symmectric. Lateral-dwectional Static Stability
rp>uZ (equivalent to LCDP >0)

1971 Combined Op a9Closed.Ioo~p. Symmetric. Lateral -irctiocai WciswuMaiir Force. Wright Lab

Static Stability Criteria. (Ref. (11))
Cfysvs. ICDP Criterion Plaac

1976 Revised) Titiri;a & SkowfNorthlrop
iRci. (32)

1910 Revised 3k*.nstcinSysrem% Technaology Inc
(Ref (13))

1974 1. Gck -Ilociji. Asymmetric Stability, kohuonSysters Tectinclogy Inc
11'eo) > 0 (Rdf (14))

2. Opzmwlcp Asymmentric Stability Parameters
-- Aeirodynamic. V. N~q,

-Kirxmatic. 4,. 7, *
1979 Open-loop. Asycicetric LtalD.eioSuibteu Stability Kalvevi/Nrhroft

C:)uplii Statlity, Parameter Npk-wj. MoM > 0 (Ref (I -)

1910 1, Ck-srd*3op. Symometric. LAtrralDsrcctuw.sl StabdIity Jiisstoo/Syt"ems Teechnology Inc.
Iri*,>.0. 1T*2 > 0 (Ref (63))

2. Closes.loop. Asymmectric. Lzra.Drrei~xal Stability

1921 Ckricd-loop. Symmetric i-lighit (Staics Only) Pcl~ariI:Donncll Douglas
Ca.Awr> 0 (Ref (16)) 6

1999 Dynamic Stability Paramets. KalwtsteiNietltrn
1a. M. .W 1 CO < 0 and II6r Noa > 0 (Ref (5)

l990990 Reiuta-litrwitz Dynamic Stability Parameters Cbody & Skow/iad.ctics
A. Bi. C. and AB-Z>O0. wfev: I6

(.s)LAmxjt 9 s3 +Asl+ssc (Ref (7) & (It)

4.2L HAOA STABILITY PARAMETEMlS AND apace representation of this linear model using a body-ais
DEP~ARTURE RESISTANCE CRITERIA coordinate system, is given in equation (2) (Reference (21))

Ai.M.. Cap .. Stability PArmuler 6i r . Y,-. Y.-t.*. f sao.

The Cnpjy,.r utabitity parameter can bc-ft be undestod av 1 t 1 [t C4 " 1~Ir ~I~ (2)

body. EONI (without flight control syrttzem augmnttation) by t usa. Q -1e~s
corisideting the stabiity of the linear, uncoupled To test fir stabil.ty the Routli-Hulirosi Stability Criterion is
lateralldirechional dynamics (i c. P(,=O #,,0 degrees. R, applied to the characteristic equation of the linear system A
P~cO deghsec and r~o ewodynainic creass-aoupling c# m5atrix given by equaion()
translational rate derivative effczts considered). The stt.0



1).1-,;j=O 0. or AX
4 + B?+ C) .2+M+ E-O0 FQ (3) includcth"effects oflsz and the C2and C3terms arc

coocl*4ed to be negligible relative to the nominal values of

Solving for the coefficients of the chaacterstic equatien (EQ Cafty calculatcd using the classical. timplest form of the

3) Iels equation.
,3)) )clds.TABLE 1! Variants of the C.1fry paramter

A-1 Investigated
5 - -(Y. + r + N',) _________ __________

* . N. (t16 - Y,) -IVY P+ %V,,)+ I;(yv + N 'I) +(Y. N, - 'f)PARAMETER DESCRIPTO

*D- Ng lf.(i +, W.) - Y,41I+ Ndf 5,(Y, - U, tr (Yp * W.)l I

* NWp(Y,g-t,(Y -Uoi+ z - ,(N-9. - r C'.4jOYN hs dcruned by csuation (5)
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A dynamice s~stezzn beco',es unstable and diverenc V11 As defined by cquam (5)
occusr when one or cwoe of the roots of the cbuwactcmistic (C. O1%AFPs'OX earepc using IN-e unprimcd
equation (cigenvalues) becomes positive. AccootdinS to the '.aliiy derivatives; (Le..
Routh.Huwiiz Stability CtterioL- the characteristic l,,n0).
equation described by ibe qtiartic of equation (3) will have ______

positive CiSc-IVAlaes (RP.1 poles, if Any Of the COriCettS
A. B. C D. E. or if the cuanbinatioc of corfficients BMD As defused by equation (5).
AD.BZE becomes negative. The Cac ,p arrrct is (C-eODY)SE except the staiity
specifically derived froma the C-ocefficatn. Rearranging derivatives -er a ctiLtul
atid timpifying the C--oefrict to noD-dimenisiooal form. Iusing the scant-bascd

yicldj-th u

mcgo r , ' - (Cwn%)rg Includes dymanic

C) -c I ;,.tL Addeswsaily. comraira of the calculated CVs

I I shows a very close cmarison in, C., ova r the AOA

To arriv t the eprcswn for C, 0 ,-. moat olltn seos4 0t range investigated (see figure 6(b)). This can be interpreted
the literatur, tbe tes iof equatien (4) conutang prdo to meazn that the yawig 3al tolling m)Omnt sbdeslip
of derivatives xe &=Assr. to be swAll ir =agnitude (second Je.atime for the X-31A are- rcasonab~y linear with
order) as cocapared to L-Qe other term ("Le.- therby emiing sideslip angle for INjS W.'
terms C, and C,). and the tarm (pSb/4mJCys and
(pSh4M4,Y are assme SMull in the C1.teri relatr'e to FrotX1he soy versus a rkot of figure 6(a) is can be

cota and tints respectively. Appifing these siifcaton. concluded that the X-31A eoafguratio, cverall exhibits

teb well knowi espe-,ssion for C.p~yN can: be derived as su~' -pe *mac lal/direcaoral static sabdity

given it equtions (5) diaracterisdac across its AOA envcisse as MNO.. The data
a~sO reveals %LMs areas of interest whecre recd levels of

4 zC 'ao(zlsq sn x EQS atcairsectioial static *stab y zray nish to bbs further

investigated with respect to R5C augmentation

In general ters. positive stauc suta~y is a necevarry reurncis These rcg~ns me, (1) the low AOA region of
popy of alinearJsstmzif itdi tn e yaally stale. -10 to 0degrees AOA. (2) 15 to 25delptasAOA .a"(3)
kt the Case Of ass aircraft, the Cnpy. criteuia (A) xifcies Etce 40 to 45 drc AOA ranc- Regions (1) "n (2) art

the mmrinun requirement for positive op.,enloop lateal. rswet X.l shbmibetvusoC .
dirctional sttic stabiity. A mizimutw value a correlated lIn re;&f (3) the data indicates a very large. su-dden.

itih departure suxace iity is debutble. Rcrfonce (16) nesr4svc decrease in Capoy

suggsts >004 lleg.It shouldc be aoce thsat cDOMN rcmasns pstive th-oaghout

In otdts to be. ter understand the underlying validity of the the AIDA range invesigated even dsoirh the directiccal
sbove simuplifieations to the- C-u.oefficlent. used cc derive the stahsity derivative Cjsi does beccme significantly rnegntive 4
Cq~yx paramteter cipweatn X-31A dats was uwed to at igher ADA. The reason for this is because the (IzAs)5

study lateral-direetional static siability based an vW'ou ter &POKiS a niltsplying factor grease thas I I to the
form, oftheCDOON Psinca (" t"11).TheMVJef fecti'e dibediral derivative. Co. Tkis csac the dihedral

fonts of th Cpm- pameter an tc M cfzz %Yz l -~ h tends to increase with AOA. int dominate the
showed~~~~~~ hia n ~ ~ adton ,'j later-iiecioa] static Stabiiy ebawcteristin of the X-3 1 A.

we essentially cqr al in value a all the flight conditions zbA th veoct vcz w resuls 'in izm-ovcd depsantse
wsyzed. Tait ca., he seen ai tsacd in iirt 0'% resisane~ froma a Static perspective,

Thert'ort the effects of using the Feime dzrivative (,whic
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As a pood af~zroximation. the C&Oy. paramecter can be in this femn. it can t'c seen how sp can be used to
related tW the Dsth rol natural fmquency as given by develop preltminasy departu.-c resistnc control law design
equation (6). strucetures. Aircraft which exhibit r'.-v Istra-dircctional

Cat %,I Zjb) ,,2departure resistanc characteristics cmast the result of

MEQ (6) unstable itatics (Cspmw 4c0). or the ad -. zse effects of the
aeradynamic centraller (i c.. generation of large values of

The roptorion LF that N ' WA 4f r m the graiy ter adverse or povaera yaw). The Cp, parsteter ireass
of equation (2) are negllgaole wilb respect to she Mtch roll both of tes-e issues and derx a awthoW to assets whether
madle dynamic, (see .eference (22)). sufficicvt control po%. exists to augment Crnpty. to

The Cnp~r4 subatlit) paraweter, and its variants. have been shN lvsfo eamrsito.

successfully *Wicsd as an =csraft departisr %=acptiay As noted us reference (24) and tbe original %cet -blssbed

pwramter with good accuacy on asrcraft such as the F4. by Peiska* (referecem (16)). .be concept of =siag Lc, xscw.

F-106B. F-15 (see referce~ (8)). AV.88 (&ce xfmc method for calculating the stability derivatives rather than

(23)). and FIA-1S. (sec e reece (16)). Its good coetelateop usit the local 'aLest value uf the slope is An attempt to
withfli.?Ates daa cncsas o rpri m:czss werethe rensoVe loc;ai aerodynamic oninearsties rons the problem.

withraflzt es artrne s n= o aznviae in eses whre th bet is no theoretical basis fee using thesean
aircaftdeprtue -dueto ss4nlelatraldaretsmal liueaztioc method and the resais (as Pelika observed)

statics. whereby an aperiodic divergence assoiciated with a MaV nOt always agEeC wih IOCal stabilty CCaItWU Ocind

negavc alu ofcal s dterine priarty b a sing tangent slope derived suability derivative. (iLe..
negative value,. om C a aCa0 ~v with neutral cctmla). 7boath FIA-13

negat've CaDr val'ue. In these cases, in'dependent Of the dcar= corstom was kxud to be better wsng the seean

arcreft dynamsc sutabhty charcttic s the asteraft wtH based derivative cmethol. it is believed that futbae
4ftas ce-t*rmrl ftglsm j/0 . -- -, G ~ k --- VZ! valsds~oererelttv with flagbs :ies data is =e. to

necacs= aiim aircraft ts sufficietly stAtically unstable SV wse of the scAnt skape issraawxum isehod tha is

411-1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h C4 P I'iyPa~ W1%- asr ofthe '4AP dep=Uler ibC~th!ty karanacter
4'' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 43 Csm..:alily 'aattrtw zDyuawmcStbltyCriteria

To assess Ltxe effectiveness of the use of avail"i yaw a=d
roll cant"cs pow.. to augment a b= a re tfnm with w~-kl With the advent of improved IIAOA aerodynami- desagis
stata direetiotra stability (;a uAscaid by a acisrs-e that movde pood stati aiity, ebaacunstacs and* *
C(.%ynN raloe). c navirsel' to detaetso an anceraffs increase vailabic esctrol power at o ko~a sufraces. to

static deecasonajl stabdaiy 4egratim doe to adverse control ocraaii de-.setre tescepltbby based soulll on the
effrts Prdan (cfc-:x(I% devlcpedtheC~pi furarar pvvuWde by the COM paater. The fKI

tew griven %. ci- e(7). dvlpdteC ,7  that an Aircraft Possesses Lawcal-direetimat statac ztability
parameter ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( give byo aabo().e c .> 0) does not imply th1at the A=46af a

( ) r(ACm.J +(.3Ck-) x dp=amcally stable In fact many of icaiss IIJAOA Capable
(C,,,)., EQ (7 j fihwe aicraft exhb staic sutabiity bat - 'ta (cc

speopt ) dyam c teo the docminanace of the forbody

fL j(cO )+ (aCck-u s}aehnme of thse aircraft.

Toe X-31A asreaft ts %a es eple of this. fact. It's

(Note, an aircraft is ecumasuec eoyai olat yao 4ntwa obarcteesi-= (C&-, anod
when (C 0 ),", is greaser than snfe sidesli Ca, between appeosisatuy 30 to 50 degrees AOA me

usageof incresteferesce( 6)) ~ropdling as sown imafierm4 In tc::ms ofthe X.31A bare
arrme =3nsugsnes stability, the propelling y&w and rol

-- Csw ene C&A1 adareases the reltohi P eCween dampusg ehata..iistics manit tGaeilvesain the B.
d..r cainoii. or Sppl~ig angeiltr accelersfkmn that resut coefficat kmr of the lacrasl-hreeao"c~L aratenistm

theu O 2art Ls pcrtarbeal in sideslp and the anguslar eqoatiwi. By shpiyns the Rerstb-Iuluri Stabilty nb--Us
acccirasmas "he result fr. the forcing nicmens due to to thec B-curl fiesent (see eqoatims (9)) the data antiscates that

cenrAl &likesics. tbe Iare airfram is dynamiacally ansstsbl betweem
.tpprujcsztely 21 andi 50 degrees AQA. with the greatest

Bll svaing either a sstp-to all-conjmol umntation1C asahtyoccs~ at agjmxadanzey 33 qkgree (see faim=
crra'lr law (as repmwsatcd by the gaini. Kw&,,,") or a 7)L r.- D-cm'eflieient tem czz be shown to be directly
sdesl:-,'to-yaw, control law asrce (as repri-aecd bry the relaed to thec aircraft roll wAode eagenvalue
gain. Ke5,4~d). Equatioc (7) e= be rewnmten as given in > 9

_ CJ r EQ(3)th~ bse: the X.3IA prelinnry aerodynamic design the_ L iterchange of desired ba= Airframe stti ctaractemsste
(it ~ l with desired dynwwac stabtlity celsrestscs was appr=n

isbetwen static "n Sryamnic sability eharacritaica was
carfolly eocdered and the decision was esai to cmich
static esaaccuissics; mor heavily, &Mi effect desired
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dynamic stability drough advanced FCS augmentation (i.e., RHP zeros if each of the coefficient:, A+, B#,. and C, as
blended thrust vectoring control). given in equation (14) have positive values. 0
It is interesting to note that if the fundamental method used Moul and Paulson (reference (9)). found that negative values
to improve departure resistance is to modify the flight of the C+ coefficient were associated with lateral/directional
control laws to incrces.' the untugmented value of Cidpre it)
structure) the results may he lest than expected. As pointed I

by equation (10), this is because toe damping of the Dutch A, =1+ ! - tan 00 EQ (14)
roll mode is aplmoximately inversely proportional to the , A I
undamped Dutch roll natural frequency (i.e.. the square root N',
oF NlobY). which is directly proportional to the aircraft's B (W tanoN - Yv)+-TA-r -taro(A +Yv]
lateral/directional static stability (as shown in equation (6)). p A

'DR 21 E(1o) C,=(Uo+Wotaneo)'[v-j -r I

Thus it will often be necessary to augment the Dutch roll 1 1 0

estsmated sideslip rate (6 ) feedback) concurrently with + Yv{Nr - ] - tanOo[N p - T] ]H
desired increases in lteralldirectional static stability. d A]
CnsDY. This limitation of the CspDyN nd CopApA

stability parameters has led to the formulation of departure In the derivation of LCDP. the condition for C#. havipg a
resistance criteria pioposed by Chody and Skow
(Refrences (7) and (8)) which add.r, individuslly each of positive value was simplified to the expressio given in

the Routh-llurwitz stability coeffic cnts of the lateral- equation (15) by assuming that the Yv is second order, and

da. -ctional characteristic equation quartic. simplifying the first term by assuming the use of stability
axis (where Uo-VT Wo=O; and Oo yo which is assumed to

4.2.4. Lstc ra! Control Departur. Parameter (LCDP) be zero. Also recall Np=Nv V-. -4 Vr) yields,

When the conditions are satisfied that permit the r. 1
longitudinal and latera/directionil EOM to be decoupled, (C.-(N')),-() > 0 (

the 3-DOF N1 / A transfer function can be represented by [[4 A 1> EQ(15)
eqiation (1I) below. a l.CDP > 0

Ks . #Is~ E 0 1) In non-dunensional terms equation (15) is expressed as,

A (s + IITsXsI I /TR Xsl + 2;Damnrft +M2r't 1D ( - (. )

The LCDP parameter is derived based on determining LC1P - >0 EQ (16)

.snditions for which the roll attitude to roll control input
tranferfuncion N / A.is o.-mnimm pase i~eN , As a good a'pproxiration, the LCDP par, meter can e

.N1 I&. is noi-minimum phase (Le. NJ. related to the numerator natural frequency zero. oN, as
contains a zero in the right half plane of the s-plane). The given by equation (17). 0
Routh-tltrwitz Stability Criteria is applied to the
polynomial of equation (12) to determine when the non- EQ (17)
minimum b base cordition is satisfied. LCDP = ( -I/Sb)" (*2 (assumes yo = 0")

NJ = As 2 + 1D*s +C EQ (12) The LCDP departure susceptibility parameter is also

applicable to aircraft with an aileron-to-rudder interconnect

Th numetator polynomial, N1.can b.edeteimined by proportional to banik angle. This expression is given by 4

taking the determinant of tht. matrix given by equation (13). equation (18).

s-Al -A1, A1 3  0 (LCDP) .AC +0 1Q (13)

N# -A- s-A 2 2  -A. 3  '16 EQ (13)-A Al -At, +KC r6 A s32 -A33  -N5 6
SA41  -A42  " 0 Whe 6A

A = the elements of the decoupled lhtcral directional Additionally. Weissman of reference (25) provides an
body- axis A - matrix given in EQ(2) expression for LCDP that addresses systems augmented

with aler m proportional to roll attitude plus rudder
Accordiig to the Routh-llurwitz Stability Criterion. the proportional to sideslip angle. This expreuion is given by

quadratic polynomial given by N1 is guarantced to have no equ.tion (19).

0 0
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j (Cura &DIV -atad h 10 dgedflcinas.At
C least in the cue of the X-31 A. this points out the sensitivity

"6A C 4'the 81)ThJ roll controller.

+{Cii A~-Ct8R 1et 0 4.2.5.predicting Departusre Resistance With Respect To

Where KBoth the Couy and LCDP lAteral-65rectional stability
Where K ~parameters, along with all of their variats. are based on

It should be noted that for highly augmented aircraft the use decoupling the lateral-directional EOM set from the
of ny eediscr t th ru&r nd/r yw trus vetorng longitudinal ECM set. In doing thic. the effects of

ofl alt f ec to thnuerador yao.w tnhrsecethen longitudinal-Iateral/directional dynamic coupling introduced
willaltr te rll nmertorzer. s. ad hncethe de to aerodynamic coupling, asymmetric flight conditions

effective LCDP value. IbMx is demonstrated by the (A, and/or fo * 0). ar~dfor the effects of maneuvering (Pa.
modified LCD? expressions given in equations (IS) an Qo Rot 0. i.e.. inert&I coupling effects) on aircraft stability
(19). Provided that all the assumptions used in th are ignored. The root locus plots of figure, 10 illustrate the
development ef LCD? are valid for the aircraft being effect of an asyrnietric/non tero sideslip cendition on the
analyzed, the key point is that th'-.s dynamic feedbacks am bare airframe; dynamics of the X-31A for both a low and
beneficial. Here. heneficial weants that the FCS feedforward HAOA flight condition. Figure 10(a), 10(b) and 10(c)
and feedback control logic effect rudder deflection and/or typify the unaugmented 4(s)/6(s)DrFJ dynamics at low
"aw thrust vectoring to oppose any roll control induced yaw. AOA (M=0.2, ez=l6.6 degrees) for P0?3-DOF model. P.0
and thus, tends to make LCDP more positive. Therefore, for 6DO moead" /DFmdl sctvy.A
highly augmented aircraft the airframe alone LCD? 6DFmdl n 31.DFmdlrsetvl.A

prmtrwill likely he conservative (reference (26)). can he seen by comparing the root loci plots of figurcs 10(b)
parameterd 10(c). the modal shapes associated with the asymmetric

Figure 8 depicts a plot of LCDP versus angle of attack for flight condition have not changed from the zero sideslip
the X-31A for M-0.2 and neutral controls. The data abows~ flight condition. Hlowever, the magnitude of the Dutch roll
that LCDP drops helow -.001 (LCDP = -.001 1/deg dipoles (numerator zero and denominator pole) frequency
corresponds to the region A/B boundary of the Weisman and damping characteristics clearly have changed. In this
Departure wid Spin Susceptibility Criterion. see figure 9) case the frequency of both dipoles incircased, while the *
between 38 and- 42 degrees .40A. This indicates that the damping decreased.
unaugtnente X-31A is susce~ptible to a mild closed-loop
rolling departure if the only feedback control structure For the high-AQA flight condition, three root loci plots are
utilized was roil rate and/or roll attitude feedback to the presented. Figure 10(d) depicts the IIAOA #(6s)UTITyn~
differntial trailing edge flaps (tiote. a roll attitude/roll rate dynamics for zero degrees sideslip and assumes the
feedback structure 6i not representative of the acua X-31A longitudinal and lateral-directional dynamics can he
o.arol law structure). In addition to the negativ.e values of decoupled (i.e.. 3-DO). In Figure 10(c), decoupled
LLNa. three sharp decrcases occur The first dr-op occurs longitudinal and lateral-directional dyrasmics is not assumed
between 10 and 25 degrees AOA and is attributed to the (i.e.. the 6-DOF root locus is plotted) and in figure 10(f) the

irta n. idecivasig maniltuties of C1f) and Cu thereby bare airframec 6-DOF #(sy16s)D7U dynamics are calculated
decreasing LCD? to near zero. The second drop in LCD?. assuiming 5 degrees of iuii.
beo.inning at approximately 35 degrees AOA. is primarily Aayi fteIAAro oics eel he
caused by proverse yaw due to Cn3DTV prahigzr nlsi fteIAA otI aereel he,, aproahingzero observations relevant to conducting analytical departure
wnd ca,nl,--dly brcomi -.3 adverse for eszv5o degrees as AQA resistance predictions. Comps~aring thu zero sideslip 3-DOF
increases. With Cagw.F approx~imately zero in th 55 (figure 10(d)) and 6.DOF (figure 10(c)) rMot Inci Flots, the
degre AOA range, . CVP becomes essentially a function of Dutch roll cigeatvalues; ame esentially unaltered. In caorast.

(Cp.which also bectmcns negative in this AOA range. t~location of the t*# dipole has changed significantly. The
The third, and final sharps decreas in LCD? occurs at natural frequency of the "' dipole has increased slithtly,
approximately 56 degrees AOA z.-d is caused by the but the noticeable chans~s is the relafivcly large increase in
corresponding sharp reduction in (Clap), that also oclirs Lt the dipoles damping chryac.reristics. These observed Dutch
3s, dey ces ACrt Ad~ CtI.Mi.aS wc 6" 41egres AOA. Over roll modal shape chv-nges Ass attributed to the aerodynamic
the 56-0a degree A1)A range the lateral-directional contro! cross-coupling teams 1w and Nw which are accounted for
dc~ivs'.iyes and effective dihedral remain essentially when using the 6-DOF math model. Note, for the low.AOA

consant.c,se (comparing figuxe 10(2) anal 10(b)) the Lw end Y" v
A representative plot of the X-31A LCD? values versus terms are not significant and hence the Dutch roll modal
AOA with 61) = -10 degrees is presented in figure 8(h). A shape remains the same.
compazison of the LCD? values with the LCD? Weissman caigtthIAO csewcno-zrsdslpfc s

Critrio bopdaics inicae tat ll alus sre reaer hin which introduce kinematic lateral/directional-longitudinl-.01 1/dc4 over the AOA rar.je investigated. Tie point of coupling are considered (figure 10(f)). it is observed that the
presonting this plot i% to illustrate the appreciable Dutch roll mode now becomes unslahl: due to negative
differences between the !-CDP values calculated for th damping (note. CriPDyN remnains stable). Additionally, the
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o* dipole which was minimum phase (LCDP > 0) with zero aerodynamics. This was accomplished by the addition of a

sideslip conditions has now become non-minimum phase forebody strake, use of forebody gritting, and blunting the

with a RIUP zero at lI'T. = -0 6. In the simulation study of forebody nose radius. The caveat that the FCS is properly

reference (13) it was determined that a value of Ir#, > -0 5 designed for IIAOA flight assumes robustness of the flight

was indicative of a departure resistant airframe. Th- control law design to uncertain aerodynamics, sensor errors. 

authors suggested that I/T*1 values greater than -0.5 and unmodelled dynamics. This assui..ption is likewise not
always valid even when applying the many available multi-apparently limit the closed-loop first-order divergence to a variable linear robust control design methodologies since

rate slow enough for pilots to respond and recover. the ons a ssig nto es u eto ies e n e

Conversely, a lI/T4 zero location less than 0.5 resulted in debnd

divergence rates so fast that the pilots can not prevent d

departure. S. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is important to obsere that by the LCDP criteria (3-DOF, There is typically no one analytical cntcra that can be
-O

°
) the X-31A bare airframe is deemed departure applied to an aircraft design and provide a 1osoal analysis of

resistant. However. by considering the coupling effects the susceptibility of an aircraft to depart from controlled
introduced by only 5 derecs of sideslip angle, the X-31A flight. Not only are there certain analytical criteria that
bare airframe is actually departure susceptible (Region B of more appropriately apply to some configurations than
the Weissman Depatur3 Susceptible Criterion Plane) based others, but there is also valuable information to be gained
upon the l/T1 > -0.5 criteria. The implication for the from expnmental and piloted simulation methods that can

X-31A aircraft with regard to departure resistance is the not be ob!ained using analyt;cal meiods due to their
importance that must be placed on maintaining zero sideslip inherent assumptions and limitations Taken from reference
at IIAOA via the thrust -,ctoring control system Of (27). table Ill summarizes one suggested use of the existing
course, use of the X-3lA's active yaw thrust vectoring departure resistance critcrialstability parameters .s they
controller significratly alters and improves the bare apply in the ccurse of an aircraft design cvoltion
airframe root loci plot of figure 10(f) such that departure
susceptib.lity for this flight condition i not predicted. CBPOYN is a viable departure prediction parameter when an
From a departum resistance analysis perspective, these arcraft dcparture i% due to instbility in static lateral
observations point out that to understand the complete directional stability because departure is pending
IIAOA stability and departure charactcristics of an aircraft, independent of the aircraft dynamic directional stability
the effects of dynamic maneuvering and associaied characteristics. Adequate Coiy, charactertstics does not 0 0
asymmetric flight conditions must be considered Reference by itself provide for dynamic stability The modem fighter

(3) more fu,: discusses the impact of asymmetric flight and must possess both departure resistance and IIAOA
dynasnc maneuvering as they relate to the aircraft modal mantuverability. Therefore. the effects of unstable
charactenstics and ultimately IIAOA stability, control, and (propelling) dynamic derivatives assmcated with forebody
departure. aerodynamics prevalent in the modem fighter inirt be

addressed,•

To assess the effectiveness of the control law design to

compensate for longitudinal-Irtera.Vd'ectional cross- Furthermnore. Caloy, and LCDP are dcprure predliction
coupling and steady maneuvcring effects, the IITi and parameters derived from decoupled, lineanzcd EOM which

IMTo3 departure parameters (references (13) and (25) inherently assume symmeic (Pa. #o * 01), steady-state (Po.

rerpVectivrly) can be used. These departure parameters are Q, R, 
= 0 deg/sec) flight conditions. The near future

most appropnatt dae to the faL that they address the fully fighter will conduct con olled aggressive mancuvering up

coupled 6-DOF usrfrw including the complete FCS through 90 degrees AOA at any flight attitude. This flight
augmentation. These paramieters, combined with the results regime is extremely non linear .rquiring highly augmented
of Kalvistc's research (reference(5) and (15)), address the flight control systems. Unlike linear systems, nonlinear

fa-tors most relevant to the gcnrra deparure susceptibility system stability t effected by the initial conditions and

problem. forcing function, and it dors not necessarily follow that
stability of the developed linear model is also indicative 4f

In theory, IIAOA departures can rsiw be avoided by the non-linear system stability.

implementing a propetly desigi"d FCS that utilizes
Available thrust vectoring conuol 1,awer over and beyond Fortunately. judcirrs extraction of lineu t.odels at

wht was traditionally available using conventional numerous flight conditions spanning the aircraft flight

aetosyosnimc omntroller,. Mic cascat to this statement, envelope has been shown to produce good correlation
that juhat te Fcs s between stability of the isenir and non;icr aircraft systems

poperly designed, should nor be assumed. Recent flight even for highly dynamic trajectories (refercnce (3)). C, .
testi, of the X-31A have revcsled zero.s:deslip yawing and LCDP are a moult of simplifying the lateral-dietiosal

moment asymmetries. Co. on the order of 0.04, These characteristic equiatio, coeflicient that approximates the

asymmetries occur at approximately 50
e AOA and a Zraft Dutch-roll heqitency modal characteristic. The

plained by the asymmetric. shieddling of tz fuebody advent of modem ccnputitional power facilitates the
aind byA tsymmeti hedding of this fagnitud r eoy calculation of the cigcnvalues directly associated with the

voticec. Asymmetries of thin magnitude were not only not complete airframe/flight csntrol system nr, el. Unlike

prel;ctc4, but were not able to be compensated for. even m orfra eigeavaul te s ignerntk

with the availablc TV control power, without fint reducing CoyN or LCDP. the cigenvaluc allow the designer U)

the valu. of Caq by altering the X-31A fembody assess both the static and dynamic stability charactensics of

the sh ,of by Jtringthe -31 feno*
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the aircraft. Therefore, classical |tAOA departure analyses margin requirements. This is especially true when one
should now be augmented using the calculated aircraft considers that the X-31A. F-22, F-18 ItARV and future
cigenvalues to ptovide valuable information regarding post-sal capable aircraft asc not designed to avoid ()
dynamic stability, departure suscephible portions of the flight envelope. Rather

they are designed for carefree maneuvering in these regions
Finally. if dynamic stability is to be provided through the use by exploiting new means for generating control power (i.e..
of a highly augmented flight control system, the designer thrust vectoring) and improved HAOA aerodynamic design.
must address the difficult issuc of control power and control

Table III Recommended Methodology Frr Evaluation/Determination of Aircraft Departure Susceptibility

DATA ANALYSIS APPROPRIATE /RECCMMENDED CRITERIA
REQUIREMENTS ANI-(OR METHOOL.OGY

Determine Significance of aerodynamic. cross-crupling
o Aircraft Inertia Data & (i.e., see vector polygon method of reference (13))

Static Lateral-0.ectional
Aerodynamic Dat.z a. If Cross-Coupling is, significant apply Kalviste's

Coupled Stability Criteria

b. If cross-coupling is not significant apply
STI/Welstrman's LCDP versus Cap., crterion.

o Dynamic Stablity Apply Chody/Skow's criteria to adfress the possibilty of 0
Derivative Data lateral-directional dynamic instability (i.e., due to

negative Dutch roll damping or unstable roll mode).

o Evaluate the effects of Applicable stability parameters include STI's 1/7e3 and
asymmetric flight 1/T, 1 and Kalviste's Coupled Stability Parameters. S *

Kalviste's (1989) Dynamic Stability Parameters address
the effects of steady maneuvering flight

o Asses-Ydetermine the
effects of maneuvering Likewise. the STI's 1/T93 and 1/T#1 parameters also •

X apply.

- Additionally. pilot-in-the.loop simulation and experimental
tether and drop model testing is highly recommended.

The closed-loop criteria, 1/83 and 1/T 1 apply equally 0

well to fully augmented aircraft.

o Assessdetermine the The LCDP parameter can be moddied to address
effects of the FCS varou FCS loop closures.

_ FOS loop-closure effects can be considered In the Chody 0
and Kalviste (1989) parameters using augmented

stability derivlivis (i.e., (Lp)Auo = Lp + K.L.).

: .. ,o MAirttiimine the Experimental tether wind tunnel and drop model testing
/ impact of uncertain and/or (NASA. Langley). •

unmodolie4
terod'namics.

0
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS 2. Ruckemasr-Orlik. K.J., "Aerodynamic Aspects of
Aircraft Dynamics at High Angles of Attack." Journal

Because the primary departure susceptibility criteria of Aircraft. Vol. 20, No. 9, September 1983.
prameters arc based on linearized decoupld EOM. several
factors must be censidered throughout the design evolution 3. Stengel, R. F., and P. W. Berry. "Stability and Control
of a given aircraft configuration when addressing departure of Maneuvering High Performance Aircraft." NASA-
susceptibilty. The following paragraphs outline CR-2788. ApriL 1977.
recommendations for utility of current depsuture citeria on
modem and future aircraft. 'e rationale for the 4. Roskam. Jan. "Linear or Nonlinear Analysis Methods:
retomruncdations not direcly addret sed in this report are When and How?." AGARD CP.235. 1978.
covered in detail by reference (27).

5. Kalvirte, J. and B. Eller. "Coupled Static and Dynamic
WLen analyzing departure resistance of the modem combat Stability Parameters". AIAA Paper 89-3362.
aircraft, the designer should conduct analysis of both open- Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference. Boston.
and-closed-loop dparturc susceptibility. As x prerequisite Massachusetts. 14-16 August 1989.
to the inalysis, careful measurement and thorough analyses
of wind tunnel static aerodynamic data prameters shoull b 6. Chody. J.R.. llodgkinson. 1. and A.M. Skow, "Combat
conducted. This includes: (1) assessing the effects of Aircraft Control Requirements for Agility." AGARD
Reynolds number durig HAOA wind tunnel testing: (2) Paper No. 4. Madrid, Spain. October 2-5. 199
testing in small increments of ot and P to defin non-linear
aerodyna.mic data regions; (3) investigating the existence of 7. Chody. J.. "High Angle-or-Attack Departure Criteria."
aerdynmi_- cross-coupling (Cmp. Cia. Cno,) and zero Esdetics TR-88-013. 7 October 1988.

side-lip asyr.unetric phenomena (CAD. and Cno,% and (4)

influerce of control surface deflections on bare-airframe 8 Skow. A.. and W. Porada, "Development of Improved 0
.erodynamic data parameters. High Angle of Attack Departure Criteria," Eidetics

International. Report No. TR-90-0l0. August 1990.
In addition. departure resirtance analysis applied to modern
designs should include the influence of the aerodynamic 9. Moul. M. T. and J W. Paulson. "Dynanic Lateral
dynarmic derivativcs. Sensitivity analyses of the IIAOA Behavior of ligh Pecrformance Aircraft." NACA
aerrdynamic characteristics (i.e.. Cmp. Clo. Cno. CIp. Clq. RM-LU8E16. August, 1958. *
etc.) should be addressed. Furthermore. the effects of
longitudnal-latera/dirctonal dynamic coupling introduced 10. Hodgkinson. J.. "Prediction of Lateral and Directional

due to maneuvering flight conditions including, asymmetric Divergence at high Angles of Attack." McDonnell
Ilight (k, *o * 0 degrees) and inertial copling effects (P0. Aircraft Co. Report No. EN844, 15 October 1971.

Q0. R0 . ;f 0 deg/sec), need to be addr-ssed.
1I. Weissman. R.. "Criteria For Predicting Spin

The effects of flight control system augmentation modify the Susceptibility of Fighter-Type Aircraft." ASD-TR-72-

eflectivec bare-airframe acroyntnic characteristics, and thus 48. June. 1972.

the effecti-/e aircraft departure resistance charact-ristics.
The FCS effects must therefore be addrcssed when 12. Titirifa. A..!r., Ackerman. J. S.. aud A. M. Skow.

analyzing/prodicting aircraft departure resistance. In 'Design Tcchnclogy for Departure Resistance of

addition, the effects of system non-linearitics should be Fighter Aircraft." Stall Spin Problems of Military

assessed using man-in.the-loop simulation to address: (1) Aircraft. AGARD Confirence Procedngs No 199.

the effect of the pilot on overall system stability; (2) the June 1976.
eff=1, of comM:e syatem non-1mcaritics such as position and
rte limitr, hysteresis, non-linear dynamic maneuvering 13. Johnston. D.. Mitchell. D.. and T. Myers.
elfects, and atmospheric disturbances; (3) evaluation of "Investigation of ligh Angle of Attack Maneuvering
failure states and degraded flight control system modes. sitd. Limiting Factors. Part I Analysis and Simulatson."
(4) verification and vaiidation of analysis results using the. AFWAL.TR.80-3141. September. 1980.
linear departtmre susceptibility criteria.

14. Johnston, D. E, et aL. "Investigation of Flying
Frnally. analytical and pilot simulation results should be Qalhies of Military Aircraft at High Angles of Attack.
supptv" with available experimental methods including Volune I-Technical Results." AFFTL-TR-74-61.
water tunnel tests (for flow visualization). tethered model June 1974,
2iud drop model testing. Te results can tb,;n be applied to
valtd,Ate and refine the predicted IIAOA and departure 15. Kalvistc. J., "Coupled Static Stability Analysis for

,us,.cpsibilty char-.,istics of the uj,'cct aircraft to providc Nonlinear Aerodynamics." AIAA Paper 93-406,
the best .sstsnate of aircraft dcparture susceptibility and AIAA Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference.
enhanced maneuverability. August, 1q83.

7. REFERENCES 16. Pelikan. R. J., 'F/A. 18 High AngIc of Attack
Departure Resistance Criteria for Control Law

Anonymous, 'Military Siandtrd Flying Qualities c Development." AIAA Parr e3-2126. Gatlnburg. TN.
Pi| .d Aircraft." MIX"STD.1791A. 30 Jan. 1990. 14.17 Augist. 1983.
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17. Hayes, P.. Scbellenger. H.. Sharff. R.. and L. Davey. 22. McRuer. D.. Ashkenas, I., and G. Dunstan, "Aircraft
'Lateral-Direction Aerodynamic Dataset for Flight Dynamics and Automatic Control. Princeton
Control Analysis of the X-3 IA. Revs ion A (Vols. University Press. Princeton, NJ, 1973.
1&11),' Rockwell International Report TFD.88.l268L
10 Feb. 1989. 23. linger. Hl.I., *Analysis and Application of Airsra

Departure Prediction Criteria to the AV-8B
19, Schellenger. H.. "Acrodynarnic Damping Dataset for Hameir ff.* AIAA Paper 87.2561. 1097.jo

Flight Control Analysis of the X-31 A Aircraft.'
Rcwl neatolTD.9l2L ep19.24. Lutz, F. If.. Durham. W. C., and W. P. Mason.

*Development of Lateral-Directional Departure
19. Dickes. Edward. "Analysis of Static and Rotational Criteria.' Final Report for NASA/LRC Project NCCI-

Aerodynamnics at High Angles of Attack for Rockwell 158. June 1992.
X-31 A Preliminary Configuration.* Bihric Applied
Research. Report No. BAR 88-1. January 1988. 25. Weissman. R.. 'Status of Design Criteria for

Predicting Departure Characteristics and Spin
20. Goodman. Akax &-d Ronald Altman (of Tracor Susceptibility.' Journal of Aircraft. Vol. 12. No. 12,

Hydronautics), 'An Experimental Study to Determine December 1975.
the Subsonic Static and Dynamic Stability
Characteristics of a 0.19 Scale Model of the 26. Johnston. D. E. and R. K. Ilefley. 'Investigation of
X-31A Aircraft Operating at High Angles cf High.AOA Flying Qualities Criteria And Design
Attack.' Rockwell lnterntiorial T.FDA8.l493L, Guides.'AFWAL-TR-81-3l08 December. 1981.
11 May 1987.

27. Seltzer. R. M.. 'Investigation of Cwrent and Proposed
21. Henrderson. C.. Clasrk. J.. and M. Walters, 'V/S1DL Aircraft Departure Susceptibility Criteria With0

Aerodynamics and Stability & Control Manual.' Application to Future Fighter Aircraft.' Report No.
Report No. NADC-8001l7-60. 15 January 1980. NADC-90048.60. 31 May 1990
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FLYING QUALITIES EVALUATION MANEUVERS 

by

ThoaasJ. Cord and Davd 3. Lqeum DavirWJ. Wilos, DM R. Riley and Kesim D. Citurs
Flight D)umaics Directorate McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Wright Laboratorl PO. Box 516 0
Wright Patterson AFB St. Louis. Missouri 63166-0516
Ohio 45433-7531 United States

United States

Abstract tacdcal mistake. Todeology has lil influence ithis e
Infiie traing wetld, however. minimize pilot-in d 0

An initial set of siscm maneuvers ha been defined to limitions.
augr mt the evaluation methods corenly used by the flying
qualities and fligv: tet ormmides. Thes auneuvars ae In an ideal wr sufficient tire and money would always be
meat to employ the full rnitt of available a sft dynanics available to create :e systems and tain the pilots in thei
and t I applied over the Mft fcrat fligle t c They UN-
include saveral ¢osed.loop tasks and are the start of a set of
demonstrstion maieuvas (of the type now used in die What we have to work with is of come differat. Resources
rmtocraft flying quality specification) for ircraft we limited. -equirenas in the operational aid technical 0
rauemnats. A prinoy goal was to eablish a tie between discirie conflict and schedu&a neyz parmi the perfect
deitn paratern. aircraft auts ad d e openrtions) solution of ay problem It is E this envronmnt at we
=usa environmet while mamtti;qa Contol of dme Cust be able to weigh cost versus c ollity aid trade aiiong
evalation prxer 11m approach was -0 conca.rae on the difflrent techmologies to adieve a sysen that me a
asrcraft " awnict Which orate in daily operaions aid to reasonabie Vt of operational goals.
aee p"lo tasks which use thoe conditious to relate io
i"Pxvtait aircraft characsscs. Exis" evauation Two of the barn nem s ay to design aid build saicdt to
methods concentra e oa z-omping quaniutarive dau to chats meet those too m: firt. criteii for the van= disciplines *
in MIL-ltandardk which predict flying qeslizies. The which correlme aircraft design pwantiers with operational
mabeuv-s dicussed here directly measur the ability of the effectivness said *iout for inseractims anong te ltChnical
pilot to perfxm the tsas of ktes and at the same tim disc.; aid sawe a mew tio evlume the product as
mintain a tie to use design c0t.miy. the i pesse. The effort rputed here assurnes that

a decen set of sad aiiz-ia exists aid concatwstes om finding
A costact for 'Standar Evaluation Mumeers (STEMS). ways io amoment cvalusatie methodology so that the Floed
was let to McDoaell uloulu Aerospa', with subvrncs aira system Cm be examined in its full eynanic flist
t- D~ouglas Aircraft. Figlit Cotiotad hantionat~tl xvi entlp.
Hamioon and Asocies with particiption by enginee and
pilots from the N al Air Warfae Center. doe Ai F=ee's Backround
Flight Teat Center. 950th Test Wing Aid Wnight Laborary.
A mwua develpnen process basel an plo and Flying qualizies i ie r eationmi ang,, piklt. his. . and gamid-baed sbimion was vellri wepn= sytm aid e mission he is to fly. li>'rySbl . 1m s was exwdcd to create an initial are qu'atiel in um ow i task perfommice, pFloi worklood
at of twaura.nuvers applicble to higly mmerable and loss ofu oro. Asc k it is taed to the ezea nt by

aircraft A flight tast pleas so investizate in fliHt the abilit high-perorrenwee arcraft skic by their natcre. d*A tubs
of :Ies maneuves to provide lrxuIved evauaton of skadt dearad the ams fiam both pilot Md veh&cle. The cpabi'my
flyinig quosittes was aso wr!nen. If fligh: tat validation of of each techanical d~inaisxadn aid we we seing
these maneuvers is availabk before the 1996 revision to more and more cotflict a what wtd so be koled
MILiTD .797,. lyi Qualities of Piotd Airaft, they will toclloge As we ilografe th e hirete pteial:he
be proposed Ir inc-son in thut doartaLm diociplia offqr. avsiuiaow may beat be baoed droctly an

how w the pit can te the aircra1t to perifm the eslm
Introduction fleon.

11. dW oir-at-Weapon sysea would not li e i pilot. Ely in airar sct. prdkon€ s of fting qualities ae
Mauamint 0le Of &ack. lo= fo sped. pith, and roll- made booed on axcrdt =d fKlg Comrol sy-mu Foaiesers
rose capahili.y sad mrimm speed. would all moch dhe such as s a period freuency. tim- deay. danrnig aid
pilot's eeds a ability to aconuh the missvr. The severe! critcria which der.a accebl. bordie, for these
aicift w,'ld respond ticky ar j s o every pasrcews. Often, di aps Ity of the predictions
connaxL. Weapom would be rvm in7 rate depends an how siQar tie -w milguration aid the task of
AaiNg any motion All irt ,rmasdon 'uould be accurt MA the airplane amuta historical data wsed to gemerse the regions
V 1esmned simply enough to pntmia the pilot so clealy decide of goodnets. The fint real evaluation of flyikg q"uls
on the correc. tactics no ma r wh e h sition. All take plac i a vouaidlbsd uimulam. Tkis may be
sysa failures would s idntified and correctd wiho m orioad in flight by usg dte Tota In-Flight Simula"o
pilot setin. Atrospheric dlswbatsa would be sensed and ('T1F), tOe NT-31 viabe saility aircaft ATrAS. etc.
coraerd aisomatically. It is widii the scn of -od-hmology Fiully. ighit tet of the = t ve, ice icor d L
to solvex, viduaily, thee pvbkna mty cases, however. (light tea has ben more concened

with flight envelope expaiion ad perfornce measures
The Idal pi ot would not limit dse akelrcsaft o ystm. than with flying qoaities. Oftem. the pamn-etcrs loed so
He could widsta iurne load factows. d nev ei flying qualtie are gahered raer than directly
beccm ineioead, mcid would alsorb. process sod #a on aU assesin how well the pilot can we the aimraft. Several
informaido prLttd o im He would rever make a utks we r 'n in which the pilot is tryg to achieve a

Pre-rsemd at an AGARD Mecing on 'rchnoloStesfor llighly Manoczumble Arcraft: October 1993.



particular e l of performvioe twiding. air-to-air refizelni. r'"~ Trsg SAM Brea
frem "o fl *in n s mae Handling Qniie DL~it $SM Taig *Veer" iiapotmon
Tisekig (mOr is wead to 0.hii .h essnc o air Ttx *ews Vwkd Ack
combat tracking capability. But the whol srn of how *W~,apona ,c*tion Alat Abot - Bk4out O
the airplane will tre used is not typicsal udm t,"a *I o 6' raW ie ow KO~ Paiala

Two iznpercit iges; in the ar" tof flying quaities ate * 9io Aviderce Forwu F
t ni proposed: I) F e~ tmore em~phasis c spcii tasks Ve~ca Lad Tum PrIaiOA LAndig 4

uid dynamrics that dis asaft will require to perfixrr its
'iin ( gask-orieritod flyingquliies) rather than the

Cctu Secral ategores o! hihpraim. medium. ROWc 3 --AP.lo Opeaiontal Sccroe
pcsformassee terminal performance. and 2) iricbidir. direct
ea'uadon of the Ability of the pilot so fly tasks simislar wo
those to be flowns operausotually. was csaeted go esuabish flight tedssiques a-d initial

L'anceuver Deopuner Process ieow-seris.to assure flyab.iy.' ress~hility. t:; gencrate

Themareuvr dvdomen prces isshon shemd ' dyruam cusvfromett u:ed bsy the snan~ver. Pefomnce
The~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~L maevrdvlpuirtoesi hossaasat itena2 for Cooper.Hasper pilot *on ratings were also

Figrze 1. The initial se of snaneuvers was defined with t se rd
hih-ae-ofgsuAck CAOA) Cigh envelor. of a hith~
mAneuveab.e fighter as te primary sppicuscm.

Figue 4 Wtgims Maner Decrpd n

= V" OftbVd WTI OSuAr P06WMWr at I-) t~
C= vai* Obad Wwo esnvup0W" at. * *

FodE, Sm L04057 Varw vAooi~ Lse*A t Otvn'anira
Fisa E~*e.~ AOA)AAX VW*30w .5 ofs' Anck a AwAtan

mat'AwLAT M Vwwa , Avu .am O&%d sw

~ PLOT Vd~as OWM's Amas .Ead A&m D"

.Maneuvr Definition and Screening

A group of enzineers aid pu with experiersee in
specificatm. design. Might ["I arx opea~ s e, of flytipg 4
qualik ard agility wa: usessubid. Te baamnd M
late set of prcdumnaray maneuvers rn their hsdsiisal
Persp!,zts. The engineers stxArn with airc raft surias 0
simrlar to those shown in Figure 2 anid the pilots tredf
operai soenalaim rec howninCm Firj*e3. Ili-
pFoJ44r engineer slim ged'erd the-se Pantia deipd-ti of 0
mnasicrers. a docmrente in Figure'4. &and Ceenbinc t!-_- Frgure5 Exunple Diuz Anasis for ulAtc wese
irao a ameis of Cearly 2100 cira-;ation ganeuvers. A
qualitative a xeesasg as then Performed, with the goal of

edno4:n testable maneuvers which wouik he reissscl to
bot the desip and thet operagiondca wnt Ths A Design of' Exprimccas (DOE) ccrsqe Refeece 2. was

.auloi i a t~irnselythity iciesacrafor srthr wd to establish the iersitirssy cf task performance to
eoenderssiotLaircraft design amibua. vxiced ever a rante sL±~estt by 4

experieroe ani Reference 1. and so 001o vansiabty. The
ga was to hvve nianorvers; which were scnziti've to desigin

Longk~nd FMp- 0-0n2 Pit aMlemc visesitive: to losvsiation. An exuris of
afaF"V*sgnka RPWapim'sse 4- ~ dZIA alysis is 5 tedi me'en

at Oehoal t lig Qad m To Pvtofltesce ga w d wortlswlle. chngs ite mce o nrie =g
*At-,~kgO *f'Wf" AxialFft.-vnce be E~rze for differents design InmtLc ushant foe dSffacm
* .Arx FW%*Adw. M anavray pilots. F4gu= 5 then aL'Krx t.= t Dul Amtak isisnier
Phc &,"A~I~t EoUw b %5.Ald be a good taneuver i tu the timse to capotre

* WdAutlly PIO Taeancnd cresoe ulsane snore fix LATUY1 varlarios than for oslo
* PsthCoiils Margin C De,2,M R.Jistase varialiovi. No,= the &uio VAz s~o shown is for the test pilot

* D~oI~oaFahooS-4"ldOriggon and the operado4l A;uX which 1kw the fnaseuvt in the
Figure 2 Current Liut off Aircrzft Attiutes simil"o. Maxinum piwel rate It L! --. be a rod funcanwe

to tat wit 66i asvser. however. since- by (sithue Wirest
-.- q is s&= between the tvvo aulot Maximumn soll rat

eehICIOC tends to be sensitive Wloih LATDYN and pilot
D3eveoprrimt and Reflnanaut trough simulation differences. 4
At tlds pint. the mwmvrs were still vV-*se. A simulation Sismulation data and pilot corneremy oin the flitht
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qmarria of each nmeuv er e themu _-im miuv elwce bwu*ts of the added vaiabiliy.
VA so f imu sk&imc1 ?txfd Freestyle margerman reatak I hi bewo qualtsire: data

bluaa bctx mch a g1uvsdmca toss of omownur &Wd dun qwuttati.* du-- 7N% freestyle w~nae maye be bmt
d~uiartimo wa- also takAm irao wcommL mste for drniommadtf suqoe capabiis ofm a =caft arid

A fired amy iyto sii 4sdom was made: io verify itat the Th~e STEM4S zxm=mvu &aw the cvahuaio of a -w of
twunevers eviooi could iety dswacierimine of mre. Pircrah chaacdwiks. PC=~w 7. Some. imcivtrs isolm a
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50 i gw 7n Ge UfgC Chartcsncs an Deig Pare erau :edwihn ::ia:l SIeEMS Maeuer

50 ilsnntietafcLSeparate evaltutions of the bemn to aitemriely acquire each target. The abiliyth ec
iorrgitudinal and latral axes shosuld be conducted. Throttle high AOA and subsequenitly cvntrol the aircraft is
changes ntsy bx. required to keep the test angle of attack. htighslighted. In particular, the advantages oi good roll

ahnX th ngl of attack exceeds the test range, break off pefrace can be demonstrated. The pilot cans evaluate
and restbih thexl;I trackig solution at the test angle of loddrl apabilities as well as the ability to unload roll.
asnack, and pull to ec6 target.

STElM 3: High AQA LAteral Gross Arquisitin
Tat t TWO6 lfaa et Ot

Th:s maneuver was developed and extcr,,,.ely tested under-
MDA and NASA sponsored r-"'rch. It . . 1d to
specific AGA. Specifically, the % -.. rolla&ilrty of the capture
and the roll rat." achieved can be evaluated. It has been used owrn
successfully at 30 degrees, 45 degrees. wnd 60 degrees AOA a4Ms m
under tlhe NASA and :"A efforts. Pilot comments and
ratings wre the prinsar. .a generated from this manesiverand PAS0M d I- V~ W tell M
have been used to devciop 'lin quaiies criteria. Measure
of merit data may also bbtind wVith this maev,,. TargtutAuati
&-?"h it is primarily itended for flying qualitie

4tiorSS. Tast Akwal

I rgets tas approximately 1500 feet in front of and 1000 1 TWOM Moraoi offeeti above the ec'aluaition aircraft, rolls and pulls to establish mom .

a i onstant angle of atnack descending trn. Bank angle is P'gi a kWiq OWWOMe IV Ai 4
used to m~aintain a peedetemined speed. When the target
rolls, the evaluation pilot hesitates until the target is 10 to 20
degrees off of the rsoe (depending on test angle of attack and
cunfigurbtion laterrl dynamics). At that time, he pulls The initial geometry, see Figure ', and aircraft speeds of this
quikly to the trit angle of saack and advances the throttle to maneuiver are described in Reference 6 and have several

the tet detin. After obtaining the test angle of attack. the ~ sible variations depending on tea~ aircraft charaictruistics.
pilot rolls aggressively to csaur the target within an 80 mij l e & test aircraft maneuvers to capture taret 01l within an 30
vertical hand or reticle. Initiaio of the roll defins the mil reticle in minimum time. This solution is he'.d for two
beginning of the measurement portion of the maneuver. seconds, at whtch time a loaded roll is performed lo copii'z
Limit evaluation to the lateral axis as much as p ssible by the second target. Again use the 80 mil reticle obt hold .,,r
accepting a piteh bias on the capture. twod seconds. Two other mcthous can be used irn . .nsition

from one target to the 'ither. First, an unlo-: o,.e roi nd V-"
STEM 4: Dual Attack to the target can be; used to em1phasize Piteh riirX.4

dire', comptue to the loaded roll case. Seond a l'rstyl r
This maneuver is an operstiona~y relevant task that exrit mrp-ne-.er may be allowed. The test can contin,. 63]
rapid multiple-axis acquisitions of two target airciaft. 'The switching between targets, each conversion requiri, , lager
targets fly straight and level with a 90 degree heading anguzlsr transition. In the latter case, the targett must tust
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into the test aircraft when not being tracked in order to not STEM. Gcometry of the two aircraft is best determined by
have te ealuation pilot lose visual contact with them. simulation. wit the target aircraft preferred at long rulge in

Trder to EMintan angles during the maeer. e the
STEM 5: Rolling Defese target is at the test capture angle, the pilot captures it within

an 80 mil horizontal buid (or retce) m minimum &e The
This maneuver is primarily intended as a control law capt.c angle selected should be l-ss thant maximum pitch
Oviu.6on mateuver to verify the nose-down pitch atilority ang)e avaPable otherwise the performance limit may msk

availabi while rolling. Additional information about roll closed-loop flying quality deficiencies. A display may be
co.rdinatio And maximum roll ratle may also be obtained, used in place of the target aircraft although blurred images
This maneuver yielded good, repeatability .umetical data, due to higeb rates may preclude this option.
Some pilot comments were ulso generated, but the manouver
tended to be very dynamic and smwhat difficult to STEM 8: Crossing Target Acquisition and Tracking
comment on. Ths maneuver allows the acqu;$ition anAl tracking
The maneuver is begun above the drsired test speed, with a .abilities of an iircraft to be exm-cisd through a
!cvel tum to achieve the test angle of ttack. As toe sreed multiple-axis acquisition of a target aircruft. The ability to
decays. anrle of an-ck and bank angle for eve: turn te pul to moderately high AOA., stop the pitch rate. laterilly
maintained. When airspeol teaches test conditions, the pilot ms:ck a target while unloading in AOA. and the, transition to
applies full roll controls (roll over the top) to reverse bank longitudinal tracking ae tested.
angle while maintaining angle of attack. As the aircraft
passes through the ovposite 90 degree of bank. 3ppy full
forward stick while keepilg in full roll controls. (Note. this
car be flown with constant loni,.dinsl stick instead of angle
of attack. This is easier to fly but introduces some ft turn Tasgallcraft
inconsistency in the cnitions at pushover.) The maneuver
ends as angle of attack goes below 10 degrtes. This WO m tabo, T., A/C
maneuver should be used at r. variety of angles of attack and Tat Aircraft
airspecds. In particular. te critical inertial coupling and noma
down pitchin3 moment conditions should be flown.

STEM 6: Maximum Pitch Pull l"nsa 10 Initlal Co ditlons for 884 8

This represents a fundamental element of several maneuvers.
It isolates an aggressive, open.-loop Iouitudinal input o
determine the mrximum Patch capabilaties of an aircrsA. This The target begins at c speed with a 90 degree crossulg
maneuver generates good quantitative data because it is a angle, see Figure 10. 1000 feet above the test aircrafL After
very simple, repeatable marneuer that isolates the pitch axis. passing above the test vehicle, the target initiates a 5 to 6 g
Some f-.ot comments can Shlo be obtained but it cannot be evel tur towudi the test Aircraft This turn is continued
used for flyin& qualitk, development becase it is an until the maneuver is complete. The test vehicle begins at I
open-loop mairu x g lvel at minimum velocity As the target passes overhead.

the pilot pulls up and aggressively captures the targetL The
Low 3peed conditions: target should remain within a 30 mil reticle for 2 seconds.

Ditficulty can be varied by changing the initial altitude
To setup tla maneuver. eiform a wings level deceleration at dififrence and target load factor. Increasing the test aircraft
a predetermined power setting to die test airspeed. Stabilize speed to comrer speed and a point between comer and
flight path angle and set the test power level. The maneuver minimum speed allows a broad range of aircraft
begins with an aggressive full longitudinal stick pull and any characteristics to be evaluated.
ether appropite pitch up controls. Bank angle should be
keWt wlth 5 degrees. Timing of the maneuver begins when STEM 9: Pitch Rate Reserve
the ongitudinal stick is employed and end s when the Aircraft
pitch rate has gone to zero or the pitch angle has passed This maneuver is interoded to demonstrate the reserve pitch
through tre, vertical. authority available from a loaded condition. This maneuver

ws adapted from the "Angular Reserve" maneuver in
It Ls recommended that a variety of airspeeds and power Reference 3. Several measurer of rit successfully
&ettings be invesfigacd with this maneuver, especially if corelated the simulation data indicating the ability to use
thrust vectoring is used by the teat configuration. quttiroive data from this maneuver. Some pilot comment

data was obtained Lsing this maneuver, but it was limited
High speed conditions: because of the open-loop nature of the mancuier.
Start above test altitude and below ls: speed. iMvc to test The pilot establishs a l.vel turn at the desired angle of

conditions at approximately -15 degees flight path angle fulatk and airspeed mid sect he test power setting. The
while at the desired power setting. The remainder of te pilot then rapidly applies full at stick KW holds that corrol

maneuver is te same ,s the low speed case. Caution. thi until the pitch rte drops, below the initial value.
rnasnever has the potential for GWC (g.induced loss of
consxciousness) at some flig4 oditions. STEM I& High AOA Longituial Gross Acquition

STEM 7: Nose-Up Pitch Angle Capture This maneuver is huended to isolate the flying qulities
chia.:teristics of an tirrraft during a high AOA longitudinal

This maneuver isolats an #ggressive longitudinal escue captaI task. This mseuver was developed and tested under
task. Most of th measurs of merit were donktae by pilot MDA nd NASA sposiored high AOA flying qualities
variability because of tho closed-loop nature of the wsk. critera developmnent efforts. This task has been used to
Tme to carrem wa also calculated and was not effective develop flying qualities criteria for 30 degrees. 45 degres.
becaume of the large amount of pilot t,.sclnia-ie required. and 60 degrees AOA. A few meatres of merit were found
However, this marseuver generates useful pilot comments and to successfully correlate th-, design parameters however, this
Cooper.Harpr ratins. task primarily produces flng qualities comments and

ratings.
The target ircaft in Ls manUVer fls straight and level at
an airspeed slightly below the evaluation aircraft airspeed. The evaluation arcraft beg s in trail of the target aircral •
The evluation aircraft setup is the same AS the previous sP roxinately at 3CO0 feet ,'arge. 7U target enters a

cotuslt angle, of attack des ending tum, with control of bank
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angle to maintain speed. The evalu,tfion pilot allows the 12, but the pilot perfours a lateral ctgure instead of
target to attain a predetermined angle off and then tells into reversing the roll. A heading change of 360 degrees was
the target's maneuver plane and sets the throttle to test used here. Since this maneuver is used as high AOA. the
position. The evaluation pilot must hesitate until the lag pilot actually captures a heading angle through the use of roll
position is such thai the capture will occur at the test angle of control. Currently data it oly available for one pilot so p
attck. This does require some practice. The acquisition final conclusions or, the dats camot be made. Howeve,
should be aggressive and result in a capture within an 80 mil initial indicators for quantitative data look, promising and the.
horizontal band. After the capture, the pilot unloads and pilos ecrneut and ratings received from this maneuver
allows he target to drift to some offset ( value controls angle appear to be valuable. If the longitudinal flight control
of atack at capture) and repeats, thus allowing several system does not command angle of attack directly. it may be
acquisitions from one setup. Target flight path can be best for the pilot to hold pitch anitdue rather than angle of
steepened to increase evaluation akspeed. Simulator practice attack in order for him to concentrate on the latera task.
appears to be valuable for both initial geometry and target
profile definition. STEM 14: Minimum Speed Full Stick Loop

STEM I1: Sharkenhaiuset This maneuver is intended to define the minimum aitspeed
re.t ired to retain control throughout & loot 'or a lonitudinsl

This maneuver allows the acquisition capabilities of an stick atich technique. Information on pitch authority at low
aircraft to be exercised through a multiple-axis acquisitio of speeds in the vertical as well as roll stability information may
a target s craft. The ability to pull to moder.tely high AOA also be obtained. It does not represent the minimum &irspeed
and maintain good laeral control is emphasized. Some at which a loop can be flown using energy.maneuverability
measures of merit were found to corelate to desgn principles. It is flown in a iterative, build.up fehion to
parameter variations; towever, the data is very dependent identify an airspeed band in which the loop c4uso, be
upon initial range. This implies that the task m.) be limited complct-d. The maneuver is tarted at a low speed and a
to simulation use. This maneuver produced qualitativ- data maximum pitch pull is performed. The initial speed isthat can be used as an overall check of the aircraft's ability successively increased until a 80 degree pitch aislets
to rapidly point and track . crossing target. ained. The maneuver is then atteimted at 100 knots faster

than the speed required to reach 80 degrur pitch attitude.
The task is initiated with a co-speed. Lead-on target aircraft This start speed is then successively reduced until the
that is greater than 8000 feet downrange, 5000 feet to the minimum pitch rate drops bcl,.' 5 degrees per se.nd or the
sigh', and 5000 feet higher than the evaluatinn uircrait. The latral control becomes deficien. This mantuver tend to be
targe aircraft maintains straight and level flight at constint more of a demonstration and envelope expansion maneuver
airspeed. At 8000 feet range, the evaluation pilot attempts to rather than a design evaluation maneuver.
capture the target as rapidly as possible and then track the
target. Capture in an 80 mil reticle for 2 seconds was STEM 15: Minimum Time 180 "egrec Headis,g Change
required. The range at which acquiition is begun has a
strong influence on the abiliiy to do this task. One measure This maneuva is intended ;o demonstrate the possible
of ment may be the mtimmum range at which a tracking options that a pilot has available to change the aircrAf,
solutions can be ach;eved without resoting to a tail chase. If heading by 180 degrees. It should include testing of
tracking cannot be obtained in the first pass. it should be convention methods such as level tums. split-S. ind slices as
called off. It is also recommended that this maneuver be well as new techniques such ar a J-Turm. Only the tnitial and
perforied over a wide range of initial v.,locitics. final conditions ae specified for this maneuver. This

maneuverr is not intended for quantitative data except for a
STEM 12: High AOA Roll Reversal rough estimate of time required to change heauing. It is

primarily useful as an operationally relevant r..aneuver to
This maneuver allows the investiation of high AOA ioll demonstrate the various maneuvr ing options available to the 4
performance in a relatively stabilized flight condition. Roll pilot.
onset as well as the aircraft response to a large cross-check
input can be evaluated. This maneuver was originally STEM 16: I-g Stabilized Pus.i-er
su esid in Reference 3 but developtd and tested under the

S researc. Overall, this maneuver was more effective This maneuver allows a stabilized evaWaion of the
at generating numerical data than pilot comments but some nose-down pitch suhorit at high AOA. This maneuver was
useful comments were obtained, developed and tested under NASA/US?! research. Reference

9. It is included as Lie of the inital STEMS trancwtvs
Setup for this maneuver is accomplished by performing a because of its applicability to high AOA ard the. fact that it
split-S from above test airspeed and altitude, then pulling to is a relatively newly developed maneuver. This maneuver
the test AOA. Set thrust as required. The dais gathering genrates very consistent quantiwtive data Zccause of its
portion of the maneuver begins after the pitch attitude simple. repeatable technique. Pilot commen, "nd Pitch
increases to the point that the velocity vector is pointed Recovery Ratings can also be used from this n-aneuver.
directly downward. At that time, tie pilot applies a full roll
rontrol input and holds it until the heading 1.s changed by a The pilot establishes a stabilized. % ings level high AOA
predefined amount An outside reference point a xprximstely condition by smoothly applying aft stick from level ilight to
120 degrees away was used in this effort. The rot then captive a predetermined pitch attitude. He then aggreasively
applies full opposite roll control until returning through the applies fill forward stick. The plot continucs to hold
initial heading. forward stick until the AOA drops below 10 degrees.

Testing should be done at the argle of attack ftr minimum
This maneuver is designed for post-stall angles of atack md nose down pitching moment, points where ose downi
will be d:icult to use at lower angles because of a more pitching moment is questionahle maximtin angk of attack os
severe bending of the flight path from vertical before d angle of attack for masimuin lift. Vinous throde settings
reversal. The maneuver from Reference 3 is well suited to should also be tested, especially if thrust vectoing is used.
evaluations at loer Angles of attack. The change in heading A pitch Attitude capture could " be used to finish the
angle should be sufficient to allow maximum roll rate to maneuver to demonstrate that the motion can be controllably
develop, stopped. The maneuver can dlsm be flown from an inverted

iniual position to c -ck recovery from negative load factors
STEM 13: High AOA Roll and Capture or angles of attack.

This maneuver is intended to isolsie the flying qualities STEM 17: J.Turn
characteristic- of an aircraft during a high AOA lateral
capture task. The maneuver is initiated th- same as STEM This maneuver requires the sumultaneous use of high AOA

*
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pitch aid roll audmity. It serves as a good demonstration the following: type of data generated (qualitative mod/or
maneuver for high AOA maneuverability. This maneuver is q tianitative). rtional applications. pilot performance
intended to emula the maneuvering requirements of a tactic objcetives. fligt testability. etc. Finally. examples of the
developed during the Multi-Sysirm Integrated Controls maneuver. can be viewed through the use of AGILE-VU.
(MoSIC) tht vectorsag tsacucd utility studies. Reference Reference 11, to provide a better appreciation for the
10. This m .uver also iesulted in some pilot comments but maneuver prior to selecting it for testing. Ex les f
seems t m best suited as a sineuver to demnonstrate high existing maneuvers may be obtained from WLIFIGC.AWA roll and pitch sutlx.rit.

The maneuver :elwion guidelines and evaluation mantnvers
From straight and level flight vahich is aligned with some can be used cesly in the design process to help identify and

rdmiark. the pilot sirneuavjsly applies full pitch an roU correct design deficiencies. Most of theie maneuvers can be
control input until the aircraft has completed a 180 degree used throughout the design cycle and into flight test for final
heading, change. Then the pilot removes the roll control flying qualities validation. The overall objective is to provide
i.put ant continues to pitch the nose osck up to the horizon, a mote capable operational aircraft by including operationally

represenw:ve evaluation maneuvers ealy in the des;gn of anSTEM 18: Tainker Boont Tracking arraft.

This maneuver is !nt ende to evaluxle high gain flying Lessons Lened
qualities. This b an existing maneuver at the Air Force
Flight Test Center but was tested here for further vlidatlion Several valuable lessons were leamzd while evolving and
and because it may nt be a well-recognized evaluation using the maneuver development pro.ess. Some of these
maneuver. The maneuver consists of tracking the refueling lessons will be summarized here to improve the qtality of 0
probe of a tanker from a predefined range. The evaluation new evaluation maneuvers and minimize the time -equed to
pilot can track a :'teady probe or the boom operator can move develop them.
the probe to create trackitug earors. This task was more
difficult to fly in fixed.base piloted simulation titan believed Use of Piloted Flight Simulation
to be in fligh:. It appeared tht PIO tendencies were
exaggerated and :t was more difficult to control the range to Pilote. flight simulation was found to be an effective tool in
probe. These %were attributed to the reduced pilot cues. It is the development and evaluation of maneuvers. Different
still beli'ved to be a valuable task for flyint qualities ratings; ap soaches a techniques to fly a maneuver could be mcA
however, fixed.base simulition may result un an overly quickly and eliminated from consideration. Additionally, a
pesu'nistic evalu,.on. quick apreciaton could be gains-d for the type of data

generated ad he aircraft characteristics evaluated. The
STEM 19. Trncking n Powur Approach mneuver can then be refined to produce bezaer quality data.

Other types of simulation, without a humrn pilot in the loop.
This maneuvei is intended to evaluate the precise tracking may also be useful to develop or screen maneuvers but were
capabilities in a landing configuration. It can be perforned not investigated during thi: research.
at a safe altitude before precision landings are atemted.
This was an exising maneuver but was tested here for further Pilot and Enginaer Involvement
vaidati-n and because it may not be s well-recognizd
evaluation maneuver. The maneuver consists of tracking a It is recommended that both pilots and engineers be involved
taget aircraft from approximately W50) ft tange while in a throughout the development 3f new evaluation maneuvers.
power vpproach mode and at approach ainpeed. It is There may be some overlap of knowledge, but each tends to
valuable to have the target perform a sequence of heading have a rpecialized background that can improve the value of
changes to generate a mote demanding task. Addiional the maneuver. In general. engi s wre ieeded to
testing aid validatitr of the this maneuver is rcommended: determine the constraints on the maneuver md the data
however, it appear,; to be a promising maneuver for fiving obtained from the maneuver. The pilots were invaluable in
qual.ties comments and ratings. maintaining operationally representative conditions and

defining techniques for the maneuvers. Both pilots and
STEM 20. Offset Approach to Landing engineers had important suggestions to impro.e the flyability

and repeatability of the maneuvers.
This maneuver provides a demanding fling quslities task to
test the ability to cr.ntrol flight path and speed while the Operational and Test Experience
aircraft is cenfigur-l for apoach. This maneuver has b:
vied extensively to evaluste aircraft approach to landing The mfluence of pilots with operational and tes eaperience is
flying qualities. Aircraft irtred control was found inadequate als, :mportant because of the desire to Inr the maneuvers to
for the model tested dtring this resevch and that tended to operational requirements. Pilots with operational experience
dominate the pilot co,.menus. T eti'g was suspended have a good understanding of how toe aircrzft will really be
because of the amount of data and testiig ths: has already use in training and operstion, and they have sntgificant
been conducted in other research. This maneuver is included exoerience and knowledge of tac.-.s and techniques. Flight
in STEMS beeuse i. hts been a valuable evaluation tool in test esperience is important to increase the overall quality of
several develpmemt protrams. the maneuver and data by improving the imi,euver setups and 4

execution for better repeatability.
Maneuver Selection Guidelines

Data Quality Review
Maneuver selection guidelines have been developed to help
the user select the mou appropriate maneuver to test rater It is ,ety imporiant to review the data generated from a
than blindly using ill of the maneuvers. The best maneuver maneuver a*d have an tnderstandirtig of its sensitivity to
to use fr .s evahiAtion depends upo the data and design parrmetr variations. It may be misleading to develop
in'ormation that is being sought. Therre'ne, a user must first a maneuver with a single set of aircraft dynumics and then
iWestify the type of aircraft to be evaluated, its intended use it to evaluse design modificautions or othe aircraft The
mission. --d the aircraft attributes to be tested. This data must i. checked o evaluate the Lnount of pilot
iniormatns can be used in conjunction with a cross reference variability expected in the data. The pilot varialiahir shouid
table, whch is provi'ted with the maneuver., to identify then be compared to the changes obseved d e to design
ptentiSily useful maneuvers. The Manuvtr defrip'ion parameter vai:stions to determine which Pieces of data can be
sheet and backgroand infofmation cm then be futh used in the design imess. Thit data review should be
examined 'o determine tie best mar uvrs for the specific applied to both quantitative and qualitative data.
trt Objectives. Examples of information that may help S14
identify the mor; appropriate evaluation maeuver includes Observaions From DOE Testing



Many of the simulatko test matrices used during ths
Lechniqits. Fractional factorial matrices were used to Statistics for Experimenters. John Wiley and Sons. New0
minimze the data requirements so that w; many maneuvers as York. NY 1978.
possible could be developed. The DOE test techni
worked well for qluantitative data, but it was difr,=u 3. Lawless A.R.. and Butts. S.L,. "Aircraft Agility
analyze the qisalizativc. data since multiple design paanieters Measuremnent Research and Developitent,"
were being varied simultaneously. Also, it can be difficult to AFFTC.TIM-91-0l. June 1991.
efficiently expand testing after an initial data set is taken.
Simple test marices could be augmented to include 4. Butts, S.L. arid Purifo ') D.. "X.29A High
additional design perraners. but more complex matrices Angle-or.Attack Agility Flightf1est Results,"
could not be augmientod. As at result, it is very valuable to AFT-IM9-2 September 1991.
perform a quick, qualiAtive checi: of the intendled test matrix
pro to gpthering aconipleu. data set. 5. Wilson, DJ.. "Arcraft Maneuvers for the

Evaluation of Flying Qualities and Agility - Maneuver
Sumnmary vAd Recommendaiions Descriptions and Selection Gu~de." WL-TR.9330O12 Augmst

1993.
Thsresearch resulted in an initial set of 20 standard

evaluation maneuvers and the definition of a manuver 6. Wilson, DJ., "Aircraft Maneuvers for the
developmenit process. These maneuvers are meant to Evaluation of Flying Qualities and Agility - Maneuver
augment current evaluation maneuvers and the maneuver Development Process and Initial Maneuver Set.: WL-TR-93-
development process i; inte:ded to help the- creation of 3081. August 1993.
additional maneuvers. It is strongly reconmnded that
STEMS be nmaintained as a "living" document that can be 7. Wilson, DJ.. and Riley. D.R., 'Flying Qualities
used as a reference guide for evaluation maneuvers. New Criteria Development Through Manned Simulation for 45
and existing evaluation maneuvers should be include!d in Degrees Angle of Attack.- Final Report," NASA CR-4435.
STEMS to make it more widely applicable. The vast April 1992.
Majorityr of the initial maneuvers were developed for the
evaluation of fighter aircraft, high AOA dynamics. However. 8. Wilson, DJ.. Riley, D.R.. and Cinirs, K.D.. 'lying
the maneue dee Imn process was shown to work for Qualities Criteria for 60 Degre Angie of Attack." NASA
the conniona Nligt envelope and for other aircraft classes. report to be published in 1993.
Finally, continued documenition of the use of the- STEMS
maneuvers and resulting lessons learned is encouraged 9. Ogburn. M. E.. et al. "High.Angle-of.Attack Nose
because it can provide valuable reference information for Down Pitch Control Requirements for Relaxed Static Stability
future users. Such informatiorns should be sent to Wright Combtt Aircraft", NASA Conference Publication 3149.
Laboratory, Attention: T. Cord at Wright-Patterson Air Force October 1990.

Bs.10. anon. "Multi-System Integrated Control%, WRDC-
TR.90.6001. June 1990.
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Study Findings on the Influence of Maneuverability and Agility on Helicopter
Handling Qualities

Matthew S. Whaley
Aerospace Engirnve

U.S. Army Acroflightdynarnics Directorate
MS 210-7. Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000
USA

1. SUMMARY ctange and is referred to as attitude quickness. The large am-
Three piloted simulation studies were performed by the U.S. plitude response requirements are expressed in terms of peak

Army Aroflightdynamics Directorate to examine the influence rat capabilities.
of maneuve.-abtlity and agility on helicopter handling qualities Three piloted simulation experiments were performed to exai-
and to provide an expanded basis for the dynamic response re- me the influence of maneuverability and agility on helicopter
quirements in Aeronautical Design Standard 33C. Haiidling handling qualities in terms of the specification requirements •
Qualities Requtrements for Militzry Rotorcraft. The experi- contained in ADS-33C. The experiments are referred to in this
ments focused on aggrtssive tasks such as air-to-air combat and paper as I) the yaw agility experimert. 2) the pitch and roll ma-
target acquisition and tracking. The first experiment focused on neuverability and agility experiment, and 3) the normal and
yaw agility requirements in the form of attitude quickness and longitudinal Ioa factor experiments.
bandwidth. The second experiment focused on pitch and roll
agility ad maneuverability requirements in the form of band- 2.1 Yaw aglity experiment
width, angular rate. and attitude quickness. The third exped- ADS-33C contains several quantitative requirements pertaining
meat focused on maneuverability requirements in the form of to the response of the yaw axis to control inputs. Of particular
normal and longitudinal load factor envelope for both conven- interest during this experiment were Sections 3.3 6 and 3.4.7 I;
tional and compound helicopters. Findings from the three the moderate-amplitude heading changes in hover (attitude
studies are presented in th, form of Cooper-Harper handliog quickness) arid bandwidth in forward-flight requirements.
qualities ratings, pilc commentary, and task pertormance. However. only the ctttitude quickness results will be discuisd

in this paper.
.5 INTRODUCT1ON The ADS-33C hover and low speed moderate-amplitude head-Mane'jverability and agility (M/A) has been a topic of research . c
for many years in both the fixed a,.id rotary wing communities.
It is generally agreed that maneuverability is some measure of "rh ratio of peak yaw rate to change in heading rpklAvt,&
the maximum achievable time-rate-of-change of the velocity shall exceed the lintir specflied in IFigure 11. The required
vector and that agility is the measure of the maximum achiev- heading changes shall be made as rapidly as possible front one
able time rate-of-change of the acceleration rector. It is also steady heading to another and wthout significant reversals in
agreed that good NS!A ih a key requirement for success in highly the sign of the cocipit control input relatlve to the trm posi-
dynamic missions such is air-to-air combat. lnfomrunattly. a rion.
precise definition of MA and a quantification of the amunt m. The attitude quickness requirement applies to attitude changes
quired has rot y.. beenc agreed upon. As aa altenative. MIAAalities ranging from 10 to 60 deg. Attit-de changes of less then 60
will be represcrod here using the existing handling quslitics deg. are covered ty the bandwidth criteria (see section 2.2),
dynamic respanse criteria from the current Army handling while attitude changes of greater than 60 deg. are covered by a
qualities specification. ADS-33C, Handling Qualities Require- minimum angular rate capability requirement.
mentsior Military Rotorcref (Ref I).

The requirement characterizes not only how quickly the pilot
ADS.33C is a comprehensive document containing handling can effect P heading change, but also how precisely. This is
qualities requirements for all phasos of helicopter operations in- achieved tL.'gi the variables used by the requirement. 5AV
eluding air-to-air combat. The intent of the document is to refers to the maximum heading change associated with estab-
ensure that no lIm:,ations on flight safety or on the c-pability to lishing a new heading. Using this number has the effect of pe-
perform iended missions will result from deficiencies in han. nalizing any oiershoots that occur. 4 V. refers to the mini-
dling qurlities. ADS-33C contains quantitative dynamic re- mum undershoot which occurs during the course of establishing
sponse requirements for small. moderate and large amplitude a new heading thereby penalizing undershoots.
responses. The small arnlitude requirements consist of shon
term response to control inritss requirements ard are defined in Because of the implied impact on design, it was felt necessary
terms of bandwidth in the frequency domain. The mo'erate to perform a careful investigation to supplement the current ba-
amplitude response requirements are defined in the time domain sis for the ADS-33C yaw attitude quickness requirement. 4
in terms of the ratio of peak rate respnse for a given attitude

P. ented at an AGA RD Meetag on fTechno'osrclor Highly Manoeuwable Airmfi, October 1993.
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2.2 Pitch and roll maneiaverabilityand agility experiment20 WS WWof adM .
ADS-33C contains requirements for the pitch and roll response. I". ~Aso
Of particular isterec. to this experiment were Sections 3.4.! 1. 57 ,2j).SG

3.4.5.1. 3.4.5.2. and .3 4.5.3 . These sections p.mrain to the Z------
bandwidth. etritudec quickness and control power of the pitch 0 0~d
and roll axes in forward flight above 45 knots. Howeve. only -

the rot; bandwidth requirement will be diseusadin this pper.
Thec ADS-33C requirement for bandwidth is shown in figure 2. __2 ___................ . .
The bandwidth and phase delay' parnaeters are obtained irom
frequency responises as dlefined in figure 3. Bandwidth, as de- I *
fined in the specifieatico. is referenced to the aircraft with all -- I
augmentation locps closed, but not with the pilot in the loop. 45 dogi4 -
The frequency response data requzred to measure the bandwidL% 18

lara-netcrs must include all of the elements of a typical analogAl
or digital flight control system; e.g . anti-aliasing filters, bend- 7
ing mode flters, stick filters, actuators, computational delays. -2701...................................etc. Bandwidth is measured from a frequency response (Bode) (A, s 2"iti
plot of angular attitude responise to cockpit controller force. As Feuny(o -
shown in figure 3. two bandwidth frequencies are measured: theFrqec(rds)
frequency for 6 dli of gain margin (O)jw5..). and the frequer.cy Figure 3. Banwdtf definition.
for 45 degrees of phase margin ((sosw,,). This describes the investigated By taking this approach. it was expected that aseo
margin above the (augmented) vehicle's response in which the of data would~ be generated from which information regarding
pi~rit can double his gain or add a time delay or p*se- lag with the relationshfip between maneuiverability, mission performance.
out causing an instability. The phase delay parameter arid handling qualitiescoou~dbe obtained.
clia,'acterizes the shape of the phase curve beyond the
bandwidth frequency. 3. DESCRIPTIONS OF THF TH1REE EXPERIENIES

All three investigations were conducted using the NASA Ames
2.3 Normal and longitudinal load factor/mantuytrablity Research Center Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS) (fig. 4. ref.
eirptrimnrt 2). The VMS is uniQUe among flight simulators in its large
To change the maigriltude and direction of the velocity vector range of motion (table 1). T1his large motion capability pro-
one hat to apply a force. Obvinusly. then, the major contributor vides cuecs to the pilot that are --nrical to the study of handling
to good maneuverability is the ability to grnerate normal. bongi- qualities. The cockpit was configured as a single pilot cockpit
tudinal. and lateral load factor. In a conventional helicopter. win a ttree window computer gene-rated i.nagery (CCII) dii..
acceleinition is generated by changing the magnitude and direc- play. Conventional helicopter controllers; were used. A lead-
tion of the main rotor thrust. In a compound helicopter. aced- up display (IIUD) provided the pilot with critical aircraft state
erztion is generated by usinp a combination of the magnitude and tcrgeiting infonsiation
and the diection of the main rotor thnust and the magnitude of A stability derivative helicopter math model seri"cd the En-
the auixiliary thrust. hanced Stability Derivative Model (-t:SD) was used as the own-
Maneuverability Was examined in the contest of thes facts dlur- ship. The- ISD MOdrIl 2s a dervaive of the TMAN nmodel tie-
ing this experiment. Na2mely, the effects that variations in the veloped for the Heclicoipter Air Combat simulation eapenrdns
loa factor envelope htve on handling qualities and mission (refs 3-5). rier versions o.' the ESD model have been used
perforn'ance for some representative "aggressive" tasks wer for other handling qualities ~xperments (refs. 6 and 7).



I figuration in the formn of commentary and a Cooper-Harpecr
raig(CHR) (ref. 10),

To minimize the effects of training. each pilot was given scv-
cral hours to practice the tasks. During this time. task perfor-
manc was communicated to the pilot at thc end of each run.
Data were not collected until both the pilot and the investigators
were convinced that the pilot had achieved the necessary skill
level. After a minimum of three representative runs wcre

I recorded. the pilot would give commentary and assign a CIIR.

3.1 Yaw agllty experimnent

3. 1. 1 Erienmt'ra -arabkes
Thecre were two experimental %ariables used during the yaw
agility experiment: yaw damping. N_, and y'aw actuator rate
limit. 45,m N, ranged from -0. 5 to -4.0 sec- I n (Pranged
from 50) percentec to unlimited. The effect of yaw actuator
rate limit is shown in figure S. The yaw control effectiveness.

w as ikdjuste for each configuration such that a maximum
yaw' rate of 60O deg/%ec was attainable in hoser regardless of the

amount of yaw damping.

~I~i';3.1.2 TaiS5
Three tasks were flown during the experiment - the target aic-
quisiuion in hoser task, the 180 degree turn in hoser task. and
the target tracking in forward fligtht task. Flouc~cr. only the
target acquisition tn hoser task Aill be discussed in this paper.

Figure 4. NASA Ames Vetcal Motion Simiulator. The target acquisition in ho~cr task was designed to cs'.,luatc
the lotcation of the existing attitude quickness boundaries. F~ig-

Tabl 1.VetlcalMotin Srrxatormoton lmit, tre 6 illustates the task setup. [he helicopter was initialied in
Tabl 1.Verica MoionSirnlatr mtio lifta It0 fox* hoser waith no target present. When the pilot indicated

Dt'pl Rate Accel- he was read), a target was made to appear which would he at

till I f"%c) itt'sec2t some angular offset from the helicopter heading. Upon seeing
_______ -- the target. the pilot would saw the aircraft to acquire and hold

Long. - the target within ±1 deg of the horesight for two seconds. A
Lit. 2t :16 slid tone in the headset would indicate to the pilot when he had

_____- i -- the targe within ± I deg of his boresight reticule. Alter the pilot
(deg) degseti deglsec2t ha~d held the target within the required pointing constraints for

Pach ±18 .-U 1 ±115 tw-Ao sec. the headset tone wAould , Aitch from solid to intermit-
Roll :18 ±4)U 1 115 tent at which point the pilot 'u'uld scluecie the trigger to

Yau ~ - ±46 ±115 ~ hoW the target. The target uould then immediately disap-
pecar and reappearat a newlocatioin. The task of acquiring the
targe, was then repeated using ai different target location. T1his

The iESD. model is a simpfc. non-linear, generic helicopter math
model intended for use as a handling qualities research tool. It nou Sw w£ctor rawun i.tse

includes the effect of load factor on the pitch and roll rate 2.5- r A
damping derivatives, the effect of forward speed on the force&P.5
derivatives, a collective trim curve, and a ground effect model. awvdh-&
The aittitude response is rate-type in pitrh. roll, and yaw with l 2.0 - O so ~ ~ m~i.O'
automatic tumn -coordiination above fifty knots. The model does 10
not include control or response coupling,.

Both the pitch and roll maneuverability and agility and the 1I sevlo
niormal and longitudinal load factor/mancuverability expert- at
merits contained air-to-air tasks which used an automated air-to- 1.0
air adversary termed the AUTOmated NiANeuvering 5
(AUTONIAN) opponent tRefs. 8,.9). AUTOSIAN was devel-
oped by Grumman Corporation under contract to the U.S.
Army Acrollighidynamics Directorate. 0.5

Four types of data were collected during these experiments.
Real time variables of interest such as position, attitude, and
rates were recorded continuously. Performance measures such 0.0 10 20 30 40 so so

as time on target were recorded and printed out at the end of *nmm heading change, A ~ (deg)

each run. Qualitative pilot opinion was gathered for each eon- Figure 5. Effect of actuator rato limnit on altitude quickness
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IN 6 overshoots. The perfor.nance standards wen established
e, ly In the simulson by having seversl pilots ,storm the task
very aggressively using a "good" configuntion and then mea-

mea suring their performance. Using perfxciarncc standards that
had been established this way led to the desired cffect of driv-Sing each piWos aggressilveriess to a consstly high tz-vel.

- "3.1.3 F~rbsn results

K> This section contains a discussion of the qualitative and quanti.
tative dam gathered for the target acquisition task. Data are
presented in the form of task performance measures, CHRs. and 0
pilot commentary. The data shown are a summary of the data
g~atr from all six pilots who particip-ted.

An effort has been made to determine the level of confidence in
. @ the data. The range within which th: true mean will occur with

a ninety prrcent probability has been calculated using the i test
. io (rc . 1I). This confidence interval is indicated using eor ben 0

Fqxe 6. Target acjiskaoin hover task. on the task performance pW and CHRs summary plots. Stated

more simply, the true mean of the entire pilot population has a
process wwuld continue until six targets had been acquired. The ninety percent chance of occurring within the range indicated
targets were positioned such that one heading change each of by the error bas. This information is uscrul in that it reflects
10. 20. 30.40.50. and 60 deg would be required. The sequence both the sample size and variation of the data collected.
and direction of the heading changes kcre ordered randomly. Figure 7 contains a summary of the CHRs, the total ;ine to ac-
The pilot was required to maintain his horizontal position uire all six targtts, and the number of acquisition overshoots
within 25 feet of his starting point througout the task. w;.ich occurred. The symbols indicate the location of the mean

The performance standirds for this task were based on th and the error brs indicate the 90 percent confidence interval.
quickness and prccision with which the yaw maneuvers were The numbers adjacent to the mean indicate the number of data
performed Desired performance required that all six targets be points collected for that configuration. i'or this task. 208 runs
acquired within 35 seconds with no more than 3 overshoots of were performed and 57 CHRs were assigned. The dashed lines
the ±1 deg acquisition zone. Adequate performance required on the CHR plot; indicate the boundaries Letween Level I
that all six targets be acquired within 40 sec with no more than

Actuator ,at* Itnilt
50 pct/sec 100 pet/sac 150 petlsee 200 pctlsee No limIt

10

2 P, 0 ) ,

--- -o .0
L

5, L K H ---- ---

0 -2 -4 0 *2 -4 0 -2 -4 0 -2 -4 0 .2 -4
Yaw damping, Hr (l /aC)

Fiae 7 Targ! acq fthn in howr osmiita. (&a) Cooperr HlAWe rm s; (ti) ie to acquire al six •t , (k-.) rxyNer of over-

sh0o0



(tatisfactory). Level 2 (adequat), and Level 3 (unsatiifactory) 2.5
handling qualities. The dashed finms on the total-timc plots in.
dicate the desired and adequate performance standards of 35 AD- eurmn
and 40 sec~ The dashed lines cn the overshoot plots indicate the ,~2.0

desired and adequate performance standards of 3 and 6 over-
shcot.

In general. it can be seen that there is a good correlation be- 7,Lv~
tween the task performanice and the CIIRs. This does not imply 4~
that the pilots relied merely ont the performance standards in C
assigning ClIRs. On the contrary, it is clear from the pilot 10
comnlcntary that the pilots were primarily assssing their Over-
all workload. For example, for a decidedly Level 3 configura. 0.
tion (actuator rate lirit = 50 pceent/sec. N, = -0.5 sec-s pilot
B states:

"[Mi configuration isi characterized by sluggish response - 0.0 10 20 0 40 so 60
sluggish response on the int target acqiition phase and h~gnisturr h46eN hnge , AV.*, (&eg)
oscillatory and unpredictable responie in the target trackitng Figure 8. Target acquisition in hover atiue quickness results.
phase. Very unpredictable response in the termination of the
:arget tracking... It has nonlinear characteristics in shat respect
as well as the iluggiih response. And the result is that the .3.2. Pitch and roll maneuverability and agility experiment
requlrcment for the pilot to exercise a lot of lead and the prin- 32 1 Exeieilsalbe
cipal result is the inability to make even adequate pefrma nce , ro limit the size of the configuratioct matx a baseline configu-
standards..."- (CHR 71 rslion was established for the pitch and roll maneuverability
A LecIc 2 configuration (acrtotr rate limit = 5% percntsec. N, and agility c~pesimtnt from which each of the experimcrnzal

-3.0 sec-1 received the following commentary, from pilot B, variables wa,. varied individu211y. 7he baseline configuration

"Th- configurati was characterized by good initial response. and experimental variable ranges %ere established iteratively
very snappy initial response which leads you to believe it is go. based on pilot commentary gathered during the initial phases of
ing :a be a gcvd configuration unsil you try to arret the initi the experiment. Table 2 gives a summuary of the range of con-
acquisition phase which res ults in lack oflprecision and over- figurations tha were examined during this experiment.* *
shoot of the desired arresting point. And in addition the target The bandwidth wan vared via the pitch and roll damping
tracking pha.e es oscillatory. .Thje deficiencies are more than derivatives and ranged from 0.5 rai/sec to 5SO rad/sec. The
anno)-ing because they reauly do demand a very specific cont rol maximum pitch and roll rate %ere vaned via the control sensi-
srrategy and a fair amount offorethought. to accomplish the tivity derivatives and ranged from 30 deg/ser to 120 deg/sec.

takSo the deficiencies are moderately objectionable. The The attitudle quickness was varned via an rcnsatoe late limiter
dmnson the pilot involve at least moderate cornpensatwn.. - that ranged from 10 percet/see to unlimited.

The baseline configuration had a pitch bandwidth of 3 rat/sec.a
Firnally. a Level I configuration (actuator rate limit = 100 per- roll bnudwidth of 4 rad/sec. a maximum pitch rate capabilit) of
cent/sac. N, . -4.0 scc1l) receives the following assessment 60 deglsec. a maximum roll rate capability of 100 degj'sec. and
front pilot C.unlimited actuator rate lEmit in both the pitch and roll axes.

"That configuration was clearly optimal. thatl is, it was very Table 2. Expereental vWaribls
easy tofly. ...was good for target acquisition and it was goat!
for fine tracking. In one a, two cases where the pepper was. Baseline Variatin
going off it was easy to stop it and bring it back to center. Pitch Bandwidth (rad/secl 3 (1.5-5.0
crisp and easy toaoelersre to maximwm yaw rote... "(CHR 2) Roll bandwidth (ratl/scc) 4 0.5-SO

It can be seen in igwe 7 that yaw d&mping. N, had a stimager Max pitch rate (deg/sec) 60 304120
influence on handling fo qualitiesLelIt than did actuator mae ofit Max roll rate (degfse)ticc) No imi 30-120

yaw dasmping examined. regardless of the acissatoir rate limit. In Rofl actuator rate Ulit (pict/ic) No0 limit 30-120
contrast, the actuator rat limit increased t CI4Rs only slightly
for the 100 percent/see case and rer for the SO percent/sec 3.2 Tasks
case. Te actuator rate limit was not inves-igated at values Two tasks were flown during the experiment: the abeam titsk
lower thart 50 perent/see beause it was felt that this vauewa ard the mountain task. The objective of both tasks wax the
already !ess than wosuld practically exist in any protcton air- same -to takthe ALTOMAN for as osiS aspossible using
cra&t the ownaltip boresight reticule. In addition. the pilot was re-

quired to maintain lets thtan 0.1 g lateral 3cclration, one ball
Figure 8 shiows an interpretation of tie CHR dat: v~nich sug- width. whil tracking. Pilots were enicouraged to maintain vir-
grit a location for the attitude quickness Level tand Level 2 speed above forty-five knots. Each run was limited to 25 see-
br~sntaries for an assumed Ideaized control Input shape. Tile onds. Only the abeam task will be tieseinbed in thi: paper.
results supgcst that the existing ADS-33C yaw attitude quick- s ata oihos(rteaemts r hw nfgr
ness boundaries might be relaxed without sacrificing satisfac- ciiilcniiosfrteaemtska hw nfgr
tory han-dling qualties. The target w-a positiored 2000 fee in front of. and I CO feet be
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low the ownshlp with a heading 135 degrees away to the lef or drnfic. improvent out to 3.0 rad/sec and than level off.
riht. The owuship was initialized at its maximmanu,6w- Both the W tim. on t'rt and the maximum
fag sped, 80 knots, whife the target was initialized at 120
knots. Lne.of.sight existed for both aJa over hilly terrain. 101-
The initial target heading was randcmly set to either the left or j .O% C ferl
the right before each run to ineroduce some vanrbifity to the 9 0tak

Task petformance standards were based on tlong e At Innua dequate

ous tracking period measured during the run. Tracking time ac. -
caulted whencvertheAUTOMAN cwas within30fed ofa 7
vector defined by the ownship bosight (azimuth and elevation
less than tan" (301rnge) ). aad the ownship lt.ail acceleration " •

was les than 0.1 g. Performance (v the long:9 tracking po-
nod was categorized as unsatisfactory gem than 1.5 seconds). S Adequate
adequate (greater than or equal to 1.5 and less than 3.0 see-
cads). or desired (rester than or equal to 3.0 seconds). These . 4
levels were established during eady fixed-baae operation to as- ---- - - -

sure a baseline level of aggression among the pilots. Task per- -
formance was indicated to the pilot via audio tones in the head-
S2 Sstlsfactory

..Z3 Ewrurpemsnreudu 2r
Because of the large volume of dat gathered. the only expe-. 0 1 2 3 4 5 a 7
mental variable discusse in detail is roll bandwidth. Also. only oM brdohdth (adtdse)
the data from the abeam task arm shown because c the similar. FRgur 10. Sumnryof CHRs versus tci bandwld lot Oil pklot
ity of the results of the two tasks. Results ur prescnted in the for boM tasks.
ferm of task perfomance, ChR's. and pilct commentary. The
data shown are a surmnry of ttx.cas gathered from all four 20~ Mea I conf,.-., c I
pilots who pariciprs eflf Ontrval

Fisure l0shows a summary of the CIHR data plotted versus roll 4 Total time on targlet
bandwidth for both tasks. Rgvre I I shows a summary of the I -0- Max eontlnuous time on torget
task performaurne plotted venus roll bandwidth for the abeamn

The CHR's indicate that a minimund bandwiJtl of approxi- 1;

rntely 1.0 rad/scc Is required for Level 2 handling qualities.
Pilot commentary supports this observation. The comments for '10

tha 0.5 rd/sec bandwidth case refer primarily to maintaining F 1 4
control of the aircraft while the comments for the 1.0 rad/sc
case refer to the config,-ations ability to meet task perfortair"c.
requirements.

The roll bandwift requited for Levd I is wx as obvious. The
mean CHR is best at 3.5 tad/sec, but only borderline Level
I/Level 2. Eamrition of the individual ratings reveal. how-
ever. at eightL vel I ratings wet given with all but one of ----J- 0
them occurring above 3.5 ra&xc Considering these facm. the 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
best ezalmate Is that a minimum bandwidth of 3.5 rad/sec is re- Roll bandwidth (rid/sec)
quired for Level I handling qualities. 1 1 .Str otsdd W eiSonn I IIw rol n.

The task pi cnanc data shown for te abeam task in figure mmtkS lor ap a) let fti aeam t.
II is reprew.Alve of both tasks. The performance data show

0 *
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contivuous tme on target show the sim: trend. TinSe results udy-command. The collective beep switch and the cyclic
correlars well with the pilot opinion data. thumb joystick were used as either X-force-ratc-command or

TIe curt ADS.33C reuirement calls for a roll twndwidth of ubo.y-ratc-command. This resulted in the eight auxiliary ()
2.0 ra&sc for Level 2 ad 3.5 rad/sec for Level i. The data thruster contol possibilities shown in table 3.

prcr-nted here indicate that the Level 2 requirement could be
reduced. Good agreemen. with the Level l require-merit was 3.3.1 per .,enhal wiiables
found. Normal and longiudial load facor envelope were varied dur-

ing this experiment. Table 4 shows the configuration tet ma-
3.3 Normal at kmgltud 1 load fact-lrmam tvxrabillty trix. Maximum continuous normal load factor capability was

expadest varied from 1.5 to 3.0 g (a! 80 kt). Maximum longitudinal load
An auxiliary thruster with a zelectabse force or uh-command factor capability was vaned only for the thrust augmested cases

system was ad for the normal &-d longitudinal load fac- and was varied from 0.1 to 1.0 auxiliary tlrustlweight ratio.
tormameuverability experienc. The math Model assumed ax- The transient load factor limit was set equal to 1.33 times the
ial flow through 2 10 ft diameter propeller and iicluded the ef' maximum continuous load factor capability at 80 k.
fecta of bodh power and stall limitatiou. The total po%.w avail-
,ble was shared between the main rotor r.,d the propelle.. 3.3.2 Tasks

Four iTceptors for the control of the auxiliary thrst" Were C- tasks were flown during th&e experiment - the abeam air-
to-air task. the mountain air-to-air task. and the retur-to-covcr

aid during the ely s"agex o; the &imulati (i. 12). 7 task. The abea r and mountain tasks were the same as in the
four were; 11 a thurnbahel on the cyclic grip that contained a pitch ard roll . verability and aiity expermem
center detent but no spring gradi'nt; 2) a thunb joysticL on top

of the cyclic g',p: 3) a twis' grip on the cc lective tht contained
only friction; and 4) a beep switcule the collecive head. The
thumbwheel and the collective twist grip were used as either di- m• jo.tsc

et X-force-comnand or

Tat4. 3. #Aa~tu~ sittcontrolinMa- Be N

torfaapnW R~Eeg2. Tp hnw

c)clic thumb joystick force rare
cyclic thumb joystick uora e
cyclic t1ourribwheel force TWi

cyLIL- thumbwherl byJ 
collective brep switch force rate
collective beep switch utx4 rMe

colcth twist sgrip force
collect~ve twist grip "o (a)

Fig=r 17- Locs~onc of xxiary V"us conedo Ineplora. (at coll-
evegrip: (b) cycic grip

TOblM 4. Configaon test mat!

Auxiliaryf t-rintw •

N W
a  0 0.1 0.2 0 .3 3 b 0.6 1.0

1.5 AM2R AM

1135 AMR AM
2.0 AMM 2R A ANM

2.5 IR~ AM
30 AMR AJM AM AMR AMR AR

3.5 AMW2 M MI AM

40 AMR AM AIM

5.0 AMR AM

A - Abe=m amo-r task
M - Mtcotsia arto-ar task
Mi2 - Mow-.i~ai rr.o-mv tatk. La.w cap~bsriy advemary
it -Ronx.teover i. k

K nuirem ctoitiunas cgpabsls4y aO beks.
b This le, 1 of thrustweigh represents the average valu_ o( several compound helicoptm sun-cyod

* 4

* 0 4
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be too sernitiv. The colecdve beep switch. although found to3.3.3 E~rlsn eii

This section contains a discussion of the results of adding ongi- oe satisfactory, was generally not preferred because of its -al
rudinal force control by mans of an auxiliary thruster. There- or nothini" input type. The collective twist pip was found to
suits from ,,arlsdons in load frztor capability and auxiliary have poor force/displacement charactistics; the forces were

trsut level are presented in the form of task performance. ratchty and it lacked a discenible deent.

CHRs, and pilot commentsy. The data shown are a summary It is interesting to note though that one pilot favored the colec-
of the d:t gathered for all four pilots who participated unless t;vc beep switch because of its location on the left side. He said
othcrwise noted, he felt that the auxiliry thruster was a -power-type" control

The eight diffecrn auxiliary thruster inceptor/control response nd should therefore be grouped with the collective.

types were examined to determine the best candidate for the T1e cyclic joystick with the ubod-rate command system was
tssainder of the expcrcnL The mean CHRs and some sam- used to geerate the rest of tie data presentd in this section.
pie pilot commentary from the abeam air-to-air task fix each of Figure 13 shows the CURs and task performance results for the
the right different combinations are shown in t S.air.to-air tasks with and without the auxiliary thruster. Figure

Generally. the pilots prefermd the u-body command systems 13ta) shows the m-an CHRs from both the 2beam task and the
over te force-command systems. This was because the force mountain task.
command syemu required the pilot to monitor thequantity and Figsm 13(b) shows the task performance results. The datL
duration of force that was applied in order to achieve the de.
sired airspeed or closure rate. This required adding the shown for the axiliasy thrster were for a tis sr which had a
iary thrust displayed on the HUD into the instnument scan and wanium thrut, eihtcpblity of"033.
trying to estimate t'. amount of auxiliary thrust required for the The resuita indicate a significant improvement in both handling
desired response. The u-body comra.d systems maintained qualities and task performance when the auxiliary thrute, was
the set ai-peed automatically. idded. In general. there was LO to 1.5 CHR improvement with

Of the inceptors examined, the cyclic joystick was preferred fr the auxiliary thruster. The CRs alo indicate that the pilots
its location. orientation. force c istics. and the ability to were satisfied with an approximately 3.0 g configuration withthe auxiliary thruster as compared to a 3.5 to 4.0 $ configura.
make incremental inputs. The cyclic thum', heel was found to tion without the auxiliary thruster.

Table S. Sans-tl plot warmntasy and fmoa CMRs -u auxaq Swsrua inceptorsm

Inceptor Comnmand system

(sea figure 12) force ="r ubod M

-1 had to work at it a tir more to maiLain the

cyclic thumb joystick airspeed controL_ I was the inegrStor in the ?-9pror.u fi tryk g to establish the new air.
speed- mean CHR a 5.S

Again it is more rk- *-ad because you seect i didn't particularly like all or nort*.g on the

colklctiv becp switch some power. ycu sk x r finger off. and to Swirch It was &ffcult to get as incremental
actually get to th- speed that you swted )ou change in there. And I thir that Ls a benefit
have tj desekect the p.-wer. That is rwce as with i-aq t on the [cycli joystick); to be
,.ich as you are doing before." 4. able to get that incremewal change.- 3.5

force ty
"Once yu are in a dynwc situat on. and you -t is acUlly nice to have a reference, an idea

cyclic tirbwscel are trying to stow domi and speed up. s u too e'whatspeedyou have set with th the X.forre
seratis.... ir that it is all too easy to selecfl ctotroller. but this. at the mmennt u too sensi.
aft orfull forward ad get the Midi his which rive." 5
ther decreases your speed too qtdckJy r in. S
c€rases your speed too quskly. makung it rery
difficult to controL " A

"1 don't lte the throttle arruntemsrni at u ! never knew where I s in the position and
Collective rue: Snp much t" stiff. there is uncertainly about it's is was cn difficult t fnd dte trum postion..positrn and what he neutral posinot, is - the ay ths is r"acting now. I would say thot it

Ths throttlr is al scre%,ed up. 6.0 is ttmos ''ar . 5,

N=t &Wanm S. c'.uiata! - 3 0. saiadry Ltawa'.rat - 0 3'
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No ae dk4 y Cuslt 3

22

1 _ _ _ _ _ 1 1 1 0 Ito)

11 7 3 4 51 2 2 4 5

Rgix, 3. Akr4)*.irOp rissite 4UiWidwoAaoiwywwjL (a) mamwCH~s lt bo~vsl (b.) butpes~wxrtwlarAq*

The ptlo com~mentary indcga that the Improved speed controJ sZc
that the auxziliary thzus~rafforded was a maejor fator Lt Mt im-.

proved M, Pilot B statd 4.5 15A*cuf
You c*td as tea~m h srlqveesyt lL

yowefdiAm. iwet wnnm rt vdorIm
t e MWa a beat-:posilim ,WWWW Jkvi-to s10 Solwrr the 4A0[ . .

collectime and b4-4g tAc nois zp so thAw jour o'ockAa has So

1owr,$,3.5 -35 3.1;3.0 2.9*
P'lot A comemented.

'Dkewig the WJAtpan oftj wLt iW 1tOZ ac e like ti-ce xarget
!s jofa2?GVA7IWEN yea thot you can so aheadand am posiiv
xkfbnv~ to L'crte ywt 4p"-4 qvcAJ* to ter i u ip to a desiI
mW~oirrate of lowe. Once &1headJrnoaysewedtaerag 2.6 j
you COMatcmuae your rlae of twein in ftev to o rck Mm.~-

Pilot commnztary a&W inrtaed that ac very high levels of'S'
ca$'ilit the x-fore:e waasno as useful becams of the Xlready

iclueeat ioei~si Ap . moatvery low Y capa- ~
ity the x-forc was viewedJ m ueable- to make up for the d&- ' .... J

t- cO(drfrkrzcy. 0 *2 CA CLA CA -AO

rime 14 shows a sumazfy of the cmata CHSU given forall of Fqtix 14. Ml~*bnwte csat r
the wuiaray thie rkitads. The data sh~own~ ft~fcm5 cA~ury &Y.tteapby.
the amsag of both air4o-air tasks. 7he data mzzve b= shaled
to ia~ethe CHAt Level: Level 3 nrate ate black. Level 2
rating arc gmay and LeveiA I eaing ame unshaded. ie lacaeium 4. CONCLLMMO
of the AH-56A cyn-= is sbow for comparison purAm~t Three piloted smirmulatlom saRiae vare pcsfornv'J by Ul U.S.

The datta irdicate that sowm load factor capabliy an be traded Amy' AeoU~ynk Db o to x -=t the I. .ecv
~d~s~ ~ ~of r cavertbli ad agiliy onm helicome- wndjfrt, quaW?.

OdF, sMi to provide an expamde bs (ow fto Ldauiz c epmse rr
~nqalhL I eabe seoth~a ~quirteeo in AroAea-l Design Staoatd 33C. Hzndltr.8

en azsIE &W agizs"dt o( 03 adiivWd bezza CHRs th Q6alties Requirnmeits for Mlizary Romoestaft. The cip-li
.. t -Cl:scnwhisoo auxiliary thru. cnfiitoms ~ kc nagsw ~ssika l arnua

wihciiythrusumcigh sewsi as oWW as 0.2 are Meen to POK m2Ck4 *osdo aeaeM~ Vha -o obta
5 iinicia hwinz qalit advarages o L.C with. agtacusto ndtaiig

ThA 7msuks of the target acquilition in bova task frmn t yaw

The data in figurt 14 Wc"u th- fte -=filrr;=m Withm meeit  agility expczlment sug~esr that the ADS-33C yaw attitude
qmeclcss bzdadmes raight be relale to the levels indicad in

5557 Umaat/aeigh kytels of 0O6 Wm 1.0 &~d not havespr - flm ihosaricnteWryfte lttoak P*
handling ciealltics advanmtages over thsose with 0~ 33 ccbdwcw"i oc

khuh dge LsCaebdndencinher
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Good agreement with the ADS.33C roll bandwidth rqirement I I Betnea, R. M. and Ritinehart. k. R ."Applied Engineering
%%as seen for the pitch and roll mancuverability and agility ex- Statistics". Marcel Dekker. Inc., New York. 1991, pp 63- )
periment. Task performance resulbs correlated we'll with pilot 65.
opinion ratings. 1 Sbtnito ehia aa H5AAtc ei
The normal arO longitudinal load factor/maneuverability ex : coper "S Bstnitons tcnica Data A- h 6 Atpotac Hcli-71
iment showed that the addition of auxiliary thrust can piovides cotraok a a.LokedRp R221
significant improvement in handling qualities. Auxiliary thrust CDROS er A3P 009 M Sa VC onrc 1972.-7
* -vels as low as 0.2 thrust/weight were shown to have signifi- C01(6) a 1 92
cant handling qualities and mission performance advantanges 13. Srota, W.W.. Petach, A.M.. East. A.W., and Larlson,
v ver those configurations without auxiliary thrust, It was also R.M. "AH-56A Performance Report", Lockheed Report
.ihown that integration of the auxiliary thxust inceptor with the LR 22707. USAAVSCOM Contract DAAE!3-66-0-
pilot's cth:r controls is critical. Poor implementation can actu- 3667(H), Juty 29. 1970.
ally make the vehicle more difficult to fly than if there %as no
auxiliary thrust at all. Of the auxiliary thruster/control systems
examined, a ubody'rate command/"ubody-hold system with a
cyclic joystick incep:or was fourd to provide the best handling
qualities. Som normal load factor capability could be traded
for auxiliary thrust capability without sacrificing satisfactory
handling qualities. Increasing auxiliary thrust levels to 0.6
thrust/we iglbt and highe: did not yield furthmer handling qualities
improvements over those: cases with 0 33 thrust/weight
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Operational Agility 0

An Overview of AGARD Working Group 19

K.McVAY
Bitish Aospace Dd'E

War" Acrodrome
Prestor- PR4 lAX

Luo&Wmie England

Summary both rMasona" and l from boW the vie oints ofthedsiummrasry liet of arcra and t: cusm-/uso

the vehicles that resiL

The eniom--t in which a fightr piot is required to In defiaing a Weapon System, it is essential to eamine
operate is sujec to M ,r,'o cbange. This change; the component parts and their interacton, whether ihis
arises from adnca ii,,. :eA, and the altering b Aiframe, p syte, sensors, cockpit and
*',r polit al sii.m " ly predicton tht can be arionics or the apom themseves and establish
mademith any confidence is .,M this change pocea is b xi s gistc bm etneen all of the

bosnd to contnue %ith an unprkt;bd rave component apptlira to the intended role and
missions of the aircrat. It is the ne d to achieve bal•ce

I dealing with changde, it is; cay to prescribe a proce i k op at isA th iri e drier for

but e=rm4ly dffsdt to implement the proos with sppotted by metrics which fit into a geneflised
ice5. SOU MqUiM an pation, Mctio ftrnework, capab of eval, ting a complex combat
re-ev" uadoaand fioio of tA= md process=. aircraft design with a view to maxdnsing the
The need ix chbae mut be r cif of th and fo d withinafd;bl cosli4its.
accoinwodeod Suca nit afq*L Whether applied to
figbter airola w ay ficd of hun endeavoutrnltsto 4gility. The activities otf the Group hate pioduced suchi a

frsmewort derved frm the various flight mechnics

In undertaking tiuis work, the Chvi, e icamrul sed bu concepts, but which would appear to be
n ndeition fagltymm e wt G rp widely crbs I-) cover the otber systems, either as
denition kx"aglity i hef w &k rom o itnividial systems, or as a total Weapon Sysem. Their
,ie varyiU " Nko Iw ng api DM as 0a is fnther wok required to confirm tt this franework

hewailimet as4 but out inta hiag m m
%hois isL Frhiat "within *- Oroup, re lave Potsn

been able to yKand aik ant ecm-alne the argammnnidth
a diVssiov anvncli wlaxA has embled us to

tianw 1v -aMsous w argts U mete_ . M This **An~ the nay fbr-Arti for future aircrAl
ground. rata the M Ahl nt of this dsn bance rlies all of the 0

Weapon System attributes to be studied evala d and

Ftooa our dehteraboas awl daw the riscr has aa st each oher, ,gether with the cost
emerged thit no one wr %=ug tw. all w tight, st implati , %o ddermne the oetinmurn Sol,.. This
least ipt1t may inply significant cotpromises if the Me and

past ~ ~ ~ ~ percived threats are Wio divrse. A consequence is that
brck aWd takc an &U embracing view. .Wdthy 6oe so, l:t:1 re" A=-snttmeiir
then the mcan:ge that 91 werz tprn to pi fb d Ind roim aMR m

nl&4~ have hatd L. widr anid mnore Mznspathdk a-idience to bepea nadilca a that traditi nl
sed, t iU orde tof the core &,ip bln for- given

All of the agiey concepts tA hm bee m forrd

hav som mert Whatv. wired Was a WEY to rote
the Ideas a"d be A& to py them in a air.w the it

Prescnted at an AG4RD Meeting on ' 7chnologlteJfor Highly M avamo ble Arcmfi: October 1993.
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Introduction o To highlight any Vpecialised aspects applicable

11e flying cliaracteris aitd flying qualts have been

major interests of the Flight %kchattics Panel of a To indicate possible meakis r.-f n-alu~tion inl
AGARD for many years. A sibeommittee of the P=*l night.

has ddresedthis are specifically. Retcntly, the
subcommittee sponsred Working Group 171 14i)Ih 0 To recommend areas for fiurthe research and
examined fth Handlig Qualitie; of Unstable Highly devclopuc1 activities, including possibc
Augmentod Aircrft. pubfishied as relcreico I and a coll ,orative prcoects.
Symposium on Flying Qualities, refereom 2.

Five %,orking sessions wore head at places ct special
Steming fom these acticlis, it VW rcO)PiSrd that interest tn thr group, between the yv-.r of 199t and
flying qualiies "n traditienial aircraft perfonmance 1993. Venues wre:-
perameters did no characterise the capability or
effectiveness of combat aircraft alWug~h they d!o offer a a Edad AFB Lmcst California. United
guide. Other lunm.id groups liad reacied a similar lt
conclusiori. The subec Owa arose from these
rt2idat2ions wa 1kt * S71PA. ;his. Fraz'ce.

Rzo*,nising that tis$ was A.- incomplete or immature s jiork Air Stafod CoInwic~it
concept and that a wide variety of s'metimes disperate:& tms
viesrs ezzsed, t Mane foroeid a further Woekir~g
Group, WG.19, consisting of speciatlists from AGARD 0 AnmbVrs-Iay

nubrcoumtoiestudy the *upc une th til oer,~i.Vaee Ia
xs originally proposed, 'FtonckoaI Agility' or as mow
pref-euTd by the members of WG. 19, QuperafionAl * Britisi) Aerospace, Warm~a United Xingdeon
Agility*.*

Working Group !9;is acw it. the proem ci Wunlising its
Thne final report of WO. 19 is dome to be pubfishevi as -ePOM wbhcb WWl he M~ilalk for gnenlA distuibtioc1 i&
reference 3 iii the near future, the nea fiAiar.

Objectives of Working Group 19 T1m Bxckgrcuttd to Open, tnaI

The spweic objectives foc Working Group 19 were Agility
defined by the prevous Working Group, 'W('17 't To understand t beckgwc-nd to COpcratio" Agilty it

followa:-is wrorh ccnr'dering soome of t historical background
to Whyit.

"To pomvie definitios, which ave urevorsall;
3cceptable, of the Weniwi~ogy itmvDv, in The Q~~1 air to air coeflictz cOVAUrrd in t Great War.
agi~ity. Ilere aircaft were for the rca purt nawginal with

regard to performnce, stability &-4d ccrtrWIlitq.
* To collate the resuls of lesson Jeanmd fhou Mooed. mny combsl k'ses could 1: aWnbirted Wo these

experimnnts on agtdty. s osoings rather than the action Gf the enemy.
HoOTMe. So0= Of the airrft *ue r~a~fd aW SW!lt

b To delne mctrici or figures o: mait for use in are 3s nimdlsl ()I the aWie fighWe, Farticaly in the
&swgn and evaluation hands of an xpert pilot. or *ace. The basic skills

required were the ability to remai.; in oaool and shoot
" To N.plrc &nd dommnnt the theorchcieni raey

fcui~ofts.
For subsequt conflicts, tic same basic skil& (vg.

" To explore t opratioal paynW of baianced i-urd 2)1I"Ii ziifte rlTe better stabhisd and
capabilities between the airfnni, systns and CCtuile and had Inctrzae- poymr available, resuiting

WC~~tSin higher speeds. Wt&i rsdar and radio, it b"- ne
posaI* to receie g~~idmnct, towzds the tarps tnit the
ground control perceved as the prime threat. Weapons
ituaued iiMl vinge, however, but r~azres of this,
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the increased speed and the added information changed that the wocklod in combat is ahtwzs nxaium, then
the difficulty of the pilots task due to the implications his ility to attend to earh system is significamly
on tds situational awa1enC5 and choice of tactics. reduced. Au aicaft in wb- this can be achieved with
Increasingly, the combat results became move clouded success can certainly be &..ibed W, agil.
by the interactin of the systems aailable to the pilot
and his ability to assimilate the information providet The Woring GCrop has defincdL, dbm our su[ject

of "Operational Agility' as a full system capblity.
The advent of jets, nubne radar capabtlity. mies including the enors and othes oixd eleromc
and coutr offensive equipment have all tended to systems and the vapons. Systems whkh are not
complicate *h pkture whilst attemp~ig to improve the onboard to which the acaAft s)Vems mist relate hae
ability to perform the same basic tasks, i.e.. finding the
opposhon and shooting him down ,,,_ _ _ -

Koea demonstrated the benefits of
lugh perfomanre combixed with, - -. kX£good handinS, to th detint of 1113 7" 9316D00I 190A
At Communist force. However l.a , 3WT3 0
some essons were forgotten, and I sr, o4crt

W to be rekamod in later j t,4, %,g
on.,flicts. RI&S,.om,

A classic modem "ap derives -et -"...

Aom the Filklands conflic w , reA r ---- p

the &.3 Harrier haO sifcatlyl

Mirage and Dagger aircra but dRd.,A',cdtm-Am abk to acqut itself very[ Actn It,,.m t
mcces," becam of it rada. l ''
wcuans, the back-el, o(sWTptarne I
control radar Wnt infornabio and
not having ,o operate at the
e tMes of its nLIc. Further
exampts come from the USAr and USN aggrwor W bee Wnsd-r1 spedfiMy.
training schools, where the sticc of the F-S in the
hands of very skilled. combot veenced pilots caused Definitions of Agility Terminology 0
a numher of upsets in trairing combot against
apparently more capable opponents. Iu developing t- e Aject of Operational Agility the

Group has had to derive % termixnolog which adequately
As & direct consequence, over recent years. then has describes the itwended x=Wainp, such that we w=ce
been a growing recognition that stedying traditional cear within =at own wo& Before describing the
perforianoe para-tiers and Flying Quah'ies does not activides and coacusim in deail, it is woth
adequately characterie the oiffereaces between aircraft pneuting the teinmlogy which nm ted.
or thei reative effect ess.

A set of defiitiow has been anrived a, which are
Coiderakly mom is invohvd in understading what consistent with the propoed vz.hosolog for evAluation
makes an aircraft effectved Ad many workers have been and specificato of the aircaft a its associated
attemptiun to qualify what the o da something is and onboard system. These defimiow ae:-
quantify ;Is me:asuemen The studies of agility we a
direct nesailA O M;. the ab-lity to ndpW and re-ond,

rapJ4gy amd pvdsrfy. With SOWV W an -u~ to
ntaximise mission effectivene.

Figure 1 PjWides an approxima=te illustration of the ALAM¢ d - the phlsical properties of the
inre-asing complexiy of the fighter plot's task which aircraft which relate to its ahi1y to change, rapidly and
have resulted from the introtiction of increasing prediely its flight path or Tinting axis and to its eage of
technology aimed at assisting him incrtase the completing that change.
effectiveess with which he can operate. f it is asvomed

* 0
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ft~azLikr thz aity to rapidly chag Mision symposium willadrs this work in Um
fuaOCtIciw Of tht ndWWA*W SYVA:Vs w~hki pFovi the do"ai.
Pio with Is tacdrdn amreness amd his 'Miity to &CM~
and launch weapons in rwonxse to mad to alter the * udinM1g Q~ualities and Airframe Agility
Cfvtivivim ilit bx is opera' It was recagniged that tlere is a sbn

relation between these areas, which i
!bM!AA&1 - the ahlity to crigage rspidly the addressed here. Paper 23 of this
charACItriStics O tbCh 1Ar2pMl =4a its ASSOCi2te 011board symposium relaes to this section, One ef
eyssems in vrsmas to hostile iment or counterthcorrwichabenrse ng
measures. the wt ofthe Gru elsto w eth r

not there is an Uffae limit to atility.
Trcug Lm iM isacotWond defirsd property Oheher this he ti- airframe er any other
tfiecbng the instrntaanons stale of the system urder sytm 'I'5i PUMP mm~6 reail

consileraion.understood in terms ofthe aiufrme agili.

The Form of the Working Group Final aC.0oftesra-OraeMWhc
conccn' th.1 %xy,hgl peibroace nl2y

r"~o the carffest chreussions within the Kisoup. ft WMs be dongcriaus to to, as the mmr 4ggei'lt
clear that tr. iing point for most people woitin :ke UM of te aij~tinc thYn tLk More dt
with agility pV~lm ww dU in the Fligbt Mochanics hafdi*, a lk(~i=4c may degrade. In iery
and Controls ta Most of the argartens rejarding bow high i'.ulkod situation. t"e may result in
to ciaracsense agile r,- aft Wa their origis in thea UMafe cMbact4-ic bet de siti-tior is
disciplines but vow~ authxors "Mc *dvorntin a tM&ad 1Jeniy to be dicialt to quawtfy as it ivill
appcbci Mv, ob4ectiva of te GM"u reqdra W V3 dqxrv! on hbe aWcssihvct of the pila.
adopt this broad .eporosh Me it was rognised MAn the If higL pvl~wa=e i4 doaneous w tse
'traditiooad" mpecs hadJ to b: dealt weah ta"u plot-, wll A'id itse 3t, hIc= t14ng

qaiter can pro~i& majo: restrictions; oa
.Xecordingy. t&- report was to be st into four ps41 t&-8ity o pasrtftr a8w "
section to dea with. lit- aspects of Operatio.Wa Agiqt
which wc considered to be rost significarn. Both. fixed O Desgn fix Airfram Agiity. This
wing and rixorcraft aspoets a wldtreased througwuit the desribes t eiyn process for anl klile
tepoat and a ome A*ae~~ symergy between the two airexuft h~iglihino the itmsah'e nture
comimmtaes becanw, aporw ad icrsaing lvel of detai iu'dwd. It

drais with the we of the veAwiu agility
These scwtams ?fe:- inro1rCm in coLinlntiOO thth the wMer

traditional airct~ purlomarwc pmmrni.ers
AlrfwieAr;ky ths gcbmhasbemaw~ flying cqsnlitier and when th.esc

* lrfainme-,ie d t Omdti prsl vazious. &spects apply. Both fiucd nog and
llnter lld~drdto i~' deail ,pcisas rouirensa dsan aspect arc adre:ML

Vchice Flkh Mochanics apled to * Airftmn Agility EvalutiOn. This iretion
Agility. Ths dwt the rgcpatixn WIc
c"n be utiserm to ducribe :ke flihj* pth deals *Mfi1~atJ' ith the wse of the
and rowlatitbansato of the vehicle in 3plr2opm inetnes in t aiuation process,
clumfion. As Ax*h this prvides the ~

theortica becgro~nd a Airl ~ d&Vct *Ual ity its lesign draver

Sabsyatem Agiliy. This socton addeesics the
11x gilty &Ari Thi p~vP~mIlaNsk traditiona aspets which it WAS realised

o the Agiit Mdwhk twha pbt~i 'w~oo will play a signfcant rart in whethe or not a0
of te mt'c wiidi~ ~Ve' icie Ma Le pregled as Operstionally aLVIC.
to dv- Dritgprup-Mcm f ths suTh. s is terecognition of the tetal Veapon

it ___a-cdta b=usPfr Sywtnt. Th pimaz ares addresss relate to.,
any ihnn s)VMan. YX jug t cFlight
Mlecranical aspccci I ape 24 of thi3 Mission COr~end '-'Yu=ea. This IMPlS A!

th: aircraft OntzardA rystoat, inch as 0
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sensors. -ad eumnnes thi,- influence on Elwens for this purpose is seen as a
the ome 11 agility. Exanplks of the central eClement.
transient "ics which can be alied to
the typical onboard aircraft systems am Data Gathering & Reduction. Currently,
presented. This should enable designers to there is little infomation available whichdeid th tp of ,marc. w ithin th enbk th designaLnd sy t pedfiers.@
prpsdfimwok which wiLt be a seehowt th eurttaircraft s)sems -e
aporaeto thir partiular s3v.m. actually uttio by the aircrews who hae

to fly with them There is clearly a need to

Weepw Agility. A key fekaure of -t esAbish wht, Mly happens, and under
Opcrwoaally agile vehicle relates to the all conditios if realistic evaluation
wo ums which it must dcioy. This teclnklues art to be cstabished.
section Wos at some of the issm which
are invtvd. PapI 27 cxamin s some of Each major ecti of the report draws its own
the iS2M0MI rd conclusions enabAing the report to he rad either as a

total eWty or as a series of individeal, stau-al n
PMiet-Vehicle btwd. ; This soctioa deals dacuments. ThM or, clusiom are all drawn together at
vith the aspects of tte 3gile vehicle which the end, togethes with the recoim entions for fiuther
relate to the design of the coci k ad the actihe i,m.
inter xe to the plot. ThMe are two ma
ptuls:- The major item which rus though the report is the need

fo the unifi d methodoio, which is stmmarised in
Physiological Aspects. This locks at tle mornn detail he, as ae the coac.urlas and
vark aes of the desig which rel:e recommendations.
to the qrkt *lrsioklcl concerns and his
p mance r vros l =. ' P An Operational Agility Methodology
22 of this symposium examines sore of *
the aspects which relate Test and e, vu.oion is an exacting ymcm for even

simSp deigns and aticle. The term tea is worthy of
Piloo Aidini s setio address3o ., bdo we turn to evaluation. The
of the systets which can assist the rlot of definiti containad it 1-M Glosary: Defense
a veh.cle with high levels of agility und Acquisi.ion Acm'yms and Terme, prepared by the
also ;vs a brief ovwrview of some o th De ense Systms M gMX Colles, is a follows:- 0
aspects of multi-mission c4apblity. Piper
21 examines some of the issia which zm A 'te is any programme or pocohum which
imoled for the ground attack scenario. is designed to obtain, verify, ot provide data for

tie evaluation of- research and development;
* vialatloe. Evaluation fotns an essential pro in accompMling deveopment
elemn of w rstading Operational Agility. obctivc or perfonance and operatioual
At the outsti, this was thmght to address the cap*ility Of MIsySm , SkSyeMS. WMPonent
fligh test of agile vet.,l as this i. an area and te nt items
that is being studied i mans countries.
Howeer, it was soon realied when this section ft b.embisf * ikk &, r orm. teS Mi kS b
came to he drae, tha evaluati is a wfd ,W
continums prom Tme.g from M•t
through to the end of the vehicles Servi life
As sich, evauation hould pisy a signif cm Ev-nt i an es t dem in the procs o
rl in the des and procur t of deelopmat ofany rslem. For maximum effectivere,
Wepo Sstems. TUkyMSS*S~ it has to be ctxabined with a atiaory methodology by
are:- which the evaklua can proceed One of the key

outputs of the Worling Gup relates to the sment of

Evaluation Tochnitcs. Here h e such a metodolg which may he adapted foe
thei r*t application to any arcraf. or system 4cvlopment

looks at the methodologics f"r evalmaing
agile aircraft anid systems anditpo pro ject.
Whchi'yes which might bappH to iis

ThA "1e concept of the Misim TrA From the work on correlating the vaious metrics, an
overal form bas ma ed with a regular putte to i.
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On fAnjiJ exmiunation, the Group lbud that the may be rMated to the combat efr',,fncss of the
emerging structure could be applied to any system Weapon Sytems. 0
associated with the irowne vehicle, and *bA* there was
a rPUtc to quanting the worth of the system nrlatio n reaching this urestanding the Group has proposed I
to each of the other sy-es. deflnitions of the agility terminology which it is hoped

For ny mYdWpro~ctthe erwlise maimblgy ill prove univsally acceptable.For any indliital proia he genctaised mto lg
m'ast be adaPtCd :0 a specific set of Clauatiol To go with these d&etition , the Group has a.r'd at a
nethodology and metric ,which should be decided at the methodclM or asiessment of the %veous component
begimadng of the design cye. The r behinD this is systems which contribue to the Operational Agility or
that the metrics ar a function of the ros wnch the L €ffivens or a Weapon Sys This
vehicle must fulfil. meodology is described in det in the Working

Group report
Recognition of this allo the same medtodoy to be
applied to any calteY Of WeicIe, on much the same Its application allows the relative worth of the differing
way as Handling Quality specifications. The key to systems to be evaluated against each other .
sucss is to consider the cvaluation process before the
enieering dtaildesipg oresshas started. On iirther vamin o t vM pear that tke

mpadoe,, cel be xsd for ey dens of flight
From the agility defidoms, the necinsry methodology k Al* &e e , f metrks wmud ead
and evaluon technire be me evident. The detail so chA& qpreiaw y. The paralle with Fing
will look similar to that puposed in Table 1. Qualities criteria as applied to different classe% of

aicrat is strikig,. altugb this was not int..tional.
Fundamental o this is the coacq of Mision Task
Elements. i x ss is to brak down all of Specifsc Conduions:
missdo relatd tasks which have tr be performed into
their component prlts going down to whavr level of 1) There b a mismatch between the Weapos * 0
detail is necessay to capowtu all of the actitict and the *,d the Airfra rapae.bilitiie.
infonuation exch-Iges which relate to the .dsison
processes Using sch techniqes it is pomble to A grea deal of effot has been expended in deveoping
anlyse any ic'tio or ystem obmd the vede and the airtrames to be highly agile but this has not
it belp kcus the mid on the actual xceses which amn been m b the paivaknt deopment
in place with the pilot in the cockpit, at any ,age ot his of thewrp that th e airframes carry. Ths does ct
task. Tese are already in use in the rotary wing wor:'4 imply 6 thm ht team activity, them ha, but t
b arte only just being taken on boa by the f ned to be a coarrery in the devopment if the total
community. nffectNoM is o be ma dt

In the early stages o desi a V at the conceptual 2) me way in which aircraft mod their
gage, tWs technique can be used to dete.mine what it 0
requied to perforn any task and alhows a study Of all of MWevIS . ed1-
the design opti availabl such that the mosa effective
way ofachievin the task nulm . Crrat combt airraft sprcifcaions and requirements

amnot rcaly aprpit for the complex inkgraied
As shown in the td*, the methc range from he voy wihl which have to rnmut from ptem ti to meet
sim to the complex Operational Test ard Evaluation a7vexityo to ee
exercises A concept which is worth pzWng further, in tnam " ' n reating to the desi optios
this relation, is that oif obboard simulation of systems, to
timula the necemyimulmu and gauge th resone may not take into account zl ta influenes leading to

, " y ad g ,IV vgumering d imlte and evene Ia Mn the

Conclusions prooeses if detvloptent and procurment.
The concepts involved in Opeational Agility can asist

The Group hs completed As sbudy of Operatioa in the roc= of determining what the peciication and
Agty with this repot In utndrtaking the sdy, z milents should contain ad in the design and
graa undrsUanding has ben reachod of those =Wmx susquent evaluation of the -,hite that results. The
which i uc Opwtional Aglity and br these ned should be to define the fuction and pupm then
snlcts, via the use o Operational Agility concept c*Utnkd m nthodo y m ofevalukon pmir

* 0
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to ismu of deail engineering design qiectfications. To um delay of each aircrAf stibsycm with the aim of
achK%-e this, thtre nG-A to be close interface and redej .ng the delaysuiithout os-er- emphasis on a qiecific
teaming betwxeu EN rcusomer. ead user and possile sysem aspect Oxich could potentialy lead to inreas
designecrs and supoirs of eruiperett airframes. etc. i time delay's by other conponevts. inchiding the piloc 0

3) The adevemW t c a coat t!cdbt drip Clear aduaning the time delays for missio
basme aed Owe maalmiadost of Weapo. Systen Iinactions enables identihication ci actions to automate,
esmbat effectlvemes ame crtral to the emeepta of Le- h oeoping letan the crews limited attention
Operatio." Aglity. timie to m et critical tasks such as the tactical situatimn

There has beent a problem of voctihalary wiiib has 6) Qmlcku paramebem ptweide best mesa ta
ihibited conmmimation in this field. However, the bemd agilty.

report of the Working GWAIP should assm by pmoiding
the nessa-y definitions of agit termtooksg by which IVe concepts of qmikan paranm ame coqutratvel
t commuiCatimO can be estblise The key x Io~ wel developed for rotaj wing .'ehicles, as extmpjifled
reogis the broad Scope that Operaional AgWtY by AMS33C. For fixed wing. tL e concpt is still in its
eacepses, aW to be speaftc aboi which asec or infany. bug it q~OM~ appear to be well wothwhile
system is being iscirnu developing as an analy*i tool pirticularly if the %thicle

will have to demonstrate high levels of agility in its
To achiev the desig balance nam onl we& the class
definition of agility. it also requires standarnind agilt
figure of verit, together -%ith a proven quantifiato Flying qualities need to be wnkksidu in tecarly design0
methedeogyv appcable from, concept Athj design pocess The cocept of an -agilty %meo fixra thise

0 M ito opeft-al contexts. Th o~ o the of %Wok where te face, is on pobiilty of missio,
vahidt %Al give rite to &&ferng wegting &Mmos for nccess of faiure combined wilh a missin tasklment
the agiity auribtrs influncing the de-sign balance. miethod of analysis will as"tn Wmioct cdeaivess

7b rpod etissrcuemm tolgdytrade Sb*%Mes * *
characcrise the aifrae agility, i.e.. tranient The Operational Agility structur is aptiiable to
exermenta and opatioal. However, there is nuso oae and weWp-.ns agilit
insufficient daa at present to clearly deterne the
tactical meaningofairfizzi agility metric results. This 7 ifao tq6i r h
conclusio stroagjy, relasto the sed concusion
regarding the tactical meaning of agility.

Only in eXwttsonal azruinstances cas it be addod tat~r,
4) There Is a weed for Global data aequiitlo.. n the bvtic derip was not balanced properly.

In order to understand and quntify the pOmlOC X AitOce caanshudbapid
Aglt fa Weapont System thare is a need to gather I th ustcf h desi-- -ocess, starting even with tao

da on adl the W~*in simekinously, in ordet to Operational And~ h betv s
datermise the actua usag tLat is tbjg anaile oMal the Wj~~i )u cretsign bojne betee aisram
systemls at any time. Ad healy, there is a l)oed tL. dspect on n the onho dsi ard= betwee wih a m
record dsta under realstic operag ons~tio. aset r n an th anor ysesw t an

inclucng romIat se and eves actaa wa. TU s ainiii he __aioa c~tv; at an~

clit e~str ow o gaherthe nfoniaton ridt rwth potetial in the aircraft to take it througi. its
hiandle the dvatax that rcsats. The impliction is that Service life.
the deta acquisition would need to be mwucured with all
the potential users in mind and should be sufficienly haycottirafhaeorminiSrvcfo

flexbleto ccomodte cangng nd flgaround 20 to 25 -wm During tW-s time, the oaord

5) Combat mocmreqairs mo ta ass sagtle V =can be UPb-Aded maTy time, as the changing

the airframe is much harder to make any flandameawtz
chonps to. iplying that the kflkiy bas to be but in

should enabl the crcial aipects of each cmnibuting
system to be detified. The olject will be to focau on the
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Prowild this is reconisd early in the desip prces E~Un ieq 04i tines need improving for mreree
b~eoe& eailwk =m then it as meert easily bandliag. The goal should be to obtan maxmam pomu
aixommodated. Addinog cility lawe is always in* on the same im as the plot an achieve his desiied
occmive. and may need mjor stnictaaral rcpar woek. Ao.k

P) Rap;d pretstypeg a( ce ew staiswIs an ThruZst Wecsomg offers2 posdtWi coattvi effectr. A
agility emhkr. cnauW cmstieriit analysis is requitd for each

itiihl pject: sudy. It may not al*2ys be beneficial

Modern crew "tton design fb on 0fte tndcs for the Of orCeua' 10 WdSuda skich techolog to alchimv the
specific missions which are so be pedformo'i The desired efictiveness. PST should no be rmusdcrod if it
C*Wectve is to be nmet effcgtiv in an OU2U dim the condguAtm such that it penalises the
performinoe semn and to beae k o mesond to chane Airfct OWe the rest of it design M&gh enveloMe
in the azermai environent mme adeptly ta at
, . . TIV3 guaref m u~nkm~ng am hn ow the 12) The Atudy at Opradia"a Agility is 9il
crew intedace with the "Mem in order that the Iiftammre
qppoprialc &aplays cif inmcrution, as oppmed So dbaa,
cz* be inqalemeamea The prie can and shoIld be On the liied emilcoce available to ithe Working
used 'Adeid which fauiws ame to be auoniated. cGrop the concept dmn apea o be valid aid omnlim
rathe; than what can be mmomased. hav bowe provided in the reajor However. the ooncq%

rupiiea the eabatishna of a suiAbe vocimisay and
9) Changimg csaab t aatlm reac In unificatiom of esatia work. The dcfiitim derived by
dyamle mi upem W nwaeiiem that pres the the Group ould povide a basm for fiadier 'work is this
abilky 4( the iso saemt premm mp.4poiaie ates which utaud to afts a wodhil reward
imhuAth. in Werm of the operaiomal effectrVeacm eamecmem

that old reslL
The key her is ft ned tr the "yaem to demiAy

ninaatwa, wem hsa, be in a firn' tha" the P"l an6 Recoimnendatdom 4
feeily relat to and with a qmai do is comumeorite
inkk the changing stim Under ci 'O'~m There ane a an~rof receamcadations whtich rmft
it my even be 4qpopima tar t symm It acio from 1 th r OWI this Workin Group. These are a
And then iatarn the anno do it has already dealt with a m :
siuation for exuIe im , F om to an valermal threat.
Agus, upad potopia alloyed to aderpase simulationo Nug m e*omwf
mail evaluation will pmmw lo be kezy enablers of a"i I) TeMiae 1Mm"ssdWaoswt
Sechmoimgj Airframes.

10) PGOVeikl b6~d fo th tamk itere is need foir mwe form of foraial discaasim
10) P~t-ehde togrtln fr heesan e lain zo the UCe5 ins anipmn 0 miuila,

Moigt esalOp" pirmlei a mjsr or *epo in p-er and Alxrmes Thex Group
1111e RIth M~WA is 11110W beliee tha Oft could beat be adhued by a

SyuMaosn to itluWa the cwrerd problem mad
When at high angles of smack mew form of dqilys ar idectify m po~ w*To orwaAd ft is nowe thac such an
itqred to emati that awwmn of the ffigh P"t activity could relae or be a pMs of the po osa r a
Ve5c is maitained. Recovery from bigh SO&l Cfi1C Syt~ on Weapon SysteM ln0egratiMI which hos
muaeWWMW *t 4V or mor is SaOcced by the Ln - -die ke Flight Mechanics Panel.
fimling that the aiaf is no ataciag ang& of atack
imtial'y. The aiicxai a r to aintain MA and 2) MiNedfraD a Pplgtth
reduace flghmt patangle. TMx places a tional hu 2) 1kft u edfaDtbse istta t the
on dcvelopin mean to inform the pilcl. as to what its tmUsIOeals
lhflt1)f lMatc~lly if the correct thtfi5 Nlr taking Theianedoraa ecandfrm ev

plac. lg it' *t fel ~ttial*which can be ae available to the wbol commuanity

11) Integration of prepdAs smem lnow sgile invlvd in aircraft daigx miemmcm and qatatios
Arfaef plcei *eW tgaremaft om he The capabty to povide the necessuy inkmation

airfram place s spea m require ent nam ahe so b th Waos thtm i U
prugnlin unt ad it Liegralenbrectoemmend. don a Wr woskig VVW Om cold ly

Wodrw the pjrjkst, With a view to Pvidin the
becesmoy &aalas This new groo *ould nevid the
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wn-sces of cxpart in operviosal uw. desgn and * Develop an *augrssivtew rain *-Am to
inforination syA-m tchnolop. The objectrorwuld be parallelCooper-harpe.
10 rcomnmnd wry of achieving z daudm ot use to all
d&scipiw hnvhd in th deinadpoueeAo 5) LP4h1*" the laieases em Awastems of
Operationally Ag i rda fk Kok a, 4 Aceriise Maemmra

3) The Tartical Meamingf 4( Agility Mettics The c9We o( high angular and Hinua rates and
ate& to be ExaWAhlWe xcecm As under ing visual refeoe' coriditions

nedsi be establishad. if agile airframes and dhspfays
Wok nodto be urakmo establish t tc al with which the plot cn acc crreclv we to be

menn of aglity mmdic results. smelt dho the value of achmvd. The oncrn hert is thin what ought be
Oprationa Agility studws can be quickly establishe puermdy aocqflab under plannod flight tcu coriditati

and t xuult*n designs be show to be mmr edkti will be of Mite use or eve daagerm when
iu a nmne which Fits the nee&h of the operaor anid manoeuvring. 2Wessvel ad aeawus mae or Iate Of

- . chan of cany fimgM condition, paiadarty in a &narnkc
CM ecviromn. Use of high ram usanoem may ID

4) Additiema Seom Reqohred be pafliculary dagteivs under less that d visual
coneditions or when plots, are ditracted. by combat

Furthe studies arm rooommiended in the !ulowirg areas deins.
before a coniphi utiderstanding of Opertional Agility
,wi b- qaiiaje 6) laaib sh the fWhim of Prom"ed

Ezemre te Saxaiaed g' Maderate Levk

* Smdrsite agility coaccpts ard the possible
metrcs need to be developed furthewith mor lt11ation of the retatiombip betweei s-tsained
rninples of application of t poposed high 'S below the Ievd c~sag ion5 of comscifltxnC
wructre to ca its A and loss of siaional awaeess. This is a dirct

cote y of teprvio enchomi* * 4
" Develp more rotary Wilt mics comijiakl

with the Olperational Agility S1tur 7) Rcei6ie the Way he Whirls Faftre Mremft
partkdeuly for the alefrawe, which currenhly Speciltiaas at Wrim
Uap dia work hoe in the fixd wing arose

Specifictimn slamd be writte Io ddbx :be function to
D revelop g ,opt iIuRny of mision t& be acliked mim nhicbtL Qe Lel of performance can 04
elements which -An be mWe in the &vlopW be derived in coiljO.(1: with the appropuisic trade
ami amesmnt of Operatona Agflt for eithe wxm~l Each new a'framw projec shoul be assssed in
fixedor rotary wing vehsicies it ow naMk to estAlish which techoofies are

aft, Mk or nmevaL Techoogy should mt be
* As the uppe bo ndsa *Ittv rmt obe included for its own sake. Mo ofe in sheld be

uzriete sa edt drmm ivA:-.oae all itms in the detai enginerig04
mined, thaisew dm t gasth the slcifca sol t. tajadodilo ensure the correc

quickness. paranete commpts mre wecd by tbh es~ m'& resols.

romay wing cimmunity. but it would appear
appicable and tL&A for fixed win ) Adq* Concirren Eagimeerin Merhads
applicaions as welL It is recoomended that
further %wk be clon an this concept for fixzd A conciarrum coginecritg approach between customer0
Witig ato2tjon. and, 9VI,p' wil help to erem that the sesr,

objmtme aw. achievvd.

* Fallier avalymi of the relatio of flying
qualities mud vcheJ peomac0e * c h Achievenieut Wi'th respect to the

pustcularly if aggrssve =o or theg&, Obetvs
cais t handling qualities to degrade. This t urteGo V=gvnaa fC~

he obp=,=vr ai success ritcmi ar clesrly ol*ctitu to achieve if pmWib as described ia the
defined. preface to tek fMl rejrt



Ile achievements agaisst eh of the se objecivs an In undlextakag the wwxk. the syneW that has evok-ed
as folkws:- betwme fixed ard ftwn ing s-chicics has been

I) T pwv J *ievs Hith N~marked We have scen that thec two omiunimsi am
1) ap ~okArtutim4**k w axvas~l tcndig to com together, althoughj there % ill 4tlw)s be

accqW*WL qfthcUr n-eg bwolrd i- Miy marked Mtoomncs There diferencesStemu frm the
&Mfetig l&nctios tha the vthicdes perform~ aud the

The Group has derived ckfawis Ow can be appiol. tJzlk)O6S that tis has for the- tlhimokogie :.ohvd
,which 1 eem to make sens and whizch ou opoet We have learned fromt each other. Specifc kenow from
be univrWa in their aica~io. HodWy pviino each are included.
the appupriat ieminolWg can help allcvrate some of
the. dilrences which bzvt arisen in the pmst 7) To hifi&ie pm e means ef vaimado av

2) To ceod* 9he rmK&- #.1 m mrsu fraw
-, .,~w,. Hig C1*lishod a - Lheck~ogy for dealing with

Operational Agility, the report concludes with a Chapter
Cuxemily. nmany of thW fight caperiniens an still On "hiutioe Ouar fcalisatiom is tMa ev"aluatioa has 10
ongoing end the Group has had limied acessm to the bIC put of the proce.a fromi the desip outset and is not
vay latms Wnomagion We hm bo a ~ tom a fiighe tes fNictio. oo Il c valg to
inkomatio wih has been publishe. t~ogehe with mMD&o rk itm=ei the design prcs
wisaee~r t -menabIe- ham been abe to bring t- j th e 'Orb
tthlc Hoe, thh aboctiv. has not bown fuilled
cocnjelcly. b" -.I*~ partially. 8) To tecotd .'frffwtf tejaw* aid

Arevlp*-wa -daiwek hu~naiuIa coelhhedi
3) ToAbw ooke #rf%-m exftjoa wfer m aP"ni)a*

Condudint Rearks
No nvew mtrics have been defiwec by the Groua% Yuae *
the cxisin rwrtics haut bee placed into 3 Uftifyifg Summiarising. the Group~ believs tbat it has met the
ftework. which should be aq~plck mbez only to the o*,Wmvc which vere se: for it with the possible
airfrme, but also to the other *Atax and sshcy1ems exceptionof tem 2. relating so the' leo letztd fm

which conerlbue to the Opovational Agility or corebat C4ferimeat on agility. Hotv the scope a( the
effesivne of the Welp04 Sysem This rbtecgive has actvity which has realteid has tsk. us ito a ta %ider
been fuMiWe to the best of our ab~ity. resam than the onm praoal caninge. The majo

consoC~e of this is tha a beter perspective of the
0 To cyim. Ad iecuatv te &6ecw 12cg* airframe and SYSeMs fas resuted

The. GrO*pS view is thfid the *a4 of Operaonsl Agility
The thoofetical ksWixx flo ajjfjsm aVIty has bom IS Ut a imila sitMibo so teN se by %he Flying
cq~oren d douieuedin Ciaptor2.I of hempoo. Qzritkg communit sm twenty yam or am amo

henM kiUl with y4*-Wire hi~)y augMenit
5) Tre -144mv te dP d PeYff~f&"kvd airfte 11o the first time. ?dac remn So be
09mbd a~ bdWeM the &Wwe *W~ an acEvbshW beoe Operational Agility mumtai h-

,*w~~aiSam nt am aM Fb~ing Qualities cATaidy bas. Howtver.
te bet which should anra fain better

A udoA b po hsutaa- a uadersaeftg of Qiraiz-al Agilit will eaonp a
MM 1 IA x~qa sft g !cw t M&!* MWpWVndLIparicalar whim fmxkl are

umeextim akis erlyin t dsig xo unersa=Jng f w m fut&mebtdly erivedo by
programm has beon cetrty enunciated as a key so P* Grow OPMoald Apla mebdoo to jrodby
pmuk M attOpeb y Agile Wm-pon S-vs'em.Gro *od b- IIoS p roe a -"wmstazvx to

t9 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Mkn Tai &A.Ud~in ~cded £et w ~ ~ '

'9~~~~ ~ ~ ~ OP U pr hMmeWta) osueta

qr~~ccbk~ A0rooao
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Finaily. it is wwwasi "h the rToq, ho aw the
octics which *a set oa for it mid tAm this irp,
saminwm~i thme vamdi ng *hich bas maihe from
the athltim .

That is stLl much io D and undear4d pzaatady
with reprd to inkrbfcing all of the sedialoijs which
can infoenc =bmu aircrft Operatice Agility.

The dir iNi remain effective ro~u aircrAft ata cogt
afforole to the cigom.
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.clating to the actibe pcrformed by WG 19 a Operational Agility may b improv.J with adequate
cmo ,ma 5 c f ,tcrcs was individuaed by pilot rai dsnk ua ta mavbeuscJasanescdtiv
Atnuaccid, Alecza and the Flight Tea Center of the Loo for it. Aayway, particular attention mus. be paid
Italiar Air Forc to inesigate the applicatioe of the zo the dcEdlion of the trainig progrzm to o'sCon'e
sa.lity concept to conventional aircraft. shortcomings of the simulator cucing .em. *

Agility, metrics and nmmoews have been developad
to evaluate the operational effectivew=s of a modern SI En
f'ger in the new combat s xnarioc that ew"-
foowwg the ntroduction otadw, nced ',' 6., Loi*tudita stick deflection

Aaity metrics -d manoeuvres, however, may be 6.1 L.ate-al st'"k deflection 0
effctively adopted to evaluae also operaional 6dflection
effctivenss of a coaventkal aircraft since thd
metrics hav been dr.-drJoped to reproduce 6. -levator deflection
systhetctIly the new operational scenarlos. 6 Stabilizer dcflction

The AM-X Ground Attack aracr. was hence chosen 6. Aileron deflection

w, a tatb,.d to rify Lte applica-fRky of t-e Agility 6., Spoiler dflekion
concept to covmitionoal ak%'raft rvJ to assess the
pouible benriits for operational training. 0, Rudder dcflec ion

The re:amch activity is bring carried out by ulator Angle of a .

and flight teats to ce..zW'e simulator cueing Y Dive angle
effc ivenesa ainst the rei A/C and to invesigate 3 Pitch attitude•
simul"Or efie ivemu for aility training. q Pitth rite

Sing axitagilitymanoeure performed bysimulator * Roll attitude
wil be validated through up-cmit flight tets. p Roll ."te
Reslts Eom this sctivkty will be used to plan and
perform furthe t r Yaw at
multi-zyls closed loop tgility tasks. S Sideslip a.iglc 0

V Nose headind angle
This activity proved that AgEIuy metrics Mand MMach Number

manoeu es are applicable also ; conventional A/C
a well, and are cffecrJiv in evaluatingit within a highly It Alitiude
dynamic combat enviroemct. CRU Cru'.;e Flaps

MAN Manocuvre Flaps

AOA Angk of Attack

Prrsend at an AGARD Meenh on Techkok, a for Hish. Mnonewsuble Aircraft: Ocober 109

* 0
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C/F Crosafec4 - Verify theIm mulation validity for awi'ty assessmet
Parameter Variation tfi Pl~~C' glt- D r ?cOperationa aplction of theility

manoeuvrre considered

10 TNfTt10 tf 4 Ouatifytheutiilyofthe mannedsimulation for ag, y
wvrsu operatkn training

A proca ofcontinual cvdotion zmong a ronautic
tedhnolo s has see a gradual impmvem.t in
airt=1ft btg erformance, and. thaiiks to greaer 3 AIRCRAFr AND TOO'S DESCRIPTIO

,tegrabCio of -n-board sysze and pilot "iteface 4
techniqucs, an improvent in their operAtal Akrraft
capahrhres. Them AM-X aircraft (tg=e 1) is assonic, singscat,

Todays pilot am confronted wih operativial sigle una dedicatcd attack aircraft developed
scenriosf mor and more conmplc, in which tl;y must wthu a framework of a joint Italian and Brarilan
admr ft ereh o es, systzms, and at lhe same 1ije progmnin. Both Air-Forees had reqrirements for an
take full adrantage of the h7qh performance level of aircraft vhose primary mirion would be ground 0

cach.support at and just beyond the forwrd edge o(battle
supportieg the lind and na"a forces and having

Given that the oveall efficiency of the system in live qqPabiry to pirovide-
scenarios b not guaraied by the standards- currently -Close C rdiction
used in, the desigp / developent phase, there arises -dose ar suppor
the need to establish new criteria and rquirements in -rccou4wou
order to complement the existirg ones. and prsbl.ty of:

-air self-defense
The result wasa new body of rescarch, ortnafly
oriented toward the i tiflcation of new criteria for Tlcrefore the ain desi aims wc about an aircraft
evalu-ing the charaderistics of advanced vehiL, capabl'y to operate at low ltitede subsonc speed
aml controlailty and manucwaVillty. and i wt the fooing chacteristics

the same time, for cvauzting the degree to which each - large e ernal storo capsbility for Vround attack * *
characteristic contributes toowd attainment of the - air to ar missile and gun for the a.r d feac
oherall mission goal for sich the aircraft a . low swecp, =edm thick wing to adopt a

dsophisticated "Wgh L System for adequate
:take-off and adin performances.

Under this system apect, researchers have had to single scat, high vitilThy cockpit
expand the scope of these criteri, goi-g bu-od the -adanced avioic s~yterns for oavigalion and Weapon
performance ofdme airframc to incude other clemenls aiming with hcad-tp
ofthcw ponsysgem, swhasman-machineintefc, - high turvivabilay to coninueu the missio despite
egimes avioncs and amament, in orderto evaluatc considerable battle damage.
"thz abait dtl d *idrespid, faplyand precisely, -safe r t.n4-home c2pabity following total electrical
with safety and poise to M.mizir the- missioft an hydralilfailure
effehctiecss, -n ability summarired by the term
Opva d Agy. The AMX flight control srytcm has been designed as

a 'g op eati e ystam with a mcanical "*cJr-up'.
The methoclogics of cv-.zation alrady dcscp-A A fly-by-wire F.C.S. provides three xs control, trim
which tbhn become design criteria as wclI, have been znd compcnx',m employing a da sl-dual dia
studied for eventual adaptin and applicatio coniptCr, in ktdon to analog motion dampers for
pe'b is in the design of an advanced trainer and aft three axes. The hydraulic sstem is a dual-source,
figter. dal-reduDdant throughout. Normal functicaing is still

ensured after the firt electrical and/or hydrauec
To investigate the vadity of this concept, a joint f-ilure %hereas after the second ectrical failure the
research progpam has been put into action using z4 a contro!sarc prhidod byhydraulicaLlymssi cdback-ip
pFimary instrument the R& simulator, and flight linkage on alerons ar.i clevalor. Thew revert to
Itss to validae !be revix manu%- followin the secnd I. Ydraurlc failure,

deradhg tx flyi quwitcs to levl 3 for the
lwgtudina and L.crJ %tick forces in --uise as wttl as

2P iQIIEF1E fin Lindifl flight phases.

7te objeCdiVe of the research provram are the FSgLt SimulatW

Th: ALENIA Flyht zimulator 'as pla* d a vry
Eva ate a convntionai aircraft ag3inst the cltical impotlantl rok since the vcry t.ginnicS in the
agility metrics -v.:%kpmcht ofAM-X aircraft. It cootinues tosX rip'

#A
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fiight testing orn the instrumented prototypes relevant - I(ultipic axis agiliy manoeures
to handling and manocuvra'jility of airca aft Starting from sct up condition capture an end state in 9
modifications. At the moment an ac~tivity is in progress minim,=i time with significant precision from an
to invzstigate ground attack capability wth safety operationel stand-point manoetivcring; the A;'-' on
indication for ground avoidance and several attack or more axis at the same time.
automatic guidance mode.

'For the single axis t-sks, reported in Table 4.1, 'he
Fart of an expandipg simulation, complex, the AM-X metric .dopted is the "rne to caoture a state change
simulator is a rixd base, fiily in.trumented cockpit or the time necesary to maintaini an end state within
with a real 'head up display', in an inflatable dome specified tolerances starting front dertned set-i-p
with I0ni diameter. A *control loading system" is conditions. Doing so it has been pocsible characterize
available for a quick change of sticLh characteristics and with a single parameter iJentify the comnbination of
a 'G-suit, G-seat" system is available to improve the manoeuvwab" lity and cont-ollability of en A/C.
usable cue environments.

After mansy years of data correction and mode, Test Frocedure and Datb Reduction
improvement, the simulation programa has acbie,.'ed a
high fidelity and r-nprod'iced correctly the aircraft An attack configuration with a medium weight and CG
response and performance both within the flight position at SO000 feet of akltude was conskiewed bein-,
envelope and post stall region. representative of an opera!ional condition.

4.0 GILI MERICSANDMANUUMS The tcsted manoeuiTs are described in figur: 2.

.IEI~DTo complete hre evaluation of both tesi technique 6
(agility maenoeuvres) and qnality of the response, a

Even though Agility definitions and rela~ed me*,rics did questionnaire has been prcj. ired whkch will constitute
b-ecome a quite large family all of them refer to t he part of the pilot ratinrgat the comipletion if each set of
optimum combination of quickitess and precisioi ,r, nianeeuivrcs (Figure 3).
similarly. to thc combinction ot mnanoeuvrability, and
controllability. The data iaejuct~on has beer c.,rri,,d otzt evaluating the

timec-to-capture, defincd as thc time from thle pilot first *
On the basis of the research work done by AGARD inputz to the instant when the end state control
VC, 19 'Operational Agil'ty" Agility mectrics and parameter enters and remains within a specified
manocuivres have been divided in the following classes tolerance range around target value for a defivied
(see Ref.1): length of time.

Transicat metrics: property of response that varies in0
time I.LjjXUJUMMA A.IIIKV StNUIlA110l

Experlincittal mectrics: small task completion EI

Operational metrics: mission task element completion Pitch rointing Agility

Among these, experimental metrics can be furthler Figure 4 reports th-. results cbtained with the Pitch
Jasslie cosideingthoe tsks nvovin Angle Capture' task in terms. of time to achieve theJassfici cosidringthoe (aks nvolingFRL des red pitch attitude angle chiange versus the pitch(Fuselage Refercnce Line) aiming independentlly of 1ettiiude angle c:hange. Negative and positive pitch

flight path (nose pointing agility) and those involving attitudes up to 60 dcg have been achieved witil a
flight path orientation (nlight patb agility). push-down ot a pull-up manoeuvre from level flight

and with several g-centry. The 90 deg pitch angleTest aclivity was developed with the intent of aualyze iariaflon irstead itas been achizved with a level turn
A/C agility chatracteristics iniially on each axa -nneuvre anu the results do not reflect the trend of
separately, thep on multiple axis anid subsequently, ;n the vertical plan m, -ocuvres.
the completion of a clission task clemnrt. Ifen-.
ex~eritnental and opera~ional metricsandmnuve Compared with ,- ne actual production aircraft
have be.-n considered. (Ref.6,1 pitch poinrting periormances were generally a

bit lowvee, but one should keep ini mind the op~rative- Single ax'is agility manoeuvres roti off the iircraft Compared agairvst %,.n-.
Starting from set up condition co;'tIure an --nd State in experimental ,rcraft, i.w-,ver, the pzrlormna-.:
mnimum time with significanit pireciton from an paramreters are not very different
operational stand-point manoeuvering the A/C
s'oarat I- n h~ pitch, roll and yaw axis. Pilot ratic'g, between 3 and 5 w- - ' tolthiskind

of task with getierally In .cr wo':nents given to
.manoeuivre ilaps/,slats' than io 'cruise flaps/slals'
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Inpit: of a fast transier! response, the main problem Figure 9 shows the 90 deg bank variation resu' .s in
faced during the assessment was a quite difficult ter'.sof time tocapture an6 maintain the desircubank
capture of final attitude because of nricominanded angle within a defined threshold as a function of ()
pitch oscillation. This problem, mainly accentuated g-entry.
with the 'cruise flaps/slats" seating. is essentially due
to the sharp non-linearity of the aerodynamic Withi a threshold of 10 deg of i'ank attitude a large
characteristic CLveisus Cm at high incidence values, results dispersion has becn obtained. The poorest
This phenomenon, depicted in figure 5 ;s classical for results at the beginning of the assessment were due to
a conventional aerodynamic configuration. the low pilot training for this speciF"- task.

Familiarisation with the task led to a very good
The flight test results confirmed the above hypothesis performance very similar to some actual production
and figure 6 shows, during a pull-up manoeuvre, an aircraft notoriously very agile for the operational role
uncommanded pitch rate oscillation starting as AOA they cover.
enters the non.linear region.

The pilot tcchniqute affects significantly the time spent
The best agility results achieved performing pitch inthe acquisition phase. lfcontroltechniqueisapplied
down manoeuvres (AC--3Odeg on Egure 4) incorrectly the global time can double.
confirmed the more linear aetodynamic 0
characteristics for negative incidence. Spxific training helps the pilot, for bath low and high

g-entry manoeuvrcs, to znticipate the lateral stick
The assessment highlighted, for a conventional reversal necessary to capture the desired bank angle.
aihcraft, the dependence of pitch agility on AOA
transient. Figure 7 shows different pitch agility results Figure 11 shows, for the same flight condition, the
for the same task. The maximum agility performance aircraft roll rcspon.e and level wing captu.e with two 4
is reached when the manoeuvre is performed at AOA different tick reversal anticipation.
value very near the operative limit.

Figure 10 demonstrates the degree to which proper
For this reason, a very aggrcssivc manoeuvre doesn't anti.paion of stick reversal can affect roll agility both
always yield the maximum pitch agility. D, ing the low and high g-eitry. The manoeuvre perfermcd with
simulation assessment, in the absence of ac ition optimum stick reversal leads to a global roll agility
cues. the pilot tended to ma!:e abrupt stick inp with result in line with "MIL Spec. timc to bank* * 0
g-onset gerera!'y exceeding 15 g's/sec. A more gentle requir-metit. lrfact, providing adequate roll damping,
manoeuvre permits a better control of the incidence the acquisition phase becomes very short compared
actieving the best performance. with to the previous transient and steady state phases.

During the AM-X devck pment, to enhance the pitch Unlike the pitch agility, roll agility can be significantly
characteristic, reducing the pilot workload, an improved through adequate pilot training.
automatic flap selection (auto-manoeuvre), based on 0
pitch rate and incidence sensed values, has been Of course, if in some region of the Ilight envelope, the
in-flight tested. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the flying qualities degrade the above conclusion is not
same pitch manoeuvre with and without the control guarantied. At low speed for example, the degradation
device. Despite the low rate of slat and flap actuation, of latcrai-dircctional tracking characteristic leads to
a small slat deflection contributes to improved difficult bank angle captures. The higher pilot
response from the vcrybcginning, climinatingthc pitch workload was the reason for the %orsEc pilot rating. 0
oscillation and reducing buffet and lateral
unsteadiness astociatcd with approaching the Moreover, at the flight envelope limit, beyond thcbO%
maximum AOA limits, therebyimproving steady-state of the normal load factor limits, even ifnospecification
performance, is given for the roll performances, from an operatioial

stand-point it is desirable to maintain a suitable lateral
Simulation results indicate that the auto-manoeuvre manocuvrability avoiding the roll capability as being a
device reduces pitch pointing agility times by up to limiting factor for the maxinium angle of attack
20%. allowed.

In the AOA range approaching the stall, duc, to a rapid
Roll Agility collapse of the latcral-directional stability along with

a control effectiveness reduction, the AM-X exhibited
Roll agility mnanoeuvres such as level wing capture a lateral manocuverability degradation, with lateral
from-90degbankattitude(90degbankvariation) and unsteadiness build-up and possible departure
90 deg bank capture from -90 deg bank atitude (180 condition if the stall was aggravated by the lateral
deg bank variation) have been nsessed during th: control.
simulation study.

Performing a roll manoeuvre increasing the incidence
The global pilot rating for this task was 2 or 3 at angle, the defiloices were at first evident i% a roll
medium-high speed and 4 at low speed. hesitation and then as a roll resersal.



Fiue12 shows the in-flight results relevant to a foirea? with a refreshment f&requency of 10 Hz, the
cbjctionabLt situatiou. With a sustained full lateril piwo ratng vas swsisfactory aiid within a ranbc from 2

sck, at an angle of attack n=-a to the stall, a large to 3.
idvrso dwih bua cneuen silrevsa l.oe:to Results show simPa, best tiri-c-to cap'ure for bath

Prediictiovsn g the Weissman dpruecic oiv n ctv odfco aitos

reported in figue 13, shows thei thc aircraft, it; ;be Rnsults --howed generally low dispersion for the pull
original configuration, exhibited a rapid loss of LCDP up wrnocuvwc. '.h high g ouist', gs cater than 10 g/secc
which becomes negative at a-values lower than the consent to achieve very rapidly the desired load factor.
a-stall by a few degrees. Point I is the correspondirg while the pitch oscillation at high incidcnce, fairly
point for the in-flight maroeuvre of figure 12. small with the manjcivre flap configtica~ion, do not

at iect the pLa;se of final precise acquisition.
DurinigtheAM-X devlopmert. to enlaige heaircraft
opertibility, thes poo-r characteristics have bo:-tr 0mpuredwil hs pull-upn manoeuvre r-sults, push-down
carefully e~tamid undertakiag curre-ctive a',i IS -nanoeuvrc at high speed showed a larger dLpersiofl.
bothaaerodynamicchange (ventral strakes) andviA This effect has been attributed to the greater control
FCS modifications (lateral-directiotisl surfice effectiveriess at low incidene, which provides
intercounnct*on). pitch down acceaeration higher than at high A3A,

causireg load factor ovcr~hoot and increasing the pilot
r. iniove- the roil performanres withi-? 'his area, up workload in the acqu7-sition pha'.

,o the stall, a roll-to-yaw inte:rc inde- ion has been
designed which causes the rudder to he deflectao as a Also for this task the results are strongly alfectcd by
function of the late-ral and longitudina. stick piljt technique particulad-y for nush down manoeuvre
displacement. The advantage. associated with this where the behaviour is less p-cdictrble and pilots take
solution are shown in fig-,re 14: the longe.- to adapt. Being g-load and g-unloats the basic
LC DP - s - CnY curve, in the a range up to the of ight manocuvering it is hence possible to improve
stall moves toward the poFs*-we value of LCDP. agilazy and operational effectiveness through :Vccific

training.
Flight tests confirmed the predict.-u improvement for *
the Aj chezracteristics up to the stall argle as can be
see tin the "timte- histories* presented in figure 15 Yaw Poia~hni Agility
relzted to points 11 and Ill en the previous analtical
criteria. The roll manocuv-e re'formed at thea-stal Figure 17 shows the result., from simulation, of the
(point Ill) is still acceptable, even if the low LCDP yaw pointing agility task. The tin.e to acquire and
contributes togencratecontinuous . oil rate oscillati'on. maintain5 degof headingangle change,with no change

in bank angle, is plottcd versus the speed.
Improvemnens in terms of rol, rate versus angle of
attack (shown in figure 15), removing the roll A dcgradation from high to low speed has been
departure conditions, has permitted a definition of a Yilighted -with a pilot rating from 3 to 5-
safer permissibte, AQA Eimits allowing the pilot to
concentrate mote on the battle field operations than At low speed, the tnain prohlem was the high pilot
on avoiding the AOA lrtnit. workloid to maintain wiag level. LUrge lateral stick

displacement was required to counteract the higha
rideslip build-up, and oscillations increased

Flight Path Agility significantly the time to capture the- desireAi attitude
chaiseC.

Fgure 166mow the simul~ttion result. in tetmaoitime
to acquire the Normal load factor versus fliot speed. Prom an operational poir.t of view, this task would be
Several g-en~ry cond:tions for pull up and piush down useful for evaluating fine tatgct tracking adjustments
manoeuvre have been tested. prior to weapon release.

Only the *manocuvre llaps,ailats configuration has
been considered for tkis task avoiding the 60OE&I)AAGLTAHLEU
t~ojwcionabfc pitch -'haractemtics which affect the .REULIS
loiugitudinal task (pitcli pontegS agility) with
flaps/slats up. Consilering t~r- primary role of the AM-X, namely

ground attack, some phase& of the final aoproach :
Even ~.hen',hc task -kAs executed with the load factor the :argct l,v been examined as a composition of
cue presented on thc H.U.D. with an alphanumeric several agility segnients with the final task to achiwev,

the veapon .elease condition in the shortest titnc.

- - - - - - - -
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Iigure 18 show-_ a possible approach to the target, A The figure 19 compares the results, in term of agility
turn with almost -90 dcg bank in dive is foll.,wco by a time, of the individual manoeuvre segment. When final
roll manoeuvre io level the wing within a threshold of weapon aiming is frec from closed loop
+ ,'- 10 deg with a final target acquisition pilot/vchicle/display system deficiencies, the total

agility time to achieve weapon release window is not
Note: The threshold of +/.10 deg, uscd in the roll very different from the sum of :he times for each
agility assessment, is the bank angle range ithin individual agility tasks presented in par.5. However 4
which the ground avoidance algorithms are reliable. prob!cmsarisewhcneversucliclnscd-loopdeiciencica
This func~ion provides the break-away ci oss to be do not permit easy (racking and prolong the total time
displayed on the HUD indicating to t.ie pilot the last to reach the weapon release wiuidow (Rcf.8)
possible monent to initiate a pre-defined pull-up
manoeuvre for the dive recovery maialtair'ng a ~imited figure 20 shows, for s-.verai' types of bomb, the
altitude margin from- the ground, optimum weapon aiming enavelope in terms of speed,

altitude and dive angle, which -were deemed necessary
The final targ.t acquisition, is achieved in the last to guarai lee satisfacto'y target trdcking, with
weapon aiming phase pcsihioning the steering line and significant reduction of,.he time to achieve the weapon
pipper of the 'Confinuous Computed Impact Point' releastwindow and conscquen~ty the time of exposure
(CCIP) on the target. The *Weapon Aiming Display v) thxeats.
Driving provides the display of this funton on the
I-.U.D. Figui e 21 shco s a simih'. ground attack manoeuvre.

tn this case the aircraft starts from an inverted flight
The globa; at;3ck mancoeuvre can be divided into (almost 180 deg bank) in climb, folkhwcd by a roll
several agility segmlents. manoeuvre; tip io wing level ane a pusn-down for the

acquisition of a certain di"e angle.
1 High-g's turn with 90) deg of licadi' g

variation This kind a:' manoeuvre, fr(,m an operational
stand-point, is similar to the pop-up manocui-e used

From a 5 g-entry condition turn at 7 g's to pass over a hill and roll in on the targ-t in dive.
up to achieve 90 deg of heading
variation. With almiost 90 deg of bank The overal attack nianqweuvre can be divided into
the manoeu,.re corresponds to a 90 deg several agility segments: *
Of pit.ch acquisition on a' horizontal
plan'. 1 Roll manoeuvre from -180 tdeg to wing

level
2 Unioad froni7 g's to I g maintaining the

90 T fbnkage'his manoeuvre is conclud-d when the
deg o bankanglebetk Lngle i within the threshold of + /

3 Roll manoeuvre fiom -90 d&g to level 10 deg

winghi ive2 Push-down manoeuvre to achieved the
This manoeuve is concluded when the desired dve angle
bank anglc iswitlbin the threshold of + /-
10 deg 3 Wcv.pon aiming

4 W':apon aiming and release 4 Pu~ll up mano-uvre at the break-away
cross display, to achieved the defined

This phiase includes the fine yaw load factor necessary for giound
pointing, positioning the Steeing line of avoidance:
the CCIP on release window

At the beginning, operati onal i'tcoming f~om
5 Full up rnariocuvrc at brcak-awiy cross Liher ground attack aircraft, were accustomed to

display, to -tchieved the define-d load perform ;he first two rnaneceuvre scgmiepts with a
factor nccssar) for ground avoidance diagonal stick command (Rt (Y. The intt.it of the

rolling push-down mairsoeuvre wa~s the achievement of
higher roll rate in ordci to reduce the overall time uf

Although the last tnanoceivrc i.; performed after time target acquisition.
main objcive ofweapon release has been completed,
the agility time to achxe the steady state condition is With the AM-X the large proversvt sideslip build-up
an important part ofthe weapon delivcrycffectivLncss. dtc topitch-dt wn prodicd vcr 7 high roll rate (greate.
For j given margins, a faster time to achieve steady linan Y00 eg/sec) retlucng the time to ichievc the
state toad factor, permits a lower altitude where the winglcvel attitudc but increasing sign~fica;'tl'/thep~fl
break-away cross appear-, and a release peint c~o.ser workload and the tiinctlos-opthaircraft A twiiiglevel.
to the target.



Figure 2. pnmsents, fiorn mzarned 'Smulatioi, the The agility manwiore:: uied mcvealcd some flying
(;Me histories of such a manvoetrs. Dcspi-e the qualkics chtaracteristics 4uitc intcresting from an
gentic wlfl, :he. inanocu%-rc -with combined push dow-A opern~aonal point of sicw. Of particular interest is the
does not permit an easy bank control at wing kIclc .act that *he mcthodolo, study' did peritted to asse-ss
zt:itudc. the performane of the entire wcpponi system, thus

including in t!),- asrcssmeait thze intccoction of the pilot
lasome ease of rapid rolling, during the capture phase, with !be sy.%Im as wcl'
the high coll sensitivty and the tfarjc bank cwcrshocit
required large latf-ral stick displacement, causing a Following the rvycrational asbessn'ent, definition of an
vcrydangerous la.era: uvercontroi consid-.rin the low "optirawn weapon ain~ing tenvelope" was dermed
alfitudc. rcsayto improve overall weapon system

effectiveness, while limitation of las ge comrbined stick
This combined manoeuvre was protbited and a inputs during the. ground attack phase, were
specific'warning intcoduced in the 'Flight Manual*. considtred fat safety.

Fij'ire 23 compares th.- total agility time to achiecve, Future test asctivity planned is t':e simulatirix of more
froin the irverted flit, the wing level and 30 dleg of complex zgiity nmanoeu"'cs up to the completion of
dive zngis, perfoi mingsevcral commat&di sequcric. rnir.sicxi task rkmenms and flight test irials to validate0
Performing roll follownd by push down manoeure ad thse siinulaticit rcsr, ts.
to the best performance wit". ZGS of time less than a
pull down followced by a roil ard M0% les- thin a The objective: c. this p~art of activit> wilt be to op-iniize
combination of roll an.ti push down manoeuivie, the oprationna! application of the aircra'ft allowing to

draw guidctnes fur aai imp! oved operation.-I pilot
ttaucing.

7.0 CO0NCLI tt.U5

Tie Agility tonepti, wusre ).k(,inal'y oeveloped as a
methodology to better evaluate and compare' thz
operational cfectiveness of advanced ai1*to-air RcJA *Operational Agii!yAGARDWG; 19,July
fighters. Naverthnless (tiz on-going research, is 6 , 91

sowing that aghiity concepts rway becsl:ctvly ppl'e-j Pcf.2 'Quaitave aitJ Quantitative Comparison
tc. the e;'valuation of aircraft of diricreniz role-,. e.g& a of (.o'iecrnment and Industry Mectrics",
convent.-onijl, g-ound-,dttack aircraft i~k:: ANI-X. Journal of Airrzaft. March 1990, Bitn

Ref 3 "Aircraft Agility the Sciena- of t!The 'tudy was su.sdto Inc mni~tn conducted by (Ipportunities", Paper AIAA 89-2015,
!hiiulation, with flqh'. tstst ani;' for vadtion of MDr
retuhr,. Even though agility xian..euv-es testc.6 ve%,M.o
of larpe asnplhtude, the lacP- of ,;om, externzi --wes Ref.4 'Agility ab a Contribution to Design4
(S-for~c) did not ncpwtivelvinfluenced pilot ipinionof Balane", Papet AIA A 90-13A5, A.Skt)w
the simulator that navebcen wcl! -cceptcd fo- this kind R e B Paran'etric Effect of Some Aircraft
of testing. Coimponents on H-igh-Alpha Aerodynamic

Characteristirs", AGARE' CP .. ,Visintini,

Tone 414yi~ asssment pecrmitte. to LAntity o-oni Pertile, Mentasti,
pls,'Ocernl , coerning the conventional configurao Ref.6 'Flight 'esting for A~rc-'aft Agility" P.'r,.'
of t~sc Itd aircraft. The agility tasks on the AlAA-90-l1-CP, S.LSutts, A.R.Lv' or
longitudiroal plane pointed w. icrnc dcicicnicies for Ref.? *Rclatibnships Belct.een Agility Mttrics =.d
large attitude acquisition that ?.ave bvr~n autouted to FlyiV Oua!i*es, Pape ALAA 90-1003,
(:%e str;%ng aecroAiiamic non-lipcaritf at hgh AQA D.R.Rilcy, -AH )rajeskc
typical of the configura~ion testAd e. Fyn~aii5 xein' t hA-

Due to the low predictability oif response it would be ef Aircraft", AGARD CP50, R.tlava
difficult to improve pitch agility tcrreughisetepltTo to TraXiig eice'lo,ro Engnreeng
training alone. Ant atomatic iiapsfslats selctiion Tol ranig, Device"l, F.aGAD P.t
device instead, permits c global zigility time reduction ~ Amno .atli .as
of abou~t 70% with full pilot attrrntion on the battle

field.
Te roil agility task highlighted a greatet predictability
ofresponse, An effective enthancemencrt is expccted
th adequate pilot training on the manoeuvre
tch.lique.

0
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EXPANDING THE PILOTS EN4VELOPE

Bruce I- Hamilton PhD
Manager, RAH-66 Crew Station Design

MS Z102A
Sikorsky Aurcialt

Strafford, C' 06601l-1381
USA

1. SUMARY biplanes. As a result, today's fighter cockpit often
Advances in aircraft technology have allowed the demand.% more attention than many pilot.s cart provide
cixatructlon of fighters which can easily excted the pilots during time critical situationn as evidenced by repors of
capability to react and to sustain G forces. Advances in high workload and task saturation. Pilot's, like all airframe,
avionics have allowed these airframes to be fitted with have an operatinal envelope. Like an airframe, demands
senumr, weapons, and data processor to 'he point that the which pt=c the pilot outside of his envelope result in lom
workload associated with maission accomnplishment some- of performance. The next major advance in
times exceeds the pilot's capabilities. Consequently, somic maneuverability needs; to be in the pilot's ability to u'.e
aircraft capabilities are rarely used due to lack of tactically the capabilities provided: tha is, to ku-p tie pilot
faailimity. These developments highlight the fact that the within his envelope. To do this, man-maschine interface
ability of the aircraft to fuifill its mission is depcndent ttchnology must be developed to enable the pilott
uponi the pilot's utilizing its capabilities as an integrated integrate flight maneuver and tactical avionic', into
weapon system. Pilots, like airframes, have operational situation awareess.
envelopes ar expanding the pilots envelope allows fuller

* exploitation of the airframes envelope and t avonics 3. DEFINING TIM eILOT'S L.'V2LOPE
capabilities. The nature of the pilot's envelope is presented Hlumans have amazing plasticity hot they eo have limits. *
along with atributes of a pilot interface which support These limits define the human envelope. Placing pilots
=epasion of the pilots eavelope. outside of the humrAn envelope tray cause a degradation in

pecforsance similar to exceeding an operational flight
2. INTODUCTION envelope. Also, some rxa ;.sive coniditions. may causz
Air-to-air combat began ia Would Wlar I with men who cessation of perfonntanr' not unlike exceedirg a strctvra
flev in open cockpics. Thweeatlie figher pilots achieved flight envelope. One exaniple of excrxeding human limit,
tr victores with air xsens, sharp eyes%, quick reflexes andi is G (the forct- of gravity) induced9 loss of conscioaus
gun sights. Victory in a first-generationi fighter was often (GLOC). Sustained or excessive Gs will caic luiss of
move a function of pilot skill and surprise rather than coniousness.
aircraft mneuverability. During World War 31. high
tuaneuiverability was often waieed by reducing overall Thbis paper cosiders the pilots envelope as having thre
aircraft weight tbroughs reductiorna in armor protection. piimary components physiological, environmental, and
Ultimately, it provad caderto itrplzce less mzeu.eaable atienslonal dernxW.. Categorization of the pilota envelople
aizrMf which returned their pilots than to replace- the pilots into three componepts is a simplification of a complex
of more manieuvelable aircraft whi;ch were lost topic which remains the. s'bject of ongoing research. The

lack of agreeamn as to how pilot physiology/ pseychology
Avionics bega influencing air-to-air combat during t and crew performance interact and influctnce each other
Korean conflict and changed the imneuvtrablity equaticm makes quantitative statements about the pilot's envelope
during die Vienm conflict. It was thought thA radar and risky: however. qtsalitative siitements about the e'avelnp
missiles mcint an end to dolfight style air-to-alt combat, can be drawn and are quite useful to the eiigineering
This thought was proven wrong and maneuverability cowunity. Each oif the thre primouy components of the
without sacificing pilot survivability b-came a major pilots envelope is briefly defirztd ha the following section
thrust. In the years since Vietnami. avionics have
utidergone revolutiona advance on a tcale that rivks the 3.1 Physiologil ELirsits
advansces in fighter sanuveritbility. Achieving a victory Physiological limits fire the best understood -'f the primary
today requires the ability to u= the electronic aids to gin componet of the humian envelope. These limits are
better situlation awarerwcss while simultaneously exploiting comprse of five factors, G,. temfrauxz, vibration, ruois;%
a large maneuverability envelope. and fatigue. Thse first four factcrs are imposed ulton ;te

r;'(), the last, fatigu, is the product of the first four. In
While the tch-lroits of.ar-to-a comubat hive adv'anc'J, tota, these five feeors determine Uie pilot's physiologk.'d
koday's pilo.t remans unchanged frMM the pilotS Who M.ew limit.

eresenird ar an AGAIRV Naferrng on 'Tchnologies for kI,6i .,%aano-uvrable ,lucor1 Ocro,)er 1993.
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When the bouy subjected to potive G forces over time, The main changes in performaance due to skill fatigue tu
blood dr-ins from the head. to the chest. As blood flow be summaized as: 0
reduce., b,-ain functions diminish. The first noticea',le
symptom tends to be reductiot in visual field, Lb, so-called (at A deterioration in the accuracy of timing ol the ,'
gray-ot. If conditions continue. blzck-out o.curs. G loss components of the skilled task with i
o; consciousness (GLOC) tends to occur with rapid onset consequent detease in the level of 'kill.
of6 Gs I.ut can occur at levels as low as 4 G if onset is
unexpected. Te US Air Force and US Navy have (b) The pilot accepts lower standards of accuracy and
reported that as many as 12% of their aviators have performance on his own pzrt withott an
experienced GLGCi. Besides strict black-outs, extended appreciation that he is doing Y).
periods of functional incapacitation follow GLOC.
Straining maneuvers, anti-G suits, and reclined seats are (c) A disintegration of the perceptual field so that the
used typically to amelimate the efficts of G. NGnnative readings from individual instruments are no
curves for G tolerance can be generated and these curves longer integrated into an ovrall pattern.are relatively coosistet in theis re'oose to other variables. (d) A narrowing of the pilot's range of attention so
ExtmItes of tenperature limit life and prformance. At that some instruments or tasks (particularly the
high or low temperatures the body is unable to cool or heat peripheral ones) are forgotten or ignrrd."
itself and uiconsciousness occurs. The performance
envelope trmpe attue range is much more restricted than Fatigue is influenced by a variety of factors many ei
the pure survival temperature envelope. Deep body which are external to the airraft. Aircraft related cause, of
tempesture increases of only 4"F can cause performance fatigue ae temperature, vibration and noise. Fatigue i
decTer-ents after ornll 30 minutes2. Ambient effective variable and almost impossible to estimate. No accepted
temperatures of 85" - 90F can drive the deep body curves relate fatigue r performance because the
temperature up by the .4F needed for prfornarce measurement of fatigue is uncertain and peronnance t
&dcrements. Severe environments up to I 15F cause more dependent upon the specifics of a singL: ,ask. In aviation,
exte-nsive decrernis in shorter time periods. Normative the tasks are constantly changing but in general, higher
cuives for temperature tolerance can ve generated antJ fatigue levels lead to higher error rates and reduced
these curves are relatively insensitive to other variables, concentration. Despite resistance to qtantification, fatigue •
Most wzrcraft are built to 3pecifications that control and limits the pilot's abil~ty to perform and must be considered.
limit the range of allowable teti.peaturcs; bowever, the
impact of protective ensembles has not Yet Ocen a1dequately 3.2 Enviroimental Modlfien
,dressed. The second primary component defming tne pilots

envelope is crvironnicetal modifers. This palper include,
Vibration reduces the pilot's ability to read displays nd vision, ,.ontrols and displays, and training as environmental
maps, tu make fine motor movements (using hand modifiers. While these are arbitrary selection. they 0
conullers and pushing buttons), and to -orcentrat' on represent major drivers of performance.
secondary tpiks. Fatigue is dramatically affected by
prolonged vitation exposure. Mo'st aircraft are built to The ability to see the world defines the amount of
specifications that Umit the amont o vibration maneuverability the pilot is willing to use. Design

standards spL.i/ the minimum out-the-window vision
Noise in the cockpit interferes with communications and re-iirenments. Airframe obstructions and/or reduced visual
can, over time, result in fatigue and general piorman cies (night, night eonsors, otscurants, or clouds) increase 4
de e erts. Most aircraft are built to specifioations that te effort and concentration required to control the aircraft
brat the amount of noise in the cockpit. The focus in this through inueased dependence upon instruments or stability

ea is now twnig to the issue of spoech intelligibility as augmentation (i.e. forcing the aircraft to be les,
oiposed to that ot noise level. maneuverable).

erry3 defin-d fatigue as "thoc changes that affect an The controls and displays used in the cockpit influence theindivmdual consequent upon contnued actvity. The difficulty of maintaining flight control and using avionics.changes are typically a deterioration in th aviator's Displays which are not sunlight readable or are notcane a icasetrorto a the vel compatible with night vision devices dramatically increaseor an increased cost or effort for a given level workload and trmelines, Controls which are poorly place.,ol performance, ad characteristic , ctive feelings that difficult to grasp or manipolate distract from situation
may include imitability. te.'senes., asicntal sluggishness,
tiredns ard lack ef energy The exact pattern of effects awareness and flight contol or can induce disorentattn.
will depend on whether tie task is physical or mnutl Ind Generally, the more difficult the interface the greater the
on the inotiatim,, of the aviator." Ile further states that ip uWon performance, but the specific impa of an 4inter'face component is difficult to quantify
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The degree and currency of training am major contributors asrness, and decision making may require additional
to performance in complex tasks such as flying highly information. This requires the pilots to get the information
maneuverable aircraft. Trtining has long been recognized and return to the task of perceiving, bui!ding situation
as a fundamental determinant of air-to-air combat outcome. awareness, or decision making. In many cases, tre

decision may have serious affects on the pilot's
3.3 Attentlonal Demand environment which could include future survival.
This paper uses the term attentional demand to describe Employment of weapons or assessment of bad weather
generically the higher level cognitive functions invohed in landing conditions are examples of decision which should
the concept of pilot intent. 'Ibese are the elements that be support- hy unambiguous information but, in reality,
distinguish the pilot irom a reflexive automaton. Elements often are not. Anytime pilots must execute a task, they
of attendional demand include perception, situation must remember the trained procedure. The more difficult
awareness, decision making, and task execution. the task, the greater the memory and training burden.

Usually the more difficult tasks take longer and are more
Perception in this context is defined as, "What is happening disruptive to other demanding tasks. Once again, the
around mer" It is more than noting objects and events that human ability to cope with task execution is not
am happening around the pilot. The raw events must be quantifiable nor can specific guidelines be generated from
formed into a model that correlates and describes current generic knowledge.
activities and forms the basis for predictions about future
events. I-or example, noting a return moving on a radar 4. EXPANDING TIlE PILOT'S ENVELOPE
display leads , the perception of the likely flight path of The physiological limits for humans are well known and
that aircraft. e traditional radar format displays the nose have been incorporated into specifications and technical
of the aircraft along the bottom of the display. Aircraft data. Accommodation of the pilot's physiological envelope
which will cross in front of ownship nose appear to be is, for the most part, a weight and cost trade-off and will
heading towards the center of the display while those on a not be discussed in this paper. The same is bas'-. ", true
collision course appear to be heading straight down the of the environmental modifiers discussed . - e The
side of the display. The crew must cognitively re-map the primary component of atentional demand, Lo ,e ., is not
viewed data in order to achieve a correct perception. In covered by a tidy body of knowledge that a~lo., us to pick
this context, perception is itsed to describe a process that is a performance level and derive bow much is required. For
more than just sensing. instance, no design standard addresses the question of bow *

much attentional d.mand a task is allowed. The advent of
Determining what the perceived situation meams to the computerized, "glass cockpits* offers lbe opporvinity to
pilot and his mission is often referred to as building expand the pilot's envelope by employing a pilot-vehicle
situation awareness. In this sense, situation awareness is interface design that transfers some of the attentional
used to describe knowing what the perceived events mean demand tasks to automation .:sd make task execution
or imply for future events. Seeing multiple radar blips in simpler. Te climb/dive market found in mo-st HUDs is an
different places which time correlate with the expectation example of automation expanding the pilots perception 4
of movement leads to the perception of an aircraft on a envelope because it tells the pilot at a glance where the
certain flight path which, in turn, leads to the situation aircraft's flight pah is in rel'tion to the world rather thani
awarem'ss that an attack opportunity may exist. Few forcing the crew to monitor the flight path continuously.
metrics exist to measure situation awareness and no Providing aircraft location, flight path, and target data on a
quantitative relationship between performance and displayed map is an example of expanding the pilot's
situation awareness has been widely accepted. situation awareness by automating the development o! a
Once the pilot believes that he understands what is plan view of the mission. Hands on grip controls are
happening around him (situation awareess), he must examples of an expansion of the pilot's task executiot
create alternative plans and select the plan th'at best envelope. However, metely adding sensors and
supports mission goals and intents. Wrong decisions can informatica does not automatially expand the pilot's
lead to disastrous consequences. Decision making is envelope; it may shrink the envelope through overload or
beavily influenced by situatdon awareness, perception, and confusion.
training. Some people are better decision makers than
others. As is the case in situation awareness, no mctrics The key to expanding the pilot's envelope is to design an
exist to measure decision making and no quantitative interface that .'duces the amount of time and energy the
rekltiohip between performance and decision making has pilot spends on acquiring information and executing
been accepted. decisions. This provides more time to thunk about the

decisieas being made. This kind of hiterface is the product
After deciding upon a plan of actio,, pilots have to of a design program that systematically explores the
implement the plan. In simple situations this may merely problems of perception, situation awareness, decision
be flight control input. In more complex situations, the making, and task exectidon and develops an overt,
pilots may have to change avionics or weapon system conscious model of the pilot interface. This model can
modesettings. Often the processes of perception, situation specify automation and specific control/display

0
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implementations to achieve an expanded pilot's answer is provided by a digital display of pounds of fuel OX
peormamce envelope. remaining; 'owever, if the question is bow long until

flameout, then e better answer is X minutes (becaurse
Expanding the pilot's performance envelope is not displaying fuel remaining assnes that the pilobt will divide
generally recognized as a problem to be worked in the by consumption rate to obtain time remuining.) Careful
sante sense as increased tutu rate or load factor. Most task analysis may reveal that data niust be presented in a
prRoans allocate little resources specifically to the pilot- vaiety of formaut to support all information demr.vids.
vehicle nterfat.e. Often this situation results from an
inablaity to ar.',,lee what rconstitutes an envelope 4.2 Contr o tOption
expanding interface and a failure to allocate direct More options do not always make for a happier pilot. As
rsponsibility for designing the interface. The result is a processing power on-board the aircraft increases the ways
restriction of the pilots performance envelope that limits or in which sensors can be programmed and eata viewed
negates efforts to field a highly mauverable aircraftL The increases. Too many options result in pilots spending more
following sections identify sp.cific attributes that an time and eergy setting up tasks than available. Multiple
interface must have to reduce the workload and increase options also incur excessive training costs as pdots attempt
situational awreness (ie. expari the pilots envelope.) to become proficient operating all of the various modes.

Whenever possible, designers should limit the number of
4.1 Information Display options to those essential to the mission requirements.
Pilots form and maintaio multiple views of their worlds.
The most obvious one is the 'ego" view which represents As with display attribute-, controls should be clustered
the world as seen through their own eyes. This view is together to prevent the pilot from navigating the menu
used in conjunction with "air sense' to fly the aircraft and structure to find the on/off or adjustment options. All
understand the external situation. Ancther common view information required for tasks should be located togct-
is the plan or horizontal situstien view. This view is used and all controls for those tasks also diould be located
to understand where the pil., is in th. world dnd where together.
geographical locations are in relitionship to current aircraft
position. This view is commonly used for navigation and Pilots should not be required to set a series of ),witches in a
route planning. Another view is the "sersor" view. This is particular position and sequence to perform a desired
a view of the world as seen by one or more sensors such as function. To set up a function, they should be provided * *
radaf v forward looking infra-red (FUR). Pilots switch with a switch that activates the syctem and the set up tasks
from view to view &pending upon the current task. This should be autoni.ted. Thero should never b an error
switching of views is normal and the situation awaeness message to tell the pilot that something was not set
generated in one view should be supported in other views. correctly. As long as the function does not involve safety
For instance, once the pilot switches to a plan view and of fligit, system safety, or a device which must by it
decides where te wishes to fly next, be switches back to an nature have a direct interface with the pilot. then the
ego view to fly the aircAft to that position, The location interface shoul do the setup: not the pilot. 9
decided upon in the plan view should be represented in the
ego view to connect and support the two types of situation Incorrect switch choices (i.e. those whose order or setting
awareness. This can be done by using a contact analog does not apply) should not be presented. If an option does
symbol in the ego view to pinpoint the location fiom the not apply then the control for it should not be preseated.
plan view. The pilot cannot throw the wrong switch if the swtch i.

not available. If the funceam is norially provided, but is
Information needed to support decision making and not available because of fault, then the switch should
situational awareness should be clusterd together. Often indicate non-functionality by X'ing* through or striking
information neeoed to form situational awareness is over the label.
distributed across an interface, located in a menu smcture
dictated by the subsystems design. This forccs the crew to 4.3 Organization of Information and Contros
spend signific at tim- and energy navigating the menu Organization of information and controls needs to be
structure and sixpping for information. One-stop shopping planned carefully. A good menu structure and display
can be aieved if all the dam. for sitittiontal awareness or format are not necessarily based upon subsystem functions.
decision making are brought to a centralized di-play Previously mentioned attributes of clutering may require
location in a manner that is quickly interpreted relative to that subsystem bouniaries be ignored. In fact. informatior.
the mission, phase, segment. or task being performed, or controls may need to appear in a variety of places to

support decision making or execution in a timely manner.
Often displays provide data from which the crew must Good organization is based upon a human factors
deduce or construct answers. Displays should provide engineering task analysis. Optimum oganization usually
information in an appropriate formal compatible with the is not achieved on the first try. Therefore. design
information demands of the crew. In simpler terms, if the iterations, using man-in-the-loop simulation cvaluation,.
question Is how much fuel is remaining, then a good are required to refine the organization.
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The orgamiluiou of display pages and the menu structure added to form the label "MODE AVI0%" thus indicating
should be based on the conc-pt of function. This concept transition to a lower level menu. If a simple toggle 0
states that a function is a set of activities that must he between automatic and manual were desired the label
p-.for'aed by the pilot to complee a portion of LOe might look like 'MODE AULIO +-,*. Indicating to the
mission segment. An example of a function might be pilots where be will go within the menu structure is
Detect Target. This function miglt include tasks like analogous to putting up street signs at road intersections.
pointing a sensor or changing the radar mode. Required In both cases a navigation task is made easier by
infonnation and controls for all of the displays xnd sensors tratsferring the maapping task from memory to reading.
neede to detect a tarret should im iii Liose proximity in The labeling takes the guesswork out of the task and 0
ibk *, enu stncture. Obviously, all data cannot be provided reduces the wokload of the pilot.
all of the time. Data tha, are commonly used, are
frequenty crods-checked, ot may be time critical should be The switch labels and status indicators should be in the
readily available. However, other data may be used language of the pilot, not the engineer who designed the
occasionally for decision mag or situational awarcos. system. The best situation is when pilots realize they need
"e data sould be nearby in the menu structure. to do X and they look uound and find a key lab-e.led X

Tbey should not have to trarslate their view of the world 0
Ther is no eason why infcmation, contmcis. and options into engineering language in order to work through a menu
cannot be segregated into grocps that functionally of to select correct optiotis.
represent maintenance. sctup. normal operatios, training.
and tactical applications. These functions should be placed Data and tasks should be urn'mged so that :be more detailed
in distant coraers of the menu structure. Single high-level data a ,--Ans are deeper in the menu. Pdots shmuld not
mode selection should cause large segments of the menu be forced to ft bottom of a mra" ,r.: to find high-level
structure to disappear from consideration. Selecting a data nor should basic ntrols be at the bottom of the 0

'tactical' mode should enable the pilot to se artd access menu. Il. first menu encountered shxoW1 have most of the
only data and controls rele.'ant to the tactical situation. necessary quick glance data and ctois.
This is our means of effectively "filtering' options and
iWfomation for better organization 4.5 System Attributes

In the world of pilots, many tasks are interrupted to do
4.4 Mensa Attributes higher priority tmsks. Tbe system should be designed so 4
Consistency is the biggest ally of the piot while swpise is that itermpting task. can be entered easily and quickly
the biggest eremy. The designer may be tempted to invent AM , it should be simple to return to the twerrupted ta.,,-
a tew way to enter/display daa of fontrol a device. This
might allow the absolute maximum efficiency of Often sabsysea capabilities are 'Psigned by a single
keystrokes and display usage, but ;t places a burden up'Na vendor. It is easy to overlook the fact that other on.baru
pilots if they must ierember how to operate each mcthd subsystems may have data or processing capability which
Adding a few more keystrokes for conststency reduces could be brought to bear upon sy.stm lteel probkms. No 4
pilot workload and increases pilot acceptancet of the one subsystem provides total situation awareness. By
system, In time critical situations pilots will avoid systems recognizing the suengthis and weaknesses of the vanou.%
that they do not know how to operate. Pilots will also subsystems and by allocating processing resources to
avoid automation if it reuires significant setup or option integrate data from various subsystems, good situation
selection work. awareness and low wokload can be achieved.

Controls in a glass cockpit often take the form of beel 5. AN EXPANDED ENVELOPE ENHANCES •
switches with displayed labels. A twitch may turn AIRCRAFT MANEUVERABILITY
something on o off. may se3ect from a numNr of options. The process of developing an expxked rdlot's envelope is
or may take the crew to another menu of options. The mature and the benefits are substantial. Generally
displayed labels should have a number of attributes. Firm, speaking, the pilot.interface and the derived hardware
labels should indicate function. For example, the label requirements must be ready early in the ,Jevelopm&ent of at,
'MODE' could be used to indicate that the switch is aircraft. This requires up-front investments, sometiies
azocimed with control of a moo&. Second. the , rent even prior to the deveopment go-ahead. The question is. •
stamu of the function should be displayed. For ean-ple. bow do you justify this early investment? The answer Ls
the word 'AUTO' may be displayed next to the tabel that aircraft are purpose built to satisfy specific missim
"MODE" so that the pilot k, ows that the current moc, is requirci'ents but pilots must. be trained to use the aicraft
automatic. Thrd. the menu Msult of selecting a switch If the pilots can use only a portion of the capabilits then
shouk; be indicated. For example, the MODE switch may the mission requirements will go unsatisfied and the effort
togg& betwen manual and a';tomatic or may call a expended upon the aitrframe and avionics will have limited
submenu of selection options. Pilots should not be resura. •

required to remember what each switch will do if they
pniss it. In the example above, a "b" symbol could be

*t 4
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for example. if pilots do n- realize that they should
change their flight path or at so busy with avionics that
they do not see the devclo*g situation. then high
maneuverability will not Wep the pilot survive and win.
On the other hand, if pilots know that their current flight
path ends with Found impact, they can alter their flight
path immedialely or they have the liberty to decide to
cotinue until the final moment that the maneuver
ervelope allows escap. b. d of synergism between 0
situation awareness and maneuver env~ipe allowi
maximum flexibility in an air combat environment.
Likewise, if pilots understand the intet of a ttreat but
have to change coctrol scuinr, in a complicat nd tinc
consumaing manner. then they may rot be able to take
advantage of a position gained through high
maneuvertaility. On the other b-m. simple and direct
meaw. of changing coafilguations may allow tactical
advm(tg wibout arduous maneuvering.

The pikos problem is bow to achieve and maintsin tactical
advantage. Achieving thctical advantage requires Mal
pilots be aware of the total situaLdon and be able to
respond. One part of the answesri a highly maneuverable
aircraft. Another pat of the answer is a pilot-vehicle
interiface that allows fast assqimilation of informationan
simple control proc-dures. The computer revolution and
modern interface design methods ptovkdes the opportunity
to achieve the required blend of man, atbframe. weapons,
and avionis.
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1. SUMMARY Complisnce flight testing involves clinical measuremenIts; of
rfying Qualities stindards are forrnaliy set to enisure safe flying qualities parameters for which good values are known
fight andi therefore to reflet inimum,.ster tha optimum from experience. It also involves the performance of pilot.n.

requiretnients. Agility is a flying quality but relates to te-loop mission task elements (MTE) along with the
queatytios and testif rocedxiu er ibimn. s ce for q~isiion miniu reuivcrnments isotatin& ismae
opeaytics a d ihesnt maximdues for fi n. s hileed foc acqiston ofnisubjei cments ind ipiot rais Thde
examnplc in NMIL-STD.1797 cr ADS33. may provide an tosensure that mouifacturemsate not unduly censtriincd when
aidequae stricture to encompass agility, they do not curren~tly sonductitng their design trade studies.
addres flight at ligh performance. A eurenht concern in bath
the fixed- ua rotary-wing communities is the absence of Two issues arise out of this quality scle and aSSessment.
substwitiated agility criteria and the possible conflicts FirAt the minimum requ!irements reflect an exercise onaly
betwee flying qualities irid high performance -i a, more moerate levels of the dynamic operational flight envelope
may not always be better, ibis Nprer addresses these iather thani h:gh or cxtrere levels. Second, the assessrzt
concern and suggests anr agility **setor that quantifies are t-sually ma. in "clean" condtio.Ls. uuelutered by
performaence margins in flying qualities terms. I he &a*iwud secondary tass degraded visual cues, or the strcss of real
quickness, from the latest rotary-wing handling requirement%, combat. Beyond the minisnum quality levels there reryns
provides an ideal agility measre ard links handling with the question of the value of good flying qWraites to the
agility. A new parameter. buase on manoeuvre acceleration onerall mission effectiveness. For example, how much more
is introduced as a potenitiW candidate for definina upper limits effectiie is an aircraft tha has, say, double the minimurm
to flying qualities. These concepts are introduced within . required (Level 1) roll eointrol power' More generally, how
framework aimed at unifying flying qualizies and much more mission-effective is a Level I tha a Level 2
performiance requirements. Finally, a probabilistic analysis of aircraft when, for example, the pilot is stressd? A thini
pilot handling qualities ratings is presented that suggests a questin asks whether ther ame any upper limits to the flying
powerful relationship between inheret ai.arn flymig qualities paraumeters. making quslity bouidaies closed
qualities and operational agility. contours. The answers to these questions cannot generally be

frond in flying qualities criteria like ADS33 (Ref. 2) or hil,
2. INTRODUCTION S'fD-1797 I '.cf. 3). At higher prformance levelt. very little
In current military requirements good flying qualities are data are available on flying qualives and, consequently, there
conferred to ensue that safe flight is guaranteed throughout are %icry few defined upper limits on. nidling parameters.
the Operational Flight Envelope (OFE). Goodness. oi
quality, in flyinr, cati be measured on a Scale spanning threz Regular and safe, or carefree, use nf high levels of lramsient 0
Levels. as defined by Cooper and Harper. 1  Airraft ar perforravrc has come to be tynonymous with agility The
normally required to be Level I throuighout the ope:rational relitioqship between flying qualities and agility is important
flight envelope.- Level 2 is nectable in failed and because it potentially quantifies tie vtlue of flying qualities
e-nergency situaions. Level 3 is considered unzccetabke to operational effectiveness
The achievement of Level I signifies that a minimum.
required standard has bee= met or exceeded in desitvi and can Thus paper addresses those flyir.1 qualities 'At are irnpo(ant
be expected to be achieved regularly in operational use for agility, in both an enabling and limiting eorlest. and
measured in termrs of task performance and pilot workload considers how far existing flying qualities requirements go, or

Presed at an AGARD Merxng on *Tchrologk-4forlIily Mfanocuwobl, Arraft: October 1903.
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frequcency range. itrm thc small amplitude, higher-fieque My appri.ac for itncluding flying qualities atributes in combat
requirements set by criteria like equivalent low order system models, wheh are also d'scusscd.
response or bandwidt:h. to the laige-amplitude manoeuvre
requirements. set by control power o AUEOFOEAINA GLT

MIL-STD-1 797 taktes a soewh.it difeent perspectite, with Operational agility is a key attribute for weapon systenm
nlight phases and aircrft cattgories but the b~asic message is cffectiveness. Witl'in L broader context of the total wenpon
the same--how to cstabrish flyn; quality. With these syc, the Mission Tas-k naturatt' extend3s to include the
developments now mature, one -hou!d expect that any aci4 oftedfeetc-pesn adnne- e)'speial'flyng canaterieic. lie ailit. c-ildise sub-s,'stesns. cach havtog its own asso-ciated thrne deiay.'W

the flying quaflies criteria should be an appropriate format to-air enigagementt: threat d-ictimCiegagemencrt. combat and
and starting point for quantifying agil'ty A key question then disengagement. The pilot initiates the action and stays in

ar~esantov~hthr hee nedbeuper oudaie W command throughout, bui a key to oserational agility is to
kndlin aram %eter ohre need be upe ~u so automate the int.egration of the subsystems-4h.- sensor.
Furthermore, it may well be t0= the handlingS paaeern mission systerm airframcelenginceontrol systonrw and
associated quality boundaries set for rnirusn safety wr-apr- -to maximise the coucusrney in the process.
standards at inappropriate for high pertformnance levets and
that new formats are required. IThese arr primary cocn of Concurrency is orne of the keys to OperAtional Agility
this Paper. Another key relatns to miniinising the time delays of the

subts.ens to reach fult operational capability and hence
The Paper copslers bot fixed- and rotay-iring surer01 in a ceTeetivencs in the MIE Extensions to the bITE concept
unified appr-oach. WThile speed and manoeuvrre envelopes an are required that encompass the functions and operations of
associated limits for aeroplanecs and helicopter are quite the subsystms, providing in approach to assessing system
different. often paraoxically so. they share the essence of operational agility. Working Group 19 has addre-ssed these0
agility and operational effeetiieness, Initerestliy, agility issues elsewhere. Minimnising tinw delays is c.,siciall for the
requirements for the two vch~le types hay:. traditionally airframe, but flying qualititzs can suffer if the accelerations
ste-smed from two quite different theatres: close combat of are too high or the time cn';ststat too short, leading to j:rky
aii-supetiority fighters in the open skies, contrasting with motion.
stealth of anti-armour helicopiers in the nap o'f the earth.
While both ctill feature large in th. two worlds, it is nov Latecr in this paper %%e extamine how well existing ilyinr
recognised th.A there is a broad overlap mn agility qualities rcqnurtinents W&ress agility. To set the swc for 4
requirements, and there is relevancec to a wider range uf roles this, we fir'st consider one Lceneralisca definition of ,szdire
,ncluding aircmilt recovering to ships trasport refueling, adopted by Working Group 19:
support hectcopters ocliverins loads into restricted 2ix5s. and te ability to adat and respond rapidly and precisely with
mor. rceet!-f. h-litoptais performing air-to-air combat, safety and with poise, to mayximisc mission effectiveness.

ACARD Working Group 19 (in AGARI) Adsomrv Report Agility requirements fee both fixed and rotary-wing combat 4
ARMi) has considered operational agility in the broader airciraft fal inio four I ey mission phases:
context Of the total weapon system, encompassing sensors
mission system, pilot airfinimecrsgine. flight control systern, L) steathy flying-in particular. 'arain-rs.sid to
and weapon. The concept is that the total cystemn tan only lbe avoid detection,
&I agi'e an th'e slo~est viemcnt and that all elements need to bi) threat avoidanc once detected,

workconurretlyto e cfcctvc.c) the primary mission engagement (e.g. threat engage-4
Trhis Paper focuses or. ihe .'ehicle And the pilot-centered mat), And
A&gility requiremesits of the airframe, engine, and flit control d) rcovery and launch from confined or otherwise
system elements. The nature of operational agility is deain as
discuissed, with an outline of some of the Working Giotp 19 dmnigaes
backgroure4 and nivreion setling the scene for the Ia- The key attributes of sir'rame agility, an contained ii' the
discussioits of the relatiotnship between flying qualities and aoedfnto.ae
tgility. Three key innovatins of this Fape: are contained aoedfntoae
,u=xe First, t.he agility factor is introduced and related to r rpid--enphasiziiig speed of response, including both
quantitative handling crnteria. Second, the attitude quicknecsi transient and sicady-%tate phases ir the manoeuvre
parameter' is interpreted as an agility poramcter and extended change The pilot is concerned to complete the
to the acceleration response. Fininlly. the subjective quality manoeuvre change iii thes/acntst possie rine, what is
scale (Cooper Harper) for pilot-peavel handlin~g qualities is possibie will be hounded by a num'ber of different
interpreted iii a probabilistic fashion to indicate the likelihood aspCcts.0
of mission success or failure with a given level of flying
qualities. Essentially. recognition is given to the fact that H) 1,rcs--accursey is the driver here with the
aircrafi that are say, lecvel I 'on papce will experience Mltvtc tVaat the greater the task precLtio-isg.
Lecvel 2 and 3 situations in their operational life. e.g.. through preesiiun of pointnstg. achievabilily of flight path-the
poor usable cue enivironmenmts (UCE) and Associated weather treater the chance of a successfu) outcome. (The
cotiditions, failed systems, or pilot ftfigue. 1hs novel comibi-saston of $reed and riecision emnphasizes ti'
intexpretatIon of the handling quality ratings suggests a new spcii nature of agility. one would rnonnally conuct a
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proces slowly to achieve precision, but agility requires notion that flying qualities specifications, as guardias of
both.) tranlsient response, should crnbrsce agility, since it too resides

idi) safery-this reflects the need to reduce piloting by definition in the transient domain. Initial thougE on this
workload, making the flying casicr and fren th io theme appeared in Reference 5 and 6. Reference 5 indicated

fton unecesnz conern reatig tosafty f ~ the interactions between agility. operational capability. and
efgo. repting-m fligntenel dlnii; resft fflgt liqu ies and listed somne of the flying qualitis

e~g. rspetin flghtenvlop liits reuirmens tatbecause of their tiesirnent of the transiecst
iv) poise--this relates to the ability of the pilo: to establish response, clearly crossed into th, realm of agility.

new steady-state condition. quickly and to te free to
atend to Cme next task. It relates to precision in the last Aj that time, it was hypothesized that simply :ncreasirg the
moments of the manoct;sre change but is also a key mvailable agility. Li terms of accelerations, rate't eft * would
driver for ride qualities that enheneec steadiness in the lead to diminishing operational returns. -ince, an ove-r-
presenice of disurban.es. (Paim can be thought of as responsive vehicle wtould not he controllable. That point was
an eficsency factor, or measure of the unused potential considered worth making because sonmc combat analyses wee:-
enery, much like the agility factor itself), being perforrmed using computer touls that apprecximoaed the

traisicu~ response only in - gross fashion. These mtodels
v) adapr-tha- special emnphasis hiere relates to the rcsuliesi in aircrAft %%hich had unquestionably high

requirements on the pilot and aircraft systems to be- pebenartee but did -ot account for the iteraction of the
cantinuously updatig awarenecss of th oprtoa vehicle with the pilot. Also, due to the 3pproxunations made
situation. The possibility of rapid changes in the in the intereet of ceniputational tractihility, the models did
external factors discussed above (erg&. threa%5 UCE, not obey the laws of motion in their transient responsc&s In
wind shear/vortex wAes) or the internails. through Refrne 6. the Control Anticipation Parame ter (CAP), front
failed or damaged systems, makes it impottwit tha the USAF Flying Qualities requisternents,3 was quoted as an
agility is considered, not just in retation to scit'iicec eample of a c.-ienon defining over-responsiveness since an
matioocuvres; and classical engaems but also for upper limit is specified for it. Aztificialiy high pitch agiity
initial conditions of low energy and/or high could, according to CAP, correspond to excessive ritch

vunerzability, or uncertainty. acceleration relative to the normal load facto: capability of
the aircrakt Perforzmc constraints awe also suggested by

P1-ing qualities requirements addres some of the agility the tentative upper limits set on pitch bandwAidth in
attrbuts imlictly-hrogh te ue ofthehanding Reference 3. Hlowever. it is suspected that these linits veflect

qualities ratings (IIQR's) that relate the pilot workload to th ades acclertion efftxts and control seitativity* *
task performance achieved-and explicitly-through criteria problm associated with high bandwtdthtcontrcol po*er
an response perforace. e.g.. control powc:. band widdi, onrnbiruations. This poin: will be revisited tate.
stability. ec. The rclati'.ship is more firmily established with
the agility metric classification introdi-ced by Re~f in the At :bout Lha me tirre. Riley C, &l.7-9-9 began asrics of
AGARD AR 314 report. and reproduced below. experiments on fighter agiity In Reference 7. they

Trin:ten-dcrined as a continuously varying prperty of npl'.sized that the idea of an operAtionally usefui vehicle
the response with a rating worse thwi Level 2 %-s inconsistent with the0

definition Jt the categories in the Ccoper-lape pilot rating
£rperncrd-eficd a a ompundproprtyderved scale. Ad ii. Level 3. the operational effectiveness of the

from an elemental mantoeuvre vehicle is comprtrsnised so increaising performance would

Op~arronrsl-definced as a coopoind property derived add little as th: pilot could not use it safely In References 7,
from a complete mission-task-ecnsent 8. &-id 9. Riley and Dia.jeskc describe a fixed-base simulation

in w.hi'An the ma~murn available roll rate ard roll mode time
A transient metric would reflect the instatntaneous values of cauns- were: independently varied and the pilot's time to4
the time anid spatial variations of the urrerafl's motion. e.&.. bank S,. cg=e and stop was measured. Care was taken in
roll rae. acceleration (agiity vector, .... Expmert the experiment to allow sufficient tirre for -arning and to
metrics zrc comovuted from the kinematics of a sirill generate reasonably large numbers (1010o IS) of captures for
nianoeuivre slice. t p.. attitude quickrness, power onsetloss ana. Te start of the mnanocuvre was .Scfired as when the
rote. torsional metrics, .... The opemratoal metrica reflect th tc elcio eaadth n a einda hr h
agility of the aircralt in well defln~ed mision task elements roll rate was arrested to less thasn 5 degrees/scend or 3% of
e.g. time to complete air-to-air aequisimon ard ttircking. the maximunm rate used,. whichever was greater. Therefore a
helicopter re-positioning sidestep tasks... . In the following reLte lmnto pecsnwa itoded noth
section. where possible. this classification structure wi!l be prtcl

rerpc4 oto lyin qulitis iS~trs. he results fronm that experiment, in which the aircraft banked

from -45 degrees to +45 tegrees axc shown ii' Figure 3. The
4. FLYING QUA LITI-S.-TgIE RELATIONSHIIP ;i., curved surface suin.-arime the calculated time4

WI AGILITY responses for a step lateral input and shows the expected
steady increms in agility. i.e.. a decrease in the time :o bank

4.1. FIed-Wing Ptrspectliv with increasing roll rate. The upper surface ii' the plot
One of the fundamenitals that Working Group 19 promoted is summarizes the. bisnk-to-bsank and stop data obtai,.d in. the
that flying qualities and airfframec agility are outgrwth5 r= pilosted eases. The ftferecescc to conitollbility on thea surface
the samte attrbutze branch, but recent studies have identifieds a are from the pilot ratings and commcr.ts that wtre collected
potential conflict. The original concern sprang from the liv r.me to complete the manoeuvri; actually increases for the
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FkW4r 3. Agilt In a Rogl Kldurt(A )Fr 4Eb.- o noiA g"ac

higer ivabbl rol rtes bmtis th pie culdnot inax'imum availabke froti the airasfl This rato gives an
adequately control tOA maore '11, d therefore siio% utir mcasur of th pr cpn peiiorrna=c margin.
!hat flying q-.Wliis considerattions do limit agihy. Tbouh and wAs ousequet*' namedte qzryfairr

in-iigt rsuls mghtsh"V silliroc~lamaic imiado. The~ notion developed tlj; if a ptt could use the full
In Reference 9 the authors sggest tha1the ecfeet of inoauxt lcormance sail~ while achieving dcstrod trAs pueezsio-A
would in fa~t ehsne the !hape of Figure 3 tc look ilie c-~c~,,h :b.La.to-dedsrbdsg .I

Figuec 4 ~iito the helicopte. it "sud r4t be 4=scibe as agile. The
If NU-SID1797. upper limits on IsseAl flyirS quaktii are Bcdflord agility utri wee cooducted with I y. an ftma
almost adoskey set by Lulera7ble testis off accelcr atio ( epric4t it light Aeights to simulat the higher levels of
the pilot station, in the form of latenal S per co.'trol p~iwer. pcifoec margin expcso 4 in fultLre typus (eg.. up to4
Th- Level I b-svry Ai about 2g for a typical ighter see4 10-3064 liyr thrust mx&it). A cosaveruent method of
extraordinarily high. but Recference I does sw~e tha "in o&=.e et.puing lhe qlity factor wx% developed s the ratio of
to achieve the needed 131l performance it may be Pe-vary to %)Ws txAs rve to *--jagl task tove.- The taue was deemd to
accept some ui-eotntble atcral accelcafitas' Then: is rxtniac as he frst pilic contul input and t3 be coaepietec
considerabli discussior. on lateral control senstitivity iv' when d z aircrafl na'Aon decayd tn within petscribcd limit,
Refcretice 3. but, s with helicoptrs, the crr~cria are stroogly (4tg.. Position within a prescnb-d cube- rates e 5 deglIA fOr
dependent on controller type and only guidantce hit iven. re-poitioe,.ig ts or the -Ahen accuracyttime requirements
Clearly there will alwakys be: Lipper limits te sensitivity atid it were met for trading of pursuit tasks. Theidea asWk timeU is
shoul be 2A tosporuat god to design the p;Ilotvetadc caiculated by assurnas tha3t the rTixiioi ancelexation is
interface so that agility is satt inhibited by tkis parameter. achieved ina asly. it, much the w=m way that some

ai=4mf models work in combat tomes. So. for exameple. in r.
4.2 Rst~ry.Wiag Penpectlrv-e tIke Agiity Fstor sidvstp re-posuoaing nAaioeuve. the ideal task time is
One of sbe most common causer of dispersion in p"u 1IQ~s derived with the asaapion that the r=m= wl ionl
stems fhen a poor or irzpseesse ddhticn of the performice acclratio (hene amrcaft rMl angle) is achieved
reqiuisrements in a minsion task elerrent, leadirg I,- %-,-ations taustianeotuly "i szistiai for Mirf the manocuvm .- mv it
if inemretson van hence pecepton of achieved task is reversed and sustained until thp. velocity is again zco
performance: and associated workloA. In operraial
sitiors this trivislates into the variability mid uncertainty of 'The ideal task time i3 then simply given by
task drie,m ommuronly expressed in terms of precision. hot
the temrporal! dernends wce equally iMportn.L TheC efreets Of T, 4Si'.. 0I)
task time constraints on perceived hwaling have heen well where S is the sidestep leng i and a,, is the m'aximum
domcumnted 10 .11,12 a.d represnto: of the me, spo"tAit translational accekAWLrto. Win a 151. hever thrust marpi.
extenial factors that impwc pilot wwtload F'ligbt results t corresponding mnAxknun bsnk ar* is about 3C deg. with
gathered on Puma and Lyn:% test aircraft at the Beitord o,,,equal to0!8g. For& a 10-Il ideuiep.T, theroemals
Defense Researh Apnev'. 1 ' showed that a eririai 4 6 secods. Factors that can increase the achieved task tyms
partmeter Was the ratio of the tak performaunce achieved to beyond the ideal inclL'de
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i) delays in achieving the maximum acceleration (e.g., roles, flying qualities deficiencies emerge when simulating
due to low roll attitude bandwidth/control power), the higher performance required in future combat helicopters.

ii) pilot reluctance to use the maximum performance (e.g.,
no carefree handling capability, fear of hitting ground), 10

iii) inability to sustain the maximum acceleration due to 9

drag effects and sideways velocity limits, and 8 LA 3

iv) pilot =rors of judgment htading to terminal re- 7
positioning problems (e.g., caused by poor task cues, 6
strong cross coupling).

To establish the kinds of agility factors that could be a,.hievea
in flight test, pilots were required to fly the Lynx and Puma a 4

with various levels of aggressiveness or manoeuvre "attack," F 3
defined by the maximum attitude angles and the rate of 2 LftI I
control application used. For the low speed, re-positioning 2
Sidestep and Quickhop Mision Task Elements, data r cr I •
gathered at roll nd pitch angles of 10, 20, and 30 degrees,
corresponding to low, moderate, and high levels of attack. 02 04 06 08 $ 0
respectively. Figure 5 illustrates the variation of pilot ratings
with agility factor. A Factoi, At

Flgur S. Variation of Coop.r-liarper Rating with Af for
HEIR Dffr@n Notional Configuration. s

The different possibilities are illustrated in Figure 6. All
three configurations are assumed to have the same

I /*I~s~ oxz performance margin and hence ideal task time. Configura-
tion A. can achieve the task performance requirements at high

1 M S-m *° agility factors, but only at the expense of maximum pilot
SId i W ! P-it effort (poor level 2); the aircraft cannot be described as agile. S O

3 Configuration B cannot achieve the task performance when
-t the pilot increases his attack and Level 3 ratings are returned.

04, 06 0Ag~ty Woor In zddition, the attempts to improve task performance by
increasing mantoevre attack have led to a decrease in agility

HOR ' factor, and hence to a vaste of performance. This situation
6 LYNX-. can arise when an aircraft is prone to pilot.induced

*6i*7 ~' LYNX oscillations, %hen an aircraft is difficult to re-trim, or when
I control or airframe limits are easily exceeded in the transient

S/ response. Configuration B is certainly not agile and the
IV ,-y " proverb "more haste, less speed" sums the situation up. With

,-,,-- configuration C, the pilot is able to exploit the full
/ performance at low workload; he has spare capacity for

having situation awareness and being prepared for the S
unexpected. Configuration C can be described as truly agile.

04 06 O8A91ity raa The inclusion ofsuch =ttributes as safety and poise within the
concept of agility emphasizes its nature as a flying quality

Figure . Vaiation of Coopr4laqwr Rating with Af and suggests a correspondence with the quality Levels. These
Showing t* Clff.dge of Hdling Deotj conceptual findings arc significant because the flying

qualities boundaries, which separate different quality levels,
The higher agility factors achieved with Lynx are principally now become boundaries of available agility. Although good
attributed to the hingeless rotor system and faster €.nginei flying qualities arc sometimes thought to be merely "nice-to-
governor response. Even so, maximum values of only 0.6 to have," with this interpretatinn they can actually delineate a
0.7 were ,tcorded, compared with 0.5 to 0.6 for the Puma. vehicle's achievable performance. This lends a much greater
For both aircraft, the highest agility factors were achieved at urgency to defining where those boundaries should be. Put
marginal Level 2/3 handling. In these conditions, the pilot is simply, it high performance is dangerous to use, then most
either working with Jittle or no spare capacity or is not able to pilots will avoid using it.
achieve the flight path precision requirements. According to
Figure 5, the situation rapidly deteriorates from Level I to In agility factor experiments the definition of the level of
Level 3 as the pilot attempts to exploit the full performance, manoeuvre attack needs to be related to the key manoeuvre
emphasizing the "cliff edge" nature of the effects of handlipg parameter, e.g., aircraft speed, attitude, turn rate, or target
deficiencies. The Lynx and Puma are typical of current motior,. By increasing attack in an experiment, we are trying
operational types with low authority stability and control to redvce the time constant of the task, or reduce the task
augmentation; while they may be adequate for their current bandwidth. It is adequate to define three levels--low,
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moderate, and high, the lower corresponding to r,.smal strong function of banwidth end control power In ADS33C.
manocuvring. thc upper to emergency inanocuvres. the quickness parameter i- only defined for attitude response

Themam lsopottialm~i-uss o th agiityfacor.Af. (4.0,w) and is given by the ratio of peak attitude rate

when comparing aiircraft. Thbe primary use of the Af is in Pk p p)toaiudchne

mustring tl'c churacteristics off a pautiotflar &!rcraft P"a t,. q, / 40 i. I Awi.
performing different IE's with different performance
requirements. However, Af also compares different aircraft As n.oted by Reif, there is scope for extcnding this
flying the same MTE. Clearly, a low performance airraft experimental agility metric to other degrees of fierdom, e.g.,
will take longer to complete a task tha a high perfrmace incidence. Figure &shows derived quicknms Parameters for a
one, all else being equal. Tho nornmalising ideal tim-. will als sidestep gathered on the BRA Lynxt3 and "Configuration
be greater. and if the agility factors are compared, this will T509" flow. on the DRA Advanced Flight Simulator,14 the
bias in favour of the poor performr. Further, the ratio of latter designed to emulate the Lyrx in terms of bandwidth and
time in the stady-state to time in the transients may w-.ll b.- control power.
higher for the low performer.

To ensure that such potential a'-omalies are not encountered, bkIlwtk
when comparing aircraft us the agility factor it is0
important to use Gt:e same norir~sising factor--defined by the qickness
ideal time compute from a oerformanlc requirement. The '
agilty factor concept, as an operational agility metric, was
developed in the surge of rotary-wing handling qualities I
developments over tCie last ten years. it is equally applicable Fr.
to fixed-wing aircraft, althoughi the associated ?MTE database 4bnra
will need to be deveioped as a foundation. ad W

Conferring operational agility on future fix-ed and rotary-wing . 4 k
aircrft, emulating configuration C above in Figure 6,
requires significant improvements in handlinF, particularly
for rotorcraft, but research into criteria at high performance ettr
levels and innovations in active control are needed to lead th'*
way. There are two readning lirnks to be conneeted to assist ml ________

irt this process: first, between the agility factor and the .IU4
operational agility or mission effectiveness, and second,
between the agility flactor and the flying qualities metlics Fl"x 7. Resiome Characteristics on the Frequency.
themselves. If these links can be coherently established, then Am,-ibud Plans
the way is open f'-x combat analysts to incorporate prescr ibed
flying qualities into their pseudo-physicall models through a 3 y. ,-

performance sealing efect using the agility factor. These
links will now be developed. 4 5 Aggrssion

. THE OBZJCFIVE MEASMEMENT OF 4 2 Low 0n.fp mr
QUALITY Lynx 409 tneo e sts Md A

Figure 7 providos a framework for ("-cussing the influence of h~Lnf~h et o -a icatsciia ligqaiiso glt h net~H ~ -
is 'bat an aircvfts response characteristics can te described 1
in terms of frequency and amplitude. The three lines refer to 3
the minimum manoeuvrre requirements, the normal . Level 112 Trackt MWT
operational flight envelope requirements, and some notional 2 5 1 1'i
upper boundary "efleeting 4 maxinium capability. Response-
criteria are required for the different m.ras on this Z* 20 4$,avllOirM

plare-from high ficquencylsinall amplitude characterised by in C
bandtwidth, to low freqi~encyllarge ainplitude mntions ~,
tnaracterised by control power. The region between is
catered ior by an ADS33 itin.vation, the Q',rekncss -
parameter,2 and is particularly germane to agility for both a S 5

fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft. For a given manoeuvre L0 A
amplitude change (eg., bank angle, speed change), the pilot 0 0£

can exercise m(.re of the aircraft's inherent agility by
increasing the spxed of the manoeuvre change, or "attack," e 40 1 11
and hence the frequency content of his control input and the
manoeuvre quickness. Likewise the pilot can increas the Nelt MAed. A4 (45111)
manoeuvre size for A given level of attack. Increasing the
manoeuvre quickness will theoretically lead to an increase in Figure S. Roil Afttt Ouleee frt Sidestep Test Data
agility fitolor. But the maximum manoeuvre qul-irncas is a lIn F'~Ji (Lynx) and Ground-liased S1mulation (API)
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A quickn-ss is calculated for evey rate peak in the attitude
time histories. Tte Lynx line on Figure 8 m ts the

upper boundary of all data gathered for a .ange of attaj and ltwcr.S rm , W
sidestep sizes. The data include the cases plotted in Figure 5 t
showing that at the highest agility fctorx/quickncs, poor ,,
Level 2 ratings were awarded, ;.e., the performance dcgiades
rather than improves. The Advanced Flight Simulator daza .N

correspond to a 150-ft sidestep flown at the three levels of
attack sliwn. Although the roll bandwidth /ecorifigura.
tion T509 was less than that of the Lynx (--3 rad/s for T509
compared with -5 rac's for the Lynx). the control power was
similar (-100 deg/s), and the pilots achieved similar levels of lIcreIsing
quickness across the full emplitude range. lso shown on

Figure 8 are the Level 1/2 boundaries for tracking and other
mi.sion task elements from ADS3C. There arc scveral
points worth making about these data that impact on agility:

I) The sh" of the quickness boundaries reflects the A•
shape of the response capability limits on Figure 7. Figur it. Ellect of Conceptual Sknulatlo Model
The quickness has generic value and ferms the link Parameters on Roll Cucnme
between the handwidth and control power, but is not. in
general, uniquely determined by them. Figure 9 illustrates the eff'-cts of the various parsmreters in the

2) The result of increased attack is increased achicid Conoptual Simulation Model on the maximum achievable
quickness across tw amplitude range qtdckness. In parti..dar, the actuator bandwidth has a

powerful effct on quickness in the low to moderate
3) The cluster of quicknepss at small amplitude amplitude range. Maximising the actuation bandwidth anti

corresponds with the pilot applying closed-loop control minimising delays in the achievement of maximum
in the termia! re-posittening phase and attitude acceleration are in accordance with maxim'sing the agility
corrections during the accel/dcel phases. factor. Moreover, while this cor.iguration has been used for

4) At low amplitude, the maximum achirvablc quickness helitcopter-relatcd agility research, the results are equally

coresponds to the open-loop bandwidth except when a applicable to fixed-wing aircraft.

pure time delay is present (as with the Advanced Flight
Simulator configuration). when th: bandwidth is lower The sensitivity of agility factor with the parameters of the

than the quickness. Conceptual Simulation Model is relatively easy to establish.
If we consider the same bank and stop task discussed in the

5) The ADS33C quickness boundanc; at hii amplitude fixed.wing context earlier in this paper, some useful insight
correspon:d to the rainmum control power rejuirements can be gained. A pulse type control input will be assumed,
of SO deg/s. although, in practice, pilots would adopt a more complex

strategy to increase the agility factor. To illustrate the
From considerations of control po, er, quickness and primary effect we consider the case where the -secondary"
bandwidth alone, [.)rx and T509 are Level I aircraft. In time delays are set to zero ti c, -r - 0, co, - 0). For a roll
practice- however, at the higher attack. when the highest angle change of a, the ideal time (assam;ing the time to
quickness is recorded, both are Level 2. Some of tOis achieve maximum rate is zero) is then given by
degradation can be accounted for by simulated visual cue
deficiencies with T509 and by severe cross couplings with tne T , A4 / K - Ar (3)
unaugmented Lynx. The data ,n Figure 8 are a useful

benchmark for the Lind of quickness required in rotorcraft to %here Ar is the control pulse duration.
achieve h;gh agility ftctors in low speed MTE's, but it does
not provide strong evidence for an upper boundary on The time to reduce the bank angle to within 5% of the peak
quickness (oi bandwidth ai.d control power) Configuration value achieved is Liven by
T509 was implemented in the DRA's Conceptual S;mulation
M.Jc11 5 as a simple lo-ordet equivalent system of the form

7; - At - In(O 05)/so (4)

-P - x (2) The agility factor is then given by

co .A l - T, / . , O . A t ( 5
t,& - In(O.05)

where p is the body axis roll rate (red/s) and 1
lc ;s the pilot's

lateral cyclic st;-k displazement (+1). w, is the fundamental Figure 10 illustrates the .variation of A with ew,. The
first-order brek frequency or roll damping (radfs) andm is a bandwidth (a, is the naximum ad,,evab(e value of quickness
pseudo-actuator break frequency (rdfs). K is the steady-state or this simple case, and hence the function shows the
gain or control power (radls-unit ilc) and t is a pure time sensitivity of A with both bandwidth and quickncss. The
delay. normalised bandwidth is a r,,ful prJin e r. as it represents
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the ratio of rircraft to control input bandwidth, albeit rather Another fruitful avenue appears to lie in the extension of the
crudely. For short, sharp control inputs. typical in tracking quickness parameter to the acceleration phase of a mission
corrections, high aircrOt bandwidths are required to achieve task element The fixed-wing Control Anticipation Parameter
reasonable Pgiity 'Pktto.% For example. at the ADS33C already suggests this as the ratio of pitch accieration to
minimur required value of 3.5 rid/s and with l-second achieved normal "g" (effectively, pitch rate). The DRA
pulses, the pilot can expect to achieve agility factors of 0.5 Conceptual Simulation Model trials offers a good example to
using simple control strategies in the bank and stop explore and develop this concept of rate quickness. Setting
manoeuvre. To achieve the same agility factor with a half- the pure delay term in the Conceptual Simulation Model to
second pulse would require double the bandwidth. This is zero for this study, the magnitude and time constant of the
entirely consistent with the argument that the ADS33C peak roll accclejon, for a s:-p control input, can be written
boundaries are set for low to moderate levels of attack in the form

If values of agility fa.tor up to 0.75 are to be achieved, . A (6)
Figure 10 suggests that bandwidths up to 8 rd/sec will be , (Y
required; whether this is worth the 30% reductios in task time
can only be judged in an overall operational contextL Such logy
high values of bandwidth are not uncommon in fixed-wing C,- y =lo,,/s (7)
aircraft, of course, and Figure 10 serves to illus and I-
underline the different operational requirements of the two
vehicle classes. The rat quickness can then be written in the form.

I-O r L !.- ()
At4 6P Y

0-8 This is plotted in normalised form in Figure II. During the
Advanced Flight Simulator handling qualities trial described
in Reference 14, the lag bandwidth wa was set at 20 radis to

0.6 aglt satisfy the pilot's criticism of jerky motion. This gave a g of
about 0.5 at the highest bandwidth flown (T509)
Corresponding values of rate quickness and time to peak

011 acceleration were 0.5 and J.7 respectively, both relative to the 0 *natural aircraft bandwidth. wo,

0.2 1.0

2-0 4-0 6-O At 7.I

0-6- 0.2 a

Figur 10. VonalkVwaUon of A ut Nor meed

This simple example has many questionable assumptions but 0-4 0 .0
the underlying point, that increasing key flying qualities
parameters above the ADS33C boundaries has a first order 0.
effect on task performance, still holds. However, it pro ides
no clues to possible upper performance boundaries set by
flying qualities considerations. As stated earlier. ADS33C
does not address upper limits directly. Also, practically all 0-2 0A 06 06 1.0
the upper boundaries in MIL-STD-1797 are related to the WIN tpk
acceleration capability of the aircraft. As noted earlier, there
are tentative upper limits on pitch attitude bandwidth, but it is FIgur 11. Varaton 0; Rats Qudcknes
suspected that these are actually a reflection of the high with Acceleratlon Time Constant
control sensitivity required to maintain a defined level of
control power, rather than the high values of bandwidth per Intuitively, there are likely to be upper and lower filing
se. Control sensitivity itself (radIs 2-tich) is a fundamental qualities bounds on both of these parameters. Hard and fas
flying qualities parameter and is closely related to the pilot's may be as unacceptable as soft and slow, both leading to low
controller type. While some data exist for helicopter centre agility factors; the opposite extremes may be equally
and side sticks, more research is required to establish the acceptable when referred to the maximum quickness. This
optimum charactcrLtcs including shaping functions. MIL- suggests closed boundaries delineating the quality levels on
STD-1797 provides a comprehensive coverage of this topic the Figure I I format. Clearly, more systematic research and
for fixed-wing aircrait, rather more as guidance than firm data capture are required to test and develop this hypothesis
requirements. further.

0 0
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The r'esults of this objective quality anayss indicate dtat the falure) n an operatonal contecal The authors point out that 0 0
flying qualities parameters are suitable for quanifying agilit if e nornal distribution of ratings is assumed. hen the
beyond the minimum levels set by the standards. The probability of coitol loss, PILOC). can be caculated for
quickness, for esample. is a natural measure of agility, various mean ratings and dispersons, as shown in Figure 12.
increasing with manoevre attack, and spanning the low P(LOC) is the probability ofobining a rating greater/worse
frequencyfligh amplitude o high frquecyl1ow amplitude than 9.5, which in turnu is simply proportional to the area
range of manoeuvre kinematics, under the distribution to the nght of the 9.5 raing. Thus the

probability of flight ailure, due to flying qualities •
Upper limits on flying qualities nuiy, howver, be better deficiencies can be estimated. For the case studied in
esprssed in terms of accleration-based paamtrs, rather Reference 16 and deicted in Figure 12. operating a barely
than the ratebased piram'trs more commonly found in te Level I aircraft can reduce the probability of loss of control
flying qualiies standards. Upper limits for mall amplitude by n order of magnitude, ompard to an aircraft in the
motons appear to be wll catered for by control sensitivity in better end of Lel 2 t'his result immdiaely rises the
the various aes. For larger motions, there is a significd'it question, what ,s the p.obabiliry of missonl succes or falur.•
gap, some of the ad hoc parameters in MIL-STD-i 797, .g.. and can the same comparisons be made betwe¢en aircraft with
CAP, do point to a possible generic approach. ADS33C does different mean flying qualities?
not address upper" limits at all. The quickness concept has
been tedd t.o the aclraton response with a view to Figure 13 shows a notional distribution .,f ratings, with the
bridging this gap. rgions of desire, adeqete and inad.fs'ate perfomance

clearly identified. The desired and adequate levels can be
6. THlE SUBECrIVE MEASUREMENT OF onsiderd as reflecting varying de~gres of mission (task •

QUALITY lem'ent) success, while the inadequate level orresponds to
Flying quaity is ultimately dtermined by pilot sujective mission (task element) failure. Effectively the mission is
opinion. The measurement scalc" and the understanding for composed of a number of contiguus Mission Task Elements,
this continue t," stimulate vigorous debate but the Cooper. each having a virtual Coopr-Harpe rating assigned on the

Hlarpr handling qualities rating scale provides the most basis of perf'ormnce nd wokload that the sitt ,ion demands
widely accepted sandar.d, and allows, ts'pcttvely. If a paricular Mission Task

Element were assigned a Level 3 rating, then the pilot would
The operational beneft of good flying qualitis ha never either have to sy again or give up on the particular Mission
been properly quantified usig the pilot rating approach, Task Element.
however. But the safety benefits have been addressed ii'
References 16 and 17, using the Cooper-Hlarpr pilot raing Loss of control has obvious ramifications n mission success.
scale s a metric (Figuie I) These rfereces consider the The probability of obtaining a rating.9n one of the regions is
pilot as a vital system component who can fill (be sressed o propotionai to the area under the distribution in that region.

*
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Figur 13. Mctional Oetltibxon of PWa Haing Quailloe Rdaip for a Glven Alreiat

Note that, as discussed in Refrences 16 an 17. wi: include cocvol-bout one in a hundred. lmproving that rating to 2.
ratings greater than 10 and less than ( in the anal, sis. The lowerstheprobability ofloss to 10.1 (for our purposes zero)
rationale is that there are espe ally good and bd ahraft or and ensures that perfornce is mostly at desired levs. 0
simations, whose qualities correspond to ragns like minus 2 Degrading the m.n rating from 2 to S will increase the
or 13. However, the scale enforces recording "em as I or 10. chluice of irission failure by three ordes ofmagnitude.

Note too that the scatter produces, even with a good mean We describe these results as preliminary because we assume
rating. a large probability of merely adequate performance that there is a rational continuum between desired
.nd even a finite vrobability oftota loss ofcontrol and crash. p-rrinance, adrqume pcrformane, ard control loss. For

We have said in the Introduction to this Paper that flying example, desired and adequate perfornngce may be 0
qualities are determined by the synergy between internal represented by disrete touchdown zones/velocities on the
attributes and external influences. It follows dten that sources back of a ship, and loss of control might be represated by,
of scatter originate both internally %A externally. Internal say, the edgc of the ship or hanger door. On a smaller ship
sources include divided attention, stress and fatigue, pilot (or bigger helicopter, for eunplc), the desired and adcqutie
skill and cxpcr:ence. External sources include atmospheric zones may be the same size as on th" ,er vessel. which
disturbances, changing operational requirements and puts the deck-edge closer to the adequate boundwy, or may
tinleines, threats, etc. The flying qualitics community has epreent a similar fraction of the deck size, hence- tightening
don,; much to minimise scatter by careful attention to up the whole continuum. This raises some fudurneital
esoerimental protocol,

18 
but in opwtona environments the quenions about the underlying linearity ofthe setle. With the

effective pilot rating scatter is omnipresent. servo-model of piloting bnhaviour, for .,tample, we can
always define a desired I€vel of flight path task performance

Figure 14 shows the probability of obtaining ratings in the so demanding that, whatever the aircraft attitude bandwidth.
various regions when the standard deviation of the ratings is pilot induced oscillatiots will result, leading to :evel 3 •
unity. This curve, which we have labeled as preliminary, l-s ratings.
some intcrestini chm-acteristics. First, the intersections of the
lines occur at the ratings 4.5, 6.5, and 9.5. as expected. Also Though these questions rmain, pilot rating and missiort
it turns out that for a mean rating of 7, the probability of succss or fai!ure are powerfully reltae, through the
achieving inadequate perfornance is, of course, high, and we preliminary data in Figure 14. Flying qualhties alone can
can also see that tiz- probability of achleving desired determine whether operational agility is flawless or whether
performance Is about the same as that for Ions of control b lost. 0

0 0
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7. INCLUDING FLYING QUALITES EFFECTS IN 2) Describe the mission in term a series of coniguous
COMBAT MODELS Mission Task Haicat slctaubic in the same way that

The results highlighted in this paper suggest ways by which set-picce muiocuvrcs at. mn combat models
the effect of flying qualities cian be incorporated nt)otbih isc ak keth~rdwihigo
unrnned combet mission simulations Such models wee 3) * ortbls lza t . divdledmenti aridhi onc

regularly u..ecd to establish the effectiveness of different the s ofactorsf. thd ivi de it hen eftiond ter
%vK~on system attribies; er tacics. bt the human tlesncnt ir itriletrilfco hawl eictec'etv
usually abisen for oltvious reasons Th aicaf ar hrfr virtual Coopscr-Iarpcr rating for the Missiont tash
assumed to have perfect flying qualities. anid the modthls Elmn.ac~l ara h misston deveclois
cl'teri confrigured to ignore the tiansient responses cffectisely 41 Establish a time scaltig for each 1Mission Task
assigning an agility factor of unity to each menocui cdumg FklenLt on the bwas or the maxitmium achievable
oir Miss~on Task Elesnesi The impact of these assumpttons is agility facto
twofold: imst there is no way that flying qualities at their
enabling tehrois eans be included in th ndc %W s 5) Overlay thex time "cag on the mission profile, thate
conducted with such models. Second. the impied Pff will be an option for each Mission Tas Element to fly1)
flying qualities may give a false imnprcssior, of the imprtanc at rodticW. agility factor with level I virtual Cooper.
or the value of mission performance enihancements. The ke harpe rating or to fly at the higher agility facto at a
steps to embodying the key flytng qualities effects me poorer C*ooper-Iltrpe rating.
suggered as follows: Improvemnlsts or degrzdations in flying qualities can then he

1) Through objective design ad asessent. estAblish the cxpiored through variations in the achievable agility factors.
level of flying quality and henice the effective mean and incan Cooper-lharper rating for the aircraft and eans be0
Cooper-tlarper rating for a configuration, linked dirciiy io the enabling control technologies There
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Wee rueU en e uimak tame.

A woster of cearprdenasme were defored in order so
ovenS. iserehator dvy orse time dAsy to agility may be esbethe espeaded Kcpe of Optranassa Agaay.(Z) As the
MUFWaree by its avvatia e a misaeiat s%8 mise day, C.01000C septe Of OpeCIelorie Atiliy is new So many reeden.
aacaab tbe qeChru and Uterecore aglay. M'Jlupie pm"te deniead agiliy, dae is semilymsasek. ptcyelssoe cor sl.m
acios aid die aila to chaWngi, skma .m sumbcn bset opes"or aspects of agthay wil be refeatil betceogh as airrme
action, an ams be tasespmedl as iacgeoved ag&iy. Lyach ardhay. In isditson dt wori=g voWp idnseafied die ciscr majo
observed dot wer trensaagg cue tmase delay. ichas ua Orgibty clements, as systems (a*efct) agility. ad wuaoft
assfoaie. cramld a ient us resig a iot of damslhing statue alihty. The working poMP MeIed ths Opeationa f :ly
or. esposiag a deficiency ws ooser croms of the Aircaf Clements as:
by mt exssaidai ats capobiixte.(2

1) Otrauaca Arlas -ihe sabey to adepat said sapotid
Ans aisault deigase go musinme Ae delays awarsH, mU be rapidy and pvneisidy. wish safety and poise, to
quiae as peafornigq the amncar task mad tefdote fais so musmiize Mission dredweaeam.
tamge and dct"n a hoottle miii or f[me to Costim w:tl the
penmasy minsim Since the aiaf wil be expected to pesfosm 2) Airfrmxn Asiay - die phyuicsl propetbae og the
many mniso gasks qwickly orin fact twitch bstween several siaft hic re~ae to its ablty go dsanoe. rapidly
toles. Operational Aility will becomne a hesic degSn objeetave. and precistly. its flight publ or prarting axsa.
Uf an die cohie band. tie aircraf dor not need to rmsJ faed to
a sham or ehaoreing bdtefr Am. ogagiy does a= ai"e gobe a 3) Sytiaems Atilir - she ability so apidy chafge mnisson
major deai considetajo. Agiliy is only ow elet-cofdke functios of Use "-diA"hs sysema utic), psoride dhe
airm(Ids figtfg qalses pWitih Ua ujtCAl ewWO" 104 a b il ity to

doec and trandi wepos va response go sad to Aeer
Tug Ppar u-l theuefore deedp a stnaXlUr for she ino Oust the coate esnvinrusna.
metawe the oqetaiona agilty lerxainsocs of Owi Iolaa aircmf
baed a tiee domaain medeiqua. The dcscussso begits with 4) E2cn ALt dite abiiy to engage rapidfly
Dorm DA esinrdWg. Folowigda. v va movie clanciesitics ol the weeapont wa its assoenseed
ascame "kl be prened d" hA". provided the foqaidaion, onboaad syssecot in jeipot so Sosa itam or04
foe ja tt iamf With the benefit oftdeim Inotkdg. coefncAesn.
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One final sinicure related to the devekliment 0; Anl Agility 0f the basic building hlocks 0f more recognizable operational
m tric structure. the mission, task element (halE) The use of mnseuvers. As basic bilding blocks the maneuvers ued would
operationally orienited misson "ass were sugested As a very be shot and easy to define. control. and repeat making theme
powerful means of demonstrating in a dlear And iunanmbiguous metrics ideal for test and evaluation.
way she operational suitability 01 the aircrsft. Operationally
oriented mission tasks for evluism wre nothing nsew. ADS-33C Operationsal metrics are the final class and focus on the global
for -my win flying qsAaltses(9). perhaps has gone the fsnthrt agility conepts 01 quickness and precision As well as tune to
to make, use of then in a specificatlion. ADS-.33C roposed the perform specific mission tasks. Tho irV task quickness
M7B us a means for standardizing helicopter flying qualities metrics focus con the time to petfos & task associated with a
evaluation dusing closed loop operational tasks. itsion. Aggressiveness plays a significant role in weighting the0

time to perfotin the task. The mission task precision emphasizes
Each 01 these metrics stnuctures or classificatson schemes the accuracy with which the task is oxitzollod while he~g
reflecitd the interests of the desigs. evaluation. sen! --r%rarrs performed qiekly.
commnenities. The woskinr group observed that:

The airframe agility metric scheme was then expended to
1) Does's three sime scales portrayed the tinme enconmpass the entire scope 01 Operational Agility. A metric

dependence of agility facilitting a hierarchical hiterarony was ccritructod as shown in Figure 3. All the
stsscture. elements that conitribite to the response time of the total aircraft

system can now he repesented with suitable metrics proposed
2) The two AFFrC approaches presented a more for each element.

detaied tasderstanduqg of Dom's instantaneous Figure 3. The Operational Agility Metric Hierarch).
and small arnplituce tagk reslms.

3) Fox dlassified sone o1 the existing metrics within OPERATIONAL
Dorn's three tser alpmrach indicating that the metrics AGILITY
could be logmosly uited using tie sceles.S

4) The ADS.33C NITE approach proVded a mo PILOTIHICLE N**RACE
detailed methodl for chawrcinsg the operational
suitability Aspect of ability. 1 %*

AIRFRAME SYSTEMS WEAPONS* *
A very logical structure emerged by comnbining all the previ AGILITY ftGILITY AGILITY
structures.

metrc Cluamlalo. -Striactuirt
METRIC HIERARCHY

Thec airframe agility metric classification concepts were
ix--ibined to arrive with a scheme poisessing three broad claiiea
ol metrics: transient. expenrrersl. And operational. ne OPERATIONAL METRICS
transient metric% include Dora's Instantaneous class ans the(LN RM
AFPTC transient metrics/AlDPs. The Fixperimental dlaiss L N -T
inclusded Domn's Small Amplitude Tesk class, the AFFTC EXPERIMENTAL METRICS
Evaluaion metrics, and part of the AFFTC Functional metric (SHORT-T-PM DISCRETE
class. The operational metric Class includes Dora's LArgeE EN S
Ars'plitudc Task clais. the 911~ as definedl within JsDS-33C. And YATS
part o1 the AFFIC Functional metric class. nce grouped itR N IE TM TRC
became catser to define the metric levels with~p the struictuire. TRINSANTANEORIS

The transient class may be considered to contain cesitintsous %
charuactrtions 01 the itantaneous respontse of the aircraft. In Although not intentionral, the agility meric classes were
other words, the costinuous metincs include time dependent anslcsous so ersing handling qualities metric classes. The
parameters such As the agmltty "ectco.(I OXI I X 12)(13) The theoretical bazti for continuous representation of the motions for
metrics, can bo calcutlated at any niosiet during a maneuver, and handeling qualities are the basic force And monment requations of
as such may not be the muieasm possible. They lend motion. Thse aimmft. static And dynamic stablity, characteristics
themselves to optimization as suggested by NASA researchers, are essentially obtained using an experimental approack.
(14) Frorn a time history of thes parameters it will lie more Precision task wotrtload Assessments using IIQR/IIQDT
obvious when the agility capabilities of the arcalt are bring emphastr mistton reliams. This metuic sinseisare therefore
exploisted. Transient ?.-e changes occur at the peAk events failitates incorporation of the agility metrics Within existing
suggesting the manieuver segments ial foe experimentation. harolling qualities specificatons and design concepts.

Certain characteristics can he formulated into 'skscret Airframe Agility is perhaps the most mature element of OA. with
parameters to focus on the trasient responsse to a particular set many mesrica proposed. Systems and weapons agility is not well
of ccntrol inputs. Those Are the experimental metics. They are understood but some basic conceps will be developed briefly.
Only Calculated at specific moments Inmediately s!er the inpe These subjects, are dlearly areas for future research.
is apylisi. TUs "qscrirrewo- rnerica; cat be L,=]-o a1 se05
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The majority oaf rhe minder of this p&pe will be devoted to this amea represents moderate to large amplitude and moderate to
classifyintg the existing airframe agility rmetrics within the metric high frequency (and greater) inputs. intuitively the realm of
hierarchy. A larg numsber of metrics have bees ~poed In agility.0
ceder to tunderstand the siate-of the-art within the dlassiricoion
scheme context a method war devrited to assigni attributtes to each On1e are which requiest further investigations is definition of the
metric. These attributes provided a meant of assigning the level muahmum performance limit or bound. A definition that will
of maturity an therefore need for retearch anid are listed with depend on handtili qualities during aggressive maneuvering.
each metrc in Figurre 5 to 12. The attribute definittont are: ttiscturtL. aemdyiasmic, and physological limts. These issuet

have been addressed to tsew extent by (2) and (16) but more
A Easy to measasre~yteai with clearly defined Work is required.

stuccess criteria for the task e task elemet. Figure 4. Control Input Amplitude versusr requency. (2)

B Suppoted by aisubstantiated databaae ( I -
simulaicon. 2 - experimenlal flight lest. 3 -
operational flight te4

C Related to mission effectivenesr. A, tow

D Related to designs or designi paramseters.0

Airframe Trasiaesit Mtbrieti .1 0

Theaifrmetr~te Acmtrc are those time dependent.FI
parameters that chaacstrize airframie state changez. Thewre
metincs are crtsstosy defined properties reflecting the

insnitneos tawof heairframe. Clearly, many suitable
metrics already exist that can be used eg Pa. tam rad:. Samne

S. ist that iestie mome metrics lo be defined. These gas I
are: moderate and large amplitude mauvmers; it ramr complete 0 hhPiciipTak
set of acceptable maximum performance crieteri foerg adn. rfeln

mauvmering: and the study of atate change trauisoal evenis.

The transition event can be analyzed with the tranrit metrics. FREQUENCY (Hz)
Thecoetical developments foe transiesnt agility have been The citfinuous tune htistory of dhe motionsa also provide a
peoposed. (IOXI 1X12X13) The aZ:.lity vector compres~nts are vehtide with which to prove coniiresce, with apecificisetona.
the primary tasient agility metrics. Bite and Bliack argued that 'by proper enumea.xdon of the taskai

(inputs) and desired rerpionset (outputs). tiny maneuver including
Other iretrics supplement theme teres that whesn Aken tother &ale maneuvers may be described comnpletely. Agile rerpense
provide unique insiglit unto the large ampltude, maneuvering are then ten to be simply a subset of all possible
trajectories "s a functicon of tine. These are: enrgy- respcssa.(17)
mniseverabilay. maneuverbisy c: the flight path (velocity
vector componeirtt an attitude maneuverabislity (body ungisla The range of possible itaneouvers will be dependent on the
rates and ruler aingular rats)4. a stuggested by' lcsty42) aggressiveness of the pilr In order to perform repeatable tests

that provide Useful data, the aggressiveness needst go be deface.
The pretentaticon of the metric data as best aduevid through naws Quantifying aggressiveness appears to be a current asonsfll ass
history pleots during a maneuver with a well defined control input hanidlisng qisalsits teaag of agale manbeuvrs.
atrategy. Thia peseitatson Will reflect loca mazMai that
determine when the aae truiitlon occurered and its More research musm be done, to quantify agresivanss. Instead
caracteristics. of asiniman performance specfications. in the design process. a

spectrusm of conceivable responses are now poasble and it ia uap
The definin eqations show how recogimble parrineert, may to the procurement agency to define unique prformnce cratee
be relaei to the moeloas These recognr.'nhl parameters may
then be related to design parameters. such a. war the amnte with Airframe EuusermmmaW Mtics
L.awlerae Agility Design Parameters. LWfontasately. very little
dt are available int a fortmer to illustrate these coneopts. Experimental atetric have beatn proposed to ai d t evaluator in

breaking dowat any maneuver into aegmnts which are repeatable
The Rigt Mechanics Pane Wotkng OteW 17 r"or. (IS) and contmilable yet provide valuable information applicablei to
discurssed the, lack of a formnal iccogitition of moderate ari large the overall mission. I other wtnh. expersineceal mesrics obtain
mpuipssde: handling criteria. One t.nanrier in which to view this engineerig duta from a mainetrver aeginsnt. Sense tactictl

prolemi it with the ansplstiid. versus freqrseicyftae, plus (fo a maneuvers can become too omplicated in termstof duration and
tingle degree of freeom mt ahowns in Figure 4. Close intpecstcs' number of aircraft axes of moution tha they are not easy to model
of this plct reveals % here .andlwg qualerier rearre has in a flight rest asviranses. This dlata of metrics therefore,
emphtsized small amplitude preaion laks. On this plant, the places emsphasia s iscrete' segments of a mnuvmer.
other areas that hI otc received wide recogniaot are mome
obvious. The =c A region provide-3 insight iwo rgilit) since
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The transient mettica differ from expeimental metics i that Figure 6. Axial Translational Metrics.
they diar6csize continuously e hsamient flight mechanics __

regarles of the maneuver inputs. The experimental metrics __ ,. , .,
chamcteria particular parts or building blocks of a recognized
tactical maneuver and can he ued to study transition events. ,V.,5

Most c the agility me'ncs proposed fall iro this cis of metrc. AJ..d ' AV-'

Becatue niaty exist. futher groupit within this dass have
beea wuested The groupings tha have beet used have been  AV-Is tV I
organized by the types o( mctom. The most popular have been: - m i

1) pitch. lateral, axial (i) V VKLAS)

2) flight patl and nose pinting (3)

3) longitudrial.coivature. and toesioal (10) . A"

4) Axial. di.c tusiming, nose poiraiog. and rul (14) - k '

Since the working group included rosary wing rsearc€crs, the C -2,, t

obeivaion was made ths Axial motion is only one of throe C,. i
Iraslational compo-ns of motion possible. Tlerefore i order
to be more geral a translational motion group would s=n ,.InLI)D
logical. Fhj

. bash bending. pitching. turning, ad curvature
groue fed logically is n s pointing greup. Finally roll. I , ,
lateral aid torsional groups all fell logically within one tonional
group. The working Sgmup chose translational, nose poiing. T-. A
And torsional as the puir.Aty groupings that served As a basis for A-.Ites5', 'a'

commson Setminlogy. Ae

Traslational Me , cs. The translational metrics include those - NASA Cz

metrics which focus on the transient changes in those parameters c *
that are de(ined by pure linear motions of the center of gravity.
These metri afe dominaed by die peformamce of the aircr&a. A. i+
The following pramnesers charact rize change: porion. vlo- y
componen (forwid/axial. sideways. veical). accelermions. scd _ - "
jerk tenmis. Agressive changes in traslation isae would be
diartacisied by quick tines. large char4es in position And A_

velocity. and tmaximn peak Accelerations. wd jerk terms. % " '

For figlhers the xiall or longtudlnal translotjons an important. t I 1
but for bhlcopers And VSTOL airsir vertical And sideu%.ya P k"
motions sto also iniposoant. Traslational metrics that have been ci,
prord ame dustratd in Figure 5 for verial direction and
Figure 6 for Uhe Axial direction. For otiocs rea s motion in
the Axial dietilon hav beot epbirmsed. No siwsys metrics - M_____ M -

coul be found in the lterseure aldioigh simtlar presentations as ' . -, ,
the atd meric am potble to characterize for ehasnpic a
helioptersidsepmaneuver. Acompee set ometrics would p, r i I
conate or: caplure times, fres. accelerations. And jerk terms for
each axis.-

Clearly. data obtained with these nessics would suipplement NA P.- U-

existing performance data in the Aircraft fligt maual. Some I IO
metric ame sitoblb for specifications srd indeed Already exist i L
simias fo ms. a..

A~aIJ
Rgure 5 Vertical Translational Metrics. - , _ _ _ _ _ .

--'I .... .1]

N.OS's list l tis. II'Al ft Ak.)Ik

Civ.WI.ha aiAO
Car- •PE-I

-MI sic.C J, 54.

A.c 1100
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Nose Poinsia Mletrics. The timse pomnting metrics include those Figure 7. Wind Axis Nose Pointing Mettics.
metrics which focus on Lie Isuinss change of "i tody X axis_ ____ ____ _________

orientision with respect to the wind and cuts orinessial - 1 ___ ~ i
referene frurnes. This assumes that the weapon boresight is
fixed alonug this axis. = .C01 k. A.)

There has been great interest in the ability of in aircraft to point 1AA

the tose' at an oppontert quickly. The behaviour of the flight - ' gj~ r

posth durting a tactical etlgagement can be very complex. so for M Gi.ns (

experimentation. special cases must be specified to simiplify the M
motion. Three posisible caues ate: M~u

AAIAZCe~
I) Nose par--,% while maintaining a linear flght

posh or disengagig the body aris fromn the velocity
vector such as with the X.31A(lO) in sngle ot amttack(A-
or the Stkcesky S-76A Fatasil Demostnstrastor (18) in F~

si&-.tm Ihe body aits changes with respect to the F.l,

wind axis reference fram This manleuver would be ~ ~ ~
the ultimate 'angles" tactic capability.

2) Nose pointing while bending the flight path The body *9 1 AS

axis chaniges With res"c to the earth refeentce frame.-
This would be classical "enery" maneuvering. AID

3) Simutaroeiss changes of the body axis orientation__ 1 ___ l

with respect to both the wind and earth frsmes. *

7th ird cuse is perhaps the most realistic for current generstion V .5 i

fighters. NASA researchers observed that in pore pitch I. 0 "na
maneuvering. the longitudinal stick displacements in current r"

lighters will behave differently at slow and fsst regitnes.(I4) At KS
high Tpeed the flight path displaces as per the nose pointingW
displaeot as in the second case. but as slow speeds, the I

aircraft will exhibit no flight pash responsie (purely wind axis MK%~
mrosions asin the first came) or even opposite flight path_ _ __ ___

dtsplicemeslss(14)1w.

Funkthe simplifications can be made to isolate the effects of w ~T-~ . MA A..
gravity. Motios can be grousped into pure vertical,4 pure A~ 4~ A.
horizontal, or any other discrete orientation with respect the local
vertical. ( 14)-

Nose pointing metrics proposed to focus on body axis chinges NSA

with respect to the velocity vector are illustrated in Figure 7.
The metrics; resale in a clear defisition of the angles a asnack an AJAJ uKI
s-lshi pointing enwiocies. The weapons lmits could then he -

supeuimptised tilusuastrig mismatches. In all likelihood fighter ' ___

tye ircraft will emphasize the anigle of ritack envelope while
helicopiters cmntpiasize sidelsip pointing envelopes Mi A,,{1t

Nose poiting; metrics proposed to focus an the Thghe pash Ice 4control in the body and inertial refereace framies are listed in cu b"n uAM
Figures 8 and 9. To be useful for operations analysis, the_ 'rI
inestial refereusce framne permits direct gcsnerical angles rsS
assessmns. The pitch atde quickness paramneser (AQP) was
proposed Within ADS-33C TWO Mrn could beconme very "IS -A

uflfor defining the safe agility enivelope because data cmn
bccen&,ined with hwaing qualities daja Wo distrate, areas that 1

wgood for aggressive huandling.

lThe nowe pointing metricy losicasy group into: aingoluy change toiq
captue times, pea angolar rates. pea MPgsla accelerations for
Ongl of astack. sideslip. psdih sngle anid heading angle as well as -a

lod factor saw Ps chi~arsis ikiNAS
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Figure 8. Nose Pointing Metrics.
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Figure 9. Conitinuation of Nose Pointing Metri&s Figure 10. Torsiona Metrics.
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Torsionsal Metrics. Torstorsi metrics group those dsarattenistics RR.-
or sie motion that involve rotation of the lift vector. Althoughs Lo75 Fsn
not a direct roeity t0 elvgge ans opporowtt. torsional mitom d

38e FICeSSCeaY 50 Uc-06011tShe lift V&o~tf So 2s So nose poMSt Or so s i- C..s&,
dssessgae.(I) ~NASA I '

71wt sonmal asrframs metrics proposed amL sistated in Irgures
10 sand 11. The moss sscslo of these ame Skow's high AOA roll
agiliy mnerks: Tor~oA Aglty (TA) and Lateral Aglsy - AI
.AL(I) T.se mna..3 prrf..di a mcu'.s or coestzisrs hwsa . -7

ins~osed durig nose poasting as devise AOA jwi rollng AR

The rtill AQP. like she pich AQP wai roduced in ADS-33C
Ths Metric Also pMonide a UICeis" to cmesabi aggressive ruling cs
and good handisi qualiies in order so bmsd agdasy. 1 AI

ITMe PN pesamesee ugi be betser described as she pe.& PN or-
tanet so peak flN from a specified iiia coditon.

AJ5L("

Rmtasss of the Msi vector cmt be described by a rxons aboaut a- .. s..-s

she vdloesy voclor in "ii wind axtis 5755(55 or Wcihs to so n
inetial frina such as a dhisege in rai on~k. Body ait roils at LA t.. A,&
isnodetrae oc [upt male. of isac a mu otcA e. interestI
becausse or she sish of &tnial coupling.-

IA.sa onose poisslaig rmsuc. the Somaisa sisk con be

loickally tsvTw' ii-Pagslar Chsnge c-vs tis-ss. peas
angular marCs. peak angalse aciao ssaw (fo toilin mmsaswto. -I
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Figure 11. Ccntinuation of TorioW Metics Gloal OA Me(mc. The globe metrics dharacteize she o-ersf____ _ __ ___ ____ __ irfrarre Agility in a top-down sens for a russion task. These
mas) be classified as offesive or defensive but othier general
classes ame conceivable. The metrcs that have also be---i

IA __, AS,.q proposeddtifi iotix group and amelustrated r igisrelZ

p. Tune to pesfoem he oveia MA is the main Metric. for ezam%*.1 ( 1 tim to engage and destroy' a bosile aircraft under a certain se
Et., or dwtimss. Another good global mesnec this measures the cost

ofsmaneuvetiung it Domns ensergy-agility mettic.(3) Thme accaracy
- L ~ .iof weapons aimang or flight condition tracking may be assessed

A.5W tI. TA nes at the gloal leveL Finally. it is a the global lvel thst
aggrsessess cxa4d be characterized. Fursther study is requsred
for sissy of these inctrics.

4*55 *55 ~ftmw 12. G "oa AOWlY Metrics

r-~ . as

Q-a.. .sf

The airfeme operaional agility metrics ceasaide the traivseigX.
chsanges of same which oomsr is types mission depenident ____ ___________

emrs Dw ixtrniuss dwasesesize die bdsaw of she____
asnaal in a mare global see looking a the perforumno-
mancumenig. mid manmachane inirsace asped, of safai 6 4jL

V-wT.* 1
F urs t nd b o re s g , th e s e n ie te s e s d e p e n d o n th e m is i o n . hisi- 

t -thery.Th desIre resviss obtained fion the opemrsial mnnai
would be detailed in a specification and! may as this level be-I
trilied cffTo other smore eial performaince measures For ______i

ezauisjle. a tade-off betweens Wit"ha Viscml Ra'ie (WVR) and
90'vomd V-m isol te (BVR) requsbeaenis in te design pescs.

7Te eperumiontrics hasm two mais ams: diseesrzz the isonSetcOA Metrics. Spearific mission aetn ane
Im ussn ak qwicbsiss sad staion t@A precislo' if a uimalie go a fascetar mitsmue..s t ceme sardy anai sk re

wcapoialmasor is used. The mission task msicbes is best type. di etie ellci stic aircrft opetissron The nmiete e
ctiamsls ed as a tune to perfom a t&ak'. The mission tA bhsed on she fssxnes Tusk Elouseet (MM-) as discuised
pecision dqsm~' largely on she porpx or te task aid is preisly. DefirWW MMh pro"&$e a W.002s of terakig down
Or~sa by a weapons tyses acc--y sqR aon for typics: mism ptks ago, sisiageable copers th" ame
eu nMO&II. asibie sot bogs desigm nessd evlastme wMi the ovora mm of

bramg dlea45 ideditible to &.e oeratsor. Any tescices task may
Two groapiags of misuscs b"v boon suggested: gleAl mticco be Woken in a sequenoe c,( series mrid patsill visisim t&ak
Mission qvoefse. elemeu. each of which posseas a sticse so pedewm* tins delay.
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Specifission meticare ancrgeclassof metrics because 6) scramble.be .

emiphaisaed weaponis essgsgeent manrewering aWhtac7) 90derebatun
helsoolter misin has eiphasized na-o(4.d-ea,.h maneuverng
for teaish and concetalment. Aerremacchi ro-searciseri believe 5) S, turn.
that future aircraft shot aft designed to be agile will hkey require J
triner dhe. amt alile 4) Other msss~xns posibly making uie of 9) triple bend.
some aspect of agiliy wre transports. utility helicopters, mid
perlsapa for aews-sulssafrse warfare aircraft. These may nlot 10) teardrop ttm.
niecessarily be maneuvrability issues takhe tasks may, need to be

t one fast using avionvics foexamiple bt these will be disoussed 11) pullu-JIAsi-over.
shortly. Wheni breakig down these missionas into posssie
rofiles and shesn fisther into MMs. seaws cossmonaltry will 12) rearward flighte.
exist. In UMa ADSA UC hsis severs' belsocqart MThs usm ame
classic imorvers, to issvessigese handling qusissties aid sgilsy. Tb. FAAMMMut Task
Biudinsg a i*uesiy of typica WMT will be of benefit an
peersenst an oportunity for muki-natbonssl rcope-atiesi. To ilustrate how the ie= c dassfscatios acisane can be a1pled.

a hypodscl missile eugagemsse sequence for a figt"e aarcraft0
Seec Fbhie Metris will be oMe as an eample. For this situation it is assumed te

the arcraft is crussing above coet velocity wisest it mist engage
WAs redtuced engaganera times associate wish modemn sir-Uo-air onse advery an ecver to be ready to engage aisothet
ce ishs sls aircraft are requased to respcond faser. Mtcsx adversasy. To emiploy is snussle. the pike as resgored so poset
were proposed shet focussed specifically on the enigagastessa the nose of the aircraft with a simahaaneeass change as headig
phase of a messetroer. These ienres were: aid psdsh angie. The rise-Ine foe she sequence is shown sit

Figur 13 andiutbased osthe setarmsown in RpIg (up to
I) Print aid Stov comt analysis (7). the Wea1W, UaNds)

2) Relative Escr~y State (SL. The mnstrte hierachy faciltates a op-down anailysts approach
The most wilima globalasymae s %the time toncomiplete

3) Combla Cycle Tsme (SL. the mitsile engagement. The moe agile the aircraft. the qicker
this task an be comspleted. A designer may ick so meduce, the

4) Reainis Agility Metric(8). engagement- time so a" to anqirove chances of urval and aso* *
enAhNWg she aircraft to engage MM re beats.

5) lDyium~ic Speed Turn (15).
The neneruver sequence prwvkds a beass on whsich to break the

Ire nietics, have entabled very conspiex rcqxnme of maneuver task to MM T hs ese icude: roll-.. bomzczita tie.. itale
ellestents to be eviauaed a a comple misescat screnasm Close Iaids. mused. and accelerate. At doe MIlE level die desigar
stupecticasof die aneuver sequesnce reveal that Osen smetrics cM ideoffy which eaMisi task cleatrssi ni she raos for
amcmod of risoxssia elfimoinaital setnec defined the &%cessive time, delay if she rtusei % ten ksig. (user
Previously. This dsarimsbc "Lakes analyuis reqisents niece operatissi sesata specific au the fighter tachM the combat
loreL cycle t--0i) and por-Sit macginO) P -rite wil provide

guidance for compsrst to threat kwledge of she -s- - e mid
e skviewe , M.its tauids tbes. The bradisng efsssge. whacli foe a cre

enrisos figheir rTpsally beads its roiot path. could be
Ans vcesvsed three. frau othe helicepsers as w-ell as hosukl siponed with technologies ame permit rapid sioie pointing. suds
gron"e weapont tyssi ha increased die st fo ehlcipie as shease veoesiu.
cossceabyest sathe ags-d-he-eahk enrossent. Thse has
forced Ohe fi-q, whih vli, be,-euPec il espone, s-i 8 very rslsort The cyp-ems-neal unots the n ose a tool to invemegate those
disrica, This eaigisasie reqares a gooid hisesiedg of bo- the asifrosse biTE taimes this ame too Iowg. Thse selecitrt of whack
helsttaer perfoem aggressively in the NOE uavirmneat. ctpeassaentsl artia ame sinpeue would depend on she

WAccsoccrrg. For ezissiph the ioU-r could be diaacrised
Thek rte uiaur tsa$. fs've prpsdby Detcrice Research by the taisasal meicic studs a the LA. TA. Redl Quicness
Agency "cnksl. w4 viccipiated into AM M.3C were selected Paseser. a, Pover Raen. The rapid raose-poawag with thrust
to suesre ak fabti ataneve(19) These WMl~ wer: vociaetag will resh in a tolge dr aicrease, so die power rote

mtic will wass in analyag" th rmatni em Dim awe
I) bob-sprhiow-u.th di at chrateiticus wve s o d :e IE vider rarvetseiem

2) hrdk hopping. Theoa~o.t e selse 09O tamiers aenna "ilenrify whew the
peak sk change evss occr. At Oes powe. die compsoaksts of

Sw am. he agility vexiec us well as more: tradooda aerate asc as Ps
provide, 4~ec riabs so recogniable elenes cmedlki by die

4) sdeaepaassakfrentk. "piger such as Clio=x or T/W. Thi pvoceshire coean &:thde
lessee. Irs-c of dsL At dhin kIc! te faisiae-w reigsee

5) dalfwkss.of die aircraft cm be wmird Anoder sechiaW has been
proed by she AFFIC uSe-i what is rfed s so asse and
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Figure 13. Hypoteal Misile Engopmet Tas knpismsr~k
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DYNAMIC I-LIGHT SIMULATION

TO ENHANCED MANEUVERABILITY RDT&E

. F. Calvert c
Flight Dynmnc and Controls B rach

Aero Analysis Division

D. A. Kiefer
Crew Systems Facilities Engineering Branch

Life Support Engneering Divison

Air Vehicle and Crew Syste-s Technology Department
Naval Air Warfare Center. Aircraft Division, Waminster

Warminster. PA 18974-0591 .USA

SUMMARY LWC - Light Weight Cockpi*•
ms -Mean Sea Level

This paper addresses the strengths of centrifuge NASA -NatiomlAcraoumicsandSpace
simulation to provide the unfamiliar and severe moton Administaton
environment associated with high ang!c of attack and NAWC - Naval Air Warfar Ce
post-stall manevcring. The approach to dvop .n Ni Instrument Measured Line Acceleration
and testing of centrifuge moion control algorithms is
outlined, including inbheet modeling constraints such as (ges) Felt at the Cockpit Station Along The

3 degrees-ef-fnedoma. estimad htman perceptual mods i-axis
and the machine-associated mechanicallstructural P Roll Rate (+ Right Wing Down)
considerations. Difficulties of algorithm development PSEM - Pilot Senry Esfi-i Modl
ar illusnsed using the results of a recent flying qu3ties PST Post-Stall .Manuvering
experiment iniated to study the effects of motion on Q -Pitch Rat (+ Nose Up)
pilot ratings for proposed DosC-dOwn cont-ol PO'wer R -Yaw Rae (i- Nose Right)
guideline criteria. Use of off-line computer models to R&D - Research and Dcve n •
tune algorithm performance is also presented. Finally. RDT&E - Research. Dcv lopaxm. Test and
carrent capabilitkis of centrifuge simulation and a Evaluadon
discussioo of ftmu-e applications is outlined. SA - Saltioral Awarenes

LIST OF SYMBOLS SAS - Stability Augmentation System
SD - Spatial Disorientation

A. Principal T&E -Test and Evaluation
TE - Trailing Edge Up

A - A-Gimtl Angle (+ Ledwar IV - Thrum Vectoing

A-A - Ak-lo-Air
A-G - Ai-oound 3. Gretk

ANU - Akcraft Dcse-Up
AOA - Angle of Auack E - Angle of Attack

B - B-Gimbl Angle (+ Up) P - Angle o[Sldeslip (+ Nose Left)

CCA -Centrifuge ConmAcrithm -Cockt Control Position Referencc
CFS - Centrifele Fliht Simulaion Aircraft Stabilator Position

CFSAVT - Centrifuge Right Simulation Analsis and &X . a w Vark X

Validatic Tool , - Roll Attitude (+ Right Wing Down)

Cm - Pitching Moment Coefficiat 6 - Pitch Altitude (+ Nose Up)

DFS - Dynamic Fi Simught V - lkading Attitude

DOF -Degp toFremdom 0) - DFS Rotation Rate (+ Nose Right.

EM En Maneuvaleility Clockwtse)

EOM - Equations of Morion IO - Tra-dormwioo Matrix
JV FXUl Of View

G - Instrunt Measured Lunr Accelration C. Subscrlpts

G-LOC -G Induced Loss ofConsousnes C - Praining to DFS Command Parameters
GFAM - Generic Fighter Alr.A Model - Modificd o - Pertainiag to Initial Condition
H{ANG - IIAOA Nose Down Control Powr ga - Pertaining to Aitmft S bhtor

Guidejines - Pesrtaig to i-ads (+ Forward)
IIAOA - Iligh Angl of Attack y -Pertaning to y-axis (+ Right)
KCAS - Knots ( Airspeed z - Pertaining to z-axis .+ Down: Gz + lip)

Ihwrnzd a ans AGIRD Mettr on *Txhu~~a ffrip, anorwrb MAlrint: Ociber P.93.
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1. BACKGROUND exhibit good handling qualities in flight are much more
dillicult to control on ground-based simulator.

Within the last 5 years. iechnology advances in aircraft t r)

control are facilitaing aircraft maneuvering up through 90 Today, a strong requirement exists for a simulator capable
degrees angle of attack (AOA). More than ever, in this of providing a realist;c biodynamic (motion) and
new flight iegime pilots arc experiencing unusual cogit.'ive stress envionment for use in developing
combinations of multi-axis rates and zakcelrations. This comr. technologies including:
enhanced maneuverability (EM) fliht environment, a. Situational Awareness and Spatial Disorientation
unfamiliar to the pilot, is leading to rew engineering R&D.
challenges in technologies related to situational awareness b. Displays and Information Fusion R&D.
(SA). spatial disorientation (SD). and increased combat c. A-A and A-G Opera:ions Training (SD. SA. G- 0
workload associated with high angle of attack (HAOA) LOC).
energy management, multi-target tracking, and cockpit d. Flying Qualities Criteria R&D (including
information fusion. IAA. Deparnue. and Spin).

e. Sia.ator Concepts R&D.
Curren, EM technology areas include flying qualities Furtiermore. a fundamental need remains for realisc
criteria development, human factors studies, heads-up simulatioe of high risk testing and traminf to support
display (IIUD) and helmet mounted/off-axis display rescarhd. nt . M and evaluation (RDT&E).
formal developmenL In the total flight simulation
environment, past experience has shown that 2. OBJECTIVE
conventional fixed-baed and limited motion platform
simulators can provide inappropriate motion cues for To address issues associated with the EM flight
fighter and attack aircraft applications'. To adequatcly cnvironment, we need a cost effe ive, repeatable. piloted
support EM technology development, improvements in simulstion which places the pilot and the developing 4
high fidelity, safe. reliable, and inexpensivc simulated technology in the harsh operational cnviroumtL This
motion environments for piloted flight simulation incldes subjecting the pilot to physical and cognitive
opeations are needed. In addition, there is also a need fix stresses be must face and ovrcome during actua mtsioa
improved capability to simulate the effecWs of IIAOA and oper-fica Improved caubility to simulate the effects of
post-stall (PST) mancuvring on pilot performance of air IIAOA/PST tactical maneuvering on pilot perforn.ance of
combat tasks. A-A and A-G mission tasks is eeded. Although several

concepts exist, one apprch addressi to daze has been to 0
The combat flight environment results in physiter and apply motion control algorithms with human centrifuge
cognitivc stresses, both having a direct effect on pilot devices to create a closed-loop (pilot in control)
perfinmance. In the IIAOA flight regime, physical simulator. The design otjective in applied cerntzfuge
stresses include unusual combmations of high 3-frcy flight simuation is to develop an additcnal flying
and high angular rates. Cognitive stresses include tactical qualities and human factors tool for research and
dectston making, weapons sz"ections, target acquisition, evaluation of the effects of hig- ly dYnanuc env uronments 4
basic flight operations. ard combat communication, on pilot performance. This type of simulation would be
Cognitive stresses work to reduce aetion, dgrade rapid useA when sustained motion cues are essential in
decision making, and induce tine perception anomalics. adcqmuty evaluating closed-loop piloted tasks. including
The combined effect will lead to higher potntial for the tasks previously mentioned. The intent is to
reduced situational awa-eness and/or some degree of loss complement, not replace. r fixed Pnd limted motion
of spatial disorientation. At a minimum, the pilot will simu:aton by providing a cost effective. sae bn.dge
not be fully utilizing the technology benefits provided by between current ground simulation and flight test for 0
advanced design FM aircraft without some improvcment ckrsd-loop evaluations.
in pilot/aicraft intcrface The design goal is to minimize
SD and maimizc SA through effective design of cockpit The concept of centrifuge flight simulation (CFS)
layouts, pilot aide systems, and advanced display cortinucs to be explored at the Naval Air Warfare Center.
technologies, all combining to provide optimum tacucal Aircraft Divtion's Dynamic Flight Simulator (DFS)
mformation fusion. The modern design engineer ralizt-s facifity. The .blectie of this paper is to d il the utility •
1at flying q,.ities, human fa.t'rs anid performance can and limitations of CFS as an EM stmulation tool. The
no !onga be aMdd cscd as independent design disciplines discmson includes exanl-l of the cost-benelit d Sn
Samllar to the concept of enginedaiframe integration, tradcoffs required to optiatir a motion control algonthm.
there exists the concept of ptot/vehicle interface, dn Examples are dra-A for adevlopvestal cvaluation o the
aircraft design must address the issue of tactical DFS conducted to modify the centrifuge control algorithm
information fution in order to maximize the utlty of the (CCA) to provide adequate motion fidelity to support a
highly augmented pilot/vehick wceapons systcm. study of the effects of m~tun on proposed IIAOA nose-

down control power ruWklines. Finally. an analysis of
Although convenuoial. limited moution-base (up to 6 the effect of radius on moton artifact. and insight on
actuators) simulators have been successfully used for how to cope with Coriolts illusion during simulation
com'nercial aviation applications,. they are significantly operatLs is Msni.
limited in providing the necesswy mion cues associated
with th highly dynamic motion environments of fighter
and attack aircraft applicaions t . In addition. pvtt studies
have demonstrated &at rate -augmented vehicles that

• 0
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Figure I -Gondola Axis System Based On Figure 2 -Gondola Axis System Based On
Physiological Axis (Reaction) Reference Standard Aircraft (Action) Axis Reference

3. SIGN CONVENTION The gondola is supported by two nested gimbal rings
providing the ability to rotate the embedded cockpit about

There are two fundamental axis systems used to reference
DFS gondola parameters du-ing closed-loop piloted
operations. First, the Physiological system (Figure 1) TPVE
defines positive parameters relative to the direction in Godl 0
which the inertial parameters react. Often, linear
acceleration in this system is referred to as Gx. Gy, and to
Gz, which can also be referred to as Nx, Ny. and Nz. Aim Primay
This system is often referred to as the reaction system.

Second, the standard aircraft axis system (Figure 2) Pilot Facing
defines positive parameters relative to the direction of ForwaiS
positive net linear and angular acceleration of the body.
This system is often referred to as the action system.

It is important to note that these axis systems share theSIDEVIEW

same z-axis, and are equal and opposite relative to the x-
and y-axes. Therefore, when a pilot executes a right hand •
climbing turn in the aircraft, both axis systems show
positive linear and angular rate and acceleration piameters
because relative to the net external forces acting on the Figure 3 -Simplified DFS Setup
system 1) the two axis systems are equal in magnitude
and opposite in direction, except +7, and 2) the inderta two fixed gimbal axes, roll and pitch, labeled A- and B.
force is equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. gimbal respectively. The inner most gimbal axis is 0
Therefore, as long as sign convention is maintained, the orien t in pitch, and the outer gimbal is orented in roll.
transformation iatrices for both systems used to reference The corresnding A- and Bgimbal angle motions are
arcraft/gondola pareters may be applied. commanded using shafts driven by two hydraulic motors

4. DYNAMIC FLIGHT SIMULATOR (DFS) located at the primary hub. An illustration of the DFS
setup is presented in Flgure 3.

Th DFS uses a 16,000 horsepower electric motor to The A- and B- gimbal angles are similar to the Eulr •
rotate a 50 ft cantlever arm which supports it jodol at angles # nd 0, but with a different rotation scheme thanthe tip. The pilot begins flying the DFS by facing into normally used by the aircraft comnmunity. The standard
the tangential velocity vector with his kft zhoulder acraft Euler angle trsformation between the earth to
aligned into the cantilever arm (which is the general bodyraxe angle as
radius of curvature). Rotation is to the pilots left, which
corresponds to counter-clockwisa when viewed from tire
tol looking down.

0 0
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lie =~o = ii] tlt,= [v][][O ]~ were designed while addressing three primary ccnstramnts:
[) satisfactory pilot perception of a 6-DOF sustained

[ -1 - I- motion environment, 2) Rate and/or acceleration artifacts 0
01IYh minimized to be within pilot tolerance, and 3) control0

gimbal and arm response characteristics to prevent gimbal
However, the transformation sequence for the DFS is backlash and/or excitation of the vertical arm oscillation
assigned as, mode associated with the cantilever beam arm.

[ = [=0A :* ][h =( ]'t[Xf' [B]'l ]b ' first constraint addresses tte requirement to provide[ r3 A Bc [ [BA ] ] adequate motion response (magnitude, phase •
lb A B] [ []charactuistics, and onset). The pilot must be able to feel

the motion he is commanding, when he commands it, and
in the proper direction. The second constraint addresses

where, 'V = e.dt. the necessity to minimize artifacts to preclude negative
transfcral of training, simulator sickness, motion cue
mismatch, or general pilot discomfort. If the pilot is 0

Since the Euler and DFS transformation schemes vere overwhelmed by artifacts, he will not believe that he is
different, the Euler transformation matrices were not valid conducting flight operations thereby reducing the
for the DFS. The DFS was controlled by a CCA whicN effectiveness of the simulator. The final constraint
used the aircraft states Nx, Ny, Nz, P, Q, and P as inputs addresses the real-world mechanical characteristics of the
to command arm rate ((ac), and A- and B-gimbal position catrifuge equipment including position andrate limiters,
commands. oc, A. and B combine to develop a cenriug eim nd incluing tarateiiTe
continuous realistic motion environment representative of payload limit, and inertia and e.g. characteristics. The
the simulated aircraft state as perceived by the pilot in the CCA must avoid exciting or exceeding mechanical and
gondola. The mechanical system constraints include structural arnomalies which could taint the motion
position and rate limiters on the A- and B-gimbals, and fidelity.
angular arm rate and acceleration limiters.

The original architecture and gain schedules of the DFS
5. CENTRIFUGE CONTROL ALGORITHM CCA wee based on The Pilot Sensory Estimation Model * 0

(PSEM). The PSEM was experimentally designed to
A properly designed CCA is the key to producing good estimate a human perception of a given orientation from
motion fidelity on centrifuge flight simulators. Without rates and accelerations oi the motion environment acting
an adequate CCA the centrifuge receates the aircraft G on a human. Crosbie3.4 developed this model using data
vector with very good accuracy, but angular motions are from Cohen$ and estimated human perception of
also created which produce unrealistic flight sensations orientation for both the aircraft pilot and the centrifuge •
termed as rate artifacts, pilot. This served to provide a mathematical mapping of

the linear and rotational 6 degrees.of-freedom (DOF)
The goal of the CCA is to provide motion cues to the aircraft motion environment to the purely rotation 3 DOF
pilot in the gondola which represent an equivalent environment of the DFS.
perceived motion environment characteristic of the current
aircraft state. The CCA utilizes a vector transformation Th. limitations of this approach include the assumption •
of aircraft body axes angular rates and linar accelerations, that human orientation sensing mechanism can be
and equations of motion (EOM) to compute the raxessary modeled by two dynamic systems which add
arm rate and gimbal positions required to provide the independently. An angular system responds to angular
appropriate linear acceleration vector at the gondola acceleration with high frequency sensitivity, but loses
station. The CCA then uttdizes feed-forward gains and importance quickly. Tbe linear system responds to linear

acceleration with low frequency sensitivity, and providesfilters designed to induce a somatogravic illusion by an attitude reference to the vertical. Crosbic asserts that 0
application of translational accelerations which propel ermbinations of existing rates and accelerations of
perceptively counter angular artifacts resulting from the the 3-DOF system can be used to produce the illusior of
reproduction of the G-vector. A flow diagram of this rates or accelerations which are not present or to remove
concept is presented in Figure 4. The CCA augments the the perception of an unwanted rate or acceleration artifact.
physical 3-DOF centrifuge to provide a sustainable linear Thus the motion provided by a 3-DOF motion
acceleration field which closely matches the aircraft, environment ca be summed to produce a 6-DOF
When combined with a washed out angular motion, the perceived motion environment. For many applications,
nct effect is designed to provide an effective sustained full this assumpton has been proven successful, however, for
motion environment, some applications and/or individual pilots it has been

invalid. Further testing and development is necessary to
determine the best applications of the current CCA, as

Utilizing the fixed CCA architecture, the design difficulty well as to develop improvements to the current approach.
is in the determination of the proper gmLns and filter The detailed philosophy and developmental testing of the •
parameter values which produce adequate motion fidelity. baseline DFS CCA is presented in Rcferences 3,4,5, and
The gains and filter coefficients uwd in the DFS CCA 6.

•

LfIh
v1, r 'V. ti1
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Figure 4 - CCA Flow Diagram

6. G-BIAS FUNCTION the transition 0, the DFS provides a skewed gondola
cockpit Nz with a magnitude greater than Ig and less than

A G-bias function is used in the CCA to provide a sense the transition G.
of acceleration unloading when the pilot ccrimands less
than Ig flight. To avoid extreme rate artifacts and harsh 7. INHERENT LIMITATIONS
mechanical stresses, the current DF'S CCA does noi allow
the development of negative Nz. However the motion All ground-based flight simulators possess inherent
sensation of less than I g flight is provided by reducing the motion and visual fidelity limitations in comparison with
gondola Gz below the trim platezu. The trim plateau actual aircraft exoerience. The expanded sinmulation utility S
places the gondola above Ig when the aircraft is at Ig available with CFS devices also has inherent limitations.
trimmed flight condition. Fxperimenta operational data These limitations include 1) unrealistic angular velocity
has shown that the pilot rapidly adjusts to the slightly cross-coupling resulting in a mouon artifact termed the
elevated g environment (1.4 to 2.0g) nd perceives a ig Coriolis Illusion, 2) the fact that the earth's gravity field
flight environment during trimmed simulated flight results in a continuous fixed direction and magnitude
operations. When the pilot commands less than 1g, the linear acceleration component; and 3) centrifuge payload 0 0
DFS unloads from the trim plateau G to a minimum of Ig weight and volume constraints.
(eard gravity) based upon the G-bias function. Although
the sense of negative G cannot be easily duplicated using ibe Coriolis illusion is the cross-coupling of angular
the current CCA, the unloading from trim plateau down to velocities sensed by the semicircular canals due to eitherhead motion or gimbal actuator motion iu and out of theIg combined with visual system cuts provides a stroug hedmtoorgbaacuoroininndutfteplane of arm argular velocity. Longer radius centrifuges
sensation of less man Ig flight operations. An exaLtple need less angular velocity to generate required acceleration
G-bias function is shown in Figure 5. magnitudes and therefore exhibit less of this

phenomenon. The DFS with a 50 foot arm requires
approximately sixty percent of the angular velocity of a
20 foot centrifuge to provide a given normal acceleration.
Large radius centrifuge designs have been proposed to
minimlit the Coriolis Illusion artifact. Unfortunately,0
theadditional tangential acceleration generated on the
devices rsults in a different undesirable artifact of the
simulation. Estimated motion perceptual stimulation
generated by these effects for various radii is shown in

cn U :lAM Figure 6.

0' NgThe angular rotation inputs resulting in Coriolis Illusion
is Aircrit Nz - most prominent at the initiation of arm rotation (start of

the simulation). For some pilots, the effect can be
overwhelming leading to simulator sickness or severe

Figure 5 - Example G-bias Function Operating In The discomfort. However, experience has shown pilots
Alrcraft Nz Axis rapidly develop tolerance to the Coiolis Illusion quickly 4

after two or three 15 minute exposures. Sow. pilots can
Finally, the G-bias function also has the important effect only adapt to the Coriolis Artifact by minimizing head
of reducing the amount of gimbal axis rotation needed for movement, while other pilots adapt and ignore the effect
radial and tangential G coordination. At the transition G, altogethr.
the function maps aircraft normal acceleration into
centrifuge acceleation giving a 1:1 correspondence. Below The cost/benefit trade-off of large radius vs. short radius

centrifuge simulation is not well esttblished. The

* 0 4,
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Figure 6 - CFS Motion Tradetfs

primary benefit is advertiscd as a reduction in Coriolis 8. PHASE I EXPERIMENT: INVESTIGA-
Artifact. Hlowever, no research is available to determine TION OF EFFECT OF MOTION ON THE
what threchold the Coriolli Artifact must be below in PROPOSED NASA/NAVY HIGH ANGLE OF 0 •
order to be considered sufficiently diminished. Thus, no ATTACK NOSE DOWN GUIDELINE
research is available to determine what the radius of the CRITERIA
centrifuge should be for the minimum design threshold. 8.1 General
Furthermore, with current ?ST arcraft providing 300 to
500 ft turn radius, the Coriolis Artifact will also be In November, 1989, NASA commenced a program to
prevalent in t cockpit. Thcm-fore, to provide adequate investigate ant establish quantitative high angle of auack
motion fidelity, some level of this effect may be required. (AOA) pitch recovery design gtideines and to develop
Finally, even though the increased radius reduces Coriolis flight test pitch recovery derronstratidn
artifact, significant angular rate artifacts occur as a result maneuvers/criteria. The research program was termed
of having to rapidly align the pilot into the G-vector. I[ANGS, , which refer-u to the high angle of attack nose-

down guideline criteria which was to be the end product of
With regard to the second noted limitation, ea the experiment. The effort entailed conducting piloted, 0
of a celeration in the DFS is always greater than 1g. As fixed-based (no motion) simulation experiments which
previously discussed, this is oftn compensated for by a G provided necessary da:a used to develop preliminary pitch

prevousy dscusedthi isoftn copenate foby a xe conol margin criteria.
bias function which maps aircraft Gz into centrifuge Gzm
while providing capability to simulate less than Ig flight. The criteria accounted for two levels ot flight operations,
Applying a G bias function to other than the z-axis may namely safety of flight and tactical utility. Based upon
allow different directional compromise which may be analysis and correlation, the two primary parameters of C
appropriate for sonic applications. interest were decided to be pitch acceleration and pitch

rate. These parameters were measured at the pinch point
Finally, the restricted weight and volume constraints of (see Figure 7). Ba-ed on t0e experimental data. NASA
this type of simulation inttrducc a imitation in the type recommended criteria and corresponding magnitudes
-f simulation support equipment which may be used. related to longitadinal control powe:r requirements for
The visuai display sy-tcm. for example, must be small, IIAOA flight operations. *
lightweight, and able to withstand the forces IANG utilized a high fidelity, nor.-linear, 6 DOF
representative of actwl flight. This resilts in secondary F/A-18A manned simulation. The simulation was hossed
limitations such as limited field of view which are on the NASA Langley Differential Manew/cring
affected by the cost to design unique systems for this Simulator. Aerodynamic data and flight control laws
cnvironment, were modified to ensure that test results would be

rcpresentative of tactical aircraft. Additional Information •

• 0
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regarding HANG is piovided in References 1 and 3. Ad = f(V, AN).
NAWC Patuxent River conducted flight tests to validate 1umans sense.self motion cues via the vestibular system

the overall research test results and methodology by (located in the inner ear) which consists of the O
comparing pilot comments, pilot ratings, and aircraft semicircular canals and otolith organs. Linear
response characteristics gathered during in-flight accelerations are perceived from visual cues,
recoveries from HAOA conditions to those gathered somatosensory information, and otolith stimulation. The
during the fixed base simulation sessions1.3 Flight test otolith organs respond to force similar to linear
results provided significant differences in pilot ratings accelerometers. Angular motion is primarily sensed from
tan those obtained from the fixed base simulation the semicircular canals which act similar to angular
results. The differences were explained as the result of accelerometers at low frequency stimulus, and angular
several factors, of which the most noteworthy were the velocity transducers at high frequency stimulus.
lack of motion cue effects, and differences in the actual
aircraft control system and aerodynamics between t The pilot's ability to detect pitch motion at high angle of
simulation and the test aircraft9 .  attack is a complex combination of both linear, angular,

and visual stimuli. The hypothesis is that during IIAOA,

FULL NOSE-DOWN INPUT low g pitching maneuvers, pilots cue on both the linear •acceleration changes sensed through the otolith stimulus,
as well as the angular motion sensed via the semicircular
canals. Both are considered to be important in

determining pitch motion response even at low g, low q
= /conditions. Linear acceleration changes occur due to

aircraft ift and the movement of the gravity vector with
large pitch attitude changes. Therefore, adequate •

C.* E determination of HAOA control margin valie may likely
require pilots to sense motion physically as well as
visually.

8.2 Approach

Since 1987, NAWC Warminster has been developing 0 0
Figure 7 - Definition Of hnch Point: Lowest Value Of improvements to the Dynamic Flight Simulator's (DFS)

Available Nose-Down Cm For Full Forward Stick hardware and Centrifuge Control Algorithm (CCA) in the
Input As Depicted On The Cm Vs a Curve development of a limited flying qualities and human

factors simulation tool to be used when the sustained

The NAWC Flight Dynamics and Controls branch dynamic environment of actual flight is necessary in the

conducted preliminary analyses which indicated the RDT&E experiment. Recently, developmental 0
proposed HANG criteria may require an additional evaluations at the DFS have demonstrated the potential to

parameter of Nz and/or rate of change of Nz . This is produce the fidelity required to conduct a pitch axis flying

based on the following 3 DOF equation for high angle of qualities exptriment such as NASA's HANG
attack flight operations: investigation. The advautage of using the DFS over fixedbase and conventional motion base simulation is the

A0 = k•(±[a.(ANxb - A9 COs 0o)2 ability to provide a sustained motion environment. •

+ b(-(ANat - AO sin e0) 1 Repeating the NAWC Patuxent River study in the DFS
• ,using a generic fighter aircraft would allow a direct

a = (sin'ao + Act sin 2ot + Act 2 cos 2 ao] evaluation of the effects of motion or pilot ratings and

b = [cos 2a, + Act sin 2cto + Aa2 sin a.] their correlation with ,he HANG-proposed criteria because
k = .g  the exact same aircraft model and cockpit will be used

(Vo + AV) with and without motion. Therefore, the effect of motionon pilot ratings obtained during control power analyses

Clearly, the inability to apply small angle tests could be assessed using the exact same aircraft

approximations significanty complicates the relationship control system and aerodynamic model.
between Nx, Nz, q ard a as compared with the familiar The test program was designed as a two phase effort.

First, developmental testing was conducted to adjust the
CCA to provide the necessary motion fidelity for the

V,, HANG experiment to be conducted on the DFS. This
included piloted developmental testing of the CCA toAt high angle of attack, pitch rate is now determine the necessary gain constants and G-bias

function to provide adequate Nx, Nz. and pitch response
Ad = f(V., 9o, a... AV, A0, Act, AN., ANz), onset, perceptua! mpgnitude. and phase while potentially

sacrificing some lateral and directional axes motion
as opposed to fidelity.
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Phase I1 will investigate the effects of motion on pilot and 21, and was terefore satisfactory for the purposes of
evaluation of nose down control power using the the DFS(HANG Evaluation.
proposed NASA guidelines. Any differences in pilot Control power was modified by changing thrust vector
ratings of ,aaneuvcrs performed with and without motion angle authority or the location of the pinch point. In
will be studed:; and if necessary, proposed modifications addition, the characteristics of the Cm vs a curve were
to NASA's HANG requirements will be provided based changed by adding a band-width about the pinch point.
upon experimental data obtained. The results of Phase I This is illustrated in figures 8 and 9.
testing are covered in this paper. Phase II testing is
pending.

8.3 Simulator Cockpit Description Z +
RFLL NOSE-DOWN

Tests were conducted using the light weight cockpit CONTROL INPUT
(LWC) assembly incorporated into the DFS. The LWC
had an F-16A throttle quadrant and side-stick coatroller.
Thrust vectoring was controlled using the trigger switch C
on the side-stick controller. Speedbrakes were provided
via a switch on the throttle. The seat base was the •
standard F-18 SJU-5A/6A.

The visual system was a three display/channel Paragon BEND.J'T
system providing 120 deg horizontal by 30 deg vertical
field-of-view (FOV). The FOV was enhanced by a light
dome grid superimposed onto the visual scene. The grid
provided additional spatial orientation (including rate Figure 8 - Incorpoiation Of A Bend Point Into The
sensation) during large pitch attitude tasks. The visual Existing Cm Carve
database was representative of the northern Philadelphia
area. The tIUD was superimposed onto the center visual
display. The IIUD format is based upon the baseline F-
18 format and modified with an AOA tape which indicated +  FLNOSE-DOWN
AOA up to 80 deg. COMTUL INPr * *
Data was collected using an embedded digital data
collection system for post-flight analysis, and strip chart
recorders for real time monitoring. The plot controlled cc
digital data collection record numbers via the paddle
switch on the stick grip.

8.4 Aircraft Simulation Model Description- BEND-Pr DNDP7r

The aircraft simulation model used for the experiment was
the Generic Fighter Aircraft-Modified (GFAM). GFAM
was a modified version of the Generic Fighter Aircraftt o  Figure 9 - Incorporation Of A Bend Poire With A
developed for real-time fixed base simulation at NAWC Bandwidth Into Te Existing Cm Curve 0
Warminster. The model utilized a modified F-18
acrodynamicdatabasewhichincorporatedanF-15pitchlng 9. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
moment curve (stable). Thrust was provided by a
simplified F-110 engine simulation which approximated 9.1 Initial Assessment
engine dynamics usirg first-order lags. Thrust-to-weight
ratio initialized at V) (Sea Level. static) and could be Three pilots *ere uuhied to develop the appropriate gain •
msodified real-time, on-line during operations. and filter parameter values. The test pilots included both

NASA and Navy pilots. In all cases the pilots were first
The generic control system Included full state feedback for intrrodu,:,d to the GFAM in the static mode to acquire
stability mid control augmentation. In addition, the familiarity with the flight characteristics. An immediate
GrAM incorporated pitch and yaw thrust vectoring with illustration of the effect of motion on a pilot's perception
departure resistance allowing controlled maneuvering up of flying qualities was obtained after the pilots flew the
through 90 deg AOA. The flight envelope was model fn the full envelope (baseline CCA) DFS dynamic
approximately 200 KCAS to 1.0 M, Sea Level to 50000 environment.
ft. Thrust vectoring was blended with aerodynamic
control, with full authority available at dynamic pressures During static operations (no motion), the piloL conducted
below 100 psf. qualitative evaluations of the aircraft handling qualiti's
The primary advantage of the GFAM is the ability to Each pilot noted that the aircraJt stick sensitivity was too
modify aircraft characteristics real-time. Results from low, resulting in sluggish response characteristics in the
qualitative evaluations indicate that the GFAM model had longitudinal and lateral axis. During static test
to have handling qualities at essentially between levels I operations the GFAM model was modified on-line to

0 *
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provide five times the longitudinal stick force to control The following example test point illustrates the difficulty

surface ratio, six times the lateral stick force to control in providing precise motion fidelity re, -.- d for a flying
surface gearing ratio, and a roll SAS feedback three times qualities investigation. Figures 10, 11. .4 12 are the
the baseline value. Modifications were implemented in time history plots of a representative push,. -- naneuver
an effort to increase rate sensitivity based upon pilot used to assess control power response at HAOA. The
comnment. When flying the GFAM in this configuration trim g plateau was 2.0g. which represented the DES state
the pilot felt that the rate sensitivity was indicative of when the aircraft was at Ig, trimmed, level flight. The
current fighter aircraft characteristics, pilot initiates the pushover input at t = 12.4 sec from an

initial flight condition of approximately 28,000 ft msl,
During the first flight in the dynamic mode (full motion 92 KCAS. and 30 deg AOA. The plots show the aircraft
environment), each pilot was given the baseline GFAM cockpit and gondola c.g.-referenced state conditions. The
model with no modifications (gain changes) embedded, solid line is the GFAM. and the dashed line represents the
After re-evaluation of the rate sensitivity characteristics. DFS. The DFS traces are computed from a validated
two pilots now stated that the rate sensitivity was too batch simulation model of the DFS driven using the
high, and the Navy pilot stated that it was satisfactory to GFAM data. Note that the pushover includes an
slightly high. inadvertent pilot commanded roll input.

The reason the pilots reversed their assessment of the rate In this case, the increased pitch sensitivity resulted in a
sensitivity characteristics is readily explainable. In the force fight between the nose-up B-gimbal command
static mode, the pilot's only motion feedback to command (Figure 10) component required to provide an unloading
input was the visual system. However, in the dynamic sensation in Nz, and the nose-down B-gimbal command
mode, the motion feedback includes linear acceleration component required to provide the nose-down pitch rate
(Nx, Ny, Nz) and angular rates (P. Q, and R). The sensation. When summed, the effect was to provide a
additional feedback to the human motion perceptual fairly constant net B-gimbal command position over the S
system improved the ability of the pilot to detect aircraft initial response (< 2 sec) time interval of the commanded
response and therefore changed his perception of the rate pushover maneuver. The constant B-gimbal position
sensitivities. This simple example serves to demonstrate resulted in a reduced perception of Nz and Q magnitude.
the effects of motion on a pilot's rating of closed loop Some sensation in unloading was provided via Nx, and
handling qualities characteristics. Clearly motion will was later boosted in an attempt to provide better motion
significantly effect pilot ratings of more complex tasks fidelity. However, each attempt to provide better pitch *
such as carrier operations, low level terrain following, A- respone resulted in more Nz response lag. The test
A and A-G combat and aerial refueling, pilots noted the limited magnitude and delayed pitch

response, whirh was prevalent until the aircraft nose
9.2 CCA Modiflcations For Improved Pitch attitude dropped thitough the horizon. Consequently, the
Response Characteristics pilots rat'd the modified CCA as providing poor pitch

response fselity during tHAOA pushover task;.
Approximately 5 hours of dynamic flight operations were r d

conducted. After each pilot was familiar with tie aircraft 9.3 Roll (. haracteristlcs
handling qualities and motion flight environment, CCA
gain and parameter values were varied systematically in an The effect of gimbal command fight was noted in the ro:l
attempt to provide increased motion perception of Nz, axis as well. During a simulated pure pushover
Nx, and pitch rate beyond that provided by the baseline maneuver, the CCA commdnds the gondola to roll right
full envelope CCA. The basis was that the lateral and in order to reduce Nz in the gondola (see Figures 10, 11,
directional motion fidelity, and full envelope capability and 12). If a pilot conducts a pure ro.l input at Ig. the
could be sacrificed to provide a biglar fidelity, limited CCA provides a roll sensation similar to the aircraft
envelope motion algorithm specifically designed for thn where left stick provides teit roll in the gondola (see
DFS/IIANG evaluation. At completion of this Figure 13). When a pliot combines a left roll with a
devclopmental testing, the pilots felt that several motion pushover, the A-gimbal command increwen, for Nz is
fidelity deficiencies required improvement. These summed with the A-irnbal command increment for roll
deficiencies ipc.,ded low sensation of pitch rate and Nz attitude change. The net command results in a positive
un!oading, delays in or-et of Nz, roll rate artifacts felt gordoa roll rate. Rccaloing the example pushover shov. n
during pushover, and motion perception conflict with the in Figure 12, note that the body axis roll rate of the
visual aystem during pushovers with rapid i.,r,-aAs :n gondola was to the right evn though the aircraft
airspeed, simulation was rolling left. During rolling maneuvers

the pilot never commented that he felt his roll rate wu.s
Consequently, to better simulat the miotion environment opposite to aircraft roll rate. The visual system provided
of a IIAOA pushover maneuver, several modifications t, a strong effect in convincing the pilot of his roll
the baseline CCA were required. "Ibese included direction. However, if the pilot had been tasked to
increasing pitch rate respcnsc, minimizi:g onset of ex i.icitly assess roll characteristics (thereby directing his
gondola NY and roll response to g-onset, and providing a attention to the roll axis), it i6 likely that he wedld have
trim g plateau to allow for sufficient G.unloading noticed this anomaly. In addition, the primary emphasis
concurrent with the pushover, of the DFS/IIANG program was to assess pitch response,

which may have result in redtied awareness of lateral and •
directional axis artifacts.

* 0
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Keep in mind that for a single axis lateral input such as a fidelity than for tasks which were short duration (t i I to
left aileron roll. the CCA will cntmand the gondola to 2 seconds) and pnmarily dependent on initial responsc
roll left as expected. However. a commant fight occurs fidelity.
when a kft roil axis and a now-own pitch axis input are
combined, thereby leading to delays and/or reduced It is difficult to determine the actual point whene human •
magnitude sensations of rolling. Avoiding command perception to motion begins to be dominated by the
fights associated with multiple axis inputs requires sustainobdeady state motion cues relative to the trasier.
establishment and incorporation of a command path initial response cues. Fortunatcly. it is not as difficult to
hierarchy into the CCA. The hierarhy would provide classify most flight tasks as short duration or long term
precedence to designated control paths thereby minimizing For exampile. asscssing the ability of a pilot to capture 30
the state delay and magnitude loss associated with the deg AOA from a step input is a short duration task. •
command fight. Until this is accomplished, motion However. studying pilot workload dgrng A-A tracking.
artifacts such as pure delays, lags. phase reversals. and or approach to landing is a typical long term task. Bscd
reduced magnitude commands will likely adversely affect on these results, the utility of the current CCA and D-S
motion fideulty. setup is best suited for long term analyses such as pilot

workload, advanced displays devopmnt, situational
9.4 Effect Of Visual System On Perteption awareness and spatial disorientation studies, and c'-:kpit
Of Motion information fusion RDT&E Flying qualities criteria

development is difficult to accmplish on the current
'The visual system is paramount to the success of the configurAin due to the problem in providing the short
CCA in the DFS. An earlier discussion pointed out the term response motion fiklity.
trewendous change in pilot perceptio; of aircraft response
when a full motica environment was added to augment Consequently, if modifying the CCA tm specific bogt
the visual.only cues. In the same manner it must be term flying qualities p4ograms, the gain and filte: •
emphasized that the viual system substata-lly facilitates parameter values should be set to allow !he onct Of
hunan motion pcrception, motion to cliely represent the primary cues fir the task

When studying pitch capture tasks. some fideliy can be
Several studics to date have Irovkkd qualitative data sacrficed in the roll axis to allow better pitch rcnzxfioe
confirming that ttc visual system augments the sense of motion fiJlity flo-,cver, care must be taken to pre,'nt
commanded motion felt by tWe pilot. and it attenuates moion fidelity anomalies %hich cannot be ignored by the
many of the motion artifacts associated with ccntrifulc pilot, or which result in negative tramfer of trning • 0
exposure. For example, during routine flight operations.
tle extraneous roll, pitch. and yaw motion cues associated Sacrificing motion fidelity in variou. flight regimes or
with roatine (benign) flight operations ame not appent to axes is an inefficient approach to applying a motion
the pilot except via the visual system. On the other control algorithm to a specfic expeint lowever.
l'and. as discussed previously, roll rates in the gondola given the many constraints associated with deciopment
which were opposite to the pilot command were not of a CCA for a particulaN centrfuge device, it offers one •
noticeable to the pilot. The visual system was low cost. rapid a-proach. This is particularly true for a
successfully utilized to diminish the effect of the app;ret motion control algorithm with fixed architecturc. gain.
, otion artifact, and filter parameter schedules. In the near future, the use

of multi.variabe optimum cotrol schemes may provide
9.5 Transient And Long Term Response bcar optimization performance and motion fidclty. (Jse
Motion Fidelity ofa neural network control scheme will Iskely be the best

approach since the optimization problem is not clearly 0
During piloted operations, several IIAOA pushover tst defined, and the current hunman motion perception modcls
points were conducted while varying CCA fdtr pairnatr provide limited accuracy.
and gain values. The results of these tests indicated that
achieving adequate motion fidelity for short term flying 9.6 Effect Of Absolute Magnitude And Rate
qualities criteria development may require a close match Of Clange
in gondola and aircraft state during the initial (t S I to 2 0
sec) motion response. Another important consideration related to nezterinm

response is the relationship of absolho state ma4gnitude to
During short duration IAOA pushover maneuvers the magnitude of the state rate of change from a given
unloading the aircraft approximately 0.5g, the DFS datum. During aircraft Ig trimmed flight conitions, the
unlopols from approximately 2.0 g to 1.5 g. Pilot DES pilot is subjected to steady. non-yero roll rame, pitch
comments indicated that to provide satisfactory initial rate, yaw rate, and elevated Nz state conditions in the
onset motion fidelity, the DIS should provide the same gondola. The non.zero rates and elevated Nz state are 4
relative initial response character-stics (pure delay, phase computed by the CCA using the aircraft trim state inpots.
lag. magnitude rato) as the actual aircraft, Furthermore, Consider the case of a genetic aircraft trimmed at 0.5 M.
the pilots indicated that following initial onset of motn.m, 15.000 ft nul. A comparison of the DES and simulated
the perceived motion environmcn improved. In I"t'!. airalt state jwamete is presented in Table 1.
during tasks where the inction effects wete imporont
beyond moion onset, the CCA provided better motio, After approximately 3045 seconds the pilot adjusts to the 0

constant rotation thereby perceiving an aircraft Ig
trimmed environment. Te bias P. Q, R. ad elevated
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trim Nz state associated with the ccastant turaing of the tested off-line usiing CFSAVT. Selected modicvatos
DFS was washedl owt of the p~lts motion sense, and were implemented into the interim HANG CCA
thus became the mot=o threshiold point. The assumption configuration developed during on-line developmental

wa htduring maneuvering flight, the pilot zenses testing in Phase I of the HANGJDFS program. As with
deitin in vondo" states about the nonina DFS trim every optimnization problem, several proposed CCA 9

state as if the charges were in the actual aircraft states parameter value combinations provide the improved
about the aitcraft trim state performance in Nz and Q response, but als restilted in ,k

Duna DRMANGpusoverta"pilos nted hatthe severe undesirable motion artifacts in Nx and Ny.

sensation of negative pitch rate was minimal in The best results to date (Figure 14) show a significant
tnagaitude and difficult to sense. A comparison of akraft (W0P) reduction in the Nz and Q onset delay with
commanded pitch rate versus DFS pitch rme (see Figure tainimal change in artifacts. Unfortunately, adjustments
12) showed that a negative body-axis pitch rate -ver in CCA Oan and parameter values had only minimal
actually occurred. There is only a decrease in pit rate effect on improving the response magnitude in Nz and Q.
from the bomtim; valueC representaive of the steadty stt If the reduction in onset delay conibled with the current
flight condition. This gotoa response magnitudes in Nz and Q fail to provide sufficient
suggesitit that independent of the fact that the godl s motion fidelity. it is likely that CCA architecture
subjected to continuous arm rat, Gc, it was very difficult modification will be required. This would also include
to convince the pilot that a negative pitch rate was the a don of control ccrnmand hierarchy.
occurrng because he was being continuously subjected to
a large, positive pitch rate. Unfortunately, due to th It. LESSONS LEARNED
large, inherent DFS yaw rte bias, there may also be
difficulty in adequately simulating the yaw rat r~nad Over the last two years. significant improvements have
asciated with inaneuvers such as IIAGA stability axis been accourlisbed on the baselie motion control

rolls. algorithm of titz DFS. Pilot comments and quantitative
data from Phase I of 17-SIANO progrAm are being used

Table I to design proposed corrections for Phase Hfo the project.
Compaurison Of Trim States F -tween A Barch computer modeling is being utilized to facilitate

Simulated Aircraft And"I D S Gondoa C.G. this effort in a cost effective manner.

PXUe u ~I-aft DFS Following Phase I of the DrFSIHANG investigation 0

au fte) K.Po (TEU) _ _ __ several lessons learned were noted with regard to motion

%um Wdet 4.04 control *loritk devlopment FRst when using fixedi-
Ac~m, -5.94architeture, fixed-gain motion coatrol allorithms, it may

k Lv_2.0 be required to optimize the algorithm to a %pecific portion

weWes* -6.44 of the flight envelope. This is done to provide
Ok ~eg~sc) -- ~0Msatiscory motion fidelity for moducting flying qualities

N, (S) 0.0706 0.0706 and human factors RDT&E projects where the initial
Ny (S) 0.0000 0.0000 motion response characteristics are paramount to the

Nz() 0.9975 1.9949 success of the study. By limiting te flight envelope,
P (Ww- 000 07 fxoo Wielty on oue axis can be reduced to improve the

0.00 1.07motion fidelity of the m important axis (as dictated by
0 WAASML 0.00 523Project requirements). Of course, this limits the utility

0 djac -.00 -30.3 and efficiency of the device, and 0hnuld not be the end

9.7 Developing tiFSIHANG CCA lol

Performance Iftirovemeats Uslig Batch Develofimental testing of CCA performnce continues to
Simulation be heavily tequired. Computer math modeling has
A batb siulation model of the CCA anid DFS primay reduced this effort: however, due. to the wide perceptuAl
mechanical chuxctuistics was utilized to conduct1 off-line response bandwidth of pilots, piloted develcpmental tes 0
developmental testing for improvements to the is necessary for lural adjustnt and validaton of the
l)FSI1ANG CCA. -Itbe batch simulation. desigr ted control algorithm and its related perfoirmsance. This is
Centrifuge Flight Simulatien Analysis anid Valid-s.on luticularly important since human modlell of perceptual
Tool (CM. AVT). can be driven using a 3-DOF r-aric response have significant limitations, including the
ighter aircraft model, or by actual aircraft data files, inherent limited ability for validation.

CFSAVT allows both developmental wnayses of the
CCA vWd comparison of octual DFS data results with project experience indicates tha maximum ility of
ertunatcd (Predicted) results. Thie model was validated centrifuge flight simulation will occur when combined
using actual DPS Wi GIAM test data. The major with a tean of CFS-rated pilots. These pilots would
benefit of CFSAVT is that it provides a low cost, rid possess the ability to differentiate between motion,
approachi to xe ~riznerstig with new parameter values and visual, and aircraft model simulation fieities Selected
Mode arWb=tcirs pilots should be test pilot school graduates to acilitatc

opeatins and Witer interface with engineern and test 0
Using both pilot cormmns and quantitative data results. conductors. Finally, these pilots would have minimal
several combinations of CCA parameter values were
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suseptibility to motion sickness, and the effects of the optimiation of motion control algorithm need to be
Coriolis atifact. deveLoped. This includes I) improvements in human

motion pertption response models. 2) development of
Dedicated development of motion cortrol algorithm adequate cost functions for control optimization, and 3)
ectmology for sustained motion simulators is tcded. To use of neural networks or artificial intelligence to deal
date. thie priary research has been directed in a limited with the inability to precisely model human motion
prototype aproach to devise a motion control algorithm perceptio.
for centrifuge flight simulation. Research sbould now be
directed toward the determination of methods to devise Off-line CCA development using CFSAVT provides a
control architectures, gain schedules, and cost functions cost-effective approach to developing and adapting the
for optimal control of CFS. This includes addressinp the CCA to specific tasks. CFSAVTw-as successfully used
utility of artificial intelligence and neural network to test several combination of gain and fdter parameter
schemes on non-linear, variable architecture and gain values. Results of these analyses are being applied to the
controllers. Furtshemore, research must also address how devekpment of an improved CCA designed to rainiize
to quantify the value of visual perception of motion the pitch response delays identified during Phase I of the
response, and dete.mine levels of human motion response DFSMIIANG test effort.
thresiold required to provide adequate motion fidelity for
tactical aircraft simulations. 12. FUTURE EFFORTS

Finally, the design of a successful high fidelity, sua*ned Fciure developmental efforts will be aimed at conducting
tnotion flight simulator requires the interface and limited flying qualities and human fictors experiments
expertise of several technical communities. Ther is 2 which utilize the current and prected near-futurc
ned to develop improved sub-models, including human chich utilize re pre te - future
motion perception, optimal control cost functiors, caliesoftheDFS. ArepesentativeF-IScockpitand
motion control algorithm architecture philosophy, and sinulakm model is currently under design and certifi ation
controllekr concepts. Since CFS devices subject a ,,ot to for use within the DFS. Development of the control
rate and acceleration magnitudes similar to tactical algorithm on and off-line will conticue in support of
aircraft, development of a standard for accepted operational maximizing the DFS's potential for an expaded role as a
procedures and safety is required. Finally, there should b. high fideity. man-in-the-loop flight simulator.
a standadization of symbology, nomenclature, and aixes
systems within the aircraft and physiological CFSAVT will continue to be used in support of this • *
communities to minimize unnecessary work and effort. Human perceptual models2 will be incorporated
onfusio. diety into the model to allow for improved methods of

gain optimization. This includes the design and use of
I1. CONCLUSIONS cost functions comparing human motion perceptual

response estimates czamput d for a pilot in the aixcra and
Centrifuge flight simulation is a tool which provides in the DIS during ight" . The ability to conduct off-line

engineers the opportunity to challenge the man-machine D
weapon system under the hash cnviromental codiions gain optimization ensues the highest potential for desired
they must perform, but, in 2 safe, controlled, rcpeatable. motion fidelity. Proposed CCA architectur and parameter
cost effective, lab=rty environment. There is a ned for value configurations designed off-line wit be validated
advanced piloted flight simulation to address flying duing piloted simulations.
qualities and human factcrs issues including criteria
development, display technologies, and mctcs/training. 13. REFERENCES 0
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OPTIMAL TACTICS FOR AGILE AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY ... A DIFFERE~NTIAL GAME
METHODOLOGY

Urban K. D. Lynch
Eidetics International, Inc.Jo
3415 Lomita Boulevard

Torrance, CA 90505. USA

SUMMARY unloaded acceleration much mare ropic. Aso Shown in the tigure s
It- the tactical enmployment doctrine most apprrlate to the

Historicaly. righter aircraft tactics wore not developed until a new technology.
aircraft reached operational use. In the past. this pilotlairoraft
Intenuve proce was altorrtab'e In the future. budgets and
limiled ftying lime iss likely necesiate a more cost-effective w y.
to develop tacticse for Innovative and unfamiliar aircrat
technologies Such, lahe casi for WVR technologies as high
angle-cl-allaal (701) supermaneuverabily, (X-31, F-18 HAWI) and
superr aneuvrableffvite (Archer-Il. Aim.-9X). The advent.it
very high. cost-effective computer power has made affordable Toptiml control tehiques (that have bees traitionally
compuibonafy prothitivel) and low-cost real-time pitoted
simiati of creclble realisi. Together, these two toots providea
.cst-electrp inere to deecp tactics for new techniologly pro tor
the new technology reaching the fiald In operational use. Thi
paper presents the Successful resuhts of a rSil attenmpt to use
Differential Gamnet (the Ew-ditics AACDG) anid the Wadr"c low-cost
ARENA Siiutaor to develop now tactics for new technology sc
as Estended Flight Maneuvering. (EFM). This woirk was F

sponsored by the 4-Power Senior National Representatives (SUIR) lr
throuxjh Apronauticl Systems-center at Wright-Patterson Air_________________
Force Ban. G0no. USA. reai .iiuin

AAcDO Air-to-Air Combat Differential Game
ADA Angle-ot-Attacr Figure 10 -Technology verjus Tactics
ctc Close-in Combat* *
DG Ditlereta GamF4rarit
F Exere Flgh Free o e~n During the F-4 C-a. the controostile AGA range was less than 201

EFM ig Extne Fli anevein -nrd aggressiv egily, usage near that engte-ol-attack in the F-4
HA0 Hnitih Cnl;o-Arc often resuhted in depaituros and spins. Furthermore, due to the
tRCM infrared Countermeasure relatively low Ilsust-o-weight ratio o1 the F-4 (an due to the
tl tn rms relatively high wing loaing). maneuvering the aircraft at high AOA

.i Differential Gie payoff function for tie y long resulted in a significant loss of aIrspeed aid placed
LiD Ult/Drag ratio the pilot In en unlavoraste position with Siled options to enhance
1-1 Mach number fi un lrvivability Hence, the tactica appm-prtate ts this level Of
14MN. Mahemnatical Gaming Algorithm technology placed a premium on maintirg high airspeed Even
AX lItSile in todays technological ar combast environment. :-.v:s continue to

PS Specific power adhere to the air combat principle that *spWe is Ift
SM Supermanouverat i
TOW 1hruniWeight ratio F:Ii~xai 'A
TPBVP Two-Polnt-Bosndary-Value Problem
MRl~ Within-Visual Range Alter the F-15 was Integrated into the USAF nvenloly, sir-Ic-air

VOR Yellow Btick Road Software tactics evlved to fit the technological advantage the aircraft
offered. This aircraft has a controllable AOA range In excess of
35* sod enhbiS a comnbat thrUSt-to-weight ratio substantisly,
higher than the F-4. With the F-I5, the pilots cnn utilize its fun

11-I111020Mtransient agility k-*'ntbaf very aggiessily without concern for
7h#) nature 0f air combat has changed dramatically over the years departure It he pilot maneuvers aiggressively and decelerates to
The cotrectiva impact 0f advances In weapons and aldc %me an mrapeled below Isis corner speed, the high thrust and low wing
technologie3snicreuired changes in fighter tacsica to enuelding of the Eag~o give turm multiple otfensive end defensive
sutcess especially when these same technologies are asumed options lithe plotoltan F-15 flow hit tcatsail sh e
in tdie throat Bad- Beyond Visual Range (BVR) combat soa iti the F-4, the comibat value ot the t-.l5 is a maneuvering

Visual ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~i Flne(iW)cmbtesromns aebcoemr engagement would be induced from its maximum value. Hence.letal beause (WR these t lint- mets K h thecme ore the a appropriate Is Irp- level of technology atlow some
suitably equippu %.)to(e, ,o control the fight BVR and makea retaxatihn o1 the 'speed iI ts dluctine when' the condtitios
only allashing engagaeent r'-.fl,. transition to Sustained C10se-tn Warrant more aggressive maneuvering Also, the F-IS can
Combat (CtC) Mit be infwvtbte tin occasions The transition utiliz vertical inaneuvettng to a much greater extent then the F-4.
between B'JR anid VNR combat haa becom an Impottat tactical X3 xmlarea with the need Ior preodse timing and execution. Technology
has g14.4ly affected the polof a choice of maneuvers and has The teclogy cift erences between the F-4 and nesxt generation
compressed the time, available ton him to decide how bent to react aircraft like tho F-IS6. F- IS, F-t8. F-IA4 tc, were siicant. btA not
during m.4ny Itacl situations co iff ertnt as to notllow a reasonable extrapotaton of pat

It Tivi- Virue Tchrilanvtactics It-to the prisent. More tit-portanitly. In tIS time framie, has
11 actcs arsl Tchnlanbeen th topact of mlies lectnology enhancements on aircraft

tactics. The fesS-- of the all-Aspect IR rtnsse has grealy impacted
lt la ft that there can be. and. Indeed, In n"r~ cases must be. WVRPCK: tact"cti hatever the oerae technology Similatly. the
an Interaction between lighter streralltlochsnologies and the tacticsi Arhl :s-em~X witlh tlmnet nourned sights vAs have a similar
which are utilized to em~ploy them. This concept Is Illustrated In p-a ),,cc on IM I W"
Figure I10 where the 'lechnolog that Is shown lsathe combination
of the controltble AOA range and the Ihrust-to-wtigtlt ratio of the Ac.n Aarciadtr not.*, . E'Ist)HAIA capabilities of the X-31 are
fighter. Ar Increase In the colitrol"Ife ADA range can create en not a mere, estnpo'Wton tmot past aircraft. Angles-ot-atteolt (ACA)
IncreaseIn tho transient amItycar, Nitiy ot the aircraft In all three of 70-,vr#e) caule many 'Wctlt cliagonges to the pilot. 0.1 such
axes. An Increase ill th4 IntiWe thrust-to-weIght ratio of~ the imi-tuc-, tat pist tac&. experience oftfers minimal help In
eircraft Cm iiigiicantly reduce thes energy-bleedc ret, during knrowing tw.iAwher I. apply the nowa technology to bast
aggressive mnoluvorng anid can matke energy addition during an adiantage. Con",de the lotowing tactical Chiasange9s:

Presented at anAGA RD Meeting on Techroloe-for Highly ManoeuworbleA ircraft ',October 1993.
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*A hih AOA m~aneuver is aCCmpalad with a rapid 1083 Of GRADIENT APPRO0ACH TO DIFFERENTIAL GAMES
rmpeod and potential disoientation in Situational uigure 2.1

awareness. 
X*Is the high AQA mareuver compatible with weapon % ..

constraints? 9.
*How musch ADA is realsti for taidiCal us*? __lll C0,io
*Should high AOA be used to rotate the velocity vect or (at coresf ,,romS -01% Vr 5m5~n~

slow sWood -Herbst maneuver) and unload 10 ShoOtoAOFLT1 10f cAT I Sl~liTAvT U.. .. e
simply point-the-nose anid get the first shot to threaten the AAri"C T0lE rxeaicruri fcinO i'IflfjrCTllWslOn*A" TO.,
adversary? I&we~lr oi)~axrri Ari O4G ill

*What impact does higher thfust~eight (TNW) or 011itrag (UD)
have on the utility of EFM aid appropriate Wa-oICS?

*What if the thk rcraft has better performance in the.
conventonal fight envelope than the EFIA aircraft? - "

*Even with EFM capabhiy. can the opponent negate most of
its advantage by changing his tactic? -acsnrnjsrurr ix -

_Q DIFFEREPNTIAL G~AME AS A TACTICS GFNFFIATIONUT 1 W~ i oma aof uci

Afthorigh there are several approaches to tactics-for-f echnnogy
development, most a-a -bnite-torce* in nature and greatly depend Figh*er pilots in reality fight weapon envelopes first and only
on the Intlgence of the analyslkiser. Differential Games, on the irctrectly fight aircraft In that the wesor envelope s attached to
other hand. (to be better defined later) is a branch of OptimalAL S
Control Theory that is a -near-elact- mathematicat gamning LAUNo Met
algorithm tor lWRA air-combat tactics development. Figure 2 0 AWM.

portrays & dehinition of the DG. D~s is based on the Calcutus of
Variations to define the mathesmsata necessary condelions to
optionize a payoff function. For example: FlivI the aircraft control
schedule that mwnlmnizes the time-to-ClimD to a defined atttude.0
Thin problem Is a simp;9 single aircraft problem in Optimat Control
Theory where -time- is the payoff anid results In theclsi
ROWTulrwsil Climb paths DG s ia bit more complex as there are
now two pfase.s in which one plterai attempting to minimize the
payoff and ttie other player is altempi~ting to maximize the payoff
ie a tadillepoint SObjlin) For example Find the aircraft.......
(Pursuor) control schedule (taCbc) that minimizes the time to
closure white also finding the other aircraft (Evader) control
schedule (tactic) that preventsimaximizes the time to closure The*
resulting Mathematicat necessary conditions have two Sets Of
differential equations-

*State eqriations (I a . equationi.-of motion) defined initially
(ie, time is0)

*Cososte equations defined terminally (ies. at the finat time)

~igureOFigure 22 Mle ~lPer'ormance Envelope
Figure 2 EL2±t L thE ~ Ie aircralt Figure 2,2 shows the lead-colltrion guidance mussile

A OR'I-HOF OTIMA COTROLTHEOY THT FID!,performance enivelope of an Atm-9 like missile Shown are the
A dn'i~l o O~tMA~cortnotT~tSY rIASFiI~licharactenistic envelope performance parameters

'IA UIS "COIJTPOL /TACTICS FORl TIHE SYS' ,E-1
iN CON"f0 lMJ * tfisimum launch range (nm)

A~~sj * Maximum launich range (Tim)
AIP-TO-AIR COBTAPLCTO FINE - Ho-escape range

Hot shown in Figure 2 2 is the lead-ccison launch angle, 00.
Measured from the lie"-fsiht that IS shown. i Fiire 2 3 The

- mINIRMAx magnitudes are a function of the taunci alude,
mIsl characten ties. aircraft velocity vector magtttudes and

'.~'~'C~ ISolentasons. The la~er two parameters Pie., velocity vector
S/....,~. r antude and orientation) for each aircraft art highly dynamic

U51 Cn0,:Ali. -I A

These two sthO of ritrntl equations form a lA-oit
boundary-value-problemn (TPB VP) that can be Soleed by iterative
numenical techniques (10., Steepest descem gradient technique)
on a high-speed computer, Figure 2 1 portrays features O1 the
graKient technique The culIs Of lye D3 leen-iqus er the
tralectoites ind control historiesi (tactics) to optimize a payoff
function for the technole. en characterizing the systems (I .
equations-of-niotion) In conflict. The poet Of the pDflirentral

GameIs hat I wll ind tihasmal IIIar-t a n2A tChnooi
anI. FuhIice IIa wfflla Inctis't TACIC ARE ITIVEN I THE(WflatSOf TE VhAPz

ccunterLiZnat e nlsfew tinhinv

The major lfsk in the DO approach is the develor iten of an 41. IT 4 Ii*t
5 I .~o!~~-)

analytic Dayoll function that appropriately enpreor) iswfht the . i~ril
adversaries aire trying to accnimphish fLdelh I deveneljfl te:____;fti
Air tn-Airf Combat ifflerent-l Ga-(AACCIXI kb 'itindj Ita( u~g in

DIMoS Mfg Irvfwi to er-'iren Figure 2.3.- Generalized Air-toAir Combat Payoff Function
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variables in WVVR alfoombat that cause the misosile perforance Aacaenvelope to also be highly dynamic. Any aircraft technology that
rapidly Influences aircraft veool vector magnitude and
orientation " highly couple Into the missile performnance
envelope. r (as a. .*~xY

The realization that Pilots P(UIialy fight weapon irwebpets arnd 1
that these envelopes awe higlfy dynarnic In WVR alr-combat. ted to
the Quantitative penenrIsed payolf function. J, shown In Figure Idn

23. The su~bscripts P and E identify nilsle alwekpe Parsaetersn&~ -
anazdatid with the two aircraft in the Ilvi sit combat. The payoff111
flncton. J. can be partitioned as toltown: Note: J1 determines Ithe air combat

situation is Impro~ing or getting worse.
J - fP(R) : fP(ep) - E(R ; E(OE) t-rWhere 2 The J1 function was key to development of the EUdtics Air-t-~

r'n- 2 (RMINP + MAXP) Combat Diferential Game (AACO) Mod~t and proved to result in
fp~fl) 4Irelistic tacksc tor Inotvative technology. In aummary, it Is worthy

fR - I-o L MAXP RMINP to note thtaaJlIsao:nctioo:

I. Altitude
fp(Opi . a2e* -O. 2. Range to adveray

2 3. Aircraft velocity vector mi.jniudea
2 4 Malrst veloit vector oafentAtions

4R{ 2 (RMIN +RMAE)j 5 Nestile chaacterilacs
fE(R) - iate AMAXE - MINE i 2L4aatmnht af thetia nAlr i.QrmhAl rDiilarsnhalfl a e

fEjeE) a n2 OE + E) Eiejca developid the AJr-to-A~r Cembt ODife~nfl Gatme
(CACDO) to havne a capability to dev;op now tack~s for Innovative
agtty technologles Figure 2.4 siiows the major tolces icti on

The '. options M~ the.tur4ctio atlow the analyst to create a j an a&rframe as modeled Ma the MCDG. Figure 2 5 lists the key
function with ifferent air-combat cikarac~tens For illustrative
purposes. consider the fllowing J functin option form

j fp(R) + fP(ffP) - fE(R) * E(BE)

The following absivnationa are noted about this payoff function J.

1fOR) is essentially zero (0) when Rmax -R < Amn and has it
maxmumsvale one ()when R .--- icfe , IniRmax*
'heart of the issile envelope

2. Mm fp(ep) . fE(OE)) Yields Figuac 2 4- Aurcr-,lt Forces in AACDG

op OP Figure 2 5
eE -000 "PuOSI: An enr islseOA%" .iiy$. tnoo to n'idtsrvi

tn lost iWit. Sn to va (to tacmsln.nmva.
whicha is tl'e 'best' terminal orientation for P. ftrm tavaoiso to m.X#o WAv of C"io'

*tfltNO5ss
3. Max UlPON) - fEeE) yields FRTe UN CODE' 60 U& itir 4000 hioa

ep e c. W cAPMWauSs

ep~~~~ strw epat ~ri. ~ .limosw

012- - xt Oeo s in- I V I
which is the-bar terminal Orientation fairE. Tritnoloy M Sw. M O (eis ya'l

- Qaanon d cilti,AMforvllii.f

4 Furthemrmme. J Is structured sucih that VO". A~itio a. 4n'

Jmin' best terminal position for P toner'. - Furtmot i u of t o ip
Jmax best termnInal position to: E "tar s.-Wolot m5.io

netulral terminal positions for Po an E. t- ir . L( toposita)2 ia .Ti,i .l :C(" O)

5 Thetlowest Value OfJannIS 201 (0) and the largestvalue of .Oto ia rmtdco( "-.m)qi omtstait
Sinax ill four (4) ll~naaoisn'h A CD rSin0

The - function was not so mutt derived, as deduced baaed on OWWrnrOV'. AgAty - ^GA.. l- i <i C, snnISaie o- ;g( C< Q)
Eid Aics' experience h1 repreisein's thef bent known analytic toa i Fnil( Aa,.i -nvonaun' n
functiotn tlhere rntlynte'lisnthatsto a omaants .$ .- 4
can posuion themselves for terminal omissile rellease through use
Of the MIlNhrnifsmaririum operation on the J function -Thmicin-dl 5 0 0ru. .- 0(01

The uses of the .1function are poetially mae. Irst.e, -- -m~Ali .- A(,)

*To formulate an air-lo-air combat difeortntlal game arid ivnilMla Spooks Wo~da.
devise new tactics for new tecirnotzgy. -70181 .-001i

-A measure of sir combat moot Cja . IkSe summing La ni~CJil roern
opporlunilis) iia given engagelmentl. The froctsos of i - k-nrA'exceeds a given valie (or is below a given vaeto*) Is an.

-A simulator cockjApulae to assess toaccal advantage against aviCi
any selectd target SadtoT

l-, M"8 i0.i by stiv



can be varied In the model as technology vartfiS. Az.IN f 0I __________________

As can be seeson 0 lg7re 2 5. the MACOG has amlte Cata5ty to t . prot~tif
mode a, wide vaelty, 0f EFukAgI.V y, tcchnologies to Itidil Arr/mle ~tacnaogy capabiity

*Pilot rewotefach lCiliptan/roorditrialtic Ist
*Coniventionral awrcrt technotogy pas nec
H igh AOAtEFM

*VtFF ai/cralt fiakcluttl circulabion Sitdrag Irence 2. A-NA Manned Simulator Trials
Eqrrln spool up/down Atilprpa
Coe.trolaktty ettact~s at high AOA tand low d)-amo pressure *SioCessive triats until Satisfied have 'best tactic

The, basic AACO is wtten in FORTIPAN 7.0 and is Coma12tbeRcr 214tce Fr)ate ahI
with a vailty of computers Eldetica culrrently trs the mode,' on 3 Po~st B4et
Apotlo ad Howiati Pa&."r woftitation comptom fT is also * ie W61t tcs
hosted tn a 38S/3 M~z personal notebookt com1puter. kdentity candidate ICs for Dfft.Gse tactics rerun
The key outputs of the AACOG are time hitry Waos for colnputVr
plott-ng of a taige variety of 4anabtos and to dave graphiC software 4,. ARtENA Re-teals
It-( reat-tirr4 rep"a of tactics in Godst eye mew C. trcra tI.e codlpit Replay *best tactic

*Shorw Drft-Ganei Yftow, Stick PO dr
o0 PROCFSS TO povpE OP TACTICS FOR NEW .Try Gilt-Game tacics 1tv past

IUkRQWGiX Estiiate Dill-Gamli ltic

Figure 3 0 shows the key eltmens In a *.ocss wh"o*r~ Finalt quesurknsalr 0
are tactic3 that use Innovative fighter aircraft technology to
operatlosat advattlage The process begins with the 00 (l) rbe
vvhose prme purpose is to lindSUggess Opfirar candidate tactics
to begn th process Thse tact-m- ore daeetoped Inr a $Wed M The purlote of ttre daily prebriefteg is to farsiarze the pilots watn
of lrait conditions Contended to spa.'s the key states of ranges. tria capati~lltse of Vl ie Jwpn they are to lly that daf. to
a~lglictt. airspeeds as tactical tartin1fg ootiol's a pi't is likalY to ~hv~ the We Of jrkrt t ons 4d(CS). ad to give thre Alois time
oncoufJ~or) Table 3O0is an ossampi set of swrqn coodttons. to plan t~treS tI't mastiv-er tot the first pass arid C...erst tactics

pt-oitor,ISC Eac plot has a Pilo4tlot*0 Obl cnallang
tachnrology c escriplions. IC figrures. and torms for Werc plavrning

Table 3 0 - tiat Conditions (rs and recoro Iiepig

IC 8 Macis it* After probnortiripannmng come the real tlrne pe'C04r ARENA
titctics oxupenmendtlors whoto purpose as to aF~w the pilots

2 reasonable tie to expenience the new technology and - -ioisi~ g g busnractics Pilots re .!1owed 5- 10OARENAtials V.Aech
0h ~~~~~~~~tcfrologyiiC comtination Atiuamr mlt'tr

a-vays dirible. the 5 10 trias are uftlent for Vls to devise
12 9 a -best- maneuverm Inach technotagyrlC setup PiotS are given a

Rx 3 9 couple hourr in the Simulator to get Ifirekar weth ARENA and its
Ard 1) Tmr It 13I disptays/switcriotogy Pilts hyn technology entinced aircraft

A IA 9are given time to -faii-out- thoseo aircraft pinor is recur id tactics
14 9 exnematian trials After pilots are ready, the recorr.od

expementation teals begsn After achtnat erpeoniare stin
iclr (t' ) 15 9 r 5 pilots record notes in their Pilot Notebook and comnmung inol

- (ARENA provides a pl intercom systom for rel-tie,
16 -.5 9 conversation) with one another so as to makie the tactics nat

- - - ero~ipenentatio efficient. T-re last trial inathe Oeogrien eton
17 .5 5 trilssofa given ICriechology ispaned t bethe bosr piloted

t actic for that 1CAeshrrifogy ombNatio*n Pilots iderafy in
exiplain their -best- tactic: on formsa contained in their PitS

3050 Noteibook

Art alrclft atimik power. ___ Once the real-time ARENA tactics eillesmritntion trials are
;C Mach 8 compleed. apos b-nfings hld to cusitlePlot -Dertacc.

- exaine majof differences with Differential Game tactics decide
Tito(2) on say ICs for further tacticsoenpelmenthon the neat da r The

te I plo 'best' tactics. both adversaries. are discusSee ene, I .al a
is 5 time using data recorded on the Pilots Notobooke If a P1 -best-I taIc and Oifterenliat Coma optimal tactic Ame radically 0 tIerent.low0 9 5 .9 these differences are Ckscusseid to doterrino ithe moss

.500 1,o To ric II adictionat ARENA trials to esiarriene ite pros/cons of the 2pt-atl
20 9 Ii Differenial Game tactic.

5052) 00' *-ei~i~l 21 ~The post briefing processuusuallyunowers one ofl- itCS for
Vie (2 300' Too]) 21 5 wich the Differantial Game optimar tacti is V0g,14 , Vy differen~t

froll the pilot blost tactic. This results on ARENA:9 ne, s flor
futher tactics experimentation in the prostons of thou Di 'eorihtial
Game optimat tactic These ro-trials a-" usually the fIs*i order of
businesonhon ing day. FRe itare flown b)tha plots
once the plts era flatiharttad with trio DiflereritisI Larea optimall

22 51 5 tactic through use of the Yellow Bridk Road (YB3RJ ARENA coclit
rwiltlF lltvI somtario) a cockpit oriented roal~bti replay oIf to Drferfantial

optimal malneuver. The YOA aoftware allows eithetr psI to
stolkealA the realtimo ireplay at his coneonience rope ii dty until

Once the -carnidate' optinal tactics are geneoraed with the the 00.tlrorta 0-iwo optimal maneuver is undrotSod Thl
Differentil Game (1). a pilot assssiumntiraelrng phase (see trials are then do-"e with the plot flying the Orfeltiat Gaet
eCements 2 and 3 in Figure 3 0) begins on tactic that Is L 4-ptise optie.SI tactic an .so the Pilot 'best' tbdCli to d.SCerr, the
process as shown In Table 3 1 pros/coal o1 each Tbose re trial results 3,o recorded in the Pilot

Notoucowk



Fogurs 3 0 Tabte 4.0 INS and describes nine (9) majr fschnolog..s
and 3 IR rtwte vvins). The vasoona are sit" the aircraft
and mrissl 'aate. h six (6) arcraft technolog vait

X31 (tFU0 are techoiloges 2(00% TW). 3(00% LID). 4C(SMto 9V ADA
*su"~ C-1se1, to point vaitooly vector with a om otionat IRM). 6 (orl'-niced rig0

vcotn)A) DIFFERENTIL *,U- ~ ~ ary)..7 (enhance a" Wry an 8 (enhranced pricft agaty)
GAME Il Ode to create a hih ADA (90*) version of the NM~v. F-XX

0TIMAL ONT high ADA coefficient of Sit and drag data were appended to "f~
THEORY basic NEW2 aer data. This wast reasonabe as the aem data at

normal ADA wias Sintar for the F-XX and NEW2. The
tupemwonmvrabla NEW2. hoevr exhibited Cm at a highrer
ADA around 36 degrees. Turn ratwMac1 gdPs nrnorroancet of the
svuiermanreverable NEW2 at 15K feet is shown mn Figue 4 1.
Table 4 0- SNR NEW2 Techniologly Excursionrs

AC f~% VrAI

OPTMA h.-. I 1,.0 11rs P" *fl..

:V *0TM 2 ,4o. IE.a%0i

X31 RICK 4,z9v'"' ' WiIS I AO-9
ROAD vwo 7 877v 0" Pv

ARN 1s k'ft*45 7 iiEV577.is" 2 t6-...4uw
MAMED SWULATION - i RY1ACA

NAS PILOTSw 6 Pe W1. ~ I .6 ... .-.

7 A" AGO, 9 PC. 1 9-.7.2- 57

*PLOT VALIDATED TACTICS 4 F A** 7 WW2 M I i* I7P@r .

PLTTANNII P-Aft7 7 W i
0

ii, ff. W 0,7,.%.,r7 7

10 Pro. 7 kM7.V70 ft- 5i7 ?5Wr4 .

40 XAMLF IFFRENL~i C~f BSUMFigure 4.1 SUMNI2ANEUVERABUE COIFIGUATMN?
41 fthnoloorr Fnhanceranlt from it Rzsaljrg .crxt 15MCFr WAX VOUs

The 4.PWR Senior National Rettreenttme group elected a
-baalino aircraft design thM was named the NEW2 with the ~
following basic aircraft paramnuts::.

Weillt 27250 lbs.
Th=Mei~rgf4 1.40

ThrustAW11tht -1.03
(IlOk 01)
WtnifArea 537.9 ft
ADAstall 26dog

Thmtr ats Pgperformance othe NE2atISK ear i
shownin Igr 4 0. In some sense. the NEW2 is a m h Rafae
orea b"09ln F-IC with Iroved thrust/Wtelght. The NEW2 does
not have supemnnrneuer caiiib51yl. grid *Cuts a stall ADA (1
CI~max) around 26 degrees.

MACHt NUMFIER

- - - r.-. The tnta Otflernrtal Gami technol~ogy (xe = wrasN
__~~~~ _I I bsieaNEW2 basetnefor the C. In these nirta thore

- was no technology advrantage: only a tactical adirantagea

resuts re resetedbelwlp to first tIM "n Show the following
.0 C

1. Aircrft ittlialy sMove the corner spee (M8 .9) invostlyr~ rue Lsa, the Vertical gene-ally usin a nsai toafd factor c~htads
*maneuver Into a -cle ghl entng up atstallAOA.

Thittt 4 pu'.od backt Initilliy Irorn mil power (SY In-0 the .3range end termially around .6 - .7.

- 2. Akrsaft L-lliatfy, below the corner sped ( Me .5) use a variety
of maneuvr .Asnet. but oenersa prefersi sight pichliac

55 1 ~*~ ~ ~*~~ * ~to stag ADA (- 50.gs) Uvt*the I -rckeght 7"fle Is

0~~~~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ft0 1 6* ss 11 uhd rmmtpwl om M(.)

tO ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~MC NUMBER.-*-'-----------.---------- . ----- -
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3 The torstn"condonS are 15st Shot (either arorall) usasly 450 ARcNA P11 OTFO SIMULtATION REStLI5
clustered arsund RMIN W4' ocra! quilify (8.-12 seconds). The tactics technrology enire process. beginning with the

4. IC 16 If a tecmoloigy aircraft slow with advetsny*2 fast, Otlltrential Game and raitimnating willh the feloted
olt riht inil going to the rear) results In an la~l oolma expOrientatiot. revealed somre %Vfl tadcc 1essons learned'
tk= designed to mirutnize thre afflect of this poor tactical worthy of summary Naturally, these lessons- arit rolated to the
sitatoO for the technology itirciall-1 The technology level of conventional pertrmai'ce of th-, baseline NEIN2 that was
aircraft-1 does a 2g roll 3W* (, ghrt) followed Wy a 300* roll purposely Selected to be a renttrear-tifim airframe design In
(night) to a loll prlchbacs Into 'Ne adversary es-ng up at 14G comparative terms. the baseline HEOWs is t-alale.ikre in character
kolaths j JiaolaZtg2j4agy or lkreabig-wingF-16 whIpr Poved ttilSUltow4ighl The
12 d11 dwlt~L favor turn on A "Dn sneerS 'lessons Iffainwerj are also intluersed by tr1, IEs (see Table 3 0)
asvauiv mio t i rog Win worveha'Te derav.U were choseno obe a reasontable sampleo of WVR treat
oneimotitli to take aelfuarifilf ilff eDnnerrln Plw r. con~tions lkrely tz be encountered. lb~ ~ o-Me2n

WlaflDILMtLO5O Thety were pr -zlily
designedi to providei a V6VA tchoogytlaclic-ule-if tiurao to use

In an attempt to evaluate thf, -reasonableness- of these 'bse hould a pilot find hlmselt in such a possnit IWAR tactical Stale In
optilai tactics, An experiencod fightfr plot was asked what he this regard, the pi oft len did no Ike an IC because they, -could
would do in each of t'* 'basetoe' ICa s upilt dd the same as not employ theadudtcnlg to advantage' ftnitist, however,
it-. Differential Game except Ne alays used max Arfi terminally be remembered that kninfg Wierg " to employ technology is
and did not do Use unrmiu a~cltralon tcti it. 4 acrave eq~ually Important to krnowing W!Aa to emnploy ecnloy.Such

was the reason Winrte set af Cs chosen 'he lessors learned bry
AN at fte terhnologies n~n with the Osirenoat Game euthiited uMe 01iftertial Gamne and platled ARENA nans are surrmnanzed by
viese general tenrdenicis in their 'aptorar tadists with vanaon in technology in paragraphs that follow

the use of the vidical and Profitle depending on h'ow the
technologqy Impacted lasa ot energy In a msax load factor turn 51 S aine Terhviuov S
Table 4 1 Summrarus t teoololigylC combrnLonS that
resulted in a noticeable change of 'optimal' tactic: (I e. maneuver The baseline cases really reprosen' WVPR air-combat belweein
plane, load factor ortlhrotole schredute) Irons the baseline Asn 'smrylariacroral in contrast, the other cases 01 technology realy
be Seen, the imod L/D arid SM tecAnolag-es had stre largest representWV air-combsi between 'dssliluar'asrall The
impac n the tactcpertbaton born he baeirre In sinsiary. i basalne cases revealed the following lessonsl
is also intoreIstin to noe that wrcproled lechISolgy diaalloy
resulted in improved (Ii e. smallr) J resuns for the technology It ab~ve the corner speed. use the vertical If below the
aircraftin every IC wttithfewexceptions These IC excepsons were corner soeed, use hllviedot-on
lOund to be eXPectedrfAtionale for the tcnloyri"C combinations
in which they rately occurred This nave much eoniri i te*If Slow and your adversary is last with a high velocity vector
can.-blv of the flrerri~al finme nwooor odiis c'fg ang%#eolt. takie time to accelerate b-elore the tun A lightly
fancs thut look nituantan gl the, techliolrov chanin loaded slice ay be the best accelerae tacti

to the threat wairfit is -snlaf (I e in energy b"eedraile). go
lots aI cirdes 'inside f/ght an IRCM the adversary at the

Table 4 1 - Optimat Tactc Differenrces trom Baseline morge it you engaged above corneirspeed Ifyou engage
miNsall slow, you probably cani afford IRCIA. espectally it

_________he is above corner speed iretiay.

Aicrf 11 12 13 14 15 16 7 52 3U . TN a ~3O5JDTechftanis Q A31

Technology-----------------------These tectnology enhancements inltuenced the 'ds WmtfVV

I . arcornlbat tactics in a Similar way in that the Comtron afflet was to
,30% T - -- - - - - - decrease bleodrse in a max pertormtnce turn As suds, the

2 . orig tenis learned wore common to both technologies

_L .~ It I havesa bleedorate advantage (I e, Liss max bleedrate).
.30% L. 2 - - use more of the ortical itha the basamie case

I When slow and Ire rujverary is last with a high velocity
- - - - - - - - -- an~ev-facclrtais before the turn may not be

VPOInt 2 'neerldcv

SM 90........................... Wreon at high veloit vector anle-off and he IS at least as
Nose Point I - - - - - -slow AS I m. Iorcela I circle fight to the 'outside' to dnve 3

2 ------ lonpar I*, itmerge to force hIm obteed more energy to got
Roa1 lahs nose-on you

Enhanced 2

Axial I W~thle laster Spoolng engine you can afford to leave the
Elrkfced 2 engine in AfB ironger wheon eimpling IRCM techfnrqjos

Pitch 1 54 TA.orsons cJbn~L

AMIN I*undefr man loadlfactor

Reduc" Be careful at .he handling qualties under high load factor
- - - - as you may Liksely over Controll in roll and detesrt what the

technology provides

4 1 flwnlereslGneinfinofTrimio bS The most likely tacticatl useis in quick maneuver defentive

plane changes
The Impact 0f improved technoLar y in Ovactly refracted in the
reduced value of J (i e.. negative inang& from basefixel in each Si qugSm noulifwmvr ISM, to Pont Veoot', Vet'of
IC. The aveorage value of this negative J change Over the aixed net Tmhffldv 141A
of ICs results in e cied cuanlitauvo measure 01 the *goodness* of
a technfology chang,; relative to. :%ebanehneo NEW2 technology tno enarnirin the lessons leamned here. it must be rqinomtirod
These retauZ& are presented in Figure 4 2 and Show the *0.itmar that the basi ptulosophy isnto get &low and use l1'tusntvieght to
ranking 0f the 8 technologies relative to the -basetina- IIEW2 The turnthe velocity vectr~~o uri 1'criie 'r'
SM aircraft with lAM-SM treati;e produces the Largest improvement A ~r o6 That time
0f the eight (a) technologes stiiaed wih the Ditererital Game An is related t0 how well your adversary pertatris cnivenionaly
wil he Seen insa later sein. the IA nmil off boresiglil Aumir1I thist you have time to get slow (arid ate witing to accept
technology also prioduces a great Increase in opersonal the tactca vulnerabmity of Such an energy ele). aitsI not good to
ellectlivneSS dli INS$ unless your aircraft has enhanlced thnantiieight t15-2 Ot to

turn the Slow vedno. velocity end then to scceleratef tor mio.ssle
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doeense. fUnk tnhlefy. neiher of thso two rauie~nt ware
met by the aircraft in this sudy. That 58tebsta ifelNh 70h 011-.Rnvevinht Terhrnotn' (101

thflftwirhl of the SM.NEWO et ait I (j Wt 10k alif- As tnterf-ttrgy. the PlotS iled this techrnology best, even thwugh it
such. neither the 011411111'" Game (DG)0 ofPiloted AAEHA cass did not ilnjesce tidct= in g90t1ng too Shot 0h.0,tthan reqrnng
uncovered a"t real tactical advantage to SM to 'besdthe vsloor . ftem to *tIsrnk ahead' to brl sure and sheet "arte Their reasons
vector. The lessomt learned ea rnov. related to arrraft ow foe rating it best were the oovus. tess turning (shorter srrredtrgher
MLfaalM Wrtr the weak SM desig of the NEW2 and the ICs velocit) to get the shot. ACMI mow ef clf reduSL thefl
cheon. the pliots and 00 ksrhtmoeo-ls conventionally. 11 0tIry nt Advanix-8 har.

k'aair was -niterlat in urvrr is.ne Mti'sn& tA j@irs taSlnoi tTrhrto llc'.

gsILflProbably thif mos important lesens learned is the tloft"g
one related to dlesigrt: As a part of the debneling and End of Day O~vsotoarrrq. pilots

were, asked to nirstencoir rank a techrnology relative to the
4 svery u-hitrey that lagh AOA witl aid art eirlrane ot Weo baseline NEW2 Alth N uSPIII the Pilots at the ird of the day had
cortvriboral performance. Sad arothr way. -A idamrond delinge opinins nod seemed to Wn it easy to corrpare a 4
On a brass rwn is no jt~r technotog just Ocwrt against the farnitrr baoaiae As tsi end .l

Ctasrc JTurs so Herst yt.,~trvrs re~ei~rtne errbre, process. those pilots whto flow irwulie technologies
Clasic -Yus ad Hrbs tyri ans~es w"notv-sre asked to rank the tecnologies they flow into a coirrpur~i

etlective in these unbiased airmit'lactrcal situatrons ranting -.-to-tO. That pitot ranking is shownr in Figur 5S0as tIe'
*opsry vertical brs As cat be sen. the topS techoologiet*r

S it rpernranenrver IM it t Pornt Nose Zit sh AOA (I) 70. oft-boresGht IAX. (2) SM with SM MX4 (3) SkI viekoy
mrasdofe (51ooj~ poun. (4) . 30% U). (b) +30% TNI. FRgure 5 0 also Shows the

Prior to tyrno te Iihnology. the pilots thougt at wouid beDrferrla Gaine ranting of technologies (base on M.0 averagebe ~~payoff rsducmnnva~reri I- e 42)to be(2) SM wlSM TX. (3)unbreatale Howvt~r th ol ogy in ts test lfed 1111 SM vlciypoint. (4) PncmAgrlrt. (SI 3C% ID Eratottr e
advanlags over the converrorat baseline tor severA rasons oft1-bCresrht MX (not run wnth the Ditlarenr Gaarr W tile

the techology ~ 3 ~ 01 ~addition of Pilch AgWtt. the DItM enSj Dr1terr"ra Came rarruris
Although th ehi"pvds23scn.o Ts~*are very simitar
shot Irme advantage, the early shiots d-O no dissuade at
agressrvef adversary front -gzlrV- the situation ec ao 6Aoed 5U

Each elernemt of the tactics developmnent process for lochnotogyBecause of low thru$Vller~ht. use of SM to gat the clary ise Figure 3 0) was easenta;. There were situations where the
shot at high AO' IL ways, left you stow with no capabily tc Dfloteetai Gam found n tactic of advantage that the plots dd not04
recover speed Ifilcirly for missil manieuvert defense, as Eod. and Weore were factic that the Ditlesrnra Garr. suggested
compared to manevering converioonaty tl-.al achieved th, that were unrfasic anos needed plot irrpit for tactical reasmift
sante mutual llS results. War left you ot higher speeds nert is dearf that the Combined PeOcas of Otrertal Game anld piloed
some chanice to evade an incoming rmsile sirmation inutuaty supporredf one ar.other rn a time, offoont

procs o developr WVR tac for ne.w agaty, recinolo,,,*s ThePert-afn therem friomta=' tot~ sotrwxa toots that cest-d-sectrrt/ trougit thre plot irlo the
alf-corrt where lilrlol*hn rries the aeverary to ,msjatu -'an technology process (r a*. the ARENA simulator anid Irelow, Brick
Of Nsi hq*t andf PAX ief- t, r hfl 2ta a ttrirl kAS itOWeve. R1oad raylay software) were esstrat to forge a Owens of
hbc TW em lrgo: AS111 e02dd nWWBY 1COM6 commnunication between the pilot a-4d the prner/technoogr st. 0
that'is M in rfrauar'ev

57 At.PrrrnTr h~ S

mrrprved Rmsn we sllow closer shots, but one mirutt bit
carefl not to Iraq yourrsetf

FigUre 4.2 a ()PAYOFF *DIFFERENTIAL GAME
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Figure 5.0
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